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Preface

HE use of cathode-ray tubes as a means of displaying information in
radar and other equipments demanded a huge expansion of production facilities during the war. In the 3+ year period from January 1942,
Although some of
nearly 3 million of these tubes were manufactured.
the production was in specialized types that are not likely to find popular
usage, there are now available from surplus stocks and from present
manufacture many cathode-ray tubes of various types.
Along with
development of the tubes and their screens, there has been a corresponding development of the art of beam deflection, reported here only in part,
but in such detail as to suggest numerous variations.
It is hoped that
the application of these tubes to peacetime uses will be aided by the
publication of this volume.
Cathode Ray Tube Displays is one of seven related volumes of the
P.adiation Laboratory Series that deal with lumped-parameter circuits.
It describes solutions to problems involved in the application of cathoderay tubes to radar displays and to test equipment.
Although the design
of the tubes themselves is not considered in any detail, operating characteristics of the tubes and of their auxiliary equipment and the characteristics and construction of their screens are discussed in detail.
A number
of means of producing sweeps is given both for electrostatic- and magnetic-deflection tubes.
Great emphasis is placed on sweeps that progress
linearly with time.
Because of the close relation between the function of a radar set and
the design of its display system, it was particularly difficult to avoid
frequent reference to specific radar applications of cathode-ray tubes.
It is one of the purposes of the introductory chapter, therefore, to present
a general description of the problems peculiar to radar so that the motivation of some of the circuit design can be understood.
Several following
chapters elaborate on the parts and functional circuits used in building
up ~ display system. Later chapters show how these parts can be
synthesized into complete systems.
Nonstandard values of resistora indicated in some of the circuit
drawings signify the use of standard RMA values in series or parallel to
obtain the desired power rating. For example, a 6-watt resistor is
ix

T
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actually made up of three 2-watt resistors of the appropriate resistance
value. The connection of multiph+ernent
vacuum tubes as triodes or
diodes is shown in some cases. This pract;ce is usually employed to
avoid the need of other types of tubes as spare parts in field equipment.
Other types may function as well in the circuits.
The editors wish to acknowledge the ever-helpful inspiration and
guidance of the editor-in-chief, Louis N. Ridenour, and of his editorial
board,
The preparation of the art and manuscript of this book was
greatly aided by the efforts of Charles Newton and his assistants, V.
Josephson, M. Dolbeare, and M. Phillips.
Whatever uniformity of style
and format the book may possess is due to the Technical Coordination
Group operating under the supervision of L. B. Linford and A. M. Stone.
The editors extend to the authors their appreciation of an onerous
task conscientiously
performed, and their congratulations
upon its
completion.
The assistance of W. O. Reed and W. E. Henry in furnishing important background material for several sections was important
and necessary for the completion of these sections.
The editorial staff wishes to thank Martha Murrell for so effectively
Much of the
and ably supervising the preparation of the illustrations.
special typing was done by Doris Williams, to whom the editors are much
indebted.
THE
CAMSSIOGE, MASS.,
JutY,

1946.
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INTRODUCTION
BY L. J. HAWORTH
The cathode-ray tube is a form of visual indicator that permits an
interpretation of electrical phenomena in terms of a, picture painted on a
phosphorescent screen by a sharply focused beam of electrons which is
controlled in position and intensity by electrical signals. Under the
proper conditions it paints this picture in an extremely facile way, being
capable of utilizing many millions of separate data per second.
Because
of this facility and the ease and accuracy with which observations and
measurements can be made, the device has had great importance in
many diverse applications.
As a laboratory and factory instrument,
it is widely used for both qualitative and quantitative studies of electrical
phenomena and of other phenomena that can be reduced to electrical
terms. The geometrical picture that it presents makes it peculiarly
appropriate as an indicator for television and radar.
The picture seen on the phosphorescent screen is called the “display,”
the “indication”
The tube itself is referred to
or the “presentation.”
as the “indicator, “ “indicator tube,” “display tube, ” “CRT”
or “scope.”
Often when a tube presenting a particular form of display is to be
identified, a descriptive adjective or code designation is prefixed to
The words “indicator”
and “scope”
are often extended to
“scope.”
include devices and circuits auxiliary to the cathoch+ray tube proper.
This volume will describe displays and techniques of display production which were developed to provide indicators primarily for radar
applications and secondarily for use in the electronics laboratory, although
their usefulness is by no means confined to these fields. The cathode-ray
tubes themselves will be discussed more from the functional than from
the developmental standpoint although the latter will receive some
emphasis in connection with screens and screen materials.
A rather
full account will be given of the methods of combhing vacuum-tube
circuits and other devices that provide the necessary voltages and curOther volumes of this series give more
rents for producing the displays.
detailed descriptions of the component parts (Vol. 17) and of the fundamentals of the basic circuits (Vols. 18, 19, 20, 21).
The application of the
displays to operational radar is discussed in Vol. 1.
1
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1s1. The Cathode-ray Tube.—A cathode-ray tube is an elongated
vacuum tube with a cylindrical neck and an enlarged section or bulb
that has a flattened front surface, containing or having associated with
it as external components an electron gun, an electron-beam-deflecting
system, and a phosphorescent screen (Fig. 1“1).
The electron ;un comprises those electrodes that create, control, and
focus the beam of electrons.
It is placed axially within the neck of the
tube, and consists of a heated cathode as the source of electrons, and one
or more electrodes that form these electrons into a beam that travels
axially down the tube at high velocity.
The beam is controlled in
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FIG.1.1.—Elementsof cathode-raytubes.
intensity by a negative control gnd consisting of a pierced diaphragm
Immediately in front of this grid
immediately in front of the cathode.
may be an accelerating gn”d (sometimes called the second grid), which is
either at a potential of several hundred volts positive with respect to
If present, thk electrode serves
the cathode or at full anode potential.
to make the beam current independent of variations in the potentials of
subsequent electrodes.
The electron beam is given its final high velocity
by virtue of a potential dfference of from 500 volts to several thousand
volts maintained between the cathode and an anode formed by a conducting coating (usually Aquadag or Dixonite) on the inner glass surface
over the region indicated.
An additional element of the gun consists
of a focusing elec-h-on lens, which makes thk beam converge to a small
area or spot at the front of the bulb.
This electron lens may be either
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electroMztic or m.agnetostatic. If it is electrostatic, it is formed by the
electric field distribution between the focus electrode (or $rst anode),
which is maintained a,t an intermediate potential, and the high-voltage
JMcondanode. Adjustment of focus is made by controlling the potential
of the focus electrode.
If the focusing lens is magnetostatic, it is formed
by the magnetic-6eld dktribution along the ax% of the tube set up by a
focus coil or permanent magnet external to the tube,
In this case, focus
adjustment is provided by varying either the current through the cbil,
or the position of a shunt in the case of a permanent-magnet focusing
device.
Defection is produced by transverse electric or magnetic fields in the
region indicated in Fig, 1.1. The same type of field is usually used for
both deflection and focus; although electrostatic focus sometimes is
In any case tubes are classified
combined with magnetic deflection.
as “electrostatic”
or “magnetic ‘~ in accordance with the method of
deflection.
Electrostatic deflection is accomplished by passing the beam between
each of two orthogonal pairs of deflecting elechdes or plates mounted in
succession in the neck of the tube. The deflection due to each pair is
accurately proportional to the potential diEerence between them, and
the two orthogonal deflections add vectorially.
If the deflections are to
be large, best focal conditions are achieved by applying equal and
opposite deflecting potentials to the two members of a pair so that the
mean potential between them is independent of the deflection, and the
electrons experience a minimum of longitudinal acceleration in passing
through.
Magnetic deflection is accomplished by passing currents of the
desired waveforms through a coil or a combination of coils surrounding
the tube neck. Permanent magnets are sometimes used to provide fixed
deflections.
The deflection due to each coil is proportional to the current through it, and the individual deflections add vectorially.
Good
focal conditions demand that all of the deflecting fields occupy the same
axial region in the tube.
A single deflection coil’ can be used to provide a polar display by
mounthg it on bearings so that a radial deflection in any desired direction
can be produced.
Multiple coifs are used in many different ways.
Often two are
arranged orthogonally either to produce entirely independent deflections
in a rectangular display or to provide the two cartesian components of
the rad~al deflection in a polar display.
Occasionally two coils are used
1A‘’ coil” usuallyconsistsof at leasttwo separatewindingsthat aresymmetrically
placedwith respectto the tube and are connectedeitherin seriesor in parallel.

4
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to provide additive deflections in the same direction, especially if the
frequencies involved are widely different.
A rotatable coil is frequently surrounded by an orthogonal pair of
fixed coils or by a separately onentable single coil or magnet in order to
provide a displacement of the origin of the polar display.
The design of deflection coils that can produce dkplays accurate in
geometry and of good resolution is an exacting task, especially when
this design must also incorporate maximum efficiency in driving power.
Hand in hand with the design of the coils must go a consideration of the
associated vacuum-tube or other electrical circuits that must accurately
provide the necessary currents with a minimum of cost in size, weight,
and power. A number of advances in both coil and circuit design,
which have been made in connection with radar indicator development, will be described in later chapters.
Comparison of Tube Types.—At the present state of development,
magnetic tubes produce sharper images than do electrostatic tubes of
the same screen diameter.
Thk fact is especially true at the higher
electron beam currents.
Electrostatic tubes are far easier and cheaper to deflect than magnetic tubes at any except the lowest frequencies because of the induced
voltages in the deflection coiis of the latter.
The weight and size of an indicator are greater with a magnetic than
with an electrostatic tube, partly because of the weight of magneticfocusing and deflecting systems themselves and partly because of the
power they require,
The particular size of tube to be used in a given application depends
principally upon the conditions under which it is to be viewed and the
requirements for dispersion of the picture, especially when measurements are to be made. The relative spot size, which determines the
attainable resolution, is relatively independent of the size for each of
the two varieties.
Furthermore the operating cost is the same for all
magnetic tubes and has no systematic dependence on size for electrostatic tubes.
T& Screen.-The
important characteristics of the screen are its
efficiency, its color, its decay properties and the manner in which it
“integrates”
or “builds up” the effects of repeated signals.
Since the strength of the electron beam has definite upper limits set
by a tendency to defocus at high intensities, and since the focal properties
are seldom all that could be desired, it is important that the excitation
efficiency of the screen should be as high as possible.
This requirement
is particularly vital when a given spot is being excited only a small
fraction of the time as in many cases of complex or interrupted displays.
It is important, of course, that the emitted light be in a spectral region
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of high visual efficiency or, if the screen is to be photographed, that it
be proper for that purpose.
The screen must have sufficient persistence (“afterglow”)
to permit
observations and measurements and, in the usual case of a repeating
picture, to make the picture as nearly continuous as possible.
On the
other hand the image must not persist so long as to cause confusion if
the picture is a changing one. For photographic purposes a “fast,”
high-intensity blue screen is best. For visual observations three cases
may be considered.
1. Those in which little or no persistence is needed, either because
the picture repeats itself in a time less than the retentivity time
of the eye (about ~ see), or because the spot moves so slowly
that ample time is afforded for observation without persistence.
~~5,
Screens incorporating the familiar green willemite phosphor
used in ordinary oscilloscopes
]d
and known as type P1 (phosphor
number one) are widely used in ~ 103
such applications.
This mater- $
ial has an exponential type of LW
102
decay with a time constant of a
\
\ < P14
few milliseconds
and is ex10
P12
tremely efficient in terms of
,LLJ_++J
light i&ensity.
0.001 0.01 0,1
100
2. Applications
in which persisltndin w
tence is needed to smooth out
Fm. I.z.—cathocle-rw tube scr%n
characteristics.
the effects of flicker. As will be
seen in Sec. 18.8, a recently developed screen of zinc-magnesium
fluoride with an exponential decay time of between 60 and 100
milliseconds (Fig. 1.2) and designated P 12 serves quite well for
this purpose except that its efficiency leaves something to be
desired.
3. Applications in which the picture repeats itself so infrequently
that considerable persistence is needed to afford viewing time and,
in so far as possible, to provide a composite picture.
This classification is eapeeially important in radar applications where scanning
periods may be as long as 20 or 30 sec. Exceedingly long persistence screens were developed for this purpose during the recent war.
They incorporate the “cascade” principle in which the persistent
phosphor, placed next to the glass, is principally excited by the
light from a coating of a blue-emitting phosphor that receives its
excitation directly from the electrons.
For reasons to be explained
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in Chap. 18 persistent phosphors excited in this way have much
better “buildup”
and decay properties for the uses intended than
they would have if directly excited by the electrons.
Two such
screehs;are- commercially available-the
P 14, which is suitable for
frame times up to a very few seconds, and the P7, which has a
much longer persistence (Fig. 1“2). Since the decay of these
cascade screens is an inve-power
rather than an exponential
function of the time, the disappearance of old signals is less cleancut than with the PI and P12 types.
Unfortunately no satisfactory phosphors with exponential decays of more than about
100 milliseconds have as yet been developed.
The problem of obtaining sufficient light from these long-persistence
screens is a serious one, partly because the screens are not so very efficient
and partly because they are usually excited only an extremely small
fraction of the time.
The influence of the buildup and decay properties of the screens on
the visibility of repeated signals, especially in the presence of disturbing
interferences, can best be discussed after some of the applications involved
have heen more fully described.
A special type of persistent screen, known as the “ sklatron” or
“dark trace” screen, which has the property of darkening under electron
excitation and is used principally for projection purposes, will be described
in Chap. 18.
1.2. The Geometry of Displaya.—In a majority of cathod~ray-tube
applications one particular quantity, the w“gnul, is to be studied as a
function of one or more independent variables.
The signal may represent a voltage or current in an electrical circuit, an audio signal detected
by a microphone, the ‘‘ video” signals of television, the “echo” signals
of radar, or almost any quantity that can be represented electrically.
The independent variables may be any quantities, includlng time, on
which the signals explicitly or implicitly depend.
In forming the displays the signal is used either to displace (deflection-nwdulate) or intensify
(interwi&nodukde) the electron beam (Fig. 13).
Independent variables
The motion resulting
are in general used only to displace the beam.
from one such variable is referred to as a “sweep.”
The tracing of the
pattern in response to all of the variables is called “scanning,”
and a
pattern applied once is called a “single scan” or a “frame.”
A particular method of scanning is often designated by prefixing a descriptive
or a coded expression to the word scan (B-scan, PPI-scan).
In a deflection-nwduhted displuy the signal deflection is applied at
right angles to an axis or baseline, determined by a sweep. The result
is a graphical representation that affords precise information on the

8
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mation on their strength and character is only qualitative.
In most
laboratory applications, the display is deflection-modulated,
the independent variable usually being time. In television, intensity modulation
provides a” picture” in the ordinary sense. Both deflection and intensity
modulation are used in radar, the echo signals beiig displayed in terms
of one or two geometrical coordinates.
A sweep may be continuously wntroll.ed by information or data +nwvided by an external source, or it may be an explicit function of time,
with or without dependence on external parameters.
The data pertinent
to a controil.ed eweep may consist of voltages that are utilized, directly
or through amplifiers, to deflect the beam proportionally; alternatively
they may consist of means for controlling the orientation of a deflection
coil used in a polar display.
A motion that is an explicit function of time is called a “time-base
sweep.”
Such sweeps are of great importance in two ways.
In many
cases time itself is one of the desired display coordinates as, for example,
when observing waveforms.
In other applications a time base can be
used to represent some other variable whose time dependence is known.
For example, in radar a linear-time-base sweep is linear in radar range
and is usually spoken of as a “range sweep. ” Similarly, in television,
time serves as the connecting link between the linear scanning of the
image tube in the “camera” and the identical scanning of the cathoderay (” picture”) tube in the receiver. The waveforms required to provide a time-base sweep are generated by some sort of electrical network in
the indicator circuits.
When the displacement represents some quantity
other than time the initiation of the waveform must usually be ‘‘ synchronized” with some external sequence of events in order that the zero of
the coordhate be properly fixed. Often when time itself is the coordinate
a sirniiar synchronization with the signals must be provided.
Sometimes the characteristics of a time-base sweep are made responsive to the values of external parameters.
Such a sweep is said to be
modulated by the pertinent externa! data.
In a majority of applications continuity is supplied to the display by
repeating the scan at more or less regular intervals.
In many applications, such as radar and television, the repetition results from periodicities
in the independent variables; in others, involving a time-base coordinate,
repetition is “synchronized”
with an explicit periodic ity of the signals in
time. If, in either case, the signals are identical from cycle to cycle the
display pattern is stationary (“frozen”)
as in a photograph or a drawing
(Fig. 1.3a) and observations and measurements can be easily and accurately made. If the pattern is a changing one, its progress can be
readily followed unless the changes are of a random nature. Even if
the signal is a transient one it is frequently possible to excite it again
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and again in order to provide time for study.
Often the exciting stimulus
is provided or initiated by a signal from the indicator itself.
In a deflection-modulated display the periodicity of the scan and of
the sweep are the same. A two-&mensional intensity-modulated
display involves two sweep periodicities, the one of lower frequency determining the periodicity of the scan. The appearance of the pattern
depends upon the coordinates of the display, the periodicities involved,
the relative time occupied by each sweep, and the form of the explicit
or implicit dependence of the sweep speeds on time. Consider, for
example, the important case in which both sweeps are linear and the
period of the faster sweep is short compared to the total frame period.
A cartesian display will then consist of a set of parallel straight lines
with a slope determined by the relative sweep speeds and a spacing
determined by the ratio of the fast-sweep period to the total-frame
period. A polar display will consist of a set of radial but slightly spiraled
“spokes”
if the angular sweep period is the longer, or a continuous y
expanding spiral if the reverse is true. In any of these cases successive
scans will exactly superpose only if the two frequencies are commensurate.
In a vast majority of cases, however, the ratio between the sweep periodicities is so great that neighboring traces overlap, giving a solid pattern
that approximately superposes regardless of the exact frequency ratio.
1.3. Laboratory Instruments.-l’he
nature of most laboratory applications is such that the most useful displays are deflection-modulated.
Electrostatic tubes are invariably used for this purpose because they are
far easier to deflect than magnetic tubes and because the nature of the
display is such that low electron-beam intensities with their attendant
good focus can usually be used.
The S@nchroscope.—Although special equipments are frequently used,
most of the requirements for a laboratory instrument can be illustrated
This instrument consists of an electroby the so-called “ synchroscope.”
static cathode-ray tube in a case that also encloses a variety of electronic
circuits and power supplies for operating both the tube and the circuits.
Included in the circuits are means for providing a linear range sweep
whose speed can be adjusted (usually in steps) over a wide range of
values. The sweep circuit is so arranged that the electron beam rests,
with zero intensity, at one side of the tube until the receipt of a ‘‘ trigger
pulse,” at which time the sweep begins and the beam is intensified by a
square voltage wave applied to the control grid. Aft& passing across
the tube the electron beam is cut off in intensity and is then quickly
returned to the origin where it remains until the next trigger pulse.
The trigger pulses may be supplied externally or they may be derived
from an internal oscillator of variable frequency.
Pulses from the
inte-nal oscillator can be brought out of the synchroscope through an
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external connection.
The circuit that derives pulses from the internal
oscillation can perform the same function for sinusoids or other regular or
Usually, means are provided for “scaling
random external waveforms.
down” the pulses in a regular way so that only a fraction are used to
trigger the sweep. When desired, the sweep can be triggered by a
dekqyxi puke derived from a variable-time-delay
circuit.
Often the
instrument contains sources of precise timing indices, which consist of
very short pulses used to produce sharp pips at right angles to the base
line of the sweep. These may consist of a set of discrete, uniformly
spaced (in time) indices, or a continuously variable index, or both.
The
delay circuit and the time indices are not available in all synchroscopes.
Signals may be applied directly or through an amplifier to the
deflecting plates orthogonal to those used by the sweep.
By means of these facilities the instrument can be used to study the
sequence of signals following any regular or random external trigger pulse
Several
or following any particular phase of a more complex waveform.
cycles of the signals may be viewed along the sweep by making use of
the scaling circuit.
If the delay circuit is available, any desired time
interval can be examined in detail by using a fast, delayed sweep.
The internally derived trigger can be used to initiate any desired
external sequence of events, the scaling and delay circuits serving the
same roles as before. By means of a switch it is possible to interchange
the role of the delayed and the undelayed triggers so that the sweep
begins before a trigger is delivered to the outside.
In this way it is
possible to obtain a clear view of the initial stages of the signal resulting
from the externally delivered trigger.
This device is much more flexible than the oscilloscope so familiar
before the recent war. By comparison the latter suffers from the facts
that it can be used only for regularly spaced signals, that it is difficult
and often impossible to view a selected time interval on a fast sweep,
and that there is no way of viewing a “single sweep. ” The presence of
these features on the synchroscope render the oscilloscope obsolete except
for very limited applications.
The J-scope.—A second extremely useful laboratory instrument, the
J-scope, is used principally when very precise time measurements are
desired.
In this device the time base sweep is “wrapped”
into a circle
and the signal deflections are applied radially by means of a central
electrode (Fig. 1“3c). The sweep is derived by applying a properly
phased precision sinusoid applied in quadrature to the two pairs of
deflecting plates. The frequency of the oscillation is made very high,
but lower frequencies are made available through frequency-reducing
circuits.
For each signal sequence the tube is blanked on all but one
sweep cycle so that a delayed sweep is effectively produced,
Measure-
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ments are made with the aid of fixed indices or by shifting the phase of
the oscillation with respect to the signal sequence and using a single
fixed index.
In either case the control knob must determine the phase
(in whole and part cycles) at which the tube must be brightened.
RADAR DISPLAYS
1,4. Digression on Pulsed Radar.-Since
most of the displays to redescribed in this volume were originally developed for radar use, they
A brief description of
can most easily be classified in that connection.
the operation of pulsed radar will therefore be helpful. 1
Radar operates on the echo principle.
Short, regularly spaced bursts
(pukes) of radio-frequency waves are generated by an oscillator (magnetron) excited by a short pulse of d-c power from a modulator (Fig. 1+3).
These are transmitted into space in a more or less narrow beam from a
dkectional antenna.
An object (target) in the path of the beam scatters
the radiation and some of it is returned to the antenna whence it is
directed to a sensitive receiver and finally to an indicator such as a
cathode-ray tube.
Since the radiation has a known velocity, equal to
that of light, the range to a given target can be determined by measuring
the time elapsing between the transmission of a pulse and”the receipt of
the corresponding echo. The elapsed time and the range are related
by the factor 10.8 fisec/statute mile, or 12.2 @cc/nautical
mile; or, put
In order to avoid confusion, the
in another way, R/t = 167 yd/psec.
time between pulses is made greater than that required for receipt of an
echo from the maximum expected range. The direction of the target is
also known from the orientation of the antenna when the echo is received.
Thus by “scanning” the beam about, it is possible to observe each target
within range and, in principle, to plot its position.
Since maximum ranges lie between approximately 20 and 200 miles,
depending upon the application, the range of p&e-repetition
frequencies
(PRF) is from a few hundred to a few thousand per second.
Pulse
lengths vary from 0.1 to 5.0 ILsec,0.5 and 1.0 wc being the most common.
The range resolution, that is, the minimum distinguishable separation of
targets in range is 167r yd where r is the puke length in microseconds.
The range of a resolvable target can be determined to a small fraction of
this value, however, by timing some particular part of the echo pulse
such as its leadlng edge.
The duration of the echo pukes range from the value r in the case
of a point target to much greater values for extended targets.
Thus the
frequencies involved in the demodulated signals are in the rrmge from a
few times I/r down to very low values.
I The principlesand design of radar are describedin Vol. 1 of this series.
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Resolution in angle depends upon the width of the r-f beam.
In
microwave radar this varies from 0.5° to 10°.
Scanning is usually accomplishedby
rotating the antenna mount or
scanner about one or two axes, although in some cases limited angles
are scanned by mechanical or by electrical means internal to the antenna.
During most operations, scanning proceeds continuously but in some
circumstances the motion is stopped and the beam points (searchlights)
in a manually controlled dkection.
Many different scanning motions are used. The most commonly
used scan is a rotation about a vertical axis. The r-f beam is made
narrow in azimuth and has a vertical extension sufficient to cover the
required sector in elevation.
The latter may vary from a few degrees
when observing the earth’s surface from a low level, to 45° or more when
observing the surface from a high level, or aircraft from any location.
A huge ,antenna used for long-range aircraft detection may rotate continuously through 360° as slowly as 2 rpm; a small one used at close
range may rotate as rapidly as 100 rpm. Smaller sectors can be covered
in oscillatory fashion at approximately the same angular velocities.
“Electrical”
scanners cover a few degrees at rates as high as 10 or 20
scans per second.
With such antennas it is possible to obtain the azimuth angle (bea7ing)
of each target.
Often elevation as well as azimuthal information is needed. In one
widely used method of acquiring this, a verticality narrow beam, fanned
horizontally through a limited angle, is scanned rapidly about a horizontal
axis. In some cases the antenna is manually oriented in azimuth to
point at the target, using information from a second radar set that is
In other cases a continuous azimuthal rotation
scanning horizontally.
is provided so that the beam executes a “vertical sawtooth” type of scan.
Other types of two-&mensional scanning include:
1. The “spiral scan,” m
“ which a limited sector is covered by slowly
tilting the antenna beam through an angle about a rapidly rotating
axis;
2. The “helical scan,” a special case of the spiral scan in which the
axis of rotation is vertical;
3. The “horizontal sawtooth” in which the rapid azimuthal rotati(m
of the helical scan is replaced by a rapid oscillation; and
4. The “V-beam scan” in which a V-shaped beam with apex at the
ground and one leg vertical is rotated in azimuth.
The azimuthal
position of targets can be determined from the vertical lobe and
the height from a combination of the range and the relative
scanner orientations at which the target is detected by the two
beams.
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Those characteristics that concern the displays are given in Table 1.1
for a few typical radar sets.
TABLE1.1.—CHARACTERISTICS
OF SOMETYPESOF RADARSETS

Characteristic

Groundbased
air search

Wavelength. . . . . . . .
Pulse length. . . . . . . .

10 cm
1 psec

Repetition rate.. . . .

300/8ec

Horizontal-beam
0.5”
width. . . . . . . . . . .
*
Vertical-beamwidth
2 to 4 rpm
Scanningrate.
Maximum range.

2~ mileeon
aircraft

Airborne
sea search

Airborne
Shipborne ligh-resolu- Height
tinder
tion
sea search
(over land)

3 cm
0.5 and
1.0 Wec
1200and
600/sec

3 cm
0.5 ~ec

2°
*
30 rpm

1°
6“
10 rpm

SOO/sec

75 miles on Horizonon
ships
ship
100miles on 30miles on
mountains
land

1 cm
0.25 and

1.0 psec
2000 and
500/sec

10 cm
1 psec
600/sec

5“
1.3°
4/see
2/rein
5 miles anc 50 miles
40 miles
0.6”
*
o to 60 rprl

andis “ shaped”insucha waythattheenergym
* Thebeaminthesecasesiz“ fanned”vertically
moreconcentrated
inthehorizontal
direction
whereit is mostneeded.
1s5. General Features of Radar Displays.—The
information available from a radar receiver may contain as many as several million separate data per second.
From these and other data, such as the orientation
of the antenna, the indicator should present to the observer a continuous,
easily understandable, geometrical picture of the radar targets under
study, giving the size, shape, and, in so far as possible, the nature of
A cathode-ray tube, the only
each to any desired degree of accuracy.
available device that can begin to fulfill these requirements, does so to
an astonishing degree. Its principal shortcoming is that it cannot preUnder very simple conditions it
sent a true three-dimensional picture.
is possible to present a third dimension in an understandable, though
unnatural way, but in any complicated three-dimensional situation, more
than one display must be used.
The fundamental geometrical quantities involved in radar displays
are the spherical coordinates—range,
azimuth angle (or bearing), and
elevation angle-relating
the position of the target to the origin at the
Almost every radar display includes one or two of these
antenna.
quantities directly as coordinates of the tube face or is a simple modification of a dkplay that does.
A vast majority of displays use as one coordinate the value of slant
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range, its horizontal projection (ground range), or its vertical projection
(altitude).
Since slant range is involved in every radar situation, it
inevitably appears in at least one display on every set. It is the coordinate that is duplicated most often when more than one type of display
is used, partly because displays presenting range have the highest
signal-to-noise discrimination
(Sec. 1.11) and partly for geometrical
reasons.
Range is displayed by means of a linear’-time-base sweep starting
from a given point or line at a definite time in each pulse cycle.
Thus
distances along this range sweep are proportional to increments of slant
range. The sweep speed determines the scale factor, relating distance on
the tube to actual range, and the sweep length, or total distance represented. Distances are expressed in miles (statute or nautical) or yards.
The origin of range may be on or off the tube face. Sometimes it is
made virtual by delaying the start of the sweep for some time after the
instant of transmission.
An angle at \vhich the scanner is pointing, either in azimuth or
elevation, may enter into a display (1) directly as a polar angle, (2)
directly as a cartesian coordinate, or (3) as a basis for resol~-ing a range
These various methods will be better
sweep in a particular direction.
understood in connection ~vith the specific display t,vpes.
Many considerations enter into the choice of the display geometry,
In a three-dimensional problem the designer must decide 11OJV
to divide
the coordinates between two displays or how to arrange them in a single
Even when reduced to t~~o dimendisplay, if this method is feasible.
sions the problem is a complicated one, often involving conflicting requirements, such as the need for high resolution and dispersion without
sacrificing the field of view. In some cases the needs can best be met
by deliberately deforming the picture; in others it becomes necessary to
use more than one display, either alternately on a single tube or simultaneously on different ones.
Many different display schemes have been employed to resolve these
questions.
The following summary includes the important geometries
that have actually been used. (Many more permutations and combinations are possible but they have had little or no practical application
to date. The various types will be described in detail in the next section. )
1. One-dimensional Defiection-modw ’ated Displays.
The independent
variable is always range (type A, type J, etc.).
Two such displays on a single tube are sometimes compared to obtain directional
I The rangesweepmust be nonlinearwhen rangeis to be projected in a plane nOt
containing the radar set as, for example,in the case of true ground mapping on the
indicatorof an airborneradar.
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information by comparing signal intensities from two different
antenna-beam lobes (types K and T.).
2. Two-dimensional Intensdy-modulakd Displays.
The signals appear
as bright spots or patches against a background that is us(mlly
partially illuminated by the receiver noise. These may be classified as follows:
a. The representation of a horizontal or vertical plane.
(1) True plots of a plane surface in which range and an angle
are combined as polar coordinates (PPI).
(2) Deformed displays.
(a) Radial de~orrnation of a polar plot, created by a shift of
the range origin (open-center PPI, delayed PPI).
(b) Linear deformation created by “stretching” a polar plot
along one rectangular axis (” stretched” PPI, the RHI).
(c) Rectangular plots of the polar coordinates range and
angle (type B, type E, V-beam display).
b. Rectangular plots of azimuth and elevation.
(1) True displays that follow the antenna orientation (type C).
(2) Error indicator (type F. Such displays are not always
intensity-modulated. )
3. Three-dimensional Intensity-modulated Displays.
These are all
modifications of two-dimensional displays in which one or more
coordinates of the tube face present, in a formalized way, information about the third dimension being displayed.
Indices. -It
is always desirable and usually mandatory to provide
some form of index or marker for making geometrical measurements on
the display.
Often these consist simply of a gridwork of regularly
spaced lines from which fairly accurate values can be read at a glance.
If high precision is required these are supplemented by a continuously
movable interpolating index in each coordinate.
Often their controls
are connected to devices providing remote data transmission, and
movable markers are sometimes used for this reason alone.
The indices may be provided either by placing a transparent surface
containing them as nearly as possible in optical superposition on the display or by modulating the electron beam in such a way that the marks
appear as part of the display itself.
Lines ruled on a fixed transparency over the tube face are the simplest
to provide but their use results in errors due to display inaccuracies and
to parallax as well as to faulty interpolation.
Furthermore, in general,
they do not lend themselves to changes in the origin of the scale factors
of the display unless they are discrete and few enough in number so
that multiple scales are not confusing.
Mechanical motions can be
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introduced to provide for interpolation and for a moving display, but
Parallax may be largely overcome
this method is usually cumbersome.
by methods of optical superposition (Chap. 16) but in their simplest
form these indices are likely to be confusing, and the more elegant ones
are bulky.
Their principal usefulness is in connection with plotting and
with superposing maps or charts on the display.
Electronic markers, produced by modulating the electron beam,
reduce or eliminate most of these difficulties.
They completely eliminate parallax and, because they can be generated by precision means
that are independent of the sweeps, they automatically fall in their
proper place on the display regardless of its position, its scale factor,
In general the methods of
or any deliberate or unintended distortion.
producing interpolation indices are far less cumbersome than the mechanical methods but in many cases, especially on slow scans, the intermittence
with which the display is “painted in” hinders the process of setting the
index on the echo unless rather comp~lcated switching methods are introduced to provide the markers at more frequent intervals.
Electronic indices are invariably used in range determinations.
They
consist of sharp pulses, generated by a precision timing circuit, that are
introduced into the display along with the echo signals at the proper
times on each pulse cycle.
Almost every display entails a set of discrete
markers derived from a precision oscillator that is properly phased with
respect to the transmission of the r-f pulse. Since the radar data are
inherently capable of providing very great accuracy in range determinations, and since fixed markers must be rather few in number to avoid
confusion, an interpolating index is very often used. Fairly simple
circuits providing an amazing degree of precision have been developed
for thk purpose.
In the case of angle determinations, the fundamental data are not so
precise as in range determinations, and, in general, inaccuracies introduced by the display are less. For these reasons and in the interests of
simplicity it has been most usual in the past to use a set of fixed indices
engraved on a transparent overlay.
In the particular case of a polar
display (PPI) concentric with the tube face, these indices are often
supplemented by a rotatable cursor. More recently, as the inherent
accuracy of the data and the accuracy requirements have increased,
electronic indices have been replacing mechanical angle markers. These
can be produced most simply by brightening a few range sweep traces
by means of a signal generated when the scanner passes through the
position in question.
Thk method is satisfactory for fixed, discrete
indices and for a variable index on a fairly rapid scan. On slower scans
the intermittence makes adjustment so slow that the switching methods
alluded to above must be used. These are more costly and in the case
of a mechanically rotating coil they cannot be used at all.
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1.6. One-dimensional
Deflection-modulated
Displays.–-Since
onedimensional displays yield little geometrical information, their only
justification in radar is that they permit the use of deflection modulation,
thereby yielding a maximum of information about the intensity and form
of the echo signals. For this purpose it is best to display the signals as a
function of time or range; therefore, the only radar displays using deflection modulation are those in which the deflections are applied perpenAs in the synchroscope, the sweep
dicular to a range sweep (Fig. l“3b).
may represent part, or nearly all, of the period between pulses.
In the
former case the particular interval appearing on the display is determined by the delay elapsing between transmission of the outgoing pulse
and the starting of the range sweep.
The A-scope.—The general classification type A is applied to describe
such displays.
An “A-scope”
is universally used for observing the radar
signals and the various circuit waveforms in a radar set during test and
alignment.
For this reason an A-scope is an indispensable adjunct to
every radar set, either as a part of the permanent installation or as a
piece of portable test equipment.
As an operational radar indicator the A-scope is, with modern narrow
beam sets, used only when “ searctilghting”
and then chiefly as an
instrument on which to make accurate range determinations or occasionally for decoding IFF or beacon signals.
Range Scopes.—The generic name “ R-(for range) scope” is applied
to several forms of modified A-scope used for accurate ranging.
In all
of them a greatly expanded display is combined with a precision timing
device.
In some cases the delay is only crudely calibrated, the entire
precision Ming incorporated in a marker timing circuit.
In others the
delay circuit itself is a precision device and forms part of the complete
timing equipment.
The displays used are sometimes subclassified in
terms of the particular type of electronic marker used (Sec. 6.3).
Sometimes an R-sweep and an A-sweep are shown simultaneously on
the same tube by switching between them on alternate pulses. The
A-sweep is used for general utility and for determining the proper delay
for the R-sweep, either by inspection of the range scale or by displaying
on the A-sweep an electronic marker that indicates the setting of the
R-sweep delay.
Such an indicator is called an “A-and R-scope” or an
“A/R-scope”
(Sec. 7“6).
A “J-scope”
or a combination of a fast and a slow J-scope is often
used for extremely accurate range determinations.
1.7. Two-dimensional
Intensity-modulated
Displays.-Most
radar
sets use a simple azimuth scan and present their data on an intensitymodulated display of the horizontal plane. Even when height (or elevation angle) is important some sort of range-azimuth display is usually
hsmic to the indication system. The third coordinate usually appears in
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a separate dkplay on auothcr tube, most frctllmltly in a lmmicnta.tion
of a vertical plane into which all the targets in a given azimuthal sector
are projccte{l.
Thus intensity-modul~ ted displfiys of ])l:me surfaces,
particularly the horizontal one, are the most important of those used in
radar. Several such displays are diagramed
in Fig. 1.4.
The P2an-position Indicator. -If the ground range and azimuth angle
of each target are represented respectively by the distance from a fixed,
origin and by azimuth angle on the tube face the result is a map with
the radar site at the origin. Except when aircraft targets are observed
at large elevation angles or when ground mapping is done from a veryhigh-flying aircraft, the difference between ground range and slant range
is small and slant range is therefore usually used in the display.
An indicator used for such a display is known as a “ plan-position
indicator” or ‘‘ PPI”’
(Figs. 1.3e, 1.4d and 1.4e). It is achieved by
rotating a range sweep about the range origin in synchronism with the
The various targets then appear in
azimuthal scanning of the antenna.
the proper directions as well as at the proper relative distance from this
origin and the result is a map.
The origin of the PPI may be at the center of the cathode-ray tube
giving an equal field of view in all directions.
Frequently, however,
it is displaced, sometimes far off the tube face, in order to give a maximum expansion to a given region (Fig. 1“+).
Such a display is called
If the displacement is extreme it is frequently
an “off-center PPI.”
called a “sector” display.
The PPI is the most widely used and versatile of all displays.
In
presenting the information with which it deals, its only fundamental
shortcoming is that, in common with all maps or charts, it cannot simultaneously possess a highly expanded scale and a large field of view.
The vertical analogue of the PPI may, of course, be formed by substituting elevation for azimuth angle but it is more customary to use
deformed displays for thk purpose.
In spite of the usefulness of a true display such as the PPI, occasions
arise in which it is not ideal. These occasions usually involve the need
for providing high resolution or dispersion in some particular coordinate
without restricting the field of view too severely in other dimensions.
A
number of types of deformed displays have been devised for such purposes; they are particularly useful when dealing with point targets.
Radial Deformation.-Two
types of radial deformation of the PPI
have been widely used. In the operwwnter PPZ (Fig. 1.4c), the origin is
expanded into a circle in order that more accurate bearing determinations

1The abbreviation ‘‘ PPI” is used interchangeablyto representboth the indicator
and the indication. The same double usage applies to abbreviationsusedfor other
typesof indicators,
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may be made on a nearby target, as, for example, when ‘‘ homing. ”
Range and bearing scales remain linear but relative target positions and
the shapes of extended targets are deformed, especially new the origin.
The delayed PPI (Fig. 1.4g), so-called beca~v+e of the technique used,
collapses an annulus ring into a solid circle, By this means, high resolution and dispersion can be provided on distant targets ~vithol~t sacrificing an all-around vieiv as an off-center 1’1’1 \voufd do. ‘f’he extent of
the resulting deformation depends upon the amount of the delav relative
It is most serious near the
to the range interval covered l)Y the display.
center of the display,
Linear Dejorrnution (the “Stretched” PPI, the RHI) .– A deformeci
display of considerable utilitv, especially in the vertical plane, can be
formed by “stretching”
a polar plot in one rectangular dimension as
though it were on a sheet of rubber.
.0
a
d3On such a display the cartesian coordinates parallel and perpendicular to
the axis of stretch retain their original
meaning and their linearity but the,v
have different scale factors.
Straight
lines remain straight but, except for
raft those parallel to the coordinate axes,
oes their directions are changed.
Circles
G
of equal range appear as ellipses with
e
their major axes in the direction of the
FIG.1.5.—Range-height
indication.
stretching.
This technique finds its greatest use in the determination of the
height of aircraft.
For this purpose the display, known as ‘‘ rangeheight indication” (RHI) (Fig. 1.5) represents a vertical plane on which
Because
all of the aircraft in any desired azimuthal sector are shown.
the maximum height of aircraft is much less than the range interval
usually of interest, and because it is usually required that height be
measured to a high degree of accuracy, a vertically stretched display is
extremely desirable.
The amount of stretching which may be effectively
used is determined by the ground-range interval portrayed as compared
to the airplane ceiling. The RHI is always used in conjunction with a
PPI or other horizontal display, which often obtains its data from
another radar set. Correlation of the echoes between the displays is
made partly by azimuthal position and partly by range. If the heightfinding antenna scans rather than searchlights in azimuth, the RHI is
usually blanked except during a narrow azimuthal interval that may be
chosen at will.
The horizontal counterpart
of the RHI, sometimes called the
“stretched”
PPI (Fig. 1.4b), is used principally in connection with the
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ground control of aircraft approaching a landlng.
The stretching is done
perpendicularly to the landing strip and aids greatly in detecting slight
deviations from the proper course.
Rectangular Presentation of Range and Angle (Type B, Type E) .—A
plane surface is often represented in a deformed manner by combhing
range and angle in cartesian rather than polar coordinates.
This display is obtained by moving a range sweep laterally across the tube face
in synchronism with the antenna motion so that the origin is ktretched
out into a straight line.
In range and azimuth these rectangular displays, known as “Type B,”
are of two different sorts.
1. Displays in which no attempt is made to minimize the deformation,
either because it is unimportant in the particular circumstances or
because certain advantages can be gained by neglecting it (Figs.
1.3d and 1.4h). Any desired range interval and azimuthal sector
may be covered, although in practice more than 180” is rarely used.
The display is normalized to make optimum use of the tube face.
At short range the angular resolution and dispersion are far greater
than in the PPI.
The display is used in situations in which the
chief considerations are the range and bearing of point targets or
groups of targets with little or no importance attached to the
shapes of extended targets or the relative locations of widely
separated targets.
It is of special usefulness in homing operations,
and in determining range and bearing.
2. Displays in which the desired angular field of view is so small that
the distortion can be made negligible by properly normalizing the
range and angle scales (Fig. 1.4i). Such a display, known as a
is simply a substitute for a PPI sector and is used
“micro-B,”
either because it is technically easier to attain or because the same
indicator is alternately used for a regular B dkplay.
Proper
normalization requires that the angular dispersion be kept proportional to the range to the center of the display.
The vertical analogue of these displays, known as “type E,” is used
instead of the RHI when elevation angle rather than height is desired.
In some older sets, it is also used to determine height by means of an
engraved hyperbolic scale, but in modern practice the RHI is used for
this purpose.
The analogue of the micro-B is never used because deformation does no particular harm in th~ case and its use permits both a
large field of view in range and a high dispersion in angle. A modification of the type E display, which is used with the V-beam antenna, is
described in Sec. 15.5.
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Azimuth-elakon
(Type C) Indic&on.-Azimuth
and elevation angle
are used as rectangular coordinates of the tube face in the type C indication (Fig. 1.6). The electron beam scans the tube face in synchronism
with the two-dimensional antenna motion and the video signals are
applied as intensity modulation in the usual way. This display has the
great disadvantage that the signal
discrimination is very poor if an
+20
appreciable fraction of the pulse
$
cycle is used for the reception of
&+lo
%’
signals. For this
reason
the
,-c
0
cathode-ray
tube is activated
c
.-0
during only the short time interval
%
g .1O
that includes
the signal. The
E
Ground
proper delay is determined from
-20
echoes
another display that inv elves range.
0
+30 +60
-60 -30
The C-scope is used principally in
Arimuth indegrees
connection with homing or firing on
FIG.1.6.—TypeC indication.
a point target.
1.8. Three-dimensional
Displays.-Two
conventionalized
threedimensional displays have been successfully used in situations involving
relatively few targets.
The “Double Dot” Display .—This is a modified type B presentation
on which the elevation angle is roughly indicated.
On alternate range

4
.%
E3
.-c
%2
:
‘1

B
--

@ -30°

--

C

A-

0

+30°

Azimuth

‘-

position of
antenna beam

(a)
(b)
(c)
FIG.1.7.—Tllree-di]~lel~
siollaldisplays. .4, B and C aretargets, (a) Doubl&dotdi~play.
[b) Spirolscan. (c) l{adial-ti]ne-baseindicator.
sweeps the origin of the pattern is moved to the right and left respectively by a fixed amount (Fig. 1.7a). On the sweeps corresponding to
the right-hand position, the origin is simultaneously shifted vertically
by an amount proportional to the sine of the elevation angle. Any
single echo therefore appears in two neighboring positions, and the slope
of the line joining the two “dots”

is a rough measure of elevation angle

whkh is accurate to two or three {k?gNKwum hx- the usual circumst m-ices
of use. This display has been used in air-to-air homing.
‘f h?’~e-di’n=%$io??.d<‘i<o.diid yi?~~.ffk$(>.’ ‘-- A Aid
tirrw base can be
used as a three-dimensional disphiy, most ewily wit h a spiral scan. A
range sweep moves from the centler of the tube in a dlrecticm corresponding to the projection of the antenna beam on a. plane perpemiicu[ar to
the axis of scanning (Fig 1“7’c). The e~hoes therefore appear at radial
distances ccmwponding to their range. If the target is on the symmetry
axis of the Sean, it is equally ikmi~atz?d at all “spin” angies and t~le
If it is far off axis it is illurniecho appears as a fu~l circlfi (“~arget d).
n~ted only through a narrow spin ahgie {Targe$ B) and the arc on the
display is short. Target C inchcates an intermediate case. The dk,play
is surprisingly easy to interpret after a short period of ofxwwakitm,
The
technique of providing this dispiay is exactly the same as that for one
PP1, the spin angle taking the pime of azimuth angle.
1.9. Error Indicators.-A
cathode-my tube may be used as a radar
indimtor in a very different way from tkwe $o far described, that is,
one
as a meter on whkh to display va?-ious forms of intelligence.
common application of this type is its use to indicate accuracy of p&&ing in connection wibh % Conic&l scan. The signal intensity is combined
e\ectrica\\y with the scwmi~g ird’ormatian to provide VUItages proportional to (or at least increasing with) the pointing error in both ailmuth
and elevation, md these @t~a@s %re used to deflect the spot.
A depar.
ture of the SPO%frvm the tube center inckates the direction and, to a
qualitative degree at least, tlm magnitude of the pointing error. The
radar signal is sometimes used to intensify the spot in order to be able to
distinguish between perfect. pointing and no target.
Range can fM indicated by causing the spot to grow ‘(wings” whost? length is some rough
inverse measure of the rnnge. In thk form the indication gives to a
surprising degree the illusicm of an actual ~ircrdt that apparently grows
larger as it approaches.
1.10. The Elements of Complete lndicatvrs.—The
equipment auxiliary to the cathode-ray tube varies widely with different situations but
Thcwe parts concerned with the
a, few general statements can be ma[ie.
pulse repetition cycle are collectively m.lied the” timer” (Fig. 1“8). The
timer provides tiynchronizatitm with the modulator, sweeps, and markers
for the display and m~asurement of range, bianking of the cathode-ray
tube during unused portions of the pulse cycle, and other related operations that may arise in speeizd eases. ‘I’he remaining equipment, other
than the necemary power supplim, is mainW concerned with the display
and measurement of geometrical quantities other than ~ange.
Because time is always measured with respect to the instant at which
the modulator fires, synchronization
between the modulator and the
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In some cases, the timer exerts precise
timer is of basic importance.
control of the exact firing time of the modulator by sending it a trigger
pulse; in others, it responds to a trigger from the modulator.
In the
latter case, the system is said to be “self-synchronous.”1
Although
certain advantages can often be derived by giving control to the timer,
this method cannot always be used,g and it is sometimes inconvenient
Figure 1‘8 illustrates a self-synchronous
in a multiple-display system.
system.
Some of the departures possible when the timer does the synchronizing will be pointed out later.
The cathode-ray tube must be turned on only during the fraction of
the pulse cycle in which it is used. One portion of the timer generates
a square wave (Waveform b, Fig. 1.8) that perf orrns this function and
{Isually finds other applications within the timer.
If the display includes a range sweep, as is nearly always the case,
the timer generates the waveform that ultimately produces it. This
waveform usually consists of a linearly increasing voltage wave that
begins at the initiation of the sweep and returns to the initial condition
at its end (Waveform c, Fig. 1.8). This method of operation involves a
switching action, which (as indicated in Fig. 1.8) is usually provided by
the same square wave that turns on the cathode-ray tube.
The timer generates a set of discrete range markers: sharp video
pulses occurring at regular, precisely known intervals.
In a self-synchronous system, the markers must be recycled on each transmitter
pulse; a transient oscillator is therefore required.
In the simple example
illustrated, the square wave b provides the necessary switching voltage.
Often the discrete range markers are supplemented by a continuously
variable range marker that may be generated in any of several ways.
As indicated in Fig. 1.8, the markers are usually mixed with the radar
video signals and the combination applied to the cathode-ray tube.
In
some cases, however, the signals and the markers are applied separately
to different electrodes of the cathode-ray tube.
The equipment illustrated does not provide for the use of a delayed
sweep. If one is to be used, separate square-wave generators are necessary to switch the range-marker circuit and to perform the other functions. The generator used to switch the range-marker circuit must be
triggered directly as before.
The other generator must be provided with
1A trigger generatorfor the modulator is sometimes housed with the indicator
equipmentfor convenience,but the actual synchronizationis accomplishedby transmitting the modulator pulse to the timer proper. This case is functionallyidentical
with that in which the triggersourceis physicallypart of the modulator.
2Certain modulators, such as the rotary gap, cannot be triggeredat all. Other
types can be triggered,but have so variablea responsetime that the modulatorpulse
itselfmust be usedfor synchronizationin orderto provide the necessaryprw,ision,
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a delayed trigger that may come from a continuously variable timing
circuit or may be one pulse of a discrete set, often the range-marker
pulses themselves.
The continuous type of delay is frequently associated
with a continuous precision range marker.
Many deviations from Fig. 1”8 are possible if the timer provides the
synchronizing pulse. In particular, the discrete range markers can then
be derived from a high-precision c-w oscillator, one of the marker pulses
Wing selected as the modulator trigger by a scalingdown process.
A
continuous marker may also be provided from this oscillator by means
Other advantages of the timerof a continuous phase-shifting device.
controlled synchronization entail the use of a ‘‘ pretrigger” by means of
which the actions of certain circuits can be initiated somewhat in advance
of the firing of the modulator.
Many other functions, some of which will appear in later sections,
are performed by the timer in complex situations.
Before proceeding farther in the discussion of the indicating equipment, it is necessary to specify the type of display.
For illustrative
purposes, Fig. 1”8 has been arranged to illustrate a simple A-scope or,
The former requires no equipment
alternatively, a simple B-scope.
The connections to the cathode-ray
beyond that already described.
tube are shown as position A of the switch.
The range-sweep voltage
is applied to one pair of deflecting plates and the signal- and range-mark
voltages to the other. The square wave controlling the cathode-raytube intensity is applied to the cathode in proper polarity to brighten
the tube during the range sweep. The same arrangement forms the
basis of most synchroscopes.
In the B-scope display, the range sweep is applied to a deflection
plate just as before.
Signal modulation is applied to the control grid,
and the second set of deflecting plates receives a voltage that produces
the azimuthal deflection.
This voltage may be furnished, in simple
cases, by a linear potentiometer geared to the scan axis. Amplification
may sometimes be necessary before applying the azimuth sweep voltage
to the cathode-ray tube. The circuits shown are equally applicable to a
magnetic tube, the only appreciable changes being in the deflection
amplifiers.
The timer of Fig. 1.8 can be used in the production of many other
types of indication.
For example, Fig. 1.9 shows the additional parts
necessary to generate one type of PPI, and Fig. 1.10 those necessary for a
(technically) different PPI or, alternatively, for one form of RHI.
The PPI of Fig. 1.9 is of the so-called “rotating coil” type.
A single
deflection coil driven by the range-sweep amplifier produces a radial
range sweep. By means of some form of electro-mechanical repeater,
this sweep is made to take the direction on the tube face which corre-
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Except for this modi~ponds to the instantaneous antenna orientation.
fication inthe deflection system, thedisplay circuits may be identical to
that of the B-scopeof Fig. 18.

\
O
Range
sweep

I

I ‘1
Data
transmitter

g
/ -.—

FIG.1.9.—Rotating-coilPPI.

Figure 1.10 shows the parts necessary to convert Fig. 18 to an
“electronic”
PPI without moving parts, or, by a slight variation, to
an RHI.
The range sweep of a PPI can be considered to be made up
of two orthogonal sweeps with speeds proportional to sin 8 and cos @
(see sketch in Fig. 1.10). In this particular form of PPI, these sweep
Trigger(a)
CRT

R m 8
Amplifier
(c)
,

,+8:’
Rcosr3
Amphfier
(d)
‘~

>Uo

.
ElectronicPPI

Waveforms
(a) Trigger
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@)fime~,5e@)u.----------~
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(c) R sin e
(d) R COS@

:
:
*“

K,R COSe

=@

RHI

FIG.I.IO.—ElectronicPPI and RHI.
components are formed by passing a sawtooth waveform through a sinecosine resolver on the scanner. The resolver is a variocoupler or a sinecosine potentiometer that, when excited by a given waveform, produces
two components of the same waveform but proportional respectively to
the sine and the cosine of the orientation angle of the resolver. Proper
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amplifiers are provided for driving either a pair of orthogonal coils
(as indicated in Fig. 1.10) or the deflecting plates of an electrostatic tube.
If elevation angle is substituted for azimuth angle, the device becomes
Usually, in this case, the gain of the vertical amplifier is made
an RHI.
greater than that of the horizontal amplifier, and the display is therefore
Since dh-ect-coupled push-pull
“stretched”
in the vertical direction.
sweep amplifiers are usually used, they can be biased in such a way as
to produce the off-centering shown.
SIGNAL DISCERNIBILITY AND RESOLUTION
In order that the radar operator may obtain a maximum of information, it is essential that the display aid in every possible way his
ability to detect weak echoes and to distinguish details when the echo
pattern is a complex one. These problems, which are closely related,
involve principally such display characteristics as the type of display,
the spot size, the sweep speed, and the properties of the screen.
1011. Signal Discrimination.-The
ultimate limitation in detecting
weak echo signals is nearly always set by the inherent noise of the radar
receiver. The noise energy, which is generated in the input circuits of
the receiver, is distributed uniformly throughout the whole frequency
spectrum.
One of the major problems of radar-set design is to maximize
the discernibility of weak signals in the presence of this noise. The
broad aspects of this problem are discussed elsewhere in these volumes. 1
Those factors that concern the display will be considered briefly here
and in Chap. 18. The signal dkcernibility depends on a great number
of intimately related factors involving almost all of the components and
many of the design parameters of the radar set. One of the most
important of these factors is the tignaL/J-noise nztio, that is, the ratio
of the power contained in the video signal to the average noise power.
Within the radar set this ratio is determined by the power delivered to
the antenna by the transmitter, the antenna characteristics, the losses
in the various r-f components, the noise generated in the receiver, and
the frequency response of the receiver and the video amplifier.
Of
these, only the frequency response needs to be discussed here. Both
theory and experiment have shown that for this type of signal, the
maximum signal-t~noise ratio is attained when the i-f bandwidth CBis
approximately 1.2 times the reciprocal of the pulse length r; that is,
when B = 1.2/7, where @ is in Me/see if 7 is in psec. If@ is appreciably
less than this optimum value, the loss in signal energy through rejection
of its higher-frequency components is proportionally greater than the
accompanying rejection of noise. For (6 greater than the optimum
value the energy contained in the frequency spectrum of the signal is
1Chap. 2, Vol. 1 and Chaps. 8 and 9, Vol. 24 of the Radiation Laboratory Series.
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not sufficiently great to compensate for the linear increase in the noiw.
However, the maxienergy passed when the bandwidth is increased.
mum is a rather broad one and therefore little sacrifice is made in signalto-noise ratio if the bandwidth is made, for example, twice as great as
the optimum value. This, then, is the bandwidth usually chosen in
order to make the receiver tuning less critical and to preserve the pulse
shape in the interests of good range resolution.
Thus in the signals delivered to the detector and video amplifier,
appreciable energy is contained in frequency components as high as two
or three times the reciprocal of the pulse length.
In the case of a I-psec
pulse, these frequency components are 2 or 3 Me/see.
It is the function
of the video amplifier and the display proper to so treat these signals
that the signal-to-noise discernibility is as grwat as possible within the
limits set by other requirements.
An extremely important aspect of this problem is the fact that the
receiver noise is entirely random in character; therefore the problem is a
statistical one. Since, as in all such cases, the ability to draw a correct
conclusion is enhanced by making a large number of observations, it is
desirable to average or sum measurements over as many pulse cycles as
possible.
Before the implications of this fact are examined in detail,
another consideration arising from the random nature of the noise will
be dhcussed.
Because in pulsed radar the echo from a small target lasts for only a
very small fraction of the pulse repetition cycle, it is obvious that the
greatest signal discernibility will be achieved if the observations can be
made in such a way that the output signal of the receiver is examined
not in terms of the average power over the entire pulse cycle, but rather
in terms of the average power during time intervals comparable with the
pulse length.
Fortunately, a cathode-ray-tube display that includes a range sweep
provides an excellent means for making these observations.
Comparisons are made in terms of elementary units of the tube face, tbe size of
which is determined by the spot size of the tube or the visual acuity
of the observer.
The time interval included in each observational element is, of course, inversely proportional to the speed of the sweep. If
the latter is low the data are integrated over a time interval that is long
compared to the pulse length, and the signal must compete against an
unnecessary amount of noise. For very slow sweeps, the power necessary for the signal to be discernible is inversely proportional to the square
root of the sweep speed. As the speed is increased, further changes
become less and less important and an optimum condition is reached
when the speed is such that the beam moves approximately 1 mm (or
one spot size if it is greater than 1 mm) during the duration of the signal.
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Beyond this point the discernibility slowly decreases although not enough
The reasons for this behavior are not
to be of practical importance.
clearly understood but they are probably connected with the fact that,,
as the signal is smeared out on the display, the contrast gradient between
it and its surroundings M lessened, and with the fact that the randomness
of the data results in graininess in the display.
An idea of the magnitude of the above effects can be gathered from
the fad that if a l-~sec signal is displayed on a 7-in. PPI tube the minimum discernible signal power must be approximately 2 db (60 per cent)
higher on a 50-mile sweep than under the optimum conditions of an
8- or lo-mile sweep.
It is clear from this discussion that a type C display provides
extremely poor discernibility because the receiver output signal is integrated over the entire pulse cycle.
Since there is no range sweep the
motion that determines the observational interval is the much slower
one provided by the antenna scan, although this interval is determined
in a somewhat different way than in the case of the range sweep.
Considerations such as the preceding ones place requirements on the
bandwidth of the video amplifier.
If its bandwidth is too small, it
effectively integrates the data over an unnecessarily long time interval
with much the same effect as that produced by a slow sweep. For this
reason and for the sake of good range resolution, the bandwidth of the
video amplifier in a well-designed set k always made appreciably higher
than half the i-f bandwidth.
It has been stated earlier that the signal discernibility depends upon
the number of pulse cycles included in the observation.
Statistical considerations predict and experiment has proved that the power necessary
detectable” signal is inversely proportional to the square
in a “minimum
root of the number of pulses included in the observation, provided that
all of the elements concerned in the integration are linear. The number
of pulses included is proportional to the pulse-repetition rate of the
The
transmitter and to the time over which evidence accumulates.
factors determining the latter depend upon the particular situation
involved.
In the case of a deflection-modulated
display with the antenna
stationary, the integration time is determined by the eye and mind of
the operator or by the cathode-ray-tube screen, depending upon which
Experiments testing
can average the signals over the longer interval.
the operator’s memory have been performed by applying the signals at a
fixed PRF for a definite time interval to an A-scope with a short persistence (PI) screen. For reasons of simplicity of analysis the signal
was confined to some one of six known positions on the sweep.
It was
found that as the time interval was increased the inverse-square-root law
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was obeyed up to almost 10 sec and even then broke down only slowly.
This ‘i memory time” may weU be somewhat shorter in the practical case
where the whole trace must be considered.
On the other hand it is

FrG.1.11.—Effectsof pulserepetitionon signalvisibility. In thw,seriesof photographs
the numberof A-scopesweepsrecordedduringeachexposurewas variedfrom 12 to 4W.
Artificialsignalswereinjectedat thelocationsmarked,withthe followingstrengthrelative
to averagenoisepower:S,: +10 dh; S,: +5 db; Ss: Odb; S,: -5 db.
usually true that in the final stages of an observation the operator concentrates on a region where he suspects that a signal is manifesting itself.
The effect of increasing the number of pulses is clearly shown in Fig. 1.11
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where the camera has been substituted for the eye and mind of the
observer.
Since the memory time of the observer is so long, it can be aided
appreciably only by a very long persistence screen. The preceding
experiments, repeated with a P7 screen, indicated a decrease of about
1.5 db (40 per cent) in the necessary signal power as compared to the
P1 screen when the signals were applied indefinitely.’
This rather small
improvement is offset by the poorer resolution of the cascade screen
(Sec. 18-9) and by the confusion resulting if the picture is changing.
For this reason and because signal discernibility is not, in the case of
modern radar sets, of very great importance on type A displays, persistent screens have not been widely used for thk purpose in the United
States.
It should be pointed out that when certain forms of man-made interference are present, the improvement obtained by using a long-persistent
screen is much greater than when the random receiver noise is the
limiting factor. “Indeed, it was for this application that the cascade
screen was originally developed in England.
In an intensity-modulated display the number of integrated pulses is
determined by the PRF and by the method and rate of scanning, the
memory of the observer, the screen characteristics, or some combination
of these factors.
From this standpoint alone the ideal screen would be
one on which the intensity of each spot would represent the average of
all the excitations received over a very long time in the past. The
limits within which this requirement can be met are set by (1) the
achievable properties of the screen and (2) the degree to which past
information can be retained without causing confusion as the picture
changes.
The screen properties of importance in this connection are the type
of decay and the manner in which the light intensity “builds up” under
successive excitations.
In order to examine these effects, consider first a scan that is so slow
that either the limitations of achievable persistence or the requirements
of freedom from confusion prevent appreciable storage of information
from one scan to the next. In such a case the averaging is to be done
over a single pulse group occurring in a time that, with modern narrow
antenna beams and customary scanning rates, is always short compared
to the total scanning time and to the achievable decay times. In order,
then, to give the operator a composite picture and time to make observations, the screen chosen will have sufficient persistence so that there
1Experimentsin England showed somewhat greater improvementwith a small
fraction of the tubes used.
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is no appreciable decay 1 during the process of scanning across the target,
In order, howand the entire echo arc will be observable at one time.
ever, that the average intensity of this arc shall represent all of the data,
it is essential that the screen integrate the effects of all the pulses that
overlap on a given focal spot; that is, it should not saturate too quickly.
The number of overlapping pukes, which is often large, is given for a
PPI by the expression NS/w- at the center of the arc, where N is the
PRF, S is the spot size, a is the angular velocity of the scan and r is
the distance from the origin of the display to the echo spot. For example,
with a 30-sec scan and a PRF of 300 there are about 7 overlapping
pulses at “ranges”
corresponding to the tube radius, R (assuming
S/R = A).
The number increases with decreased distance until the
entire pulse group, consisting in this case of 25 pulses, is included.
The property of buildup in intensity from the excitation by such a group
of successive pulses is possessed to an adequate degree by all cascade
screens if the excitation is not at too high a level.
At faster scanning rates it becomes possible to provide screens having
carry-over from one scan to the next. Within the requirements set by
clarity on a changing picture the longest obtainable persistence should,
in general, be used in order to average over the largest possible number
of pulses. If, however, the permissible decay time is so short that the
operator and not the screen has the longer memory, the persistence
should be determined entirely by the requirements of freedom from
flicker on the one hand and freedom from blurring due to motion on the
other. This condition usually obtains with very rapid scans because
their use implies rapid relative motion. 2 If a set has several indicators
involving different scale factors their persistence should theoretically be
graded, fast screens being used on the expanded displays where the
picture changes rapidly and slower ones being used on those displays
covering large areas. Fortunately, it is usually the latter on which the
signal-to-noise discernibility is of most importance because the expanded
displays are usually confined to near-by regions.
In connection with excitation by successive scans, a peculiar property
If the scanning is not too
of certain cascade screens becomes involved.
slow (that is, if it is approximately one scan per second) many screens
will, if initially unexcited, display more than twice as much intensity
1Except for that involved in the disappearanceof the so-called “flash,” which
occurswithina very shorttime intervalduringand immediatelyaftereach excitation.
2When extendedobservationsare to be made on a singletargetor region,the display is frequently “frozen”; that is, the relativemotion is removedso that the picture
remainsstationary. It is then, of course,possibleto use longerpersistence without
blurring. Since, however, observation of the frozen display is usually part of the
“tracking” operation that controls the removal of the motion, the persistencemust
not be ao long as to inhibit the ability to detect small changes.
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after two scans than after one, and so cm even though, in the time
between scans, the intensity may have decayed many fold. This
property of “supernormal”
buildup was at one time believed by many
to be very desirable from the signal-discernibility
standpoint on the
hypothesis that it would enhance the brightness of the repeating signal
as compared to the random noise. However, the property is most
exaggerated on an initially unexcited screen, whereas in actual cases of
successive scan integration the screen is initially excited by previous
scans. Furthermore, it is not evident a priori that the readjustment in
the weighting of the successive pulse groups which the phenomenon
introduces is a desirable one. In any case careful observation has not
detected any appreciable advantage in thk respect for screens with very
high super-normal buildup.
This fact does not imply, of course, that
this property is not connected with other definitely desirable ones.
Indeed, those screens with highest buildup are in general those with the
longest persistence.
1.12. Resolution.-In
order to distinguish between objects or between
parts of the same object, it is necessary that they be resolved.
The
characteristics of the receiving equipment which influence resolution
most importantly are the bandwidth of the signal channel, which affects
range resolution, and the spot size and scale factor of the display, which
also affect range resolution and to a lesser extent angular resolution as
well.
The “spot size” of a cathode-ray tube depends upon the tube type,
the individual tube, the voltages employed, the design of focus and
deflection coils, and the intensity level at which the tube is operated.
In the series of magnetic tubes used for radar it is roughly proportional
to the tube radius and is usually such that from 150 to 200 spots can
be resolved along the display radius. As a convenient figure in this discussion, the number will be taken as 180. NTOW,on a range sweep of
length R in nautical miles, the number of radar pulse lengths is 12.2R/7,
where 7 is the pulse length in microseconds.
Thus, on a centered PPI
the fundamental pulse-length resolution and the spot-size resolution are
equal when 12.2R/T = 180 or R = 15. Accordingly, on a set with a
l-psec pulse, a 15-mile centered PPI will halve the inherent range resolution; a 100-mile PPI will reduce it approximate y seven fold, and so on.
This disadvantage can be overcome by the use of expanded displays, but
the accompanying restriction in the field of view is often undesirable.
Fortunately, this is not the entire story. For one thing the operator
could not, except on the fastest sweeps, realize the fundamental range
resolution without optical aids, even if the display made it available; in
fact, on a 5-in. tube the spot-size resolution is nearly as good as the
visual acuity of the observer, although on a 12-in. tube it is three or
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four times worse. Secondly, range resolution alone is of limited usefulness if it is accompanied by poor angular resolution, and, in this regard,
the fundamental limitation is usually not the indicator but the r-f beam
width.
The angular width of the cathode-ray-tube spot on any PPI is
given in radians by R/180T where R is the radius of the tube and T is
the distance from the range origin to the spot in question.
The beamwidth AO,measured in degrees, is given by 57R/ 180r = A(? or R/r = 3A0.
Thus, even for a 1° beam the display resolution exceeds the fundamental
resolution for all points further from the origin than one third of a tube
radius. Therefore, the cathode-ray tube is usually not the limiting
In certain cases of accurate range
factor in over-all angular resolution.
measurements or of observing groups of aircraft or ships, however, better
range resolution on long-range displays would be useful. Frequently,
the need for high dispersion requires expanded displays apart from
question of resolution.
Thk discussion shows that, in general, the cathode-ray tube imposes
a severe restriction in range resolution on any but the fastest sweeps.
It is therefore apparent that unless fast sweeps are to be used, there is
Indeed, in
no point in going to extreme bandwidths in the receiver.
most cases the latter need not be so great as seriously to impair the
It should be borne in mind, however,
signal-t o-noise discrimination.
that with too small a bandwidth, a signal far in excess of the limit level
has a much greater length after limiting than would have been the case
had it been weak in the first place.
1.13. Contrast.-The
contrast of the display depends upon the characteristics of the screen and upon the way in which it is excited.
Unfortunately, present screens of the persistent type have serious shortcomings
in this respect. The screen material has a natural color not far from
that of the phosphorescent light so that contrast is reduced by reflected
light. The necessary thickness of the screen tends to blur the edges of
the signals, reducing contrast “gradient”
as do also limitations in the
Many screens also have a
sharpness of focus of the electron beam.
certain amount of grainkess, which contributes to this eflect.
Contrast between signals of different intensities is especially important
in overland flying where it is essential to be able to distinguish land from
water and at the same time to have good contrast between echoes from
ordinary terrain and the much stronger ones from built-up areas. Unfortunately, the range of echo intensities is so great that, if the receiver has
gain high enough to render the terrain visible, the signals from built-up
of the
urban areas must be drastically limited to avoid “blooming”
cathode-ray tube, and detail is destroyed.
If the gain is low enough tti
preserve detail in the strong signals, the land background is not visible.
Thk difficulty is made worse by the nonlinear response of the cathode-
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ray tube. Since the beam current in a magnetic tube is proportional to
the cube of the grid swing as measured f mm c{1tot7 (which is near the
operating point in the Asence of signal and m tise), a signal of, for
example, half the voltage of a limited sigmd will, in principle, give only
In actual fact the difference is not
one-eighth as much light intensity.
so great as this because of the tendency of the screen to sahu-ste on
strong signals. This nonlinearityy reduces considerably the difference in
signal voltage between those signals that are just strong enough to produce a visible result and the level at which strong signals must be limited.
Thus the choice between a land background with no detail in built-up
areas and the reverse is am even more necessary one than if the cathoderay-tube response were linear. It is possible, of course, to introduce a
nonlinear element in the video amplifier to compensate for the tube
characteristic.
This method has been used with some success, but no
really satisfactory circuit has been devised, partly because the need was
not fully appreciated until comparatively recently.
The c<Three Tom” Metkod.-A
simple buk extremely etktive method
of retaining detail on N~gh-inten8ity echoes whik still providing a kmdto-water contrast i~ ilhmhmted in Figure 1~12. At some pint in the
signal channei ahead of any saturation or ~imiting, the signak are split
into two channels.
In onc of these they are amplified much more than
in the other, which may not contain any amplification at all. If the
signals are not aiready in video form, each channel includes a detector.
In any case each contains a limiter, the one in the low-gain channel being
set at approximately twice the level of the other. Following the limiters,
the two sets of signals are mixed and pzwed through a standard video
amplifier.
As can be seen by the waveform diagrams the net result is to
enhance the strength of the kmd echoes but without destroying the detail
in echoes from the built-up areas. A” before and after” picture is shown
in Figure 1,13. The aptness of the name “three tone” given to thk
method is vividly shown by the three shades—black, gray, and white. 1
The method can, of course, be extended to more than two channels.
Many variations of this technique are possible.
fine, ~vhlch has been
applied to existing sets in which an additional channel is difficult to install,
consists of switching the gain up and the limit Jevel down on alternate
pulse cycles by means of a scale-of-two muitivibrator,z the signals being
screen. The results are almost indisadded on the cathode-ray-tube
tinguishable from those utiking two channels.
1The name ‘{Three-tonePPI” is freq~entlyappli~dbecauseof the type of indica.
tion usually used.
2SW sec. 4,4,
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A very brief discussion of the elements of a rutltotlr-ray tube has been
given in Sec. 1.1. ‘l’his chtipter gives an elementary treatment of the
electron-optical principles involved in the formation of the focused spot
on the cathode-ray-tube screen, and of the effects on the electron beam of
the variation of certain parameters of the electron gun. Later sections
discuss more specifically the electrical characteristics of the electrostatic
and magnetic types of cathode-ray tubes, and the operating conditions
necessary to achieve optimum performance.
BEHAVIOR OF THE ELECTRON BEAM OF A CATDODE-RAY TUBE
2.1. Electron Optics.-The
theory and design of electron guns used
in cathode-ray tubes are based on well-defined electron optical principles.
A field of research and development, designated as “ electron optics, ”
has arisen out of the analogy between the beha~-ior of light rays in passing
through media of different indexes of refraction and that of the trajectories of electrons in electric and magnetic fields. Although it is
beyond the scope of this volume to give a comprehensive r&mm6 of electron-optical systems, I a brief discussion of a few electron-optical principles
is nevertheless needed for an understanding of the performance of
cathode-ray tubes.
The electron guns used in cathode-ray tubes always involve axial
symmetry, being composed of coaxial cylindrical elements or apertured
disks to which various electric potentials are applied.
Figure 2.1
illustrates the construction of a typical gun. A series of equipotential
lines have been drawn for the specific potential distribution on the
electrodes as indicated by the figures. Any region of the gun in which an
1The readerinterestedin electron+ptical designis referredto the followingliterature on the subject: L. M. Myers, Electron Optics, lhoretical and Practical, Van
Nostrand, New York, 1939; I. G. Maloff and D. W. Epstein, ElectronOptics in Z’eZew“siua, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1938; O. Klemperer, EteetronOptics, University
Press, Cambridge, England, 1939; V. K. Zworykin and G. A. Morton, l“elem”sion,
Wiley, New York, 1940; H. Moss, “The Electron Gun of the Cathode-ray Tube,
Part l,” J. Brit Inst. Rad, Eng., 5, 10-26 (1945); H. MOSS,“The ElectronGun of the
Cathode-rayTube, Part 2,” J. Brit. Inst. Rad. Eng., 6 (1946).
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appreciable nonuniformity in the axial potential distribution occurs may
be considered to be an “electron lens. ” It is apparent that the gun
illustrated involves essentially twolenses: onenear the cathode, the other
in the region of the junction of Anode No. 1 and Anode No. 2. This
latter lens, whose performance is less complicated than that of the
cathode lens, is the main focusing lens of the gun.
Grid No. 2 at

100Volta

AnodeNo.2 at4S00volts

GridNo.1 et /

I
i

Fta. 2.1.—Typicalelectron-gundiagram,beamoutline,and equipotentiallineplot.
The action of all electrostatic electron lenses is based on the elementary fact that the force acting upon an electron traveling in an
electric field is in a direction normal to the lines of equal potential, and
has a magnitude proportional to the potential gradient.
This fact may
be expressed as follows:
AB

~ . g.
dn
Region 1
potential V,

The passage of an electron through
a portion of the field, as indicated
in Fig. 2.2, will be considered in
some detail.
In this figure and in
the
s
u
bs
e
q
u
e n t analysis, the
VIy
following simplifying assumptions
are made: .4 and B are two adFm. 2.2.—Refractionof electronsin m elec- jacent equip otential
surfaces
tric field.
having the potentials VI and V,
respectively; the region 1 to the left of A is field-free, that is, at the
potential VI; and the region 2 to the right of B is similarly field-free,
that is, at potential Vz.
The kinetic energy of an electron is proportional to the potential at
any given point, and is given by the equation
~mv2 = V . e.

(1)
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in Region 1,
V:=2

z . v,,
n?

(2)

and, in Region 2,
v: =2:V2.

(3)

Since the only force acting on the electron as it crosses from Region 1 to
Region 2 is normal to the equipotential surfaces, only the x-component
of the velocity is affected, the y-component remaining constant, as
indicated by the equation
v1“ = v%.
(4)
But V,W= VIsin 01, and V2V= V2sin 0%. Hence, Ilq. (4) becomes
VI sin t?l = Vz sin 02,

(4a)

and substituting for UIand VZtheir values from 13qs. (2) and (3),
v’K

. sin f31= ~

. sin 0,.

(5)

Snell’s law of optics for the bending of a ray of light traveling from a
region of index of refraction nl to one of index n~ is
nl sin i = nz sin r,

(6)

where i is the angle of incidence and r is the angle of refraction.
The
similarity between 13qs. (5) and (6) leads to the conclusion that the
behavior of an electron (originally starting from rest) in an electrostatic
field may be described in optical terms by assigning to every region in
the field an index of refraction n = <~.
In the extended field region indicated in Fig. 2.1 the trajectory of each
electron will be a curved path, and it is apparent qualitatively that a
divergent bundle of electrons entering the focusing lens will be made convergent, roughly as shown in the diagram.
The region therefore acts
as a convergent lens.
The conditions in ordkary optics are somewhat dWerent from those
in electron optics.
In the cw.ie of optical image formation, the index of
refraction changes abrupt] y from one fixed value to another at the
boundaries of the lens surfaces; whereas, in the electron-optical case, no
such definite boundaries exist, and the index changes gradually over a
wide region.
In order to calculate the electron trajectories, a knowledge
of the spatial distribution of the potential is therefore necessary.
In
certain cases the potential distribution may be expressed mathematically
as a second-order differential equation, whose solutions determine the
trajectories sought; in other cases, measurement of the equipotential
surfaces is done experimentally in an electrolytic tank, and approximate
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step-b y-step methods of ray-t raoing are employed to yi~ld the t ra}ectories.
Fortunately, the solutions are simplified by the fact that in electron optics
the trajectories are never far removed from the axis, nor d{l they make
large angles with the axis. Therefore, only para.xial electrons need be
considered.
In describing the perforrmmce of electrcm lenses, it is convenient to
follow the analogy to ordinary optics, and to use the optical terminology.
Since electron lenses in general spread out overs considerable space, they
are most closely analogous to thick optical lenses. For the latter the
laws of image formation are most simply expressed in terms of distances
measured not from the lens surfaces but from what are known as the
“cardinal points’ ) of the lens system,
These are four in number: two
“focal points” F1 and Fz, and two “principal points” HI and HZ whose
positions can be calculated from the radii and positions of the various
boundary surfaxea and from the appropriate indexes of refraction.
The
performance of the entire lens system, regardless of the number and
location of the glass surkwes, may be determined from the equivalent
optical system as defined by these points.
In an analogous manner, %Ije image-forming properties of an electron
lens may most simply be described in terms of its cardinal points.
TWO
forms of kms generally employed in cathode-ray tubes are those formed
by (1) two cylinders, either of the same diameter or of dlarneter ratios
between I and 3, with the larger cylinder at a higher potential than the
smaller; and (2) two adjficent apertured disks.
l?or an analysis of the problem of determination of the cardinal points
for various electron optical systems, the rerrder k referred to the work of
Maloff and Epstein. 1 Their calculations show that, for coaxial cyiinders,
the focal length of the lens decreases, that is, the “power”
of the lens
increases, with increasing voltage ratio, and that the inverse is true for an
increasing ratio of the dkuetem
of the cylinders forming the lens. The
focal length in the image space fz is greater than that in the object space
j, when the electron is accelerated in going through the lens. In fact,
the ratio jS/~L = ~VZ/V1.
‘I’heir analysis also shows that the principal
points for the cond~tions illustrated in Fig. 21 are located at some distance inside the first-anode cylinder.
It is apparent that, in the case of the focusing lens here discussed,
both object and image are at relatively grea$ ciisf,ances from the principal
points.
In thk case the lens may be considered as a (‘thin lens, ” whose
center is midway between the principal points, for which the familiar
LaGrange law of optics, illustrated in Fig. 2’3, states that
nlhl sin 81 = nZh2sin %2.
I MakJffand F,pstein,op. at,

(7)
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In the equation, the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the object and image
space, respectively, n = index of refraction, h = object or image height,
and 8 refers to the semiangle subtended at the object or image by the
lens aperture.
In the case of electron-optical image formation, the angles 01 and 02
are always so small that sin 0 may be replaced by tan 8, and Eq. (7) then
becomes
nlhl tan 61 = nzha tan 6z,
or
nlhl;

R

= n~h~;)
R
whence the magnification is
‘=

h.,
v n,
K*= G”G=G

:*
FIG,23.-Geometry illustratingobject-

v

;.

(lo)

imagerelationship.

J

2.2. Focusing-lens
Systems.—The
lens system just described is
the main focusing system in the electrostatically focused cathode-ray
tubes.
There are many variations of this electrostatic focusing system,
one of which comprises adj scent apertured disks instead of cylinders.
There are no simple formulas that represent the performance of a given
lens because its optical constants depend on the nature of the potential
distribution along the axis. This distribution, in turn, is a complicated
function of the shape and size of the various elements.
In addition, the
various aberrations that afflict an optical system are also present in electron-optical systems.
Some of these are the results of misalignment of
Others
ad j scent elements, or of asymmetry in the elements themselves.
arise from spherical aberration caused by the shape of the potential distribution.
In order to obtain a completed design that gives satisfactory
performance, it is necessary to supplement theoretical design information
with a good deal of empirical data obtained from experimental guns.
In cathode-ray tubes of some types, the focusing k done by a magnet~
static lens rather than by an electrostatic lens. This magnetostatic lens
usually takes the form of a short coil surrounding the tube neck. The
coil itself is housed in a soft-iron shell having an air gap so located that
it produces a fairly localized axial magnetic field, through which the
electron beam must pass. The focal length of such a lens is given to a fiair
approximation

by the equation 1
(11)

where j is the focal length, e is the electronic charge, m is the electronic
] Maloff and Epstein, 0p.

cit.
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mass, V is the electrical potential (assumed to be uniform in the region
occupied by the lens), and H. is the axial component of the magnetic field
produced by the coil. The focal length of such a lens is easily adjusted
by varying the current through the coil, to which H is proportional.
The magnetic lens, as usually constructed, can be considered as a “thin
lens,” and Eq. (10) also holds f or the magnetostatic focusing lens.
In order to reduce spherical aberration, the cross section of the electron bundle is usually tilted
by the introduction into the gun of apertured disks that act as stops. This method is particularly applicable to
guns used in tubes in which both focusing and deflection are done by
electrostatic means.
If the focus is to be electrostatic, aberration due to
the focusing lenses may also be reduced by making the geometrical size
of the lens larger, that is, by using a gun of larger diameter.
In the case
of magnetic focusing, the size of the focus coil is usually adequate to
reduce the aberration to a satisfactory degree, because the coil itself is
external to the tube.’
Focusing of Ions.-The
electrical particle of chief importance in the
However, the presence
operation of a cathode-ray tube is the electron.
of even a minute percentage of heavy ions may affect the useful life of the
tube. Particularly, a focused beam of negative ions may produce a
localized screen deterioration or “ion spot” at the center of the tube face.
In Eq. (11) the focal length of a magnetic lens is shown to be a function of
the mass as well as the charge of the particle, and hence, when electrons
are focused on the screen, ions will not be focused.
On the other hand,
the trajectory of charged particles in an electrostatic field turns out to be
the same both for electrons and for singly charged ions provided that all
particles start with zero velocity.
Hence, with electrostatic focusing,
ions which originate at or near cathode potential as well as electrons will
be brought to a focus at the screen. Magnetic focusing is therefore
superior to electrostatic focusing in this respect.
2.3. Cathode- or Immersion-lens
System.—The bundle of electrons
focused on the fluorescent screen by the focusing lens originates from the
cathode and is controlled by a modulating or control grid. The emitting
surface of the cathode is usually a small plane area immediately behind
the central opening in the modulating grid. In the region just beyond
the modulating grid there is usually another electrode at a relatively high
This electrode serves to draw the electrons from the
positive potential.
cathode and accelerate them along the axis, as indicated in Fig. 2.1. This
combination of electrodes forms the cathode-lens system.
Thk is an
immersion-lens system because the object is not external to the lens, but
immersed in it, in a manner analogous to the case of the well-known
immersion objectives used in microscopes.
1See Sec. 3.1 for aberrationsof focus coils.
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The electrical fields in this region are much more complicated than in
the region of the main focusing lens. Furthermore, they change when
the beam is controlled in intensity by varying the potential of the modulating grid. Foratypical
gunthis variation isindicated in Fig. 2.4by
the series of equipotential plots in the region of the cathode for four values
of grid voltage between — 10 and — 165 volts, the latter corresponding
to beam cutoff. 1

Ovons
Csthcde,

cathode,o volts

FXG.2.4,—Equipotentialplots of cathodelens, for severalvaluesof gridb&.
In addition to the changes in the constants of the cathode lens produced by the changes in the potential of the control grid, the cathodelens problem is further complicated by three facts.
1. The electrons may leave the cathode in any direction, and the
analysis of this region cannot therefore deal simply with paraxial electrons (see Sec. 2.1).
2. Since the electrons are emitted from a hot cathode, they leave the
cathode with random speeds (a Maxwellian distribution).
At any given
point, the index of refraction for electrons that enter the field with any
but zero velocity is determined by the variable velocity of the electron
at thk point.
Therefore, even in the case of paraxial electrons, there is
no single set of cardinal points for this lens for any given distribution of
equipotential surfaces.
3. Space-charge effects in this region are appreciable because the
current density may be fairly high, and the average velocity is usually low.
I Theseplots wereobtained throughthe courtwy of Dr. L. B. HeadrickjLancastm
EngineeringDepartment,RCA.
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Figure 2“5a shows in a schematic way the trajectories followed, under
the influence of field conditions such as are represented in the plot for
– 80-volt grid bias in Fig. 2“4c, by electrons leaving the cathode in various
directions from (1) a point on the axis, and (2) a point at some distance
from the axis. These trajectories cross the axis at a relatively short
distance from the cathode, in a region designated as the “crossover,”
and thereafter proceed to form an enlarged image of the cathode some
distance beyond.
All the electrons leaving the cathode form a bundle of
variable cross sect ion,
which
reaches a minimum value at the
crossover and thereafter expands,
as shown by the schematic beam
envelope in Fig. 2.5b. The location of the cardinal points of the
immersion lens has been found by
Maloff and Epstein. 1 For the
particular case considered it was
determined that the image of the
cathode would be formed at a distance of approximately 2 cm from
the cathode, and that its magnification would be approximately
5. This image, however, is of
secondary importance, the chief
function of the immersion lens
being to form a crossover of mini(b)
mum size. Because of the change
Y[~. 2.5. – !’ormationof crossoverand beam in lens constants, the position of
envelope.
the crossover moves away from
the cathode as the grid is made less negative, thereby increasing the
beam current.
2.4. The Complete Electron Gun.—The complete electron gun of
the cathode-ray tube embodies in various forms both electron lenses
described in Sees. 2.2 and 23.
One of these has already been illustrated
in Fig. 2.1. Figure 2.6 illustrates tw-o other gun types, more generally
used. Figure 2.6a shows an elecu-ostauc-focus
gun used in a typical
oscilloscope tube, in which the deflection is also produced by electric fields.
Figure 2.6b illustrates a typical gun used in an all-magnetic tube, in
which both focusing and deflection are produced magnetically.
The
focusing lens in this case is physically placed outside the tube, but it
snould definitely be considered as part of the gun. In all types of tubes
illustrated, the cathode lens is essentially the same.
1Maloff and Epste@ op. cit.
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The conventional analysis of the process of image formation in all
types of cathode-ray tubes is in terms of the action of two lenses and may
be summarized as follows.
Electrons are emitted from the cathode in

Fluorescent screen
Defletiton c6ik

\

\

FIG.2%-Two commonformsof cathode-raytubes, (a) Electrostaticdeffection-type
cathod~raytube with electrongun desigued for zero curmmt to focusing electrode (first
anode). (h) Magneticdeflection-type cathode-ray tube with tetrode electron gun,
an amount determined by the potential of the control grid Gl,
accelerated by the field due to the positive potential applied to
accelerating electrode Gz; the shape of the beam is controlled by
constants of the cathode lens formed by these elements, resulting

and
the
the
first,
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in a constriction near the cathode, known M the “crossover,” and thereafter ina divergence of the beam; either the entire bundle (Fig. 2“6b) or
the central part of it (Fig. 2-6a) then passes through the region of a second
lens, called a” focusing lens,” at a considerable distance from the cathode,
and is there made to converge toward the tube axis, reaching a focus at
the screen of the tube.
Obviously the crossover described in the previous
section cannot be observed directly, but from the constants of the focusing lens and the size of the image formed on the screen, it can be shown
that the object that is imaged on the screen is very near the cathode, and
that its size is considerably smaller than that of the emitting area of the
cathode.
It is much smaller than that which would result if the enlarged
image of the cathode were considered to be the “object”
for the focusing
lens. Consequently it is concluded’ that the object focused may be
considered to be the virtual image of thk crossover, which also turns out
to be smaller than the emitting part of the cathode, and the position of
which is in the vicinity of the cathode, and slightly behind it.
A somewhat different analysis of the electron optical system involved
in the formation of the image has been made by Liebmann, 2who considers
the image to be formed by three rather than two lenses. By replacing the
single cathode-lens field distribution mentioned in the previous paragraph
by two relatively closely spaced lenses, he arrives at the conclusion that
because of the combined action of these two lenses there is formed, not
far from the modulating grid, a virtual, reduced, inverted image of the
cathode.
The main focusing lens then forms an image of this at the
screen (see also page 56).
The conditions existing in this region of the cathode-ray tube are so
complicated that the theoretical analyses necessarily employ greatly
oversimplified
conditions.
Further investigations
toward a clearer
understanding of this complicated electron-optical problem are necessary
and important.
A discussion of (1) the effect of various parameters on the beam current, (2) the area from which this current originates, (3) the angle that
thk beam subtends at the cathode, and (4) the current density of the
beam at the screen will contribute to an understanding of the properties
of complete cathode-ray tubes.
Beam-current–grid-bias Relations.—The characteristics that an input
amplifier must have in order properly to drive the cathode-ray tube are
determined by the tube’s modulation or transfer characteristic, which is
the relation between the current to the screen of the cathode-ray tube and
the voltage applied to the control grid.
] MrJoffand Epstein, op. cit.
z G. Liebmann, “Image Formationin Cathode-rayTl]bes,” Proc, I. R. E.,
389 (1945).
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This relation is expressed by
ie~ = A(E.,

– EJ”

= Ah’s,

(12)

in which i,m = screen current, E.1 = voltage
— of control grid (a negative
number), Ew = voltage on control grid to produce tube cutoff (a negative
number), Ed = “grid drive” above cutoff, in volts (Ed is positive, since
IE..] must be greater than 111.,1in order to have any beam current), A =
grid-drive factor, a constant, and n = a constant (positive, and not necessarily an integer).
For constant tube geometry and anode voltage, A,
n, and E- will be constant.
However, the value of E.. is not specific
because cutoff may be defined in various ways. Since the value of grid
potential for which the screen current is judged to be zero depends upon
the sensitivityy of the measuring instrument, this definition of cutoff is
not employed.
Instead, the grid bias necessary to produce some arbitrary small current, for example, 0.5 or 1.0 ~a, may be used to define E.,,.
A much more commonly used definition for Em, however, is that known as
Even this value is not too well defined since
the “visual cutoff” voltage.
it depends, for any given electron gun, on the condition of the eye of the
observer, the external illumination falling on the screen, the efficiency of
the phosphor, and the area of the screen being bombarded by electrons.
Thus the cutoff voltage for the visual extinction of a stationary, sharply
focused spot will be considerably greater than that corresponding to
extinction of the line pattern of a television raster.
of constants in Eq. (12) .—One customary
Method 1 jor Determination
method of determining the constants A and n in Eq. (12) involves plottii~g
& and Ed on a log-log plot, with Ed measured from the visual cutoff as
determined by some arbitrary criterion.
The slope of the line best
fitting the experimental points then gives the value of the exponent n,
and the value of A can be determined by choosing some one point on the
line and substituting its coordinates in Eq. (12). Experimental data
compiled by MOSS1and others indicates that the relation between cathode
current i~ and grid drive, determined by this method, is
ik = KE~6,

(13)

where K is a function of the visual cutoff of the tube, and is given approximate y by the expression
K = 3E#.
(14)
Thus, combining Eqs. (13) and (14),
(15)
1H. Moss, “The Electron Gun of the Cathode-ray Tube, Part l,” J. Brit. Inst.
Rad. Eng., 6, 10-26 (1945).
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At zero bias, the cathode current is
(i,)~,e,

= 3E::5

(16)

In Eqs. (13), (14), and (15), i~ismeasured inrnicroamperes, E_andE~
in volts.
Formany magnetic-focus guns, ahnost no current is intercepted by
apertures in the gun. Consequently Eq. (15) holds as the relation
between screen current and grid voltage as well, and indicates that the
value of the exponent n in Eq. (12) is 3.5. On the other hand, for tubes
employing electrostatic focusing, beam stops are almost universally
introduced.
They take a considerable portion of the cathode current,
and the screen current is consequently considerably less than in the case
The value of n is therefore less than 3.5. Moss
of magnetic focusing.
indicates that, over most of the characteristic, n has the value 1.5.
Method 2 for Determination of Constants in Eq. (12) .—A second method
of determination of the constants in Eq. (12), which does not depend on
the determination of the visual cutoff, consists of considering n as a
parameter and plotting i~” as a function of E.1 for several arbitrarily
chosen values of n.’ The correct value for n in Eq. (12) is the one that
gives the best straight line in these plots. The intercept on the E., axis
then gives the value of Em, which is called the “extrapolated cutoff ,“ and
which differs from the Ew used in Method 1. The constant A is the slope
For magnetic tubes not containing
of the line raised to the nth power.
limiting apertures, the value of n thus found is very near 3. Using this
method, Eq. (12) becomes
i= = A(E.I

–

EW)3 = AE:.

(17)

The value of A is found to vary with cutoff, but not so simply as expressed
by Eq. (14) (see also Sec. 2.12).
For tubes of the electrostatic focus and deflection type, in which the
masking of the beam is severe, this method indicates that the value of n
1sapproximately 2, and the screen current is then given by
i,. = A(E.I

– EJ2 = AE:.

(18)

Because of variations in size, location, and alignment of apertures in this
type of tube, wider variations result in n and especially in A than in the
case of magnetic tubes.
The exact evaluation of the values of n and A, and the reasons for
their variation, are of primary interest to the designer of the cathode-ray
tube. In using the tube, it is probably sufficient to know that in general
the screen-current vs. grid-drive curves are roughly cubic for magnetic
1W. B. Nottingham, RL Report No. 62-7, May 14, 1943.
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deflection-type
tubes, and roughly square-law curves for electrostatic
deflection-type tubes. In some cases this is not true, since some magnetostatic focus tubes employ beam masking, and some electrostatic focus
tubes may have no masking of the beam.
Emitting Area of Cathode and Cathode Loading.-The
area of the
cathode from which the current indicated by Eq. (12) originates is of
considerable interest. At cutoff, this area is zero, whereas for zero grid
voltage, MOSSIhas shown that the emitting diameter is equal to that of
the control-grid aperture D, regardless of the spacing between grid and
accelerating electrode (see Fig. 2“1) or of the voltage applied to this electrode. For values of grid voltage between these extremes, Moss found
that the curve of emitting diameter d as a function of grid drive Ed was
a somewhat S-shaped curve, which can, to a first approximation, be
considered linear, so that
(19)
Furthermore, the emission current density has been found to vary
over the emitting area in a manner roughly illustrated by Fig. 2.7. Both
the peak and the mean current density are seen to increase with increasing
grid drive. The ratio of peak density to mean density also increases with
increasing
current. The cathode
loading is defined as the cathode current per unit emitting area. A very
rough assessment of the cathode loading for any value of grid drive Ed
may be made as follows.
From Eq.
(15),
3E~5
(2.15)
~~ ‘ ~’
Ca
From Eq. (19),
A=r:=T~$

(20)

D’.

fi~.

2.7i:n:::y::g:dn:o::,gyty

as

.

Therefore, the mean cathode loading is
(21)
From experimental data, Moss arrives at a semiempirical relation for the
peak cathode loading p. as follows:
p’ =

‘e
D,

. E:,,

1Moss, op. cit.

E. G. & G. LIBRARY
LAS VEGAS BRANCH

(22)
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in which p. is expressed in ma/mm Z., D, the grid-hole diameter, in mm;
and the drive Ed in volts.
This equation gives only an approximate
estimate of the peak loading.
In practice, the diameter of the grid hole
of a cathode-ray tube is between 0.75 and 1.0 mm. From Eq. (22) the
estimated peak cathode loading for a 50-volt drive on a tube having a
l-mm grid hole is found to be approximately 5 ma/mm2.
For satisfactory cathode life, conservative designers estimate that the maximum
peak loading should not be far above 10 ma/mm2.
Beam Divergence.—The angle of divergence 4 of the conical bundle of
electrons, after they have passed through the grid aperture, determines
the cross section of the beam at the focusing lens, and consequently it
affects the magnitude of spherical aberration in this lens as well as the
amount of deflection defocusing.
For a given geometry of gu~,
the experimentally
determined
Cwve: Ec2
relation between beam-divergence
; 2;
angle d and control-grid potential
3
3V
~ ~ E., is illustrated in Fig. 2.8. In
thk figure, each curve applies to a
specific value of E.~, the potential
applied to the accelerating grid,
with the further condition that all
Ecl (- volts)Scalearbtiary
electrodes bevond
the accelerating
.
Fm. 2.8.—Relationshipbetweengrid drive grid are maintained at the same
and beam divergence.
potential as this grid, that is, that
the region beyond the accelerating grid is equipotentiaj.
The cutoff of
the tube increases with increasing E.z, but the interesting fact is evident
that at zero grid bias the beam-divergence angle is independent of EC*.
This fact is to be expected from the principle of voltage similitude, which
states that the trajectories are unaltered by multiplication of all electrode
potentials by a constant factor.’
To a first approximation,
(23)
where Ed/E_ is the voltage drive expressed as a fraction of the drive to
zero bias. The value of @o, however, varies with the gun geometry,
increasing with an increase in size of the grid aperture and with a decrease
in the distance between control and accelerating grids.
In a complete tube, under normal operating conditions, the region
beyond G, is generally not field-free, and hence the beam divergence will
For example, in the case of the magnetic gun
be altered somewhat.
1Maloffand Epztein,op. d., p.
6 (1946).

187:

H. MOZE,
J. B-it. Inst. Rod. Eng., 6,2o4 (1945);
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illustrated in Fig. 2.6b, the potential difference between Gz and the conducting coating of the anode causes some electrostatic focusing and
thereby reduces the beam divergence (see also Sec. 2.13).
Whenever a gun contains beam-limiting apertures, as in Fig. 2.6a,
for example, avery small grid drive E~suffices to make the cone @fill
the aperture.
In practice, then, the values of grid drive employed are
considerably larger, with the result that the effective beam angle is
determined by the size and location of the masking aperture, and the
increase in beam current to the screen with grid drive is due to the increase
in current density from the cathode.
Eflects of Beam Comwrgence on Imuge Current Density .-The problem
of the designer of a cathode-ray tube is to achieve as bright and as small
a spot as possible, with the use of a minimum of input power both to
create and to deflect the spot. This requirement necessitates the incorporation within the tube of a screen of maximum efficiency together with
an electron gun that can produce an electron beam that converges at
The two principal elements of this
the screen into a minimum diameter.
gun have been briefly described.
It is now of interest to consider the
effects of beam convergence on the current density.
A fundamental law, derived by Langmuir,’ is that given by Eq. (24):

‘i = ‘c

()

n + 1 sin’ 0,
kT

(24)

in which p. = current density at the cathode, pi = current density at
the image, V = potential at the image, e = electronic charge, k = Boltzman.n constant, T = temperature of cathode (degrees Kelvin), and 19=
semiangle of convergence of the beam at the screen.
In order to consume a minimum of power, V should be kept as low
as possible.
Also, to keep T as low as possible, oxide-coated cathodes are
used. The value of p. is not constant over the whole emitting area, but,
as was indicated in Fig. 2.7, decreases exponentially with the distance
from its center. The peak density at the center increases with increasing
total current.
However, the maximum current density that can safely
be drawn from the cathode, the peak cathode loading previously discussed, is also subject to practical limitations.
Thus the only variable in Eq. (24) which is not essentially severely
restricted is 0. The current density at the image may therefore be
increased by making 0 larger. For a fixed location of gun and screen,
this increase can be attained by altering the gun so that the divergence
of the beam from the first lens is increased; and 8 will then increase in
1D. B. Langmuir, “Theoretical Limitationsof Cathod&rayTub~,” Proc. I. R. E.,
2!2,977 (1937).
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direct proportion to the diameter of the beam at the focusing lens.
Alternatively, with no changes in the gun, 0 maybe increased by shortening the tube, that is, by decreasing the distance between focusing lens
and screen. This decrease must be accompanied by a simultaneous
increase in the power of the focusing lens. Obviously, the process of
shortening the tube means a loss in deflection sensitivity because the
distance from deflecting system to screen is also reduced.
The increase in current density obtained by increasing 0 has definite
limitations, ~vhich‘are intimately
Focusing
Region of
associated with the mechanism
lens
Screen
used to deflect the beam, and
which pertain specifically to the
problem of deflection defocusing.
This deflection defocusing is a
+
11!
function of the angle of deflection,
(a)
the cross section of the electron
bundle in the region of deflection,
and the type of deflection system
em
..=used. A comparison
may be
al
made between magnetic deflection
produced by coils of good form
external to the tube, and electric*
field deflection produced by care,4
fully
designed
plates,
with
/
/
Ill
identical distances between de/
II
flecting systems and screen, as
I
\
\ em,,
:2
illustrated in Figs. 2.9a and b.
For a deflecting angle a,, chosen
to be roughly the maximum angle
for good performance with electricw
(c)
field deflection,
the deflection
FIG. 2.9.—Comparisonbetween deflecdefocusing
becomes
serious in the
tionby electricandmagneticfields. (a) Deflection by electric field. (b) Deflection by
case of deflection produced by the
magnetic field. (c) Shortened tube.
action of deflection vlates when
the beam diameter at the plates exceeds 2 or 3 mm; whereas, for magnetic
deflection with the same deflection angle, this diameter may be as large as
6 or 7 mm before it produces an equivalent amount of defocusing.
Consequently, the ratio between the maximum values of tl~ and 0. is roughly
between 2/1 and 3/1.
The ratio of current densities, which varies as 02,
then comes out to be roughly 6 to 1 in favor of magnetic deflection.
The
reasons for this are (1) that the area of uniformity of field is considerably
greater in the magnetic case because the dimensions of the parts producing the field can be much greater and (2) that the energy of the electrons

is constant dliring tk magnetic deflection, find is not const:ult for &wtricfield deflection.
A further possible advantage of a tube of the magnetic-deflection
type, namely, a shorter over-all length, immediately becomes apparent;
for, keeping dw.constant, adecreasc inthedistance
frornfocusin
glensto
screen, illustrated in Fig. 2.9c, results in a smaller beam diameter in the
deflecting region. Therefore, with the same over-all defocusing, a
greater deflecting angle a~ may be used. ‘l’he deflecting angle employed
in almost all magnetic tubes developed for radar use is 27°; and for the
most widely used screen size, namely 5 in., the ratio of the over-all
lengths of the electrostatic type to that of the magnetic type is approximately 1.5 to 1 (namely, 16+ in. for the 5CP1 vs. 1l+ in. for the 5FP7).
The preceding discussion indicates the superiority of magnetic deflection over electric deflection in several respects, but it does not indicate
the degree to which experiment checks the Langmuir equation for current density.
Even in the most carefully designed and constructed tubes,
the measured current density at the screenl is roughly only 10 per cent of
that predicted by the Langmuir theory.
The discrepancy between these
values is, without doubt, due to the combined effects, principally in the
region of the immersion lens, of space charge, the finite velocity of emission of electrons, and aberrations in the lens. The problem is by no
means completely understood.
Variation of Spot Size with Electrical Parameters E,, E.,, E~.--Since
the current distribution to the screen and, to a first approximation, the
luminance of the spot follow a Gaussian distribution, it becomes difficult
to define just what should be called the “ spot size.”
Thus the term” spot
size” must be arbitrarily defined, and is taken to be the diameter of that
circle at which the luminance has reached some definite fraction of the
peak value at the center of the distribution curve. Because of the finite
thickness of the screen and the scattering of light therein, the light output
of the screen will have a somewhat broader distribution than that of the
beam current that strikes the screen. In the following paragraphs, this
diRerence is neglected, and ‘ 6current densit y‘’ and “spot-size 7‘ dist ributions will be considered as being identical.
In making an analysis of the effects of the various parameters on the
1In order to avoid the difficultiesthat scattering of light in the phosphor and
pacziblenonlinearity
y betweenthe currentdensityand the resultinglight output would
introduce,it is necessaryin makingmeasurementsof currentdensityto work directly
withthe electronbeam, ratherthanto obsemrethe characteristicsof the luminousspot
in a conventionalcathod~ray tube. Therefore,the screenis replacedby a specinlly
designedelectrodecontainingeithera small circularapertureor a narrowslit in front
of a Faradaycageby meansof which the currentpacsingthroughthe aperturemay be
measuredas the beam is moved across it by the deflectig syetem. For a discussion
of this method, see L. Jacob, Phil. Mw., 28, 81 (1939).
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experimentally determined current distriblltion using the Faraday cage
method, simplifying assumptions are made. These are
1. The focusing lens, and the immersion lens, are considered to be
free from aberrations.
2. The effects of space charge are neglected.
Under these conditions the measured current density distribution at
the screen, which appears as dz in Eq. (21), dJdl = (u/u) @VJVz,
gives information of the conditions existing at the crossover, which is
Note that the
assumed to be the “object” whose “image)’ is measured.
Under experimental conditions
crossover cannot be measured directly.
in which the ‘effective area of the cathode is limited to avoid the introduction of excessive aberrations, Moss’ found (1) that the diameter of the
crossover is independent of E,, at least over a limited ra~ge, and (2)
that the diameter of the crossover is proportional to 1/ <VI, where VI
is the voltage at the crossover; that is,

‘1=A“

(25)

Therefore it would seem that it would be advantageous to have the
crossover formed at as Klgh a potential as po~sible. However, since, in
Eq. (23), <~1 appears in the numerator, the diameter of the image
should be independent of VI and, as is readily seen by combining Eqs.
(23) and (25), should be inversely proportional to ti~g, where VZ is
the final-anode potential; that is,

“ = vk”

(26)

In reality, however, the simple conditions under which these results
obtain are not met in practice.
Space charge in the cathode region is not
negligible, and neither lens is free from aberration, particularly in the
complicated cathode region. Therefore, the observed spot sixe increases
with increasing current. Also, the spot size decreases with increasing
voltage on the accelerating grid, probably because of (1) the reduction of
space-charge effects, and (2) the increase in the cathode loading.
Finally,
the observed variation of spot size with increasing anode voltage does not
uniformly agree with Eq. (26). This last fact has led Liebmann’ to dkcount this crossover theory, and to proposw an analysis based on three
lenses rather than on two. This analysis results in a reemphasis of the
crossover as such and indicates that the spot size should be independent
I Moee, op. cit.
sLiebmarm,be. cd.
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of Vi. A complete understanding of the many factors entering into the
exact behavior of the cathodway-tube
spot is thus not at hand. 1
ELECTROSTATIC CATHODE-WY TUBES’
Cathode ray tubes in which both the focusing and deflection are
electrostatic are the most common types of “tubes. For brevity, these
will be designated in Sees. 2“5-2”9 simply as “electrostatic”
cathode-ray
tubes. Several typical ones are illustrated in Fig. 2-10. The principal

2.10.—Typicalelectrostaticcathode-raytubes:(a) 2AP1; (b) 3BP1; (c)6CP1; (d)5BPI.
advantages of these tubes employing deflection by electrostatic fields lie
in the high impedance of the deflection elements, the extremely fast
writing speeds that may be obtained, and the linearity of the deflection
with respect to the voltages applied to the deflection elements.
2.6. Gun Types Used in Electrostatic Cathode-ray Tubes.—The
guns used in cathode-ray tubes of the electrostatic focus and deflection
type currently available in the United States are of three types.
The
latest one of these to come into use has already been briefly described in
1Furtherexperimentaldata in regardto various methodsof measurementof spot
size in completecathod-ray tubes, and spot-size relationshipsfor various conditions
of operation,are given in Chap. 17.
v
2The assistanceof A. Y. Bentleyin the compihitionof data and lnaterialfor this
sectionis gratefullyacknowledged.
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Sec. 2.4 and in Fig. 2.6a. The three guns differ principally in regard
to the arrangement of the focusing lens. These variations introduce
changesin the control characteristic, as well asin the total light output
Photographs of typical
available, and in the quality of the focus.
samples of the three types of electron gun are shown in Fig. 2.11, with

(,I

),.

FIG. 2.11.—Photomaphsof typical electrostaticelectronguns used in electrostatic
deflection cathode-ray tube.’ (a) Triode type. (b) Accelerator type. (c)Zero-first-anodecurrent type.

cross sections as indicated in Fig. 2“12. In all these, the cathode and
control-grid construction are not essentially different.
Cathode.—The thermionic cathode of almost all cathode-ray tubes is a’
nickel cylinder or cup, indirectly heated by an internal heater that is
electrically insulated from the cathode by a ceramic covering.
The
emitting portion of the cathode is a small area on the closed end surface
of this cylinder which is coated with barium and strontium oxides. The
emitting surface is usually a plane perpendicular to the axis of the cup.
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The input power to the heater is customarily 4 watts, and most heaters
are designed for operation at 6.3 volts.
Control OT Modulating Grid.-The
element controlling the flow of
electrons from the cathode is a nickel cylinder, usually ~ in. in diameter,
With the exception of an approxicoaxial with the cathode cylinder.
mately I-mm-diameter circular central opening immediately opposite the
emittiug portion of the cathode, the forward end of the cylinder is closed.
The spacing between cathode and grid is about 0.005 to 0.010 in. and
must & closeiy controlled.
Sometimes the grid cylinder
extends a short distance beyond the
plane containing
the aperture.
This extension is known as the
“grid skirt” and is introduced to
effect the proper degree of control
supply
of the beam.
The grid skirt also
introduces some additional focusing
action.
It is very important for
good image formation that the
planes of the cathode and grid aperture be parallel, and that the grid
Eb,
Neg. E,IEk
hole be truly circular and free from
supply
burrs. If any cathode material
gets onto the grid aperture, the
elevated temperature of the grid
due to its proximity to the hot
cathode may result in emission of
electrons from the grid. These
electrons are accelerated toward the
FIG.2.12.—Typicalelectronguns used
in electrostatic cathode-ray tubes. (a)
screen by the high positive potential
Triode type. (b) Accelerator type, (c)
on other electrodes and cause unZero-first-anode-current type.
controllable
stray light emission
known as a “ghost.”
To eliminate this effect, it is customary to reduce
the emissivity of the grid either by gold-plating it, or by adding radiating
fins to the grid cylinder to reduce its temperature, or both.
The rest of the gun structure is composed of an arrangement of
coaxial cylindrical and apertured disk elements that differ in the three
types of guns.
!fWode Guns.—In the oldest type of gun, which is sometimes called a
“ triode gun” although it contains four essential elements (see Fig. 2.12a),
the electrons after passing through the control-grid aperture enter the
This electrode is in the form of a long
first anode, or focusing electrode.
cylinder containing one or more apertures of various sizes. The field

‘;gm?

‘b)
‘IT%%
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between the first anode and control grid forms part of the immersion or
cathode lens discussed in Sec. 2.3, and is not considered to contribute
any focusing action.
Because the region within the focusing electrode
is almost field-free, the electrons travel essentially in straight lines. The
purpose of the apertures is to mask off the outer portion of the conical
bundle of electrons.
Immediately beyond the focusing electrode is the
second anode. This electrode usually consists of a short cylinder closed
at the far end by a disk containing a small central circular aperture.
This aperture further masks off part of the exterior portions of the electron bundle.
The second anode is maintained at or near ground potential and is connected electrically to a conducting coating that lines the
inner wall and bulb of the cathode-ray tube to a point extending almost
up to the forward end, which contains the fluorescent screen. Thus, the
volume beyond the second anode forms an essentially field-free region.
The principal focusing action of the electron gun takes place in the
region between the focusing electrode and the second anode because of
the strong lens formed by the potential difference between these two
elements.
As is indicated in the figure, the potential of the focusing
electrode is negative with respect to the second anode.
For the construction usually employed, the voltage needed on the focusing electrode in order to bring the electron beam into focus at the screen is
roughly one-fourth the total voltage applied to the electrons.
One
characteristic of a gun of this type is that the act of focusing the beam by
varying the potential of the focusing electrode simultaneously changes the
constants of the cathode lens and causes a change in the beam current.
This unwanted change in brightness of the trace must be corrected by a
manipulation of the control-grid potential, and the process of securing
proper adjustment of the beam is thus made more complex.
The maximum beam current that reaches the screen is relatively low; hence,
although the focused spot has small size, the available brightness is only
moderate.
Accelerator Type of Electron Gun.-This
electron gun type is a modification of the one just described, containing an additional electrode that
is interposed between the control grid and the focusing electrode or first
anode (see Fig. 2. 12b). This new electrode usually consists of an apertured disk or a shallow cup, which is connected internally to the second
anode.
This electrode accelerates the electrons in the region immediately in front of the grid to the velocity corresponding to second-anode
potential, increasing the maximum current that may be drawn at zero grid
iias.
It further acts as a screen grid and prevents variation of the potential of the focusing electrode from affecting the constants of the
cathode lens, which now is formed between the control grid and the
accelerating electrode.
Therefore the beam current is essentially
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unaffected by vm-iations in focusing voltage.
Thus two desirable
improvements have been effected by the introduction of the accelerator
electrode: (1) freedom from interaction between focusing voltage and
beam current, and (2) an appreciable increase in the modulation sensitivity.
The latter is desirable for intensity modulation applications
because the video amplifier may then have a lower gain, resulting in considerable saving in power. It should be noted, however, that this
higher modulation sensitivity is obtained at the cost of some impairment
of focui.
In both types of electron gun described thus far, an appreciable
fraction of the total current is intercepted by the apertures in the focusing
electrode.
In practically all electrostatic deflection tubes the second
anode also contains a masking aperture that collects a fraction of the
current. The purpose of the aperture in the second anode is to assure a
well-defined beam centrally located with respect to the deflection plates.
In both electron guns described, the current flowing to the focusing
electrode is usually considerably greater than that flowing to the second
anode.
Hence, to secure reasonably good voltage regulation of the first
anode, it is necessary to make the resistance of the bleeder circuit relatively low, thus wasting power in the bleeder. A small amount of regulation of the firstianode voltage is desirable since the voltage of this
electrode should decrease somewhat with increasing beam current in order
Such compensation by means of the
to maintain focus (see Sec. 2.8).
regulation afforded in the bleeder circuit is, however, complicated by
the fact that the variation in first-anode current existing from tube to
tube is considerable, and therefore no universal regulation can be applied
in this manner.
Zero-$rst-anode-current T~pe oj Electron Gun.—In order to overcome
the focusing-electrode regulation difficulties, a further modification of the
gun has been made, in which the focusing electrode draws essentially no
current. 1 A gun of this type is sketched in Fig. 2“12c. The accelerator
electrode is in the form of a long cylinder, with a masking aperture at its
forward end. As before, the focusing electrode is interposed between the
accelerator and the second anode.
However, it is now relatively short,
and consists either of an open cylinder, as illustrated, or of an apertured
disk with aperture diameter greater than that of the apertures in the
adjacent parts of the accelerator and second anode.
The electron lens
formed in the region of the focusing electrode then makes the beam
converge to a focus at the screen, as in the previous types.
By masking
the beam in Gj instead of in AZ, secondary electrons emitted from the
I ‘~his type Of gun structure was first produced by RC.4. Its advantages
havebeenciearlydemonstrated,so that the morerecentlydesignedtubesof practically
all manufacturersemplov this type of gun.
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masking aperture are less apt to reach the screen. Also, the smaller diameter of the beam in the focusing field is advantageous in that it reduces the
effects of spherical aberration in the focusing lens.
Cathode-ray tubes of a given type number may contain any of the
three types of guns. Specifications, particularly on older tube types, have
been so lax that they could be met by any of the existing gun types.
Therefore, the gun type used -was a matter of preference with individual
manufacturers.
However, it is possible to identify tubes having their
electron guns changed to the zero-focus-current guns because these are
uniformly designated by the addition of the letter ‘( A‘’ after the tube
type number.
These and other newer zero-focus-current types which do
not have the A designation may be identified in table D-1 by reference
to the values pertaining to Anode No. 1 current.
The gun proper may be considered to end at the second anode.
A
converging bundle of electrons, well defined by the aperture in the second
anode, and traveling with a speed that is determined by the total voltage
difference between cathode and second anode, then passes through the
region of two orthogonal sets of plates, where it is acted upon by the
deflecting electrostatic fields.
2.6. Theory of Deflection in an
Secondanode
Electrostatic
Field.—The
equaY
tions for the deflection of the beam
Plate A
TtY
“y––~at the fluorescent screen due to the
~
L/
—.—
electrostatic
field between the
plates between which the beam
d~O+L
L ?:
passes will now be derived.
In
FIG.2.13.—Deflection of electron beam in an this derivation,
the simplifying
electrostaticfield.
assumptions are made that the
plates are parallel, that the electrostatic field between the plates is
uniform and normal to the plane of the plates, and that the field is
zero everywhere else; that is, fringing fields are neglected.
The origin of the coordinates may be taken to be at the point at
which the electron enters the field, with the x- and y-axes as indicated in
Fig. 2.13. In this figure, 1 = length of plates (cm), d = separation of
plates (cm), L = distance from end of plates to screen, and Y = pcf!sition
of deflected spot on screen. Also, let
V = potential of second anode with respect to cathode,
V. = potential of top plate,
V~ = potential of bottom plate (for the direction of deflection shown,
v. < VA),
V~ = VA – V, = deflecting voltage,
e = electronic charge,
rn = electronic mass,

T
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The kinetic energy of an electron as it enters the deflecting region will be
~mvz=~.~.

(27)

Therefore, its speed v is given by
2eV
m

f) .-,
r

(28)

and it is initially directed along the x-axis. Therefore, the initial conditions existing at point O are t = O, x = O, y = O, and v. = dy/dt = O.
Because of the potential difference existing between the plates, an
electric field
~=yd
volts/cm,
(29)
d
which exerts a uniform force on the electron in the direction of the
+ y-axis, exists between the plates. By the time the electron reaches the
end of the plates, this force has displaced it from the axis by an amount
w, and its path at this point is inclined at an angle a with respect to the
z-axis.
The desired expression for the displacement is simply determined
from the geometry illustrated, because
Y=yl+L

tana.

(30)

The problem is to find Y[ and tan a.
The equation of motion for an electron in the electric field E is
d’y
‘“a~

=E.

e.

(31)

When Eq. (31) is integrated twice, and the initial conditions already
mentioned are used, both constants of integration are zero, and the
equation for the displacement y becomes
(32)
To a first approximation, the electrons travel at the unif ~rm speed v.
The relation for the time t required to travel a distance z is given by
i = x/v.
Equation (32) may therefore be written in terms of the
distance z rather than in terms of time.

Y=?.E.<
m

2V2”

(33)

Using Eq. (27), Eq. (33) reduces to
Ill
Y=4V”

X2”

(34)
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At the end of the plates, y = yZ and x = 1; hence
(35)
Also, from Eq. (32), the inclination of the beam at any point is
dy
—..
dx

lE
—
Zv.z.

(36)

In Fig. 2.13 the value of dy/dx at the end of the plates is represented as
tan a; therefore from Eq. (36)
tana=~g.l
(37)
2V
“
Substituting Eqs. (35) and (37) into Eq. (3o),

‘=4

lE
lE
V” Z2+2V”2”

;; ()

___

~~.L.l
‘2V

L

L+:

(38)

for the case where 1 <<L.
This condition exists in most cathode-ray
tubes.
Replacing the E in Eq. (38) by its constituent factors, from Eq. (29),
(39)
‘l’he deflection sensitivity
(40)
A more customary method of stating the deflection characteristics is ~n
terms of the deflection factor DF, which is the reciprocal of the deflection
sensitivity and is usually expressed in deflecting v-olts per inch of deflection; that is,
v
~F=~d_2dv=k.
(volts/inch).
(41)
Y
lL
The more sensitive the tube, the smaller will be its deflection factor.
It is evident from Eq. (41) why short tubes, in which the plates are relatively near the screen, have large deflection factors.
The plates nearest
the screen are designated as Dl and Dz, and those nearer the base as D.
and D,. Generally the deflection factor for plates D, and Dz i~ considerably areater than that for plates D3 and Dd because of the decreased
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value of L for the former set of plates. This difference can be partially
counteracted by a decrease in the spacing or an increase in length, or
both, for the set nearer the screen.
In practice, the. deflecting plates used in cathode-ray tubes do not
consist of the straight parallel plates here described.
Rather, they are
either curved or bent to improve the sensitivity and still prevent the beam
from striking the forward end of the plates.
In operation, the deflection factor of the cathodc+ray tube is directly
proportional to the operating voltage V of the second anode.
This
voltage is limited by the difficulty in producing the peak deflecting voltage
needed to deflect the spot to the edge of the screen.
2,7. Postdeflection Acceleration.-The
light output of a phosphor
increases roughly as the square of the voltage through which the electrons
striking the screen have been accelerated.
Therefore it is advantageous
to use as high a total voltage as possible.
However, doubling the total
voltage also doubles the deflection factor, as is evident from Eq. (38).
In order to secure the advantages of higher brightness without a corresponding sacrifice in deflection sensitivity, the possibility of using postdeflection acceleration has been introduced in several types of cathoderay tubes.
In these tubes, the electrons may be accelerated through a
potential difference approximately equal to that existing between cathode
and second anode after they have passed the region of the deflection
plates. The required accelerating field is achieved by splitting the conducting coating that usually extends almost to the screen. The annular
gap between the resulting two conducting sections is & to &in. wide, and
is located on the bulb a short distance beyond deflection plates DI and
Dt. The section of the coating surrounding the deflection plates is
connected internally with the second anode, whose lead comes out
through one of the pins in the base of the tube. The’ conducting surface
between the annular gap and the screen is called the “third anode” or
“intensifier,”
to which electrical connection is made by means of a
separate contact on the bulb.
In order to eliminate flashover between
the second and third anode due to sharp points that may exist in the
adjacent edges of the two coatings, the space between them is usually
bridged by a semiconducting coating having a high resistance.
The
coating serves to insure a uniform field distribution in this region.
In order to accelerate the electrons after they leave the deflection
plates without affecting the deflection sensitivity of the tube, it would be
necessary that the equipotential w-faces of the accelerating field be
everywhere normal to the direction of the incident electrons.
This
condition has not been achieved in practice, and the shape of the equipotential surfaces in the region between eecond and third anodes is such
as to alter the trajectories of the electrons.
Consequently, for a voltage
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difference between second and third anodes (E*~ – E,,) equal to that
between cathode and second anode (EbZ – Ek), there is an increase in
deflection factor of approximately 20 per cent over that which would exist
if the third anode were connected directly to the second anode.
In addition to the effect of the postdeflection field on the deflection
sensitivity, this field introduces aberrations in the deflected spot, so that
themaximum useful ratio of E~, to E~2isapproximately
2to 1.
With careful design, it should be possible to achieve the deflection
sensitivity and light output obtained when using postdeflection acceleration in a conventional type of tube not employing this feature.
However, the problem of obtaining voltage insulation through the base of
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FIG. 2.14.—Variation of deflection factors with second- and third-anode voltage, for
5CP1-type tube.

such a tube is considerable, and the postdeflection-acceleration
principle
A further factor
reduces these insulation difficulties very considerably.
in favor of the use of postdeflection acceleration is that the total accelerating voltage may be applied half below ground potential and half above
ground potential, thus reducing the problem of insulation of all suppl~
voltages.
Several 3-in., 5-in., and 12-in. electrostatic tubes employ the
postdeflection-acceleration principle.’
2.8. Electrical Characteristics
of Standard Cathode-ray
Tubes.
De&ction Characteristics.-As
indicated by Eq. (4 1), the deflection factor
of a tube is proportional to the accelerating voltage applied to the second
anode.
Using the customary terminology for second anode voltage,
namely Ebz,
DF = k . Eb2.
(42)
] For furtherparticularsconsult Appendix D. This sameprinciple,but applying
the total voltage in severalsteps, is used in the special type 5RP tube describedin
sec. 29.
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If allowance is made for the introduction of postdefiection
and its effect on the deflection factor, the deflection-factor
in the general case,
DF = kI(~b2) +k2(Eb3–

Eb2).
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acceleration
equation is,
(43)

Figure 2,14 illustrates the behavior of the deflection factor with variation
in the accelerating voltages for a common type of cathode-ray tube
(5CP1).
For this tube type, the constants k, and k, in Eq. (43) have
the following values when ~bz and
E~, are expressed in kilovolts, and
the deflection factor is in volts per
inch: for deflection by DI and
DZ, .kI = 35, kZ = 9; for defection
by Da and D,, k~ = 30, k, = ~O.l
Transfer Cha?wcte%stics.-From
Eq. (18) in Sec. 2,4, the relation
between screen current and grid
drive for electrostatic tubes is
im =A.

(E_–

E.,)2=A.

E:.
(2.18)

As noted in Sec. 2,4, the method
of measurement adopted affects the
evaluation of the constants n and
-60
-40
-20
o“
A in Eq. (12). Figure 2“15 preJ% in volts
sents data for tubes having the
FIG. 2.15.—Transfer characteristic-a of
variou gun types used in electrostatic
same cutoff bias, but which have
cathode-ray tubes: (1) accelerator; (2)
electron guns of the three types
zero-focus-current; and (3) triode type.
Test conditions: i%, = 1500 volts, -%
discussed in Sec. 2.5 but made by
= 3000 volts.
different manufacturers.
For electrostatic tubes made during the war years, those made with tnode guns
generally had the lowest grid-drive factor A, whereas those made with
This does not imply that the three
the accelerator type have the highest.
types of gun necessarily dM er so widely in their transfer characteristics.
For any specific tube, the cutoff bias, as well as the transfer characteristic,
vanes with changes in the operating voltages applied to the tube.
F@MC 2.16 represents transfer characteristics for an accelerator-type
gun. The cutoff bias increases roughly linearly with increasing secondanode voltage, and the griddrive factor A decreases as the cutoff bias
increases. This behavior is characteristic of all guns.
The variation in geometry from tube to tube makes it irnpoasible to
1For deflectionfactors of all common tuba%as well as tolerancesin thesefactors,
seethe table in Appendix D.
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express the grid-drive factor A specifically in terms of the cutoff bias
measured under some standard
condition.
In practice, the specification limits on transfer characteristics are expressed in terms of
the maximum grid drive required
to produce a stated change in
current.
The
transfer
screen
characteristic is specified only for
a relatively restricted number of
tube types. Since many tube
types do not provide means for
measurement of the screen current,
the more customary specification
is in terms of a “modulation
characteristic, ” which is the relation between grid drive and light
output.
-60
-so
-40 -30 -20 -lo
0“
Focus-voltuge Chamxte?’istics.—
Ecl inwits
FIG. 2.16.—Transfer characteriaties as The guns used in all common types
a function of accelerating voltage, for type
of electrostatic cathode-ray tubes
5CP1 tube.
are so designed that the voltage
.%,
Eti2,
Curve
volts d-c
volts d-c
needed on the focusing electrode,
1
2250
s
4500
the first anode, to focus the beam
2
2000
4000
3
1750
3500
at a specified grid drive is approxi4
1500
3000
mately one-fourth that applied to
1250
2500
;
1000
2000
the second
anode.
Specified
tolerances on this fraction are usually + ‘Xl per cent.
For any given tube, the focusing voltage varies with the grid drive.
A typical curve illustrating this variation is shown in Fig. 2.17. If
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FIG.2.17.—Focusing-anode
voltagefor best focus as a function of grid drive from ~Jtoff,
Curve is typical of that obtained with 3BPIA tube.
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optimum f ecus is to be maintained
case of an intensity-modulated display, the focusing voltage
must vary in the manner illustrated over the range of grid
voltages applied to the tube.
As
briefly discussed in Sec. 2.5, this
~
variation may be obtained by pro- $
vidlng a certain amount of regr-da- ~
tion in the bleeder supply, but $
this method is not flexible enough
to compensate properly for variations from tube to tube. Therefore, in critical applications, the
focusing voltage may be varied by
applying to the focusing electrode
a waveform similar to that introE&in volts
duced upon the control grid, but
FIC. 2.1$.—l’ariation of line width with
suitably amplified and inverted.
anode voltage. Curve A: light outmlt adIn some cases, it impractical to uae a @ted to.5 ‘~t-lambe’t’. Curve ~’ lkht
output ad]usted to 10 foot-lamberts.
pulse transformer for this purpose.
Lin.o*”dth ~hara&riWics~—The spot size, or the width of the line
traced out on the screen of an electrostatic cathode-ray tube, increases
with increasing screen current or light output, and decreases with increasing o;er-all accelerating voltage.’
For a given beam current, with the
focusing voltsge adjusted for best
focus at the center of the tube face,
the line width is found to increase
with increasing distance from the
center of the tube.
This increase
is, in general, different for orthogonal deflections produced by the
two sets of deflecting plates.
The
specifications for line width are
based upon the” shrinking raster”
method described in Sec. 17.4.
SXeml currsnt
in~ a
‘The ordinates of Figa. 2-18 and
FrQ. 2.19.—Typicaf line-width vemn 2.19 refer to thk method of
screen-currentCUIWXfor 5CP1 cathode-ray
tubq. CurveE 1: Eba = 1600 volts; Eb,
i Propsr adjustments of operating
= 3000volts. ChrV.ss2: EM - 2tlo(f VOhI;
vokagw and ass of push-pufideflection
volts. Solid curve is meaaured
-5A -4000
for optimum spot size.
at PositionA, and dotted curveis meesured a: ~=
at PositionB.
in the
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Fig. 2.18 illustrates the decrease in spot size with
measurement.
increasing accelerating voltage, for two light-output levels. Figure 2.19
illustrates the variation of line width with screen current for two values
of accelerating voltage,
2.9. Special Types of Cathode-ray Tubes.
Central-electrode~adialdefkction Type (3DP1) .—The purpose of this type of tube is to provide
an increased length of time base without increase in the tube size for
A-scope applications.
This condition is met by making the time base a
large circle concentric with the tube axis instead of the customary
straight line across the diameter of the tube.
When so used, the tube
The electron gun used in this tube is standard,
is called a “J-scope.”
being identical to that used in the 3BPI type.
The circular time base
is produced by applying voltages in quadrature to the two sets of cieffection plates.
The signal is applied to an electrode in the f orm of a tapered
rod sealed into the center of the tube face; the electrode extends axially
toward, but not as far as, the region of the deflection plates.
Contact
to this electrode is made by a button that extends through the tube face.
A difference of potential between this central electrode and the conducting
coating on the bulb produces a radial electric field. Hence, signals
applied to the central electrode appear on the trace as inward or outward
deviations from the ~ircular trace.
A tube of this type is not adapted to the measurement of the strength
of the signal applied to the central electrode because the radial deflection
sensitivity is a function of the sign of the voltage applied to the central
electrode, the radius of the base ~ircle, and the instantaneous position
of the spot on this circle. The eiectric-field strength at any point in the
radial field between the central electrode and the second-anode coating
varies as the reciprocal of the distance of the point from the axis of the
tube. Hence, the deflection sensitivity decreases in the same manner.
Accordingly, the deflection factor, which is the reciprocal of the deflection
sensitivity, increases linearly with distance from the central electrode.
Thk behavior is illustrated in Fig. 2.20, which also illustrates that the
deflection factor is greater when the radial deflection occurs along the line
corresponding to the deflection produced by plates DS and D4 than when
it is along the line corresponding to the orthogonal set of plates DI and Dz.
Radial deflection aiong the line DIDZ results in a lower deflection factor
because, for unit deflection produced on the tube face by either set of
deflecting plates in the absence of any signal voltage on the central
electrode, the average position of the electron beam is nearer the central
electrode when deflected by plates D I and Dz than when the deflection is
by the plates farther removed from the screen, Da and D,.
The radial
field distribution also accounts for the nonsymmetry between the curves
ehown in Fig. 2.21 for radial deflection toward the center and those for
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radial deflection away from the center of the tube face, particularly for
the base circle of 15-mm radius.

0

0.2

Because of the complications illustrated

0,4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

Okplacement from center of tube face along
deflection axis indicated in inches

I“IG. 2.20.—Variation of deflection factor for centnd eIectrode of type 3DP1 cathode-ray
tube, deflection produced by deflecting plates DL)z and DsD,.
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FIG. 2.21.—Radialdeflectionu a functionof central-electrode
potentialfor a type 3DPI
tube withEb = 2000volts. Note aaymmetrywhenbasecirclehasa radiusof 15 mm.
Positivew

in Figs. 2.20 and 2.21, the use of the 3DP1 cathode-ray tube is restricted
to the measurement of time relationships.
Multigun Ebctrostatic Cathode-ray Tubes.—It is often desirable to
present simultaneously on a cathode-ray-tube screen either several related
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quantities, such as current and voltage, as a function of time, or two
sweeps of different speeds, displaced vertically.
Cathode-ray tubes
incorporating more than one electron gun and deflecting system have
been designed for these applications.
The 5SP1, a tube of the two-gun type, consists essentially of two
complete 5CPI electrical systems in one envelope.
All elements of each
gun and deflecting system are completely independent and have separate
pins. The eight leads to the deflection plates and two to the second
anodes are brought out through the glass neck. The two gun structures
are so mounted that their axes intersect at the screen. Electrostatic
shielding of the two deflection systems from one another is provided,
so that there is practically no interaction between them. The maximum
coupling between any two plates, one in each system, is approximately
0.03 ppf. The capacitance between the two modulating grids is approximately 0.075 ppf. The two traces may be shifted at will by separate
centering controls; only the results of deviation from perfect parallelism
of the two sets of corresponding deflection plates cannot conveniently be
compensated.
This deviation may amount to as much as 3°.
More than two guns may be mounted in a single tube. Also, some
corresponding elements must usually be comected internally, in order to
reduce the number of leads through the base.
The multiple-gun tubes are particularly useful when the phenomena
If the phenomena recur at regular
to be observed are nonrecurrent.
intervals, and if the conditions of writing speed and recurrence rate are
not extreme, conventional single-gun tubes may be used for the observation of two phenomena by employing electronic switching of the two
waveforms, each of which is presented on alternate sweeps. Usually the
use of a multiple-gun tube is to be preferred to the added circuit complexities necessary for the electronic switching.
High-intensity Cathode-ray Tubes.—In order to obtain a useful intensity of trace when very fast single sweeps are to be obsemed, the energy
of the cathode-ray beam must be considerably higher than in the customary tube types.
This increase in energy is obtained by raising the
voltage rather than the current since a high current usually makes the
spot size too large.
The best method of achieving the desired result is by extending the
postdeflection-acceleration
principle discussed in Sec. 2’7. It was there
pointed out that the voltage on the third anode could not be increased
more than a limited amount if excessive deflection defocusing was to be
avoided.
A much higher ratio of total accelerating voltage to that
existing in the region of ‘deflection has been made possible by controlling
the shape of the equipotential surfaces, by altering the shape of the bulb
from the curved wall of the 5CP1 type to a cylindrical section of the
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same diameter as the face, and by introducing into this cylindrical
section three intensifier bands held at specific voltages.
The type 5RP
tube incorporates thk?.feature, and, with it, a ratio for Eba/Ebt (with
respect to the cathode) of 10/1 is possible with a final voltage of 25 kv.
Under these conditions, it is possible to photograph traces for which the
maximum writing speed is approximately 250 cm,~~c. 1
Ultrahigh-f?’equ+mcyCathode-ray tubes.—The amplitude A of the defection produced by a parallel-plate type of deflecting system varies with
the frequency of an applied sinusoidal voltage of constant peak amplitude
according to the relation
sin ut/2
A= A, —----,
(44)
&)t/2
where A o k the amplitude of deflection for frequencies approaching zero,
u is the angular frequency of the applied deflecting voltage in radians
per second, and tis the transit time of the electron through the deflecting
field in seconds.
Accordingly, as the frequency increases, A will be
reduced to 50 per cent of A o when wt/2 = 2, will be zero when wt/2 = T,
and thereafter will alternate in sign in the manner of a damped oscillation.
For nonsinusoidal transient phenomena containing very-high-frequency components, serious distortion may take place because the sensiti~ty will be different for the various harmonics, and some components
may even produce reversed deflections.
Hence, in order to reproduce
an exponential waveform without appreciable distortion, the time constant of the exponential should be at least five times the electron transit
time.
From these considerations, it is evident that the transit time of the
electrons through the deflecting region of the cathode-ray tube should be
reduced to a minimum when observations of phenomena involving ultrahigh frequencies, such as oscillations in the microwave region, or transient
phenomena containing ultrahigh-frequency components, are to be made.
Lee’ has constructed an oscillograph using very short deflection plates
(5 mm) and a high accelerating voltage (50 kv).
If an effective plate
length of 7 mm is allowed for, the transit time under these conditions is
5.5 X l@ll sec and the reduction of deflection sensitivity is therefore
only 4 per cent at 3000 Me/see and 40 per cent at 10,000 Mc/aec.
Lee’s
oscillograph requires continuous pumping, and records the trace by means
of direct electron impact on a photographic plate.
Optical enlargement
of 100 times of these minute traces is possible, and, at this magnification,
the sensitivity of the oscillograph at 50 kv is 0.1 mm per volt.
This
sensitivity corresponds to a deflection factor of 250 volts per inch.
1Additionalinformation on the 5RP type wifl be found in AppendixD.
5G. M. Les, “A Three-Bsam MicroosoiLlograph
for Recordingat Freque.ncieaup
Proc. Z.R.E., S&,121W (1946).
to 10,000 h’fo/ssc,”
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About 10 min are required for changing the photographic plate aml for
reestablishment of operating vacuum; eight sets of three oscillograms
maybe recorded on a single plate.
The desire for a sealed-off tube of reasonable deflection sensitivity
suitable either for direct viewing or for photography at high writing

4

FIG. 2.22.-Special

cathod-ray

tube, Du Mont type K1017.
LilbOratOr&?&)

(Courte-Wof Du Mti

speeda, to be incorporated into a high-speed oscilloscope developed at
the Radiation Laboratory (see Sec. 7.7), led to the development by
Du Mont of the type K-1017 ultrahigh-frequency cathode-ray tube.
This tube has two orthogonal sets of deflection plates 8 mm long,
each set enclosed in a shielding structure to prevent electrostatic coupling,
with plates directly connected to coaxial-type fittings attached to the
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glass tube neck. The speed of the electron beam as it passes through
the deflecting region is limited for continuous operation to that corresponding to an accelerating potential cf 4.5 kv. For pulsed operation,
a somewhat higher potential may be used. After deflection, the beam
is accelerated by a series of five intensifying bands.
With Ebz = 3kv,
the calculated transit time through one set of plates is 3 X 10–10 see, for
which 2000-Mc/sec sine waves will be recorded at half amplitude.
With
E*2 = 3 kv, and E~, = 25 kv, the deflection factor is approximately 125
volts per inch. The screen normally used is the PI 1, and with this
screen and the above voltages applied to the tube, sufficient light intensity is available to enable photographic recording of single-trace writing
speeds up to 300 in./~sec with orthochromatic film (Eastman 5211) and
a coated lens of aperture f/1.5.
Figure 2.22 shows several views of the tube. Additional electrical
and mechanical details will be found in Table D. 1.
2.10. Remarks Concerning Operating Conditions for Electrostatic
CRT’S.
Adjustment of Mean Potential of Deflection Plates.-The
mean
4
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FIG.2.23,—Spot arm as a function of the mean potential of the deflection plates with
respect to that of the second anode.

potential of the two pairs of deflection plates with respect to the potential
of the second anode must be properly adjusted if optimum spot size is
required.
Normally one would expect that the optimum results would
be obtained when the mean potential of these plates is the same as that
of the second anode.
In mactice it is found that values other than zero
are often necessary in order to obtain good focus.
The reason is that
misalignments in the deflection-plate structures often introduce into the
electric fields asymmetries that can be at least partially compensated by
proper adjustment of the mean potentials.
Figure 2.23 gives experimental results for a particular cathode-ray tube.
Each of the series of
curves here represented gives the area of the spot, measured in square
millimeters, for a fixed value of the mean potential M,z of plates 1 and 2,
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when the mean potential
various
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MS4 of the othm’ set is aIlowed to take

on

For each value of M,e there corresponds a specific value

of M%.iwhich produces a spot of minimum area, and the minimum area
of spot is not sensitive to the exact values of the set of potentials chosen.
The minima of the curves of Fig. 2’23 are indicated as circles in Fig. 2,24.
There is considerable variation in the optimum value of MM ad M.w
from tube to tube of a given type, as well as a systematic difference
between specific tube types.
The lines plotted in Fig. 2.24 indicate
averaged data for a large number of tubes for three typical tube types.
From these curves, it k apparent that provision should be made for
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2.Z4.—Average wdue of mean potentials MM .amd
Mt., of deflectingplatesfor optimum
f0cu9. Potentialsaremeasuredwithrespectto that of thesecondanode.
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-40

0

adjustment of the mean potential of at least one set of defection plates,
and that its range of operating values will depend upon the mean potential
of the other “ tixed” sek. One method of making this adjustment is to
set the mean potential of Plates D ~and Dz at the second-anode potential,
and to provide means for the adjustment of the mean potential of DS
For
and DA between O and 50 volts below the second-anode potential.
any given tube, the adjustment of mean potential for optimum fecus
should be made when the tube is installed; it WW usually not require
further adjustment.
This control, often called an “ astigmatism control”
does not therefore need to appear on the. pdnel containing operating
adjustments.
Push-pull Dejlec~io)~.-As the spot is deflected from the centw of the
tube face by the action of one pair of deflection plates, it js siIbject to
deflection defocusing, in whkh a round spot is distorted into an elliptical
shape with the major axis of the ellipse along the &ection of deflection.
Because the electron beam has an appreciable emss section, the portion
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of the beam that is nearer the positive deflection plate is traveling at a
higher speed than that portion on the opposite side, and it is therefore
deflected less by the electric field. In addition, the fringing fields around
the deflection plates contribute an appreciable focusing action.
For
least dkiturbance of the focus, thk fringing field should be as symmetrical
as possible. 1 In order to insure symmetry, and thus to minimize deflection defocusing, the deflecting field should be produced in such a way
that the mean potential of the pair of plates remains constant.
Pushpull driver tubes, which provide symmetrical voltage swings of the two
deflection plates, may be used. In fact, for cathode-ray tubes having a
high deflection factor, the method of driving a single plate of a pair with
an ordinary receiving-type tube, besides causing serious defocusing, would
require operating the tube beyond the voltage limit for a tube of this type.
For optimum performance both the sweep and the signal plates
should have push-pull drive. However, if the amplitude of the signal is
restricted to a small fraction of the screen radius, single-sided drive for
the w“gnul will give reasonably satisfactory results.
Push-pull Centering.—For the same reasons dk.cussed in the preceding paragraph, the centering controls for the two pairs of deflection
plates should apply symmetrical voltages, so as to maintain a constant
mean potential. z
. Choice of Operating-voltuge Levels.—For maximum light output and
sharpness of trace, the cathode-ray tube should be operated at as high
an accelerating voltage as possible, consistent with power-supply and
driving-circuit limitations.
In Fig. 7.17 the cathode is at a negative potential, the second anode
at, or slightly above, ground potential, and the third anode at a high
positive potential (+2000 volts).
The ground of the system could be
at the cathode or at the third anode without altering its performance.
However, it is desirable to have the greatest possible number of the
electrodes that must accept signals near ground potential.
Therefore,
the second anode and the deflection plates are kept near ground, as shown.
b’hieZding.-Magnetic
shielding of electrostatic cathode-ray tubes is
almost a necessity in order to reduce the effect on the pattern of small
alternating magnetic fields. t
MAGNETIC CATHODE-WY TUBES
The principal advantages of tubes of the magnetic-deflection type as
compared with those of the electrostatic-deflection
type are their better
1For an extensivediscussion,seeI. G. Maloff and D. W. Epstein,Electron Optics zn
Z’eleoi.sior+McGraw-Hill, New York, 1938.
zA typical circuit illustratingboth push-pull centeringand deflectionis given iu
Fig. 717.
$For a discussionof magneticshields,see Sec. 16.4,
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spot size at high luminance levels and their shorter length. The shorter
length is primarily due to the greater practicable deflection angle. The
reduction in length is greatest for medium-sized tubes, and becomes
relatively small for tubes with very large face diameters.
Several
typical magnetic cathode-ray tubes are illustrated in Fig. 2.25.
In order to attain these advantages, external focus and deflection
coils must be introduced.
The use of these coils involves greater complexit~ of both deflection and focus control circuits than in the case of
electrostatic deflection and focusing, with consequent increases in weight
both in the tube mount and in the larger power supplies required.
It

FIG. 2.25.—TypicaJ magnetic cathode-ray tubes. (a) 3HP7;
(d) 7BP7; (e) 12DP7.

(b) 4AP1O; (C) 5FP7;

should also be pointed out that the cost. in driving power could be considerably reduced if the advantage of short over-all length were sacrificed
to some extent.
If the beam deflection angle of 55° commonly used for
military-type tubes could be decreased to 35° to 40°, a significant saving
in power, as well as a reduction in the deflection defocusing, could be
attained.
Magnetic cathode-ray tubes are the logical choice for high performance only when the display involves intensity modulation of the traces.
For oscilloscopes, the use of an electrostatic tube is far less cumbersome,
and, in general, gives just as satisfactory performance.
2.11. Tnode Gun.-This
simplest of all gun types consists of cathode,
control grid, and high-voltage anode. It has been used extensively in
British cathode-ray tubes during the war, and is capable of giving
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exceHent performance.
Its chief disadvantages are aconsiderablevariation in clkoff bias and transfer characteristic, both of which are functions
It is not a common gun type in the United
of the accelerating vo]tage.
States; therefore it will not be discussed further.
2.12. Tetrode Gun.-The
tetrode gun, sketched in Fig. 26b, is the
basic type used in cathode-ray tubes manufactured in the United States.
It has an extra electrode, known as the “second grid, Gz” (sometimes
also called a “first anode”), located immediately in front of the modulating grid G,. ‘lMs grid is usually in the form of a shallow cylinder
with a relatively small aperture at the end nearest the control grid, and

with its forward end either wide open or with an outwardly rolled edge.
The chief purpose of this electrode is to act as a screen grid, and thus
make the cutoff voltage independent of the anode voltage.
It is also
possible to utilize this electrode for blanking the trace. Although the
normal operating voltage on Ga is ECZ = +250 volts, an improvement in
spot size results if thk grid is made more positive (see Sec. 17”8). It
should therefore be operated at as high a voltage as possible, but the
changes in cutofl bias and modulating characteristics which occur with
changing E.2 must be considered. 1
Figures 2.26u to d illustrates several versions of this type of gun as
made by various manufacturers.
1The increaaein cathodeloading which resultswhen E.z is raisedwill shortenthe
life of the cathode. Whether this wilf be significantor not dependsupon the specific
con? fitionsof operation,such as the averageoperatingcurrent,etc.
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Transfer characteristic of Tetrode Gun Type.—As stated in Sec. 2.4,
the beam-current—grid-bias
relation for a magnetic tube, as obtained by
the “extrapolated cutoff” method, is
i.n = A(E,,

–

E..)’

= AEj

(2.17)

A condition for Eq. (2.17) is that all potentials except EC, be held constant. From Fig. 2.27, which gives experimental data on three tubes
differing in cutoff voltage, it is evident that the cubic law holds closely,
and also that the grid-drive factor A, which is determined from the slope
of curves, decreases with increasing E... Measurements of the transfer

9

2

Control-gridbias .!7.1in volts

FIG. 2.27.—Static characteristics of three 5FP7 cathod~ray tubes
volts.

characteristic of a iarge number of tubes of various manufacturers give
the distribution of points shown in Fig. 2.28, in which the factor A is
plotted against the extrapolated cutoff voltage E... A mean-value
curve has been drawn through these points, but this curve follows no
simple mathematical relationship.
Very roughly,
A=

1.5E–:;3.

(45)

This curve indicates (1) a wide range of E-for
production tubes, (2)
considerable scattering in the value of A foragiven E.., and (3) a factor
of approximately 5 in the range of values of A to be expected in production tubes. Accordingly, the grid drive required to produce a given
beam current may vary by a factor of ~,
or 1.7. Thk fact must be
considered in the deOign of amplifiers to drive the tube.
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Factors that affect the cutoff bias and transfer characteristic are the
size of the Gl aperture, the spacing between cathode and grid, and the
effects of the field distribution immediately in frent of the GI aperture.
In the case of a simple tnode gun, this distribution is determined by
the value of E6; for the tetrode guns, it is determined by the shape,
location, and potential of the screen grid G,, and is almost independent of
the value of E*. once a choice in cutoff, normal operating value of E.z,
etc., has been decided upon, the spread in cutoff values illustrated in

0
b

-7

-60

-50
-40
-30
E,O= Grid(J!Z,I
.. ) cutoff in volts

-:

-1

FIG. 228.—17ariation
of grid-drivefactorA withextrapolatedcutoff voltage.

Fig. 2.28 results primarily from variations (0.001 in. to 0.002 in.) in the
normal cathode-to-grid spacing, which normally is about 0.005 in.
The variation in ~ for a given E.. for tubes of the same manufacturer is caused by variations in cathode emissivity.
For any given tube,
a value of A far below the line indicated in Fig. 2.28 indicates an unsatisfactory cathode.
Usually such a tube will be found to have the central
part of the cathode inactive because of gas in the tube, which causes
positive-ion bombardment of the cathode.
Such a tube will almost
always be unsatisf actor y in operation because of aberrations in the
I[)cused spot.
For a given tube, both the cutoff and transfer characteristic arc
affected by the value of El.
Figure 2.29 illustrates this behavior for a
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single tube. For comparison, the clashed line in this figure refers to one
of the tubes whose data are given in Fig. 2.27.
Measurements
on a series of
10
different tubes indicate that a linear
900
relation exists between cutoff bias
800
9
(E..) and the second-grid voltage
g
8
(E,,), as illustrated in Fig. 2.30.’
400
~,
The curves intersect the E., axis at
k
300 ~ approximately – 75 volts, indicating
~
~6
200~ that this negative value is required
:
on the second grid if the tube is to
:
5
z
100 ~ be cut off with zero volts on the
54
.
so ~ control grid. Care must therefore
Z
m be exercised with regard to signal
$3
20
level on the grid in order to secure
10
2
blanking
of the return trace by gating
5
the second grid. If the second grid
1
1
goes only to zero potential, the curves
o
indicate
the necessary
negative
-100-80-60-40
’20
0
Control-grid bias Ec ~ in volts
potential of the control grid to obtain
]lc. 2.29,—Variationof ~taticcharac- Cutoff.
teristicswith changeiILsecon~-gri~voltIn most specifications, the limits
ageEC*.
a
of cutoff bias are specified at some
standard value of E.j = E,, usually +250 volts.
If the tube is to be
‘1”

r-

/

#
/

J-k

y2m

o

,/

200

400

600

800

Potential of grid No.2 in volts
FIG. 2.30. -– Variatlou of cutuff bias with change in second-grid voltage ,?l.z.

operated at any arbitrary I:due of E,z, the corresponding

value of cutoff

1A relationshipof thie form, derived from the principleof voltage similitude, is
given by H, ~foss, J. Brtf, InsL Rmiio Enq., 6, 204 (1945),
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voltage (E~)C2 can be found from the empirical equation
(46)
where (E-). is the value of cutoff voltage ~rhcn E.~ lms the standard
value of E,.
The figure also indicates that if the tllbcs are to be operated at a
high value of E.,, the actual tolermwe limits on cutoff bias are increased
greatly above those that exist under normal specification conditions, and
adequate bias-voltage control must be provided.
The strong similarity between the family of plots of Fig. 229 and
Fig. 2.27 suggests that any given tube may be caused to have any
specified E-, ~vith a corresponding specific slope, by snitable control of

.

“o

20
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60

so

100

Griddrive in per cent of cutoff voltage
FIG. 231.-Typical

increase in beam divergence with grid dril.e.

the parameter EC*, and therefore that the operation of all tubes may be
“normalized” by this procedure.
This process can be carried out as far
as E.. and slope are concerned, but the beam-divergence angle will not
thereby be normalized.
Beamdivergence Angle of Tetrode Gun.—The parameters EC, and Eb
affect the strength of the electron-optical lenses in the gun, which determine the cone angle @ of the electron bundle passing down the tube axis.
The beam angle can be determined experimentally by measuring the
@ameter of the unfocused beam at the screen. Since the edges of the
spot are relatively well defined, reasonably accurate measurements are
possible.
The diameter at the screen divided by the distance from the
control grid to the screen gives to a first approximation the cone angle @
of the beam as it leaves the gun. Figure 231 illustrates the variation of
the unfocused-spot diameter with grid drive for a typical 7BP7 tube.
The similarity between this curve and that of Fig. 2.8 is apparent,
although the region beyond the accelerating grid in the case here described
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is not field-free.
The curves of Fig. 2.32 are obtained when a log-log
plot of the beam angle @ as a function of beam current rather than
control-grid voltage is made for a series of values of the accelerating grid
voltage E.z and of the total final voltage Eb. The points fall on reasonably straight linesi whose slopes are almost, independent of the values of
10

8
%6
P
~
:4
“G
~
~
m
Z
m

e
E

m
1
5

10

50

100

200

300 400

Beamcurrent in #a
FIG. 2.32.—Beam angle as a function of beam current, for various value%of E,,and E,s, for a
type 7BP7 cathode-ray tuhr.

E.z and of Eb, and have a value of approximately
relation
+=k”i~;z

0.2; therefore,

the
(47)

over the rang< of screen currents encountered in actual operation of the
tubes is indicat~d.1 This relation may be put in terms of the grid drive
Ed because, if the fifth root of Eq. (17) is taken,
whence

iO.Z = kt]{.fl,~
..
Jd ,

(48)

~ = ~!l]yj.fi

(49)

A curve of the form of Eq. (49) will fit the experimcmtal curve shown in
Fig. 2.31 up to a point represented by a drive of 70 pm cent, of mltolf
voltage, which is the region of interest.
The curves of Fig. 2.32 indicate that, for any given beam current at a
1Curvessimilarto those of Fig. 2,32, which hnve been obtained for srvcral otbcr
tubes of the same and other gun constructions, lead to the following general
conclusions:
1. For the tetrode gun type used in 7BP7 tubm, variationsin cutoff bias under
standardconditionsaffect the beam angle slightly, the beam being largerfor
largervaluesof cutoff,
2. For triode-typeguns, the logarithmicplot is a line concave upwards,indicating an increasingslope with increasingbeam current. The averageslopr ~r
the region 2 to 200 Mais, however,not far from 0.2 to 0.25,
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fixed total voltage, the beam-d~vergence angle increases with increasing
voltage applied to the accelerating grid Ga. This action is the net result
of two opposing electron-optical effects arising from the change in accelerating grid voltage E.z alone:
1. The strength of the lens formed by the field between Gz and the
conducting anode coating in its vicinity decreases as E.z increases
Hence the
because the ratio of Et, to 1$.2 is thereby decreased.
effect of the lens in decreasing the divergence of the electron
bundle as it passes through this region is diminished.
2. Increasing E.1 increases the cutoff bias and the cathode loading.
Therefore; for a given cathode current, the fractional drive to ze;o
bias is thereby decreased, and thus the initial beam-divergence
angle 1#1
is decreased, as is evident from Fig. 2.8.

.
The experimental curves of Fig. 2.32 indicate that the first effect
medominates.
The spherical aberration in the focusing lens increases with the cross
Hence the
section of the electron bundle that it is required to focus.
curves of Fig. 232 seem to indiAquadag
Glassneckof CRT
cate that increasing E.z, for con.--.. ””
Ce;~~;@Or
would
result
in a
stant
&,
deterioration of the focused spot.
The reverse is actually true (see
Sec. 17.8). The improvement in
spot size is undoubtedly
due
primarilyr-’to the very great reduction in the aberrations of the
cathode lens because of the progressive elimination
of spacecharge effects.
2.13. Modified
Tetrode.-A
Eathode
I
modification of the tetrode gun
Heater L Cathode
sleeve
illustrated in Fig. 2.6fJ consists of
FIG. 2,33.—Tetrodegun with anodecylinder.
placing in front of the second grid
a cylinder of the same diameter as that of the second grid. This cylinder
is electrically connected to the anode coating by stiff spring clips, and it is
rigidly attached to the other parts of the gun by means of supports to
two or more insulating rods. Figu,e 2.33 indicates the general arrangement of this gun and a photograph of a gun of this type is given in
Fig. 2$%5e.
This type of construction produces almost no change in the transfer
characteristic because the anode cylinder does not intercept any of the
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beam.
The power of the C&-to-anode lens, which is formed by the G,
and anode cylinders, is increased by reducing the diameter of the anode
from that of the conducting coating (m in the common tetrode type previously described) to that of the anode cylinder having the same dkmeter
as the Gz cylinder.
Measurements of the type illustrated in Fig. 232
indicate that the beam angle is reduced by a small amount by this
change in gun construction, with a resultant improvement in spot size,
but extera~ive quantitative data are not available.
The chief advantages
gained by this modification, however, are the possibility of a more
accurate alignment of the component parts of the gun (that is, better
oentering of the electron axis of the gun in the tube neck) and much
greater rigidity.
Both of these improvements result in better performance under operating conditions.
2.14. Magnetic Guns with Limiting Apertures.-A
logical modification of the gun described in Sec. 2“13 consists of the introduction of an
* apertured disk into the anode cylinder, either at the emergent end or
within the cylinder.
By proper choice of the size of aperture and its
location, any desired degree of
8.0
25
1.9
1.0
masking of the beam is attainable.
~
The effects of increased masking
>ti/”
‘~
“ 12.5
are (1) a reduction in spherical
L &aberration due to the focusing
lens, (2) a reduction of deflection
dhk’’-tsf
defocusing
because
of smaller
FIG.2.34.—TypicaI limiting-aperture electron
beam cross section in the region
gun. A[l dimensions in mitlirueters.
of the deflection coils, and (3) a
change in the transfer characteristic from a cubic law to one that apThese
proaches a square law, for reasonable amounts of masking.
effects are desimble from the standpoint of improvement in spot size
and in the dynamic range of signals reproduced,
Qualitatively, these
improvements have been noticed in operatiug systems utilizing Iimitingaperture guns having dimensions approximating those shown in Fig. 2.34.
A quantitative assessment of the improvement in performance requires
the development of better methods of measurement and many more
experimental data.
2.16. Electrostatic-focus
Guns for Magnetic-deflection
Cathode-ray
Tubes .—There are ample reasons, particularly in airborne radar applications, why a gun utilizing an electrostatic-focusing hms rather than a
magnetic lens is desirable.
These are (1) a saving in weight since fecus
coils weigh about 2 lb, (2) elimination of the power required to operate
the focusing coil, (3) elimination of defocusing caused by the changing
resistance of the focus coil with change in ambient temperature, (4)
decrease in mechanical complexity and cost to provide means for neces-
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sary adjustments of the focusing coil, and (5) elimination of time-consuming adjustments.
The chief reason why electrostatic-focus tubes were not widely used
in the United States is that the design of such tubes was not sufficiently
advanced to give performance equal to that obtainable from magnetically
focused tubes, particularly at the low anode voltages normally used. In
order to get good spot size, it is necessary that the elements of the gun be
extremely well align e d.
The
300
alignment
achieved in experimental tubes has not been adequate to produce spots free from
excessive aberrations, especially
at the high deflection
angles
customarily used. Progress in the
{ 2co
design of such tubes is encourag~
ing, and it is hoped that the perZ
formance of this type of gun will “~
soon be comparable with that of ~
5
the magnetic-focus guns.
~
In guns of the electrostatic~ lw
focus magnetic-deflection type, a ~
large fraction of the current leaving the cathode is usually intercepted by the apertures in the
focusing element. At an operatO.
Z.
~
~
~
~m
ing voltage of 4 to 6 kv, and for
Griddrive from cutoffin volts
the range of normal operating
FIG.2.35,—Comparison
betweentransfer
characteristics
of t~picd magnetic-and elecbeam currents, most electrostaticfocus guns deliver approximately
‘rostatic-focus‘“n’”
25 per cent of the total cathode current to the screen. Hence the grid
drive necessary to achieve a given current to the screen is considerably
larger than that required for the magnetic-focus tetrode commonly used.
Figure 2.35 gives curves for the grid drive plotted against beam current
for the common magnetic-focus gun and for a typical electrostatic-focus
The video amplifier required to drive
gun, for normal gun variations.
electrostatic-focus guns will therefore require roughly double the gain of
that required for magnetic-focus guns.
The efficacy of electrostatic-focus tubes for projection purposes, where
the accelerating voltage is very high, improves both because the relative
performance improves at higher voltage and because the power required
to focus magnetic tubes becomes considerable.
2.16. Special Types of Guns and Tubes.
Ion-trap Gm-s.-ParticuIarly for television applications, it is desirable to eliminate negative ions
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from the beam that reaches thescreen because these cause a dark spot
The effect of any ions present is less senoua
known as an “ions pot.”
when the focusing is magnetic rather than electrostatic, as discussed in
Sec. 2.2. The complete removal of the ions from the beam may be
accomplished by specially designed guns. In one of these a “bent” gun
is used, in which the initiai direction of the electron beam makes an
angle of roughly 30° with the tube axis. A localized magnetic field
normal to the tube axis then bends the electron beam until it travels
axially, but it has almost no effect on the ions which are intercepted by
the wall of the cylinder.

@’@B

m
src

N

N

(a)

N
Section CC’
FIG. 2,36.—Ion-trap gun.

A second form of gun, shown in Fig. 2“36, incorporates a different
kind of ion trap, involving both magnetic and electrostatic fields. The
paths of electrons and ions in this gun are indicated by the solid and
dotted lines, respectively, in Fig. 236a.
The magnetic field in the
region of the second-grid cup is produced by an electromagnet A whose
pole pieces form arcs fitting closely around the tube neck, as shown in
Fig. 2“36c. Its field is directed to the proper region of the gun by the
two soft-iron lugs L welded to the second-grid cup by means of a nonmagnetic angle piece. The adjacent ends of the second-grid and anode
cylinders are cut at an angle 9 with the normal and cause the axis of
the electric field between them to be similarly oriented with respect to
the tube axis. A second electromagnet, B, with pole pieces similar to
those of A, is located over the midsection of the anode cylinder, as shown.
Soft-iron lugs are not used with this second magnet.
It is not imperative
to use the lugs L associated with the first magnetic field. If used, they
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must be accurately located and of very good magnetic material, so as
not to cause an unsymmetrical field.
The magnetic field due to A,
The action of the device is as follows.
when the polarity is as indicated in Fig. 2“36c, will bend electrons as
indicated in Fig. 2.36a, but it will have little effect on the direction of
the ions. The subsequent electric field across the gap between the
cylinders bends both electrons and ions in the opposite direction, so that
both would strike the side wall of the anode cylinder.
However, the
path of the electrons is bent in the reverse direction by the action of
the magnetic field due to B. This field does not so affect the ions,
which are trapped within the cylinder.
It is necessary that the electron beam emerging from the gun be
traveling along the axis of the gun. This positioning of the beam can
be accomplished by the proper adjustment of the field strengths of
magnets .4 and B. With slight redesign of the gun, it should be possible
to achieve trapping of the ions and an axial course for the electron beam
by making use of only a single magnetic field.
.
Ion-trap guns may be used with either electrostatic or magnetic
focusing.
The 7DP4 type uses the former, and the 10BP4, the latter.
Projection Cathode-ray Tubes.—Projection tubes have been designed
to be used with lens or reflective optical systems to provide large displays that are useful in radar as aids to plotting, and in television to
provide more comfortable viewing, or to enable many people to see a
single display.
Tubes whose greatly magnified images are to be projected must have luminance many times those of conventional tubes
and should possess resolution at least as good as that of tubes used for
direct viewing.
To achieve high luminance it is necessary to apply much higher
accelerating voltages, (10 to 70 kv) to the projection cathode-ray tube.
At relatively low voltages, the luminance of a phosphor, for constant
current density, increases as E?, where Eb is the applied accelerating
voltage, and n varies between 1.5 and 2. As the applied voltage
approaches the limiting or “sticking”
potential of the particular phosphor used, a further increase in applied potential results in little further
increase in luminance (see Sec. 18.6).
Consequently, the development
of methods of eliminating this limitation is receiving much attention.
One method that has proved to be both practical and effective is that of
covering the phosphor on the vacuum side with a fihn of evaporated
aluminum, whose thickness is between 500 A and 5000 A. This film is
connected to the high-voltage source, and has good conductivity; therefore it effectively eliminates the sticking potential.
If the phosphor is
first covered with an organic material to provide a smooth surface, the
evaporation of the aluminum film onto this material results in an efficient
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mirror that reflects toward the observer a large fraction of the light
that, in an unfilmed tube, would be directed backward into the bulb.
Relatively low velocity electrons will not penetrate such a film, but at
15 kv the efficiency of an Al-backed screen is approximately 4 cp/w,
which is roughly twice that of an unbacked screen at the same voltage.
A further advantage of the aluminum backing is the elimination of the
ion spot, for the thickness of film used completely stops any ions present
in the beam. I
The requirements of high beam currents with minimum spot size,
and the high potential dM erences in adjacent gun parts call for special
care in the design and construction of :he electron guns used in projection tubes.
These guns may have either magnetic or electrostatic
focusing.
The former type allows the use of a larger-aperture beam
with less aberration than is possible with an electrostatic-focus
gun.
However, the power required to focus a high-voltage beam by means of
This requirement and the added
a magnetostatic lens is considerable.
complexity of the external focusing arrangement make an electrostaticfocus gun desirable.
IrI either case, the guns require an especially good
alignment and, if electrostatic focus is used, a focusing electrode of large
diameter and a high degree of symmetry, in order to minimize aberHigh-voltage electrodes must have no sharp points, and their
rations.
edges should be rolled, in order to prevent corona.
A gun of the magnetic focus type for operation up to 10 kv has been
designed by R. R. Law. z The only projection tube designed for radar
use, the 4AP1O, also utilizes magnetic focusing.
Since this tube is used
at 9 kv, the construction of the gun differs very little from that shown in
Fig. 2.34.3
An electrostatic focus gun is used in the 5TP4 tube, designed for the
projection of television images by means of a reflective optical system.
This tube is designed to operate at 27 kv. It utilizes a second grid
between the control grid and focusing electrode to prevent interaction
The focusing electrode interof the fields produced by these electrodes.
cepts a maximum of 27 per cent of the total current, at an .4node No. 2
current of 200 pa. In order to maintain focus, the regulation of the
supply to the focusing electrode should be such that its voltage will drop
by about 125 volts in the range of Anode h-o. 2 current between O and
200 pa. This tube also contains the Al-backed screen previously
mentioned.
I For a more complete discussion,see D. W. Epstein and L. Pensak, “Improved
Cathode Ray Tubes with Nletal-backedLuminescentScreens,” RCA Review, 7, 5–10
(March 1946); C. H. Bachman,Gen.Eleci.Rev.,48, 13-19 (Sept. 1945).
ZR. R, Law, “ High Current Electron (lun for Projection Kinescopes,” %oc.
I, I?E., 26, 954-976 (1937).
JSeeSec. 16.16for a discussionof the use of this tube in a projection indicator.
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217. Remarks
Concerning
Operating Conditions
for Magnetic
Cathode-ray Tubes.—Since it is desirable to have the maximum number
of signal-receiving electrodes near grollnd potential, magnetic tllbes are
usually operated with the cathode near ground.
The focus and deflection coils may be held at any convenient potential without affecting the
behavior of the tube because the internal condllcting coating on the glass
of the tube neck provides electrostatic shielding.
Thk method of operation places the screen of the tube at a high
positive potential, often greater than 5 kv. This screen potential causes
no difficulty when the humidity is low, and good electrical insulation of
the tube face is maintained, and when the normal procedure requires
onky visual observation of the display.
When plotting must be done on
or near the tube face, or when a scale must be moved relative to it, a
local disturbance of the potential of the screen may be caused by contact
with the glass, or by the electric charge on the moving scale. This
disturbance will result in a shift or distortion of the pattern, unless
suitable precautions are taken (see Sees. 16.5 and 16.9).
The required range of bias voltage depends upon the choice of oper.
sting level of the second grid, as discussed in Sec. 2.12. For the normal
value of E.Z, namely 250 volts, the normal value of cutoff bias is —45
volts.
This value is subject to a tolerance of f 50 per cent, resulting in
On the other
cutoff limits for this value of E.Z of —22* and —70 volts.
hand, if a higher value of E.z is used in order to obtain better spot size,
the normal value of cutoff will be determined by Eq. (42).
Thus if the
maximum allowable value of Ecz, namely 75o volts, is used, the normal
cutoff at this voltage will be — 115 volts, which will result in cutoff
limits of –60 and – 175 volts.
For other values of E.,, corresponding
cutoff limits will be required.
The maximum signal voltage required will also depend upon the
choice of the operating level of E,j, and will increase with increasing
voltage on the second grid. For a given operating value of E.,, the
maximum useful grid drive or signal level will depend upon the amount
of defocusing permissible in the display.
Since this defocusing depends
upon the properties of both the tube itself and of the focus and deflection coils used with it, no specific numbers can be definitely stated.
However, a rough approximation can be made by an arbitrary assumption of a maximum beam current of 200 pa. Using this value as a
basis for determining the maximum limited signal voltage required (see
Sec. 4.8), a high-cutoff-limit tube operating at E., = 250 volts would
require approximately a 33-volt signal, whereas the same tube operated
at E.z = 750 volts would require a 50-volt signal. These figures then
give rough values for the signal output voltage required of the video
amplifier that drives the cathode-ray tube.
In all cases, a smooth
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attenuation control, having good frequency-response characteristics, is
required to permit reducing to zero volts the actual voltage supplied to
the cathode-ray tube.
A blanking voltage sufficient to cut off all beam current during the
time interval between sweeps must be provided.
This voltage may be
applied either to the cathode, the control grid, or the second grid. The
most common method consists of the application of a blanking gate to
the second grid. The upper limit of the voltage of such a blanking gate
is limited to that of the B + supply voltage.
The curves of Fig. 2.30
will be helpful in determining the actual voltage to which this blanking
gate must drive the second grid in order to ensure complete blanking,
when the limiting voltage of the signal actually appearing on the cathode
or grid during this blanking interval is known.
When the second grid is to be operated at a potential higher than
that of the normally available power-supply voltage, it is usually operated from a bleeder across the high-voltage supply.
In this case, it is
advisable to apply the blankhg voltage either to the cathode or to the
control grid, mixing the blanking voltage with the signals, if necessary.

CHAPTER
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FOCUS COILS AND FOCUS

MAGNETS

BY R. D. RAWCI,IFFE
FOCUS COILS
3s1. Focus-coil Theory.-The
theory of the focusing action of an
axially symmetrical magnetic field is discussed elsewhere’ and only a
brief statement of the results needed for a discussion of the focus coils
and magnets used in practice will be given here. The focusing action is
much more complicated than that of an electrostatic field because the
electrons do not stay in one plane. The electron trajectories are amenable to solution only in a few simple cases, one of which is that of the
“short” field. In the solution of the “short” field, the f allowing assumptions are made:
1. The field is negligible except within an interval, ~,
which is small
If such is the case,
compared with the object and image distances.
the radial distance of the electrons from the axis does not change
much within this interval, but the radial velocity does change,
the electrostatic field is zero, that is, the
2. Within the interval ~
electrons have reached their final speed before entering the focusing
field.
3. The diameter of the electron beam is small. Therefore, if 0 is the
angle between an electron path and the axis, then sin o = e and
Cos e = 1, that is, only paraxial electrons are considered.
The short field, then, will behave as a ‘(thin” optical lens (see also
Sec. 2.2) whose focal length is given by the following equation:
B
j=&b

*

\

H: dz,

(1)

where f is the focal length, e is the electronic charge, m is the electronic
mass, & is the accelerating voltage applied to the tube, and H, is the
z component of the magnetic field on the z-axis, which is chosen to be
the axis of symmetry.
1V. K. Zworykin and G. A. Morton, l’elw”~’orz,Wiley, New York, 1940,p. 117;
I. G. Maloff and D. W. Epstein,Ela%mnOpticsin Z’e2tiion, McGraw-Hill,New York,
193S, Ckap. 8.
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The approximations that have been made in deriviug Eq. (1) are
not, however, accurate for practical focus coils. The field-distribution
curves of Fig. 3”2 show that the field is considerable over a longer interval
than is justified under Assumption 1. Assumption 2 is usually fulfilled,
but, if the beam current is not small, Assumption 3 is not justified.
In light optics, if the diameter of the light beam striking an uncorrected
lens is large, aberrations result and the image “points”
are distorted.
Shnilar defocusing occurs in electron optics if the electron beam is too
large. In thk case, however, corrections to the lenses are extremely
difficult to apply.
Enlarged or distorted images therefore occur if the
beam currents are too large.
In spite of the fact that tbe resumptions used in developing Eq. (1)
do not apply accurately to practical focus coiis, the equation does indicate several important facts that are borne out by experiment:
1. As the field is everywhere p~oportional to the current 1 through the
coil, provided that any iron in the magnetic circuit is not operated
B H: dz is proportional to I’.
Consequently, 1 is
/A
if the focal length is constant
proportional to the square rOOt of I!?b
(as it would be for a fixed position of the focus coil).
2. The focal length is independent of the sign of .H or of 1.
3. If electrons are focused, heavy ions will not be focused.
Hence
there will be no “ion spot” or small burned area near the center
of the screen, such as k formed with electrostatically focused
beams.
near saturation,

A second equation usually derived in connection
It is
the rotation ~ of the electron beam.

with Eq. (1) gives

(2)
The rotation arises because the force on the electron is perpendicular
both to its velocity and to the magnetic field, and the electrons tend to
follow a helical path. Although a study of thk rotation is sometimes
useful in studying the action of focus coils, it is of no significance in
most cathode-ray tubes because the image is a‘’ point” whose orientation
is of no interest.
In other applications of magnetic focusing such as in
the electron microscope, the rotation is important.
A rotation of the pattern shown on a cathode-ray-tube screen exists,
however, and although it arises in a manner somewhat similar to that
Both
of the spot rotation, these two rotations should be distinguished.
the focusing and deflecting fields spread out along the z-axis, over-
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The deflection starts before the
lapping each other over a large interval.
focusing is complete, but, as far as the focus field is concerned, deflected
electrons are the same as nonaxial electrons in an electron beam.
The
focus field causes them to spiral around and the pattern is rotated. 1
3s2. Types of Focus Coils.-A
focus coil consists of a number of
turns of wire, wound into a cylindrical form.
The winding is usually
mounted in an iron shield that concentrates the field. Cross-sectional
views of a few types of coils are shown in Fig. 3.1. These are repre-

—.—

(a)

—._

._.

(b)

FIG.3.1.—Cross-sectional
views of several types of focus coils, showing magnetic-field
distributions (1) winding; (2) iron; (3) nonmagnetic material.

sentative of the varieties of winding and shield construction.
The
general contours of the field distribution in a transverse plane are shown
on each drawing.
Figures 3. la, b, and c consist of a simple coil with
different degrees of magnetic shielding.
Figure 3.ld is a coil desi~ed
for projection cathode-ray tubes used in television’ in an attempt to
reduce spherical aberration.
In order to control the field distribution,
the Winding is placed on a form shaped to follow a parabolic curve.
Graphs of H, as a function of z, for the coils shown in Fig. 3.1, are
1Discussedin Chap. 9.
z R. R. hW, “Some Observations on the Spherical Aben ations of Magnetic
Final FocusingLensesfor Usewith Cathode-rayTubes,” RCA Reomt No. LR-34.
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shown in Fig. 3,2.

The cuwes have been displaced along the z-axis to
make their maxima coincide.
It is evident that Coil c gives the sharpeat
field, and that the cuwe for type d is asymmetrical with a long tail in
the direction of the gun.
—

Coil (a)

-------

coil (e}
coil (If)

-. —--

-lo

0

10

Z in cm
I%.

3.2.—Inten@ityof ~xialcomponentof focus fieldalongaxis for focus coilsshownin
Fig, 3.1.

When used with magnetic cathode-ray tubes of the type considered
here, a type d coil wound according to the RCA specifications gives
slightly superior f ecus at high beam currents, but at medium or low
beam currents the focus is definitely poorer than that of the type c coil.
Probably thk characteristic is due
to the ionger field, which extends
back too far and interferes with
the electrostatic
ienses in the
electron gun. In radar equipment, type c coils have been used
with all magnetic
cathode-ray
tubes except those in which perIOL 0.6~
manent-magnet focus units have
O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
been employed.1
Gap, in inches
3.3. Focus-coil
Performance
Fm. 3.3.—Spotsizeandfomn currentfoivarious focus-coil gap widths; averagefoi- Curves.-The
performance of the
~even7BF7 tubes;.% = 5kv; Ib = 250 pa.
type c focus coil is illustrated in
Figa. 3-3 to 3.7. Except where otherwise stated, the dimensions are those
given in Appendix A. Spot-size mes,surements have all been made with
the shrinking-polka-dot-raster
method.z
1Details of the constru(:~ion of a reil of this type are given in Appendix A.
2Describedin Chap. 17.
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Figure 3.3 shows the eflect of varying the width of the gap on the
average spot size and on the required current.
Measurements were
made on type 7BP7 tubes but the graph should apply to all tubes with
The gap
an appropriate change in the ordinate scales. (See Fig. 3.6.)
width most commonly used is ~ in. If the gap width is reduced, the
spot size can be improved a few
per cent at the expense of an
increase in the electric power required for focusing.
As the gap is
narrowed, however, the alignment
‘ becomes more critical and the best
compromise value of gap width is
probably between 0.2 and 0.25 in,
Spot size is affected also by the
position of the focus coil on the
FIa. 3.4.—Focused spot on type 12DP7
tube neck. As the position is tube for various coil Dositions. Nu!kbers
indicate
the distance from focus-coil gap to
changed, two factors act to change
the reference line.
the spot size. The spot is a magnified image of the crossover (see Sees. 2“1 to 2.3) in the gun. The magnification equals the ratio of the image to object distances; therefore, as
the coil is moved forward toward the screen the magnification decreases.
However, as the coil is moved forward, the diameter of the electron beam
entering the focus coil becomes larger. As the aberrations increase, distortion of the spot occurs.
The
3.5optimum position of the focus coil
0
is the point at which the magni3.0fication is as small as possible
~ 2.5
without objectionable aberrations.
E
.s 2.0
The spot-size variation is illus.X
trated by the series of photo:1.5
graphs in Fig. 3.4. The “tails”
2
-1.0
on the spots, presented when the
focus coil is too far forward of the
0.5:,),
optimum position, are a character00
5 istic spot deformation.
The loss
4
3
2
1
from reference fine to
Dktance
in resolution caused by these tails
center of focus-coilgap in inches
is difficult to evaluate accurately.
FIQ.3.S.—Variationof spot size with focusA direct examination of the spot
coil Dosition.
would indicate a gross enlargement. However, if spots are shrunk together in the polka-dot-raster
method (see Chap. 17) the presence of tails does not seem to have much
effect. This fact is illustrated in Fig. 3.5 in which spot-size measurements
for a given tube for different coil positions are shown as circles, and spot

.
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sizes calculated from the magnification and normalized at one point are
shown by the curve. The close agreement between these two wts of
values indicates that the aberrations have little effect on the spot
size as measured by this method.
Evidently the tails usually contain
only a small fraction of the total
light in the spot. Average spotsize curves for the three commonly
used tube types are given in Fig.
3.6, but these measurements do notOkstencefrom reference line to
tell the whole story. For instance,
focus-coil gap in inches
tails on strong signals may mask
FIG. 3.6. —V.sriation of spot size with foouaweak signals; moreover, clean cut,
coil position for commonly used tube types.
round spots have a certain aesthetic
appeal.
In Fig. 37 are shown the focus currents required for the focuscoil position of Fig. 3.6.
3.4. Focus-coil Current Control.-Figure
38 ilhlstrates the effect on
the required voltage and current of
changing the wire size in a focus coil
but winding enough turns in each
case to fill the available volume.
The wire size for most efficient focusing from a given power supply should
be so chosen that, after an adequate
safety factor has been allowed, the
voltage across the coil is as large a
fraction of the total supply voltage as
possible. The safety factor may
have to be much larger than one
would expect.
‘l’he most important
variations to be allowed for are as
follows :
1. Tolerances in the Coil Itselj.
Variations of ~ 10 per cent for the
focus current and v 01 t a g e may
01
2345
reasonably be expected.
They are
Distance from reference line to front
of focus coil in inches
due to such things as changes in win
FIG. 3 .7.—Variation
of focus current
size, wire tension in winding, number
with focus-coil position. Focus coil is
of turns in the coil, and gap width
type shown in Fig. Al.
and permeability of the case.
2. Tube Tolerance. The JAN-1 specified tolerances on the number
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of ampere-turns required to focus a cathode-ray tube using a standard
focus coil under standard conditions are +15 per cent for the 5FP7,
+21 per cent for the 7BP7, and *25 per sent for the 12DP7.
In
general, for existing tube types, the tolerance tends to be larger for
larger diameter tubes.
variations
3. Line-voltage Variations. The effect of line-voltage
depends on whether the focus and anode voltages are regulated.
As
20(

18(
16C
14(
i!!120
.-c
%
g 10C
u

E

$ “ac
6C
40
20
I

0
Wiresize
L

o

40383634
1
5

32 31 30 29 28

27

26

!

)

10

15

Diameter of wire in roils

FIG. 3,8.—Focus current and voltage plotted against wire size.

was shown in connection with Eq. (1), the required focus current is
proportional to the square root of the anode voltage.
Therefore, for
small voltage changes, the focus voltage (or current) should change half
as much as the anode voltage in order to maintain focus.
If the anode
voltage is proportional to the line voltage, the usual +10 per cent
change in line voltage should be accompanied by a f 5 per cent change
in focus voltage.
4. Power-supply Tolerances. With a given input voltage and load,
power-supply voltages will vary among different equipments, perhaps
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by +10 per cent in ordinary production units. The variation is probably larger in the anode supply voltage than in the focus supply voltage.
5. Temperature Variations.
The resistance of copper wire varies
approximately 0.4 per cent/°C) and hence the focus voltage (but not the
current) also varies in the same manner., The temperature change is
the change in the temperature of the wire itself and includes heating due
to the focus current, to the remainder of the equipment, and to ambient
temperature changes.
If the preceding tolerances are all considered, the possible over-all
variation is alarmingly large: namely, a required variation in the voltage
There is small
across the focus coil bv a factor of 3 or 4 is indicated.
probability, however, that all the variations will be extreme and in the same
direction.
Nevertheless, if a rheostat is
Fcas
used in series with the focus coil to
coil
+ Reg.
ii
control the current, it must be a power
6rfG7
-.
rheostat with a rating of perhaps more
FOCUS
.--control
than 25 watts.
Its resistance will also
To
0.1M
regulatea have to be high if a high-resistance coil
voltage
0.01
is used.
Much better control of the focus-coil
2k
=
current is obtained with a pentode
*
The circuit
vacuum-tube
regulator.
3,9.—Circuit
for focus-coil
FIG,
shown in Fig. 3.9 permits 20 per cent
control.
change in plate voltage with negligible
change in focus current. The current is then unaffected by resistance
changes in the coil due to temperature changes.
In order to simplify the operation of the equipment, it is usually
worth while to eliminate the focus-control krmb from the front panel,
and to have a “screwdriver cent rol” inside the chassis. Neither a rheostat nor the circuit of Fig. 3.9 will allow this simplification becausk
anode-voltage variations due to line-voltage changes cause defocusing
The defocusing
and a readjustment of the focus control is necessary.
occurs because the focal length of the coil depends upon the anode
voltage.
In the discussion of Eq. (1) it was shown that the focus current is proportional to the square root of the anode voltage, Z = ~Eh,
or for small changes in anode voltage,

P

The effects on spot size of variations in I and Eb such as might occur
with anode-voltage variations are shown in Fig. 3.10. Curve A woukl
normally be followed if lmregulaterf voltage silpplies were IIsed and both
!,,’
,.
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the focus and anode voltages were proportional to the line voltage, or
if the focus coil were either run from a regulated voltage or used in a
circuit such as Fig. 39.
The two curves obtained (1) wit,h the focus
voltage unregulated and (2) with the focus voltage regulated actually

I
;5

5.0 kv

5.5

AEb —
FIG. 3.10.-Observed values ofspottize vs. anode voltage ona7BP7 tube. Curve A:
average curve for constant focus current and for focus current proportional to anode voltage. Curve B: curve for focus current varying half as fast a.sthe anode voltage.

do not coincide, but the difference between them is small and they have
been averaged to obtain Curve A. The much smaller variation shown
in Curve B results if the focus voltage is made to vary only half as fast
as the anode voltage by means of
Anode
the modified form (Fig. 3.1 1) of the
circuit of Fig. 3“9. In the circuit
300v
of Fig. 3.11, the anode voltage Ehis
mixed with a regulated voltage E.
through the resistors Rb and R,.
The voltage EO at the junction of
these resistors is applied through a
potentiometer to the grid of the
pentode focus-control
tube.
The ‘O
necessary condition that AEo/Eo
= EJR.
= (+)AE,/Eb iS that.%/fi%
This condition is independent of the
resistance of the potentiometer.
=
FKQ.3 .ll.—Compensated focw+coil-oontrol
The condenser C is used to bycircuit.
pass ripple voltage from the highvoltage supply.
The resistor Rk in the cathode circuit provides degeneration to improve the linearity of the tube response.
A simple circuit, which corrects for fine-voltage variations but which
is sensitive to variations in temperature, is shown in Fig. 3-12. In this

~.
LAS

G. &
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circuit, regulated and unregulated voltages are mixed as before to obtain
a semiregulated voltage EO. The assumption is made that the anode
voltage and the unregulated voltage E~
E* Unregulated 300 v
vary proportionally.
The mixing circuit must have a low impedance became
the focus current flows through it. The
regulation is independent of R8—that
is, the load has no effect on the regulation of E, as long as there is enough
current through the VR tube for it to
maintain regulation.
In addition to
the focus compensation, the size of the
pattern can be made independent of the
line voltage by using the voltage EOto
supply the sweep-generation
circuits
because the deflection varies inversely
as the square root of the anode voltage.
(See Sec. 8.1.)
3.6. Compensation for the Defocusing Due to Deflection.-In
most
magnetic tubes, the center of curvature of the tube face is farther away
from the screen than is the center of deflection.
Consequently, even in
the absence of defocusing caused by the deflection coil, the beam will
not be focused both at the center and
Standard
at the periphery of the tube.
In order
,// fows colt
to maintain focus, the focus current
should be reduced linearly by about 4
Standard
per cent as the beam is deflected from
coilshell
the center to the edge of the screen.
Without such focus-current correction
the normal focusing procedure is to ad\
just for optimum focus not at the center
Compensating
———— ———
coil
of the tube face, but half way along the
)
radius so that the over-all focus may be
/
best. A 15 to 20 per cent improvement
in spot size, both at the center and at
the edge, may result when focus-current
correction is used. This gain is small,
but it is large enough to justify a corFIG. 3. 13.—FOCUS coil for focus comrecting circuit in precision equipment,
pensation with deflection.
especially if a centered radial sweep
(PPI) is used. The correction circuit for a PPI is simple; if a rectangular
scan is used, the circuit may well be too complicated.
The field produced by the focus coil must be varied a small amount
in synchronism with the sweep. Because the ordinary focus coil has
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too large an inductance to produce this variation, an auxiliary coil such
as that shown in Fig. 3.13 must be used. This coil is inserted in the
gap of a standard focus coil. A 000-turn coil of No. 40 wire will fit into
the available space. 1 It has an inductance of 25 mh and requires about
15 ma for focus compensation.
The same waveform that controls the main sweep driver can conveniently be used to control the driver for this coil. One triode section
of a 6SN7 is adequate for driving this compensating coil at sweep speeds
up to about 50 psec/radius.
3.6. Mechanical Adjustment of Focus Coils.-In
most cathode-raytube mounts it is necessary to provide adjustments to correct for misalignments both of the tube electrodes
and of the coils. The unfocused, un~
deflected electron beam does not normally
- *hit the center of the screen, but, as in the
12DP7 for instance, may hit anywhere
within a l-in radius of the center.
This
misalignment
is usually corrected by
moving the fecus coil. One of the simplest methods of doing this is shown in ~:
Fig. 3.14. The outside surface of the
focus coil is a section of a sphere. This
surface mounts against a spherical secFIG.3.14.—Simdemount for focustion in the tube mount, which has slots
coil adjustment.
for the three mounting screws, so that
the coil can be tilted through an angle of about 10° about any axis perpendicular to the tube axis. This action tilts the focus-coil “lens” and
displaces it laterally, and results in a displacement of the image.
Sometimes the method of tilting the focus coil is used to provide
off-centering of the electron beam.
This method, however, results in a
rapid deterioration in both focus and pattern as the amount of off-centering increases.
Off-centering should, therefore, be done with the deflection system.
For optimum focus, the focus-coil axis should coincide with the axis
of the electron beam. Aberrations will then be reduced to a minimum.
If this alignment is to be achieved, it is necessary that means be provided for tilting the fecus coil as before, and also for adjusting its position
along the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) axes. One such arrangement is
shown in Fig. 3.15. A necessary and sufficient condition that the coil
be aligned with the beam is that the focused spot coincide with the
center of the unfocused spot when the current passes through the coil
1StandardCoil, type c. See AppendixA for the dimensionsof this coil.
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in either direction.
Under them circumstances, the spot may not be
centered on the screen, but centering can be achieved by passing current
through the deflection coil, or, letter, by the use of the precentering ring
described in Sec. 9“2.
If a low-voltage coil is used, it is convenient to connect the coil to
an adjustable 60-cps voltage so that the two focused spots and the
If a high-voltage coil is used, the
unfocused spot are all seen at once,
inductance of the coil will be too large for focusing at 60 cps with a

FIG. 3.1 5.—Adjustablesupportfor focus coil. A, focus coil in c=; B, slidingplats
onto which focus coil is mounted; C, adjustingscrew for horizontalmotion of coil; D,
adjusting screw for verti ml motion of coil; -E, detailof ad]ustingmechanismof C andD; 1’,
retaining clampsfor B: G, clampingscrewsfor B; H, main plate: J, adjustingscrewsfor
tiltingmainplateto be threadedinto fixed plate (not shown): K, spring clip support for
J; L, tension spring (antibackksh).

reasonable voltage and it is tfierefore necessary to have a d-c focus
voltage connected to the coil through a reversing switch, that has an
OIW position.
To avoid coil breakdown due to the large surge voltages
that occur when the switch is opened, a condenser’ should be connected
across the coil.
The alignment procedure is somewhat tedious but, if carried out sysWhen the reversing switch is flipped
tematically, should not be difficult.
back and forth, the unreflected spot on the screen of the tube changes
as the current in the focus coil changes, and one of the shapes shown in
F~gs. 3-16 is created.
Alignment may be achieved by using either th;
i O.01-pf,400-vOltfor a 200-volt coil.
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.x- or the y-positioning control to bring this pattern to a symmetrical
crescent shape, as illustrated in Fig. 3 ~16d. The choice of z- or y-positioning control may be determined by trial. Only small changes at a time
should be made and the results checked by flipping the switch through
one complete cycle.
After the crescent shape has been acquired, the
tilting controls should be used to reduce the size of the crescent, but its
symmetrical shape should be preserved by adjusting the t- and y-controls.
If only small systematic adjustments are made, the three spots can
gradually and steadily be brought into coincidence as illustrated in

(a)

(8)

v)

{cj

(o)
(J3
Fm. 3.16.—Focua-coi1-aliimment
steps

(a

(h)

Figs. 3-16e, $, g, and h. This procedure will probably require considerable time in the first attempt, but, after a little practice, it will be
possible to achieve correct alignment in a few minutes.
FOCUS MAGNETS
3.7. Theory and Operation of Focus Magnets.-The
axially symmetrical field needed for focusing the beam of a cathode-ray tube can
also be produced by a hollow cylindrical permanent magnet.
Figure
3.17 is a cross section of the magnetic parts of a typical focus magnet
with the field distribution sketched in.1 The distribution is consid~rably
diilerent from that produced by a focus coil (Figs. 3.1, 3.2).
Note the
large amount of flux outside the magnet, the long spread of the field
along the axis, and the two reversals of the field along the axis. A
~A. M. Skellett,“ PermaneatMagnet Focusing Yoke,” 13TLReport No. 469.

1~
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graph of H. plotted against z, in which the field reversals are clearly
evident, is shown in Fig. 3.18.

.—

A#usus:e

Ce

shunt

Magnet

FIQ. 3.17.—Focus magnet showing the magnetic-field distribution

In order to adjust the magnet for best focus of the cathode-ray beam,
it is necessary that the strength of the field be varied.
This variation is
obtained by moving the threaded simnt shown in Fig. 3“17. As the
shunt is moved,- the gap width
Hence, both the field
varies.
strength and the field con figuration are changed.
It is also possible to use a fixed gap of optimum
~’~ap
width inside the magnet, and to
control the field strength by adFront plate ~
of magnet
I
justing an external shunt that
provides
a variable-reluctance
shunt path for the flux. If the
+“g.w
external shunt is used, however,
lo cm the magnet must be considerably
-lo
-5
II
5
z stronger than is necessary when
the threaded shunt of Fig. 3.17 is
a“
used. Figure 3.19 is a graph of
T
L
the gap width needed to obtain a
FIG. 3.18.—Intensity of the axial comPonentH, of the focus field along the axis for focus with different anode voltages.
the focusmagnetshownin Fig. 3.17.
The voltage scale depends on the
degree of magnetization of the magnet.
If the magnet were twice
as strong, for instance, the voltage scale would need to be multiplied by
four. To correct for tube and coil misalignments, the centering ring

J
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(Fig. 3.17) is provided instead of the tilt adjustments used with focus
coils. This ring is the front member of the magnetic gap, and its displacement along a line perpendicular to the axis is more or less equivalent
to tilting the whole unit. Pattern displacements of the order of magni6
/
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Focus-magnetgap width ininches

Fm. 3.19.—Anodevoltagevs. gap widthfor optimumfocus.

Adjustable
threadad
shunt

-—

Cantari

FIG. 3.20.—F]eld distribution around a shielded magnet.

tude of half a radius can be produced in this manner.
Here again, however, it is very bad practice to use the focus unit for deflection of the
beam, except when correcting for tube misalignments.
Otherwise, poor
focus and pattern distortion result.
The field distribution can be controlled somewhat by the proper
placement of magnetic materials in the field. Frequently a shield of
the form shown in Fig. 3%3 has been used. The new field distribution
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is shown in this figure and in Fig. 3.21. The field is weaker in the
region of the deflecting field and also in the surrounding space, but it is
somewhat stronger in the neighborhood of the electron gun. Since the
shield shunts a great deal of flux away from the internal gap, however,
the magnet must be considerably stronger than is otherwise necessary.
Reducing the flux in the neighborhood of the deflection coil is advantageous. L In addition, if a cathode-ray-tube mount of the rotatingdeflection-coil type is used, the focus field gets into the bearings supporting
If these are made of magnetic material, they may
the deflection coil.
become magnetized and their field may deflect the electron beam. As
the bearing rotates, this deflecting field
-1also rotates, causing’ a distortion of the
[\
Nonmagnetic
bearings are
pattern.
obtainable but they are expensive and
difficult to make; they do not run so
freely as steel bearings, and their resistance to wear is considerably less. (See
Sec. 16.3.)
; , ,(J ,,cm
-10 A-5 yThe stray field at the rear of the
B
magnet
spreads into the neighborhood
-).
_
Front plate
of
the
electron
gun and dktorts the
of magnet
A
electron trajectories in the electrostatic
FIG. 32 1.—Intensit y of the axial.
lenses of the gun. “Tails” are produced
component of the focus field as a
function of the distance along the
on, the focused spots. Modified tetrode
axis for shielded (Curve A) and un.
guns have been used in some tubes parshielded (Curve B) focus magnets.
tially to overcome this.
(Chapter 2, Fig.
2.33.)
The electrostatic field between the second grid and the anode
cylinder is much more concentrated than it is when no such cylinder is
used. The electrons reach their final velocity more quickly.
Hence the
magnetic field has a shorter distance in which to interfere with the action
of the electrostatic lens. The distortion of the focused spot is thereby
considerably reduced.
The large external field surrounding the magnet may interfere with
other apparatus and thus necessitate the use o~ a shield. The shield of
Fig. 323, however, is insufficient to do more than to alter the field distribution by a small amount.
The external field is then strong enough,
for instance, to spoil completely the operation of a magnetic compass
located within about two feet of the magnet.
As it is sometimes necessary to mount a cathode-ray tube and a compass on the same instrument
panel in an airplane, a method of reducing the stray field to a minimum
is desirable.
1‘~hc tmublcs ari~i,,gbwwusc of interactions of the deflecting and f~ctls fields will
}W (iiscmwwi in (!hap. 9.
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In Curve A of Fig. 3.22, the field strength, in units of the earth’s
field, is plotted against the distance from the center of the magnet along
a line perpendicular to the axis. The positions on this curve roughly
correspond to possible locations of a compass.
Curve B was measured
with a l-in. long permalloy shield similar to that shown in Fig. 3.20.
A&-in.
thick cylindrical Armcoiron shield, 4-in. diameter by 4-in. long,
was used for Curve C. The shield used in obtaining Curve D is similar
to that used for Curve Cexcept that it is6 in. long. The maximum at
~~ in, in Curve c shows that much of the flux leaks. out of the open ends
of the shield, not through it. Hence little is to be gained by improving
the permeability of the shield material unless longer shields can be used.
A 4-in. ID shield is far enough from the magnet so that the flux in the
interior is not seriously weakened. 1
3.8. Comparison of Focus Coils
and Magnets.-The
most obvious
advantage of a focus magnet is the
saving in current.
The second big
advantage is the increased stability,
as a result of which the cathode-ray
tube will stay focused indefinitely if
a regulated anode voltage is used.
This feature is important in aircraft
applications
where large, rapid,
“o
5
10
15 20
25
30
temperature
fluctuations
are
Oistence from center of
magnet in inches
encountered.
FIG. 3.22.—Externa1 field around a focus
The performance of focus magmagnet with and without shielding.
nets is somewhat inferior to that of
focus coils, probably because of the spread-out field. Roughly, the focus
with a magnet under the best conditions is about as good as the focus
It is fundamentally impossible to
with a coil under average conditions.
align a magnet so that its axis coincidSs with the electron-beam axis as
was described for focus coils in Sec. 3“6.
the curr
nt throug
na~?
~
In addicannot be fo owed with a perman?nt magnet.
tion, Lhe troubles caused by the large stray field of the magnet have
already been described.
In weight, the magnet has a small advantage
over the coil; that is, l+ lb against ~ lb. When produced in quantity a
focus magnet should cost about $50.00, whereas a focus coil costs about
a tenth as much.
To the cost of the coil itself must be added the cost
of the electrical parts used in controlling the focus current, and the added
expense in constructing a larger power supply.
In general, the focus magnet should never replace the focus coil
I See Appendix A for constructiondetails of focus magnets.
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except in a few special cases where the saving in weight and power, and
the stability of the magnet are important enough to overcome the disadvantages of poorer performance and increased cost.
3.9. Composite Focus Units.—The cathode-ray beam can be focused
by a composite focus unit (see Fig. 3.23) consisting of a coil similar to
the ordinary focus coil except that the periphery of the case is a permaMagnet

Coilaxis
_________
____

_.

F1o. 3.23.—Focus coiI with auxiliary magnet in the case.
nent magnet instead of soft iron. The magnet is adjusted so that half
the focus field is due to the magnet and half is due to the current in the
coil. Then, if both the anode and focus voltages are unregulated, the
pattern remains in focus as the line voltage varies. The saving in focus
power is not very great because the magnet introd~es a large gap in
the magnetic path for the field from the coil. As this unit has the disadvantages of both focus coils and focus magnets, it is not likely to find
wide application.
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BY F. N. GILLETTE AND C. A. WASHBURN
To perform a linear analysis of a circuit it is necessary to replace
all vacuum tubes by equivalent networks consisting of generators and
impedances.
This method involves the resumption that all signals are
of small enough amplitude to permit the use of constants for the tube
parameters.
It is not always convenient to deal with display circuits in
this way, since in many cases a tube is dfiven rapidly from a condition
Usually a sufficiently accurate
of zero current to one of saturation.
Efl
t

h
RL

C2

RS

LJ
FIG. 4. 1.—Triode amplifier.

FIG. 4.2.—Equivalent circuit of an overdriv~n triode.

picture of the performance of such a circuit is obtained by treating the
tube as a switch in series with certain elements that have approximately
the same characteristics as the tube.
A triode (Fig. 4.1) is reasonably well represented by making the series
element a resistance, as in Fig. 4.2. The value of the resistance depends
upon the tube type and upon the bias condition that prevails when the
tube is conducting.
In the example shown, grid current will prevent
the potential of the grid from rising much above that of the cathode,
but the equivalent resistance of the tube may be reduced by drawing
more grid current. As the switch opens, the time constant of the plate
As it closes,
circuit is determined entirely by the external components.
the equivalent impedance of the tube is in parallel with these components
and the time constant is therefore much smaller.
111
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A pentode is more conveniently represented by assuming the series
element to be a constant-current generator as in Fig. 4.3. The magnitude of the current is a function of the tube type, the grid bias, and the
screen voltage.
It may range in value from a few to several hundred
milliamperes.
When the switch opens, the plate time constant again is
En

En

R~

*“

R~

‘z:

Q4

R~

~,

‘3’::;$:-

~,

generator

b

=

a

Fm. 4.3.—Equivalent

circuit of an overdriven

pentode.

determined by the external components.
When it closes, the plate voltage wave is not exponential since the current into the plate circuit is
constant.
In many cases the shape of the plate voltage wave is determined largely by the capacitive portion of the plate load with the resistive
portion serving to determine the final equilibrium level. The equilibrium
condition may leave the current unchanged, or it may prove necessary to
assume a discontinuity of the current as the plate reaches the potential
level of the cathode.
B
A Cl
4.1. Condenser Coupling and D-c Restora+
tion.-A
coupling condenser bekween stages is
conventionally regarded as an impedance that
R,
forms part of an attenuator, the attenuation ratio
T
=
varying
with the frequency
of the sine wave
FIG.4.4.—l2C-coupling.
involved.

nonsinusoidal
illustration
terminal

waves

a rectangular

wave

as in Fig.

A in each of the following

For the first case
that

It is more convenient

is, LI equals

tn.

in dealing

to think in terms of the time constant.

(Fig.

4.4)

Because

4 “6b is applied

with

As a general
to the

input

examples.

the wave

is assumed

of the exponential

to be symmetrical;

discharge

of the con-

at B to an extent determined
by the time constant R, C,. A very short time constant ‘‘ clifferentiates”
the rectangular wave, producing the pulses shown in Fig. 4.5a. Increasdenser

the rectangular

wave

is distorted

I The dynamic resistanceof the tube, which should be included in parallel with
the load, has been omitted since it will generallybe large with respect to the load
resiutmce.
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ing the time constant reduces the “droop”
as shown in Figs. 4.5b, c,
and d.
In this example the wave at B has been symmetrical with respect to
ground potential.
In the more general ease of tl not equal to tzthe cent’ t“

‘“”+” M=”2°

‘n’*‘“dear
.!,=t2

..............
F---L

Grid...

RC=25t,

‘y t, k-i
FIG. 45.-Reotangular
wave after pasaing
through RC-coupling.

t,=5t2

(c)
FIG. 46.-Shift
in d-c level produced by
long-time-constant RC-cOupling.

dition for equilibrium is that the charge lost by the condenser during t,
must be equal to the charge regained during t%. In other words, the area
under the voltage wave above ground potential must equal the area below
ground.
Figure 4.6 shows the equilibrium condition for various ratios
of h and t~, if the time constant is assumed to be very long.
This shift in level with duty ratio, 1 which also occurs with any other
form of nonsymmetrical wave, must frequently be avoided.
The simplest

Fm. 4.7.—Simp1e d-c restorer.

F,G.

4.8.—Leve1 stabilization
respiration.

by

d-c

method of maintaining a chosen d-c level is shown in Fig. 4.7.2 A diode
is connected in parallel with the resistor RI. During tl the cathode of
the diode is at higher potential than the plate and no current flows
through it. The condenser then discharges only through R,.
During tz
1The duty ratiois definedas fl/(t, + W or as tJ(tl + tz). The choicebet~~n the
two dependsupon events that take place in the two intervals.
*%s Sec. 4.5 for other methods.
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the cathode becomes negative with respect to the plate, and the diode
conducts.
The condensers
recharged through the diode, which has an
impedance of perhaps a thousand ohms. Thus the condition of equal
charge and discharge is maintained, but the condition of equal area is
not. The wavesof Fig. 4.6then appear asin Fig. 4.8. Reversal of the
diode would shift the level so that B would beat ground potential during
tland below ground during tz.
B
If the voltage to which the wave is
‘wc’
restored is not ground, the resistance of the
R,
bias-voltage supply will be in series with the
diode during the recharge time. The quality
P‘z
R2
of the restoration will depend upon the relaE
tive values of t1and tzand also upon the ratio
.
Flu. 4.9.—Dioded-c restorer. of R 1 to Rz, where Rz is the total resistance
through which the recharge current must flow. The condition to be
satisfied is

When the diode closes at t“ (Fig.
the bias level in order to cause
The amplitude of this overshoot
bypass condenser Cz, as shown
restoration then become

46) the potential
recharge current
may be reduced
in Fig. 4“9. The

at B must fall below
to flow through Rz,
by means of a large
conditions for good

c, << C2,

(1)
R.zCz << tl + tz,
where V is the amplitude of the rectangular wave.
If the grid of any vacuum tube is positive with respect to its cathode,
current flows to the grid. Thus the grid
Em
and cathode form a diode of sorts which,
in many cases, automatically provides d-c
--restoration to the cathode level.
4.2. Cathode Followers.-The
cathode
follower (Fig. 4.10) is an amplifier stage
Ei
with the load in the cathode circuit.
It
&
EO
is widely used in display circuits to provide
&
(1) an impedance changer to match the
VIQ.4.10.—Cathodefollower.
impedance of a transmission line, (2) a lowimpedance path for rapid charging of a condenser, (3) an inexpensive
voltage regulator of fair quality for low voltages and moderate currents,
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and (4) a voltage takeoff that causes little loading of the driving circuit,
and yet can deliver considerable power at its output terminal.
These and other possible uses depend on the following properties of
the circuit:
1. The voltage gain of the circuit is given by

where ~, g~, and r~ are the amplification factor, the transconductance, and the plate resistance
?4.
of the tube respectively.
The
term ~/(w + 1) multiplied by
the input voltage is the generator voltage, and the quantity in parenthesis
is the
generator impedance for the
equivalent circuit of Fig. 4“11.
For large values of p and Rt the
gain will be very nearly equal
Fm. 41 I.—Equivalent
circuit of cathode
~o, but less than one.
follower.
If the tube is a pentode,
I/rp is small with respect t~ g“, and p is large. Therefore, the expression for s reduces to
~R,.
(3)
s
R,+;
In this case the equivalent generator voltage is approximately
and the internal impedance is l/g~.
EP
---

P?
--R

R
*5F
Intamat impedance
too high.
Fm. 4.12.—Matching

Internalim~ance
tca Iw.

cathode-follower output impedance to tranarnbion-lineimpadance

2. The output impedance has a value between 100 and 500 ohms for
most tube types
It can be matched exactly to a cable impedance
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by adding a small resistance either across the cable w in series
withit as in Fig. 4.12.
3. The low output impedance affords gm.1 high-frequency response
even with considerable capacitive
Em
loading.
Forexample, with300-gpf
loading and 100 ohms output impedance, the circuit has a bandwidth i of about 5 Me/see.
4. A cathode follower may be used to
provide a regulated voltage as in Fig.
4.13 where VI provides for Va a
cathode bias voltage that is relatively independent of the current
+
through V,. Ifthe current through
FIG. 4.13.—Cathode-follower voltV2 increases, the bias on VI increases
age regulator.
and the current through VI is reduced to keep approximately t,he same voitage drop across Rk.
5. The input resistance may ~e very high. If the maximum grid
resistance permitted for a given tube type is not high enough for
some application, the effective input resistance of the circuit may
be made larger than the actual value of the grid resistor by returning the grid resistor. as shown in Fig.
E PP
4.14. Here R ~ provides self-bias for
the tube and might in some cases be
zero. The effective input resistance
of this circuit is

‘in=

‘ -

‘(:%)’

“)

6. The input capacity is very low. In
Rs
a carefully designed circuit most of
the input capacity will be due to the
interdectrode capacities of the tube.
The effective capacity between any
=
FICA 4.14.—Methodof increasing
electrode and the grid depends upon
effective inputresistance.
the signal voltage between that electrode and the grid. Thus, it’ the load is in the plate circuit the plateto-grid capacity is multiplied in its effect by (1 + ~) since the two
signals are out of phase. For the cathode follower all electrodes are
either tied or move in phase with the grid. Thus no interelectrode
capacity is amplified and some are reduced by a factor of (1 – s).
1Definsd in sec. 4.8.
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The input capacity of a 6AC7 with screen bypassed
may be as low as 2 ppf.
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to cathode

The precedhg conclusions are all based on the assumption of smallamplitude grid signals. The derivation of equations that are not subject
to this restriction is difficult, but much useful information can be obtained
by a less rigorous analysis.
First, the cathode load may be assumed to be a pure resistance; then
the output signal corresponding to any input signal may be determined
without great difficulty from the characteristic curves of the tube.
The
addition of capacitive loadlng does not alter this picture so long as the
grid signal contains no components of frequency high enough to make
the cathode susceptance significant.
Now a second case may be considered for which the capacitive loading is large, and a positive signal such as the solid line of Fig. 4.15 is
applied.
As a further simplification the cathode
~ridwave
resistance and the voltage drop across it maybe
made such that the static current is almost the
zsame at both initial and final levels. This
FIG. 4.15.—Response of
condition is fulfilled if the cathode resistor is
cathodefollowerwithcapacitiveload,
returned to a large negative supply voltage, or
if the cathode followek is operated with a large cathode voltage during
the initial state.
The flow of current into the condenser must pass through the tube
output impedance; hence, a voltage difference will exist between the
input and output voltages, as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 4.15,
during the time the condenser is being charged.
The cathode wave is
normalized to the grid wave at the two constant levels.
If the rate of rise and the capacity are such that the tube cannot
deliver the current required to charge the condenser without entering
the region of positive bias, the result will depend upon the nature of the
grid driving circuit.
If this circuit can supply the necessary grid current the action will be as already stated.
If it cannot, the grid wave
will be distorted as zero bias is reached, and the subsequent rise of both
grid and cathode will take place at a rate determined by the zero-bias
current of the tube. In this situation two cathode followers are sometimes used in series. The second drives the output capacity and the
first supplies the grid current required by the sewmd.
For a third case the signal showm by Curve 1 of Fig. 4.16 is applied
to the grid. Here the condenser is assumed to be large and the resistor
fairly small.
[u the initial condition the voltage drop across the resistor
As the grid vokis determined solely by the current through the tube
age drops, the tube current is reduced and an increasing portion of the
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current through the resistor is furnished by discharge of the condenser;
the cathode voltage will lag until the tube current has reduced enough to
increase the condenser discharge current to the value required by the
instantaneous condenser voltage and the cathode resistor.
In an extreme case the tube will be completely cut off and the discharge of the condenser will follow an exponential curve with a time
constant RC. The exponential discharge continues until either the condenser is discharged or the tube again begins to conduct.
If the tube
turns on, the condenser current diminishes and the rate of descent
decreases until once again the entire current through the cathode resistante is flowing through the tube.
For Curve 2 the initial current is
made so high that the tube does not
cut off at any time. For Curve 3 the
initial current is lower and the tube
does reach cutoff.
It is further assumed that the initial drop across the
cathode resistor is just equal to the
amplitude of the cathode signal, and
FIG.4.1 6.—Response
of cathodefollower the tube does not turn on again. For
to negativesignal.
Curve 4 the initial current is the same
as that for Curv& 3, but the initial drop across the cathode resistor is
much larger than the signal amplitude.
The cathode wave then follows
the dotted exponential curve for a time and leaves it as the tube starts
to conduct.
Again the curves have been normalized to the same initial
and final levels.
From thk discussion it follows that the response of a cathode follower
to negative signals can be improved by (1) using a sharp-cutoff tube,
(2) increasing the initial current, and (3) increasing the voltage drop
across the cathode resistor so that only the steep portion of the exponential wave is followed.
The operating conditions of a cathode follower
must always be arranged with great care if it is to exhibit the highly
useful properties claimed for it.
4.3. Trigger Generators.—This book is concerned primarily with displays utilizing information that is repeated at definite intervals.
The
repetition rate is determined by some oscillatory circuit or by a mechanical timer such as a rotary spark gap. The various events in the display
cycle are then initiated in proper synchronism by voltage waves appearing in or derived from the primary timing device.
Figure 4.17 shows various trigger waveforms commonly encountered,
of which a is the most useful. With b the disturbances following the
main trigger pulse may prevent normal operation of the triggered circuit,
either by feeding through and distorting the output signal, or by actually
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causing it to shut off because of the positive overshoot.
The sharp
trailing edge of c is a dkadvantage.
A wide pulse of the form of cmay
be differentiated by a coupling condenser and give a second pulse of
opposite sign at the point of termination; whereas a narrow one demands
very rapid response in the triggered circuit lest the trigger disappear
before the circuit has responded.
Transmission of a trigger pulse over a long
cable requires a very low output impedance for
(a) Idael trigger puke
the trigger generator in order either to maintain the sharp leading edge in spite of the
capacity of the cable, or to match the impedance of a terminated cable. If the same
trigger generator is used for parallel triggering
of several circuits, a low output impedance
(6) Oscillatory trigger pulse
helps to reduce interaction between the various
circuits. For the rare circumstance when a
trigger pulse is applied to just one near-by
circuit, a much higher impedance may be used.
However, a trigger generator that has other
(c) Rectangulartrigger puke
Fm. 4.17.—Typical trigger
desirable characteristics need not be discarded
waveforms.

because of high output impedance.
It is always
possible to add buffer stages to provide any required isolation or output
impedance.
The cathode follower is particularly suited to the transmission of positive trigger pulses. In thk case it can have a very low
quiescent current because only a fast leading edge is required and a slow
fall is desirable. The negative trigger pulse is more economically
obtained from the plate signal of an amplifier stage. The amplifier is
wave
input

Differentiated
square wave

Sin

P“f?

output

c
Amplifier

R
‘“”””m

Fm. 4. lS.—Deriving a trigger pulse fro:

—
—
a sine wave.

biased to a very low current and turned on abruptly by a positive pulse
from the trigger generator.
If the tube is of the high-current type the
plate will descend rapidly even though working into a low impedance.
The trailing edge may be much less steep, but usually this is an advantage.
The well-known art of designing very stable sine-wave oscillators
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suggests the use of such a circuit as the frequency source. Figure 4.18
shows one method of deriving a trigger pulse from a sine wave. The
sine wave is amplified in overdriven amplifiers until it becomes essentially
rectangular, and is then differentiated to give a positive and a negative
trigger pulse. If the circuit to be activated will respond to both pulses,
the undesired pulse may be eliminated by means of a diode or a suitably
biased amplifier stage.
Complete phasing of the output trigger pulse may be accomplished
by any of the familiar methods of shifting the phase of a sine wave. A
more limited control is obtained by adjusting the bias on one of the
early amplifier stages.
Em
The term “blocking
oscillator”
has
t
been applied to many different circuits,
but here its use will be restricted to variations of the basic circuit shown in Fig. 4.19.
This circuit provides a sharp trigger pulse
and also determines the repetition rate.
It is a high-frequency sine-wave oscillator
in which the grid is driven positive during
half of the cycle. Sufficient grid current
flows into C, during this half cycle to block
further oscillation until the charge on the
grid leaks off through RI and the tube
again conducts.
Thus the output is a
series of narrow pulses separated by the
FIG. 4.19.—Simp1e blocking oscil- grid recoveW time.
lator.
The pulse appearing on the plate or
across the third winding of th~ transfo~merl is-shown in Fig. 4. 17b. Its.
width is largely determined by the characteristics of the pulse transformer
although certain variations in the circuit permit a limited control of pulse
width. Transformers are available to give pulses varying in width from
perhaps 10 psec to a fraction of a microsecond.
The pulse appearing at the transformer is seldom used directly,
partly because of its bad overshoot and partly because of the fact that
any load on the transformer affects the pulse shape and the repetition
frequency.
A trigger pulse like that of Fig. 4“17c may be obtained by
inserting a small resistance, perhaps 100 ohms, at either X or Y of
Fig. 4.19. Since the signals obtained in this way are proportional to
the current in the tube, they are free from overshoot.
Better trigger
pulses are also obtained by applying the signal from the third winding
to the grid of a cathode follower or an amplifier.
By means of a large
I Transformersappropriatefor this applicationare of a specialgroup called ‘(pulse
transformers,”which have excellentresponseat high fr~auenrip-.
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load resistor and some capacitive loading the output signal can be made
to resemble Fig. 4.17a.
Since the peak currents drawn may be several hundred milliamperes,
it is essential that additional filtering be provided to decouple the blocking oscillator from the power supply.
Although the peak current is very
high, the duty ratio is so low that the blocking oscillator is the most
economical form of trigger generator.
Unfortunately the repetition rate depends not only upon the grid
time constant R ICI, but upon the cutoff leve~ of the tube and the charge
accumulated by the condenser during the pulse. Because cuto~ is widely
variable for many tube types, replacing the tube may cause a large change
Em
t

*
~lG.

-+

4. 20.—Bl0cking oscillator controlled by Hartley oscillator.

in frequency.
Also the charging of the condenser may vary from one
cycle to the next, resulting in unequally spaced pulses.
The lack of frequency stability in the blocklng oscillator ieads directly ~
If the grid resistor of Fig. 4.19 were
to a different usage of the circuit.
returned to a voltage below cutoff for the tube, the circuit would be
stable and would fire only if some outside agency caused the tube to
conduct momentarily.
Thus a sine-wave oscillator might be used to
Figure 4X) shows this
control the firing of the blocking oscillator.
method of operation.
Tube VI is a Hart~ey oscillator in which a curThis pulse is
rent pulse appears across R1 during a portion of the cycle.
coupled to the grid of the blocking-oscillator tube V?, which is normally
biased below cutoff.
The result is a trigger pulse that has the sharpness
and low impedance of a blocking oscillator a,nd the stability of a sinewave oscillator.
The addition of C, provides a bypass across Rt for the
high frequencies contaiued in the blocklng-oscillator pulse.
If the output of a given circuit is not sharp enough for direct use as
a trigger pukw it may still be sharp enough to activate a blocking oscil-
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later. The biased-off blocking oscillator can then be employed as an
inexpensive trigger pulse sharpener.
By making the recovery time of the blocking oscillator longer than
the period between successive input pulses the circuit can be made to
operate as a frequency dh-ider. After the blocking oscillator has fired,
its grid will not return to the tiring potential until some chosen number
of succeeding triggering pulses have passed. Thus the output frequency
is a submultiple of the input frequency.
The multivibrator circuit (see Sec. 4.4) is also useful as a trigger
source. The circuit shown in Fig. 4.21 provides the optimum frequency

+150V
lM1%

6AK5

A
=
FI~. 4.21.—Multivjbra,tor
designedfor n~aximurn
stability;1600cps.
In designing this circuit, the
stability attainable with a multivibrator.
following restrictions on its operation have been taken into account:
1. The signals applied to the grids must be large and of constant
amplitude.
The size of the plate resistors and the fact that the
tubes are pentodes insure that the plate signal will be virtually
equal to the supply voltage and that variations in tube emission
will have little effect on its size.
2. The slope of the grid wave must be as great as possible as the grid
potential enters the conducting region. For this reason the grid
resistors are returned to the plate supply voltage.
The point of
conduction is thereby effectively shifted to a steeper portion of the
exponential curve, and some compensation is provided for variation
in that supply level.
3. Variations in tube cutoff level must be small with respect to the
signal applied to the grid. The operation of sharp-cutoff pentodes
at low screen potential meets this requirement.
4. The recovery of each plate during the nonconducting period of
that tube must be as nearly complete as possible.
For this reason
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the period is approximately equally divided bet~veen the two
states of the circuit.
5. The cross-coupling condensers and the grid resistors must be of
the best quality so that temperature andaging variations will be
minimized.
These are the only critical components involved.
6. The output coupling must place little load on the circuit.
In the
diagram the output coupling is a very small condenser (C,) that
produces negligible load compared to that due to the crosscoupling condensers.
The output wave is differentiated by this
condenser and Ii 1. The cathode follower is biased to saturation
and the resulting positive trigger pulse is therefore suppressed and
only the negative one is transmitted.
Other frequencies may be obtained by adding a ganged switch and
The potentiometer in series with
different cross-coupling condensers.
the two grid resistors permits fine adjustment of any one of the frequencies; the other frequencies will then be accurate within the tolerances
of the condensers employed.
Certain applications require a trigger pulse that is.accurately phased
with respect to a sine wave of frequency much higher than the repetition
requirefrequency of the trigger pulse. Where the frequency-stability
ments on the sine wave are such as to require crystal control of the oscillator it is difficult to pulse the oscillator at the repetition frequency.
In
such cases it is customary to permit the sine-wave oscillator to run continuous y and to derive the trigger pulse from the sine wave by means of
successive counting stages.
4.4. Rectangular-wave
Generators.—The ideal rectangular wave is
characterized by an instantaneous change in voltage, followed after a
time by an equally abrupt change back to the original value. Between
these points of dkcontinuity the voltage is constant.
Fortunatelyj considerable departure from the ideal is acceptable in
most applications.
If the rectangular wave is to be used as a time
index, only the rapid transition must be stressed, in order that trigger
If it is
and marker pulses may he derived from the change in voltage.
used as a gating signal, that is, for turning a circuit on or off for a given
time, the emphasis may fall on the flatness of the wave during one of the
intervals.
Rectangular waves may be produced by all forms of switches or contacts if the time intervals are fairly long. For short time intervals some
form of electronic switch is required.
It is possible to form a rectangular wave from a sine wave, or almost
any waveform, by successive amplification and limiting stages. If such
an input wave is available this may be the practical solution to the
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problem, but in general it is necessary to generate the wave before
amplifying it, and the net cost is therefore rather high.
There are various one-tube circuits that involve a transfer of the
cathode current from the screen grid to the plate and back again, whkh
give out approximately rectangular waves. Since these circuits are useful only under fairly special conditions they will not be described here.
One that has been widely used as a delay circuit is described, however,
in Sec. 6.3.
The most common rectangular-wave generator consists of two amplifier stages with the output terminal of each coupled to the input terminal
It differs from similar sineof the other so as to cause regeneration.
wave generators by the absence of resonant elements in the circuit.
The loop gain.1 is high if both tubes are conducting; therefore, a signal
applied at almost any point in the circuit is amplified and reamplified
until some limiting condition of zero gain for one of the stages is reached.
The circuit cannot long remain in the region between limits because the
random fluctuations in cathode emission provide a sufficient signal to
start the regenerative process. The operation then consists of successive
rapid transitions from one limit to the other.
Many of the characteristic of the circuit depend upon the nature of
of one
the limiting conditions.
U the limiting condition is saturation
of the stages while the other stage remains in the conducting region, the
circuit is completely unstaMe and any small disturbance sends it to the
other limit.
Consequently circuits are not so designed;
If the limiting
condition is cutoff of one tube, with the cutoff voltage supplied by a condenser that will gradually discharge, the piate currents are constant for
the length of time required for the cutoff tube to return to the conducting
region. Temporary stability is therefore attained.
If the cutoff bias is
supplied by a resistive network or by a fixed-bias source, the circuit is
completely stable and stays put until some outside influence disturbs it.
Several factors limit the. sharpness of the changes in plate voltage.
Clearly the speed of fall is improved by reducing either the capacitive
loading or the effective resistance of the tube. A faster rise time results
from a reduction of the plate load resistor or the capacitive loading.
Loading due to any actual condensers can be removed by insertion of a
cathode follower.
Only the stray capacity remains and this can be
reduced somewhat by careful design and construction.
Various circuits differ widely in their speed of recovery.
At each
transition the charges in various condensers must change to new values.
Until thk change has taken place the circuit will not respond in a normal
i Loop gain is determinedby breakingthe circuit at some point and calculating
the gain fmm the break throughthe Ioo.pand back to the break.
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fashion to an incoming signal. If fast recovery is important all condensers must be small, or their charging impedances must be low.
The multivibrator, shown in Fig. 4.22, is a well-known rectangularwave generator.
It has condenser coupling from each plate to the grid
of the other tube, and the grid resistor is returned to cathode potential
or to a positive bias. Thus both
E PP
limits represent conditions of temporary stability and the circuit generates a train of waves without being
triggered. The off time of VI is proportional to R ,CZ and that of VZ to
R,C,.
Both times are affected by the
amplitude of a negative signal acting
‘-on the grid, the level of bias at which
V,
=
=
the tube begins to conduct, and the
FIG.4.22.—Multivibratorcircuit.
voltage to which the grid resistors are
returned.
Thus many forms of frequency control are possible.
The plate time constant during most of the rise is given by R@,
(or R,C,).
Since the coupling condensers may be very large the rise
time will be long unless cathode followers are used to drive the condensers.
Synchronizing pulses may be introduced to lock in the multivibrator
at the trigger frequency or at a
E PP
lower frequency.
In the circuit of Fig. 4.23 a resistance network returned to a
negative bias replaces one of the
coupling condensers of the multivibrator.
(Cl is very small and
serves only to improve the highfrequency gain of the loop.)
Thus
one of the limits is stable and the
circuit requires an external trigger
v,
to
flip it out of this condition.
=
Then, at a time determined by
4
RICZ, it flops back to the stable
-. v
condition.
This circuit will be
FIG.4.23.—Flip-flop oircuit.
called a “ flipflop.”
Since Cl is small the rise of the plate of VI maybe rapid.
If R,C, is
not large, or if C2 is driven through a cathode ‘follower, the recovery time
will be short.
Other small changes in the multivibrator may also make it a flip-flop
circuit.
For example, the introduction of a fixed bias for one of the tubes
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makes one of the limits stable so that the circuit will not operate unless
triggered.
Resistance networks are used for both couplings in Fig. 4.24, and
Thus the circuit will remain in either
both limits me therefore stable.
condition until triggered.
This circuit
will be called a “scale-of-two”
since
one cycle comesponds to two inpu~
tri~er pulses. Strictly speaking this
name would be reserved for the case in
which the same trigger pulse, coupled
to both grids, shuts OEthe tube that is
conducting at the moment and causes
Although this
a transition to occur.
is the only case in which the input
frequency is truly scaled down, the
name will be used here for any circuit
of this type which requires two input
.;
signals per cycle.
FIG. 4.24.—Scale-of.two circuit.
Both C, and C, are small, and thus
either plate may rise rapidly.
Also the recovery time is very short, so
that the operation of the circuit is virtually independent of the interval
between triggem. The circuit is therefore extremely useful where thk
interval may vary over wide limits
E PP
or in a random fashion.
The circuit of Fig. 4.25 has a
resistance coupling from the plate of
V, to the grid of VZ and a second
coupling from cathode to cathode,
which completes the loop.
Since all
connections are direct, both limiting
conditions are stable, and the circuit
remains in one state or the other
q
depending upon the value of E..
Thus the circuit is able to form a
rectangular wave from a very slowly
changing input voltage.
When so
-v
used it is called a “ flopover” circuit.
FIG. 4.25.—Cathode-coupled flopover cirBecause no large condensers are
cuit.
used, both rise time and recovery
time may be made short. Since the voltage wave across R does not
enter into the action of the circuit, it is possible to replace R by a transformer winding, the coil of a relay, or any other impedance that is not so
large as to limit the current in V,.
By returning the grid of VI to a fixed voltage through a grid resistor
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and by introducing triggers to both grids, the circuit is changed into a
scale-of-two circuit.
Figure 4“26 shows the same basic circuit in which the plate-to-grid
The circuit is now a flip-flop
coudhuz has been changed to a condenser.
-.
for whi~h the ofl time o~Vz is yery accurately
proportional to the grid voltage of V1. It is
very useful as a delay circuit because the
delay time can be determined by a highimpedance circuit.
The first three elements of a pentode, the
cathode, grid, and screen, constitute a triode
and may be so used. If one of the triodes of
a rectangular-wave generator is replaced by a
pentode in thk way, the operation of the
FIG. 426,-Cathode-coupled
circuit will be unchanged.
The plate of the
flip-flop circuit.
pentode, which is coupled to the circuit only
by the electrons flowing through the tube, provides another element from
which a very sharp rectangular wave may be taken. Since the plate is not
involved in the coupling of the circuit it may be used for the generation
of other waveforms as well. An example may be seen in Fig. 7.1.
1
Trigger
pulses
may
be
introduced
E PP
~ Neg. frig. in
to the circuits (multivibrator, flip4
flop, or scale-of-two)
across any
element used in coupling one stage to
the other provided, first, that the
trigger-source
impedance
is low
enough to drive the impedance presented by the chosen element, and
second, that the polarity and amplitude of the trigger pulse are such as
to produce a transition under the
conditions existing in the circuit at
that instant.
The second requirement does not apply if the circuit is
-v
being used to scale down the trigger
FIG. 4.27.—Scale-af-two circuit triggered
through diodes.
frequency.
Often the trigger pulse is applied to a plate or grid through a small
condenser.
However, the coupling condenser, although small, does
load down the triggered element to some extent. Also, if the trigger
pulse is inferior in shape, any disturbances that follow the sharp leadiig
edge are coupled into the circuit and may either prevent normal triggering
or cause a reverse transition to occur before it is wanted.
Thus trigger
isolation is sometimes necessary.
Diodes are frequently used to provide isolation.
F@re 4“27 show?
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a scale-of-two circuit with a negative trigger pulse introduced to the two
plates through diodes.
The drop in the plate load resistor of the conducting tube provides a bias for one diode which prevents transmission
of the trigger pulse. Thus the trigger pulse is applied only to that grid
upon which it will have an effect, and a great improvement in the dependabilityy of the triggering results.
Figure 4,28 shows a flip-flop circuit with the trigger introduced
through a triode.
Here, V, is
biased beyond cutoff and conducts
only when a positive trigger pulse
is applied to its grid.
4.5. Clamping
Circuits.—
Clamping circuits are essentially
electronic
switches.
An ideal
4
Plus
clamp presents zero impedance
trig,in
when closed and infinite imped-v
-V
ante when open.
lhG.4.28.—Ilip-floptriggeredthroughtriode
The need for clamps arises in
inverter.
various situations.
For examde.
.,
some of the waveforms used in display circuits are simple functionslof time
which can be generated by networks if the voltages and currents of the
network have specified initial values.
Clamps may be used to hold
the network at the initial values. Opening the clamps then permits the
waveform to develop according to the characteristics of the circuit.
Clamps are also used to create a momentary connection between some
terminal of a circuit and a reference voltaze in order to establish the
Examples of this use are found in ordinary
voltage level of that terminal.
d-c restoration and in certain forms of carrier-demodulation systems.
Clamps may be classified as either two-way or one-way clamps.
These descriptive terms are defined by the following statements: A
one-way clamp will conduct in only one direction, and hence can bring
Terminal A to the potential of Terminal B only if A is always more
positive than B or if A is always more negative than B, depending on the
polarity with which the clamp is put between A and B. A two-way
clamp will conduct in either direction, and will restore the potential at
A to that at B whether A is positive or negative with respect to B.
One-way Clamps.—The following examples will be simplified by using
ground potential as the reference voltage.
The diode d-c restorer discussed in Sec. 4“1 may be regarded as a special form of clamp which is
opened or closed by the action of the voltage at the terminal to be
clamped.
Its use is limited to cases in which clamping is to occur at tlw
maximum or minimum of the voltage wave.
The general characteristics of clamping circuits will be dkcussed in
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connection with the simple triode clamp of Fig. 4.29,1 which acts as a
switch between the point A and ground.
In this circuit the clamp is
normally closed and a steady current flows through it to ground.
The
voltage drop across the clamp is determined by this current and the
effective resistance of the clamp.
Often the current is fixed by other considerations so that improvement
in the clamping can be achieved only by a reduction of the clamp resistance. Therefore the use of a tube type having a low effective resistance
is helpful.
Usually a tube with a low plate resistance also has a low
The use of several tubes in
effective resistance when used as a clamp.
parallel also improves the clamping action.
For a given tube the effective resistance will be reduced if more
Em
current is drawn through the grid circuit;
that is, if the grid is driven more positive.
The clamp
may be opened by
R,
Rz
applying a negative signal, usually a
rectangular wave, to the grid. Any
A
high-frequency components in the grid
—.
---’b;.’--~c,
C*
wave will be coupled to the plate circuit
f-&.:=\
by the interelectrode capacity and may
--._.k
be very objectionable.
This effect is
=
minimized by using a grid wave that has FIG. 4.29.—On&waytriode clamp
for positivesignal.
a slow leading edge and that is just large
enough to keep the clamp open. The amplitude required depends upon
the maximum voltage on the plate. If the gating signal provided is very
sharp, its high-frequency components can be kept from reaching the
grid by inserting the simple RC-network shown by the dotted components
of Fig. 4.29.
The triode of this circuit may be replaced by a pentode in order to
effect a further reduction in grid-to-plate coupling, although, in general,
triodes provide a lower clamp resistance. Not only is the ~nterelectrode
capacity of the pentode smaller, but the sharper cutoff characteristic
permits the use of a much smaller grid signai.
When the clamp closes, the circuit returns to the normal condition.
The speed with which it recovers is determined by the ability of the clamp
to discharge CZ rapidly.
Thus, a low-resistance clamp permits quicker
recovery.
If Cl is permitted to discharge appreciably while the clamp
is open, the grid will be overdriven when it closes, and a very low clamp
resistance will be produced during the time Cz is being discharged.
However, too much overdrive may be worse than too little because it can
1The circuit used for illustrativepurposesin this and the following figuresis a
simplesawtooth generator. which will be describedin Ssc. 4.6.
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cause the plate voltage to fall below the equilibrium value for a short
time.
F@me 430 shows the way the triode clamp may be used if Terminal
A is negative with respect to the reference voltage.
The grid signal must
now be much larger in order that the cathode excursion may not cause
current to flow through the tube. The recovery may be slightly more
Em
4

+
Fm. 4.30.—One-way triode clamp for negative signal.

FIO, 4.31.—One-waycathode-follower
diode

rapid in this case since the tube acts as a cathode follower, although the
plate voltage on the tube is too low for very good cathode-follower
operation.
The grid current also helps to discharge Cz.
The cathode follower and diode clamp of Fig. 431 closes when V,
cuts off, and may be opened by a positive signal applied to the grid of VI.
Both the recovery and the action of clamping of this circuit are adversely
affected by the presence of R 1 in series with the diode. Resistor R 1

+
+
R,
---

-iC

~

1

c,

~

R,

i Ne&
FIQ. 4,32.—One-way double-diode clamp.

v
] R2

l;’
-v
FIG.4,33.—One-way diode-cathode-follower
clamp.

++

can seldom be made as small as might be desired because the signal at A
can be no larger than the voltage developed across R 1 when the clamp
is opened.
Unless VI is to draw a very Klgh current, R, must thus be
fairly large. Nevertheless, this clamp is preferable for some applications
where the output signal is small since it will not cause an overshoot in
the wave at A.
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Figure 4.32 shows a two-diode clamp.
The clamp may be considered
to consist of V2, with V, acting as a d-c restorer that holds the cathode
of Vz at the reference level. The effective resistance of the clamp is
that of the two diodes in series. For the d-c restoration to be effective,
the current through RI must be greater
v
than that. through R2. Thus, R, maybe
~
+
fairly small. Since thepositivesignalthat
.._
R2
opens the clamp is applied across R], the
source impedance of the signal must be low
R,
A
with respect toR1.
If Terminal Ain Fig.
c,
4.32 is negative with respect to the 4 ~1
‘—
y
reference voltage, the circuit is simply
%
inverted as in Fig. 4.35 and no new coma
Ihc. 4.34.—Two-waydouble-triode
placations arise.
clamp.
The diode and cathode-follower clamp
of Fig. 4.33 is useful only if A is negative with respect to the reference
voltage.
The diode is a d-c restorer on the grid of the cathode follower.
The clamp is opened by a sufficiently large negative signal on the grid of
Vi to allow for the negative excursion of the cathode.
An advantage of
this
clamp
is
its
extremely r~pid
+
recovery since Cz is discharged
through the very low impedance
of the cathode follower.
However, the quiescent level of the
cathode of V2 will be higher than
the reference voltage unless suitable allowance is made in selecting
the return voltage of VI, and this
property is often a disadvantage.
Two-way Clamps .-The
twotriode clamp of Fig. 4.34 consists
of the two circuits of Fig. 4“29 and
Fig. 4.30 in combination.
The
voltage applied to Rz may be
either positive or negative.
When
the clamp closes, VI will conduct
if A is below ground and V, will
Fm. 4.35.—Tw&way four-diode clamp.
conduct if it is above ground.
The clamp is opened by a negative signal appfied to the grids: This
Also
signal must be fairly large since the cathode of VI may go negative.
the interelectrode coupling may be very bad with this circuit since the
capacities in the two tubes add.
The four-diode circuit of Fig. 4.35 contains the two-diode clamp of
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Fig. 4.32 plus the inverted version of the same circuit.
In the absence of
signals at Cl and Cz, the diodes conduct so that A is brought to the
voltage at the reference point B, which may be at ground or any other
potential.
Again the voltage V applied to Rs may be either positive or
negative with respect to B. The currents through R1 and Rz must each
be greater than that through Rs in order to close the restoring tubes VI
and Vs. The clamp is opened by simultaneous application of a negative
signal to Cl and a positive signal to Ct. Each signal must be at least as
large as the maximum excursion of A in the direction of that signal.
However, the large signal will not necessarily be coupled through the
clamp.
If the two gating signals are alike in shape, the signals coupled
through Vs and Vi,’ being equal and opposite, will cancel out.
-..
The use of ground as the reference
voltage produces an oversimplification in
A this discussion.
In general, this voltage
level will not be at ground, and the volt-age source will present an impedance that
3 .
must be included in the circuit in series
with the clamp.
Since this series imped+.
ance will impair the speed of recovery and,

9

Fm. 4.36.—Two-way transformer-coupled
double-triode
clamp.
every

effort

should

as part

of a resistance

the voltage

at which

divider,
clamping

be made to prQvide a source of reference

will affect
is effected,

voltage

which

has a low output impedance.
If it is impossible to reduce the output impedance of the source of
reference voltage, it becomes necessary to reduce ihe current drains on
the source to a minimum.
Reduction to zero of the current into the
clamped terminal may still leave a considerable drain on the reference
source in each of the circuits described above, by way of some channel,,
such as RI in Fig. 4.34, involved only in activating the clamps.
Figure
4.36 shows a variation of the double-triode clamu in which this extraneous
current has been eliminated.
The activating’ signals are transformercoupled to the grids, and each grid circuit is then a closed loop that takes
A common use
no current from the reference point or from Terminal A.
of this circuit in the demodulation of a sine-wave carrier is discussed in
Sec. 5.5.
A circuit with similar properties may also be derived from the fourdiode clamm
4.6. Sa&ooth-wave
Generators.-Any
voltage waveform that resembles Fig. 4.37 will be called a “sawtooth wave. ” That portion of the
wave in which the change of amplitude is roughly proportional to time
will be called the “rise” whether the change in voltage is positive or
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negative.
The flat portion is the “ quiescent” voltage and the portion
A waveform may
that follows the rise is the “return” or “flyback.”
cliffer considerably from Fig. 437 and still be called a sawtooth wave.
For example, the quiescent period may be of any length down to zero
and the return may occupy more
I
time than the rise.
Each of the sawtooth-wave generators to be considered here contains the basic components shown in
Fig. 4.38. There is a switch of
internal resistance R, (this switch
m
I
might be any of the clamping circuits
discussed in Sec. 4.5), a currenti.
controlling element, X, and a conFIQ.437.-Sawtooth waveform.
denser C.
When the switch is closed the condenser is short-circuited if the
switch resistance can be assumed to be negligibly small. At a time tO
the switch opens and current flows into the condenser.
The instantaneous voltage e at the output terminal is given by

(5)

Thus, the slope and linearity of the sawtooth wave depend entirely on the
size of the condenser and the current flowing into
it. If the current is constant the output voltage
will be exactly proportional to time. Thus, the
problem of producing a linear sawtooth wave is
x
simply that of obtaining a constant charging
current.
When the switch closes it not only diverts
Swit+h=’t
the charging current from the condenser, but
-LC
dkcharges the condenser.
During this interR~
val
the
current
will
be
large
and the switch
$T
1
resistance must be considered because it deter=
mines to a very great extent the return time of
Fm. 4.38.—Equivathe
circuit.
lent circuit of ourrentintegrationtype of 8awThe slope of the sawtooth wave can be changed
tooth wavegenerator.
in several obvious ways. Changing the size of the
condenser in discrete steps provides a coarse control.
Fine control
is usually obtained by adjustment of the charging current. The charging current is determined by the characteristics of the control element
and, in some cases, by the voltage applied to it. The possibility of
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voltage control is particularly useful for display circuits since many of
the data-transmission
systems provide position information in the
form of slowly varying voltages from which sawtooth waves of amplitude
proportional to the position voltage are to be formed.
In many applications of the sawtooth wave a waveform like that
shown in Fig. 4.39 is required.
This wave maybe regarded as the sum of
a sawtooth wave and a rectangular wave.
The rectangular component may be added to
the output signal of any of the circuits deA
scribed below by inserting a small resistor,
FIG. 4.39. —TrnPezoid
waveformconsistingof 8aw- known as the “step” resistor, in series with the
toothandstepwaves.
charging condenser.
While the switch is open
the current flowing into the condenser causes an IR-drop across the step
resistor. This drop appears at the output terminal and adds to the signal
produced by the charging of the condenser.
The simplest currenticontrolling element (X in Fig. 4.38) is a resistor
returned to a relatively high potential.
Since the charging current is
proportional to the voltage across the resistor, the sawtooth wave will
be exponential rather than linear. Any desired degree of linearity may
E,

~@”
signal

J-$

Em

‘--

E8

!?iT
-------

Eg2

Gating
signal

RI

+

FTW4.40.—Pentode-charging sawtoothwaveform generator.

~Eg,

FIG. 441.-”

Miller run-down”
waveform generator.

sawtooth-

be obtained by limiting the ratio of maximum sawtooth amplitude to
initial voltage across the resistor. A ratio of 1 to 10 will be small enough
for any sweep application, and larger ratios may sometimes be accepted.
If the available supply voltage is high enough to meet the linearity
requirement, thk form of sawtooth generator should be used because of
its simplicity and because its recovery time may be very short.
As long as the plate voltage of a pentode is &bove the knee of the
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characteristic curves, the plate current varies only slightly with changes
in plate voltage.
The variation is still less if the tube is biased by means
of an unbypassed cathode resistor. Thus, a pentode may be used as the
current-controlling element of a sawtooth-wave generator.
In this way
a sawtooth amplitude of perhaps 75 per cent of the supply voltage may be
obtained with acceptable linearity.
F@re 4.40 shows the pentode used to produce a negative sawtooth
wave.
Unfortunately the clamping tube is in the plate circuit so that a
floating heater supply may be required and the gating signal must be
large. If the pentode is used to generate a positive sawtooth wave a
floating screen supply returned to the cathode is required to keep the
current constant.
The “Miller run-down” circuit
Power
of Fig. 4.41 may be resolved into
amplifier
R
with
two familiar circuits.
A simple
$ =1
resistance-charging circuit ( Vl, Rz,
~
and C?) develops a small-amplitude
sawtooth wave at the grid of an
amplifier.
The amplifier is a highc
gain pentode with enough negative
R*
voltage feedback to insure linear
L
amplification
of the grid signal.
The element of strangeness in the
=
F1~. 4.42.—Generalized circuit of bootstrap
circuit arises from the dual function
sawtooth-wave generator.
of 6’2, which not only provides the
feedback but also ‘acts as the charging condenser.
This circuit requires very precise clamping because any error in
clamping is greatly amplified by the pentode.
The amplification of the
error is reduced if a triode is used but this change also reduces the linearity
of the output wave.
The linearity of the sawtooth wave produced by the resistance-charging method may be greatly improved by another scheme involving
positive feedback.
If, as in Fig. 4“42, the sawtooth wave is the input
signal for a noninverting power amplifier with a voltage gain of one, and
the output signal is applied to the supply end of the charging resistor, the
voltage across the resistor remains constant and the sawtooth wave is
linear. Circuits of this type are called “bootstrap”
sawtooth-wave
generators.
If the gain S of the amplifier is less than unity, the rise will be exponential rather than linear. The shape of the sawtooth wave may still be
determined by assuming an effective supply voltage equal to (1/1-S)E
and a correspondingly
increased charging resistor. A gain of 0.95
thus gives an effective supply voltage of 20E and the sawtooth wave
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will remain linear enough for use as a sweep voltage of amplitude of at
least 2E. This statement is not valid, however, if the amplifier saturates
in the process.
By making the gain greater than one, a sawtooth wave of increasing
This waveform is used in certain data-transslope may be obtained.
mission systems to compensate for low-frequency losses.
A cathode follower has all the characteristics required of the amplifier,
and, in addition, is economical.
Although its gain is always less than
one, it can be made to approach one very closely.
For example, a
medium-p triode may have a gain of 0.95, and a pentode such as a 6AC7
with screen bypassed to cathode may
E
have a gain of 0.995.
The principal disadvantage of the
cathode follower in this application
is the small
potential difference
between input and output levels.
It
is thus impossible to use direct connection throughout unless a battery
or a floating power supply is included
in the circuit to provide the proper
d-c relations.
AIthough this is sometimes justified for a laboratory circuit,
it is too inconvenient for field equip
ment.
More often a condenser is
used for the feedback channel with
FIG. 4.43.—Simplebootstrapcircuitwith the d-c component
of the charging
cathodefolioweras poweramplifier.
current supplied through another
channel.
Since the coupling condenser must be large enough to transmit
the sawtooth wave without appreciable distortion, it is difficult to insure
complete recovery of the circuit.
Figure 4.43 shows a common version of the bootstrap circuit, in which
the d-c component of charging current is supplied through the decoupling
resistor RI and the feedback signal through Cl. The charging condenser
is CZ, and Rz is the charging resistor. The slope of the rise is proportional
to the potential difference across Rz. While the switch is open Cl loses
through RI some charge that must be regained before the circuit returns
to a stable condition.
Since the time allowed for recovery is almost
always insufficient, the voltage across Rz will change until an equilibrium
condition is reached in which the charge lost equals the charge regained
in each cycle.
This equilibrium is affected both by the amplitude of the
sawtooth wave and its duty ratio, and therefore the slope is sensitive to
This form of the circuit cannot be used
variations in either quantity.
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where the response must be exact, unless theoperating conditions are all
constant or the duty ratio is very small.
Figure 4.44 shows another form of the circuit in which the d-c component of the charging current is supplied through a diode.
When the
switch is open, Cl loses charge only through R 1 since the diode is open
during this part of the cycle.
During the recovery period VI is conducting, holding one end of the condenser at the supply level while charge
flows back into Cl through Rz. By either reducing the value of RZ or
returning it to a negative potential, the recovery time can be shortened
Ex
t
F‘.2

Epp

*
FIc+.444-Bootstrap
circuit with diode re
charge path.

Fm. 4.45.—Variation of bootstrap circuit.

so that the slope is independent of amplitude and repetition rate for duty
ratios up to perhaps 75 per cent.
In the circuit of Fig. 4.45 the charging resistor RI is supplied directly
by the cathode follower V1. The signal is coupled to the grid of the
cathode follower through (7,. During the quiescent period V, holds the
grid of VI at the potential E., and since this voltage appears across RI,
it determines the slope of the sawtooth wave. Condenser Cl discharges
only through the resistor Rz, which may be made quite large. Thus, C,
can be much smaller in this circuit than in the preceding examples, and
the recharge problem is therefore less difficult.
If E, is supplied from a
low-impedance source the recovery can be made very rapid. A major
defect of this circuit is the initial high level of the cathode of VI. For a
given supply voltage, saturation of VI will occur at a smaller amplitude
of the sawtooth wave than in the preceding circuits.
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If any of these three circuits is used to generate a sawtooth wave
proportional to a variable control voltage, trouble will be encountered if
the variation of the control voltage is at all rapid. The recharge mechanism may be unable to establish the proper charge in the coupling
condenser in the time allowed.
Although nothing much can be done to
improve the performance of the circuit of Fig. 4.43, substitution of twoway clamping circuits for the diodes and switches of the circuits of Figs.
4.44 and 4.45 will greatly increase their ability to follow rapid changes.
Some applications of sawtooth waves for the determination of a time
interval demand very high linearity of the sawtooth signal. This
linearity can be obtained with a boot17pp
strap circuit by means of a more
)
expensive amplifier than the cathode
follower, or by adding to the sawtooth wave a correction term that
compensates for the imperfections of
the circuit.
Adding a correction
Gating
term that is proportional to the
signal
integral of the sawtooth voltage will
compensate not only for an amplifier
gain of less than unity, but also for
loss of charge by the bootstrap coupling condenser.
Figure 7.17 shows
a method of introducing this correction term, which is generated by R4
and CG. The diode across R4 is
required to insure proper initial
conditions.
Although the presence of a cathode follower in each of these bootstrap
FIG, 4.46.—Common charging con- circuits seems to provide an excellent
denserforpositiveandnegativesawtooth
output terminal for the sawtooth
waves.
wave, it must be remembered that
the cathode wave may lag slightly behind the grid wave if the rise of the
sawtooth wave is sufficiently rapid. The result appears as a delay at the
start of the cathode wave.
If a fast start is required, the output waveform must be taken directly from the charging condenser.
In many applications a push-pull sawtooth wave is required.
When
conditions permit the use of a simple generator and duplication is not too
expensive, the push-pull signal may be obtained by independent generaSome simplification of the switching
tion of positive and negative waves.
problem may be achieved by using a single charging condenser for generating both signals, as is illustrated in Fig. 4.46.
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Alternatively, a single-ended signal of small amplitude might be
produced and applied to the input terminal of a phase-splitting amplifier.
circuit of Fig. 4.47 is widely used for this
The ‘‘ floating-paraphase”
purpose and is satisfactory for all but the most steeply rising waves.
Another common phase splitter, which has the load resistor divided
between the plate and cathode circuits, is particularly applicable to the
bootstrap circuit.
If the supply levels and signal amplitudes are appropriate, a resistor equal to the cathode resistor may be inserted as a plate
load of the cathode follower (in Fig. 4.43 or Fig. 4.44) without material

t
-u->
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-

o

I

+
Egl
FIG. 4.47.—Floating-paraphaae
splitter.

phase

Fxc+. 4.48.—Sawtooth

illverter ~ :.h

feedback.

effect on the cathode signal. The push-pull output signal is then taken
from the plate and cathode of this tube.
A third method first generates a single-ended signal of large enough
amplitude to serve as one of the output signals. The other signal is
derived from the first, which is attenuated and applied to the input terminal of an inverting amplifier.
The amplifier used here must have a very
linear response which is most easily obtained by means of negative voltage
feedback.
Figure 4.48 shows an example in which the feedback channel
is part of the attenuating network.
4.7. Automatic-shutoff
Circuits.-Some
displays require a sawtooth
wave of constant amplitude which has a number of different slopes to be
selected by means of a switch.
This waveform may be obtained by
combining a rectangular-wave generator and a sawtooth generator as
shown in Fig. 4.49. The switch that selects the constants for the sawtooth circuit must also select appropriate time-constant components for
the rectangular-wave generator so that its output wave will terminate
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just as the sawtooth wave reaches the required amplitude.
Several
close-tolerance components and probably a few trimming resistors are
therefore required.
Crosstalk difficulties are also increased by the
sharp-edged waves carried by the switch leads.
If the display requires that the slope of the sawtooth wave vary
continuously between certain limits, new complications arise. Although
it is very easy to vary both the slope of the sawtooth wave and the time
constant of the rectangular-wave
~tiwth A
generator by means of potentiometers, it is far from simple to
design a single control coupling
these two potentiometers so as to
maintain the required relationship
‘w
switch
between slope and time constant.
FIG. 4.49.—Combinationof rectmgularA better method of terminating
waveand sawtoothgenerators.
the sawtooth wave is to employ an
“automatic shut off )‘ circuit in which the sawtooth wave, or some portion
of it, is applied to the input terminal of the shutoff circuit (see Fig. 4.50).
When the sawtooth signal reaches the required amplitude, the shutoff
circuit causes a transition of the rectangular-wave
generator.
The
rectangular wave then closes the switch tube and causes the sawtooth
wave to return to the quiescent level.
For the sake of brevity in the following discussion the two conditions
of the rectangular-wave generator will be called ‘‘ A‘’ and ‘‘ B‘’.
The
circuit is in Condition B while the
sawtooth wave develops, and it is
Rectang
in Condition A during the return T~lgg~~
Sawtooth
~
darwave—
.generatQr
time and the quiescent period.
generator
Its use in an automatic-shutoff
~
1circuit places the following special
requirements on the rectangularI W“,.’,
m
wave generator:
signal
1:],;. 4.50.—A1ternative
combinationpmvid1. In Condition A itshould be
ing automaticshutoff.
stable so that its operation
is not too dependent on repetition frequency.
2. The transition to Condition B should be followed by a rapid
recovery to a state that permits the circuit to respond to the
shutoff signal. Once this state is attained no major change should
take place for a time longer than the duration of the longest
sawtooth wave required.
3. The circuit mtist eventually return to Condition A even though the
shutoff signal should fail to arrive. This requirement is partic-
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ularly important if a condenser coupling exists anywhere in the
loop.
In the transient conditions associated with turning on the
power, the rectangular-wave generator may be forced into Condition B with the coupling condenser so charged that no shutoff signal
will be generated.
The return provision gives assurance that the
circuit will not stall.
The “scale-of-two”
circuit (Fig. 4.24) meets these requirements very
Howwell except for the one requiring eventual return to Condition A.
ever, it is only necessary to apply the initiating trigger to both tubes of
Then, if the circuit should stall in
the circuit to remedy this defect.
Condition B, the first input trigger
to arrive sends it back to Condition A where it remains until the
next trigger starts it off correctly.
Thus only one cycle of operation
W“ffig,,
is lost.
The flip-flop circuit is imperfect for use in an automatic-shutoff
circuit in that conditions do not
remain constant during the time it
is in Condition l?. Figure 4.51a
shows the waveform on the grid of
Gridof ~ of fig.4.52
VI of Fig. 4.23.
Initially the grid
FIG. 4,51.—Grid waves of various fiip-flop
is driven far negative, and then it
circuits.
moves slowly positive.
At t’only
a very large signal on this grid will cause a transition, but at t“ a
small signal is sufficient.
Some improvement results from applying
only a portion of the plate signal to this grid and making the
grid time constant very long. The result is the wave shown in Fig.
4.51b. Here the signals required at t’and i“ are nearly equal, but the
loop gain has been reduced by the reduction ratio of the plate signal.
A superior circuit, which produces the grid waveform of Fig. 4.51c, may
be obtained by connecting a diode to the grid as shown in Fig. 4.52.
Although the entire plate signal is applied to the grid, its negative
excursion is stopped by the diode at a level slightly below the cutoff level
for V1. The grid time constant is made very long so that the grid of VI
will remain essential y at the diode level until the shutoff signal arrives.
The response of the circuit to the shutoff signal is both excellent and
uniform.
Since the grid voltage is limited in one direction by grid
current in VI and in the other direction by diode current in V2, RI is
not necessary to the operation of the circuit.
It is included simply to
insure eventual return to Condition A.
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The multivibrator circuit needs the same refinement as the flip-flop
In addition, its ability to operate without an input trigger rules
circuit.
it out for some applications.
The numerous devices that have been used to generate the shutoff
signal fall into two classes. The first class involves the formation of a
shutoff trigger that is applied to the rectangular-wave generator in the
normal fashion.
The second requires the introduction of a disturbance
This disturbance increases steadinto the rectangular-wave generator.
ily until a point of instabilityy is
reached and a transition occurs.
Some of the many circuits
capable of forming a trigger pulse
from a sawtooth wave have been
discussed in earlier sections.
For
example,
a blocking oscillator
normally biased beyond cutoff
may be used, provided that the
sawtooth wave has a slope greater
than the minimum value required
to activate the blocking oscillator.
Also a flopover circuit (Fig. 4.25)
might be used with the sawtooth
wave applied to the controlling
grid. The output will be a rectangular wave
from which a
trigger pulse may be obtained by
differentiation.
The second method requires
FIQ. 452.-Improved
flip-flop circuit for use more detailed treatment since no
with automatic shutoff.
satisfactory circuits have yet been
discussed.
The specific problem is assumed to be the attainment of a
transition of the flip-flop circuit of Fig. 4.52 without generating a trigger
to do this.
It must be remembered that V, is biased beyond cutoff, and that V,
is at zero bias while the sawtooth voltage is developing.
Thus the transition condition may be reached by causing positive movement of the grid of
VI or negative movement of the grid of Vj.
Because of the cross coupling
both ways, equivalent effects are produced by driving the plate of VI
negative, or the plate of Vz positive.
A transition can be produced by
The
applying an appropriate signal to any one of these four points.
means of application must not inhibit the transition; that is, if the grid
of V, is forced positive by a slow signal, it must be free to move upward
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much more rapidly once the transition starts. The coupling must also
not interfere with the initial transition from Condition A to Condition B.
Figure 4.53 shows a number of one-tube circuits, any one of which
might be added to Fig. 4“52 as indicated with satisfactory results. In
each case the added tube is biased so that it does not conduct until the
sawtooth wave reaches a certain critical amplitude.
The diode circuits place some load on the source of the signal and so
cannot always be used. The pentode is very useful if the amplitude of
the signal is small since the pentode
+V
can be operated with high gain and
+
sharp cutoff.
Any of these circuits causes some
disturbance
at the electrode to
which it is coupled (and perhaps
elsewhere), prior to the transition.
or plate V3
If this electrode provides an output
+V
signal, the preliminary disturbance
may cause undesirable effects in the
associated circuit.
Thus it is preferable to take output signals, particularly the one that operates the
clamping circuit, from points in the
.*
*
circuit which are not affected until
FIG.
4.53.—Various
circuits
for introthe transition takes place. If the
ducing shutoff signal to flip-flop circuit of
clamping tube starts to conduct
Fig. 452.
before the transition takes place,
increase of the sawtooth voltage will stop and the transition may not
occur.
If the sawtooth signal must be directly coupled to the shutoff circuit,
some adjustment of the supply levels of the various circuits will be
required.
The use of a resistance divider, such as that from the plate
of VI to the grid of Vs in Fig. 4.52, may be helpful, but care must be
taken that the frequency response of the divider be uniform to avoid
variation in the amplitude of the sawtooth wave. In most cases the
voltage levels can be dealt with by coupling the sawtooth wave in through
a condenser and d-c restoring it to an appropriate level.
Occasionally, in a particular set of circumstances, a very simple
feedback connection will provide automatic shutoff.
Figure 4.54 shows
an example of this sort. The operation becomes obvious once the conditions on the voltage at the point X are stated.
During the quiescent
period of the sawtooth wave, this potential must be low enough to allow
the scale-of-two circuit to operate in a normal fashion.
When the

g-$
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initiating trigger pulsel arrives, VI is cut off and its grid settles down to
its stable level. The sawtooth voltage then develops and causes an
increase in the voltage at X.
The signal at X must be great enough
eventually to push the grid of VI into the conducting region, and thus
The high-frequency
cause the circuit to return to the initial condition.
coupling from the cathode of V4 to the grid of VI is very poor so that the
amplitude of the sawtooth wave will not be independent of slope.
Th&e are various special circuits that perform the same function
as the automatic-shutoff circuit, but which have the sawtooth generator
and the rectangular-wave generator so interlocked that it is very difficult
+V

k

slops

Trigger

1(

II

~
.
Scale-of two circuit

Shuttoff
signal

Bootstrap
circuit

a,

i
-v

Fm. 4.54.-Automatic

shutoff circuit using scale-of-two and bootstrap circuits.

to make any general statements about them.
One group of these
circuits makes use of the fact that the derivative of a sawtooth wave is a
rectangular wave. An input trigger pulse opens a switch tube momentarily and permits the sawtooth wave to start. The derivative of the
sawtooth wave is then coupled back to the switch tube in such a way as
to ~hold it open as long as the sawtooth voltage continues to increase.
When the rise of the sawtooth wave is stopped, either by saturation of
some tube or by conduction in a diode added for the purpose, the derivative becomes zero and the switch tube closes.
A type used more often, which is particularly suited to the generation
of a high-duty-ratio
sawtooth wave, uses a gas-filled tube as a selfactivated switch.
Such a tube does not conduct until the potential
across it reaches a critical level called the “striking potential.”
At this
point, a gaseous discharge starts in the tube and continues until either
1Note that the iaput triggeris also coupledto the grid of VI to insureproper starting of the circuit.
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theplate-to-cathode
potential becomes negative, or the current through
the tube is reduced below a critical level that quenches the discharge.
During the discharge the internal impedance of the tube is very low, 1
and any capacity that may be across the tube can therefore be very
rapidly discharged.
A small series resistor must always be used with
the tube to prevent damage due to excessive discharge current.
Although a simple neon tube can be used as a switch tube, it is more
common to use a tetrode type which has a control grid that determines
the striking potential.
The presence of ions of both signs in the discharge
means that the grid will draw a large current regardless of the potential
to which it is returned unless a
Plate
large series resistance is used to
iv
reaches striking
limit thk current.
potential
If the high duty ratios of which
the gas tube is capable are to be -v
realized, the associated sawtooth
generator must be one that has a
Current drops
to quench level
Thus, some
short recovery time.
--of the bootstrap circuits are not
appropriate,
Figure 4.55 sheik
the gas-filled tube as used with a
resistance charging circuit.
The
output waveform is shown in the
+
accompanying sketch. The maxiFIG. 4.55.—Gaa-Sfledtube sawtooth genermum slope of the sawtooth wave
ator.
in this and similar circuits is
determined by the deionization time of the tube. If the plate rises too
rapidly, the discharge will be reestablished before the striking level is
reached because of the presence of residual ions from the preceding
discharge.
The output wave may be synchronized at frequencies higher than
the free-running frequency by introducing pulses on either the grid or
If the plate voltage is near the striking potential, a small
cathode.
change in bias will initiate the dk.chmge.
4.8 Video AmplMers.-The
term “video amplifier,” which originated
in television work, has been exhnded to cover any device that is designed
to amplify signals of transient character and to preserve their waveforms
with reasonable fidelity.
In addition to the usual amplifier requirements
a relatively large pass band with a fairly constant time delay for all
frequencies within the band is desired.

d

MA’t;-.

~If the gas-filledtube is representedby a switch, the additional circuit elements
requireclare a battery of about 10 volts output and a seriesresistanceof Iessthan
100ohms.
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Nature of the Video Signul.-The
individual signals obtained at the
detector stage in a radar receiver have a width dependent on the radarmodulator pulse length (a typical value is 1 psec) and amplitudes dependent on the strengths of the individual target echoes. A nearby target
gives such a strong echo that some stage in the video amplifier following
the detector is likely to reach saturation, whereas many distant and small
targets give echoes so small that their signal amplitudes are less than that
of the “noise” generated in the receiver.
When such signals are displayed on an A-scope,’ they appear as in
Fig. 13b, where the strong signals have reached a limiting value and a
number of weak signals barely are visible in the noise. For detection on
the A-scope of the weakest possible signal, the receiver gain may be
increased until the noise peaks are about 0.5 mm high. Greater amplitude than this possibly may make observation less tiring, but will reveal
no additional signals. It is more or less immaterial whether strong
signals are limited, provided that the limiting does not paralyze the
video amplifier after reception of a strong signal.
In an intensity-modulated
display’ such as the PPI or the B-scope,
the signal intensity controls the cathode-ray-tube beam current.
If the
receiver gain is adjusted so that weak signals and noise “specks” are just
visible on the tube face, then strong signals will be so large that the
grid-cathode voltage in the CRT will be driven above zero bias, It is
impossible to maintain beam-focusing over such a wide range of signal
level. In addition to this difficulty, excessively bright areas in the display interfere greatly with the perception of weak signals. Hence
signal-limiting can be used to advantage in these displays.
Extensive
measurements show that the greatest amount of information can be
obtained from the intensity-modulated
display if the limiting value is
set at about two or three times the average noise peak amplitude and if
the cathode-grid bias is set so that, without video signals, the sweep is
just visible on the tube face. The video gain is adjusted to give a
reasonable brightness at which limited signals do not cause defocusing
of the beam.
Under these conditions, noise shows as a general speckled
background,
but because of the nonlinear grid-bias–beam-current
characteristic of the cathode ray tube (Fig. 2.27), signals slightly greater
I Time, or range, is plotted horizontallyand signal amplitude vertically, with a
cathode-ray-tubebeam of constant intensity.
~The positionof the cathode-ray-tubebeam is synchronizedso as to representthe
positionin spaceof the transmittal radarpulse,(actuallyhalf the distanceto the pulse,
to allow for echo returntime) an,l the presenceof a t:irgc.tat any given point is indicated by using the signal from the target to increasethe cathode-ray-bcarncurrent
from a nominal zero value.
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than noise areprcfercntially
amplified, and because of the superproportional response of the phosphorl to repeated signals, real signals give
brighter response than random noise ffllctuations.
Linearity of the’video amplifier is requirecl in very few display systems, and then only if it is desired to measure signal strength on a deflecHence for most of the circuits shown in this
tion-modulated display.
section and in Appendix E, no attempt has been made to produce an
output voltage proportional to the input voltage.
Frequency-response
Characteristics.-ln
order that the output signal
may rise to full amplitude in the duration of the input signal, it is required
that the minimum bandwidth be 1/T Me/see, where T i.tsec is the width
of the input pulse. Another consideration in the determination of
bandwidth is that the spread of the pulse along the time base imposes a
limitation on the resolution of adjacent pulses, which would seem to call
for very wide bandwidth in the amplifier since the pulses may occur very
close together.
However, two spots on the cathode-ray tube whose
center-to-center distance is less than the spot diameter will overlap and
at some point will become indistinguishable.
This factor also limits the
resolution and determines a value of amplifier bandwidth beyond which
This upper limit for a display using a
no gain in resolution is realized.
time-base sweep is given by
Bandwidth in Me/see

= ~,

where S is the spot size in cm and L is the spot displacement in cm
For any display system, two or three times the
taking place in t ~sec.
larger of these two values of bandwidth should be used as a basis for
design of the video amplifier.
Unfortunately the mathematical and computing tools now available
require that many of the problems of the multistage amplifier be handled
from a steady-state viewpoint to determine the characteristics of the
complete amplifier.
The result may then be used to predict in a qualitative way the transient behavior of the device.
For a brief summary of the methods and results of steady-state
analysis, consider the resistance-coupled pentode amplifier stage shown
in Fig. 4.56. Over a limited range of frequencies it is permissible to
assume the impedance of all bypass and coupling condensers to be zero
In this region
and that of all shunt capacities to ground to be infinite.
the gain of the amplifier, called the midfrequency gain, is $k = g~RL.
At higher frequencies the impedance of the shunt capacities in parallel
The hlghwith RL causes the gain to drop off as frequency increases.
JThe CRT screenis usuallylong persistent,P-7 OT P-14.

%
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frequency limit of the amplifier is arbitrarily defined as the frequency,
j,, for which the voltage gain drops to 0.707s~.
This value corresponds to a reduction in power gain of 50 per cent or 3 db from the midfrequency value.
Very often j~ is called the “bandwidth”
of the
amplifier.
At lower frequencies the cathode and screen bypass condensers have
appreciable impedance, which has a degenerative effect on the amplifier
gain. Also, because of the impedance of the coupling condenser, the
signal applied to the next stage is less than that appearing at the plate of
the amplifier.
These various effects together cause a reduction in gain

%

,
o
,—
=CC*

FIG.

4.56.—Resistance-coupled

,
Ck sc

pentode amplifier
impedance of tube.

titage. RI, << R.;

RL <<

plate

The low-frequency limit of the amplifier
with decreasing frequency.
is similarly defined as the frequency, jl, for which the voltage gain
reduces to 0.707s~.
The frequency range between ft and fh is called the “pass band” of
the amplifier and is one of the important quantities that determine the
transient response of the amplifier.
Good transient response often
requires a pass band that extends from about a hundred cycles per second
to several megacycles per second.
The phase-shift characteristic of the amplifier is the second important
factor in transient response.
Over a region of constant gain the angular
phase shift in a resistance-coupled amplifier is proportional to frequency.
There is, therefore, equal time delay for all input frequencies
within the band.
For frequencies in the end 1egions where the gain
is changing rapidly, the phase shift is not proportional to frequency
and the time delay is not constant.
The output signal may therefore
be distorted.
The subsequent dkcussion of the method of improving the transient
response of a circuit will be simplified by stating the definition of some
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terms that measure the quality of the transient response. Figure 4.57
shows first a step function that is applied to the input terminal of a video
amplifier.
The following figures show output waves that might result.
For each the time scale has been selected to emphasize the characteristic
illustrated by the figure.

\

1. Rise Time.
To avoid the ambiguity of deciding just when a wave
starts to rise and when it stops rising, the rise time is taken to be
the time in which the signal
rises from 10 per cent to 90 per
cent of its final amplitude.
Over this range the slope is
usually steep enough to permit
reasonably accurate measurements.
For the amplifier of
Fig. 456 the rise time is related
to fh by the equation
Rise time

_ 0.35
j,

‘

(6)

Equation
(6) holds approximately
for any
resistancecoupled amplifier.
2. Delay.
This term needs no
definition.
Delay does little
—,
harm, except that it must be
+:
~
Time for 10% droop
taken into account if time relaFIG. 4.57.—Terms defining transient
tionships are important.
Its
response of a video amplifier.
magnitude is determined by the
slope of the phase-shift–frequency curve of the amplifier.
This quantity is a measure of the maximum amount
3. Overshoot.
by which the output signal momentarily exceeds its nominal
amplitude.
It is usually stated as a percentage of the nominal
amplitude.
Overshoot is related to nonlinearity of the phaseThe simple amplifier of Fig.
shift-frequency
characteristic.
4.56 will not produce overshoot.
The droop is a measure of the failure of a circuit to
4. Droop.
maintain the flatness of the top of an input, signal. It corresponds
to inadequate low-frequency
gain. A common
specification
restricts the droop to a maximum value of 10 per cent of the
nominal signal amplitude.
In this case the quality of the amplifier may be imiicated by the time required for the droop to reach
this value.
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The steady-state response of an amplifier can be improved by certain
modifications of the basic circuit of Fig. 4“56. The success of any alteration should be judged in the light of its effect on rise time, overshoot,
or droop.
hw-jrequen~
Eesponse.—There
are several ways of extending the
Each one amounts to an increase,
pass band to lower frequencies.
either actual or effective, in the time constant of a bypass or coupling
circuit, that serves to reduce the droop caused by that circuit.
The
obvious approach would be that of simply increasing C~, C,, and C, until
However, more practical means are
the droop is as small as need be.
available in each case.
EPP
The eflect of C~might be eliminated by removing it completely.
This step results in a reduced
Rn
value of S. but is sometimes
I
worth while. Also it is possible to
ground the cathode and to supply
grid bias from a negative supply.
This change introduces a greater
dependence
of gain on tube
characteristics than was present,
because self-bias tends to minimize
the dependence of gain on tube
characteristics,
*—
The simple approach may be
&
I
very
successful when applied to C.
FIG. 4.58.—Plate decoupling used to
compensatefor droop produced by CUR.. because the effective resistance
RD << Rg; RL << R~; CLIRO = C,R”.
across it is usually large enough
to give a sufficiently long time constant with practical values of C,. For
extreme cases the screen might be returned directly t oa regulated-supplyvoltage source, or its voltage might be stabilized by a voltage-regulator
tube.
The time constant C@, could be eliminated by means of direct
coupling using a resistance divider between the plate and some negative
voltage, but the amplifier then becomes extremely sensitive to bias voltage. Direct coupling is to be avoided unless flat response down to zero
frequency must be provided,
If R, has been made as large as the tube
specifications will permit, a larger value of Cti is required to increase the
grid time constant.
The maximum value of C, is determined by the shunt
capacity associated wit h large condensers, which will limit the highfrequency response of the amplifier.
Up to perhaps 0.01 ~f the increase
in shunt capacity is not serious because this and smaller values are
available in the form of ‘‘ postage-st amp” mica condensers.

-.
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A larger effective grid time constant is obtained by adding the decouIf
pling elements shown in Fig. 458 to the plate circuit of the amplifier.
CD .

RsR~
R.

+ R.

= C.RO,

(7)

the steady-state response is equivalent to that provided by a grid time
constant of C~R~. A slightly better transient response is obtained by
making
C~RL = CORU.

(8)

If R. >> R. the two conditions are equivalent.
This form of compensation functions by providing a plate signal that increases in amplitude for
some time after the initial step at a
E PP
rate that precisely cancels the droop
due to the grid time constant.
t
Should the grid of the next stage be
R~
d-c restored, the cancellation proEg2
vided depends upon duty ratio and
A
this dependence leads to uncertain
--operation.
1 ----The plate-decoupling
elements
—
— Ct
are sometimes used to compensate
for droop due to cathode or screen
R,
effects although this use is perhaps
less satisfactory.
Since the conditions for compensation depend upon
‘I
‘
EQ1
~
=
certain tube parameters, the effecFIG.
4.59,—Effective
amplifier circuit at
tiveness of the compensation may
high frequencies.
change when tubes are replaced.
NTO
such effect arises when plate decoupling is used to compensate for grid
time constant.
High- frequ&ncy Response. -Improvement
of the high-frequency
Figure 4.59 is a diagram
response involves very difYerent considerations.
of the same pentode amplifier with all the low-frequency
elements
deleted since they have little effect in this discussion.
The high-frequency response is limited by the various shunt capacities in the plate
These capacities are represented by C,, which consists of the
circuit.
output capacity of the amplifier, the input capacity of the next stage,
By careful construction the
socket capacities, and wiring capacities.
wiring capacities can be reduced to a very small value that may be
If the next stage uses the
considered constant for any simple amplifier.
same type of tube, then Cc can be considered as a parameter of the tube
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type equal to input capacity plus output capacity plus about 10 p~fl
to allow for sockets and wiring.
For an amplifier with resistance load jh is the frequency for which
the impedance of the shunt capacity equals the load resistance.
That is,
(9)
Since Sm = g~RL this equation can be written
Smjh

=

&,

(lo)

-K,

with K, in this case, equal to one.
Equation (10) shows that the product of bandwidth and midfrequency
gain is a constant for any given type of tube and maybe considered to be
It has the dimensions of
a figure of merit for tubes used in this way.
frequency and is equal to the value of j~ obtained by making the midfrequency gain of the stage unity.
Table 4.1 lists the figure of merit for
TARLE 4. 1.—FIGURE OF MERIT OF PENTODESCOMMONLY
USEDINVIDEOAMPLIFIERS

Tube type

at

6AC7
6AG7
6AK5
6AG5

(Me/see)
57.3
58.3
66.2
56,9

These values represent excellent
several commonly used tube types.
amplifier construction and will be very difficult to realize in practice.
Higher gain-bandwidth products may be obtained with other methods
of coupling.
The constant K in Eq. (10) is a factor of relati~ e quality
for various coupling networks and, as stated, its value is unity f or simple
resistance coupling.
Increasing the value of K requires the plate impedance of the amplifier to diminish less rapidly as frequency increases.
This requirement can be met by means of shunt peaking, which consists
of inserting a small inductance in series with RL, as in Fig. 4.60. Then
for higher frequencies as the reactance of the shunt capacity decreases,
the total impedance of the R-L branch increases, tending to reduce the
variation of total plate impedance.
If
L = mCtR~J
(11)
then m is a parameter that determines the performance of the circuit.
Critical damping of the plate circuit corresponds to m = 0.25. This is
the largest value of m for which the transient response will have no
1For miniaturetube types this figureis about 6 wf.
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overshoot.
For this case K = 1.41. For m = 0.4 the value of K is
1.70 and the overshoot is only 2.5 per cent. This value is not objectionable in a single stage, but the cumulative effect of several stages with
this value of peaking may be troublesome.
Many types of two- and four-terminal network have been used to
provide high-frequency compensation. 1 However, the improved performance with a more complex network must be balanced against the fact
that components must be held to somewhat closer tolerances and malfunction is more difficult to correct.
If Sm is not changed as the value of K is increased, the rise time is
reduced in inverse proportion to the factor by which K is increased.
Another, and very simple, form of high~w
frequency compensation is available if the
cathode bias resistor is not bypassed.
The
t
addition of a very small condenser Cicacross
Rk tends to increase the gain of the stage
at higher frequencies and partially to
counteract the effects of lower plate impedance. No overshoot will be produced if
ChRk = G,RL.

(12)

When a video amplifier contains several
C*
stages of the type described above, the over‘-all performance is inferior to that obtained
1=
with a single stage since the total gain is the
FIG.4.60.—Shuntpeaking.
product of the gains for each stage. The
over-all characteristics of the amplifier may be computed by combining
the individual stage-gain-frequency
curves, but in special cases the
over-all characteristics may be determined more easily. For example,
if the droop in each stage is small (approximately 1 per cent for the
longest pulse transmitted), then the over-all droop is very nearly equal
to the sum of the individual values, provided that the total does not
exceed 10 per cent. At high frequencies the over-all gain-bandwidth
product for n identical shunt-peaked stages (up to n = 10) may be
determined from Table 4.2 which lists an effective K for stages having
m = O (that is, no peaking), m = 0.25, and m = 0.4. The over-all
gain-bandwidth product is then equal to the nth power of the product
of the figure of merit and the appropriate effective K.
Thus far only one type of video amplifier stage, which is intended to
provide a certain voltage gain and pass band when working into the
relatively high impedance of another grid circuit, has been considered.
1See Fig. 1-26of Vol. 18of the RadiationLaboratorySeries.
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A complete video amplifier ordinarily consists of one or more stages of
this sort followed by an output stage. In most cases the output stage
drives a much lower impedance and so is designed differently.
TAFJI,E4.2.—EQUIVALENTK FOR n SHUNJIUPEAKED
STAGES

Value of m (peakingparameter)
Number of stages
o

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
0.64
0.51
0.44
0.39
0,35
0.32
0.30
0.28
0.27

0.25
1.41
0.94
0.76
0.64
0.57
0.52
0.48
0.45
0.42
0.40

0.4
1.70
1.30
1.13
1.03
0.95
0.89
0.84
0.80
0.76
0.74

Video Output Ampli@rs.—Often
the video signal
must be transmitted
.
over a considerable distance.
To eliminate reflections a concentric line
terminated in its characteristic impedance is used. The output stage
must be capable of generating a signal of the required amplitude across
this impedance, which may be approximately 50 or 100 ohms. The prime
requisite of the tube in this case is its ability to deliver high peak currents.
Capacity is of less importance here because the load resistance is small.
Although a power amplifier to drive a cable can be designed with the
load in the plate circuit, it is generally better to use a cathode follower
because (1) its output impedance is low and therefore can be matched
with the load impedance; and (2) a high d-c potential is not applied to
the cable.
Most video signals are unidirectional (that is, the signal
consists of a temporary departure in a given direction from a fixed base
voltage) and have a duty ratio somewhat less than 50 per cent. For
transmitting a positive-going signal average power may be reduced by
use of a cathode follower.
If the signal is transmitted at large amplitude the peak current
required may necessitate the use of several driver tubes in parallel.
Therefore it is economical to transmit video signals at low levell and
to provide additional amplification at the receiving end of the line.
A second form of output stage is needed to apply video signals to a
cathode-ray tube. An output signal of 30 to 100 volts in amplitude may
1Designersof radar equipmenthave recentlyattemptedto standardizeon 2-volt
positive video voltage for transmission over lines.
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be required, but the voltage gain is not very important since preceding
stages can compensate for any lack of gain in the output stage. One
type of output stage, which should be umcl ~vhenever possible, has the
load in the plate circuit very close to the cathode-ray tube so that the
total capacity on the output terminal is little greater than that on
the plate of an intermediate stage in the amplifier.. The general design
considerations are then the same as those stated for the intermediate
stage except for the greater signal amplitude.
Actually the transition
from one type to the other is very gradual in this case and it may well be
that the last two or even three stages of a particular amplifier should
be considered as large-amplitude stages.
The maximum plate signal E- that can be produced in the midfrequency region with a given amplifier is Em = AI.R~, where AI is the
maximum change in plate current that can be produced under the existing
operating conditions.
Substitllting this relation into Eq. (9), which
defines fh for this case also, gives
(13)
The product E~j*, denoted by h’,, can be used as the figure of merit for
large-amplitude stages. The value of K, depends not only on the tube
type, but also on the conditions of operation since AI may have many
values according to the bias of the stage. However, there are three
values of AI that cover most situations.
1. If the video signal is unidirectional and the output signal is negative,
the initial bias may be nearly at cutoff.
Then AZ is the maximum
peak current allowed by the duty ratio of the video signal.
2. If the video signal is unidirectional and the output signal is positive,
the tube will be conducting in the absence of signal. Then Al
equals the maximum continuous current the tube can conduct.
3. If the output signal has equal amplitudes in both directions, AI
lies between one-half and one times the maximum continuous
current.
Table 4.3 shows the values of K1 for common tube types operating
under Condition 2, which involves the fewest assumptions on the nature
of the video signal. For these calculations the total capacity was
assumed to be 30 p~f larger than the output capacity of the tube.
Clearly Condition 1 provides the maximum value of AI and hence of
K1.
On this basis it is highly profitable to apply unidirectional video
signals to the cathode-ray tube as negative signals. To obtain optimum
results an accurate bias in the region of cutoff must be provided for the
output stage and the bias level must not shift with change in duty ratio
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or signal amplitude.
Thus it is often necessary to provide d-c restoration
for the grid of the output stage.
Similarly the d-c level of the signal applied to the cathode-ray tube is
likely to be critical.
If it is not possible to couple the cathode-ray tube
directly to the plate of the output stage, d-c restoration at the cathoderay tube is advisable and the additional stray capacity of the restorer
must be included in the design calculations.
For this particular situation the addition of a cathode follower
between output stage and cathode-ray tube would have little, if any,
E PP
r

RL

q

Cg
——RI

V2
-—-.—
--—

R2
‘k

Rg

‘i
1
=
=
=
FIG. 4.61.—Gain controlled by screen voltage.

advantage since the output stage would still drive about the same total
capacity and would be required to supply a somewhat larger signal.
However, there are other situations in which the output stage is not,
adjacent to the cathode-ray tube and the stray capacity is large with
respect to the output capacity of the amplifier.
Insertion of a cathode
follower to drive the stray capacity may then be advantageous.
For
this case it seems preferable to operate the output stage in Condition 2
if the video signal is unidirectional, and thus permit the cathode follower
to operate under more favorable conditions.
TABLE43.-FIGWRE OF MERITl?ORLAEGE-AMPLXTUD~
STAGES
Tube type
K,(Mc/see)
48
6AK5
68
6AC7
6AG7
170
6v6GT/G
212
318
6L6G
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Ampl@er
Gain Control.-For
controlling the gain of the amplifier
the following general methods arein common use.

1, The characteristics of the vacuum tubes can be controlled over a
Figure 4.61
certain range by changing the operating voltages.
shows an amplifier stage Vz with the
screen voltage supplied by a cathode
follower VI whose output is determined by R,.
It is practical to vary
the gain by a factor of 2 by this
For g r e a t e r variation
method.
several s t ages
may be similarly
R1
‘k
treated.
2. If negative feedback is used, variation of the feedback signal controls
the gain. Figure 4.62 shows a variable cathode resistor that changes the
gain without altering the bias on the
*
stage. The maximum value of RZ is
FIG.
4.62.—Gain
controlled
by
limited by the stray capacitance on
cathode degeneration.
the cathode which will eventually
‘l’he gain of the stage
cause overcompensation at high frequencies.
can usually be varied by a factor of 5.
3. The signal produced at any point in the circuit can be attenuated.
F&y-me-4.63 shows a step attenuator for which attenuation is
c

FIG. 4.63.—Compensated step attenuator, C. is total stray capacity on arm of switch.
independent
of frequency
if &Ca = RIC1 = RZCZ,etc.
Unlimited
control of gain is provided by this method.
Figure 4.64 shows a
low-resistance potentiometer
used as the load resistor of an
amplifier stage. This method also provides a wide variation
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in gain. A potentiometer of higher resistance can sometimes be
used if it is compensated as shown in Fig. 4.65. If the condenser
Cl is equal to the stray capacity on the arm of the potentiometer,
a marked improvement in frequency response is provided over a
The compensation is not good
certain range of adjustment.
as the arm approaches ground
EPP
potential.
4
The gain control
may be
c~
intended to vary the output am--—
RL
plitude, to permit variation of the
input signal, or to provide a
precise gain despite a considerable
--Rg
----variation of tube characteristics
from the nominal values.
The
point at which the gain control is
=
inserted depends upon its function,
FIG.4.64.—Low-resistance potentiometer as but it should usually be so placed
plateload.
that it is able to prevent overloading of any stage in the presence of the largest input signal expected.
This statement does not apply if the overdrive is intentional as it
might be if a “ limited” output signal is required.
A limited output
signal is one that increases in amplitude with increasing input signal
amplitude up to a certain critical level and after that remains constant.
Limiting is usually accomplished by setting the bias on a stage that
receives a negative signal so that the tube is cut off by an input signal of
the critical amplitude.
A larger input
=
signal then produces no additional effect at
1
the output terminal,
General Remarks.—For
some applications it is important that the gain of the
--.-.: c,
amplifier be independent of signal amplil%
tude. In general this independence ~vill
&
&
not be obtained because of nonlinear
l~r~.4.65.—C{]tt]pe]lsatedpotenti.

;-’T
vacuum-tube

characteristics.

B.v means of

omecer.

negative feedback it is possible virtually
to eliminate these vacuum-tube effects. The use of m unbypassed
cathode resistor constitutes the simplest form of negative feedback.
Other practical methods create a feedback loop that includes one, two,
Inclusion of more than three stages in
or three stages of the amplifier.
the feedback loop may make it difficult to prevent the amplifier from
oscillating.
The voltage supply line provides a possilie coupling between various
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stages of the amplifier.
If the impedance of this line to ground is not
extremely low at all frequencies in the pass band of the amplifier a
regenerative feedback coupling through the power supply may exist.
A good electronic regulator or a very large output condenser in the
power supply will prevent oscillation at low and medium frequencies.
At very high frequencies the inductance of the supply lines may cause
trouble unless additional bypass condensers, which need not be large,
are added at the video amplifier.
Switches are sometimes required in a video amplifier circuit, either
to alter the characteristics of the circuit or to shift the input or output
The switching mechanism must be so
terminals to a different circuit.
designed that the generation of large switching transients is avoided
(since several seconds may be required for some amplifiers to return to
normal) and that the switch and its leads shall not provide a regenerative
feedback loop.
4.9. Blanking. -There
are various circumstances
that make it
necessary to prevent the display of information during a portion of the
cycle. A signal known as the “blanking gate,” or with equal justice as
the “intensifying gate,” may be used to do this by increasing the bias
of the cathode-ray tube during the “off” portion of the cycle so that a
maximum-amplitude
signal does not cause current to flow. In general
it is necessary that the regions of transition be made as narrow as possible,
and that the blanking wave be absolutely flat during the “ on” portion
of the cycle.
The first requirement is satisfied by using a rectangular
wave from some form of multivibrator, either directly or through a
buffer stage. The second is met by taking the wave from some circuit
element in which the current goes to zero during the “on” time of the
display since this value is easy to maintain at a constant level. To
preserve the flatness of the wave thus obtained, the coupling to the
cathode-ray tube should be direct, or else a d-c restorer that functions
during the “on “ time should be used. Occasionally a long-time-constant
The amplitude of the blanking wave for
a-c coupling will be sufficient.
grid or cathode blanking must be slightly greater than the amplitude of
the maximum applied signal.
In the case of the magnetic tube it is common practice to apply the
blanking signal to the second grid. The amplitude required is much
greater since the second grid must be at a potential of several hundred
volts during the “on” time, and must be at or slightly below the level
of the cathode during the “off”
time. Because of the difficulty of
generating a 500-volt rectangular wave, a compromise with good focus is
usually made by accepting an amplitude of perhaps 250 volts.
Although
this method is widely used in the examples cited later, it is probably not
the best method.
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In special cases blanking may be done by gating the information
generator or some intervening amplifier stage, but this method will not
be discussed here.
4.10. Signal Mixing.-The
signals that are to be applied as intensity
modulation may include the primary information of the display (such as
radar video signals), a blanking signal, and various of the indices and
markerq whose generation is discussed in Chap. 6. In all cases the
method of mixing the signals must be such m to meet the individual
bandwidth requirements.
Thk superposition of signals may be either additive or nonadditive.
[n the first case the coincidence of two signals produces a net signal equal
LOthe sum of the two. This method is required for mixing the blanking
In the second case the net signal is
wave and the primary information.
equal to the larger one, or nearly so.
A ready-made facility for additive mixing exists in the various
intensity-controlling electrodes of the cathode-ray tube.
If the number
of signals does not exceed the number of such electrodes, one signal may
be applied to each electrode and each signal may therefore be treated
completely independently.
The first and second grids present very high
input impedances and can be driven by almost any signal generator.
However, the input impedance of the cathode is about 50,000 to 100,000
ohms, and the driving circuit must have an output impedance low enough
to handle this load in parallel with any external loads that maybe present.
Additional mixing provision is required if (1) the number of signals
exceeds the number of electrodes, (2) nonadditive mixing of any combination of signals is required, (3) polarities of the signals cannot be
fitted to the available electrodes, or (4) severaI signals are generated at
the same location remote from the display and transmission would be
simplified by mixing them at the source.
Network-mixing is highly economical only if the signals to be mixed
are widely different in frequency characteristics so that a circuit like that
of Fig. 4.66u may be used. If the two signals should be a series of l-psec
pulses and a low-frequency sine wave, the values of R and C can be so
chosen that each signal is almost unaffected by the existence of the other.
If the signals have about the same frequency characteristics, and
therefore require the circuits of Fig. 4“66b and c, then the mixing elements
will constitute attenuators that increase the amplitude required of the
Ako the generators must have output impedances
signal generator.
low enough to prevent the first signal from affecting the operation of the
second generator and vice versa.
More versatile mixing is obtained by the use of vacuum tubes.
Figure 4.67 shows various vacuum-tube mixers. The first circuit is
In addition to
appropriate when an amplifier stage is already present.
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CONSIDERATIONS

the normal signal to the grid, another from a low-impedance source is
applied to the cathode.
Occasionally a signal may be mixed in on the
screen as well. The output signal in this case is the amplified grid or
cathode signal modulated by the screen signal.
The second circuit may be extended by adding parallel tubes to accept
any number of high- or low-impedance signals. The output signal is
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Fm. 4.66.—Network-mixing.
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FIG. 4.67.—Circuits for signal-mixing,

0

be taken?
Is the polarity of one of the input signals irrevocably fixed?
Is the amplitude provided on the borderline so that no attenuation is
tolerable ? Does one of the alternatives provide a simpler transmission
problem?
All this simply indicates that no decision can be reached
until the entire display problem has been outlined.
4.11. Power-supply
Considerations.-In
the design of a display
system and its attendant rectifier and regulator circuits, considerable
effort should be expended on the reduction of total power consumed to
the minimum value that will permit the circuit to perform as required.
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In some cases the expense of providing the input power is important, as
is also the size, weight, and cost of high-power components.
Even when
these considerations are not significant there remains the problem of
Some components fail at high temperadissipating the heat produced.
tures whereas others exhibit marked variation in characteristics.
Higher
input power increases the difficulty of holding the temperature at acceptable levels.
It should not be necessary to present design information for lowvoltage rectifier and regulator circuits since this subject is a familiar one,
but it might be profitable to consider some of the possible steps that will
reduce input power.
First, and most obvious, is the reduction of the power consumed in
each circuit.
The reduction of input current is naturally considered by
any designer, but often little thought is given to the supply voltage.
From force of habit the supply level is set at 250 or 300 volts and no
attention is paid to the fact that many of the circuits involved will
operate as well at 100 or 150 volts.
Second is the choice of voltage levels to be provided.
If the total
current required is small a single supply is most economical, but at
higher currents several levels, each providing the correct voltage for a
group of circuits, should be considered.
A calculation of the total input
power involved in each method may clearly decide the issue. If the two
powers are about equal the decision can be based on relative convenience.
Third is the avoidance of regulated voltage supplies, or the reduction
of current taken from them. The mere fact that some portion of the
current at a particular voltage level must be regulated does not always
justify the regulation of the total current supplied at that level. Here
again a calculation of input power will decide whether the addition of an
extra rectifier is less expensive than the larger regulator tubes required
to supply the entire current. This decision is complicated by the fact
that less filtering is needed if the output voltage is to be regulated.
The
possible saving in weight must also be considered.
Fourth is the combination of a regulated and an unregulated level
with the same rectifier.
Fifth is the use of an independent negative supply level to provide
bias voltages.
Often the power used to provide cathode bias from an
existing positive supply is greater than the total power input to a lowvoltage negative supply.
In any event the greater flexibility provided
by a negative supply justifies its inclusion in all but the smallest of
display systems.
A sixth point is sometimes applicable.
It may be that some circuits
use very little current during one portion of the cycle, but during the
remainder they use a current that is a very large portion of the total
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taken from a particular supply level. The average current may then
vary by some large factor as the duty ratio changes, and this variation
will alter the voltage level of the supply.
An electronic regulator capable
of supplying the very large peak-current requirements of these circuits
may be so costly that a cheaper solution is the addition of another tube
that equalizes the current drain throughout the cycle by conducting
when the original circuits shut off and vice versa. Often this tube can
also be utilized to perform some other useful function in the system,
such as to provide a blanking signal.
4.12. High-voltage
Power Supplies for Cathode-ray
Tubes.—A
relatively high d-c voltage is needed to accelerate the electron beam of
a cathode-ray tube. Because the power supply from which this voltage
is obtained is required to supply only a low current, its design presents
problems different from those of other vacuum-tube power supplies,
particularly when close control of the output voltage is required.
The required voltages vary from less than 1 kv for the smallest
tubes up to 50 kv for tubes of the projection type and those employing
extremely fast writing speeds. Of more common interest are the electrostatic cathode-ray tubes requiring from 1.5 to 3 kv, electrostatic tubes
with post-deflection acceleration requiring 4 to 5 kv, and magnetic
deflection tubes requiring from 4 to about 10 kv.
The beam current required for a cathode-ray tube is low and does not
vary so much between tube types as does the accelerating voltage.
The
design of a high-voltage supply must allow for maximum load currents,
for leakage currents (particularly where extensive cabling is required
between the supply and the cathode-ray tube), and for bleeder or voltagedivider current.
A bleeder is generally required to discharge the filter condensers of
magnetic-tube supplies. In electrostatic-tube supplies a voltage divider
For this puralso provides bias, anode, and focus-electrode potentials.
pose its impedance must be low enough to prevent excessive shift of these
potentials with beam-current modulation because part of the beam is
attracted to these electrodes.
From 1 to” 2 ma of current is required for
the electrostati~tube supply, but 500 ~a plus bleeder current generally
is ample for the magnetic tube.
Because accelerating-potential supplies are used in conjunction with
and generally placed close to low-voltage circuits, particular attention
must be paid to safety.
Five milliamperes is generally recognized as the
maximum allowable continuous current for safety against human fatality.
For a condenser from which the initial short-circuit current may be high
but the discharge time limited, an energy storage above one joule is considered dangerous.
Careful shielding of high-voltage components helps
A more desirable solution lies in
but is never a complete safeguard.
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control of the output characteristic of the supply so that the short-circuit
current is limited to a low value.
Unregulated A-c Power-line Supplies. —Unregulated rectifier circuits
include half-wave, full-wave, bridge, half- and full-wave voltage doublers,

60CPS

Blanking signal
negative 2-kv supply for electrostatic cathode-ray tube.
c~nstantsgivenareonly approxirriate
as they dependupon the tube type

FiQ. 4.68.—Typical

The divider
emplwed.

voltage triplers, quadruples,
etc. Considerable recent literature has
appeared on the characteristics of voltage-multiplier circuits. 1 Of these
circuits, the half-wave rectifier and the full-wave voltage doubler have
had the widest application.
Voltage multipliers occasionally find use
where elimination of the highvoltage transformer
can be
effected.
Figures 4.68, 4.69, and
470 show some of the unregulated
supplies most commonly used in
11OV
display systems.
60 CpS
The popularity of the halfwave
circuit
is due to its
simplicity,
especially
}vhen a
vacuum-tube
rectifier
is used.
r
&
The
complication
introduced
by
Ft~. 469.-Typical
positive-voltage supply for magnetic tuhw, usiug half-wave
additional rectifier tubes and partirectifier and two-section RC-filter,
cularly that due to insulation of
their heater transformer windings, discourages the use of multipliers.
Metallic (selenium) contact rectifiers, which have recently become available for this type of application, eliminate this difficulty, and future use
of such circuits will undoubtedly increase,
i See O. H. Schadr, “ Analysis
also l%.. f.R.E. (July, 1945).

or Iicci ifior Opcrati( m,’) Pr-oc. J.11.11. (.July, 1943),
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For the same conditions of output voltage, current, regulation, and
ripple, the full-wave doubler is the most efficient of the rectifier circuits.
It requires half the transformer-secondary
voltage and half the filter
capacity needed with a half-wave rectifier. Although two rectifier
elements are required, their peak inverse voltages are halved.
The use
of miniature rectifier tubes also makes the application of the voltage
doubler more favorable.
ye::;
+6kv
025 M
Table 4.4 lists the characteristics of the more common rectifier
tubes suitable for high-voltage
applications.
~,
1,
250
Selenium rectifiers suitable for
1.5M
or
0.05
high-voltage,
high-temperature
_
G2
7 kv
applications

are

available

with

~k

0.01
1 kv

peak inverse-voltage
ratings of 1,
0.1
Ev
3.5kv
2, 3, and 4 kv (see Fig. 4.71) and
4kn 11OV
with a current rating of 5 ma at nl+l 60Cps
L
1
L
1
55°C or 1 ma at 90QC. They have I
J
an extremely nonlinear conducFIG. 4.70.—Cathod*ray-tube supply of
tion characteristic and also exhibit
+6 kv using selenium rectifiers in full-wave
doublers
and with +700-volt tap for Al or
leakage in the inverse direction.
G, SUpply.
Figure 4.72 shows these characteristics for a 4-kv rectifier. The curves represent maximum values of
inverse-current leakage and forward-voltage drop and are similar to those
obtained for lower-voltage units, provided that the voltage scale factor is
changed to correspond to the required inverse-voltage ratings.

TASLE4.4.—CHARACTERISTICS
OFHIGH-VOLTAGE
RECTIFIER
TUBES
Filament

Inverse Peak anode Averaged-c Resistance,
Base
10 ma
current, output curpeak volh
rent, ma
current
ma
volts Amp age, kv
—
—
—
4 pin
7.5k
7.5
45
12.5
1.75
2x2
2,5
4 pin
2.0
12.0
16,5
2V3 2.5
5.0
Octal
20
7.5
2.0
10.0
S016 1.25 0.2
7.5
Miniature
10.0
2.0
20.0
1Z2
1.5
0.3
7 pia
4-2
4 pin
150-300
30-60
20.0
3B24 2.5-5 2.5
Type

The selenium rectifiers illustrated in Fig. 4“71 are hermetically sealed
in &ln. glass tubes and may be operated in oil. They have long Me,
particularly at low temperatures,
These factors make it feasible to seal
the entire high-voltage unit in an oil-filled container.
Since ripple voltage is of higher frequency than variations due to bad
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voltage regulation, it is in general much more noticeable.
It must therefore be held to closer limits than is necessary for regulation variations.

Fm. 4.71.—Selenium rectifiers for cathod~ray-tube applications.
For most magnetic- and electrostatic-tube
applications, 0.5 per cent
peak-to-peak ripple is a reasonable design figure, and 0.1 per cent represents the point of diminishing returns.
Although ripple voltages are
10
ordinarily thought of as originat8
ing from the a-c input voltage,
;6
.E
they may also be caused by variaz
4
tions in output current.
In
:
2
general, if beam-current variations
6
are of much higher frequency than
0
those
of the a-c input voltage, their
-200
m
effect will be negligible.
If they
~ -400
.s
are lower in frequency, they may
z -m
g
be the predominating factor in the
3 -~
v
filter design.
-1,(K)O
Most filter-circuit
require-4,000 -2400 -s00
o 40
120
ments are met either by a single
D.cvolts
FICA 4.72.—Selenium-rectifier
characteristic,
condenser or by a two-section
110-disk-assembly high-temperature type.
RC-filter.
The simde condenser is
applicable at relatively high frequencies (several thousand cycles per
second) and the two-section filter is preferable at power-line and aircraft
(400 CPS) supply frequencies.
Inductances are seldom used because the
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high impedance required (250,000 ohms at 60 cps is 500 henrys) makes
them expensive and bulky.
Figures 4.73a, b, c, and d show these filters
with half-wave and with full-wave-doubler rectifier circuits.
A simple formula that expresses peak-to-peak ripple voltage for the
single-condenser filter and is applicable to either half-wave or voltagedoubler circuits may be developed as follows:
If p is defined as the ratio of discharge time per cycle to the period
(l/j), then the discharge time is t = p/f. The percentage ripple voltage
is &, = AV(100)/Eo, where AV is the discharge of condenser Cl in time t.
Then, AV = E~p/RLCJ, and
But AV = It/C, and I = EJRL.
AV/Eo
where T1 is the filter time constant.

= p/fT,
Therefore,
(14)

For most purposes, the factor p may be either assumed equal to unity or
estimated.
Stray-capacity coupling due to C’Sas shown in Fig. 4.73a and b introduces a ripple component.
In Fig. 4.73b C, is the effective stray capacity
of the transformer secondary to ground, and the ripple component is
given by &, = 100CS/(C1 + CS). [It is &. = 200CS/(C1 + C.) for Fig.
4.73a.] It may be balanced out by applying a condenser Cj as shown in
Fig. 4.73b for the voltage-doubler circuit.
An equation for the ripple of a two-section filter may be developed
in a manner similar to the derivation of Eq. (14).
It is

“

T,
= T,

1
[ TJ(l

,

+lnjT,

– e-fi)

(l – e-~)

1

– 1 ,

(15)

neglects the
where T1 = R.Cl and T2 = CZRZ. This development
rectifier conduction time and, in calculating input voltage, assumes the
output voltage to be constant.
Variations of output voltage of the high-voltage supply may be due
The amount of
either to input-voltage or to load-current variations.
regulation required for this voltage depends on the amount of pattern
distortion, variation in intensity, and defocusing that can be tolerated.
For an electrostatic tube, proportional variations of the high-voltage,
focus, and deflection potentials result in no defocusing but do change
the beam intensity and deflection factor of the tube. The latter effect
is undesirable when the tube is used as a direct measuring device.
The
1See Sec. 2.8 for focus-voltagecharacteristics.
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variations will be proportional if all potentials are derived from the same
primary source and if the time constants of high-voltage and low-voltage
supplies are identical.
For a magnetic tube the voltages across the focus and deflection coils
must vary as the square root of the accelerating potential in order to
maintain focus and pattern size. The deflection is, then, less sensitive
to changes in accelerating potential but, at the same time. it is more
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FIG.4.73.—(a) Half-wave rectifier; (b) voltage doubler; (c) two-section filter on half-wave
rectifier; (d) two-section filter on voltage doubler.

difficult to correct for variations in voltage than in the case of the electrostatic tube. For normal power-line variations of t 10 per cent,
correction of the focus voltage as outlined in Sec. 3.4 or complete regulation of all voltages is desirable.
The latter method is to be preferred.
The voltage-regulation factor lcvof a circuit is here defined as the ratio
of the per cent change in output voltage to the corresponding per cent
change in input voltage.
Denoting percentage changes by 80 and &i
respectively,
(16)
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The load regulation factor k. of a supply is defined as the percentage
change in output voltage per unit change in load current.
Thus
100 AE.
“=

E“AIL

100R,
=

E.

(17)

‘

where RS is the internal resistance and Eo the open-circuit output voltage
of the supply.
The percentage change in output voltage 8L for a given
change in load current AIL is then given by
zL=kLAI.

=

100Rs AIL
~
.
0

(18)

It is convenient to express k. in per cent per 100 pa for high-voltage
supplies.
Load-regulation requirements range from perhaps as high as 7 to 8
per cent per 100 pa for applications requiring constant beam current, to
as low as 0.1 per cent per 100 Ma. From the f ecus standpoint 3 per cent
per 100 pa is tolerable for a magnetic-tube application requiring as much
as 200 pa change in beam current at frequencies too low to be absorbed by
the power-supply filter. The relation between focus (spot
size) and
..
accelerating potential is illustrated in Fig.
3.10. Inspection of this curve indicates that,
R,
for a 5FP7 or 7BP7 magnetic tube, a f 3
per cent change in accelerating potential
results in a change in spot size of 12 per cent.
E.
Regulatid Supplies. —lMethods of regulat‘
ing the input voltage of a-c power-line
R~
En
RL :
supplies include the use of a variety of commercially available line regulators that use
h
Voltage,~
nonlinear-impedance
net works.
regulation factors of from about 0.2 to 0.05 ‘IQ” 4“74”—,~~d~~~r~
‘iStance
are generally achieved by these devices, but
In fact, their use can increase the effecload regulation is not provided.
tive output impedance of the supply, and the output wave shape is so
distorted from a sine wave that the output of a peak voltage rectifier is not
necessarily held constant by such a device.
Use of a nonlinear element in an output voltage regulator is illustrated
For Thyrite I = bErnwhere b
in Fig. 4.74 in which RT is a Thyrite block.
is primarily determined by the shape of the material and n is a constant
whose value is between 2.5 and 6. The small improvement in regulation
obtained with thk circuit seldom justifies its use.
The p-bridge circuit has been used as a high-voltage regulator but
poor load regulation, circuit complexity, and the requirement of a floating

I
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grid-bias power supply make it inferior to the series and shunt r~gulators
for this type of application.
The series and shunt regulators are degenerative circuits in which
the change in output voltage is amplified and applied to the circuit in
such a manner as to decrease its value. The value of AEo is obtained by
comparing a portion of Ee to a constant source of potential, referred to as
the standard, or E,. In most applications requiring regulation of the
high voltage, a regulated low-voltage supply is available and is used for
E,. Any degree of regulation may be obtained by varying the amplification of All..
Because of the requirement that the bulk of the regulator

(6)

(a)
Fm. 475.-Series

regulator circuit.

(a) ActuaI circuit.

(b) Equivalentcircuit.

circuit be at or near ground potential, the shunt regulator is applicable
only to positive output supplies and the series regulator only to negative
supplies.
F~gure 4.75a shows the circuit for a series-regulator supply, the equivalent circuit for which is shown in Fig. 4.75b. Choice of the rectifier circuit is arbitrary.
In practice the apparent resistance of the tube (Rl + R2)/Rlgm is small
compared to the other terms comprising the internal impedance of the
regulator and is therefore the primary term in determining the output impedance.
The factor R1/(R, + R,) is very nearly equal to
E,/(EO + E.); hence regulation is improved by choosing E, as large as
possible as well as by employing a tube with a high amplification factor.
In a typical design using a 6SJ7 for the regulator tube, E. = 1800
volts, El = 2250 volts, Es = +3oO volts, R. = 1 megohm, RI = 1
megohm, RI + Rz = 7 me.gohm, r, = 0.5 megohms, and g~ = 0.35
ma/volt at E,. = 100 volts,
The apparent resistance of the tube is
20,000 ohms, and hence R~, the internal resistance of the regulator circuit,
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isverylittle lessthan this. Theload regulation kLasdefined in Eq. (17)
isthen O.11 percent/lOO Pa. Thevoltage regulation factor kvis O.05.
Stray-capacity
coupling of the transformer secondary to ground
(as shown by C in Fig. 4.75a) may sometimes cause excessive ripple.
Insuchcases
itmaybe
desirable to connect Rt toA (asshowndottedj
rather than to the output terminal, thus effectively introducing an additional filter stage but increasing the output impedance.
Safety is achieved by adjusting the screen voltage so that the tube
draws grid current when the cathode current is about three milliamperes.
An excessive load may then cause the tube to stop regulating, and the
output voltage may therefore go rapidly to zero without an appreciable
increase in output current.
l’or this application a tube designed for full

;
Bill
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0.01, 0.01
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300v Es

(a)
FIG. 4.76.—Shunt-regulator circuit.

(a) Actual circuit.

(b)
(b) Equivalent circuit.

output voltage across its plate would be desirable.
Plate voltage restrictions on receiver-type tubes limit their application to supplies of not more
than about 1700 volts negative.
The shunt regulator (Fig. 4.76a and b) comprises a tube essentially in
parallel with the load. The input voltage is coupled to this tube through
a series resistor Ro and the internal resistance of the rectifier circuit.
The sum of these two resistances is indicated by R. in Fig. 476b.
An
increase in output voltage causes an amplified increase in regulator tube
current. This current flowing through R. produces a voltage drop that
tends to compensate for the change in input voltage, thus stabilizing the
output voltage.
The plate of the shunt regulator tube must operate at full output
voltage and the amplification factor must be rather high (p = 500-050).
A high-voltage, low-power triode’ still in the developmental stage at this
writing has satisfactory electrical characteristics.
They are tabulated
in Table 4.5, and a plate-voltage, plate-current characteristic is shown in
1National Union No. M-1060.
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Fig. 4.77. Life-test performance of this tube isasyet unsatisfactory for
commercial production and some tubes exhibit instability due to excessive grid current.

Tmm4.5.-ELECTmCAL CHAMCTEEIs~ICS
OFN+TIONAL
UNIONNO. M-1OOOTEUODE
Max. plate voltage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 10kv
Max. plate power, ,, ., . . . . . . . . . .
10W
Amplificationfactor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 5~650(approx.)
Transconductance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 50G650Fmho
Plate resistance.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
. . . . lmegohm
Filamentvoltage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 6.3v
Filamentcurrent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,
0,3 amp
In practice R. and R1+R2
shown in the equivalent circuit (Fig.
4.76b) arevery largecompared tothereflected
resistance of the regulator
tube.
Hence, the internal impedance and regulation of the circuit are
determined primarily by g~ and
by E,/Eo. It is desirable therefore to choose g~and E. as large
as possible.
A minimum current
of about 200 pa is required through
the tube in order to keep g~ at a
reasonably high value.
This current and the power rating of the
tube limit the range of regulation.
However, for output voltages of 5
to 6 kv the range is ample to
Platevoltage
control variations of * 10 per cent
FIG. 4.77.—National union M-106O highin the line voltage for normal
voltage triode characteristics.
loads.
Measurements
with a
number of experimental tubes in the circuit shown, with a load current of
500 pa, gave values of load regulation of from 0.052 to 0.064 per cent/100
pa and values of voltage regulation of from 0.026 to 0.032.
Because it is often desirable to have freedom of choice of the operating
frequency or of the type of operation, tube oscillators or pulse generators
are particularly useful for supplying power to high-voltage rectifiers.
Thus the use of operating frequencies high compared to power-line
frequencies results in smaller, more compact, and lighter filter and transformer components.
This is an advantage when space and weight are
at a premium as in aircraft.
Actually an increase in operating frequency
does not result in a linear decrease in component size because of the
requirement for output-current as well as input-voltage filtering.
It is
also true of components in general, since high-voltage-insulation
requirements soon become the major factor in determining the size of the component.
Thus, although considerable saving over low-frequency (60 to
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400 cps) operation may be obtained, an increase in frequency above
several thousand cycles per second does not result in appreciable further
saving in weight or space.
Tube-oscillator high-voltage generators are divided into four classifications, depending onthetype ofoperation: (l)r-f oscillators operating
at several hundred kc/see and using an air-core transformer; (2) a-f
oscillators using an iron-core transformer and operating at several kc/see;
(3) pulse or blocking-oscillator generators: and (4) inductance-charging
high-voltage generators.
The first two types are essentially sine-wave
oscillators although most efficient operation is obtained at relatively low
The difference between (2) and (3) is
Q and large harmonic distortion.
primarily one of method of operation since the same circuit maybe made
to operate either way. With a blocking oscillator, rather sharp voltage
pulses of short duration are produced.
The generator has very low
impedance during the period of operation and does not draw current
between pulses. In (4) the high voltage is generated by allowing current
to build up in an inductance at low voltage.
The current flow is then
interrupted and the resultant high inverse voltage is used to charge a
filter condenser.
These generators all have rather high load-regulation factors ranging
from about 1 to 6 per cent/100 ~a depending on output voltage, etc.
They depend for voltage regulation on regulation of their d-c input voltage. When improved load regulation is required, control of the input
regulator may be obtained from the high-voltage d-c output.
Radio-frequency
oscillators have been used to produce voltages as
high as 35 kv. The circuit diagram for a typical 5-kv supply is shown
in Fig. 4.78.1 The transformer comprises two tuned coupled circuits.
Optimum load regulation requires that the coupling coefficient K be much
greater than KC for critical coupling, where ~. = l/<Q1Q2.
Because
K is limited to approximately 0.25 by insulation requirements, this condition must be met by achieving values of Q, and Q, of from 10 to 20 under
full load conditions.
Open-circuit Q values must be much greater than
this in order to reduce transformer losses. The output voltage is dependent on the tuning of the input circuit; hence it may be adjusted by means
of the primary tank condenser.
The grid feedback winding is placed on
the opposite side of the secondary or output winding from the primary.
Its coupling is therefore principally to the secondary, and the mode of
oscillation is determined by the polarity connection of this winding.
With the connection as in a conventional single-tuned circuit, best regulation is obtained with operation at the lower-frequency peak. Coupling
i For detaileddiscussionof the theory,method of operation,and designconsiderations involved in this type of supply see O. H. Schade, “R-f OperatedHigh-voltage
Suppliesfor Cathod*ray Tubes,” Proc. Z.R.E. (April, 1943).
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of the grid feedback winding to the primary winding results in an unstable
frequency characteristic and cannot be used.
A welldesigned r-f supply may have an over-all efficiency (ratio of
d-c output to d-c input power) of as high as 50 per cent for an outputvoltage drop of 12 per cent at full load. The design involves a compromise between efficiency and load regulation.
An iron-core stepup transformer may be used in a Hartley-oscillator
circuit to provide an a-f oscillator high-voltage supply.
The transformer
0.C414
+-

+ 370v

,*

k
2 mh

100k

0.01
b

-----

6Y6G

~o.ol

I

1

1
J—

1

+

0

F1~.4.78.—Cathod+ray-tube supply of the r-f osciUator type.
supplies the necessary tank-circuit inductance of the oscillator circuit.
A 6V6 tetrode is satisfactory as a driver tube for producing voltages up
to 7 or 8 kv. Typical circuits are shown in Figs. 4.79 and 4.80.
Figure 4.79 is a supply designed for use with a post-acceleration
electrostatic tube.
It supplies 2 kv and uses 4-kv peak-inverse-voltage
selenium-rectifier elements in half-wave rectifier circuits.
Polarity of the
transformer is such that the oscillator tube and the negative rectifier
element conduct at the same portion of the cycle.
This arrangement
results in best regulation from the negative supply.
Since the tube is
nonconducting during the positive half cycle, the positive-supply regulation is determined primarily by the tank-circuit impedance and is several
times worse than the negative-supply regulation.
The negative supply
is thus capable of delivering 1 to 1.5 ma to a divider for bias and fecus
control purposes without undue voltage drop.
The only load on the
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positive supply is the beam current of the cathode-ray tube and the
rectifier leakage current.
Theleakage current issatisfactory as a means
of discharging the filter condenser in applications where the energy storage
is considerably below the danger limit.
Hence, a bleeder resistor is not
provided on the positive supply.
Measured characteristics of the supply shown in Fig. 4.79 are as
follows: for an input voltage of 250 volts, the input current varies from
16.1 ma at no load to 25.5 ma for a negative-load current of 1.3 ma and
100-pa positive load; under full-load conditions, output voltages are
– 1970 volts and +2120 volts; negative regulation is 1.25 per cent per
100 pa and positive regulation is 4 per cent per 100 pa; ripple voltages are
+250 v-26 ma
t

110 disk
selenium retificer

Magnetic winding
# 352.7264
1

m

5

2
■ ●

0.0068
t

—
+2200V
100~a

110 disk
selenium
rectifier

load

4
b

- 2oi)ov

~=0.0043

1 ma
load

7
FIG. 4.79.—Audio-frequency

voltage supply at + 2 kv.

0.12 per cent for the negative supply (full load) and 02 per cent for the
positive supply (mostly due to capacitive coupling); the operating frequency is about 2600 CPS, and over-all efficiency is 44 per cent. The
transformer has a primary (open-circuit) inductance of 0.42 henry and a
turns ratio (total primary to secondary) of 7.85. The ratio of grid
drhe to plate voltage is 1 to 5.
The circuit shown in Fig. 4.80 uses, in a full-wavedoubler
circuit, a
transformer similar to that used in the circuit of Fig. 4“79. An opencircuit output voltage of 5 kv is obtained for an input voltage of 300 volts.
The current requirements are 18.5 ma at zero load to 28 ma at WO-pa
load.
Regulation over thk range is about 3 per cent per 100 pa. Regulation, input current, and efficiency characteristics of this circuit are shown
in Fig. 4.81. The regulation for a 60-cps unregulated supply (Fig. 4.69)
is shown in comparison.
The single-section filter has a full-load ripple of less than 0.5 per cent.
Similar supplies have been built for operation from 4 to 7 kv and from
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500 cps to 10 kc,/sec with varying degrees of efficiency and regulation.
Most typical figures include input current variations from 15 ma at zero
+300V

n Magnetic windng
%-ll?:&72

+Ilf
100

“

0.01

2.2k
*W

1

*
+4300V

0.01
3kv

0.01
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M:0.0043

- 110 dmk sdsnium rtiters
m
9

5
section
samnda

20k
2W 60.0

L

~ 4600
s turns

‘- -J-

3 kv
1

1
t

FIG. 4.80.—Audio-frequency voltage supply at 5 kv.

load for the lower voltage units to 35 ma at full load for the higher voltages. Regulation figures from 2
per cent per 100 pa to 3.5 per cent
per 100 pa are typical.
The
optimum-frequency
design figure
for most applications is 3000 cps.
The design involves a compromise
between good regulation,
high
efficiency, and small transformer
size.
Since the full-wave voltage
doubler conducts on both halves
of the cycle, regulation is somewhat more dependent on the impedance of the tank circuit than
it is in a half-wave circuit.
Use
of selenium rectifier elements also
results in somewhat poorer regulation than is obtained when diodes
700
300
500
0 100
are used. This dtierence may
Loadcurrent
inpa-(1)
FIQ.4+31.—Characteristics
of an audio- amount to from 0.1 per cent per
frequencyoscillator:(0) eficiency; (b) input
current; (c) short-circuitcharacteristic;(d) 100 ~a to 1 per cent per 100 pa
regulation;(e) for comparison, the regulation depending on whether the units
of 60-CPSunregulated supply is shown.
are operated near the i r peak
maximum-inverse-voltage
rating, and on the amount of current drawn.
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The voltage-doubler circuit and selenium rectifiers are useful because of
the saving in weight and space achieved although the saving is achieved
at the expense of regulation.
Use of the voltage doubler is also effective
in increasing the oscillator stability.
Figure 4.82 shows an equivalent circuit diagram of the oscillator
supply; LP and L, are the primary and secondary leakage inductances,
L~ is the mutual inductance, C, the secondary stray capacitance, N the
turns ratio and C, the tank-circuit plus primary stray capacitance.
From this diagram it is evident that the circuit has two possible modes of
operation.
In the first, L,, L,,, and C= form the resonant circuit.
In the
second the resonant circuit is composed of C=, C,, and the primary and
secondary leakage inductance, essentially a capacitive-divider arrange-

~~~
E!4
~ ~
f

C..a

Am.. “7
Fm. 4.82.—Ermivalent circuit diagram of the a-f oscillator, showing two possible reso~$;) i ,:
frequencies.
,,.“< r.=

ment in which Em = EiCp/NC8. Although the circuit is not norms&JJ
,,+
operative in the second or high-frequency mode, it may be so excited
application of a shock such as results when the high-voltage ou~
The shift in frequency
rectifier conducts under heavy load conditions.
is accompanied by an abrupt change in output voltage, and oscillation
may con tinue at this frequency when the load is removed.
High-frequency oscillations may be prevented by reducing C., L,, and
L., and by increasing C,; or by obtaining the grid voltage in such a fashion
that the circuit is degenerative at the higher frequency.
The first method
results in a wider separation of the two frequencies, higher output voltage
For the purpose of lowering the
and lower Q at the high frequency.
leakage reactance and effective C,, and for high efficiency and small size
at relatively high operating frequencies, use of high-permeability lowThe value of C, may also be
10SStransformer materials is indicatd
decreased by sectionalizing the secondary winding, as illustrated by the
power-supply design of Fig. 4-86.
Degeneration at the higher frequency maybe achieved by placing the
grid-excitation winding on the outside of the secondary winding and by
using capacitive coupling from the secondary to the grid winding.
A

“:

E
,. },

Y
+
k-:
&
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circuit that used a combination of the latter methods and conventional
transformer construction had good efficiency and regulation; it required
21 to 31 ma of input current at 300 volts for a O to 500-pa load at 7 kv
open-circuit output voltage and had a regulation factor of 2.3 per cent
per 100 pa. Excellent stability has been achieved in circuiti using both
methods, for it is then possible to short-circuit the output terminal to
ground without exciting the circuit to high-frequency oscillation.
Operation of the blocking-oscillator circuit is discussed in Sec. 4.3.
A generator using such an oscillator gave a regulation factor of k. = 3
per cent per 100 pa, and required an input current of 34 ma at 350 volts
for an output voltage of 5 kv at 100 pa. A typical circuit diagram is
shown in Fig. 4.83. Efficiency and regulation factors are a function of
transformer design and choice of driver tube. Application of recent
developments in the art of pulse-transformer design would undoubtedly
Fie!mundtransformer
450t
2.x2

45X
0+
—

450t

I-14 kc

65mh

50M

0.1=
=
.

I?IG. 4,83.—Pulse-generator or blocking-oscillator high-voltage supply.
Hazehne Corporation.)

(Cow-tea~ OJ

improve the performance figures cited. Although past usage has been
limited, application of the circuit as a combination trigger and hlghvoltage generator appears to offer possibilities.
A generator of the inductance-charging
type is illustrated in Figs.
4.84a and b. A rectangular voltage is applied to the grid of a driver tube,
preferably a pentode to reduce the loading due to r,. When the tube
is turned on, current increases through L at a rate determined by
di~
~=

(E, – E,),
L

where EP is the voltage at the plate of the pentode while it is conducting.
Shunt and series resistance and stray capacitance are for the moment
neglected.
When the tube is turned off, the voltage at the plate goes
instantaneously positive until the high-voltage diode begins conducting
at the voltage EO. The rate of decrease of i. is given by
di~ _ (Eo – E,)
~–
L
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Since the total change in i., given by Ai. = di./dt “ t, must be the same
for the charge and discharge periods, there results,
(~, – J!i’,)t, = (% – I%)t,,
L
L

~. = E,(t, + t,) E#z

or

tl

t,

<< t, or that
Efficient operation requires that L/R >> l/f, and tha,t ~L~,
stray capacitance be kept to a minimum.
Idealized waveforms are shown
in Fig. 4.84c.
The process involved is essentially that required to generate a linear
current waveform for magnetic deflection as required in a television-type
line scan. Advantage is taken of this fact in combining the two processes

ir ,

FIG.4.S4.-Inductanc~charging

F.

generator. (a) Complete circuit.
(c) Idealized waveforma.

(b) Equiv”d_entcircuit.

in a single sweep-circuit and high-voltage generator with resultant saving
in power and components.
The combination is limited to applications
where the ratio tJt2is constant, and is most efficient where the power dissipation required for the backswing of the deflection yoke and for the
high-voltage supply are about equal. The rapid drop in output voltage
of the a-f oscillator for load currents above 1 ma is characteristic of all
the vacuum-tube oscillators discussed and is an important safety feature.
Load Regulation of Osm”llatm--typePower Supplies.—Although vacuumtube high-voltage generators are characterized by high internal impedance, good load regulation may be obtained by controlling the oscillator
voltage.
The control voltage is obtained by comparing a portion of the
output voltage to a standard voltage E,, and maybe applied to the input
terminal or to one of the electrodes such as the screen, suppressor, or
grid of the oscillator tube. Screen control has been used in connection
With the %f and r-f oscillators.
A satisfactory range of control for load
regulation may be obtained b,y simple means. The additional compli-
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cations involved in extending this range to cover both input voltage and
load variations indicate that direct control of the input voltage is more
desirable.
A typical circuit of the latter type is shown in Fig. 4.85.
Regulation constants for this circuit in conjunction with the a-f oscillator
of Fig. 4.82 are. well within the limits required for cathode-ray-tube
applications.
In the typical application, inclusion of load regulation
only requires addition of the amplifier tube Va and the high-voltage
divider R, + R,.
The high-voltage generator is shown as a block
indicating that the method applies to any of the circuits discussed.
~6Y6G

t-

3
11OV

1
:’oT

I I

I

-H-1

.1.

,,

60 CPS

“W%

2“

a.f oscillator
high voltsge
supply

4
Fm. 4.86.—VoltXe regulation with load feedback.

Mechanical Con.struction.-Many
applications require the high-voltage
supply to operate under adverse conditions such as dirt, humidity,
extremes of temperature, fungus, and high altitude.
These conditions
are particularly troublesome in high-voltage applications because they
tend to break down high-voltage insulation or increase the flashover
distances required.
The further requirement of shielding the highvoltage components against accidental contact and electrostatic pickup
suggests the desirabllit y of hermetic sealing of the complete high-voltage
supply.
Common practice for high-altitude applications is to put the
supply in a pressurized container.
F@res
4.86 and 4.87 indicate the
advantage to be gained by the use of selenium-rectifier elements, which
allow hermetic sealing of the complete high-voltage unit in a metal,
oil-filled container.
Advantage is taken of the high insulating qualities
of oil in compact assembly of the components.
The resultant saving in
weight and space is appreciable.
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Figure 4.86 isthea-f
supply shown in Fig. 480.
The assembly contains the a-f transformer, rectifiers, and output filter. A high-voltage
output terminal and three transformer input terminals are provided.
The container measures 23 by 3 by .5# in. outside dimensions exclusive
of the bushings and expansions bellows mounted on one end. The unit

FIG. 4436.
Fla. 4.87.
Fx~. 4.86.—Internal construction of a +5-kv audiu-frequency oil-filled hermetically stmled
power supply for cathod+ray-tube applications.
Fm. 4.S7.—Unregtdated + M-kv 60-CPScathOd*ray-tu~ supply—oil-filled hermetically
sealed unit using selenium rectifiers.

is normally mounted on a 3-in. -depth chassis with the bushings below
the chassis.
Figure 4.87 shows the same type of construction applied to a M-kv,
60-cps, a-c unregulated supply.
As before, the only exposed point is the
single high-voltage d-c output bushing.
The method is applicable to
any a-c unregulated supply, to such a supply in conjunction with the
series and shunt regulator circuits, and to the lower-frequency oscillator
circuits discussed previously.
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FIG.4,88.—Testing unit for high-voltage power supply.
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Testing oj High-voltage Power Supplies.—High-voltage
power-supply
testing presents special problems.
They include methods of measurement without loading the supply, control of the output voltage or load
from a vantage point near ground, and accurate measurement of small
changes in output voltage (regulation) without subjecting the measuring
equipment and the operator to the voltage involved.
The test unit diagram in Fig. 4.88 should serve as a suggestion as to
methods that may be used in solving these problems.
The unit is
designed for measuring the four characteristics of interest—voltage,
current, regulation, and ripple-for
positive supplies from O to 10 kv and
O to +4 ma load. Full-scale regulation of 2 per cent, 10 per cent, and
50 per cent is provided.
Ripple measurements are obtained by coupling the output voltage
through a high-voltage condenser to Vb, to supply high-impedance input
and low-impedance output for observing ripple on a “scope” or measuring on a suitable meter. A high-voltage triode (15E) is used as a controllable load. A suitable potentiometer and resistor in the cathode
circuit serve as a means of varying the load current for the current and
voltage ranges supplied.
The load-current meter in this cathode circuit
has ranges of 0.2, 1.0, and 4 ma. The highest range is useful for obtaining overload characteristics sych as the a-f regulation curve, Fig. 4.8M.
The voltage and regulation meter employs a form of electronic vacuumtube voltmeter circuit.
For the voltmeter it consists of an approximately
50-volt meter in the cathode circuit of Vlb. Switch Ss is turned to Position 2 so that the meter is placed between the cathode and a bias or
zero-adjustment point.
Grid voltage is obtained from a high-voltage
divider whose resistance is 100 megohms.
Switching of ranges is accomplished on the low side of the divider.
The divider current is small,
although not negligible.
Because the total divider resistance remains
almost constant, correction may be applied where necessary.
The regulation meter circuit is put into operation by turning switch
Ss to Position 1. The meter with suitable scale multipliers and selector
switch is connected with the polarity indicated between a standard
If it is assumed for simplicsource of potential and a cathode follower.
ity that the voltage E, is 100 volts and the multiplier is of such value that
a lo-volt change in EO produces full-scale meter deflection, the meter
In practice R, and Rt are adjusted
then reads 10 per cent regulation.
Then as load is
so that the meter reads zero for a no-load voltage .of Eo.
applied, the percentage change in output voltage is indicated on the
regulation meter.
Additional circuits in the test unit include a regulated power supply
for the test instrument and a variable-voltage
regulated supply for
furnishing power to oscillator-type suppli~.
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BY F. B. BERGER AND WARREN F. GOODELL
The fundamental problem of data transmission is to obtain at a remote
point a signal that is a given function of a primary signal at another point.
In the applications of particular interest in this book the primary signal
is generally mechanical and the remote signal may be either mechanical
or electrical.
The means of transmitting the signal have been classified
arbitrarily into three groups: mechanical methods, which are used when
the remote signal is a shaft rotation; electro-mechanical methods, for
which the remote signal is a voltage or a set of voltages; and synchronized
methods, which off er a cheaper solution for some applications of each
sort, but which are not easily made very accurate.
MECHANICAL TRANSMISSION OF ANGULAR DATA
Examples of mechanical transmission of angular data are rotatingcoil-PPI radar indicators where the deflection coil rotates in synchronism
with the antenna, and azimuth-stabilization
schemes in which the
The
stabilizing element is controll~ remotely by a fluxgate compass.
principles and circuits to be discussed here may be applied to almost any
situation requiring transmission of mechanical rotation.
5.1. Direct Mechanical Drive.-If
the shaft to be driven is located
near the antenna or driving source, it is possible to couple the two by a
flexible shaft, but this method is bulky and comparatively inaccurate.
Although much of the error may be eliminated by gearing the shaft up
to a multiple speed, the maximum speed of shaft rotation is limited
because of the friction between the shaft and its protective conduit,
especially if the shaft is not straight.
Since the shaft is not rigid, only
low accelerations may be followed with any degree of accuracy.
It is
also difficult to control more than one shaft when using this method.
Flexible-shaft coupling has been rarely used in the devices described in
this book.
In almost all data-transmission systems there is some gearing involved.
Special mathematical functions may be introduced by the use
of suitable cams.
1SSCE.5.1 through 5.4 by Warren F. Goodell, remainderof the chapterby F. B.
Berger.
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5.2. SyrICh.rODriVe.-The
SimpleSt system using synchros’ (Fig. 5“1)
for angular-data transmission consists of a synchro generator and a
synchro motor connected asshown in Fig. 5“2. Thegenerator and motor
are both rotary transformers and are electrically and mechanically
identical except for the addition to the motor of a damper flywheel.

FIG..5.1.—Typicalsynchros:(a) D]ehl FPE-43-1; (b) GE size 5, 60 CPS;(c) GE, 2J, 400 CPS;
(d) Pioneer Bendix AY-30; (e) Pioneer Bendix AY-1OO,400 CPS.

In each unit, a-c excitation power is applied to a single-phase primary
winding (usually the rotor) that induces voltages in three secondary
windings (usually the stator) that are Y-connected and are mechanically
spaced 120° apart. Another type of synchro often used as a resolving
1‘‘ Synchro” is a genericterm appliedto a multitudeof similardevices manufactured by several companies under clifferent trade names; for sxample, the General
Electric “ S&yn,” the Kollsman Instrument “ Teletorque,” and the Pioneer-Bendix
“ Autosyn.” In addition, many compamiesmanufacture“ Synchros” to Army and
Navy specifications. A report (Radiation Laboratory Report No. 740) compiled ia
June, 1945lis~ 225availablestandardsynchro-typeinstruments. There.areapproximately as many more that are not listed there. Chapter 10 in Vol. 17 of this series
discussesthe available types in much more detail thrmcan be gone into here. Synchrosconsideredas modulatingdevicesarediscussedalso in Vol. 19, Sec. 12.6.
Normal life expectancy of most synchros in an aircraft installationis between
1000and 20,000 hr. Most of the available types will pass the standardNavy shock
and vibrationtests; they will operatesatisfactorilyfrom —65°C tQ +95°C; and when
the windingsare properly impregnated,they will withstandmoisture.
Synchrosvary considerablyin sizeand weight. The Bendix “autosyn” AY-1OO.
for sxample,weighs5 oz and is 1.4in. in diameterand 2 in. longover all; whereasNavy
qynchro7DG weighs18lb, is 5.75 in. in diameter,and 9.2 in. long.
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device has but two separate secondary windings mechanically spaced at
90°.
Any lack of correspondence between the positions of the generator
and motor causes the voltages in
Motor
---—Generator
—. 1
the
stator windings to be unequal.
r-----1
I
This inequality causes circulating
I
I
currents to flow through the windi
ings and produces torques tending
:
to restore the rotors to correspending positions.
Because the
~
generator rotor is usually geared
tothe driving source, the motor is
I
I
the only element that can respond
to these torques.
When both
I
I
rotors are in correspondence, the
I
stator voltages are equal and no
currents flow.
The voltages induced in the
FIG.5.2.--Simple synchro system.
stator windinrm are all in time
phase because only single-phase power is applied to the rotor and the
synchro revolves but slowly.
Ho-wever, the- peak amplitude of a given
stator-winding voltage varies sinusoidally with time if the rotor turns with
Exciter
condenaera
I
I
I
I-----

Generator

generator
Differential
—— ---
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I
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I
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FIG. 5.3.-Synchro

system with differential.

uniform angular velocity.
Thus, since the three stator windings are
mechanically spaced by 120°, the envelopes of the stator voltages will
be 120° out of phase.
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Differential-generator synchros may be used to add or subtract other
angular displacements from that of the generator.
As is indicated in
Fig. 5.3, a dtierential generator consists of a three-phase primary winding
(usually the stator) and a three-phase secondary winding (usually the
rotor).
When voltages from the stator of a generator are applied to
the primary of the differential generator, new voltages are induced in the
secondary of the differential.
These voltages correspond to those that
would appear inthegenerator
secondary if the generator rotor shaft were
turned by an additional amount equal to the shaft rotation of the differential.
Because of losses inherent in the construction of differential
generators, there is usually a small stepup ratio between its primary and
secondary.
A differential should, therefore, be connected as shown with
the stator connected to the generator stator.
Capacitors for powerfactor correction are used in parallel with the primary of the differential
generator in order to reduce heating.
The angular error by which the synchro motor will lag the generator
is roughly proportional to the required output torque at the motor shaft.
Because this torque depends upon the magnitude of the restoring currents
flowing in the motor-stator windings, its value is limited by the currentcarrying capacity of the motor.
Therefore, to obtain the required
accuracy in following, it is often necessary to gear the synchros to a
multiple speed. 1
In a geared system using ordinary synchros, the maximum speed of
rotation of the synchros is limited to from 200 to 400 rpm. Another
disadvantage of such a system is the fact that any dtierential generators
used must also be geared to the same multiple speed as the generator.
6-3. Servo System Drive.-If
greater accuracy and torque than can
be obtained from a simple synchro are required, a servo system such as
is shown in Fig. 5.4 may be used.2
In a servo system the rotor voltage from a control-transformer synchro
is amplified and used to control a motor so as to bring both the load and
the synchro to a null position.
A control transformer consists of a hlghimpedance three-phase stator and a single-phase rotor. The rotor must
be specially wound so that its position with respect to the stator windings
will not change the input impedance to those windings.
.When the stator
windings of one of these instruments are connected to the stator windings
of a synchro generator, a magnetic field corresponding to that in the
generator can be set up in the control transformer.
An a-c voltage
proportional to the sine of the angle between the positions of the two
rotor shafts is induced by this field in the winding of the control-trane1See See. 16.3 for an exampleof multipl~speed-synchmdata transmission.
3See Vol. 21 of the Radiation Laboratory Series for design factore in servomw hanisms;aleo Chap. 4, Vol. 25, of the series.
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former rotor.
Thus, when the control-transformer shaft is rotated 90°
with respect to the generator shaft, the induced voltage is zero. The
voltage in the control-transformer rotor is known as the error voltage
because it is a measure of the difference between the two rotor positions.
The servoamplifier and drive motor serve to keep the error voltage as low
as possible, and therefore to keep the two shafts in synchronism.
A differential generator may be introduced into the generator–
control-transformer
circuit.
Multiple speed may be used to reduce
In all cases capacitors
errors as was mentioned in the preceding section.
should be used with the control transformers to reduce oufiof-phase
currents.
If an “n “-speed system is used, microswitch phasing, or an

5

‘e;m.
i
L_LI__l

A d
Drive

FIQ. 5.4.—Servo

Load

Amplifier

Motor

system block diagram.

additional pair of synchros revolving at “ one’’-speed may be used to
prevent phase ambiguity.
The voltage from the rotor of the one-speed
transformer may either be added to that of the n-speed rotor, or be put
through auxiliary circuits that switch the input terminals of the servoamplifier from the n-speed rotor to the one-speed rotor whenever the
error voltage becomes too large.
The amplifier used depends upon the type of motor (which determines
whether a-c or d-c output voltage is required), and upon the accuracy
If a-c output voltage is required,
and speed requirements of the system.
the amplifier may consist of one or two stages with suitable phase compensation, or of a phase detector and inverter.
If d-c output voltage is
required, the output stage may be a vacuum tube with the drive-motor
armature or field winding in the plate circuit, or it maybe a pair of vibrating relays. Servomechanisms that employ vacuum-tube-controlled
a-c
motors seem to provide the smoothest and most accurate control for
rotating-coil PPI displays.
The effect of the inertia of the gear train and load on the following
of high accelerations may be partially compensated for by the usc of
anticipation networks.
These networks effectively allow the amplifier
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to work at higher gain during periods of high acceleration and reduce the
gain for continuous operation to a value sufficiently low to prevent
unwanted oscillations.
The gear train used must be carefully designed to give the proper
output speed and torque with the minimum inertial load on the motor.
The first few gears are the most important in this respect and shouldbe
light. Backlash should be eliminated as much as possible to prevent
hunting and oscillation.
If more than one synchro is driven from the
same gear train, precision gearing should be used between the synchros.
If more power than can easily be furnished by a completely electronic
amplifier is desired, the output signal of such an amplifier may be used
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speed motor
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servo system.

to control an Amplidyne as shown in Fig. 5.5. An Amplidyne is a controlled d-c generator that acts as a power amplifier with a gain of about
500.1
Figure 5.6 shows a 1- and 36-speed 60-cps servo system.
When the
difference in position of the input and output shafts (the “following
error”) is small, the 36-speed synchro signal is amplified, passed through
a phase-advance network, amplified again, phase-inverted, and used to
drive two 6V6 beam-power tetrode output tubes. The plates of these
tubes are connected dtierentially to the split field of an a-c motor that
drives the load and the synchros coupled to it.
Whenever the following error becomes larger than about 2°, the
system may lock in one of 35 extraneous stable positions.
To prevent
this, the onespeed signal is amplified enough at 2“ error to cause the
small neon bulb to strike. This on~speed signal then takes over control
of the amplifier until the error is reduced sufficiently to permit operation
in the correct 10° sed,or, at which time the 36-speed signal again takes
over for fine control.
This system follows both continuous rotations of
1See Vola.21 and 25 of the RadiationLaboratorySeries.
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the antenna at 6 rpm and slow sector-scanning with a maximum error
of 0.5°.
Figure 5.7 shows a typical remote-indicator servomechanism, which
is also designed for 60-cps use and which employs a one-speed synchro
system.
The error voltage is put through a phase-advance network,
ampliiied, and applied to the grid of the type 807 driver tube. The
output transformer is connected to one phase of a 2-phase induction
motor that turns the control transformer and the load. A sample of the
output voltage of the transformer is fed back to the amplifier stage to
serve as negative feedback.
Speeds up to 20 rpm can be followed with
an error of less than + 1°.
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FIG. 6.7.—l-sPeed servo system.

The 2-phase induction motor is geared to the receiver
rotor and to the load.

Figure 5.8 shows a typical 400-cps servo system.
The synchro
system con sists of a generator, clifferential generator, and control transformer, all at one-speed.
The error signal is applied to a phase inverter
and a phase detector.
The resultant push-pull d-c voltages proportional
to the error signal are then used to control the biases of the two output
6L6 drivers. The plates and screens of these tubes are run on alternating
currents and the plates are differentially connected through an output
transform
to one phase of a two-phase induction motor.
A differentiating network is inserted just after the phase detector to give the
required anticipation.
The system is designed to follow rotations of 6 rpm with an error of
less than 0.5” and to follow angular accelerations due to sector-scanning
of not greater than 90 °/sec2 with an error not exceeding 0.7°.
Figure 5.9 shows a 400-cps servo system that uses a pair of vibrating
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mercury relays as the output stage. A feedback loop from the output
terminals of the relays to the phase-detector tubes keeps the relays oscillating at about 100 cps. If the relays open and close in synchronism,
both sides of the armature of the small d-c permanent-magnet-field drive
motor are either at ground or at +27.5 volts and so no power is delivered
to the motor.
Power output
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FIG. 5.9.—Airborne 400-cPs relay servo.

If an error signal is present, it is amplified and applied to the grids of
the phas~etector
tubes.
The plates of these tubes are returned to a
source of a-c voltage with a d-c component.
Any a-c error signal will
therefore cause more average current to flow t~ough one section than
through the other, and will result in a difference of average bias on the
grids of the output 6C4’S. The voltage fed back around the loop to
sustain the relay oscillations is originally a square wave, but is rounded
off by the constants of the feedback loop.
Therefore a shift in the
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average bias of one of the output tubes causes the tube with the more
positive bias to conduct first, thus allowing one relay to close before the
other. When the relay closes, one side of the motor armature is connected to ground and the other to +27.5 volts.
Therefore, current flows
and the motor revolves.
The tube that conducted first will also conduct
after the other tube has been cut off because its average bias is more
positive.
The motor therefore has two pulses of current for each cycle
of oscillation of the relays.
These pulses are smoothed by a series RC filter across the motor
terminals to prevent excessive heating of the motor because of highAn LCR filter also limits the current
frequency current components.
surges for the protection of the relay contacts.
The circuit was designed to follow, with an error of less than +0, rotations up to 30 rpm and sector scanning at the same angular speed.
5.4. Errors and Other Operating Characteristics.-Errors
in gearing
can be held to f 0.1° although in many cases “precision”
gears are
required.
All gearing should have as little backlash as possible.
Flexible
shafts will probably follow to about t 1°, depending upon their length
and diameter.
However, this error may be reduced to as low a value as
desired by gearing the flexible shaft to a multiple speed. When a flexible
shaft is used for sector scanning, the errors in following only nominal
accelerations may be as high as t 20° for a single-speed shaft.
Complete tables of synchro errors may be found in Vol.” 17.1 These
range from f 0.2° for a large generator and f 0.10 for a control transformer to more than 7° for some types of motor.
When used in a straight
synchro drive, the torque required of the motor will cause the errors to
increase, but this difficulty may be overcome by the use of a multiplespeed system.
When used in a servo system as a voltage indicator, the
accuracy of a pair of synchros can be held to + 0.2°.
In this application,
however, the synchro error must be considered.
If a differential generator is inserted in the line, the error is usually 50 to 75 per cent greater.
Servomechanisms may, in general, be made as accurate as desired, but
this process involves large and heavy equipment if carried to extremes.
Accuracies usually range from ~ 0.25° to + 1.5° for constant-velocity
The static
applications and from + 0.25° to t 3.00 for sector scanning.
errors of such systems are very small; furthermore this type of error is
sometimes unimportant.
Even errors that are large but constant are
unimportant for some applications.
The rotational speed range of display systems extends from almost
zero for some azimuth stabilization schemes, to about 60 rpm for a few
fair] y rapid scanning systems.
Sector scanning up to about 30 rpm must
also be followed.
Accelerations are as high as several thousand degrees
1Chap. 10of Vol. 17, of the RadiationLaboratorySeries.
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per second per second.
The torque output required is usually less than
15 to 20 oz-in. at the onespeed shaft.
ELECTRO-MECHANICAL DEVICES
&6. Some Circuit Considerations.
The Nature of the Waveform to
Be Modulated. -There
are two methods of using a synchro resolver for
the transmission of angular data, and these
E PP
differ in the nature of the carrier. In one
method, the carrier is used simply as a
medium for the transmission of information
v,
supplied by the resolver or modulator, and Input
the waveform of the carrier is not of fundamental importance.
It is usually a sinusoid
output
o
with a frequency between several cycles per
second and several megacycles per second.
R
In the second method the carrier waveform
conveys some other intelligence] in addition
to that imparted to it by the resolver or
- Ekk
modulator.
This method may be further
FIG.5.lo.—TtiOdepeak detector.
divided into those cases in which the intelligence is transmitted as a voltage waveform, and those in which it is
transmitted as a current waveform.
Sine-wave Carriers, Demodulation, and Filtering.-The
information
imparted to a sine-wave carrier by a modulator is generally utilized by
the display circuits only after the waveform has been demodulated.
The
peak-detector circuit shown in Fig. 5.10 is a simple form of demodulator,
in which the input waveform to
the grid of VI maybe the sinusoid
f
I
of frequency j shown in Fig. 5.11.
EO
For detection, the Zi!C time conf’
,
Ill
I./:
stant is chosen so large that the
I ~
{/
‘1)
time rate of change of cathode
1;
11’
voltage when the tube is cut off,
b
‘u
‘U’
‘J
Fm. 5.1 l.—Ide.o.haed peak-detector output
is much smaller than the
dEJdt,
waveform.
maximum
slope of the sine wave.
The output waveform is then like that shown as a solid line in Fig. 5.11.
In detecting a constanbamplitude
sinusoid, the ripple in the output
voltage may be made aa small as required by further filtering.
For a
modulated sinusoid, however, a lower limit to the peak-to-peak ripple is
set by the maximum value of the change in the modulated amplitude per
carrier period.
Other conditions remaining the same, the ripple amplitude is inversely proportional to the carrier frequency.
When the input
1see Chap. 13 for examples.
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amplitude is reduced to a value such that the maximum slope of the sine
wave is less than the filter decay rate, there will be no detection, but
rather the output will follow the input waveform.
Detecting Circuits.-The
following four types of demodulators include
most of the circuits that have been used in radar data-transmission
applications.
Input
1. Peak Detictor.
The triode of Fig.
q
5.10 has been widely employed as a
peak detector.
A second cirrmit,
output
which uses a diode, is shown in Fig.
5.12. Its operation is very similar to
that of the cathode follower detector,
R
~c
but it presents a greater load to the
%
modulator.
- b“~~
If a sine-wave carrier is modulated
Fm. 5.12.—Diade peak detector.
by a ssmchro to give the waveform
shown in Fig. 5“13, the phase o~ the ~arrier shift; abruptly by 180°
at each zero of this sinusoidal envelope because of the reversal of
the synchro coupling.
When the waveform is demodulated by a
peak detector of the type just discussed, the output voltage is proA detector
portional to the absolute value of the sine (Fig. 5.13).
giving such an output waveform may be spoken of as being” phase
insensitive. ”
2. Phuse-sensitive Detictors.
The phase sense may be preserved either
by carrier addition and peak
?----detection
or by keyed’
~,g-:,: ,I,:;!:j:,,,
~- , !,l; ,/, ,,1,!j,,fl L),
detection.
, ,,:!, ,,,l!!, {;1 ,;III,:
\,.,,,,1111,~+
Iftothemorhdatedcarrier
“-,j~j~~~;
j;~j~~~I{:~,
~~i;:’ ‘j~~j;;~~j}:;
- ,,1!1,,1,ill, {,l.).
. ,.l::\l\:
.,!,.j\l:,
of amplitude A shown in Fig.
. ,“1
~
., ,,lJ.
5.13 is added a carrier of
Fm. 5.1 3.—SinusoidaI carrier modulated
constant amplitude B at the by a sinusoid of lower frequency, after
same frequency,
form

is obtained

w~veform

a new wavewhose

amplitude

may be represented
e =

demodulation by peak detection.
modulation

is sinusoidal.

The

by

(1? + A sin 27rjf2t)sin 27rflt,

(1)

where~l is the carrier frequency and fz is the modulation frequency.
The modulation need not be a sinusoidal function of time.
The composite waveform together with the carrier of amplitude
If this waveB, where B is greater than A, is shown in Fig. 514.
form is applied to the detector shown in Fig. 5.10, the demodulated
i SeeChap. 14, Vol. 19of the RadiationLaboratorySeries.
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or output waveform will be a constant B, plus a complete sinusoid
of amplitude A.
(2)
e: = B + A sin !&fat.
A convenient push-pull circuit for performing both the adding
and detecting operations is shown in Fig. 5.15. For proper operation this circuit must be loaded symmetrically.

t—
FIQ. 5. 14.—Sine-wava-modulated carrier A added to const,ankamplitude carrier B.

+

output

Modulated
waveform
in

Outpuf
Reference
carrier
0

in

FIG. 5.15.—Detector which adds modulated waveform and reference carrier.

3. Keyed Dehctors.
The phase-sensitive keyed detector may be
thought of as a device in which the output terminal is intermittently tied to the input
terminal by a switch that is
controlled in synchronism
with the carrier.
The
switch is keyed so that it
closes for a short time near
the peaka of the carrier
wave form.
The output
circuit generally haa a time
constant
long compared
with the carrier period.
A widely used circuit of
this type is ahown in Fig.
Fro. 5.l&-Keyed detector.
5.16. The cathode follower
VI is used in order not to load the modulator.
The twin triode
V3 is the witch tube. Both of its grids are raked in potential for
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a short time near the positive peaks of the carrier or keying signal,
and both triodes are nonconducting during the rest of the carrier
cycle.
This circuit is a phase-sensitive detector; that is, the output signal will go negative if the modulated carrier is shifted 180°
in phase with respect to the unmodulated carrier.
Detector, The “boxcar”
detector, illustrated in
4. The “Boxcar”
Fig. 5.17, is particularly well suited to pulse demodulation.
Immediately preceding each pulse of the modulated pulse train, the
~utput terminal is tied to ground through VZ, which is made

AT

y_.G.d.
&-J L_____~ !_____J

It

11

L__--_J L---

(b)
*Grid.

v.
Discharge
pulses in 4

w

Discharge pulses

(c)
.’

l-l
II

,1
I

?

t
Ne:agve

(a)

n

n
II

—

(d)

FIG 5.1 7.—The boxcar demodulator. (a) Circuit schematic diagram. (b) Input
and output waveforms for the case where (R + RK.m)C << AT. (c) Discharge pulses
on grid of discharge tube V*. (d) Input and output waveforms for the case where
(R + Rm) C>> Al’.

conducting at such times by suitable discharge pulses (Fig. 5.17c).
In the case shown in Fig. 5.17b where (R + R~F)C << AT, (RKF
being resistance of the cathode follower) the peak-pulse amplitude
determines the amplitude of the associated “boxcar”
waveform.
>> AT (Fig. 5.17d) it is the area
In the case where (R + ~xF)c
of the pulse lying above the cutoff potential of VI which determines
the boxcar amplitude.
The chief advantage of the method lies
in the fact that, except for the gaps between boxcars, the output
amplitude has a magnitude determined by the latest available
information and that it can follow a rapid rate of change of pulse
amplitude.
The amount of carrier-frequency component due to
the gaps between the boxcars is appreciable, but for many appli-
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rations it is of little consequence.
Filtering can be used but the
advantages peculiar to the system are then largely lost.
Selection of a Carrier.-It
is generally necessary that the amplitude
of the oscillator output voltage be reasonably constant.
The modulator
output voltage is proportional to the amplitude of the input waveform
as well as to a function of the moduiator control signal. The disturbances
against which the modulator output voltage must be stabilized are
fluctuations in heater current, ripple and other variations in the powersupply voltages, changes in temperature, and changes in the characteristics of the circuit elements due to aging. In most of the applications
discussed in this book, changes that are slow compared to a cycle of the
modulator control signal can be tolerated; but changes occurring in a
time comparable to the carrier period are obj actionable.
Over-all
short-time stability of the order of + per cent is commonly attained.
The frequency stability of the oscillator is sometimes of importance,
particularly in systems in which the display timing signals are derived
from or are synchronized with the carrier.
The 60-cps and 400-cps line vo!tages can be used as sinusoidal carriers. If the fluctuations in carrier amplitude are not negligible, they
can sometimes be minimized by a comparison system in which the
carrier amplitude provides a reference level with which the modulator
output voltage can be controlled.
The distance from oscillator to modulator to detector over which the
carrier is transmitted may be anything from a few inches to tens of yards.
In cases where the connecting cable is long, properties of the cable may
affect the modulated waveform.
A commonly used coaxial cable is
RG-62/U for which the attenuation is about 0.25 db/100 ft at frequencies
The d-c resistance of the inner conductor of this cable
below 1 Me/see.
is 60 ohms/1000 ft and its capacity per foot is 13.5 ppf. If the cable is
properly driven and is terminated in its characteristic impedance, the
capacitance in itself presents no problem.
However, with some electromechanical devices, notably variable condensers, lead and other stray
capacitances must be kept to a minimum.
The frequency response of the electromechanical device itself must
be considered, primarily because high attenuation is objectionable and
also because of the attendant phase shift. In general, variable condensers
are useful over the frequency range from a few kilocycles per second to a
few megacycles per second.
Synchros have been used from 30 cps to 20
kc/see and potentiometers have been employed with carriers up to
1 kc/see.
Whenever a phase-sensitive detector is employed, the phase shift of
the carrier by the modulator must be either minimized or compensated
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for. This phase shift results in a sometimes objectionable delay in the
transmission of the irrteUigence.
A consideration of filtering shows that a lower limit to the carrier
frequency is prescribed by the maximum allowable time rate of change
of the intelligence signal, and that a higher frequency than thk may be
necessary to reduce ripple to an acceptable value.
The acceptable
“coarseness”
of the data} in general, sets a lower limit on the frequency
that can be employed.
This acceptable coarseness or measure of the
discreteness of the intelligence in the case of radar displays is determined
primarily by the spot size of the cathode-ray tube, the sweep speed, and
the width and scan speed of the radio-frequency beam.

I
i%
=
>
9

Unfiltered
waveform

Vme—
(a)

lime —

(b)

6. 18.—Compsrison of fdtared and un61tered waveforms in the case (a) of a constant-

frequency sinusoidal carrier, and (b) of a constant-speed linear potentiometer.

It has been found that if a carrier frequency and a periodicity of the
display are almost harmonically related, but not synchronized, annoying
beabfrequency
intensity and magnitude dkturbances
frequently are
evident on the cathode-ray-tube display and are diflicult to suppress.
The detection and filtering of a modulated carrier wave-form is
analogous to the filtering problem encountered with the output voltage
of a rotating potentiometer.
As illustrated in Fig. 5.18 the amount of
ripple in the output voltage depends, for a given fiIter time constant and
time rate of change of voltage of the envelope, upon the coarseness of
the data.
In the case of the sinusoid the period of the carrier is a measure
of coarseness, which corresponds in the case of the potentiometer to the
time per turn of wire.
a voltage proportional to a shaft
5.6. Linear Potentiometers.-When
rotation is desired, a linear potentiometer
is generally the most satisI See Vol. 17, Chap. 8 for a discussionof the manufactureof potentiometersand *
In Vol. 21 will be found a discussionof potentiometersas

listing of available types.
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factory device to use. However, an examination of the specifications of
available types of potentiometers shows that they can be used only if the
speed of rotation does not exceed 1 rps, if a life of approximately 10s cycles
is adequate, and if a resolution of approximately ~ is satisfactory.
In the example shown in Fig. 5“19 the mechanical signal is the oscillation of a shaft over a sector not exceeding 180° and at a rate not exceeding 1 cps. The potentiometer signal is used to control the horizontal or
azimuth position of the cathode-ray-tube beam (B-scan).
The deflection
coil requires a current of about 40 ma to cover the dkplay area, and this
current is obtained with a 30-volt change on the grid of V1. The greatest
accuracy is required when the presentation is an expanded sector, map+300v rag,
+150vreg. *
B
c:w&ttrJg

mounted on acarmer
Scanner oscillates

Expanded scan of *300

w’

floaitioll

Wmnalscanof & 759
FIG.5.19.—Aradarapplicationof a data-transmission
systemusinga linearpotentiometer
rotatinglaasthan 360°.
ping only ~ 30° of azimuth on the cathode-ray tube.
Consequently the
potentiometer is designed to be linear to + 1° in the middle 60° sector of
the winding, with a departure from linearity of as much as + 3“ being
acceptable over the remainder of the winding.
A typical potentiometer
has a life of about half a million cycles for 1 ma of brush current.
It is
wound with 505 turns of 0.00275-in.diameter
nichrome wire and has an
angular resolution of 0.37°.
The information from the potentiometer controls the horizontal
position of the cathod~ray beam when the relay switch contaots are in
the position shown in Fig. 5.19. Whenever the switch is in the other
position, the cathodr+ray-tube beam deflection is determined by the
position of the angle-index potentiometer
arm. The relay can be
activated by a push button at any time and it is automatically activated
once per cycle when the expanded sector presentation is being used.
The potentiometer in the grid circuit of Vz serves as a centering control
elementi in computing circuits. Information on potentiometersas modulators will
be found in Vol. 19, Chap. 11.
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since the difference in the potentials of the grids of Jrl and Va determines
the deflection-coil current.
The rheostats are provided to adjust the
sensitivity (volts/degree) of the data potentiometer and the d-c level of
the amplifier grids. Filtering, in spite of the electrical noise and the
wire-to-wire jumps, was not found necessary in this system.
A second example is shown in Fig. 5.20. The potentiometer is turned
by a servomechanism at three times the scanner speed. Half a 6SN7W’
is used as a cathode follower to afford a low-impedance source of the
To compensate for the nonlinearity
information for the display circuits.
of the cathode follower, z the potentiometer is driven from the plate of the
tube. As the potentiometer out+ 300v reg.
put voltage goes more positive
12C0
with respect to ground, the outI
put
volts per degree of rotation of
The output is
used only when
the potentiometer decreases, corit exceeds 60 v
40k
recting for the increasing cathodefollower gain. This principle can
100k
.--+6SN7W
be extended to introduce a desired
Potentiometer
120 k
=
~o.l
~ok
output
type RL 255
departure from linearity.
A typi3-speed shaft
*
cal potentiometer for this purpose
+
is a General Radio 433A3 5-in.
FIO.5.20.—An application to data traneunit modified to turn continuously
miasiop of a linear potentiometer that turns
through more than 360”.
through 360° and supplied with
special contractors and slip rings. The winding consists of approximately 250 turns per inch of No. 41 nichrome wire extending over 322°
of the rotation and having a total resistance of about 10,000 ohms. The
unit is rated at 25 watts and is good for more than 107 rotations at
60 rpm. The potentiometer is operated without lubrication on the sliding
electrical contacts in order to reduce the electrical noise. Both the resolution and the linearity of the potentiometer are about 0.1° of potentiomThis value is consistent
eter rotation or about 0.03° of scanner rotation.
with the requirement that the display be good to 0.08° under certain
conditions.
Requirements and Types.—The pri5.7. Sinusoidal Potentiometers.
mary function of these potentiometers is to provide four d-c potentials
that vary sinusoidally with the angle of rotation of the shaft of the
potentiometer.
These four sinusoidally varying potentials have the

rl

1The reasonsdictating the use of the 6SN7W in this applicationare unrelatedto
the data-transmissionproblem. This tube has a heater-cathoderating of 200 volte.
If a 6SN7 is usedinstead,the heatershouldbe operated100volts or so above ground.
z See Fig. 15.8for an applicationto elevationdata.
aMuter makesan almost identicalpotentiometer.
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same amplitude and are phased at 90° intervals with respect to each
other. The potentiometers can turn continuously in either direction.
A Detaihd Example.—One of the most widely used of the sinusoidal
potentiometers is the RL 14.
i 0.016”
The sinusoidal variation of the
0.1251’
@b9°
--— -_J.
output voltage of the potenti+~-------rometer is obtained by moving a
Bowed
bakelite
card
small point-contact
brush in a
circle upon a family of straight 1
parallel equipotential lines that lie
in a single plane and which have
a constant
potential gradient.
The equipotential lines are provided by the wires of the linear
resistance winding illustrated in
Fig. 5.21. Four brush contacts
FIQ. 5.21 .—Wire-wound
resistance
card
for potentiometer type RL 14. Nichrome
like the one shown in Fig. 5.22
wire, diameter 0.0025 in. enameled or coated
rotate in the same circle relative to
with Formex. Approximately 305 turns per
inch. Winding is varnished with GE clear
the resistance card and are always
varnish No. 1170. Varnish and enamel are
90° apart from each other. Acturemoved from top of wire on entire convex
ally the card and not the brushes
side of card, using special buffing procedure
that cleans and polishes tops of wires withis rotated in order to decrease the
out removing insulation from between turns.
number of slip rings required.
The camber, as shown in Fig. 5.21, is deliberately imparted to the
resistance card to hold the wires taut and in place and to enable a relatively wide brush to contact no more than two turns of wire at one time.
The cuwed card abrades the tip of the
brush in such a fashion that the brush
Brush
andeyelef
soldered
tobrush-arrn
becomes convex, forming a small point
\
contact.
Phoa@lor
blonze
(ap:p:emlmd
The resolution expressed in terms of
>
rotation angle varies from 0.17° when the
brush is moving at right angles to the
turns of wire to infinity when the brush is
d
$“7
‘“
moving parallel to the wire. The resoluFm. 5.22.—Brush arm in potentition
that is ultimately of interest, however,
ometer type RL 14.
is the angular resolution of the rotation
of the PPI sweep vector,z that is, the angle of the small but finite step
1For s descriptionof othertypes togetherwith much constructioninformationthe
readeris referredtmChap. 8 of Vol. 17 of the RadiationLaboratorySeries.
zThe use of this potentiometerin PPI circuit is discussedin Sscs. 13.8and 13.13
of this volume.
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This angle varies from 0.17° when
with which the PPI vector rotates.
two of the brushes are moving normally to the wires, to 0.24° when all
four are crossing the wires at 45°.
A simple single-section RC-filter is included in the circuit in series
with each output lead as shown in Fig. 13.30 in order to suppress potentiometer noise. Both calculations and observations for one-section and
two-section filters failed to show any appreciable advantage in using
more than a single section.
The filter introduces a small delay between
the scanner rotation and the rotation of the PPI sweep.
Nonlinear
Output Signals Obtained
5.8. Nonlinesr Potentiometers.
Linear Potentiomdos.-ln
Fig. 5“23 two linear
by Use oj Inherently
E PP

1
i,
I

&
l?l

Q

\ a:
L-.“i

n
output

‘2;E’
—
Ganged

-1=
FIG.5.23.—A means of obtaining an output voltage proportional to the square of a
shaft rotation with a dual linear potentiometer.

c

If Rz >> RI, i, = ‘~

and k = $2.

I
D
FIG. 5.24.—Method of obtaining a resistance variation proportional to the square
of the rotation of the arm of a linear potentiometer.
I

potentiometers are ganged together, the output voltage of one being the
input voltage to the other. If R, >> R,, or if an isolating linear amplifier
is inserted between the potentiometers, the output voltage is proportional
to the square of the common shaft displacement.
In Fig. 5.24 is shown a method of obtaining a resistance variation
proportional to the square of the rotation of the shaft of a single linear
potentiometer.
If the rotation .9is measured from the center of the winding of resistance R, the resistance between points A and B will be given by
(3)

where R.CB, the resistance above
and R..,,

the sliding contact,

the resistance below the brush, is ~

is the maximum
function of e,

angle, which

corresponds

()

1 + ~

to R/2.

‘AB=:[l
-(07”

R
is ~

()

e
1 ——

00

;

; and 00, in turn,
Expressed

as a
(4)

%c. 58]
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An application of this “quadratic potentiometer” for approximating
the secant function is shown in Fig. 525.
A simple calculation shows
that
E. =
rl
)
(5)
E
l–g
?-,+?”,
()
E.
E,
-=*2[’+i(*2:)++
(*2$1+
”””
1
“)
Now,
secz=l+*z2+&z4+.

. . .

(7)

Comparing Eqs. (6) and (7) it is seen that
(8)
the approximation being off about ~Z part of the argument to the fourth
power. To give an output proportional
I
to sec b it is necessary that
1
— 2rz —..
J rl + r, AZ

~
Ei o

If the maximum angle A is 1 radian and
if r, = T,, thk relation will be satisfied.
Under these conditions
the circuit
shown in Fig. 5“25 gives an approximation to the secant of the shaft rotation
good to 1 per cent or better in the
=
range + 40°.
FIG. &25.-Use of linear potenti.
ometer to approximate the secant
Figure 5.26 shows another useful
function.
circuit using a linear potentiometer to
give an output voltage proportional to the reciprocal of the shaft displacement as measured from the proper zero, which is RZ/k less than
6=0.

From Fig. 527 it can be seen that
E–e=e
ro—r

T =

(o/oo) (To), and
(9)

Z + :!”

These relations yield
2R
e
E=2Ri-TO%l

o
6

_

1
R
m’TTIJ

02
() K

‘*o+[’+(+ai)*3+
(+o*Y”+

“““

1
(10)
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Now,

tanO=O+

+03++

RI
Comparing Eqs. (10) and (11) it is seen that if —
2R +
approximates tan 0 to within ~

+

(11)

#5+.””.

. . . .

– = ~, the output

rO 0;

If 00 = 1 radian, for example,

this condition is satisfied for r~ = R.

‘+EO:$

-L
=
FIG.5.26.—Use of a linear potentiometer
to obtain a voltage inversely proportional to
the shaft displacement.

$kut

-E
F1~.527.-Use

of a linear potentiometer
to obtain an output voltage approximating
the tangent function.

Nonlinearly Wound Potenliomelers. -Potentiometers
are available
in which the variation of the resistance between the sliding contact and
one end of the winding is a nonlinear function of the displacement of the
sliding contact.
They are made by winding the cards with variable wire
spacing or with wire of variable resistivity, by winding the wire on cards
of nonuniform width, or by a combinaI
tion of these procedures.
High-preci+24v
sion nonlinear potentiometers are used
rather widely in computing circuits
<,
,/(”
but
they have not found much use in
!
R~ ~
data-transmission systems of the type
---—
-— --l-i
being discussed in this chapter.
Only
1Losd
one example of the application of a
I
nonlinear
potentiometer
will be
/’
discussed.
x Total
resistance 4 R
This application is for a rectangu@
=
lar display in which azimuth angle is
FIG. 5.28.—A nonlinear potentiometer.
plotted against range (B-scan) and it
A
is desirable that the beam move linearly with the scanner rotation.
direct drive of the azimuth cathode-ray-tube deflection coil is employed
in the present case, which is illustrated in Fig. 5.28. The load, represented by R~, “ turns through” an angle 0 of + 75°. It can be shown
that, if the current through RL is to be proportional to O, the potentiometer must be wound so that
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CARRIERS

1+:

(12)
1–;2

()
If the value of R/R. were equal to 1, the width of a card that would
satisfy Eq. (12) would change by a factor of 7 over a 90° range.
Not
only would such a tapered card be difficult to wind but it would also be
more difficult to approximate with several linear sections (stepped card)
than if R/R~ were smaller. From these considerations and from consideration of power drain and power
A
dissipation, the value of ~ for R/RL
Output leads of
was chosen as being optimum.
A
potentiometer
composition resistance element is not
suitable for the present use because
manufacturing
tolerances are too
broad, humidity and temperature
would affect it unduly, and it would
wear too rapidly.
The potentiometer, as manufactured, is wound with a single size and
type of wire with uniform spacing on
a toroidal frame (see Fig. 5.29) which
is stepped to give a number of linear
resistance sections.
These different
B
linear sections afford a sufficiently
FIG.5.29.—Potentiometer, type RI.-B
close approximation to the required
See Fig. 11.16 for an amiication. A.
resistance taper. The production
shaft of potentiometer - “mechanically
connectad to shaft of scanner; B, resistunit has four linear sections in each
ance winding tapered to correct for load of
90° section.
200 ohms, so that output voltage is linear
with respect to angle of rotation of shaff
The potentiometer resistance R
of potentiometer.
was chosen to be 100 ohms. The
load, which should be 200 ohms, is not too critical; the current in RL
departs by an amount equivalent to 1.2° at 0 = 45° if R. is 220 ohms.
Other pertinent
The brush contacts three or four wires at one time.
data are: linearity, 1.8°; 70 wires per inch, 520 wires total; resolution,
0.7°; wire, 0.012-in. diameter
nichrome; torque, 5 in.-oz; maximum
voltage, 24 volts; life, 10~ cycles.
6.9. Sinusoidal Carriers. General Discu.stion.-Generally
when a
synchro is used as a resolver, the output information is desired in the
form of two orthogonal components.
When the synchro secondaxy has
a 2-phase winding the output intelligence is in this form.
Many of the
available synchros have 3-phase windings, however, and although a
3-phase deflecting system can be used, 2-phase output signals are gen-

‘)--w
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erally required.
Figure 5.30 shows one method in which the desired
The center tap (C in Fig. 5.30) is not
output signals can be obtained.
brought out on any of the standard synchros, hence a center-tapped
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resistance must be used. If the tap P is made adjustable, moreover,
the cosine output can be shifted a few degrees in phase while the amplitude is kept almost constant.
To get output voltages of the same peak
amplitude the transformer should have a voltage stepdown of 1.15 to 1.
This procedure is of value as an alternative to a mechanical zero-set
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adjustment if only one component is needed.
Thr*phase-prirnary
!Aphrwe-swondary aynchros can also be used for this purpose.
A simple data-transmission system designed to operate in one quadrant only (0° to 30° was actually used) is shown in Fig. 5.31. The synchro
stator winding forms part of the 20-kc/sec oscillator tank circuit.
The
leads to the synchro were 50 ft long in the system from which this example
is taken. Both the autosyn (at maximum coupling) and the UTC 0-0
are roughly 1:1 transformers.
The 50-gpf condenser across the transformer secondary tunes the transformer to approximately 20 kc/see,
+300V

250 k
*

to 7

FK+.632.-Synchro

data transmission.

and provides a better waveform and somewhat more amplitude than is
The amplitude is substantially indeobtained without the condenser.
pendent of frequency over a considerable frequency range. The maximum angular velocity of the rotor is 1500/see,
The time constant of
the detector is twenty times smaller than the maximum allowable (see
Sec. 5“5), and gives a maximum peak-to-peak ripple in the demodulator
output of ~ volt or 1 per cent.
A somewhat more complicated example is shown in Fig. 5.32. The
primary of the synchro fnounted on the scanner is part of the tank circuit
of the 1500-cPs twe-stage tuned-plate oscillator VI. The synchro is a
Navy 5G synchro designed for 60-cps operation at 115 volts input and
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90 volts output.
The primary can be operated at 6 watts dissipation.
This synchro has an average angular error of 0.2° and a peak angidar
error of 0.6°.
The secondary output voltage is not utilized directly but is applied
to a second synchro, 1 which serves as a sector selector.
It may be
A fraction of the output voltage of
regarded simply as a transformer.
the second synchro is applied to the grid of the cathode follower Vz.
This fraction is chosen by the “azimuth expand” potentiometer to give
the desired volts output per degree rotation.
The reference d-c level of
the output voltage is determined by the setting of the “azimuth bias”
potentiometer.
The keyed detector comprised of Vi and associated
components is the type described in Sec. 5.5.
In this application the scanner turns continuously in one direction
and the output information is utilized only during some 50° each side of
zero as the output voltage is increasing.
During the remainder of the
cycle the video signals to the cathode-ray tube are suppressed.
The
circuit shown in Fig. 11.7 incorporates this method of sector selection.
601O. Fundamental Characteristics of Synchros Used as Electromeclmnicaf Modulators.-If
a sinusoid is applied to the rotor winding
of a synchro, the waveform observed at the stator or output terminals
(open circuit) will ideally be a sinusoid of the same frequency as the input
waveform but with an amplitude that varies as the sine of the displaceIf the stator has a second winding
ment angle between rotor and stator.
displaced 90° from the first winding, a second sinusoidal output waveform
whose amplitude varies as the cosine of the shaft displacement may be
obtained.
The two output waveforms may be said to ditIer in amplitude
phase by 90°. The electrical phases of the two output waves and of the
input or carrier wave are the same to a first approximation; they differ
only in amplitude.
For some rotor positions, one or both of the output
amplitudes are negative and this condition is equivalent to a 180° shift
in electrical phase.
Angular
A ccuracy.—There are several factors to be considered in
As has been mentioned, the output
specifying the accuracy of a synchro.
amplitude should be, ideally, directly proportional to the sine of the angle
of rotation of the shaft. The departure of the actual output from such an
The accuracy
ideal output gives a measure of the accuracy of the device.
so measured depends not only on the synchro itself but also on the impedance loading of the stator windings, and upon the amplitude of the input
wave because the iron, which is used in the construction of almost all
1This syrwhro is a ~eneral Electric, Nfark IV, hfodel 2, size 1CT instrument
W’ith 90 volts on the primary (stator) the maximum
designed for 60-cps, operation.
rotor voltage will be 55 volts. This synchro is rated at 1.5 watts dissipation; it has
average and maximum errors of 0.2° and 0.6° respectively.
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Accuracy
synchros, will show saturation effects at high flux densities.
measurements, to beef much value, must, moreover, redetermined with
an”mput source or “driver”
of the same impedance characteristics as
that to be employed in any given application.
Since synchros have both
leakage inductance and distributed capacitance that, in general, depend
on shaft position, the frequency chosen for the carrier, or the harmonic
components of a complex-waveform
carrier, will have a deterniining
effect on the accuracy.
The accuracy is sometimes stated as an angular error: namely, the
difference between an actual shaft displacement and the displacement
that would ideally give the observed output.
The angular errors
obsemwd frequently show a tendency to vary periodically with shaft
rotation.
For example, they are a maximum at 00° intervals for most
3-phase synchros.
The absolute accuracy obtainable varies widely,
being confined to less than ~ 0.1° in the case of the Bendix AY-1OO
Autosyn and being as large as ~ 7° for an Army Mark XVII synchro.
If a synchro is improperly used, much larger errors may result.
The nature and magnitude of the angular error, in so far as it is
determined by the synchro itself, is dependent on numerous design
factors.
Some of the most important are the number of poles on the
stator and rotor, whether or not the slots are diagonal, the uniformity of
the stator-to-rotor air gap, the method in which the coils are wound and
the degree to which they are matched, and the degree of magnetic
isotropy of the iron.
Generator Eflect.-A
synchro is not basically different in construction
from a generator.
Therefore, if the primary current has a d-c component,
there will be superimposed on the desired output voltage a component of
the output voltage proportional in magnitude to the speed of rotation.
This effect cannot be ignored for applications involving relatively fast
shaft rotations.
It might be mentioned that the quality of the display is dependent
indirectly upon the angular v~ocity and acceleration of the electromechanical data-transmission device, as determined by the transient
response of the associated circuits.
Waveform Distortion.—The previous paragraphs discuss errors that
are characteristic of synchros considered as rotating devices.
Synchros
must also be considered as transformers when their performance is
evaluated.
The transformer affects the waveform in several respects
other than amplitude, frequently in ways that are independent of rotorstator displacement.
Because of the leakage inductance between rotor
and stator and because of distributed capacitances, an induced sinusoid
will, in general, be shifted in phase with respect to the p’timary sinusoid.
This consequence is of importance%
some applications.
Complex
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waveforms, such as a triangular wave, will be distorted on passing through
a synchro in a way dependent on the frequency-response characteristics
of the device and on the amplitude of the waveform.
Waveform distortion is, of course, dependent upon output loading and driver characteristics as well as on the synchro itself.
Applicability .-Because
of their sinusoidal angular response, synchros
are particularly adapted to the role of resolvers, that is, to produce output
voltages proportional to the sine and cosine, respectively, of the angular
shaft displacement.
They can be used as data-transmitting
devices in cases where the
required electrical signal is some function other than the sine or cosine of
the primary mechanical displacement.
One method is to use a nonlinear
mechanical link preceding the synchro, for example, a suitable cam
arrangement on the synchro shaft. Another is to synthesize the required
electrical signal from the available sinusoids.
For example, an electrical
output approximately proportional to the shaft rotation maybe obtained
by using two synchros.
One synchro is driven in harmony with the
mechanical signal t?,the other as 26, and both are driven with a constantamplitude carrier. The output voltage of the first synchro less & that
of the second gives a composite signal
e. = (A sin @

(sin o — ~ sin 20)

=(Asin~t)

~6–
(

$+”’”,

)

(13)

where A is a constant.
It is seen that eo is a linear function of e to within
1 per cent for values of 0 up to 42°, whereas sin 0 departs from 0 by 1 per
cent at 14°.
A related method useful for obtaining a tangent relationship is illustrated by the following example.
Suppose there are two synchros, as
above, the second being geared to have twice the angular displacement of
the first. Let the input voltage to the second be a constantiamplitude
carrier. If the output voltage of this synchro is added to a carrier voltage
of the proper constant amplitude and the sum applied to the first synchro,
it may be shown that the output voltage of the first synchro has an amplitude proportional to the tangent of its shaft displacement accurate to I
per cent at 30°.
Another method, which is possible for certain applications, is to
distribute the rotor and stator windings in such a way as to make the
synchro output voltage the desired function of shaft rotation.
5.11. Fundamental Characteristics of Variable Condensers Used as
Electromechanical
Modulators.-A
variable condenser, used generally
as part of a voltage-divider circuit, can serve as a modulator to change a
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mechanical signal into an electrical signal. 1 The simplest and most
common case is illustrated by Cl and C2 in Fig. 5.34a.
If an alternating
“voltage signal e], such as a sinusoid, is applied across Cl and C2 in series
and the output voltage es taken across C2, then
(14)
Let the desired output signal be a function of 0, the shaft rotation of the
variable condenser, expressed by
e, = [A +

k.f(e)]
~~.

(15)

Equation (14) shows that this output signal will be obtained if

c’

A - kf(o),
= C’ A + .k$(ff)

(16)

The way in which C2 depends on o is determined by the shape and
size of the condenser rotor and stator pIates. In designing a condenser
for a precision application, edge eEects must be considered and particular
care must be given to the mechanical design.z
device has
The varia~e condenser as a position-data-transmission
some advantages and some limitations when compared to other electromechanical devices.
For applications where the angular speed is high,
condensers are decidedly better than potentiometers and are better than
most synchros, almost all of which have been designed for low-speed
operation.
The condensers, which in almost all applications to date
have been designed specifically for the job in question, are built to withstand high accelerations.
They withstand shock, vibration, humidity,
and long use very well. Unlike synchros, they can readily be designed
to give almost any desired variation of output voltage as a function of
shaft rot ation.
A variable condenser, if it is to be kept to a reasonable size and be of
good mechanical design, cannot have a maximum capacitance greater
than a few hundred micromicrofarads,
Because of the small capacity
of the device, considerable care must be exercised in the ~iring, and the
use of short leads to and from the condenser is almost imperative.
Stray
and lead capacitances may cause undesirable variations of output voltage
Because
with angle and will result in attenuation of the output signal.
of the necessity of having the carrier generator and the detector close to
the condenser, and because the manufacture of suitable variable conI See Vol. 19, Chap. 11 of the Radiation Laboratory Series.
‘ Chap. 9, of Vol. 17 of the Radiation Laboratory Series discussesthe design
l>roblemsin detail.
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densers is very expensive, the variable condenser as a data-transmission
device is generally less satisfactory than a potentiometer or a synchro.
5.12. Use of a Condenser Modulator with a Sinusoidal Carrier.
General LXscu.wion.-It
is possible with condensers, as with synchros,
to use any a-c waveform as the input signal. For example, for a PPI
display a variable condenser may be used either with a pre-time-baseresolution system or with a resolved-time-base system (see Sec. 13.9).
Either the pre-time-base-resolution method or a combination of
the two methods is almost always
used because any practicable con+
denser divider presents a very
Filter
high
impedance to the lower freI
quencies that are present in most
&
time-base waveforms.
FIG. 5,33,—Block diagram of a condenserF@n-e 5.33 shows a block dia-

m

l=!=’

divider data-transmission system.

employing

a sinusoidal

carrier

gram of a data-transmission

wave.

In the way in which

system

the condenser

is generally driven by the oscillator (for example, Fig. 5.3 i ) ~he frequency
shifts somewhat as Cz is varied, but if the circuit has a fairly high ‘‘ Q‘’
This slight frequency shift is of no
the amplitude will remain constant.
consequence in most applications.
Two push-pull condenser networks are shown in Fig. 5.34 in which
the total capacitance, and hence the frequency, does not change.
The

“-l————1

1

+

‘1 ~

1

I

*

I

(b)

(a)

FIG. 5.34.—Push-pull condenser voltage divider.

capacitances are designed to follow the relationships
c, = c1

B + kf(o)
A – kj(o)’

~j = ~, B – kj(e)
A + L-f(d)’
where A and B are constants, giving output voltages

(17)
(18)
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[A +lcj(19)]

The total capacitance CT is
cl.=—

(7,(7,
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,
.

(19)

2B
—
A+B’

(20)

and is seen to be constant.
The analysis shows that equations of the
form of Eq. (19) hold for both Figs. 5“34a and 534b.
Network ZIis
generally preferred in practice because cable and
.ei
other stray capacitances from the output terminals to ground aregenerally much larger than
1
c,
the stray capacitance between input and output
terminals.
Stray capacity across the output tereo
minals of network b may simply be considered as
part of C,. Experience with a push-pull network c
C2
of this type led to the conclusion that in practice
it would not be capable of the accuracy of a single
~
divider primarily because of the great difficulty of
~1~~5,35_COnd,n,e,-diaccurately aligning the two variable condensers.
vider network.
The condenser network shown in Fig. 5“35
has been found useful for producing output voltages that are certain
For this network
nonlinear functions of condenser-shaft rotation.
e.
t?i
–=

C+

c1
C1+ C,’

(21)

from which eo as a function of @maybe determined when C as a function
of 1?is specified.
Bendix condenser No. 74747-1 for which C = A + kt?
has been used in this way to produce a desired nonlinear output.
In one
such production application, Cl = 122 ~yf, Cz = 194 ypf, and C varies
linearly with 0 from nearly O to 110 MJf. Other condenser networks
with still different characteristics can be used. A condenser for which
~(19)in Eqs. (17) and (18) is sin Ohasbeen
designed but not put into
production.’
Example.-Two
condensers have been designed which yield an output
voltage for which f(0) in Eq. (15) is linear in 0, that is,
ez=A+kO.

(22)

One is Bendix OAR 971-30-1; the other is Rauland CV-11.
The following data pertain specifically to the latter: Temperature coefficient of
1See Chap. 9, Vol. 17, of the Radiation Laboratory Series.
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capacitances
100parts permillion per degree centigrade; output voltage
is linear to + ~ per cent; the condenser is operable from – 40”C to +70”C
and with 95 per cent humdity at 45°C; it withstands the salt-spray test,
10g-shock test, and 0.03-in. amplitude of vibration from 10 to 55 cps.
It, will last for 10,000 hr at speeds
It is designed for 400 volts rms input.
in the range from 10 to 2000 rpm, and it requires 4 in.-oz of torque.
It

FI~. 5.36.—Rauland CV-11 sweep condenser: (1) housing; (2) end plates; (3) statpr
plate assembly; (4) stub steel driving shaft; (5) ceramic main shaft; (6) counterweights;
(7) rotorplate assembly; (8) index marks for zeroing rotor; (9) slip ring; (10) solder connection from slip ring to stator plates; (11) brush; (12) bearing retainer plates; (13) shims for
longitudir,al rotor position adjustment; (14) loading spring; (16) ball bearings.

is constructed (see Fig. 5.36) of 17 fixed, and one adjustable, stator
plates that are 0.160 in. f 0.001 in. apart, and of 17 rotor plates, each
plate being 0.04 in. thick.
The capacitance varies from 50 to 200 ppf in
the usable 320° of rotation.
Mechanically the shaft turns continuously.
In Fig. 5.37 is shown a circuit that makes use of a condenser divider
that satisfies Eq. (22).
The condenser divider forms part of the tank
circuit of the l-Me/see Hartley oscillator T’l. The peak-to-peak output
of 575 volts does not change appreciably even when the heater supply
changes over the range from 4 to 8 volts.
The tank circuit and all
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radiating components including VI are shielded in copper, and the entire
oscillator is mounted only a few inches from the variable condenser and
is connected to it by a shielded cable.
The trimmer condenser Cl is
adjusted so that Cl plus Cz is equal to Ci plus the stray capacitance
(about 15 pyf) for 8 = OO. The proper adjustment is ascertained by
comparing the observed output vs. angle curve with the calculated curve.
The 6SL7 Vi and RI and Ci serve as a detector.
The shift in d-c
level of the output voltage with heater voltage for a 6SL7 is only about
half that observed with a 6SN7.
Tube V~ is a cathode follower that
affords the low output impedance necessary in this case to drive the
Both the detector and the
several feet of cable to the indicator circuits.
I

+31)131/
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T
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10 mh
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,
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-105V
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I
.

Note: L =50#h
50 turns of ~18 wire
on 2“ form tap
ped 12 turns up

FIG, 5.37.—Angle-voltage generator.

cathode follower are mounted very close to the slip rings of the variable
With the Rauland condenser
condenser to minimize the stray capacity.
in use the output voltage varies from O to f 55 volts for a variation in
shaft rotation from – 160° to + 160°.
The calculated peak-to-peak carrier ripple in the output is less than
0.05 volt and the calculated phase shift for 10 rps is about 4°. Since,
in this particular application, the condenser is geared up 32 to 1 with
respect to the scanner, this delay is permissible.
Replacing RI by a 0.25
henry choke reduces the phase shift to 0.02°.
5.13. Resolved-time-base
Applications Using Condensers.
Gcnwal
Diseu.ssion.-If a time-base waveform is to be attenuated by a condenser
divider, frequencies as low as the repetition rate of the time base must be
passed. With available condensers and for ordinary radar applications,
the divider must have an impedance of about a megohm for the lowfrequency components.
At this level, leakage resistan~e becomes partic-
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ularly troublesome.
Consequently,
variable condensers are unsuited
for most resolved-time-base applications of the type commonly employing synchros.
Laboratory models have, however, been constructed.
Another laboratory system that used a synchro and a sinusoidal condenser in parallel as a resolver for a PPI system was tried. The system
worked satisfactorily, but it was felt that a lower-inductance synchro
was better for the fast sweep waveforms in question.
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of ree.rdved-tim~baae PPI using a condenser for data transmission.

Use of a High- freqwmcy Carrier.-Resolved-time-base
systems that
employ high-frequency carriers have been built and have performed
satisfactorily.
Figure 5.38 shows the schematic diagram of a PPI datatransmission system using Cardwell-type sinusoidal condensers.
Section
Cl is the cosine condenser, and C,, the rotor of which is 90° out of phase
with that of (71, is the sine condenser.
Section Cl, together with C, and Ci, constitutes a push-pull voltagedivider network similar to that shown in Fig. 5.34. For the Cardwell
condenser, Cl = A + k sin o and C{ = .4 — k sin O. From Eq. (14)
it is seen that the difference in the output voltage is
2kCl sin 9
“ – ‘2 = “ (C, + A)’ – k’ sin’ 8“

(23)

GENERATORS
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If C, is about 10 times as large ask, the sin2 o term introduces a departure
from true sinusoidal push-pull output of less than 1 per cent. A cosine
output is similarly obtained from (72 with Cb and C6. In order that a
balanced output signal may be obtained, Ca, C4, Cs, and Ct may be made
adjustable.
The input waveform is a modulated sinusoid of about
The envelope of the waveform is a sawtooth wave
2-Me/see frequency.1
and the modulation is accomplished by applying a triangular wave to
the screen of the oscillator.z
An automatic amplitude-control
circuit
has been used successfully with this oscillator, the control voltage being
applied to the suppressor grid. The detectors are bypassed cathode
follower circuits.
The output signals are push-pull sawtooth waveforms
varying in amplitude as the sine and cosine of the condenser-shaft dis-

.

Sawtootfrwavaform controls
amplitude

F-M
detatctor

Push-pull SSWtooth waveforms
with amplitude
proportional to sin 0

Sinusoidal condenser
vanes frequency from
2.9 to 3.1 Mc/see

Fm. 5.39.—Modulation of sawtooth waveform by means of sinusoidal condenwr.

placement.
The circuit shown, together with suitable auxiliary circuits
and equipment, gives a PPI presentation of suitable quality for shaft
rotations as high as 30 rps. Additional intelligence can be transmitted
by frequency modulation of the carrier.
Frequency-modulated-carrier
Exampfes.-Figure
5.39 is the block
diagram of another system of the resolved-time-base type which employs
a carrier; in this case, the carrier is amplitude-modulated
by a sawtooth
waveform as in the previous example and also frequency-modulated
by
the variable condenser.
A frequency-sensitive detector produces pushpull sawtooth waveforms of amplitude proportional to the frequency
deviation and, since the frequency varies linearly with Cl, proportional
to sin 0. Since the output is proportional to the input amplitude also,
the wave shape is preserved.
Such a circuit can be used in the generation of a B-scan presentation (no amplitude modulation), or together
with another similar unit with the condenser shifted 90° in phase, to
produce a PPI display.
Such a system performed satisfactorily in a
laboratory test.
5.14. Generators.-Generators
have been used in two different ways
aa data-transmission devices.
In some applications the generator is
used as a tachometer: the output voltage, whose amplitude is proportional
1Linearelectricalmodulationis assumed. See Vol. 19, Chap. 12 of the Radiation
LaboratorySeries.
~SeeVol. 19, Chap. 11of the RadiationLaboratorySeries.
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to the speed of the driving source, is most often utilized by the so-called
“triggered” display system to be discussed in Sec. 5“17. The other way
in which a generator may be employed makes use of the fact that, for
constant angular velocity, the output voltage of an a-c generator varies
In an application of the first kind
sinusoidally with shaft displacement.
the intelligence is conveyed by the
position
Instantaneous
amplitude of the output waveform.
of centerlineof
radio-frequency
~am
This amplitude is a measure of the
shaft speed and is used as a means
Position
of compensating for variation in
of scanner
shaft speed.
In contrast to this, if
a generator is employed in the
second way, it is assumed that either
the angular velocity is constant, in
for constant 6
which case the instantaneous value
FIG. 5.40.—Geometry of cotical scanning.
of the output voltage is proportional to the sine of the shaft displacement, or any variation in rate is
compensated.
A simplified version of a radar application of the second (displacement
information) method is illustrated in Figs. 5.40 and 5.41. In this instance
the radio-frequency beam is rotated at 20 cps making a small angle d with
respect to a fixed axis, the locus of the “pencil” beam thus tracing out a
E PP
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1
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Nod angle

?
I
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!
I

27v I
d-c
y{
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FIG. 6.41.—Data-transmission system using a generator and potentiometer.

cone. The received radar signals are presented as an azimuth angle vs.
range, or B-scope.
The azimuth position of the beam is 6 sin 0 measured
from a vertical plane passing through the axis of the conical scan. The
output of the generator, mounted to rotate as 0, is proportional to sin O,
and, for a fixed value of 6, therefore, to 6 sin e, the azimuth angle.
In order to search all the space lying within an angle 60 of the axis,
withh the range of the set, the angle 6 is continuously varied between
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limits of + ~0 and – 6,. The amplitude of the cone half-angle ti goes
through one complete cycle in about 4 sec. The fact that 3 actually
goes negative means that the phase of the generator output curve must
be effectively shifted by 180° each time the amplitude goes through zero.
The amplitude of the output sine wave is varied proportionally to 6, and
cognizance is taken of the sign by means of the linear potentiometer R1.
When 6 is zero the potentiometer winding is grounded at the center.
The output from the center-tapped resistor Rs is zero under these circumstances.
The amplitude of the output waveform increases linearly
with ~ as the brush of R 1moves downward, and reaches a maximum when
the lower end of the potentiometer is grounded.
As the brush moves in
the opposite direction the amplitude increases, approaching the same
maximum value but with the phase changed by 180°.

g;r
Cam

Slit

FIG.S.42.—Electromechanical data-transmission system consisting of a cam and
electric cell.

Both a permanent-magnet-field
and a d-c excited-field generator
have been used in this application.
The output waveform shows a
variation from sinusoidal shape indicative of the number of poles of the
generator.
A I-vf filter condenser across the generator output terminals
has sometimes been used. The generator output is about 60 volts rms
at 20 cps.
5.15. Photoelectric-mechanical
Data Transmission.-An
electromechanical data-transmission system that has been used in experimental
systems consists of a cam turned by a shaft (the mechanical signal) that
modulates the light falling on a photoelectric cell,z which, in turn, produces an electrical signal. Such a system is illustrated in Fig. 5.42.
One such system employed a “constant “-intensity light souroe, a
lens system for controlling the light beam, and an RCA 929 high-vacuum
photoelectric cell. The output voltage of this photoelectric cell is very
nearly proportional to the light intensity.
Since it was required that the
1Productiongeneratoris type 1401madeby ElectricalEngineeringand Manufacturing Co., Los Angeles.
‘John Strong,Proceduresin EzpsrimmhdF’h@cs, Prentic&Hall,New York, 1939,
Chap. 10.
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output voltage indicate the shaft position even when the shaft was at
rest, a direct-coupled amplifier had to be used. Considerable difficulty
was encountered in making an amplifier with an output that did not
“drift”
excessively. 1 A monitor photoelectric cell was used to obtain
a signal proportional to the intensity of the light source.
Such a signal
could be used to vary the gain of the amplifier and thus compensate
completely for lighhintensity fluctuations.
In this case, however, the
monitor signal and the main signal were the two input signals to a differential amplifier; the output for a given (midrange) value of 0 was thus
kept fixed. Another, and generally a better, method of monitoring is
to control the light intensity in accordance with the monitor output to
make that output a given value.
In a second laboratory model neither a lens nor a monitor was employed; an a-c amplifier was used. The use of an a-c amplifier requires
that the cam be rotating (600 rpm normally), but the use of an intermittent light source obviates this difficulty.
For certain applications, the photocell compares favorably with other
electromechanical devices.
It has the advantage that the cam can be cut
to give almost any desired functional relationship between the rotation
angle and the output signal. Inherently it is capable of applications
analogous to those using a “d-c carrier” (a constant-intensity
light
source), a sinusoidal carrier (intermittent light source), or to resolvedtime-base applications (light intensity controlled by a time base).
SYNCHRONIZED TRANSMISSION OF ANGULAR DATA
In almost all of the foregoing discussion the remote signal was derived
directly from the primary signal by mechanical or electromechanical
devices.
In applying such techniques the primary signal is generally
thought of aa being an independent variable and the remote signal as
being a dependent variable.
In some cases, however, both the primary
and the remote signal may be considered dependent; dependent, generally, on time. Two techniques have been used in such cases. One is the
use of synchronous motors to drive the primary shaft and the remote
shaft; the other is the use, as the remote signal source, of an electrical
circuit giving an output signal that varies in time in some prescribed way
in synchronism with the primary signal, which is assumed to be a prescribed function of time.
In both applications, generally the only data
actually “transmitted”
is a synchronizing signal.
6.16. Synchronous Motors.—A means of synchronizing the rotation
of two shafts is by the use of synchronous motors, an example of which
is shown in Fig. 5.43. Its advantages are very lightweight, high accuracy
for continuous rotation, and the lack of necessity for an auxiliary ampliI See Chap, 11, Vol. 18 of the Radiation Laboratory Series.
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fier. On the other hand, it is difficult to phase the motors initially, and
any slipping of the motor or momentary loss of power requires rephasing
of the entire system.
In the example shown, the switch is manually
adjusted until the antenna and the rotating coil are in phase. Because
the phasing feature of this system is not positive, the system is very
rarely used. Another disadvantage of this method is its inability to
sector scan with any accuracy.
5.17. Triggered Circuits.—If the primary signal is a function of time
which repeats itself periodically or upon the reception of a triggering or
initiating signal, then a remote electrical signal can be derived from an
appropriate waveform generator that oscillates or that is triggered in
synchronism with the primary signal, For example, if the primary
signal is the displacement angle of a uniformly rotating shaft, an electrical
lx
Gear box

Antenna

{

Antenna
motor

““:%:E’””

PPI

PPI motor

[
“J\

\
1800 rpm
synchronous \
motors

FIW 5.43.—Synchronized data transmission with synchronous motors.

signal proportional to this displacement can be derived from a sawtooth
generator that is triggered by a synchronizing signal from a switch
operated by a cam on the shaft. The duration of the sawtooth waveform
must be somewhat shorter than the period of the shaft rotation.
Methods of Triggering and Gating.—Several methods have been
employed for obtaining the synchronizing signal, and two types of synchronizing signal have been employed.
One type of synchronizing
signal is a trigger or initiating pulse (Figs. 5 .44b or c) which serves to
start the waveform generator.
The other is a gating or switching wave
form (Fig. 5.44d) which is a signal having one value for the duration of
the required voltage waveform and another value for the rest of the time.
When the trigger pulse is obtained from a switch controlled by a cam
on the shaft, the closing or opening time of the switch, or of a relay controlled by it, is of the order of magnitude of a few milliseconds-which
Another disadvantage is that it is
is too long for many applications.
often inconvenient to use cams and switches because proper adjustment
is generally diflicult.
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A disk containing a magnetic “slug” may be fixed to the shaft in
question.
A signal derived from a coil held near the surface of the disk
can be used to synchronize the waveform generator with the shaft rotation. The waveform of the puke, shown in Fig. 5.44b, has an amplitude
proportional to the shaft speed and consists of both a positive and a
negative part. It is not very steep at any part, and therefore it is difiicult to derive a “jitter free” narrow synchronizing pulse from the coil
output .

+

I

1

Fm. 544.-Some wrweforms illustrating triggered-circuit data transmission.
A third method consists of a rotating dotted disk or cam that interrupt a beam of light to a photocell.
This method (see Sec. 6.2), which
is the most suitable for most applications, can give either a synchronizing
pulse (Fig. 5.44c) or a switching waveform (Fig. 5.44d).
The output
signal is, moreover, independent of shaft speed and has a faster rise time
than the voltage waveform obtained with the magnetic-slug method.
The output-signal waveform generator must be turned off in time to
allow adequate recovery of the circuit before the initiation of the next
cycle.
If a gating waveform is used, the shutoff is automatic.
If pulses
are used, the shutoff can be effected by a second pulse derived in the same
manner as the first, or by an automatic timing circuit at a fixed time after
the start.
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Use o.fa Tachometer.-The
output signal waveform e(t) (Fig. 5“44e)
will have a value at any time which is proportional to the mechanical
displacement y(t) of the shaft only if both de/dt and dy/dt are constant
or vary proportionally.
If the mechanical system is such that dy/dt
cannot be held constant within the desired limits, a tachometer generator
can be connected to the shaft and its output can be used to modulate
the slope or amplitude of the tim~base waveform.
Figure 5.45 shows the circuit used in one experimental system employThe genering a d-c tachometer generator to correct for rate variations.
+300V

+300V

Ganarator
0.1
=

IM
+300V

y

=
-150 v
FIG. 5.45.—Triggered

data-transmission

- 150V
circuit using tachometer generator andphototuhe

blankingdisk.

ator is geared to turn at five times the cam shaft speed, the latter being
about 10 rps. The positive generator output is applied to the cathode
follower V1. Tubes Vz and V3 and the associated parts form a “bootstrap” sawtooth-generator
circuit (see Sec. 4.6).
The slope of the
output sawtooth waveform is proportional to the initial current flowing
This current, in turn, is proportional
through the l-megohm resistor.
to the generator output voltage since V1 is conducting before the start
of the sawtooth waveform.
Thus, if the speed of rotation increases, the
sawtooth slope increases proportionately.
The voltage waveform on the
grid of V, is shown. The time from t,to t, is the duration of the sawtooth, and the bias on the cathode of Vi is adjusted so that the tube is
nonconducting from to to t~. The cam that interrupts the light beam
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introduces smaller modulations of the light intensity at regular intervals.
The corresponding fluctuations in output voltage are below the cutoff
potential for Vi but are present in the output of VF. These signals
serve to brighten the trace on the associated cathode-ray-tube display
and thus produce angle marks. The switching signal from V, serves,
through circuits not shown, to blank the cathode-ray tube beam from ts
to the next to.
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BY H. O. MARCY, III
6.1. Introduction.-A
display index is commonly a line indicating a
particular value of a function that may or may not be one of the coordinates of the display.
Either a number of indices that allow h.iterpol~
tion, or a single movable index may be employed.
The latter is especially
In general, it is desirable
convenient for automatic data transmission.
that the indices be more sharply defined and more accurately fixed than
the particular signal to be evaluated.
For example, a sharp line may be
used to bkect a broad signal with an error of less than one-tenth the
width of the signal.
Overlays are the simplest means for applying indices to a display (see
Sec. 16”5). They consist of dark lines or illuminated scratches engraved
on a transparent plate placed dinectly in front of the dkplay tube.
They
are not always satisfactory because parallax errors are usually present,
and because it is essential that the dkplay be stable in position and size
in spite of line-voltage or tube-characteristic
fluctuations.
Greater
accuracy can usually be achieved by the use of electronic indices, which
appear in the display area as brightened lines or dots, because these may
be made independent of any variability or dktortion in the dkplay and
are not subject to parallax.
Unfortunately, circuits for the generation of
electronic markers are often costly and complex.
With most two-chmensional dkplays, scanning is much more rapid in
one coordinate than in the other. The B-scope of a radar display is an
example of a cartesian-coordinate dkplay with the fast scan in the ycoordinate representing range, and the slow scan in the x-coordinate repreAs the x-scan progresses
senting the azimuth angle of the antenna.
acroea the tube, the y-scan, sweeping successively across, forms a series
of parallel slanting lines. All values of g are covered in each y-scan,
but only discrete values of x are displayed for each x-scan, the separation
of the lines being determined by the ratio of the scanning repetition
rates of z and y. An index for a particular value yl, made by intensifying ezeh y-scan for a short interval at the value y 1, will then appear in
the display as a row of brightened dots as shown in Fig. 6. la.
On
successive x-scans, when there is no synchronization between the x and II
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rates, this row of dots will move bodily to the right or left at
random and the dots will merge into a smooth line because of the persistence of the observer’s vision or of the screen. The vertical width of the
repetition
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z, Index
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5sweep stopped
during this wsweep
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ring which index
is substituted
Totsl scan
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6.1

.—Diagramof a cartesian-coordinate
display.

line depends only on the steadiness of the y-scan and on the interval of
time during which each scan is intensified.
An index for a particular value xl, on the other hand, is more difficult to obtain with a clean-cut appearance, especially when the separation of y-scans is large. In this situation the value xl may fall where no
y-scan is present during a given x-scan, but is present during the next
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x-scan because of the random relation between the x and y repetition
rates. This fluctuation will cause the index to fade in and out of view
The difficulty can be avoided by
or to flicker in an annoying manner.
broadening the index to include values of z from x, to x, + AX where AX
is greater than the separation between successive y-scans.
In this way,
there is certain to be a y-scan during the intensified portion of each x-scan,
but such broadening of the index can introduce other defects if Ax is much
more than the spot size of the cathode-ray beam.
The random position
of the y-scan in the interval AX may cause the intensified line to move
about from one x-scan to the next (Fig. 6, lb) or the intensified line may
start in the middle of one y-scan and continue into the next (Fig. 6. lc).
With a persistent screen, these effects may not be noticed individually,
but they do cause the index to waver and to appear defocused.
To avoid these difficulties, it is possible to stop the x-scan at z, until
there is a complete y-scan (Fig. 6.ld).
After the index has been formed,
the x-scan is made to catch up to its correct position.
Another method of generating slow-scan indices, useful with persistent cathode-ray-tube
screens, is to remove the normal x-scan and
momentarilyy replace it by substitution of the single value x 1. The fast
y-scans are allowed to continue and may be intensified to give a bright
line index of value Z1. This method may be used to advantage if a portion of the slow-scan cycle is not used. An example is an expanded display in which only a portion of the x-region observed by the scanning
During the undisplayed part of the
device is displayed on the tube.
scan a relay may switch the presentation to the particular value z I of
the index. Figure 6.le shows this diagrammatically.
If all of the scan
should be displayed, a sacrifice of duty ratio is necessary.
6.2. Slow-scan Indices.—These indices may be subdivided into two
To obtain flashing
classes, flashing indices and substitution indices.
indices the fast sweep may be intensified in one of several ways.
Mechanical Switching.-Figure
6.2 shows the generation of an angle
mark on a PPI display by the use of a cam coupled to the device that
rotates the position of the radial sweep on the cathode-ray tube. At the
proper position the cam closes a microswitch which, in turn, actuates a
two-circuit relay. As soon as the first relay closes, it energizes a second
relay. This relay opens the circuit that was closed by the first relay.
The net result, shortly after the microswitch is closed by the cam, is a
circuit closed during a short interval that is determined by the ‘( actuation time” of the second relay. This closed circuit is used to change
the grid bias of the cathode-ray tube in such a way that the trace is
brightened.
The duration of the angle mark is determined only by the
actuation time of the second relay and is independent of the shape of
the cam. By the choice of a suitable relay, the interval may be varied.
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In general, this method is applicable only to angular scan rates less
than 5 rpm. Its accuracy is determined by mechanical considerations
and by the uncertain delay in closing the microswitch and the first relay.
Easy phasing of the index is accomplished by the use of a mechanical
differential between the antenna and the cam.
F’hotoeZectricMethod. —This is the most precise method of generating
indices.
A slotted disk, mechanically coupled to the scanning device,
is so placed that it intercepts a collimated light beam that would otherwise fall on the sensitive surface of a photocell.
Whenever the light
beam passes through a slot in the disk, the photocell signal is generated.
, Bright angle-mark

Rotating
Coil

caatbje-a~y-50,+

—

FIG. 6.2.—Mechanica1 switching to intensify sweeps ata particular angle.

After suitable amplification, this signal may be applied to the cathode or
grid of the cathode-ray tube and thereby change the brightness of the
trace. Theelectrical circuit isshownin Fig. 6.3. Agas-filled phototube
is used because of its greater sensitivity, and because the linearity of
response is unimportant.
Collimation of the light from a six-candlepower bulb is accomplished by using a narrow slit placed in the light
shield surrounding the bulb. Accurate alignment of this slit with the
With good alignment the width of
slit in the rotating disk is required.
the index is proportional to the width of the light beam plus the width
of the slot in the disk. By rotating the disk at several times the speed of
the scanning device, multiple indices of proportionately narrower width
may be generated.
The errors of this method, subject to the provision
that the interval between fast scans be sufficiently small, are only those
introduced by the mechanical coupling to the scanning device and the
errors inherent in the scanning device itself. Phasing of the index may
be done mechanically.
This process will prove cumbcxsome if the scan-
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ning device and the photocell unit are remote from the display, and
therefore photoelectric indices are usually fixed.
Synchro-null Methods. —When a carrier is applied to the rotor of a
steadily rotating synchro there will appear across any two output terFor a complete revolution of the
minals a sine modulated-carrier wave.
synchro there are two positions, 180° apart; at which the phase of the
carrier reverses and the amplitude passes through a minimum.
If this
carrier is demodulated by means of some type of peak detector, the
resulting wave consists of a series of positive sine-wave half cycles.
At
the minimum value there is a rapid reversal of the slope of the demodulated waveform and both the negative and positive slopes are at their
greatest values on either side of this minimum.
Narrow pulses that
Rotating disk
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.
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FIG.6+.-Photocell in~excircuit.
occur at two definite angular positims 180° apart can therefore be formed
from the demodulated waveform.
The advantage of this method is that the phase of the index may be
controlled at a position remote from the scanning device to which the
rotating synchro is attached.
The stator of another synchro located
on the control panel may be connected to the stator of the first synchro,
Rotation of the second synchro rotor will phase the index to any position
desired since the second synchro acts as an electrical differential.
The carrier energizing the synchro must be of a sufficiently high
frequency to furnish information to the demodulator at intervals more
frequent than those corresponding to the maximum allowable error oi the
index.
In general an upper frequency limit to the carrier is set by the
transfer characteristic of the synchro at high frequencies and the stray
capacity in the synchro itself and in the transmission lines. Capacity
unbalance frequently causes the minimum values of the carrier to vary
for different settings of the second phasing synchro.
A change in the
d-c level of the minima of the demodulated wave then results. In most
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circuits this change in turn eausesa variation of theangular width of the
index itself. A circuit forgenerating indices bythesynehro-null
method
isshownin Fig. 6.4. Anoscillator (4.5 kc/sec) isusedto excite the rotor
Although the freof a synchro mechanically coupled to the antenna.
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FIG.6,4.—Synchro-nullindices.
quency stability of this oscillator is of no consequence, amplitude variation in the oscillator will cause a proportional increase in the width of the
index. For any position of the control synchro there are two corresponding positions of the scan synchro in which the output from the secondary
of the control synchro goes to zero. At all other positions of the scan
synchro there is an appreciable carrier signal. This signal is amplified
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by a two-stage amplifier and coupled into a peak detector that is biased
beyond cutoff.
When there is any appreciable signal, the peak
detector conducts over part of thecycle andthe condenser in the plate
circuit discharges.
During a null, thedetector tube fails to conduct and
The amount of input
the plate condenser is charged to B+ voltage.
signal required before the detector tube conducts depends upon the bias,
controlled by R1. The bias thereby controls the width of the positive
plateau in the plate waveform, which is generally used to cut off a cathode
follower, an amplifier, or an oscil● 3COW
lator’ at all times when the plate
voltage is not at B+.
Thus RI
47k
is the width control for the index.
Indices with a width of 2° out of
the 360° rotation of the antenna
synchro may be obtained with
ease; sharper indices require stable
Cnntrd,jmhm
amplifiers, stable power supplies,
II
+3W,
+
and care in the reduction of straylok low
R&y
Imh
Variations of
capacity
effects.
1.
=,
--- L
the circuit shown in Fig. 6.4 may
)565)47
%6947
001
be deduced from the data on de..-—
001
0,1
modulation in Chap. 5. Lower4mk
frequency
carriers h a v e been
;;Ok
lok
k
successfully used for the genera@
Bnsumfrd
- &v
tion of indices by this method.
&k
Elimination of alternate indices
i
-105”
*
m
may be .Womplished if desired by
FIG. 6.5.—Elimination of alternate index.
the addition of the circuit shown
in Fig. 6.5. The control transformer synchro used to phase the index
By suitable connections
in Fig. 6.4 is replaced by a clifferential synchro.
a carrier whose modulation envelope is 90° in scan angle behind that used
for the generation of the index may be obtained from this differential
This carrier is added to a suitable fraction of the unmodulated
synchro.
carrier, and the sum is then demodulated to give a wave proportional to
the cosine of the scan-synchro rotation angle. When the cosine wave is
near a maximum, a vacuum tube driving a relay conducts and thereby
actuates the relay, which allows the index to be transmitted to the display
tube.
Indices Derived from th Cathode-ray-tube Sweep-control Potential.—
A varying voltage, related to the position of the scanning device, is
usually generated as the means of controlling the cathode-ray-tube
1Au oscillator, VJof Fig, 6.4, is used to allow passageof the index signalthrough
video circuits.
just

1
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sweep. A particular value of this voltage usually corresponds to a single
position of the scanner.
It is, therefore, possible to generate an index
by a circuit that reacts discontinuously at this particular voltage.
The
circuit shown in Fig. 6“6 makes use of a “ flopover” V2 and Vg, which
fires when the Vz grid potential changes from negative to positive with
respect to the grid of VS. The cathode follower VI isolates the sweepcontrol from the index circuit and offers a low impedance to the divider
R, and Rz. The potential at the junction of RI and R, can be varied by
means of the low-impedance potentiometer Ra. The value of the sweepcontrol voltage at which the flopover circuit fires may thus be selected
at will. Since the potential at the plate of VZ shifts abruptly negative
whenever the grid of Vt changes from a potential below that of the grid
Sweep control
potential

(Oto+loov)

I

L
b-.

Vz
6SN7----

I 4+

I

L-.

“

6SN7

.I+

I

To sweep
circuit

‘1
-150V

Index
output

Fm. 6.6.—Indexfromeweep-controlpotential.
After an interval,
of Vs to one above, Va is cut off instantaneously.
determined by R4C4, Vt again becomes conducting as Ca is charged
positively through Ra. There will appear, therefore, at the plate of Vt
a positive pulse whose start corresponds to a particular value of the scancontrol potential, determined by the setting of Ra, and whose duration is
determined by R,C,.
When the sweep-control potential decreases to the
No index
critical value, the flopover will return to the initial condition.
will be generated since only a positive pulse appears at the grid of V4.
If an index were generated at each tra~ition of the flopover, a slight
difference in the potentials corresponding to the indices produced by
alternate transitions would be observed.
This method of generating
indices is therefore restricted to scan-control voltages that vary unidirectionally during the useful portion of the scan.
Sweep-stop@W Circuit. -Variations
of the position and intensity
of a slow-scan index xl that are due to a variation of the alscrete values
of z corresponding to the start of the fast scans will occur in some cases.
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It is therefore often desirable to stop the slow scan momentarily at the
value zI. After intensification of a fast y-sweep at xl, the slow x-scan is
allowed to catch up to the correct value.
The block diagram, Fig. 6.7,
shows a sweep-stopping circuit for the special case of sawtooth sweeps.
At a time corresponding to the value z,, a negative trigger pulse, generated by any of the methods already described for the generation of indices,
flips a scale-of-two circuit, which unclamps a sawtooth generator.
The
resulting positive sawtooth voltage is then resistance-mixed with the
negative sawtooth waveform from the scanner.
If the positive sawtooth
voltage is adjusted to the correct slope, the sum of the two sawtooth
Negative trigger
pulse from
index generator

two circuit
r

!Iv

In

o~
Negative trigger pulse
from differentiation
of fast-scan intensifier
gate

Amphfier
t-’Cathode
follower

Q
Slow-scan
voltage in

1

0

Slow-scan

FKCL
6.7.—Blockdiagram of sweep-stopping circuit.
waveforms will not change during the interval in which the scale-of-two
circuit is in this state. To cause a transition of the scale-of-two circuit
back to the original state a negative trigger pulse, derived from the end
of the intensifier-gate circuit associated with the fast scan, must be
applied to the grid of the second tube. As soon as the scale-of-two circuit flips back, the sawtooth generator is clamped.
The sum of this
sawtooth waveform and the canner sawtooth waveform immediately
becomes equal to the value [ f the scanner sawtooth voltage alone. The
scan is therefore in the same position in which it would have been if the
sweep had not been momentarily stopped.
To intensify the cathode-raytube beam during the index, a pulse is developed from the scale-of-two
circuit and applied to the cathode of the cathode-ray tube.
Figure 6.8 shows the actual sweep-stopping circuit.
The scale-of-two
circuit uses a pentode, Vz, and a triode, VS. The screen of the pentode
acts as the anode in the scale-of-two circuit.
The plate of the pentode
is an electron-coupled switch used to clamp Cl. The rate of charge of Cl
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E, may
is determined by R 1 and the potential El to which Cl charges.
be controlled by means of a potentiometer.
The Use of Carriers to A 11OWAmpli$cation by Video Amplijers.—
Very often the indices of siow-scan sweeps must be comprised of long
intensifying pulses. The duration of these pulses may be as much as a
tenth of a second.
In many types of displays, particularly radar displays, the signal amplifiers do not have a low-frequency response sufficient to pass such a long pulse. The long pulse maybe used to modulate
a carrier in order that the index signal may be mixed with the video
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-150V

~

Negative trigger from
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FIci. 6,8.—Sweep-stoppingcirc “t.

?
signals before amplification.
In Fig. 6.4 the ‘circuit involving V5 is a
Hartley oscillator that is gated at the grid by the index pulse and provides a frequency high enough to pass through the video amplifier.
This signal will be demodulated by the nonlinear response of the cathoderay-tube gun.
Substitution Zrulics.-Figure
6.9 shows a circuit in which the index is
placed on the screen of the cathode-ray tube during the interval when the
normal slow sweep would cause the cathode-ray beam to be deflected off
the face of the tube. When the sweep-control voltage E, is sufficiently
positive to sweep the cathode-ray beam off the screen, the relay switch
tube VS conducts and thus actuates the relay. This relay switches the
grid of the sweep amplifier tube from the scanner potentiometer to a fixed
potentiometer, which is adjusted so that the cathode-ray-tube sweep is
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in the correct position for the desired index.
The relay also switches the
cathode-ray-tube grid bias so that it intensifies all fast scans occurring
while the slow sweep is held in the index position.
At the same time
signals are removed.
As soon as the sweep control voltage falls below
the critical value, the relay is released and normal operation is restored.
This method of generating indices requires that only a portion of the
scan be presented, and that the unused portion of the scan be sufficiently
long to allow the relay to operate.
It requires further that the displaytube screen have sufficient persistence.
+300V
4
Defletilon

coils

v,
fixed
coupled

to scanner
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Bias
control
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To cathode.

=
+105V
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6.9.—Substitution

indexusingrelay.

For relatively rapid scans an index may be generated in a somewhat
analogous manner using electronic switches to clamp the sweep amplifiers
Transients in the deflection system,
momentarily to the desired value.
especially with magnetic deflection, become troublesome when the clamping interval is small, but these transients may be reduced if clamping is
done at a time when the sweep is near the desired index position.
A
portion of the scan is sacrificed under this condition, but an index ia not
usually required for every scan.
general methods of generating
Summury of Slow-scan Indices.-Five
electronic indices directly from the mechanical position of the scanner
have been described.
The choice of a suitable method will depend on
(1) the number of indices required, (2) the phasability of the indices,
(3) the accuracy needed, (4) the speed of the scanner, (5) the amount of
scan displayed, and (6) the type of scan.
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Multiple indices may easily be obtained by photoelectric methods,
certain mechanical-switching
methods, and, if submultiple spacing is
assumed, by synchro-null methods.
Substitution methods, on the other
hand, are in general not suitable for generating more than a single index.
The fifth method, pickoff of several indices from the sweep waveform,
requires duplication of the pickoff circuit and may therefore become
uneconomical.
The mechanical-switching
method and the photoelectric method
are relatively difficult to phase. All the other schemes described are
designed to be phasable by a simple remote control.
The most accurate indices may be generated by the photoelectric
method.
The synchro-mdl method has the inherent inaccurac y“ of the
synchro, about 10 if the synchro is geared 1 to 1 to the scanner.
Pickoff
of an index from the sweep waveform has the errors inherent in generating
the waveform.
Substitution indices depend upon the stability of the
sweep amplifiers, and are therefore less accurate than the photoelectric
or synchro-null methods.
Mechanical switching to brighten particular sweeps, as well as substitution indices, requires low scanner speeds, but the other methods are
limited in scanning speed chiefly by mechanical considerations.
All substitution methods also require the sacrifice of a portion of the
scan. Unidirectional scanning is desirable with mechanical switching
and with methods utilizing the sweep control voltage.
Photoelectric
and synchro-null meth9ds may have a small amount of backlash, but
are otherwise indifferent to reversal of the scan.
63. Timing Indices.—In
many cathode-ray-tube
displays such as
are used for test oscilloscopes and radar sets, time is one of the principal
coordinates.
It is nearly always represented by the faster sweep in a
two-coordinate display.
Since every sweep will present all values of time
throughout the desired interval, the problems arising from the discontiThe y,
nuities in the slower sweep of a two-dimensional scan are absent.
time index consists of a series of dots, each of which is generated by the
intensification or deflection of a small section of each y-sweep.
With the
faster time sweeps, the interval that this section represents may have to
be as short as 0.1 ~sec. The generation of such short pulses presents
problems in itself.
Usually, it is desirable to generate time indices entirely independently
from the sweep. Stable oscillators employing crystals or LC tank circuits
are often used. These oscillators may be pulsed at the start of the sweep,
or the start of the sweep may be synchronized with the phase of the
oscillations.
Precise sawtooth delay circuits, often measuring time from
a value other than that at the start of the sweep, provide an alternative
means of accurately measuring time intervals.
The ~articular method
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used for generating the index will depend on whether it is desired to
measure a single variable-time interval or to use multiple fixed indices
equally spaced.
The latter method requires interpolation to determine
the time of any signal.
Presentation of the time index will depend on the display used.
With a onedimensional
time scan and signals presented as deflection
modulation, it is usual to indicate a particular value of time by means
of a rapid transverse deflection such as a step or notch.
Indication of
this type gives the greatest precision, but care must be taken to prevent
distortion of the signal by the deflection of the time index.
Intensity
modulation is always used with two-dimensional scans and often with
one-dimensional scans in which the use of fixed indices is likely to cause
distortion of the signals to be observed.
Such intensity-modulated
indices have the disadvantage of poor focus when bright marks require
high instantaneous beam currents.
Mooable Time Indices.—A” flip- flop,” the circuit for which is described
in Sec. 4+ may be used to measure a time interval.
However, the
changes of tube characteristics caused by aging, tube replacement, and
variations of heater voltage lead to considerable inaccuracy.
It is
therefore usual to calibrate the time intervals corresponding to particular
potentiometer settings of the RC time constant involved against a more
reliable delay circuit.
However, the economy of such a multivibrator
recommends its use when great accuracy is not required.
The particular
circuit shown in Fig. =3 holds its calibration, for extremes in normal
operating conditions and for reasonable lengths of time, to f 5 per cent.’
In some cases the tendency of the multivibrator delay time to vary
rapidly over a small interval or to “jitter” will broaden the index enough
to confuse the observer.
Greater accuracy and stability may be obtained at considerably
greater expense with the sawtooth delay circuit shown in Fig. 6.10.
The switch tube VI holds Cl and Cz discharged until a negative square
wave starting at time ~0cuts off this tube. To insure a linear sawtooth
waveform both ‘‘ bootst rapping” and compensation by means of RZCZ
are used. At the end of the sawtooth waveform Vz and Vi allow a
the plate of the diode
When, at time tl,
rapid return to initial conditions.
Vs becomes positive with respect to the cathode, the remainder of the
sawtooth waveform is transmitted through the diode to the grid of the
pentode amplifier Ve. The pulse transformer in the plate of V6 differentiates and inverts the amplified segment of the sawtooth wave.
After
further amplification by V, this waveform triggers a pulse oscillator Vg.
The resulting sharp pulse may be used directly as an index of the time
1Seethe RadiationLaboratorySeries,Vol. 20, Chap.5 for a moredetaileddiscussion
of this circuit and its stability.
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interval t,-t~. The critical parts in this circuit are V,, which determines
the voltage at the start of the sawtooth wave; VS, which may require
slightly varying plate-to-cathode potentials for conduction; the critical
time constants, R,CI and RX7Z; and the voltage at the arm of the delay
potentiometer.
Variation of this voltage causes a linear variation of the
time interval.
Thk circuit will hold its calibration to about ~ 0.5 per
cent for extremes of normal operating conditions.
A detailed discussion
of its stability appears in Vol. 20, Chap. 4.
lM
1w W.w.
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=51
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:27 k
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output
FIG. 6.11 .—Phantastrondelaycircuit.

Another delay circuit, similar in some respects to a multivibrator but
controlled by a linear sawtooth waveform, is shown in Fig. 6.11.1 NormallY, both gl and the cathode of VI are held positive with respect to gz.
Screen current flows, but the plate is cut off by g,. The plate potential
of VI is controlled by the delay potentiometer through the diode Vz. If
a negative trigger pulse is allowed to reduce the cathode potential below
that of gz, plate current will flow momentarily and thus cause gl to be held
at a lower potential by the integrating condenser Cl. After a small
initial drop, the plate potential will be able to become more negative only
as C’l discharges through R1. The plate continues to become more negative with a sawtooth waveform until it reaches the potential of gz. At
this point gl rapidly becomes positive until it exceeds the potential of
gz; the plate current is then cut off and the circuit returned to the original
conditions.
The time interval is determined by the potential at which
the negative plate sawtooth waveform starts and by the conditions for
which plate current can no longer increase. The initial plate voltage
1The action of this circuit, known as the “ phantastron”
in detail in Chap. 5, Vol. %3 of the series

delay circuit, is described
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may be varied by the delay potentiometer to give an almost linear variation of delay.
Critical parts of the circuit are R,Cl, which determines the
slope of the plate sawtooth wave, the screen potential of VI, and the
suppressor potential of V1. The output waveform may be taken from
either the screen or the cathode.
Since the screen has a steeper negative
wavefront, a shorter minimum delay time is available there.
More elaborate circuits employing stable oscillators, phase shifters,
and a delay circuit to allow selection of a
At
particular sine-wave cycle relative to some
1,1
other previous sine-wave cycle are de-’
&
II
scribed
in Vol. 20, Chap. 5. By the use of
ii
continuous crystal oscillators and accurately
made phase shifters, errors may be reduced
to less than 0.1 gsec.
*
De&ction Presentation of a Single Time
Step
in.dez.-To
allow very accurate setting of
an index on a particular signal, a section of
the time sweep in the vicinity of the signal
may be expanded.
On an A-scope. a step,
Notch
notch, or pedestal can accomplish this expansion by a deflection transverse to the
time sweep. Since the signal is also indicated by a transverse deflection, care
must be taken that the signal is set only
Pedestal
to the edge of the step. For best accuracy
the slope of the step must be a maximum
Equal
tl
at thk edge. A good step will, therefore,
break sharply.
Figure 612 shows how the
position of a pulse may be measured by a
a
step, a notch, or a pedestal.
Experience
Expanded and intensified
indicates
that
for
a
step
1
in.
high
a sharp
segment of sweep
signal
may
easily
be
set
to
one-tenth
of At.
FIG. 612,-Methods
of setting a signal to a time index t]
An alternative method of expansion
fromradarA-scopes.
employs a sharp increase in the rate of the
time sweep for a short interval starting at t, (Fig. 6“12). During
this interval the CRT beam is intensified for easy identification.
The
accuracy of measurement is thus “increased without distorting the
signal amplitude.
However, this distortion of the time base may be
obj actionable, and, in general, this method does not yield such accurate
results as the step method.
F@re 6.13 shows one form of step-generating circuit.
The sawtooth
waveform used for the delay will cause VI to conduct when the sawtooth
potential reaches a value equal to the potential El from the delay poten-
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tiometer minus the cutoff bias voltage of V,.
When VI conducts, a
sawtooth voltage appears at the cathode.
This sawtooth waveform 1s
The negative step that
amplified by Vi, until Vz reaches saturation.
appears at the plate of V2 is further amplified by the wideband amplifier
Va and is applied directly to the cathode-ray-tube deflection plate.
A much sharper step may be obtained by the use of a flip-flop fired
by a precisely delayed trigger pulse (Fig. 6.14).
The start of the step is
very sharp because of the large amount of regeneration in the flip-flop
circuit. The screen of V2 is used as the anode in the second stage of the
flip-flop.
The plate of Vz is electron-coupled to the flip-flop and acts as a

y
Precision
sawtooth
input

+W
VI 63N7

Height.of.
step control
Cathode

follower
pickoff

=

Overdrive
amplifier

&
Wldeband
amplifier

Oalay pot.
20k 10W
wire wound 5%

FIG.6.13.—Step-generator
circuitwithsawtooth-waveform
input.
constant-current source to discharge the stray capacity Cz in parallel
with the load resistance Rz. Condenser Cz will be discharged almost
linearly with time until the plate potential of Vz has fallen to a relatively
low value. The remainder of the discharge of Cz will continue at a
gradually decreasing rate. The automatic clamp tube V, sharply
arrests the step appearing at the plate of Vz at a potential set by the stepheight potentiometer.
This relatively expensive circuit will give a steep
break of 1 in. in 0.1 psec with a typical electrostatic cathode-ray tube.
The break of the step at tl is almost instantaneous and the step can
therefore be reset to a particular signal with a precision of approximately
0.01 psec. If RI(71 is adjusted to a low value the step will become a notch.
Only the step appears on the time sweep when the value of RC is made
large.
Periodic Tiww Indices. -When
multiple indices are used, they are
Therefore, they may be economiusually required to be equally spaced.
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The sine
tally generated with the aid of a stable sine-wave oscillator.
waves are amplified, clipped, and differentiated to give sharp indices.
Crystal oscillators are the most stable but, unfortunately, are difficult
to pulse if it is required that the indices start at an arbitrary time.
Shock excitation of an LC resonant circuit will easily generate a train
of sine waves starting at any time, but regeneration, as by the use of a
Hartley oscillator circuit, is advisable if more than three or four oscillations ~re required.
In addition, lower-Q tank circuits, which recover
more rapidly and therefore allow higher duty ratios, may then be used.
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~
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FI~, 6.14.—Faat-step generator with delayed input trigger.
A typical circuit is shown in Fig. 6.15.
The shock-excited LC-circuit
in the cathode circuit of VI should be temperature compensated and
shielded.
Care should be taken that the negative gate used to cut off
VI is larger than the peak of the sine wave by at least the amount of the
cutoff bias required by V1. Otherwise, VI will conduct over a portion of
the oscillation, thereby damp the tank circuit, and alter the period of
the first few oscillations.
The amount of regeneration from the Hartley
oscillator tube Vi is adjusted by changing the value of RI until the oscillations are maintained at the natural peak amplitude of the first oscillation. This amplitude is approximately 11 ~L/C where 11 is the current
flowing through the tank circuit just before application of the negative
gate to the grid of V1. With approximately the correct value for RI,
changes in Vz will have very little effect on the frequency of oscillation.
Changes in the value of Rl, however, will affect the frequency appreciably.
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If the value of C in the tank circuit is reduced to approximately 100 ppf,
achangeof theinterelectrode capacity between cathode and heater of VI,
which might occur if VI were replaced, will affect the tuning of the LC
tank circuit and alter the interval between the indices.
Tubes V~ and V, form a cathode-coupled flip-flop circuit.
With VI
conducting, VS conducts because the grid of Vs is held positive with
respect to the grid of Va by the current from V1 and Vz passing through
R2. When VI is cut off, the grid of Vs goes negative and thus causes the
plate of Vs to rise until Vi becomes conducting.
Thereafter the regeneration between V3 and Vi greatly increases the rate at which the plate
potential of Va increases, The heavy pulse of current required to charge
/“

.

J1

._..t4-P?w

L/C ;atia=2.5

X 107

E-l

1

1

b“ P%

1

JIL
Eqdly

xpticed
time indii

‘1
~

FIG. 6.15.—Generator of multiple time indices.

(73is drawn through Va and the pulse transformer, and hence triggers the
pulse-sharpening tube Vs. When the sine wave at the grid of Vs goes
positive,
Vq again conducts and Vi is cut off. The pulse appearing
across the pulse transformer is now of the wrong polarity to trigger VS.
When the sine wave again goes negative, Va and Vi regenerate at precisely the same value of the sine-wave potential if the voltage across C’z
has not changed.
This voltage is approximately constant if Cz is su5ciently large and if the grid current from V1 is limited.
All indices are
then generated at the same sine-wave voltage.
Since this voltage occurs
near the zero value of the sine wave, variations in sin~wave amplitude
do not greatly affect the phase of the sine wave at which the index is
generated. The sine waves generated by the Hartley oscillator are,
moreover, fairly constant in amplitude, a condition that could not be
achieved if they were obtained merely by shock-exciting a simple LC
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resonant circuit as has sometimes been done. It will be apparent that
a small delay, before the “zero” time index is generated, is inherent in
this circuit.
Zntsnsi@ lllodukztion.-The
spot diameter of a 5-in. magnetic cathoderay tube is approximate y 0.5 mm. If the sweep speed is 1.5 mm per
psec, a typical figure for a fast sweep, the duration of a pulse equivalent
to one spot diameter will be about 0.33 psec. A sharp intensity-modulated index requires that the duration of the intensifying pulse applied
to the cathode-ray Me
correspond to less than one spot diameter.
Such a short pulse requires very good peaking circuits.
In the circuit of VS in Fig. 6.15, the pulse sharpener is triggered
through the third winding of the pulse transformer.
The voltage across
It is
a small resistor in the cathode circuit of Vb is used for the index.
proportional to the current pulse. Since the latter is unidirectional,
there is no overshoot at the end of the index. The rate of rise of the pulse
depends upon the mutual conductance of the tube, the transfer characteristics of the pulse transformer, and the rate of rise of the trigger pulse.
The length of the pulse is almost entirely dependent on the pulse transformer.
Series grid or plate resistance will decrease the rate of rise and
increase the length of the pulse.
Since it is often necessary to use short pulses for intensity-modulated
indices, difficulty in obtaining sufficient light intensity without defocusing
the cathode-ray beam is common, especially when the repetition rate of
the time base is low. For best results the pulse length should be increased
when changing from a fast sweep of high repetition rate to a slower sweep
of necessarily lolver repetition rate.
Presentation oj Multiple Markers.-Either
deflection- or intensit ymodulated indices, short in duration compared with the signal-amplitude
changes, may be used with A-scopes.
With displays presenting two
coordinates, intensity modulation is always used. When many indices
are used, it is helpful to have every fifth or every tenth index brighter
than the others. This contrast may be obtained by selecting every
fifth or tenth index by means of a dividing circuit.
An additional intensifying pulse from this index may then be mixed with the other indices
before they are applied to the cathode-ray tube.
6.4. Special Types of Indices.
Indication oj Two Coordinates Simultamously.—Although a grid made up of separate indices is ordinarily used
to indicate two coordinates, it is sometimes convenient to use a single
specialized index. An example is the index on a radar B-scope display
shown in Fig. 6.16. In this case the range and bearing of a signal are
measured by terminating an angle index of a particular bearing at a
particular range.
A second type of specialized index is the intensification of a small
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Range flip-flop

Cathode

follower

ngle
id CRT

@l
Angle
FIG. 616. -–Rangangleindexex

generator.

FIG.6.17.—Areaintensificationtoindicate the positionof a sectordisplay
area of a display.
Often it is desired to center an expanded sector display
on a particular point of a second more generalized display.
The area
covered by the expanded sector can be indicated by brightening this
portion of the second display.
Figure 6.17 is a photograph of a radar
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PPI scope on which is shown the position of an expanded sector scope.
The intensification of the PPI is economically accomplished by mixing
a portion of the intensifier for the sector display with the signals appfied
to the PPI.
F@re 6.17 also illustrates the use of range and angle indices.
Dm”ved Indies.-Indices
that are functions of one or both of the
coordinates used in scanning the display, tube are often useful, but these
functions ~ay be too complicated to be generated by simple electrical
or mechanical computation from the fundamental scanner information.
These indices may be more eaaily generated by the method of video
mapping described in Chap. 16.
Other indices may be computed directly from information generated
by the scanning device.
An example of such an index is a height marker
on a radar display of elevation angle
Constant-heightindex R sin O
versus slant range. The height marker
is a function of both coordinates, given
by R sin 0, where R is slant range and
_
0 is the elevation angle of the radar
~
beam. A circuit that will generate a
~
variable height index is shown in Fig.
%
6.18. The input waveforms to the cir:
cuit are a voltage proportional to sin 0,
generated by means of a sine potentiometer attached to the radar antenna,
Slant ranga R
FIG.6.19.—Heightindexon displayof
and a negative square wave starting at
rangew. elevationangle.
the instant the radar pulse is transmitted.
This negative square wave cuts off the switch tube Vi so
that Cl becomes charged through RI toward a voltage proportional to
sin 0. To insure a linear sawtooth wave with a slope proportional to
sin 0, a bootstrap circuit, Va and Vb, is required.
A cathode-follower buffer
tube V8 then applies the sawtooth voltage to a flopover amplifying circuit.
The flopover fires when the sawtooth waveform at the cathode of Va
rea&s
a critical voltage.
Then V, conducts and VIO is rapidly cut off;
thus there is generated an overpeaked square wave, which may be
differentiated to give a useful positive index. Since the flopover fires
sin 8 for a given setting of the height potentiomat a constant value of let
eter, the index is generated at a constant value of R sin 0 or height.
To
vary the value of M sin 0 that corresponds to the index, the initial value
of the a-c-coupled sawtooth voltage at the cathode of Vs is adjusted by
This potentiometer may be calimeans of the height potentiometer.
The diodes V, and V,, together with
brated to read directly in height.
the triode clamp tubes Vd and V6, are required to insure that the initial
conditions at the start of the sawtooth waveform are independent of
repetition rate or values of sin 0.
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The constanbheight index may be presented on an E-scope as shown
in Fig. 6.19, where elevation angle is plotted against slant range. With
this display the index is nearly a segment of a hyperbola for values of
(If the sine of the elevation angle were
elevation angles up to 35°.
plotted against slant range, constant-height lines would be rectangular
hyperbolas.)
Figure 6.20 is a photograph of a display with height
plotted against range. Since the sweeps, however, are generated as
radial lines, the height index cannot be formed by intensifying a single
sweep. TKe- photograph shows the straight constant-height line and

FIG.6.20.—Range-height-index
displayshowingconstant-height
index.
also range indices in which every fifth index is intensified.
The start of
the display is delayed.
Indices Transformed to .Veu~Coordinates.—If indices referred to some
new set of coordinates are desired, it is sometimes convenient to transform the scan intermittently to the new set of coordinates.
Indices
may then be generated by simple means while scanning is taking place
in these coordinates.
An example of this method is a radar PPI in which range and angle
It is
are to be measured from some point off the center of rotation.
possible intermittently to shift the center of rotation of the scan to thk
point.
The normal signals are removed, and range or angle indices,
generated in the usual way, are then applied.
With rapid angular scans
it may be convenient to apply the indices every fourth or fifth scan.
With slow scans every few range sweeps may be shifted to the new center
of rotation.

CHAPTER7
DEFLECTION-MODULATED

DISPLAYS

BY R. P. ABBENHOUSE, P. F. 13ROWNj AND D. F. WINTER
7.1. A Simple Test Scope. Purpose.—This simple test scope was
designed as a test instrument to be permanently installed in a radar
equipment.
Since great accuracy was not required, very simple circuits
could be used to provide deflecting voltages for the cathode-ray tube.
Figure 7.1isthe complete circuit diagram ofthis scope. Allthe necessary
power was obtained from the parent radar equipment.
Circuits. —Thepositive
input trigger pulse (atleast 50voltsinamplitude, and rising to 90percentin
at most 0.5~sec) isappliedto
the grid
of one half of a 6SL7 tube that is normally nonconducting (the “off” tube
of the flip-flop).
The grid and screen circuits of the following 6AC7
combined with this portion of the 6SL7 form the complete flip-flop whose
action provides a rectangular voltage wave initiated by the input trigger
pulse. The repetition frequency must be between 100 and 2500 pps.
The positive output wave, taken from the screen of the 6AC7, is applied as
the intensifier signal to the grid of the type 2AP1 cathode-ray tube.
The
plate of the 6AC7 acts as a clamp in the sawtooth generator.
Between
sweeps the grid is at zero bias and the plate potential is therefore firmly
fixed slightly above ground.
Since the grid of the 6AC7 is held negative
for the duration of the pulse because of the time constant (l?,C,), the
plate moves toward B+ at a rate determined by the RC time constant
of the plate load resistor (R2 + Rs) and the capacity to ground consisting
of either Ct or the distributed wiring capacity.
The resultant waveform
is a fairly linear sawtooth wave, which is applied directly to one horizontal
plate of the 2AP1.
The other half of the single 6SL7 acts as a sweep amplifier and inverter
to provide a negative sawtooth waveform for the other horizontal plate
of the cathode-ray tube.
The input voltage to this half of the 6SL7 is
that fraction of the sawtooth voltage at the plate of the 6AC7 which,
when amplified by the 6SL7, will give a reversed-polarity sawtooth wave
of the same amplitude.
This input is provided from a tap in the charging
resistor (R2 and Rt).
Negative feedback from a cathode resistor helps
to maintain linearity of response.
Two sweep speeds are provided.
The long sweep, as determined by
Cz, provides a range of approximately 300 psec. With the switch S, in
251
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the alternate position a short sweep of about 5 psec (as determined by the
distributed capacity at the plate of the 6AC7) is obtained.
The circuit is simplified by dispensing with centering controls.
The
deflecting plates are direct-coupled to the source of sweep voltage.
The
d-c voltage levels of the source automatically center the sweep in the horizontal plane while a fixed d-c voltage applied to one vertical plate
provides for vertical positioning of the trace.
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FIG.7.1.—Circuitdiagramof simpletestscope.
A single stage of video amplification couples the input signal to the
other vertical deflecting plate. The input voltage is required to be negative and not more than 0.9 volts.
7.2. P-4 Synchroscope.
Purpose.—The P-4 synchroscope was de
signed primarily as a general-purpose test scope for the laboratory study
of short pulses.
The following are its characteristics:
1. Tree-base speeds are 0.04, 0.166, 0.5, and 2 in./psec.
2. Synchronizing voltages:
a. It wifl accept either a positive or negative external signal or
trigger puhw at a range of repetition frequencies of from 150 to
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There is about a 0.05-psec delay from this signal to
the start of the time base.
b. It will accept a sine wave from an external oscillator (approximately 15 volts rms) of from 200 to 4000 cps, and derive from
it a trigger pulse of positive polarity and 135 volts amplitude.
This output trigger pulse is phasable with respect to the start
of the time base by plus or minus nearly 90° of a cycle of the
oscillator voltage.
c. An internal sine-wave oscillator whose frequency can be fixed
by a selector-switch circuit at either 500, 106O, ~,
or 4000 cps
is available.
Trigger pulses can be derived from the internal
sine wave in the same manner as from an external sine wave.
3. Signal input to a deflecting plate of the cathode-ray tube is either
direct or through an r-f detector and video amplifier.
This attachment is described at the end of this section.
4. Time-base calibration within 5 per cent is provided for the sweeps
on Positions 1 and 2 of the sweep-selector switch by means of a
damped oscillation from a simple LC-circuit operating at 2 Me/see.
F@u-e 7.2 is a block diagram of circuit operation.
When fitted with an r-f detector and video amplifier thk equipment
also serves as an r-f envelope viewer. Figure 7.3a shows the P-4 synchro-
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7.2.—Blockdiagramof circuitoperation.

scope so modified by the installation of the video attachment beside the
cathode-ray-tube socket support.
Circuits.-The
P-4 synchroscope includes the following circuits:
(1) an internal oscillator for setting the repetition rate of the system under
observation; (2) a delay or phasing network that can vary the time position with respect to the start of the time base of an output trigger pulse
derived from a sine wave; (3) squaring and differentiating circuits for
deriving rectangular waveforms and trigger pulses for synchronizing
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(a)

(b)

lIG. 7.3.—P4Esynchroscope. (a) I.eft interiorview. (fi) Bottom view. (Cotirtesvof
S’@a n~aEleccricProducts, ITLC.)
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external apparatus and other internal circuits from the sine-wave oscillator; (4) a time-base generator; (5) an intensifying circuit for the
cathode-ray tube; (6) input-trigger-pulse amplifiers and inverters.
A
conventional power supply furnishes these circuits and the cathode-ray
tube with the necessary d-c voltages.
See Fig. 7“4 for the complete circuit
diagram.
Trigger Generator and Associated Circuits.—If the repetition frequency
is determined by either an internal or external sine-wave oscillator, then
phasing, squaring, and peaking circuits are used to derive the trigger
pulse. The internal oscillator consists of a Wien-bridge circuit and a
6SN7 tube V,, which provide a sinusoidal voltage having a high degree
of frequency stability.
The lamp in the cathode circuit of VI acts as a
nonlinear element to stabilize the amplitude.
The oscillator operates at
four frequencies: 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 cps. Its output is amplified
by V,., and a conventional RC phasing network in the secondary of the
plate transformer of V2Cfurnishes two sinusoidal voltages, one of which
is of variable phase with respect to the other. The reversing switch in
the output of the phasing network alternates the variable-phase voltage
between the output trigger circuit and the internal time-base-triggering
circuits.
By means of this switch, it is thus possible to start the time base
either before or after the output trigger pulse is generated, and at a time
determined by the setting of the phasing controls located on the front
panel. Hence, any portion of the signal from the external circuit under
observation can be superimposed on the time base.
The generation of trigger pulses from the phased sine waves is accomplished by two separate channels.
One of these contains a rectifier,
three amplifiers, and a cathode follower: Vjb, Vti, VW, V,., and Vib,
respectively.
Peaking is used between V,b and Vta (1-~sec time constant
of CIR J to provide a sharp output trigger pulse. The other channel
contains only a rectifier and two amplifier stages, ~s~, Vm, and V60,
respectively.
The output of this channel is actually a negative rectangular wave that is further differentiated to form a synchronizing trigger
pulse on the grid of VT..
If external trigger pulses are used for synchronizing, they are peaked,
amplified, and inverted (either once or twice) to produce negative trigger
pulses. These trigger pulses are coupled from the trigger amplifier V1O
to the multivibrator.
A peaked portion of the input trigger pulse is
coupled to the intensifier tube Vg to produce a rapidly rising intensifying
pulse. (Less than 0.05-psec delay is desirable.)
The selection of the synchronizing voltage is accomplished by a threeposition three-gang switch L’Sl. The three positions correspond to sine
wave, negative-trigger in, and positive-trigger in. Gang A on the switch
connects the input terminal of the rectangular-wave generator to the
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proper point, Gang C’is used to bias the trigger-pulse inverter, and Gang B
is used to supply the peaking to the intensifier tube. Sine-wave synchronization requires about 15 volts rms of input signal, which can be of
any frequency from 200 to 4000 cps. The input trigger pulses can be
from 10 to 150 volts in amplitude.
Time-base Generator.—The time-base-generating
circuits include a
multivibrator VT operating as a flip-flop, and a constant-current discharging circuit VG6and V6 for the capacitors associated with switch St.. A
circuit of this type is discussed in detail in Sec. 44.
The multivibrator
runs freely at a low frequency but readily “locks on” to the frequency of
the trigger pulse applied to it through the switch Sla.
The output of VT is a negative rectangular wave that is about 200
psec long. Thk length is longer than the longest sweep and is not
changed with sweep speed.
(The length of the intensifier pulse and the
amplitude of the sweep sawtooth are switched with changes in sweep
speed.)
The negative rectangular wave is used for three circuits:
the sweep generator (through C’,), the intensifier (through C,), and the
calibration markers (through Ce).
The time base is started by applying the negative rectangular wave
to the grid of V66,thus its plate current is cut off and the capacitor selected
by switch SZOdischarges linearly through Vs. The plate voltage applied
in this circuit is high enough to result in a negative-going sawtooth waveform of sufficient amplitude to deflect the cathode-ray beam across the
cathode-ray-tube
screen. Although the discharge continues for the
duration of the negative rectangular wave, the length of time required
to reach full screen deflection is changed by switching condensers by
means of SZ..
At precisely the same time that the time base is applied to the deflecting plates, the cathode-ray beam is intensified by a positive rectangularvoltage pulse applied to the grid of the cathode-ray tube.
The length of
the intensifier pulse is set to equal the length of the sweep (that is, the
time it takes for the sweep trace to travel across the entire tube face).
This pulse is obtained from Vg, which acts as a sharp-cutoff amplifier.
The negative differentiated front edge of the rectangular wave from V,
is applied to the grid. This edge cuts off tube Vg and the tube remains
cut off until the condenser Cb is charged.
Thus, the grid rises exponentially with a time constant of Cs, Rz, Rs and the resistor chosen by S=.
When the grid goes above cutoff the plate voltage decreases, thereby
ending the intensification.
The time base can be calibrated by a sinusoidal voltage of 2-Me/see
frequency obtained from the LC’-circuit on one position of switch S3.
This circuit is excited into a damped oscillation by the negative rectangular wave from the time-base multivibrator V,.
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Cathode-ray Tube.—Conventional circuits involving a voltage-doubler
rectifier furnish the necessary operating potentials for the type 5LP1
cathode-ray tube.
These potentials are such that the vertical deflection
factor is about 60 volts per inch. A voltage from the low-voltage supply
and a potentiometer with connections for a voltmeter are supplied for d-c
voltage calibration of the amplitude of signals being observed.
General.-It
will be noted that the time base is applied to only one
hori~ontal deflecting plate of the cathode-ray tube. Because thk instrument was not designed for extreme precision in measurements of observed
signals, this feature was not considered a great disadvantage.
Excessive
astigmatism of the trace and an apparent deceleration of the beam, which

e

FIG. 7.5,—R-f detector and video amplifier.

causes a slight but perceptible rotation of the trace when it is moved
appreciably above or below the center of the screen, limit the accuracy
attainable when a single-ended time base is used.
The 1000-ohm resistors in series with the horizontal deflecting plates
minimize the effects of cross coupling from the vertical plates when voltage pulses having a very steep wave front are being observed.
The
O.001-pf condensers in parallel with the O.I-pf condensers (CS,C,) are
present because they are higher-quality condensers and will bypass the
high frequencies better than the large tubular O.l-pf condensers can.
Video A ttac/wnents.-If an r-f detector and video amplifier are installed, a specially designed input connector is used to couple the r-f
power to the grid of a 954 acorn tube operating as a square-law detector
(see Fig. 75).
A concentric-disk resistor of 50 ohms, located inside the
coupling, terminates the coaxial transmission line. The vertical deflection of the trace on the cathode-ray tube is then proportional to the input
power. The two-stage resistance-coupled video amplifier shown in Fig,
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7“5 ha a gain of about 100 over a band of from about 200 cps to 4.5
Me/see.
other video attachments have been used with this synchroscope.
A wider-band higher-gain video amplifier having four resistance-coupled
stages haa been frequently used where greater sensitivity was required.
This attachment is shown in Fig. 7.6. It has a maximum bandwidth of

.

L’
“I =
Vkleo

IM

lk
Note: All resistors ~ w unless otherwise specif~

&

(a)

from approximately 120 cps to 5.4 or 8.2 Me/see in accordance with the
setting of the gain control.
Maximum gain is about 2000 and minimum
gain about 200. The wider bandwidth is available at the lower value of
gain.
As seen in the circuit diagram, shunt peaking is used in all four stages
to compensak for loading effects of the output shunt capacities.
Input
voltage to the amplifier may be from +0.16 to -0.8 volts without serious
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saturation effects. Saturation occurs whenthe output amplitude reachea
+140 volts.
If a crystal detectors
connected to the input terminal,
with not over 12 in. of video cable, this amplitier may be used as an r-f
envelope detector.
The output voltage is then nearly proportional to
r-f input power when the gain control is at the medium setting.
Another attachment that has been used with the P4 synchroscope is
a cavity-type r-f envelope detector. I With this device, the input impedance of the synchroscope is no longer the limitation on the rise time of a
pulse beiig viewed.
7.3. Model
5 Synchroscope.
Purpose.-This
synchroscope
was
designed in order to meet the requirements for more precise studies of
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FIG.7.7.—Block diagram of circuit operation.
pulse-type waveforms.
To meet these needs, faster sweep speeds with
increased freedom from “jitter” (random displacement) of the observed
signal were required.
The application of this instrument to production
testing of radar components has been widespread but, because of its bulk,
it is essentially a laboratory instrument.
General Description.-The
Model 5 synchroscope is an oscilloscope
intended primarily for determining the amplitude, duration, and shape
of short video pulses. The horizontal-time-base writing speeds are 0.01,
0.05, 0.2, 1, 2, and 5 in. per psec with a sweep amplitude of 4 in. or more
on a type 5JP1 cathode-ray tube.
Verticul Dejlectiop.-The
vertical deflection sensitivity is approximately 65 volts per’ inch. A vertical-deflection-sensitivit y calibration
circuit is provided with comectors for a voltmeter, which should have a
sensitivity of at least 1000 ohms per volt.
Space and power are available
in the synchroscope for a video amplifier requiring not more than 2.2 amp
at 6.3 volts a-c and 70 ma at 360 volts d-c, and for an r-f envelope viewer.
1See Vol. 11 of the Radiation Laboratory Series.
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Seven input connectors and a selector switch are provided so that the
operation of any one of seven external circuits can be observed.
Timedelay circuits are incorporated in the synchroscope to give the
following facilities:
1. A sweep that can be started by a positive or negative external
trigger pulse.
2. A sweep that is delayed 90 psec with respect either to the internal
trigger pulse or to an external positive or negative trigger pulse; a
positive output trigger pulse adjustable in time from 75 psec before
to 25 wwc after the start of the sweep. The positive output trigger
pulse reaches an amplitude of at least 200 volts in 0.3 psec.
The delay circuits may be synchronized
pulses:

with the following

trigger

1, The internal trigger generator, with repetition frequencies of 500,
1000, 2000, or 4000 cps.
2. A positive or negative external trigger pulse of at least 50 volts
amplitude rising to 35 volts in not more than 0.5 ~sec and having a
repetition frequency of from 50 to 5000 cps.
3. A sinusoidal voltage having a peak-to-peak amplitude of at least
30 volts and a frequency o~50 to 5000 ~ps.
A connector is provided at the back of the chassis so that an external
trigger generator similar to the intemtd delayed-trigger generator may
be operated from the delay sawtooth waveform in the synchroscope to
give another trigger pulse adjustable in time phase. The synchroscope
is designed to operate (without video attachments) at a power input of
200 watts from an a-c source of 105 to 125 volts at 50-00 cps.
Circuits.—The circuits used in each of the separate functional blocks
achieve a higher degree of stabili$y and resolution than those used in the
P-4 synchroscope.
Figure 7.7 is a block diagram showing the various
possible combinations of circuit functions available by suitable switching.
Figure 78 is a complete circuit diagram of the instrument,
Trigger Qenerator.-T’he
internal synchronizing trigger pulse is generated by means of a conventional Hartley oscillator Vla operating at
either of two fixed frequencies of 1000 or 4000 cps in conjunction with a
blocking-oscillator
frequency divider Vu. Thus, an internal tfigger
pulse is available at 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 cps, the frequency being
determined by the time constants in the grid circuit of the blocking
oscillator.
Delay Circuits.-fXnce,
for many applications, it is desirable to adjust
the time relationship between the sweep and the synchronizing trigger
pulse. it is necessary to introduce time delay in the operation of both the
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sweep generator andthetrigger
generator that supplies the trigger pulse
for external synchronizing.
In this instrument two delay circuits are
used for this purpose; one to supply a tied delay for the sweep circuit,
and the other to apply to the output trigger circuit a continuously variable
delay that overlaps the tied delay.
Figure 7’9 shows these timedelay
relationships.
The operation of these delay circuits depends on a sawtooth voltage
of approximately 125-psec duration and approximately 100 volts amplitude, generated in a “bootstrap”
circuit (VM,Vi).
A “flip-flop”
circuit
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Fm. 7.9.—Time relationships in delay circuits.

Vt, whose operation is initiated by a trigger pulse obtained from either
the internal trigger generator, an internal sine-wave squaring circuit, or
an external trigger source, produces the negative rectangular-voltage
wave that controls the bootstrap circuit.
The purpose of external triggering through the delay circuits is to
provide over-all synchronization at frequencies other than those available
from the internal trigger generator.
The synchroscope is designed to
operate in this manner over a range of from 50 to WOO cps.
In both the fixed- and variable-delay circuits, cathode-coupled flipflop circuits regenerate at a particular amplitude of the sawtooth wave.
The duration of the variable delay -(VL,) is controlled by adjusting the
bias of the “ on” grid (V,,~) to change the value at whkh the flip-flop
regenerates.
The leadlng edge of the fixed-duration negative rectangular-voltage
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wave from the fixed-delay flip-flop Vs is differentiated and is used as a
trigger pulse to initiati the operation of the sweep generator.
Figure
7.9 shows the time relationship of this leading edge with respect to the
ofiginal trigger pulse.
The positive-going variable-duration rectangular-voltage wave from
the variable-delay flip-flop V14 is applied to the blocking oscillator V13..
This oscillator generates a trigger pulse corresponding to some point on
the leading edge of the rectangular pulse. A cathode follower Vla
delivers the positive swing of the cycle at a low-impedance level to the
trigger output terminal.
The rise time of this trigger pulse is about
0.25 psec between 20 and 200 volts of amplitude.
The important feature of this type of time or phasing control is that
almost complete freedom from jitter (random variation of time between
output trigger pulse and sweep) is achieved when a well-regulated supply
Particularly when a fast sweep of
voltage is used for the delay circuits.
about 5 in. per -c
is used, a dkplacement corresponding to the width of
the vertically deflected trace (due to a signal) cannot ordinarily be tolerated. From consideration of nominal trace width, this width corresponds
to a time displacement of about 0.006 psec. The jitter in thk instrument
is somewhat less than this.
Pickup of hum by the cathodes of either V6 or ~14 from the heater
supply is primarily responsible for the jitter.
It was found that this
pickup is greatly reduced when tubes having a spirally constructed
heater such as, for example, the RCA type of 6SN7 are used. This
necessary tube selection may be considered as obj actionable under some
circumstances.
Sweep Generator.-The sweep generator (VW, Vg, and V%) also utilizes
the “bootstrap”
principle.
Its operation is controlled by a negative
rectangular-volt age wave from a “flop-over”
circuit (V6,7and VT). The
waveform is initiated by a negative trigger pulse from the fixed-delay
circuit, and it is terminated by a positive trigger pulse from the automaticshutoff circuit, V,O and V6b. The writing speeds available from this sweep
circuit are 0.01, 0.05, 0.2, 1, 2, and 5 in. per psec. Push-pull deflection
of the cathode-ray trace is obtained by inverting in a unity-gain amplifier
V,, the sawtooth waveform obtained from the cathode follower Vs5.
The automatic-shutoff circuit V,O derives a trigger pulse from this sawtooth wave when it reaches an amplitude determined by the setting of
the 50,000-ohm potentiometer in the cathode circuit of VW. Thus, the
length of the sweep on the cathode-ray-tube scale can be set to any value
within limits determined by the operating conditions of the shutoff.
This circuit is less effective on the faster sweeps since, because of the
dependence of the transformer action on the slope of the sawtooth wave,
the sweep is not terminated at the same amplitude in each case. But
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thin feature is not ob~ectionable becau% it is seldom necemary to see the
termination of the sweep when it is possible to delay or advance the operation of the circuit or equipment under test with respect to the start.
It is also possible to initiate the operation of the sweep generator
directly from an external trigger puise or the observed signal itself indeOparation of this type is sometimes
pendently of the delay circuits.
referred to as ‘<seif-synchronous. ” Since operation of this type requires
that the sweep be started as quickly as possible after the initiating signal
is applied, it is necessary that the regenerative action of the sweep flopThis rapid change is made pomibie
over (V$c, V?} be m rapid as possible.
by using a 6AG7 pentode tube as the” on” tube (V7).
Tests have shown
that the weep will start approximately 0.01 IWC &er V7 is cut off by a
negative signal.
The positive rect,angubw pulse at the plate of V, and,
hence, at the grid of the cathode-ray tube will reach 90 per cent of maximum amplitude at about $he same time. Since only about 0.01 vsec is
iost in circuits associated with V?, the starting time of the wweep depends
on how quickly V7 is IX.Itoff. If the input signal is of positive polarity,
an additional time is lost, the magnitude of which depends cm how long
it takes for the plate of V- to out off V7.
Cathode-ray Tube. —This synchroscope wnpioys a type 5JE’I cathoderay tmbe, characterized by low .@umting capacities (of the order of 3 ~~f)
d the defecting
plates.
Therefore, transient vck+.ges of about 50
Me/see, or higher, in frequency otin be observed.
However, when f,he
cathode-ray-tube
deflecting pkke is eeatiected though
khe selector
swi%ch in the scope this input capacity is increased to approximately
15 fipf.
No video-amplification
or sweep-calibration
cir~uits are provided,
but space and power are available in the synchroacope for such attachHowever, in the case of sweep calibration, it has bwm customary
ments.
to use external equipment of a more elaborate and precise design than
could be included in th% synchroscope.
circuits are used to furnish the
Power Supplies. —Conventional
necessary d-c voltages and current for the vaxious kubes and cimuits.
Included is an electronically regulated supply circuit that furnishes a
stable d-e w$tage for the delay control circuits, since any variations of
the
operating condkions of the circuits and,
voltage there wouid vary
hence, cause variations or jitter in the Bynchroniaing of the output trigger
pulse and the eweep.
and power for various video attachments
Video Atkdnzen.k.-Space
are $vailabIe in the Model 5 Bynchrosmpe.
The space was designed for
the same attachments that are available for the P-4 synch.roscope, but an
improved amplifier was designed.
This amplifier was specifiwdly designed for this unit to take advaritage
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FIG.7.10.—Schematic diagram of wideband vi~eo amplifier for Model 5 synchroscope.
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of the low capacity of the deflecting plates of the type 5.lPl CRT.
Figure 7“10 is the schematic circuit diagram and Fig. 7“11 shows the
method of installation.
It is seen that the push-pull output circuit is
coupled to the deflecting plates by very short leads.
The characteristics of the amplifier are as follows: Frequency response
is flat within 3 db between 20 cps and 18 Me/see;, gain is approximately
180; input impedance is 1 megohm; attenuator provides total attenuation
of 500 to 1 in steps of between 3 and 4 to 1; maximum input voltage allowable at grid of first stage, 6AC7, is 0.3 volt; maximum output voltage,
plate-to-plate, without overloading is approximately 55 volts; power
requirements are 225 volts of direct current at 290 ma and 6.3 volts of
alternating current at 7 amp, obtained from a separate power supply.
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FIW.7.12.—Video test probe, schematic diagram.

The unusually wide pass band was obtained by careful consideration
of the layout of components and compensation for the effects of loading
Since these factors are very closely
due to tube and wiring capacities.
interrelated, very careful design is required in order to obtain optimum
results in gain and bandwidth at a given input power. It is seen in the
circuit diagram, Fig. 7“10, that for optimum performance with the layout
as illustrated in Fig. 7.11 both shunb and series-peaking networks are
used to take care of the compensation problem.
7.4. High-frequency
Test Probe.—Figures
7.12 and 7.13 illustrate
a test probe that is particularly useful for viewing rapid phenomena.
It has a very high input impedance (C = 8 ppf, R > 1 megohm), a low
output impedance (75 ohms), and a gain of 0.12 or 0.08; it can be built
very compactly.
The tube used is a 6AK5 pentode, which is small and
has a high input impedance.
The output signal can be obtained from
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either the plate or the cathode depending on the polarity desired. The
pass band is 70 Me/see wide; therefore C, and C, are needed for frequency
compensation.
If the attenuation is changed, it is necessary to change
these condensers so that the ratio of the reactance remains equal to the
Any decrease in the attenuaratio of the resistances in the attenuator.
tion will decrease the input impedance (provided that the frequency
compensation is maintained) because of the existent dktributed capacity
Too little attenuation will also
from the grid of the tube to ground.
result in the overloading of the tube by large signals. As shown, the
probe can accommodate signals up to 10 volts.
To prevent parasitic
oscillations, Rl is inserted.
Thelow-frequency
response islimitedby
Cl.
.
.
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I
~
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j
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FIG. 7.13.—I’ideo test probe, inside view.

7.5 Model G Synchronizer.
Purpose.—The Model G synchronizer
is designed primarily to convert an ordinary oscilloscope into an A-scope
for laboratory use. It provides a linear time base controlled by a synchronizing trigger from a source either internal or external to the synchronizer in very much the same manner as are the time bases in the
equipments already described in this chapter, and differs from asynchroscope only by the absence of the usual cathode-ray tube.
A feature of the synchronizer is its versatility.
The input and output terminals of the various functional blocks are all located on the
front panel.
In order to eliminate complex switches, patch cords are
used to connect these circuits as desired for a particular application.
This type of construction enables the individual circuits to be used
independently.
General Descriptwn.-l”he
operating characteristics of the Model G
synchronizer are as follows:
1. Im%nul
supplies
200 volts
tinuously

Trigger Generator.
A free-running blocking oscillator
positive and negative trigger pulses of approximately
amplitude, rising to 90 per cent in 0,25 psec, at a convariable repetition frequency of from 250 to 2500 cpa.
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2. Delay Circuits.
a. A fixed-delay circuit requiring a negative trigger pulse that
reaches at least a 45-volt amplitude in 0.25 psec provides positive and negative triggers delayed 20 psec from the input trigger
and having the same characteristics as the output trigger pulse
of the trigger generator.
b. A variable-delay circuit with the same input requirements and
output characteristics as the fixed-delay circuit provides a
continuously variable time delay of from approximately 15 to
1200 psec between output and input trigger pulses.
3. A calibrating circuit, requiring a negative rectangular-voltage wave,
provides sinusoidal voltages of 100 kc/see and 500 kc/see for sweep
calibration.
4. A utility circuit is available for use as an amplifier, inverter, or
cathode follower.
5. Sweeps.
a. The nine sweep speeds available range from O.2 to 000 psec per
inch if the direct horizontal deflection factor of the CRT is 40
volts per inch. The sweep output is push-pull.
b. The initiating trigger for the sweep may be either positive or
negative; it must be at least 50 volts in amplitude and rise to
90 per cent in at least 0.5 psec.
c. Positive and negative rectangular voltage waves are available
for intensifying the cathode-ray beam or for external use
Circuits.—A complete diagram of this equipment is shown in Fig.
7.14.
Variable-frequency Trigger Gen.aator.-Thk
circuit furnishes positive
and negative trigger pulses. The output signal from a blocking oscillator,
consisting of Vga and a pulse transformer Tl, whose frequency is variable
from about 250 cps to about 2500 cps, is applied to a cathode-follower
inverter VW. The output signal from the plate of V~~ is then brought
to JI and Jz, and the output from the cathode is brought to Ja.
Trigger-delay
Circuits.—Two trigger-delay circuits are incorporated
in the synchronizer; one provides a fixed delay of about 20 psec, and the
other provides a continuously variable delay from a minimum of about
15 to a maximum of about 1200 ysec. These circuits each consist of a
flip-flop and a blockhg oscillator,
The latter fires at a time corresponding to the return of the flip-flop to its stable quiescent condition.
In the case of the fixed delay, the time constant controlling the
duration of the unstable condition of the flip-flop is fixed and is determined by RJ and Cl. In the variable-delay circuit, the corresponding
time constant is determined by the adjustment of both R and C; that is;
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Fzo. 7.14.—Schematic circuit diagram of Model G synchronizer.
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by using a variable resistor R, and varying the capacity by means of the
selector switch S’1. The capacitors that are switched into the circuit
by S, are chosen so that successive positions of the switch provide delay
ranges that overlap when Rs is turned through its range of values.
Continuous variation of delay from minimum to maximum is therefore
provided.
This type of delay control is not completely jitter-free.
In fact, the
amount of jitter is very nearly a constant fraction of the amount of delay
being used and is approximately 0.02 per cent. The jitter can be reduced
by a factor of about two if a well-regulated plate supply is used for VT, as
shown in the circuit diagram.
A switch and a terminal for applying this
power is located on the rear panel. The chief advantage of this method
of generating a delay is its simplicity and low cost in space and power.
The performance of this circuit is perfectly adequate for general applications where calibrated delay controls are not required.
Sweep Generator.—The sweep generator is very much like the corresponding circuit in the Model 5 synchroscope and differs only in the
method of terminating the sweep. A flop-over ( Vl~,VJ is used to
develop a rectangular-voltage
wave for the pentode switch tube V~.
A unity-gain amplifier Vi inverts the sawtooth sweep voltage so that
push-pull deflection can be applied to the external cathode-ray tube.
The sawtooth voltage is terminated by coupling a fraction of it, determined by RI, Rz, and Rs, back to the grid of the pentode Vz. Thus the
rectangular wave is initiated by a trigger from an external source and is
terminated by a positive-going fraction of the sweep sawtooth wave.
The electron-coupled plate circuit of VZ furnishes a positive rectangular voltage, which is applied to the grid of VI=. This tube acts as
a cathode follower to supply a positive rectangular voltage as an intensity gate for the external cathode-ray tube, and a negative rectangular
voltage for general use.
The operation of this circuit can be initiated by either a positive or
negative trigger of at least Ml-volt amplitude.
There are two equal
output sawtooth waveforms of opposite polarity, each of 80-volt amplitude. The slopes of these vary from 0.033 volts/~sec to 100 volts/psec.
The sweeps available when used with a CRT having a horizontal deflection factor of 40 volts/in. are 000 to 0.2 ~sec/in. in 9 steps of approximately 3-to-1 ratio.
Auxiliary Circuits.—A simple sweep calibration and a utility amplifier
circuit are also included in this instrument.
The calibrator is a Hartley
oscillator, associated with VII and VIM, which can be keyed by the
negative rectangular output voltage from the sweep sawtooth-generator
circuit.
Two frequencies, 100 kc/see and 500 kc/see, are available at
the output terminal of a cathode follower for rough calibration of the
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The utility circuit VIOa is
sweep speeds of the sawtooth generator.
useful as a cathode follower, an amplifier, or inverter, depending on the
positions of the associated switches.
The connections to the CRT circuit should be as indicated in the
diagram of Fig. 7-15. Usually, simple modifications are required in
average oscilloscopes such as the Du Mont types 208, 224A, and 241,
and others in which push-pull deflection is possible.
The impedance
looklng into the horizontal deflecting plates should be symmetrical and
should have as low a shunt capacitance as possible.
Considerations of

r

Fm. 7.15.—Connections to cathode-ray tube from Model G synchronizer.
this input impedance become more important as the sweep speed is
increased. When the synchronizer is used in conjunction with an
oscilloscope having only one deflecting plate available for horizontal
deflection, it would be preferable to use the positive sawtooth waveform
from the cathode of Vu for the sweep since the impedance level at this
connection is low.
7.6. A/It Range Scope. General Information.-This
instmment has
the following characteristics:
1. Any portion of the 1200-@c
A-sweep can be expanded by using
sweeps of 4000, 2000, or S000 yd, that is, 7, 3.3, and 1.0 psec/in.,
respectively.
These sweeps, known as R-sweeps, are continuously
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movable intimeby a delay circuit anda calibrated dial. A strobe
marker is provided on the A-sweeps to indicate the time interval
covered by the R-sweeps.
2. The delayed trigger pulse that starts the R-sweep may be used
externally as a precision time marker, or to indicate the position
of the R-sweep on another indicator.
Range
3. Range accuracy of tO.lper cent of full scale is attainable.
is read directly from the delay dial by moving the target to the
left edge of one of the expanded R-sweeps.
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Fm. 7.16.—Block diagram of A/R range units Model 3.
4. Crystal-controlled calibration markers, either 2000 yd or 10,000
yd apart, and accurately phased to the trigger pulse, are provided.
Because of the phase-lock circuit, the first 10,000-yd marker is
8000 from zero and the succeeding markers therefore are at 18,(M)0
yd, 28,000 yd, etc. However, this same phase-lock circuit makes
the trigger pulse coincident with the 2000-yd markers and thus
eliminates any zero factor.
5. The repetition frequency of the internal trigger generator is
variable in discrete steps of submultiple of 16.39 kc/aec between
80 and 2000 cps on the 120-~ec scale, and between 80 and 200 cps
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on the 1200-psec scale. Both positive and negative polarity
trigger pulses of approximately 100 volts are available for external
use. The unit also may be switched to operate from either a
positive or a negative external trigger having at least a 15-volt
amplitude and a minimum rate of rise of 100 volts/paec.
Slower
rising triggers may affect the range calibration.
Blwk Diagram.-The
sweep generator driver VN and VM is gated
either by the long undelayed rectangular wave from VI or by the short
delayed rectangular wave from “VB.
A quarta-crystal oscillator Vlb controls the 2000-yd marker generator
VIM. These marks are counted 5 to 1 by V,,= to give the 10,000-yd
markers. The repetition-rate generator Vllb further divides this frequency, and VIZ applies either the internal or external trigger pulse to
the other circuits.
Tube V14b is the trigger output driver amplifier,
Figure 7.17 is a complete schematic diagram of the A/Rscope.l
Figures
7“18a and 7“18b show the internal construction.
Lo?u-rectangzdar-wave Generator.-This is a d-c coupled cathode-biased
flip-flop circuit.
Tube V,a is normally conducting and is turned off by a
negative trigger applied to the plate of Vlb.
The time duration of the rectangular wave (time during which VI. is
off and Vlb is conducting) is determined by the grid time constant RICI
or RIC’Zand is set slightly greater than the time to be covered by the delay
For repetition frequencies higher than 250 cps the entire time
circuit.
interval between successive trigger pulses may be observed by throwing
switch S* to Position 8. The length of the long rectangular pulse is then
controlled b+ Cs instead of Cl. Its length is thereby increased from 1200
paec to 45oO psec. The plate load resistors are divided so that only
portions of the positive and negative output pulses are applied to the
other circuits.
The positive pulse is used to intensify the cathode-ray
tube during the A-sweeps.
The negative pulse is used to gate the delay
circuit (through (7A) and the sweep generator (through CIA), when the
A-sweep is used.
Precision Delay Circuit,—This bootstrap sawtooth delay circuit is
notable for its linearity (better than +0.1 per cent) and for its stability.
When the clamp Vu is cut off by a negative pulse on its grid, the condensers C’i and C, begin to charge exponentially through R, and the diode
V%. The exponential voltage rise is linearized by two feedback circuits.
The voltage appearing across Cb and Ce is applied to the grid of a cathode
follower V% whose cathode signal is fed back through Cg to the top end of
Rz. This feedback path keeps the voltage drop across Rz nearly constant,
and thereby linearizes the sweep to about 1 per cent. Complete lineari1The transformers,not described in the drawing,are 2’2, 7’S-Utah X-154-T-1;
and 2’?, T,, T~—UtahX-124-T-3.
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I?lG. 7.17.—Schematic dia-

zation is achieved by integrating the sawtooth wave by means of RdCe
and feeding the resultant voltage across CfJback in series with the existing
sawtooth voltage.
Thk pcocess results i~ a sawtooth wave linear to
+0.1 per cent or better.
The diodes V, are used to discharge the condensers at the end of the
sawtooth wave and thus increase the maximum duty ratio.
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The waveform on the grid of V* is a sawtooth voltage of slightly more
than 100 volts peak amplitude whose slope is determined by Rz, Cs, and
C6. The full sawtooth waveform also appears on the plate of the pickoff
diode Vm. The point at which the diode starts to conduct is determined
by the d-c bias on the cathode of V2b. This level is determined by the
delay potentiometer RIo, and its minimum and maximum value are set
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by the “zero” potentiometer Rll and “slope” potentiometer Ra. These
potentiometers are used to calibrate the delay dial on the front panel for
the 120-Psec range. A similar set of potentiometers (R12 and R9) are
used to calibrate the dial for the 1200-usec range. To obtain high precision from the delay circuit, a precision potentiometer
and a special
counter dial are used. Resistor RS in the sawtooth-generator
clamp
circuit Vti sets the potential of the plate of V% at a level that will permit
the zero control to set the minimum voltage of R1o.
For temperature compensation, wire-wound resistors are used for
R, to R,z inclusive, R2 and Ra being made of manganin.
Also a portion
of each of the capacity values designated by C6, C6, CT, and C8 is of the

(U)

(b)

F[a. 7.19.—Temperature compensation of capacities obtained by making C, and C, in
Fig. 7.17 like (a), and C, and C, like (6). All capacitors have 5 per cent tolerance.

best silver-mica type available, that is, Grade E, and the rest is made up
of commercially available negative-coefficient ceramic condensers.
The operation of the delay circuit maybe observed on the scope itself
The full IOO-volt linear sawtooth wave will
by using one of the A-sweeps.
be applied to the grid of VM only when the delay is a maximum; otherwise
the top of it is cut off when the pickoff diode V% conducts.
Only that portion of the sawtooth wave immediately following conduction will appear on the cathode of the pickoff diode V%. As the dial
is turned to increase the delay, the start of this wave moves to the right
on the A-scope.
Amplijim and Delayed-trigger Generator.-This
amplifier is used to
sharpen the voltage wave from the cathode of Vzb and to derive a trigger
at a time corresponding to the initial conduction of this diode.
From
the plate of the amplifier Vh is obtained a negative signal at the conduction point and a positive signal at the end of the sawtooth wave.
Since
the positive signal is of much greater amplitude it must be eliminated to
prevent its returning edge from generating a trigger pulse and thus producing an additional R-sweep.
The discrimination against the large
positive signal is accomplished by tying the grid of VW to B+ voltage
through R,S. A series resistor is inserted to decrease grid-current
1(iHelipot” made bY National Technical Laboratories, Pa~adena, Cdif. or” MicrOpot” made by Thomas B. Gibbs and Co., Dehwan, Wie.
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effects. The desired negative signal from the Vu plate is, however,
amplified by Vti in the normal manner and appears as the delayed-trigger
pulse to drive the next circuit.
The amplitude of this trigger pulse
depends on the range used because the original sawtooth slope is different
for tbe two ranges. It is about +100 volts for the 120-psec scale and
+4o to +50 volts for the 1200-psec scale. Although this much amplitude
is not necessary to trigger the next circuit, the size does contribute to the
stability of the delayed trigger by increasing the rate of rise.
Short-rectangular-wave
and Delayed-trigger Generator.-Ampli fier Vw
fires a special blocking oscillatm consisting of Ya and Tz. The positive
signal on the grid causes VCqto draw current through one winding of Tz.
This current drives the grid of V% to conduction because of the transformer coupling.
The blocklng-oscillator
circuit is such that the grid is
held positive for about 24 ,asec instead of immediately being driven negative in the usual manner.
This action is obtained by a special transformer
T% and the condenser C1O,which receives the positive cathode signal and
Normally
thus aids in hold~ng the grid positive for the %1-jmec period.
V* is kept from firing by the network RN, li!~s,and Rle, which biases the
cathode above cutoff.
The frmt edge of &he Mocking-oscillator signal
represents the delayed trigger pulse. The. overshoot pip at this front
edge is not eliminated because it provides a sharp, clear-cut edge at the
start of the R-sweep.
The 24psec output pulse of the blocking oscillator is used as:
1, A movable negative marker on the two A-sweeps (from li~~ and
s,) .
2. A positive strobe for any associated indicator (from Rib).
3. A positive intensifier pulse for the cathode-ray-tube trace during
the delayed sweeps (from RI,).
4. A negative pulse (through C,,) to start the 4000-, 2000-, or 800-yd
R-sweeps.
Since the delay cmmot be reduced to zero, the expanded sweeps cannot
be moved in to zero, The minimum delay is 500 yd on the 20,000-yd
scale and 1000 yd on the 200,000-yd scale. However, a front-panel
toggle switch tlz is provided on the grid circuit of l’- to start the fast
sweeps from the undelayed trigger.
Bootstrap Sawtoot?wweep Genmator and Sweep Drive?.-The
sweep
generator is a cathode-follower bootstrap circuit.
The sweep clamp Vl~
prevents the sweep condenser CIT from charging, but when the negative
TO
gating pulse is applied to the grid, this condenser begins to charge.
compensate for the nonlinearity of exponential voltage rise, feedback is
obtained from the cathode fo~lower Vlia through Clc to the top of the
charging resistor I?tz. The proper gating pulse for the clamp, and the
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desired sweep-charging condenser are selected by separate gangs (E and C
respectively) of S,.
The A-sweeps (Switch Positions 1, 5, and 8) use the
undelayed long rectangular wave (from VM through CIJ.
The R-sweeps
(Switch Positions 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7) get a gating pulse from the shortrectangular-wave generator (VW through CM).
The sweep sawtooth wave drives one of the cathode-ray-tube deflection plates through the cathode follower V110 and C20, while V1w, an
This tube is kept at unity gain by the
inverter, drives the opposite plate.
capacity divider C18and C,,.
Oscillations are suppressed by RU and Z2W.
Crystal Oscillator.-Although
this crystal oscillator employs only a
triode (Vlti), stability tests show that it is reliable.
Variations within
the specified tolerance in tubes and components do not change the frequency by more than +9 cps and the crystals are made to an accuracy
of A 25 cps or better.
Thus the usual accuracy is 0.02 per cent. The
oscillator output wave is not a sine wave because it is peaked by the
transformer winding in the plate circuit and also by feedback from
the 2000-yd marker generator.
2000-yd Marksr Generator.-The
output of the crystal oscillator goes
to a blocking-oscillator
circuit Vlw that makes the markers sharp and
well defined.
Their rise time is 0.2 ~sec, and the width at the base is
0.6 psec. The output is in the form of positive and negative current
pulses taken from the small resistors R2Z and R,, respectively.
Because
of coupling through Cll, some of ths fiJ,000-yd marker pulse may be seen
mixed with the 2000-yd markers.
This mixing aids in distinguishing
every fifth 2000-yd mark.
10,000-yd Marker Generator. —This circuit produces 10,000-yd markers
by counting five 2000-yd markers. The cathode-coupled-type
blocking
oscillator VII and T~ is used here to provide stability against changes in
heater voltages in the frequency divider.
It is fired by every fifth
2000-yd marker through condenser Cl,.
The adjustable grid resistor
RM has a latitude of division from 3 to 6 to cover tolerances in the tran~
formers and other components.
This potentiometer is on the chassis and
is locked at the factory after being set for the desired 5-to-1 division ratio.
The positive and negative output signals are taken off small resistors in
the cathode and plate circuits.
The operation of the divider may be observed by looking at the grid
of VII. where a sawtooth wave together with the ~-yd
marker superimposed on it appears.
The capacity of the scope lead used in observing
this waveform may change the division ratio. Hence R2s should not be
set under these conditions, but it may easily be adjusted by superimposing
the two types of output markers on any type of display.
Repetition-rate Div&er.—The signal for the trigger amplifier V12 is
taken from the cathode of vlOb in order that it may be in perfect phase
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with the crystal markers.
However, the markers occur at a frequency
of 82 kc/see, and only certain ones are selected to produce the repetitionrate frequency of SOto2000cps.
Tube V,,5is, therefore, used as botha
divider to count down from 82 kc/see and a coincidence-gate generator
to drive the cathode of the trigger-selector tube VM.
Signals obtained from the cathode of V~~=through C,, have already
been divided by 5, hence the grid-circuit time constant of Vllb is so
designed as to give the rest of the necessary division.
This time constant,
and therefore the division, is changed by varying R26. To count down
to the trigger’s repetition rate, Rz, is inserted in the circuit when the
200,000-yd scale is used in order to prevent the repetition rate from
exceeding the maximum (400 cps) for this scale.
The use of transformer T, widens the output pulse of Vllb to about
3000 yd, that is, 18 ysec. This pulse appears as an approximately rectangular wave across the 220-ohrn resistor hh.
The occurrence of this
rectangular wave determines the repetition frequency by selecting a
particular 2000-yd marker as the trigger.
This selection is accomplished
by using V,j~ as a coincidence circuit.
It conducts only when the rectangular wave on the cathode and ihe 2000-yd marker on the grid occur
simultaneously.
The values of R27 and RZ8 are such that V,ti is biased to about twice
cutoff.
The pulse from vllb raises it to cutoff and the particular 2000-yd
marker occurring in the 3000-yd interval causes it to conduct and fire
the Vl,b blocking oscillator.
Thus, a particular marker starts the 3000-yd
rectangular wave in VI lb and the next succeeding one causes Vlza to
conduct.
When the trigger selector switch S8 is in the NEGATIVEEXTERNAL
position, VIZ. is self-biased by Rz1 alone, the grid is held to ground by C18,
and the negative external trigger is applied to the cathode in order to
make VIZ. conduct.
When the trigger-selector switch is in the POSITIVEEXTERNALposition,
the cathode is held by Clt and the trigger applied to the grid of Clz=.
Trigger li’haper.-A trigger pulse of constant shape is provided for the
ranging circuits by VIZ no matter what the shape and amplitude of the
input trigger. Tube V,,~ is an ordinary blocking oscillator biased beyond
Ittherefore fires only when triggered
cutoff by the network R29 and R.w
by V,Z=. The width of this standardized output trigger is set at an
optimum of 1.0 psec.
Trigger Buffer.-The
trigger pulse, of either internal or external
origin, is provided on front-panel connectors for external use and is
isolated from the rest of the circuits by Vl~.
Its width is 1 psec, rise
time 0.2 psec, and amplitude approximately 100 volts.
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Video Amplij%
and Attenuator.-The
amplifier VT, V*, and V9
consumes 120 ma. A negative supply voltage is obtained from RZs and
divided by Rls and R20 for the –3.O-volt tap. The circuits operate from
+250 volts supplied through the dropping resistor R18 rather than from
the common +250-volt supply.
The pass band is 8 Me/see wide. Further peaking could increWe
this bandwidth but the circuit would be difficult to design because of the
variations likely to occur in production units. The response curve goes
down gradually, dropping by 6 db at 11 Me/see.
Perceptible response
The low-frequency response (or response
is obtained up to 30 Me/see.
to long signals) results in a 10 per cent “droop”
on a 1000-Msec pulse
(Sec. 4.8).
With the S-Me/see bandwidth and the 120-ma current conSince the deflection factor of the
sumption, a gain of 100 is obtained.
cathod+ray tube is 80 volts per inch, the deflection factor through the
amplifier is 0.S volts per inch. Maximum deflection before limiting
occurs is more than + 1 inch.
To provide for use with either positive or negative signals the video
amplifier was designed to operate as a Class A amplifier, although
operation of this type involves some sacrifice in output voltage. If
greater deflection is desired and the input polarity is known, the circuit
may be changed to give greater deflection.
If more power were available,
the final stage could be returned to a higher voltage and the output voltage could be increased.
The amplifier is protected against overloading by means of cathode
degeneration.
Limiting is prevented by using a step attenuator for
signals between 1 and 100 volts.
Its steps of voltage ratio are 1, 3, 10,
30, and 100, and each step is capacity-compensated
to improve the frequent y response.
Intensity ContTol.—Since the sweeps are intensified only for their
duration, the spot is not visible during its rest time at the left edge of the
cathode-ray tube. Special attention should be given to the fact that the
intensity control R~8 (see Fig. 7.20) may easily be set too Klgh, especially
on the R-sweeps.
On these sweeps the proper level is set by turning the
control nearly to the position of maximum intensity and then diminishing
the intensity until the spot and the first bright + in. or so disappear from
view. The remaining visible edge is consequently that intensified by the
delayed intensifier pulse. This is the edge to which signals may be
accurately set in order to read their range, or to which the markers may
be set for calibration.
The brightness of the trace is proportional to the
repetition rate.
The use of a light shield on the fast sweeps is always recommended,
in order to enable one not only to see the sweep but also to observe
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details in the waveform being viewed. A No. 260 green Plexiglas filter
may be used as a light shield.
Proper adjustment of the intensity control is necessary for proper
definition of the range marks, which are applied as intensified dots.
This adjustment is particularly essential on the 200,000-yd sweep since
the 2000-yd markers are so close together.
The maximum intensity of
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Fm. 7.20.—A/lt-scope front-panel controls.

these markers is set at a low level to prevent blooming on the cathode-ray
tube. The proper setting of both focus controls is also necessary.
Focus Controls.—The auxiliary focus control Rsg (astigmatism adjustment) on the front panel is useful when observing small details. It need
not be adjusted frequently but its optimum adjustment does shift with
Proper adjustment of the auxiliary
changes in the intensity control.
focus control is obtained by first turning it completely to the left and then
focusing the tube by means of the normal control RST. Then, especially
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on a long sweep like the 200,000-yd one, the middle 2 in. of the trace are
in focus but the edges are not. To remedy this, the auxiliary focus control may be turned up slightly and the normal control readjusted.
As
this process is continued, more of the edges clear up. Eventually, when
the auxiliary focus control is at maximum the edges will be sharp and
the middle portion will not be. The optimum setting of the auxiliary
focus control depends on the nature of the waveform being viewed.
Inability to achieve a proper auxiliary focus condition is an indication of a
faulty cathode-ray tube or of wrong acceleration voltages.
Sweep-length Selector Sm”@h.—Two A-sweeps, namely 20,000 yd and
200,0CHIyd, are provided.
An expanded portion of either of these two
scales is obtained by using the R-sweeps associated with them.
Thus
the four left switch positions are for the 20,W0-yd scale, whereas the four
right ones are for the 200,000-yd scale,
The R-sweeps, appearing at two places in the labeling’ on the panel,
are so tied in with the 7-gang 8-position sweep-selector switch that they
have the proper repetition rate and also show the region indicated by the
strobe marker on the associated A-sweep.
The 8th position of this
switch is a long A-sweep of 4500-psec duration; therefore the entire duty
ratio between triggers can be seen. The gangs on thk switch are used
to select: A the zero and slope controls for the delay potentiometer,
B the repetition rate range, C the charging condenser for the sweep
sawtooth wave, D the length of the long rectangular wave, E the gating
pulse for the sweep clamp, F the slope of the delay sawtooth, and G the
intensifier for the cathodway
tube.
R-sweep Delay Toggle Switch .-When
S2 is turned to the UNDELAYED
position, the R-sweep starts with the initial trigger, and the strobe
marker appears only at the beginning of the A-sweep.
Mcwkm Selector.--Switch
S, permits either the crystal-controlled
markers or the strobe to appear as an intensification along the A-scope
sweeps. Both positive and negative markers are provided for convenience in separating signals from markers. Usually the positive
(blanking) markers are preferred if extreme accuracy is not necessary.
These markers are available externally on the marker output connector. Although this is labelled MAEKERS,the signals presented depend
on the position of the switch.
There is also a separate output terminal
connected directly to the strobe so as to provide an external delayed
%rigger.
This external delayed trigger (or marker) is 24 gsec wide (that is,
4000-yd R-scope gati).
A shorter pulse may be obtained by changing
the time constant on the grid of Va or by differentiation of the gate.
Trigger-selector Switch. -ffwitch
St connects the sweep and range
delay circuits to either (1) the internal repetition-rate generator V,,,
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which is driven from the crystal, or (2) any external trigger coming in
In either case, these triggers connect
the lower left panel connector.
to the trigger amplifier and shaper V12.
Video Attenuator Switch.—A front-panel knob is connected by a
flexible coupling to the attenuator switch S, mounted on the amplifier
at the rear of the chassis. In the OFF position, S, connects one vertical
deflection plate to a front panel connector marked VERTICALDIRECT.
Introduction.—Two
limitations of
7.7. High-speed
Oscilloscope.
synchroscopes, typified by the Model 5, which made necessary the
development of a new synchroscope are (1) transit-time distortion in the
cathode-ray tube, and (2) slow sweep speed (of the order of 5 in. /Psec).
Prior to the development of this new scope, writing speeds greater than
20 to 30 in./psec were obtained by using a DuFour-type oscillograph.
The difficulties of building, operating, and maintaining a DuFour-type
scope were realized and efforts were bent toward finding a sealed tube
from which high-speed sweeps could be photographed. L A new tube
(Du Mont type K1017) (see Sec. 2.9) was developed to reduce transit
time to less than 3 x 10–10 sec while good deflection sensitivity was
maintained.
Techniques used in radar pulsers are employed to produce
high-speed sweeps.
Photographic
Recording.—In
the study of repeating transients, such
as sparking and starting time in magnetrons, it is often desirable to
Each transient
observe the variations occurring in successive transients.
must be photographically recorded and the following three major factors
become important: (1) single-trace writing speed; (2) short trace persistence; and (3) optical means for taking a series of pictures at the rate of
2000 per sec or higher.
If it is assumed that it is possible to measure the difference between
two spot diameters each equal to 0.005 in., then O.O5in. can be measured
to a precision of f 10 per cent. With a sweep speed of 50 in./psec it is
thus possible to resolve time intervals of 10-g sec to a precision of +10
per cent for a single transient, or to measure the time interval between
two points in a single transient to + 10-10 sec. It is important to have
a jitter-free sweep because it is necessary that the sweep be synchronized
with the transient to be studied.
In order to measure differences in
successive pulses to 10–9 sec it is necessary to keep the jitter between
sweep and transients no greater than 1 or 2 X 10-g sec.
The screen used in the K1017 tube has a decay time of less than 10–4
1 For data concerning maximum writir g speeds available from conventional
methods see: R. Feldt, “Photographing Patterns on Cathoderay Tubes, ” Electronics,

17, p. 130 (Feb. 1944); also Goldstein and Bales, “ High-speedPhotographyof the
Cathode-rayTube,” RSI (March 1946).
2In practice,smallerintervalscan be measured.
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sec and gives a trace sufficiently bright to allow photographing a single
trace with writing speeds as high as 300 in./psec.
Successive transients
at frequencies up to 4000 cps can be photographed] by using one of the
commercially available high-speed movie cameras with a modified shutter.
The higher writing speeds yield photographs that are sharp enough for
measurements of waveforms, but which are not of high enough contrast
for good photo reproduction.
At lower sweep speeds a modulated
carrier of 3000 Me/see can be recorded to show the modulation envelope.

Figure 7“21 shows the input current and the output r-f envelope of a
3000 Me/see oscillator for three successive pulses photographed with
sweep speeds of 1 in./~ec and 8 in./psec.
Block Diagram.-(See
Fig. 7.22.)
The cathode and post-accelerator
supplies are conventional 60-cps rectifiers with good filtering.
The
control-grid bias should have less then 3 volts of ripple for the best
photographic results because the grid is driven to about – 4 volts bias
and the light output of the screen is a rapidly varying function of grid
1CWdsteiaand Bales, bc. cit.
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voltage in this region. This requirement is especially important in studying successive transients with very fast writing speeds.
Sweep Circuit.—The operation of the sweep circuit may be understood by reference to Fig. 7.23. The initial charge on condenser Cl is go,
Switch S, is then closed, allowing Cl
whereas Cz is initially uncharged.
to discharge through RI, Ll, Rz, and L2 into C2. The general equation

RF1l’%iil
Fm. 7.22.—Block diagram for high-speed oscilloscope.

for the change in voltage across Rl, Ll, and Re, Le, is

e=e-e,-~o=-~o[l+
~-~(~-cos%)l

where Z
—

J___

1
—.—
;6, K = ~c,
2k

R=

Rl=R2,

L=

Ll=L2,

C =Cl=cz.

If L becomes infinite, with finite values for R, the voltage is an exp~
nential.
If R becomes infinite,
e,
2
with finite values for L, the voltRZ
RI
age is a sine function.
If –e is
plotted against t/RC for various
(
values of K, a family of curves
L,
that all have an initial de/dt
C2
‘
‘
‘ ‘c,
= EO/RC will be obtained (see
Fig. 7.24).
The voltage e is negaL
tive in this circuit but, for conFm. 7.23.-Simpli6ed sweep circmit.
venience, —e is plotted against
t/RC to give a universal curve in which R, C, L, and tcan have any value.
For values of K between 0.7 and 0.9 the value of de/o!t wilf remain practically constant up to 70 or 80 per cent of Eo, and an essentially linear voltThe curve for K = 0.7 shows that it is
age can therefore be generated.
w~thin 4 per cent of being perfectly linear up to —e = Eo whereaa the
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curve for K ~ ~ (the ordinary li!C-circuit) has departed 9 per cent from
the straight line when the voltage has a value – O.lEo. This difference
plus the use of d-c resonant charging reduces the sweep power-supply voltage to approximately ~ of that needed in a standard RC-circuit to obtain
the same degree of linearity in the sweep. By virtue of the balanced cir
1.4

I

1.2
1.0

Initial voltage on condenser=~o

/

0.8
-e
0.6 —

—

—
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1

I
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0.5
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I

0.7

I

0.8

I

I

0.9

1.0

tlRC
Fm. 7.24.—Voltage across R, or R, in Fig. 7.23.

cuit, push-pull voltage changes are obtained which may be applied to opposite deflecting plates of the cathod~ray tube to produce a linear sweep.
Intensijia
Circuit.—The pulse-forming network’ shown in Fig. 7.25
is charged by suitable means to a voltage Eo. This network is designed
to produce a puke with a very fast
L2 L1
& L1
rise and flat top. The pulse
~
Q.Q@AllJWU
Eo
length 8 is determined from the
1
J1
s
slowest sweep speed for which the
1
I
scope is intended and from the size
{% J
I
I
of the cathode-ray
tube. For
I
~~c2?=ClaCc. :: R,
example, a 2 in./psec sweep speed 8c sc s<
c. C*1 c,~ :
on a 5-in. tiope should have an
#
I
t
intensifier pulse length of at least
2.5 psec. The impedance ZO is
FIG.7.25.—Inteneifier
circuit.
determined by considerations of
switch characteristics, power dissipation, etc. For the best match, R 1
is made numerically equal to Zo. A pulse voltage whose shape is determined by the network design and whose peak amplitude is EO/2 appears
across RI when the switch is closed.
AU or part of this puk voltage may
be applied to the cathode-ray-tube control grid for intensification.
I See Vol. 5 of the Radiation Laboratory Series.
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relations pertaining to lumped-parameter

z=

J
:j

where Z = surge impedance in ohms, L = total inductance
C = total capacitance in farads, and 6 = pulse length.

in henrys,

8=2~LC
C,=

c,=’.

.Cn.l=

c.=:

Inductances L, and L. are increased slightly ( = 1.2L/n) to make a
flatter-topped pulse by preventing overshoot.
The inductance maybe a
A ratio of
continuously wound solenoid tapped at the proper points.
Coil length per section = ~,35 to ~ ~
Coil diameter
gives a satisfactory value of mutual inductance.
This value is approximate and serves only as a guide. A little experimentation is usually
necessary in order to determine the exact number of turns. In general,
the more sections for a given pulse length, the more nearly the pulse shape
approaches a rectangular wave.
The intensifier pulse and sweep voltages start simultaneously; and
hence for very fast sweeps (50 in. to 100 in./psec) the intensifier pulse
must reach full amplitude in the shortest possible time in order that the
Since conventional pulse-formingfirst part of the sweep maybe visible.
network designs have an inductive output impedance, their output pulses
rise too slowly or overshoot.
This difficulty has been overcome by adding and RC output section ROCO(Fig. 7.25) to the conventional network.
This addition causes the pulse to rise in about 4 X 10–’ sec but not to
overshoot if the value of Ro is made equal to the load resistor. A further
improvement may be made by adding between the thyratron plate and
ground a small condenser that will balance the distributed capacity
between the cathode and ground.
Figure 7.26 shows how the sweep (Fig. 7.23) and intensifier (Fig. 7.25)
circuits are combined to use the same charging voltage and switch
tube, V6.
The resonant charging of the pulse-forming network and Cl is accomplished through a choke and the diode in series with it. A positive trigger
puke from a fixed- or variable-delay trigger-puke generator fires the
hydrogen thyratron switch VS.

~Fc.
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To reduce background light from electrons sprayed on the screen
when the beam hits the side of the tube, a clamp circuit (VI) is provided
on the intensifier.
The time at wh~ch the clamp fires may be adjusted
by varying the bias on the screen grid.
A modification of this circuit, which allows the intensifier pulse to be
applied a discrete interval of time before the sweep, is shown in Fig. 7.27.
Separate switch tubes are used for the intensifier and sweep circuits in
this scheme.
A lower-voltage pulse-forming network may then be used
with a resuItant saving in power in the intensifier circuit since the required
sweep voltage may be several times larger than that needed for intensifyRJ
L3

+ D-c
high
voltage

Neg.
sweep

L,
Im

+ D-c
low
voltage

~

L4

=: c,

~

Pulse forming
network 20

=

l%. 7.27.-Scheme for intensifyingbeforethe swaepstarts. TriggerPulseNo. 1 pracacbs

No. 2.

ing the trace. Although an extra switch tube and hold-off diode are
necessary, this circuit may be justified by the saving in power and its
ability to use less expensive switch tubes with lower power ratings.
Sweep Pho.sing.-It
is important that any time variations between
the sta,rt of the scope sweep and the trigger pulse applied to the apparatus
under examination should not be larger than the smallest unit of time to
be measured (10--’ see). It is further desirable to be able to phase the
sweep and the output trigger pulse relative to one anotbe~. A variation
of several hundredths of a microsecond in the interpulse interval is permissible provided that the trigger pulse applied to the apparatus under
examination
and to the sweep are stable to 10-9 sec reiative to one
another.
Hence a crystal-controlled oscillator is not needed. An ordinary audio oscillator of the Wien-bridge type followed by amplifying and
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dMerentiating stages is used to produce a pulse that rises to full amplitude
in about 3 psec and lasts for about 5 Ysec (Fig. 7 “26). This pulse is
applied through J1 to two lumped-constant delay lines, one of variable
length and one tied.
The fixed line delays the pulse by approximately
2.5 psec. By varying the inductance of the first section of the second
line, both its impedance and delay are varied.
This continuous variation
in delay plus taps along the 5-psec lumped-constant line provide a trigger
pulse that is continuously variable for + 2.5 ~ec about the position of
the fixed-delay trigger pulse first mentioned.
Both lines feed identical
triggered blocking oscillators that produce pulses that rise to 1000 volts
in 3 x 10-8 sec with a duration of 0.7 psec. The fixed trigger fires the
tbyratron switch in the sweep-intensifier circuit while the variable-delay
trigger is sent to the pulse generator (or other apparatus) that is being
studied (available on JJ.
In order to reduce time jitter between the two trigger pulses, the following precautions need to be taken: All d-c circuits supplying plate and
grid voltages should be isolated from the trigger circuits by means of r-f
chokes and bypass condensers; separate filament transformers with builtin Faraday shields should be used in each trigger circuit because capacity
coupling between heater and cathode of one blocking oscillator causes
random firing of the other blocking oscillator.
This condition is especially bothersome when the two trigger pulses occur at approximately
the same time. Good filtering in the d-c supplies also helps to reduce
jitter.
A d-c heater supply helps further.
Other sources of jitter are the hydrogen th yratron in the sweep circuit and the switch tube in the instrument that is to be studied.
By
applying a fast-rising (20 kv/~sec] high-voltage (500 to 1000 volts)
trigger pulse to the thyratron grid, it can be made to fire consistently.
A
further reduction in jitter may be realized by using d-c power in the
thyratron heaters.
the ordinary cathode-ray tube, coupling between
S<gnal Input.—In
the two pairs of deflecting plates becomes increasingly undesirable as the
irepressed frequent y increases. The deflecting-plate
leads must be
brought out directly through the sides of the tube rather than through the
base for frequencies in the megacycle range; and for frequencies of the
order of magnitude of 1000 Me/see, it is imperative that a coaxial-type
input be employed.
In the Du Mont tube (type K1017) coupling between signal-input
circuits and external disturbances has been minimized by careful shielding
of the separate deflecting plate circuits.
Direct current centering and
calibrating voltages are introduced to the shielded signal-input circuits
through isolating resistors and bypass condensers to prevent r-f voltage
induced in the various leads from appearing on the deflecting plates.
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Wires carrying direct current and alternating current are run in separate
cables and shielded where it is necessary.
7.8. J-scope. ~The
use of a J-scope is recommended for accurate
measurements of time intervals ranging from Oto300~ec.
This type of
indication, brie flydiacussedin Sec. 1.3, employs acathoderay
tube of the
radial deflection type, described ini+o. 2“9. Thetimebase
isa circular
trace on the face of this tube, produced by crystal-controlled sine and
cosine voltages on the two pairs of deflection plates. The signals to be
measured are applied to a central electrode which results in a radial
deflection from thetime base circle. A trigger pulse is accurately synchronized with the time base, always occurring at 0°, so that the angular
position of the radial signal measures the time elapsed between the trigger
pulse and the signal observed.
By proper choice of the crystal frequency,
one complete cycle of the base circle may be made to correspond to an
integral number of microseconds (for example, 1 or 10 psec), or for radar
use, to 1 land mile or to 2000 yd. For measurements of time intervals
greater than that corresponding to one revolution of the time base circle,
the appropriate subsequent cycle which includes the signal to be measured
is brightened by a calibrated delay circuit.
A single example of such a
J-scope will be here described, and others will be found in Chap. 7 of
Vol. 20 this series.
Model III RaWe Calibrato-erwral
Information.-The
Model III
range calibrator was designed for laboratory use in the measurement of
time intervals up to 300 paec. Its chief characteristics are as follows:
1. Time base speed.
Three versions of the calibrator are available,
with time base speeds corresponding to 10 psec, 1 land mile, or
2000 yd per complete circle.
2. Triggers. Since the time base is generated by a crystal oscillator,
an external trigger may not be used to start the sweep. However,
the J-scope provides both positive and negative triggers of
100 volts across resistances of 1000 ohms, for external use.
3. Repetition Tales. Five pulse repetition rates of nominal values,
400, 800, 1200, 2000, and 2300 pps, are available.
4. Sianal input. The signal may be applied to the central deflection
electrode of the cathode ray tube either directly or through a singlestage video amplifier having a gain of approximately 18, constant
within + 3 db between 50 cps and 4 Me/see.
The input impedance
is 750,000 ohms paralleled by about 30 ppf with the amplifier in,
and about 40 p~ with the amplifier out. An input signal greater
than 3.5 volts will overload the amplifier.
I By T. Soiler.
i This instrument was designed by the Radiation Laboratory and the F. W. Sickles
Co., Chicopee, Mass., and is manufactured by the latter.
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5. Accuracy.
When properly adjusted, the accuracy of time measurement is + 0.1 psec (see also Sec. 7.9).
The schematic diagram of the calibrator is shown in Fig. 7.28.
Circuits--Sweep
Generators.-The
triode-connected
pentode VI is
used to generate a sinusoidal voltage of stable frequency controlled by the
crystal in the grid circuit.
The voltages in the secondaries of the transformer icnthe plate circuit of VI may be adjusted by condensers C7 and

“’?!--..: MIA

4

!

ffM30k \ R,, &3k
R,, 50k

%@er output

Fm. 7.28.—Model III range calibrator.

C“IOto give sinusoidal voltages which are 90° out of phase and which are
applied to the two orthogonal pairs of deflection plates of the cathode ray
tube VI,, producing the time-base circle. The diameter of the circle is
controlled by the primary tuning condenser Cb.
Trigger Generator.-Pips
of 15 volts amplitude, at crystal frequency,
are generated across the damped choke Lz in the cathode circuit of V1.
These are amplified by Vza, and are then used to trigger the blocking
oscillator frequency divider Vzb which produces rectangular pulses
approximately 18 psec long at any of five audio-frequency rates controlled
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Vs is a coincidence amplifier, used to produce a
by Sz in the grid circuit.
trigger whose phase does not vary.
To accomplish this, the long pulses
from the divider VZ.bare applied to the cathode, and the short pulses from
the crystal oscillator are applied to the grid. The quiescent grid bias of
VW ia 30 volts, and Vw is kept below cutoff even during the time of
application of the frequency divider pulse by adjusting the 400-ohm
variable resistor in the cathode return circuit of VZb. During this time
interval, the next crystal oscillator pulse following the one that triggered
the frequency divider drives the grid of Vw above cutoff, and fires VJ,
a blocking-oscillator trigger generator, from which positive and negative
triggers of 100 volts, and of 0.6 psec duration, are derived by the paraphase amplifier V4.
These triggers are available for external use. The positive trigger
may be connected internally to the signal electrode of the cathode ray
tube through switch 54.
The variableratio frequency-division scheme for pip selection is used
instead of a continuously variable frequency oscillator both because it is
economical and because it assures that the selected crystal oscillator pip
always lies on the flat top of the longer pulse and thus assures stable
operation.
Deluy Circuits and Intzn.si~ying Ga&-When
measurements of time
intervals beyond that required for the first revolution of the circular time
base are to be made, means must be provided for indicating exactly
which of the succeeding revolutions is occupied by the observed signal, by
brightening on the cathode ray tube any one of the first 30 successive
sweeps following a given trigger.
This is done by using a trigger shaper Vib and two multivibrators V6
and Vein cascade.
The first of these multivibrators produces a pulse of
variable calibrated duration, controlled by Rfil, which vanes the bias of
the normally “ off” tube, V,a. The pulse length is made to agree with
the calibration by adjusting the slope control RSO and the zero control
Rs3. The neon tube in the delay-control bleeder circuit is introduced to
reduce the effect of plate voltage changes on the gate length.
The second multivibrator, v6, produces a positive “pulse whose duration is somewhat less than 10 wsec, but adjustable by means of CM. This
pulse is applied to the grid of the cathode ray tube through the coupling
condenser C4A,which must be a high-voltage condenser, since the cathoderay-tube grid is at —2000 volts.
The first revolution of the trace on the cathode ray tube is brightened
by this pulse when switch Ss is in the upper position, since the action of
the multivibrator Vs is then initiated by the positive rise of the pulse at
the plate of Vbbj coupled to the grid of Vca by the differentiating circuit
comprising C,,, Cb,, and R6g. When switch Sb is in the lower position, the
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multivibrator ~6 is actuated by the positive fall of the end of the pulse
at the plate of V.+, and a delayed narrow pulse results, the amount of the
delay being determined by the setting of the calibrated control RsI. This
pulse may also be used externally by coupling to the plate of VW through
a O.01-pf condenser.
Signal Ampli@r.—A
single low-gain stage of amplification (voltage
gain 18) is provided by VT, with shunt peaking in the plate circuit to
Switch S, allows the input signal to
extend the bandwidth to 4 Me/see.
bypass the amplifier and to be applied directly to the central electrode of
the cathode ray tube if its amplitude is sufficient.
Cathode-ray-tube Control Circuits.-The
accelerating voltage on the
cathode ray tube is 2000 volts, and the method of focus- and intensitycontrol is conventional.
Centering of the circular time base is provided
by adjustment of the potential of one of the plates of each pair by means
of RS and Re.
Power Supply .—The power supply is designed to provide 35 ma at
+400 volts, 6.3 volts for heaters, and – 2000 volts for an external sweeposcilloscope unit which operates at a time-base speed of 1 ysec per
revolution.
7.9. The Precision and Accuracy of Time Measurements Made with
a Circular Sweep or J-scope .l—The J-scopez is useful for measuring the
time interval between two events only when one of them, the “trigger,”
As with an ordinary electric clock, the
recurs at constant frequency.
measurement of time interval is reduced to the measurement of a phase
angle. It is necessary therefore to examine with what accuracy the
cathode-ray tube can maintain the angle of position of its fluorescent
spot proportional to the phase angle of the driving voltage.
Errors Due to Nonorthogo?udity of tJwDe@ction Electrodes and Their
Driving Voltages.-The
x and y sets of deflection electrodes, which are
intended to produce beam deflections at right angles, may not in practice
do so because of faulty tube construction.
Moreover their respective
driving voltages may not be in exact quadrature.
It is evident that either
or both of these conditions can cause the “circular”
sweep to become
elliptical, thereby producing a periodic departure from the desired condition of proportionality.
Let the deflection factors of the x- and y-plates be respectively kl and
k,, and let the y-plates produce a deflection of the beam which lacks @OO
of being perpendicular to the x-deflection, as shown in Fig. 7“29. Let the
voltages applied to the two sets of plates be out of quadrature by the
1 By G. E. Valley.
2Davenport and Warner, ‘‘ Errors in Range Measurement with a Circular Sweep,”
RL Report No. 9, Jan. 24, 1942; Hales, “ Errors in Circular SweepsDue to Recen-

teringand IMipticity of the Circle,” RL Report No. 328, Feb. 13, 1943.
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– .k2V2sin (ad + f?o) sin O.,
x = hlvlcosd
=
kzVz
sin
(at+
00) f30s +0,
V
where u is the constant driving frequency.
If b = tan “ (y/z) is the
angular displacement of the spot on the screen, its angular velocity is
dy
dz
‘Z–ya
X2 i- Y2

d+
—.
dt

and it follows immediately that when .$o and 00 are each zero and VI and
Vz are adjusted so that klVl = kZVz, d4/dt = u. The spot then travels
in a circle with constant velocity.
In general, however,
d+
—=
dt

lCJ2,vlv2 Cos 40 cm 00
k;V~ COS’0, + sin 2@klVl
sin 200 – k,k!VIVz cos 00 sin 411
+ COS2at[k~V: – 2klk,VlV, sin @O sin 40 + klVi (sin’ 00 – COS’0,)1

If klVl = kzVz and if 00 =

40

#

O, then again
db
= &l.
z

Since the denominator
is easily shown that when
~:
,0
y-l
,1
,1
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v
— _____________
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{
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o
Deflection
plates >~>
FIG.

7.29.—Nonorthogonality
of deflection plates.

00

of the above equation is just Z2 + yz = rz, it
=
@O
#
O, the radius of the sweep is given by
r = klVl cos do. Thus the condition for constant d#/dt, when the deflection plates are
not orthogonal, is that the phase angle
between the voltages applied to the x and y
sets of plates be so adjusted as to make the
sweep precisely circular.
of the Sweep
ETTOT Due to Eccentricity
Circle.—In a clock, it is necessary that the
graduated
dial circle be concentric with the
shaft on which the hands are mounted.
Similarly
the

central

the shaft
deflection

of the rotary
electrode

cursor

and

of a J-scope

must be concentric with the sweep circle.
Let the error in centering the sweep circle be A, in the direction of the
z axis; then the instantaneous position of the spot is
x=

A+acosd

y = a sin d.
The position angle of the spot at a time t will be o = d (neglecting
increments of %) if the scale is linear; let there be deviation from linearity
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a such that ~ = d + a. Then

and
tan, a = –

A sin d
0,+ A COScd-

It is seen that a oscillates with frequency u and thus passes through
one maximum and one minimum value as the sweep scans the circle once.
Its maximum value occurs when sin d = 1, at which point a~.. =
tan–’ (A/a).
If c- is the maximum error in microseconds and ~ is the
number of microseconds per revolution (r = %r/w), then for small errors
A
‘=%IT”
Error Due to Sweep Ellipticity.—If for any reason the sweep is elliptical, although the center of the ellipse is concentric with the cursor shaft
and the central deflection electrode, so that the minor axis of the ellipse
is a and the major axis is a + A, the spot trajectory maybe described by
x=acoswt
y =

(a + A) sin tit;

then, defining a as in the previous case,
tan a =

A sin %t
2a + A – A cos 2ut’

This error is doubly periodic, and its maximum value is approximately
am., = A/2a.
The error in microseconds is approximately ~., = (A/4ra)7.
Errors due to ellipticity of the circle are not great in practice since even
small ellipticities are easily detected by the eye. Conversely, parallax
between the standard comparison circle and the sweep circle often causes
sizable eccentricities to be unnoticed.
All the foregoing discussion assumes the driving voltages to be pure
sinusoids.
If harmonics are present whose amplitude is only a few per
cent of the fundamental, a substantial departure of d@/dt from constancy
ensues.
A TEST OF THE LINEARITY OF A CIRCULAR SWEEP
A circular sweep was arranged’ so that r = 12.2 psec; upon the intensifying grid of the tube there were impressed a series of short pulses reguThese pulses were derived from another
larly spaced and 0.61 ysec apart.
oscillator whose frequency was locked at twenty times that of the sweep
1

Hales. Ioc. cit.

I
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oscillator.
The angular position of each of the pulses waa read from a
rotatable radial cursor. These readings, after being reduced to yield
relative error in microseconds, are plotted in Fig. 7“30.
In Fig. 7.30 Curve a shows the performance of the J-scope where the
eccentricity and ellipticity of the circle (whose radius was 27.7 mm) were
reduced to a minimum.
Curve b shows the error resulting from decenter+0.1
0
-0.1 %
.:- 0.2
z
5 _ 0.3

-----

-----

\

-0.4
-0.5 ~
o

\
2.5

5.0

/
7.5

10.0

12.5

Range inBsec

FIG. 7.30..-Experimental error in a J-scope.

ing the sweep circle by 3 mm (A = 3 mm).
It will be noted that the
errors are not plotted so as to lie symmetrically about the line of zero
error.
Curve a indicates that the device can be adjusted to yield data more
accurate than IE1 per cent of the time interval r represented by 360° on
the tube face.
Curve b indicates an error about 25 per cent greater than
would be expected from the pertinent formula given above.

CHAPTER8
DEFLECTION

COILS

BY RALPH DRESSEL
GENEWL PROPERTIES OF DEFLECTION COILS
A deflection coil is an electromagnetic device for generating a magnetic
field across the neck of a cathode-ray tube so that electrons will be
deflected as they pass from gun to screen. The amount of deflection is
controlled by the current in the coil and with an ideal coil would, for any
point on the tube screen, be exactly proportional to this current.
Moreover, various parts of an ideal coil would be free from electric and magnetic interaction, which give rise to oscillations whose effects appear as
crooked sweep lines. Finally, the ideal coil would preserve the focus of
an initially focused electron beam.
Practical coils fall somewhat short
of the performance postulated for
b,
i
ideal coils, but, through careful
I
1
;+
‘,
design, can be made to have a
“.T
;2
satisfactory
minimum
of
l’.
;
imperfections.
‘\,, I
.,
8.1. Theory of Deflection.—
‘\\\:
1
The path of an electron through a
-r ,, ~a
magnetic deflecting field is shown
__
-L’.4-L------‘1
J/
in Fig. 8.1. It is assumed that
01
the magnetic field is uniform and
-1
normal to the plane of the paper,
Fm. 8.1.—Path of an electron through a uniand that the magnetic-flux

density

form magnetic deflecting field.

H in the region
between Boundaries 1 and 2 but is zero everywhere else. An electron
with mass m, charge e, and initial velocity v is deflected through an angle
d in passing through this magnetic field.
The general expression for the force on a charged body moving in a
magnetic field is
(1)
F = e(v X H).
has

the

value

Since the only component of H is that normal to the paper, the force F
must always lie in the plane of the paper. Moreover, F is constant in
magnitude and is directed perpendicular to the instantaneous velocity v
of the electron.
These conditions cause the electron to move in a circular
303
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path while ittraverses themagnetic field. Themagnitude of thecentripetal force F is simply equal to Hev, which equals the reaction due to
acceleration of the electron.
Therefore, Hev = mv2/r, where r is the
radius of curvature of the circular path. Solving for ~,
mu

r ‘Fe”

(2)

The incident electron enters normal to the boundary of the magnetic
field marked by Line 1 and, emerging from Boundary 2, travels in a
straight line after having been deflected through an angle Orelative to its
initial direction.
The center of curvature of the electron path lies on
Linel.
Itissimple toprove from Fig. 8.1that angle ~equalsthedeflection angle 9, and
1
= sin 6,
(3)
;
where 1is the distance between Boundaries 1 and 2, or the axial length of
the deflecting field. Substituting the value of r from Eq. (2),
sino=~

mu

(4)

The speed of the electron can be stated to a close approximation in
terms of the accelerating anode potential, Eb. Thus, Eti = &rwz, or
v =
~2Eke/m.
Substituting this value of v in Eq. (4),
(5)
Equation (5) holds for any angle less than 90° and is adequate for this
study of beam deflection.
A clearer insight into the behavior of a deflection coil can be gained if the general relationships expressed in Eq. (5) are
stated separately.
The sine of the angle of deflection is—
1. Proportional to the magnitude H of the deflecting flux and reverses
sign with H.
2. Proportional to the length 1 of the deflecting field.
3. Inversely proportional to the square root of the accelerating voltage Eb.
4. Proportional to the square root of the ratio of charge to mass e/m of
the deflected particle._ Therefore, ions are not defl;cted as much as
electrons.
Inserting the numerical value of e/m for an electron in Eq. (5), and
expressing 1 in centimeters, Eb in volts and H in gauss,
(6)
‘ho

= 0“30 %%”
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If the actual path of an electron through the field of a deflection coil
is traced, it may be seen from Fig. 8.1 that the electron behaves as if it
traveled into the magnetic field in a straight line up to the point O, was
then deflected sharply through the angle 0, and continued again in a
straight line. Itisuseful
toregard the point Oasa center of deflection
that may shift slightly asthedeflection
angle increases.
This shift is not
more than about 10 per cent of the length 1 of the magnetic field and is
negligible when compared to the distance from deflection coil to the screen
of the cathode-ray tube.
Since the concept of a center of deflection is
used only in conjunction with thepattern onthe tube screen, theapproximation is valid.
The magnetic field generated by practical deflection coils is never so
abruptly bounded as was assumed in this ideal case. The axial field
distributions of ideal and physical deflection coils are compared in Fig.
8.2. This diagram illustrates clearly the large amount of fringing field
extending beyond the ends of the coil. These fields contribute materially to the actual deflection of the electron beam. Therefore, if it is
desired to calculate the deflection
angle from a known field distribu=
tion, a numerical integration must
The relation corbe performed.
responding to Eq. (6) is then
e
sin O = ~,

~~

Hall.

(7)

.
The

integration

preted

limits

to be sufficiently

remaining

beyond

are

inter-

Distance

cOils”

far away from the ends of the coil so that the field

these limits is negligible.

It is also seen from Fig. 8.2 that a practical
nite

magnetic

directions.

length
An

along axis

FIG. S.Z.—Comparison of axial field distributions of ideal and physical deflection

because

effective

the field

length

can,

tapers

however,

deflection

coil has no defi-

off infinitely
be defined

far in both
as being

the

length of an ideal coil that will give the same angle of deflection as the
practical coil. Therefore,
“

i —.

Hdl

HO

= 10,

(8)

where HO is the peak value of magnetic-field intensity, and 10is the effective length of the coil. The integral is the same that appears in Eq. (7).
The equations in the preceding paragraphs are intended not for
calculating the deflection angle, but simply to indicate the factors that are
. important in magnetic deflection and their relationships to the deflection
angle. Actually, the simplest and most acourate way of finding the
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deflection angle is to put the coil on a cathode-ray tube and measure the
deflection.
8.2. Maximum Length of Deflection Coils.-As
illustrated in Fig.
8.3, the maximum length of a deflection coil is governed both by the
internal neck diameter of the cathode-ray tube and by the maximum
allowable deflection angle. The latter is the angle at which the electron
beam just grazes the neck of the tube. The cross section of the electron
beam is appreciable and varies with the current.
Consequently, at the
point of contact with the glass, the central axis of the beam is removed a
distance approximately equal to the beam radius.
From Fig. 8.1 it can be seen
Glassenvelope of
that a = r(l – cos 0). Dividing
cathode ray tube
this by 10, the effective length of

But since r/la = I/sin

0, a/10 =

10 = ~.
tan ~

(9)

-wL:::’(l-cOs’)

I
I
4
I

#
I

A typical magnetic cathoderay tube may have an internal
internal neck dkmeter
neck diameter
A = 1.140 in.
Under average operating conditions, the beam radius is approximately
0.1 in., and a is therefore 0.47 in. The magnetic tube is generally designed
for a maximum deflection angle of 26”. Substituting these values into
Eq. (9), the maximum effective length of a coil ta be used with this tube
is found to be
Fm. 8.3.—Limitation of deflection

angIe by
of tube.

10 = 2.0 in.
Because long deflection coils have a high deflection efficiency, it is
desirable to build the coil as long as the tube will allow. There are how,ever at least two practical difficulties: unless rather large toleram,es are
allowed to account for variations in the tube-neck diameter, electronbeam diameter, and position of the coil on the tube neck, there is a large
probability that the electron beam will strike the glass envelope; also, ●
long coif is not always possible since the length of the tube neck is finit.a
and since other units in addition to the deflection coil must fit in this
lin@d
length.
8.3. Deflection E5ciency.-Although
the neck of the cathode-ray
tube limits the effective length of the magnetic deflecting field to the
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value given by Eq. (9), the deflection does not require that any field
exist outside of the region enclosed by the glass walls of the tube.
However, a practical deflection coil always has stray fields, which do not contribute to the deflection of the electron beam but which simply add to the
total magnetic energy stored in the coil. The deflection efficiency of a
practical coil may be defined as the ratio of the energy stored in the field
of an ideal coil to the energy stored in the field of the practical coil.
Since, in most cases, the energy stored in the coil must be essentially
dissipated before the start of the next sweep, the time required to dissipate
this energy will depend upon the total amount stored. A high deflection
efficiency will minimize this time. The recovery time usually is long
enough so that it is the limiting factor in determining the sweep-repetition
frequency.
The energy stored in the magnetic field of an ideal coil may easily be
calculated.
If it is assumed that the field generated by an ideal coil is
uniform and exists only in the region enclosed by the glass walls of the
tube neck, and that the length of the ideal coil is the same as the effective
length 10of the physical coil with which it is compared, then the volume
in which this field exists is V = ua210,where a is the radius of the tube
neck. The energy density of magnetic field is w = BH/87r, or, since the
medium is air, w = Hz/%.
The total energy of the uniform magnetic
field will be the product of the energy density and the volume of the field,
(lo)
where W = total energy in ergs, a = radius of tube neck in cm, 10 =
effective length of coil in cm. Equation (6) furnishes the value of H in
terms of the deflection angle.
H=sinf14~
0.3010 “
Substituting this value of H in Eq. (10), the total energy stored in the
magnetic field of the ideal deflection coil for a given angle of deflection is
w=

az sinz OE~
0.721,

ergs.

(11)

A practical coil offers a different problem because the fringing fields are
difficult to integrate.
The energy stored in the magnetic field is, there
fore, much more easily measured experimentally than calculated.
It is
given by the familiar expression
w

= +L’o

j odes,

(12)

where L4is the inductance of the coil in henrys and i is the current in
amperes flowing through the coil. To determine how effective the practi-
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cal coil is in deflecting the electron beam it must be compared with an
ideal coil that will deflect the electron beam through the same angle.
Consequently, if the reference angle is tIO,then 10 will be the current that
must flow through the coil to deflect the electron beam by this angle.
These values of 00 and the corresponding 10 may be substituted in
Eqs. (11) and (12) to obtain the total energies stored in the ideal and
physical coils. Accordingly, the deflection efficiency will be
az sin2 6’DEb~ ~&7
0.7210
— 2.78aZ sinz 60EbX 10-7
Deflection efficiency =
~LI;
LI;l,
(13)
Although Eb appears in Eq. (13), the deflection efficiency of a coil is
independent of the accelerating voltage applied to the cathode-ray tube
because I: is also proportional to EL. It should be pointed out that
deflection efficiency is simply a measure of how effective the magnetic
field of a given coil is in deflecting an electron beam.
All the important factors that affect the deflection efficiency of a coil
may be grouped together and labeled “form.”
In general, any increase
in length, decrease in cross-sectional area, or the introduction of an iron
core will tend to increase the deflection efficiency by an amount that is
difficult to compute.
An important fact, however, is that the deflection
efficiency is completely independent of the number of turns in the
windings.
Therefore, the fundamental problem in designing deflection
coils to meet certain current and voltage specifications is first to determine the form that will give the required deflection efficiency and then
to wind on the proper number of turns to satisfy the current or voltage
specifications.
The types of deflection coil described in this book have
efficiencies of about 50 per cent, but new d~signs may possibly improve
this figure.
8.4. Deflection Senaitivity.-The
deflection sensitivityy is the ratio
of the deflection of the electron beam to the current flowing in the coil.
Deflection may be measured either by the angular deflection of the beam
or by the distance the illuminate
spot has moved across the tube face.
The latter method is both simple and direct, but the deflection aensitivit y
as so measured depends upon the dimensions of the cathode-ray tube as
well as upon the deflection coil. With the former method, the sensitivity
depends only on the coil, but it is usually necessary to calculate the deflection angle. A convenient way to combine the advantages of these two
methods is to use one radius of the cathode-ray tube as the unit of deflw
tion.’ Magnetic cathode-ray tubes such as the 5FP7, 7BP7, and the
12DP7 are deeigned to give a deflection of one radius when the deflection
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angle is 26°;thuc, a deflection of oneradius specifies a deflection angle of
26°for all of these tubes.
It is much more convenient to use the deflection factor rather than
its reciprocal, the deflection sensitivity, to describe the performance of
a coil. The deflection factor is the current required to produce a unit
deflection, in this case one radius. This is exactly the information a
circuit designer needs to know. It must be remembered, however, that
no measurement of deflection factor is meaningful unless the acceleration
voltage on the cathode-ray tube is also stated.
The two important quantities that influence the deflection factor of a
If the n~lmber of turns in
coil are the form and the number of turns.
the windings is assumed to be fixed, then the deflection factor is inversely
proportional to the effective length of the coil. Also, if the coil cross
section perpendicular toitsaxis ismagnified bya chosen amount so that
the relative dimensions remain unchanged, then the deflection factor
will be increased by the same ratio. This relationship may be symbolized
as follows:
(14)
where 10 is the deflection factor, M is the cross-section magnification
From Eq. (14) it is obvious that
factor, and loisthe effective length.
if all the coil dimensions are multiplied by the same amount Mthen the
deflection factor will not be changed.
Onthe other hand, if the form is
held constant, thedeflectioll factor ~villbe inversely proportional to the
number of turns in the windings:
I~_N
To – W“

(15)

Equations (14) and (15) may be combined to form one complete equation:
(16)
8.5. Resistance. -Every
practical deflection coil has resistance,
which is usually important both from the standpoint of driving voltage
and of power loss. The factors that influence coil resistance are again
form and number of turns. Usually, the winding space available on a
given coil is limited.
If the coil is wound so as always to fill the available
space, then, for a given form, the same amount of copper will be wound
regardless of the number of turns. The resistance will thus be directly
proportional to the square of the number of turns.
●

(17)
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fixed, but all the physical dimenfactor f, the resistance will also be
1

(18)

f

Again, these two equations may be combined to give
R’
R

1

—=.

Nt,
.—

f

.

N’

(19)

One of the objections to coil resistance stems from the temperature
rise in windings.
The relationship between the 12R loss and the number
of turns in a coil may be found by combining the results expressed in
Eqs. (16) and (19).
I;2R~
=;M22.
>%

~;,

(20)

This equation clearly indicates that the power loss is independent of the
number of turns. Also, since ~ is a factor multiplying all dimensions of
the coil, then to be consistent f = M, and 10/1~= I/j.
When these values
are substituted into Eq. (20), I~R’/I~R = l/f.
All dimensions of a coil
must therefore be increased by a factor j to obtain a corresponding
decrease in power loss.
8s6. Inductance.-Form
and the number of turns also govern the
inductance of a coil. Since the field inside a deflection coil is nearly
uniform, the inductance of the coil is to a fair approximation independent
of the magnification of the cross section, but it is directly proportional
to the effective length of the coil,
L’
1;
—=&”
L
If the form is fixed, the coil inductance is also directly proportional to the
square of the number of turns in the windings.
The complete relationship is
Nf2
L’
‘ lj —.
—..
(21)
10N2
L
6.7. Voltage Drive.-The
voltage required to drive a coil may be
expressed in terms of the form and the number of turns through the use
of the equations in Sees. 8.4, 8.5, and 8.6. If it is assumed that the
input curqent has a sawtooth waveform and that the sweep starts from the
center of the tube screen, traveling one radius in a time t,the portion of
the total voltage drop due to inductance will be
4

L@=L~
al

t“
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Adding to this the drop across the resistance, the total drop is

Now, if the form and the number of turns are changed to a new value,
the effect of these changes on the total voltage drop can be calculated
from the relations expressed in Eqs. (16), (19), and (21).
The new
voltage drop will be

:.

For a given form this equation becomes

“ ‘:(

)

L++’oR)”

Since the quantity in the parentheses is exactly equal to the original
~,~
voltage drop, the total voltage drop is directly proportional to the number
of turns. However, if the form is changed by multiplying all dimensio f s .,.
e - q
by the factor j, then again ikf = j and 10/1~= l/f.
Therefore
,-.‘
.’4
E’=:

(

fL~+$IoR

)

~~,1

It should be remembered that Eq. (23) has been derived under tlke
assumption made in Sec. 8.6—namely, that the inductance of a coil @‘
not affected by a change in its cross-sectional dimensions.
For a- ~~
square iron-core deflection coils this assumption is true, but for mo 1) .~;
T~
other types the inductance does change with the cross section.
change is slight, however, and Eq. (23) applies to all deflection coils to a
reasonably good approximation.
8.8. Recovery Time.—The recovery time of a deflection coil is the
time required for the coil to dissipate at the end of a single sweep essentially all the energy stored in it. In some instances where the sweeprepetition frequency is high, the time interval between the end of one
sweep and the beginning of the next is so short that the coil cannot
recover. In such a case, the origin of the sweep shifts to a new position
somewhat removed from the initial posit ion.
Any change in the coil form that tends to increase the deflection
efficiency will also shorten the recovery time, but such a change is not
always possible.
The other solution is to dissipate the stored energy

‘,
s
,. =
,,J
*3
k
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as rapidly as possible.
A critically damped coil dissipates its energy
most rapidly, and a resistor equal to + ~L/C connected across the coil
provides this damping.
Such adamping resistor prevents large induced
voltages at the end of a sweep. ‘I’he recovery time can also be reduced
by decreasing the distributed capacitance C of the coil, since the time
constant of the coil is equal to {L—C. The capacitance of a coil may be
reduced by separating the windings, by pie winding, or by the use of
insulation having a lower dielectric constant,
8.9. Defects in Magnetic Deflecting Fields.—The
characteristics
of a deflection coil should be such as to produce an undistorted deflection
pattern and a uniform focus over the entire tube screen. Pattern distortion is treated extensive] y in Chap. 9. In general, the quality of the
focus of a pattern on a cathode-ray tube varies considerably from the
center to the edge of the tube.
If
the focus adjustment is so made
that spots are in good focus near
the center of the screen, they will
become larger and blurred near
the edges, and will frequently be
distorted in shape.
The most
common shape is an ellipse whose
major axis is oriented either parCoil axis --l
I
allel with or perpendicular to the
~IG. S.4,—Fie~d
pattern in p{nne throu~l,
line of deflection.
Thus, a sweep
geometric axis of typic:d iron-owe defection
coil, showing region traversed hy the clectwn
line may be narrow near the
beam.
center of the screen and w-ider
near the edges. However, not all of the focus distortion is due to the
deflection coil; some can be traced to the change in focal length due to
flat-face tubes, as is explaine~din Chap. 9, or to the focus coil itself. Only
those distortions directly due to the cleflccting field (usually designated a~
“deflection defocusing” ) will be considered here.
Ahnost all of the causes of defocusing can lN trticed to nonuniformities
in the deflecting field. Figure 8.4 S1]OJVS
the field pattern in a plane
through the geometric axis of a typical iron-core (Ieffection roil. Beca,{lse
of the symmetry of the coil, the fiux lines all cross at right angles to the
coil axis. An electron beam ~vhose initial directiou coincides with
the coil axis is deflected in a plane pawing thw{lg}~ the tixis and perpendicular to the lines of force; but since the electron bundle has a
definite cross section, as indicated in the figl)re, not all of the electrons
in the beam arc deflected by the snmr am(nlnt.
The electrons above
and below the axis are deflected tllro~[gh a sligt~tly smaller angle than
those on the axis; ~therefore a beurn cross swt ion originally round is
squeezed into an oval.
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Fortunately, nonuniformity in the fringing fields, over which the
designer has little control, causes much less defocusing than lack of
uniformity in the main deflecting field of a coil, which can be controlled
to some extent. The magnetic-field intensity within a coil may increase,
decrease, or remain constant in the direction of deflection.
Each of
these distributions has a characteristic effect on the beam cross section.
A magnetic field that increases in intensity along the line of deflection
tends to distort the cross section of a circular electron beam into an oval
This type of magwith the pointed end in the direction of deflection.
netic field has been called a “pincushion”
field from the shape suggested
by the flux lines. Figure 8,5a shows the field pattern in a plane perpen-

(a)

(b)

FIG. S5.-Di*tortions
oi circular cross section of electron beam produced by nonuniform fields,
(a) Change produced by coil having a “ pincushion” field.
(b) Change
produced by coil having a ‘‘ barrel” field.

dicular to the axis of a coil having a pincushion field. The dashed circle
represents the circular cross section of an electron beam.
Electrons at
the beam edge marked A are deflected less than those at B because the
magnetic field is stronger at B than at A. Also electrons at D are
deflected down and those at C’ are deflected up because of the horizontal
components of magnetic field. These distortions change the beam cross
section into the shape shown by the solid line.
A magnetic field that decreases in intensity along the line of deflection
causes a circular cross section to be changed, roughly, into an elliptical
shape with the major axis perpendicular to the line of deflection as in
Fig. 8.5b. A “ barrel” field such as this causes electrons at A to be
deflected more than those at B. Horizontal field components now cause
electrons at D to be deflected up am-l those at L’, down.
The squeezing
and pulling effect gives [ise to the illustrated cross section.
None of these disto~tions are present when the electron beam is
deflected by a uniform field because all the electrons are deflected by the
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Consequently, the main deflecting field should be as
same amount.
uniform as possible if good focus is desired.
A given field distribution in a deflection coil may be studied to determine its effect on focus if the current in the focus coil is reduced so that
the illuminated spot appearing on the screen of the cathode-ray tube is
about one-quarter to one-half inch in diameter.
The focal point then lies
beyond the tube screen and the illuminated spot, which may be thought
of as an underfocused spot, is an image of a cross section of the converging
electron beam. The unreflected spot is round but, as the electron beam
is deflected, the spot may gradually change to one of the shapes illustrated
in Fig. 8.5. If the beam cross section remains round as it is deflected,
then, if the focus coil is perfect, the electrons of the beam will converge
at a single point.
When the beam cross section is distorted, those
electrons that are pulled out of the original circle will converge beyond,
and those electrons that are squeezed into the circle will converge on,
the near side of the original focal point.
Thus, more information may
be obtained about the defocusing properties of a coil through a study of
the unfocused spot than by measuring spot size.
It is not easy to generate a uniform magnetic field with a small coil.
The magnetic field must, therefore, be shaped either with magnetic pole
pieces or by the distribution of turns in the windings.
Of these two
methods, the latter is preferred because it gives a much finer control of
the field and is less cumbersome.
A convenient way to determine the
proper winding distribution for a deflection coil is to divide the winding
into several sections, each of an accurately known number of turns, with
separate leads brought out. Then, with the deflection coil on a cathoderay tube, the currents through each section may be adjusted until the
underfocused spot can be deflected without altering its cross section.
From the values of the products of turns times current, the proper distribution of turns among the sections when they are connected in series
may be determined.
8.10. Methods of Producing Deflecting Fields.—The
relationships
that have been indicated in the discussion thus far apply to deflection
coils of all types and sizes. In the following sections, some of the known
deflection-coil types will be treated in detail, but each of these types
falls into one or the other of two general classes. In the first class are all
deflection coils whose windiqgs are placed so that they generate the
magnetic field in parallel, each winding contributing an equal share of
the magnetic flux. The second class contains all those coils whose
windings generate a magnetic field in series, each winding sharing the
same magnetic flux. Coil types that do not fit into these two classes are
unimportant because they are intrinsically inferior.
A pair of short solenoid windings placed side by side but sufficiently

I
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far apart to allow the neck of the cathode-ray tube to pass between them
will generate a magnetic field in parallel if the proper direction of current
is chosen.
Such an arrangement together with the magnetic field is

(b)
FrG. 8.6.-—Magnetic field surrounding a pair of parallel
pendicular to wperf.
(a) Not joined by m iron core.

windings

(elect,ron beam per-

(6) Joined by an iron core.

shown in IGg. 8.6a. Because of the symmetrical arrangement of the
windings, the magnetic field is also symmetrical and is nearly uniform
in the region of the tube neck. However, a large part of the magnetic
field generated is not useful in deflecting
Winding cross section
the electron beam.
If an iron core is
current out
used as shown in Fig. 8.6b itnot only
\
increases the totaI magnetic f!ux but
also helps to guide the flux to the region
where it is needed. Although even
with the iron core only about 30 per
cent of the total flux generated is useful
in deflecting the electron beam, the
method of Fig. 8.6 is one of the most
efficient ways of generating a deflecting
field.
Deflection coils of the second clam
have a pair of win?lhgs placed one
above the other on opposite sides Of
the tube neck and are so connected
FIG. S.7.—Magnetic
field surrounding
that they generate the magnetic field
a pair of series windings.
in series. A pair of series windings
is shown in Fig. 8.7. With this type of coil, most of the flux generated is
useful in deflection, but the current renl~ired to set up this flux is so large
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that the deflection efficiency is very nearly the same as that of coils of
the first class. ~evertheless, thedeflection efficiency can beconsiderabl~
improved if a tight-fitting magnetic iron shell is placed around the outside
of the windings.
This iron shell provides a low-permeability return path
for the flux passing around the outside of the coil, and thereby increases
the deflection efficiency.
Another useful characteristic of coils of the
second class is the fact that the magnetic-field distribution within the
Figure
coil is governed almost entirely by the distribution of windings.
8.7 shows a coil with two lumped windings, but if the wires were distributed over a cylindrical surface, a much more uniform field would result.
IRON-CORE DEFLECTION COILS
The square iron-core deflection coil is a practical example of the class
of coil in which the magnetic field is generated by two coils in parallel.
8.11. Deflecting Field of a Square Iron-core Coil.—T~vo ~iews of a
typical square iron-core coil together \vith its magnetic field are shown
in Figs. 8.6b and 8.8. The magnetomotive
force is in the same direction in both legs of
the core, and the top of the core is therefore
raised to a higher magnetic potential than the
bottom.
This clifference of magnetic potential causes flux to pass more or less uniformly
across the air gap within the core, but approximately two-thirds of the total flux
passes around the outside where it is of no
use for deflection.
Although the square
iron-core coil therefore has a low deflection
l~r~.8.8.—Axial mametic- efficiency, the efficiency of most other deflecfield distributionof a typical
tion-coil types used at the present time is no
squareiron-corecoil.
better.
In a coil of this typ~, it is important that the core have a permeability
of 500 w- more for the following reasons:
1. To minimize the drop in magnetomotive force along the core
length, so that the top and bottom of the coil maybe equipotential
surfaces and may thus set up the most uniform field in the air gap.
2. To minimize the effect of changes in the magnetic properties of
the core. All of the flux passing across the air gap also passes
through the core. If the permeability is high, then the reluctance
of the iron path will be negligible compared to that of the air path;
consequently, even large changes in the core permeability will not
affect the deflecting field.
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Not only should the core material have a high permeability but it
should also have alowretentivity
so that the field of the coil will collapse
to zero at the end of a sweep. If the core retains its magnetism, the
residual field will tend to cause a shift in the origin of the sweep.
It is not difficult to find satisfactory core materials, since the flux
density in the core r~rely is greater than 15 per cent of the amount needed
for saturation.
Better grades of silicon steel, Hipersil, and Permalloy
all make excellent cores. The magnetic properties of these materials
depend upon the annealing process to which they are subjected in the
course of manufacture, and particular care must be exercised to prevent
magnetic “hard spots,” which cause distortionsin the magnetic field.
8.12. Eddy Currents in the Core. —Sweep currents induce eddy currents in any metal parts in or near the deflection coil. If the losses
associated with eddy currents are to be minimized, the iron core must be
laminated.
These losses are all dissipative and have practically the
The value of this
same effect as a resistor shunted across the windings.
effective shunt resistance increases as the thickness of the laminations
decreases and is approximately 100,000 ohms for laminations 0.014 in.
thick.
Except in special applications, this value of shunt resistance will
not appreciably interfere with the coil performance; therefore, 0.014-in.
laminations are satisfactory.
Eddy currents in the core tend to slow the start of the sweep. When
the magnetic deflecting field starts to increase at the beginning of a sweep,
these currents oppose it and cause it to increase at a much slower rate,
but as time increases, the effect of the eddy currents becomes less significant, with the result that the sweep is nonlinear.
Additional power must
be supplied at the start of the sweep by the driving circuits in order to
counteract the effects of these eddy currents.
One type ofJamination used in square iron cores is an L-shaped piece
stamped from 0.014-in. silicon steel. One leg is 2+ in. and the other is
2 in. long. These laminations are usually stacked, alternating the long
and short legs, to a height of If in. If the joints are arranged on only
one pair of diagonally opposite corners, the core may be opened to permit
the windings to be slipped onto the legs. Another type of laminated
core occasionally used is made with Hipersil tape, l% in. wide and 0.002
in. thick. This tape is wound on a square form until a core thickness
of approximately + in. has been built up. After it has been wound, the
core is varnished to hold it together and then cut apart with a fine saw so
that the windings may be placed on it. The cut edges are etched and
finished so that they will fit together tightly.’
Because of the excellent properties of iron-dust cores at high fre1 More information abotlt these cores may bc obtained from the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Co., Sharon, Pa.
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quencies, an attempt was made to use them in dcflwtirm coils. LTnfortunately, however, they did not prove satisfactory because of their low
permeability.
A ribbon-wound core exhibits stronger eddy-current effects than does
This difference occurs because the
a core having L-shaped laminations.
laminations at. the top and bottom of a ribbon-wound core are not in the
proper orientation to minimize eddy currents.
The curves of Fig. 8.9
show how laminations affect the response of a deflection coil to a voltage
step. Each of these curves has an initial slope that is determined by the
magnitude of the eddy currents, but in a short time this effect disappears
and the curves become linear. If the linear portion is extrapolated back
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E
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E
p 20

Sweep time 2.4P sec

5
v

A 0,006. in. ribbon-wound core
B O.(MI2. in. ribbon. wound core

./-

--- //-”

C

o
FIG, 8.9. —l3tTect
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20

Deflection in mm
of larnin:~tiol, s <,11rcsprmsc of an irnn-rorc

0.007.

in. L. type laminations

30
dcflcrtion

40
roil LO a

Strl)
volt:itm

to the current axis, then the current at the point of intci-section ~rill Iw
inversely proportional to the resistance rc[lcctmf into the }vindings by
the eddy currents in the core. This rcsistancc, ~vhich is effectively
shunted across the ]vindings, is a]mut 100,000 ohms for the L-type
laminations but is only about 50,000 ohms for t}lc 0,00( i-in, ribbon-wound
core. In most ordinary applications of deflection coils these differences
are not important, but, when very fast sweeps arc used, the delay in the
start of the sweep may bc objcctiontible enough to warrant care in the
choice of core laminations.
8.13. Windings.—The
windings of an iron-core coil may be very
simple because the magnetic fickf is chic(!y dctcrmincd by the core.
Therefore, a multiple-layer solenoid may I)c ~vound on a base of rectangular fiber tubing according to convent innal coil-~vimling practice.
The dimensions of the fiber tubing are chosen so thot the coil ~vill fit
snugly on the core and so that it will extend over the length of the leg.
Similarly, the winding depth is also fixed by the core dimensions because
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the windings can occupy only the space between the core and the glass
wall of the cathode-ray-tube neck.
Deflection coils may be wound for either single-ended or push-pull
operation.
For single-ended operation, two identical coils are fitted on
opposite legs of the core and conPlate
nected, usually in series, so that
8+
their magnetic fields are in the
proper direction to produce a cleflecting field. The series connection is preferred because the same
current will then flowthroughboth
B+
Plate
windings and small differences in
m
#
J
the resistance of the windings will
l:[<;. 8.1fl.-Connect, ion? for push.l>ul[
deflection COII. Heavy line indicates windnot be significant.
A push-pull
ing adjawu,t to core.
coil, on the other hand, has two
windings on each leg, one wound on top of the other. The inside
winding of one leg is connected in series \vith the outside winding of
the other leg in the manner illustrated in Fi~. 8.10. With this connection, the field due to the quiescent current of the push-pull tubes is
balanced out, butany differential
. ..-— . ...
in the plate currents of these tubes
will produce adeflecting field and
the electron beam will be d~,flected
either to the right or left depending upon which tl~be is conducting
the greatercurrent.
A deflection coil with windings
on only one pair of legs will be
able to deflect the electron beam
along one coordinate axis. If a
similar set of windings is placed
on the remaining two legs of a
square core (see Fig. 8.1 i), it is
possible to deflect the beam both
horizontally and vertically.
The
set of windings giving horizontal
FIG. 8.11.—Iron-core deflection coi1 with two
deflections need not have the same
sets of windings.
number of turns as the set ~ivinq
vertical deflections.
Each set of windings may be designed to & th~
circuits used to drive it, if the ratio of the turns is not, greater than
3 or 4. It is important that the windings be accurately centered on
the core in order to minimize inductive coupling.
It may be seen in
Fig. 8.6b that the magnetic field generated by one set of windings is
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perfectly symmetrical if the windings are centered.
If a second set of
\vindings is added tothe legsat the top and bottom of the coil illustrated
and if these windings are centered, then the magnetic flux from the first
set will cut half the turns of the added set in one direction and half in the
other, so that the total emf induced in the second set will be zero. Practical coils, nevertheless, always exhibit some inductive coupling between the
windings.
Inductive
coupling between
Im
1. I 1.
the two sets of windings causes
I
I
one set to oscillate at its natural
I
frequency while the other set is
~
~ein,g driven
The effect of this
I“lG.S. 12.-—Ba[aneed winding
oscillation appears in the sweep as
a wiggly line instead of the desired straight line. To reduce still further
the inductive coupling present in” deflection coils having conventional
solenoid windings, a type of winding known as a ‘1balanced winding” (see
Fig. 8“12) has been used.’
In this case, the winding is divided in half;
one half is wound in one direction and the other in the opposite direction.
The inside leads of each half are connected together to form one terminal
of the balanced winding, whereas the two leads at the ends are connected
together to form the second terminal.
With this type of winding, the
current enters at the middle and flows toward both ends. Since the ends
are connected
together, the
}mlanced”winding cannot oscillate
as does an ordinary solenoid and
consequently it is less sensitive to
a small asymmetry of the winding
with respect to the geometrical
center of the core.
8.14. Pie
Windings
.—Pie
winding offers the possibility of
reducing the recovery time of a
coil by reducing its distributed
FIG. 8.13.—An iron-core deflection coil with
pie windings.
capacitance.
(See Sec. 8.8.)
A pie-wound iron-core deflection coil is illustrated in Fig. 8“13. Tht
windings of this coil are divided into eight sections or pies, each pie hein~
separated from the others by an insulating wall. All of the sections are
random-wound and all are connected in series. Such a coil is suitablp
only for single-ended drive since the benefits of pie winding are lost in a
push-pull coil. As is indicated by the curve of Fig. 8.14, the nllmlxv of
section~ directly influences the distributed capacitance.
This curve
tapers off at 10 MJ, indicating that no matter how many sections are
1 Mr. W. H. Pratt, ResearchConstructionCo., personalcommunication.
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included the distributed capacitance for a 2400-turn winding will not,
fall much below lOppf.
Therefore, itisnot worth while touse more than
the eight sections illustrated in Fig. 8“13 because the difficulties in winding
increase more rapidly than the capacWI
itance decreases.
Pie winding is also particularly
200
well suited to the correction of highfrequency sectional oscillations in
the windings of deflection coils.
Sectional oscillation isa descriptive
term applied to cases in which a coil
is oscillating in a mode higher than
the fundamental.
The mode of
20
oscillation most frequently encoun10
tered is one in which the ends of the
coil remain at a fixed potential, but
Number of pie sections
the middle swings up and down in
FIQ. S. 14.—Var+ ation of distributed
capacitance with number of sections in
much the same manner as a vibratpie-wound cod,
ing string. A damping
resistor
placed across the ends of the coil will, in this case, have no effect on the
oscillation.
However, if the coil is divided into two parts and if a resistor
is conn~ted across each part, this mode can be effectively damped.
Similarly, by properly dividing
... —. ....—---the coil, any mode of oscillation
can be damped.
8.15. Deflection-coil
Shields.
In order to improve the deflection
efficiency by reducing the large
amount of the magnetic field that
passes around the outside of the
core and is not useful in deflecting
the electron beam, tight-fitting
copper or aluminum shields have
been placed around square ironcore deflection coils. Eddy currents that circulate in the shield
oppose the “buildup”
of the
magnetic field around the outside
-~
. . . . --L_
of the core and effectively elimiFIG. S. 15.—Copper
shield for an iron-core
nate it for the duration of the
deflection coil.
sweep.
A type of copper shield commonly used is illustrated in Fig. 8-15.
This shield surrounds the deflection coil, but has two holes just large
L._

.—

———.
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~“ormally,
enough to accommodate the Reck of the cathode-ray tube.
the magnetic field that fringes out along the. axis and beyond the ends
of the coil makes a substantial contribution to the deflection of the electron beam, but this field also is cut off to a large degree by the end plates
of the copper shield. The curves of Fig. 816 show the extent to which
the axial field distribution is affected.
Because the s~leiding effect is
greater at the higher frequencies, the effective length of the deflection coil

‘1

654321
Oistance from center of coil in cm
field distribution of an iron-core coil with and without copper shield.
1. Coil
without case. 2, With case—lf10 CPS excitation.
3. With case— 1000 CLJS
excitation.
4. With case—10,000 CPS excitation.

FIC, 816.-Axial

is frequency dependent, as is the sensitivity, which decrvases at high
frequencies to about 80 per cent of its value with direct current.
Such a
variation of sensitivity with frequency causes nonlinearity in a sweep
whose duration is of the order of 200 psec. Slower sweeps exhibit a slow
start, whereas very fast sweeps are linear but require a larger driving
current.
It is possible to avoid all of the troubles caused by the end
plates if a shield similar to that illustrated in Fig. 8’17 is used. Stray
fields around the sides of the coil are then effectively shielded but the
fringing fields at the ends are relatively unaffected.
Since the magnetic field around a deflection coil is reduced by the
addition of a copper shield, the inductance is also decreased by an amounti
that depends upon the frequency at which it is measured.
The change
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in inductance affects the input-voltage waveform and may cause a
nonlinear sweep if the proper waveform is not supplied.
A typical inductance curve for an iron-core deflection coil fitted with
a copper shield of the type illustrated in Fig. 8.15 is shown in Fig. 818.
At very low frequencies, eddy currents in the shield are not strong and
the inductance is therefore not much affected; but, as the frequency
increases, the eddy currents increase until the shielding is complete.
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In the frequency range ;rhere the shielding is complete, the inductance
is constant but is considerably reduced from its value at low frequencies.
For most ordinary coil shields the shielding is nearly complete at 1000
cps. Consequently, the inductance of a deflection coil will be almost
constant for all sweeps whose duration is 1000 ~sec or less. If a longer
sweep time is employed, then the inductance will change during the course
of the sweep.
Eddy currents in the shield reflect an apparent resistance into the
windings as do the eddy currents in the core. However, since the mag-
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netic coupling between the windings and the shield is very much looser
than the coupling between the windings and the core, the effect is different
The resistance reflected into the
from that of a simple shunt resistance.
windings grows in magnitude as the eddy currents in the shield increase
and finally reaches a maximum value as shown in the curve of Fig. 8.19.
The initial value of the resistance in this curve is the d-c resistance of the
wire in the windings.
The increase in resistance corresponds at each
frequency to the decrease in inductance of the coil.
8.16. Equivalent Circuit of an Iron-core Deflection Coil.—The electrical response of a deflection coil can be closely approximated at all
freqllencies hy an equivalent circuit composed of resistive, inductive,
and capacitive elements.
Two such equivalent circuits are shown in

b
Circuit 1.

d
FIG. S.20.—Equivalent

Circuit 2
circuits of an iron-rime deflection roil

Fig. 8.20. Although they both present exactly the same impedance, the
The first circuit is useful in
arrangement of the elements is different.
visualizing the coil behavior because the elements correspond closely to
the physical concept of a deflection coil. On the other hand, it is much
simpler to evaluate the elements of the second equivalent circuit although
these elements do not have physical counterparts in an actual coil.
For this reason, the relationships between the elements of Circuit 1 and
a physical coil will be described and then the elements of Circuit 2 will
be defined in terms of the elements of Circuit 1.
The elements of Circuit 1 are related to a physical deflection coil as
fONOWS:COis the lumped equivalent of the distributed capacitance of the
windings; RO corresponds to the effective resistance of the core laminations and is the shunt resistance described in Sec. 8.12; L L is the selfinduct ante of the windings; R 1 is theresistance of the wire; L~ represents
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the effective inductance of the metal shield surrounding the core; Rz
represents the effective resistance of the shield; M is the mutual inductance between the shield and windings, and is equal to k ~2
where
k is the coupling coefficient.
Of the total input current to the coil, only the portion that flows
through LI is effective in generating a deflecting field. All the rest of
the current is either used to counteract losses or shunted by the distributed capacitance.
Consequently, the deflection produced by a practical
Therefore,
coil will not be exactly proportional to the input current.
in order to generate a linear sweep, either the proper waveform must be
supplied at the terminals of the coil or else the
deflection coil must be designed so that the distortions produced by its losses are negligible.’
The latter alternative is the more practical.
The relationship between the elements of
Cirquit 1 and Circuit 2 are: La = Ll(l – k’),
Lfl = k2Ll,

CO = C,,

R. = Rl,

Rfl = k’ ~ Rf,

and RO = RO, where k = M/~LILz.
8.17. Measurement of the Circuit Constants.
Because an inductance bridge measures the inductive reactance of a coil rather than its inductance,
the indicated inductance of a coil measured on
such a device will, in general, increase with the
measuring frequency.
Although the assumption
that this reactance is caused by a pure inductance
FIQ. 8.21.—Right
hand branch of equivais valid for low frequencies, is it not true at higher
lent circuit of iron-core
frequencies where the effect of the distributed
deflection coil.
capacitance becomes significant.
If, however,
measurements are confined to the frequency range in which the assumption is valid, then an inductance bridge will serve adequately for measuring the variation of inductance with frequency of a deflection coil. In
determining the values of other circuit constants also, advantage is
taken of the fact that at certain frequencies the effect of all the other
elements on the one measured is negligible.
The impedance function of a deflection coil may be simplified by
examining the right-hand branch impedance of the equivalent circuit
(see Fig. 8.21),
The impedance of this branch is

I For derivation of equations for current through a deflection coil baaed on the
equivalent circuit, see Chap. 10.
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The impedance Z. expressed by Eq. (24) may be regarded as an apparent
resistance,
R.

= &

+ R;

U2LjRb
+ utL#

(25)

in series with an apparent inductance,
(26)
The branch impedance
where both R. and La are functions of frequency.
then becomes Z“ = Ra + j~La.
As a result of the simplification, the impedance of the complete
equivalent circuit may be written in terms of the variables defined by
Eqs. (25) and (26). Then,

which reduces to
Z=

R+jX,

where
+0 (R: + R,R.

+ u’L~)
j

R=

(1 – u’L.C,)’

+ 2 & + #(1
0

+ W2C’~R~)+ ‘~

(27a)

0

and
CO(LC
— COR: — co%’&:)

(27b)

x=

(1 – U’LaC’O)’ + 22

+ #(1
o

+ ti’C&;)

Because an inductance bridge measures the inductive reactance of a
coil, the indicated reading will be
L mesfard

=

x
—J
(.0

where X is the actual reactance of the coil at the measuring frequency u.
Consequently, the measured inductance of a deflection coil will be
Lm~

=

La – COR~– a2CoL;
(1 – o’L.CO)’ + 2 ~

+ #(1
o

+ u2C~R~)”
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However, in the frequency range from O to 5000 cps, the capacitance COis
usually small enough so that all terms containing it may be neglected, and
R. << RO. The measured inductance is then given by the approximate
equation
(from O to 5000 cps).
Lmwti
= La
Values of Lo, L8, and RR in the equivalent circuit can be determined
from a curve of La plotted against frequency as in Fig. 822.
The curve
is flat and horizontal at low frequencies, then goes through an
inflection, and again becomes flat
“~
and horizontal at the higher frequencies.
The inductance La at
~
~h
~o
these flat portions of the curve is
Q
Frequency —
labeled La, and La,. Now, from
FIG. 8.22.—Curve
of the apparent
Eq. (26), it is easy to see that at
inductanceL. of an iron-core deflection
low frequencies
coil.
(28)

La = Lc, = La + LB>
and at the higher frequencies,
La = L.,

Also, at the frequency

uo

=

(29)

= La.

Ro/Lfl,
(30)

La = L. + (zOL~.
Equations

(28),

(29), and (30) may be solved for L., Lp, and R~,
giving
L. = La,,
Lfl = La, – La,,
Rfl = w,(La, – La,).
After the inductance of a deflection coil has been determined, the
distributed capacitance can be found.
The presence of this capacitance will
cause the coil, when driven by a
voltage applied to its terminals, to
antiresonate at a frequency determined by the relation
1
at = ~:c;

Fm.

S.23.—Connection
for additional
condenser across deflection coil.

affect the antiresonant

frequency.

R:
——
~:

The shunt resistance RO does not
If another condenser C of known
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is placed
across tbe coi~, as in F’ig. 823, then the antiresonant frequency will be changed to a new frequency given by

value

1
‘2 ‘La(C+

R;
L:

Co)

Rearranging this expression gives
_I — Q’
U2Q2+1

= La(C’ + Co),

(31)

where Q = oLo/Re.
Ifseveral values of Care placed across thedeflection
coil, there will be a separate antiresonant frequency for each value of C.
Q’ v
Thus, when ~ —
is plotted against C the resulting curve will appear
&Q2+l
as in Fig, 8.24. As indicated in Eq. (31) the slope at any point of this
curve is L..
At the higher frequencies,
1.. becomes constant; consequently, the
curve may be extrapolated as a straight
line until it intersects the axis of C.
The value of l/w2 at this intersection
is zero; therefore, from Eq. (31),
C, = – C. Generally, Q is high enough
so that the factor Q2/(Q2 + 1) is apk
proximately 1. Then C may be plotted
against only I/oz.
.
I
The shunt resistance RO may be
c—
-c.
o
measured directly at the antiresonant
FIG. 8.24.—Curve
of F = (1/@
[Q Z/(Q2
+ 1)] plotted against C, showfrequency of the deflection coil. At
ing the value of distributed capacitance
this frequency the reactance of Eq.
cc..
(27b) is zero, and the impedance of the
Equation (27a) reduces to
coil is therefore all resistive.
R = ~RZ>
;,+*
TABLE

8.1.—TYPICAL

a

VALUES OF I?LEMENTS IN 12WIVALENT
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IRON-CORE”
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turns/leg

ohms

500
iooo
1600

11.2
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R@,
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R,,

co,

ohms

rnh

ohms

ppf

4.8
20.6
52.0

14.4
50
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9.6
32.’2
91.0
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51,700
114,000
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—

1
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and, except where R. is very large, this equation reduces to
E =R,.
Typical values for theelements in the equivalent circuit of an ironcore deflection coil are given in Table 8“1. These values were measured
according to the methods outlined above.
8.18. Toroidal Iron-core De flection Coils.-A
deflection coil, rotated
mechanically, has frequently been used to rotate the sweep in a radialtime-base display (PPI).
Forsimplicity inmounting, this coil should be
round.
Althouglf an iron-core coil can be made in this form, the winding
must be done on a toroidal winding machine and constructional difficulties are thereby considerably increased.
A simplification results,
however, from the fact that only one pair of windings is required.
In
Fig. 8.25, the general construction of a toroidal coil is shown.

FIG. S.25,—Toroidsl

deflection coil.

If the required sweep speed is not so fast that the delay due to eddy
currents is objectionable, the cores of these coils can be ribbon-wound.
Otherwise, circular punchings maybe used. A core thickness of ~ in. is
adequate to carry the flux. It maybe necessary to limit the core height
to 1 in. to allow space for the slip rings and bearings required for a
rotating-coil mount.
The winding of toroidal coils is rather critical and the number of
turns in each section must be accurately held to one turn. The windings
must also be positioned on the core as accurately as possible.
If every
effort is not made to make the winding smooth (i.e., as nearly layer-wound
as is possible) the sweep produced is likely to be crooked.
A photograph
of such a sweep is shown in Fig. 9. 12b.
For a coil lfi in. ID by l+ in. high, wound with a total of 4000 turns,
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a current of approximately 100 ma is required to produce a one-radius
deflection at 5-kv accelerating voltage’ when the two sections are connected in parallel. The inductance varies with the degree of shielding
afforded by the case in which the coil is mounted, but will be approximately 100 millihenrys.
Toroidal iron-core coils have been used extensively in the past few
years for radial-time-base sweeps. It is probable, hoivever, that they will
be replaced entirely by air-core coils because the latter are less likely to
produce crooked sweeps. The focus obtainable with the air-core coil is
definitely superior to that obtainable with the toroidal type, and the
efficiencies of the two types are not very different.
AIR-CORE AND MOTOR-STATOR TYPES OF DEFLECTION COIL
Air-core deflection coils along with a few coils having iron cores,
notably the motor-stator type, form a class distinct from the parallelfield type described in the previous sections, since their windings generate
a magnetic field in series.
8.19. Advantages of Air-core Design.-There
are four important
advantages that may be gained through the use of an air-core deflection
coil. First, since an air-core coil has no iron, it will not interfere with
or distort the magnetic field generated by surrounding coils or magnets.
rherefore, it is possible to build a deflection system consisting of an aircore coil surrounded by a larger, iron-core coil. The air-core coil may be
rotated mechanically to provide a radial-time-base display whereas the
larger coil may be used to set the center of the display at any point on
the tube screen. Second, an air-core coil, because of its low distributed
capacitance and also because it does not tend to produce sectional
oscillations, may be driven at much faster sweep speeds than an iron-core
coil. Third, the air-core coil is lighter; and fourth, the magnetic-field
distribution can be readily controlled by the winding distribution so that
a pincushion, barrel, or uniform field may be produced at will.
On the other hand, a good air-core deflection coil is difficult to build.
Techniques other than those used in standard coil-winding practice must
be employed.
8s20. Coils with Lumped Windings.-The
simplest type of air-core
coil has lumped windings and has two separate but identical halves as
shown in Fig. 8.20. These halves are shaped to fit a cylindrical surface
and are msde so that they will just pass over the neck of the cathode-ray
tube. A coil such as this can be made by winding two hanks of wire on
a rectangular form of the proper dimensions and bending it by hand into
the required cylindrical shape after wrapping each hank with silk or
cotton tape.
I See Appendix B.1.
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(a)

(c)

(e)
FIG. S.26.—Types of air-core coils.
(a) Lumped windhg.
(b) Distributed winding.
(c) Semi distributed winding.
(d) Distributed
w+ ding with bent-up ends, (e) Semldistributed winding with bent-up ends.
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The magnetic field generated by a coil with lumped windings is
illustrated in Fig. 8.27. This field distribution, particularly the fringing
fields, applies not only to a lumped winding but to all air-core coils in
general. The fringing field of an air-core coil is entirely different from
that of the iron-core coil described in the previous sections because the
return flux passes down around the coil ends and is directed opposite to
the main deflecting field. Interference between the main field and the

FIG.8.27.—Magnetic

field about an air-core coil with lumped windings.

fringing field creates a null at both ends of the coil, thus sharply terminating the main field.
The variation of field intensity along the coii axis marked XX’ in
Fig. 8.27 is shown in Fig. 8.28. This curve clearly shows the position of
the nulls and also shows the relative magnitudes of the main deflecting
field and the reverse fringing fields.
Because the fringing fields are
,
reversed with respect to the main
,
0
deflecting field, the electron beam
follows an S-curve as it pa>ws
through the coil. When an aircore coil is used alone, t!~e serpenFIm S28.-Axial
field distribution of an
air-core coil. Ends 01 the coil are marked
by dashed lines.
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cent of the main field. A small amount of reverse field does not interfere
with the deflection pattern on the screen of the cathode-ray tube, n, ,r does
it cause any noticeable defocusing of the beam, but, large amounts produce characteristic distortions.
The uniformity of the magnetic field throughout the central portion
of a lumped air-core deflection coil is governed to some extent by the
spacing of the two half sections.
Because the sides of the coil are straight,
and parallel, the field in the central portion is similar tu the field between
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four long parallel wires. This field till be most uniform ifthe wires are
spaced on the surface of a cylinder of radius C such that the distance
marked ain Fig. 8.27 is~C.
The field inthecentral
portion ofalumped
deflection coil will also be most uniform if the two half sections are so
spaced. Even with this adjustment, the main deflecting field is not
completely uniform since it is impossible to generate a uniform field
Consequently, a coil with lumped
except with distributed windings.
windings always contributes to the defocusing of the electron beam.
(See Sec. 8“9.)
8.21. Distributed Windings.-A
deflection coil of the type shown in
Fig. 8.26b will generate a very nearly uniform field in its interior if the
windings are pr~perly distributed.
-

(a)

(b)

Fm. 8.29.—Field

patterns about one end of an air-core deflection coil, showing the effect
of bent-up ends.
(a) Coil with flat ends.
(b) Coil with berrt-”p ends.

\

If any surface is built up of plane loops of wire carrying the same
current 1, arranged parallel to each other and spaced so that the number
of loops per unit length along the normal to the planes of the loops is constant, the magnetic field inside this surface will be uniform if the surface is
of the second degree. 1 An ellipsoid of revolution may be chosen as the
surface because the deflection coil is similar to the central portion of a very
long ellipsoid.
The winding distribution on the deflection coil, in order to
approximate a uniform field, should be the same as the winding distribution in the central portion of the ellipsoid.
The winding distribution of a deflection coil can be more conveniently
1E. Mascart and J. Joubert,
son, Park, 1882, 1896, p. 545.

Le$ons sur L’lllectricifi

et Ze Magnt?tisme,

Vol. I, Lfas
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expressed in terms of the angular position of the loops.
If the number
of turns per degree at the circumference of the circular cross section is
made proportional to the sine of the vertical angle (Fig. 8“26b), then the
winding distribution will be exactly as described above.
Such a distribution of turns will be referred to as a sine distribution.
Although the ends of the coil interfere to some extent with the uniformity of the internal field, their effect can be minimized by binding them
up at right angles as in Fig. 8.26d. This construction carries the strongly
curving fields farther away from the coil axis and consequently improves
the performance of the coil with respect to defocusing the electron beam.
Field patterns about the ends of two deflection coils that are identical
except that one has its ends bent up are shown in Fig. 8“29. These figures
indicate the extent to which the fringing field can be modified by a simple
change.
It should be noticed that bending up the coil ends moves the
position of the null farther out along the axis and thus broadens the main
deflecting field.
If the windings of a distributed coil are gathered into four or five
separate hanks as in Figs. 8.26c or 8.26e no significant change will take
place in its magnetic field; the construction, 1 however, is tremendously
simplified by such an arrangement.
8.22. Coils with an Iron Return Path—The deflection efficiency of an
air-core coil may be improved considerably by placing a cylindrical,
closely fitting, laminated iron shell around the outside of the coil. This
shell provides a low reluctance path for the flux passing around the outside, and thereby increases the ratio of the energy of the magnetic field
inside the coil to the energy outside.
Although surrounding the coil by
an iron shell increases its inductance, the gain in deflection efficiency
allows a reduction in the number of turns on the coil so that the inductance may be brought back to its original value.
An iron return path does not affect the magnetic-field distribution
inside the deflection coil, but it does change considerably the fringing
fields around the ends. The reverse field is eliminated for all practical
purposes and the strongly curving fields at the coil ends are withdrawn
from the axis as well as reduced in magnitude.
These changes all improve
the deflection-coil performance with respect to defocusing the electron
beam.
8.23. Compound Coils.—Both horizontal and vertical deflection may
be provided by one unit if two air-core coils are mounted concentrically
and oriented at 90° to each other. This assembly may be equipped with
an iron shell to secure the benefits of an iron return path. Such a compound coil is illustrated in Fig. 8.30.
1The techniqueof constructingsucha coil is givenin AppendixB.2.

i
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A deflection coil of this type has several features that make it superior
to most other deflection coils and particularly suited to television.
It has
a deflection efficiency of approximately 40 per cent, which is slightly
better than the efficiency of a square iron-core coil without a copper
shield. In addition, because of its concentric construction, it can be
adjust ed to minimize or even eliminate the magnetic interaction between
the horizontal and vertical coils. As in the case of iron-core coils, any
inductive coupling between the horizontal and vertical coils will give
rise to transient oscillations that result in a wiggly sweep. Concentric

construction allows one coil to be rotated within the other so that any
inductive coupling can be canceled.
If the coils are n-en made, the cancellation is very sharp and the null occurs when the coils are oriented
at exactly 90°. A displacement from the 90° position by as little as
1/10° may be easily detected.
Even if all inductive coupling between the two coils is balanced out,
there still may exist an interaction due to capacitive coupling.
This
interaction is not serious at low sweep speeds but it becomes increasingly
important as the sweep speed increases.
When the sweep duration is
approximately 10 psec, wiggles again become noticeable.
The operating
range of the coil may be extended if an electrostatic shield is placed
between the two windings.
This shield must be designed so that it will
not support eddy currents that would lessen the deflection sensitivity of
the coil. It may be constructed by close-winding with a small-gauge
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enameled wire a single-layer solenoid on a cylindrical form whose diameter
equals the outside diameter of the inner coil. The length of the solenoid
should equal the length of the coil. After this solenoid has been varnished to hold it together it may be split along its length, creating a sheet
of parallel insulated wires that can easily be lifted from the form.
A
connecting lead may be soldered along one side of the cut, thereby joining all of the wires together at one end to complete the shield.
With its iron shell providing a return path for the flux, the compound
air-core coil preserves the focus of an electron beam far better than any
of the other coil types mentioned.
It is possible to maintain good focus
when the electron beam is deflected because of the uniformity of the main
deflecting field and because the fringing fields are minimized by the iron
return path. Although the quality of the coil depends to a large extent
upon the care used in its construction, the defocusing for a reasonably
good coil is so slight that the diameter of the illuminated spot is only I or 2
per cent greater at the edge of the tube screen than at the center. The
corresponding increase for other coils is about 50 per cent.
Another advantage offered by the air-core design is the possibility
of altering the winding distribution to obtain any desired magnetic-field
distribution.
Any departure from a uniform deflecting field will correspondingly increase the defocusing action, but in some cases it may be
desirable to sacrifice focus in order to gain a particular deflection pattern.
For instance, Sec. 9.1 deals with the distortions caused by a flat-faced
tube, pointing out that a square deflection pattern is distorted into a
pincushion pattern.
This distortion may be corrected if the deflecting
field can be made to increase in strength as the deflection angle increases.
Since the winding distribution directly determines the field of an air-core
coil, this distribution can be varied to determine experimentally the
proper function to correct a given distortion.
Each type of cathode-ray tube will require a deflection coil designed to
correct the distortion produced by that particular tube type because the
distance from the center of deflection to the screen; together with the
radius of curvature of the screen, changes with the tube type. A 7BP7
requires approximately a sine-squared winding distribution to correct
for a square pattern whereas a 12DP7 displays a square pattern with a
sine distribution.
The proper distribution for other types can be judged
from these examples.
8.24. Deflection Coils Wound on Motor-stator Cores.—The idea of an
iron-return path may be extended to include motor stator cores as shown
in Fig. 8.31. The slots in the core receive the wires in much the same
manner as the slotted form described in Appendix B.2. The deflection
efficiency of such a construction is about 20 per cent higher than that of
other core types mentioned.
A motor-stator coil owes its high efficiency
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to the short air gap inside.

The pole pieces maybe designed to come very

close to the glass wall of the tube neck and therefore a large portion of the
magnetic field generated will be concentrated in the region where it is
most useful for deflection.
Ordinary motor laminations are not of sufficiently high quality for deflection coils so that special punchings from
highgrade silicon steel, Hipersil, or Permalloy are necessary.
Coils may be wound flat between a pair of winding disks and then
placed on the core. Both horizontal and vertical windings maybe added
to the same core but there is no way completely to balance out the inductive coupling.
However, the windings are oriented by the position of

---

-Motor
FIG. s.31.–

1

rizontal

and vertical

the slots so that the inductive coupling is small and is not serious except
at the higher sweep speeds.
It is also possible to put push-pull windings
on the core, but the problem of finding room for the wire is difficult.
One serious difficulty encountered in motor-stator deflection coils is
the large amount of distributed capacitance, which is of the order of
millimicrofarads, as compared to the small value of 25 ppf for ordinary
air-core coils. Because the distributed capacitance shunts the deflection
coil, most of the input current is bypassed at the beginning of a sweep,
causirig a slow start. However, the distributed capacitance can be
reduced by using insulation with a low dielectric constant between the
wires and the core. The high efficiency of a motor-stator deflection coil
justifies its further development.
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In order to produce a satisfactory pattern on ,a cathode-ray-tube
screen, the deflection coil must be carefully designed and the focus coil
must be carefully aligned with the tube.
Otherwise, a number of distortions occur, including the following: “pincushion,”
rhombic, or trapezoidal-shaped patterns; wiggly or bowed sweeps, and sweeps that are
split into two lines.
The causes of these distortions fall into several categories:
1. The cathode-ray tube itself tends to produce a pincushion pattern,
which can be largely corrected by the proper magnetic-field distribution in the deflection coil.
2. Nonuniformities in the deflecting field also distort the pattern.
These nonuniformities may be due either to an improper distribution of the windings and poorly placed magnetic material in the
deflection coil, or they may be due to high-frequency effects such
as oscillations in the windings, coupling (cross-talk) between different windings, or coupling to metallic parts of the mount near the
coil. The former cause distorts the pattern at all sweep speeds
but the high-frequency effects become increasingly worse as the
sweep speed increases.
3. Distortion may arise from the interaction between the deflecting
and focus fields.
9.1. Distortions Due to the “Flat’’-faced
Cathode-ray Tube.—In
order to facilitate making measurements on the faces of cathode-ray
tubes, these are made as flat as is consistent with the mechanical-strength
limitations.
The distance from the center of the deflection coil to the
screen is then smaller than the radius of curvature of the screen by a
factor of between 2 and 5 depending on the tube type.
If these two distances were equal, the deflection distance (d, in Fig,
9.1) would be proportional to the sine of the deflection angle. It has
already been shown in Sec. 8.1 that the magnetic field and hence the
current through the deflection coil are also proportional to the sine of the
338
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deflection angle. Therefore, the deflection would be directly proportional
to the deflection current.
Since horizontal and vertical deflecting fields
combine vectorially when both are used, the deflection components would
also combine vectorially.
Hence the horizontal and vertical components
of the resultant deflection would be independent of each other—that is,
a change in the vertical deflection would have no effect on the horizontal
deflection. Therefore, if the tube were viewed from far enough away so
that the spherical screen itself did not cause an appreciable distortion of
the image formed by the eye, the pattern seen would be undistorted.
Wkh flatifaced tubes, however, the deflection distance (d, in Fig.
9.1) is proportional to the tangent, not the sine, of the deflection angle,
and
d=

Ktan6=K

sin 0
VI

aI

– sinz e = ~R2

=a(Z+cZ3

...),

where d is the deflection distance, K is the distance from the center of the
deflection coil to the screen, 0 is the deflection angle, 1 is the deflection
current, and a, b, c are constants.
.
B
This equation” may be rewritten
A\c\
\
d=d,
+Ad~.
...
where do is the deflection that
would occur if it were proportional
~lm~r~~b~am
to the current, and A is a con——
“)
‘=:
stant. Because of the cubic term
the deflection increases somewhat
faster than the current. If both
m
FIG..9.1.—Pattern distor~n due to flathorizontal and<vertical fields are
faced cathode-ray t,~bes: A, Spherical face of
used, the fields add vectorially as radius equal to k; B, plane face; C, spherical
face of radius equal to 3k; d, = k sin f+;
before but the deflection comdz=ktan
ti; ktani?>dt>ksin
0.
ponents do” not. The two defleetion components are no longer independent of each other, and increasing
the horizontal deflecting current causes the vertical deflection to increase
also. The result is the familiar pincushion distortion shown in Fig. 9.2
in which a straight line, y = yo, a constant, becomes distorted into a
parabola y = ~0[1 + A (X2 + yz)], where z and g are the two deflection
components. A circular pattern with center at the origin remains a circle,
but its radius is enlarged from r = TOto r = T,(1 + Ar~).
In actual cathode-ray tubes the faces are not perfectly flat but have a
rather large radius of curvature.
The deflection (d, in Fig. 9.1) is then
proportional to a function whose values lie between the sine and the
tangent of the deflection angle. This function can be approximated by
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This constant is approximately

~ where p is the radius of curvature of the

2–2

P

screen.
(5FP7),

Approximate values of K/p for various tube types are 0.19
0.28 (7BP7), and 0.57 (12DP7).
For these values, A becomes
0.024, 0.014, and 0.0023 respectively.
If centered radial sweeps (PPI) are used,
the distortion caused by flat-faced tubes is
of the same sort as that produced by
nonlinearity in the driving current, and it
can therefore be corrected by making the
current properly nonlinear.
If, however,
an off-centered radial sweep or a rectangular
scan with independent x and y sweeps is
used, it is impossible to correct the pattern
distortion by adjusting the sweep current
FIG. 9.2. —Typica1 pincushion
distortion produced by flat-laced
waveform.
In such a case the correctube.
tion is effected bv making the deflectin~./
field itself nonuniform in the proper manner. Although nonuniform
deflecting fields tend to defocus the electron beam, the amount of nonuniformity needed is small, and the little defocusing produced is outweighed
by the advantage of an undistorted pattern.
The deflection pattern produced by a deflection coil is associated with the distribution of its mag-

(a)
FIG. 9.3.—Pincushion

and barrel field distributions.

(b)
(a) Pincushion.

(L) Barrel.

netic field. This distribution is meosurcd in a plane passing through the
coil center and perpendicular to its axis. A pincushion-shaped field distribution tends to correct the distortion produced by a flat-faced tube, and
a “barrel-shaped”
distribution has the opposite effect.
The action of the field in controlling the pattern shape is illustrated
in Fig. 9.3. In both field distributions shown, an electron beam entering
the paper would be deflected toward the upper left corner. Since the twm
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fields in Fig. 9.3a make an oblique angle in the region into which the
electron is deflected, their vector sum is less than it would be if the fields
were perpendicular to each other. Hence the electron will be deflected .
less in the case illustrated in Fig. 9“3a than in the case of a uniform
rectangular field. In the case of a barrel-shaped field, illustrated in
Fig. 9.3b, the two fields make an acute angle in the region into which the
electron is deflected, and consequently this field shape deflects the electron
more in this region than in the case of the uniform rectangular field.
In addition, if one component of the pincushion field (for example, the
horizontal component) becomes equal to zero at some time, the electron
beam will be deflected to the left along the center line into a region of
greater field strength, and its deflection will be greater than it would have
been in the case of a uniform field. The net result of a pincushion field
on a nominally square pattern is that the centers of the sides are pushed
out at the same time that the corners are pulled in. The reverse is
true for the barrel field.
Although it might be expected that pattern correction by means of a
nonuniform deflecting field would distort circles into squares, experiment
shows that with the amount of correction needed for standard tubes the
distortion of the circles is very small.
With a square iron-core coil the amount of correction is very simply
controlled by the length of the windings on the legs of the core. If the
windings extend over the full length of the legs, the field will be nearly
uniform in the cross section through the center of the coil. As the winding length is shortened, the field becomes more and more pincushioned.
Measurements of the amount of distortion for various winding lengths
are shown in Fig. 9.4. The distortion plotted is the maximum deviation
from a straight line of one side of a “square” pattern as projected on a
plane perpendicular to the axis of the tube. The lengths of the sides of
the squares are 3 in. for the 5FP7, 4* in. for the 7BP7, and 7 in. for the
12DP7. These lengths correspond approximately to the largest usable
square area on each tube. The coils were assembled on a core with a
win. inside window and a I&in. stack height.
Thus far in the discussion, it has been assumed that the axial field is
uniform along the length of the coil, and zero elsewhere. Actually the
fringing fields are important, and they cause the cross-sectional fields
near the front and rear of the coil to be more pincushion than the field in
the center. In some cases, as illustrated for the 12DP7 in Fig. 9.4, the
field behaves as if it were pincushion even when the longest possible winding is used. In practice it is not possible to wind the full length of the
core because the windings on adjacent legs interfere at the corners, and
hence a simple layer-wound coil will not correct the pattern on a 12DP7.
Approximately the same effect as lengthening the winding can be
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obtained, however, by omitting a section of the winding from the center
of the leg. The winding then consists of two separate sections.
A better
● coil can be obtained with the pie-sectional construction shown in Appendix B. Different numbers of turns are then used in the various sections
to obtain the proper pattern correction.
With the coil dimensions shown
in Fig. B.3, lines are straight if viewed from a point directly in front of
the line. If the whole pattern were viewed from a point on the axis of
the tube at the normal viewing distance from the screen, the lines would
still show an outward bowing because of the curvature of the screen.
Correction of this bowing would require a large change in winding dis-
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9.4.—Pattern
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tribution, with perhaps some sections in the center wound in the reverse
direction, and would therefore probably result in considerable deterioration of the focus.
For a 7BP7, a uniform distribution of turns in the pie-section form
gives a corrected pattern.
Although the curves of Fig. 9.4 cannot be converted to other core
sizes by a simple scaling process, they can be used as a rough guide, so
that the proper distribution may be obtained after a few trials.
9.2. Precentering.-If
a nonuniform deflecting field is used to correct
for pattern distortion, it is essential that the unreflected electron beam
pass down the central axis of this field. Otherwise, the pattern will be
overcorrected on one side and undercorrected on the other. Because the
electron guns are not always perfectly aligned, however, the electron
beam may not always initially be directed toward the center of the screen.
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On a type 12DP7 tube, for instance, the beam may hit anywhere within
a 2-in. diameter circle about the center of the screen. Therefore, if it is
assumed that the focus coil does not deflect the beam axis, the beam may
enter the deflecting field approximately & in. from its center.
A simple device for correcting for the misalignment of an electron gun
is illustrated in Fig. 9.5.1 The small circular magnet .4 is magnetized
to give a transverse field similar to that of a deflection coil. It is mounted
on a cylindrical brass support E on which it can be rotated to adjust the

I/X/

A, themagnet—GE “ Cunife” alloy 0.120 X 0.050
F’m. 9.5.—Precentering assembly.
Strip, rolled into 2-in, ID circle; B, brass ring; C, brass clamping ~ing; D, p,oft iron ~h”nt
to be soldered mto rear end of supporting cylinder; E, brass supporting~Ylinder;
F, ~ou”t.
ing flmge.

direction of its field. It also can be moved parallel to the axis of the
supporting cylinder.
Inside the rear half of this cylinder is a soft iron
shunt D. If the magnet is located over this shunt, practically no fie[d
reaches the interior of the tube. Hence the position of the magnet controls the field strength.
The precentering assembly is mounted over the cathode-ray tube so
that its field passes through the tube just ahead of the electron gun.
The direction of the electron beam as it leaves the gun can thus be
adjusted at will, thereby correcting for gun misalignments.
If the electron beam starts a small distance from the tube axis, the precentering
field can deflect it back toward the axis. The beam, as it enters the
i R. B. Gethman,GeneralElectric Co., personalcommunication.
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focus field, then, is heading toward the axis and is probably never more
than & in. from it. If, by some such means as that described in Sec.
3.6 and Fig. 3“15, the f ecus coil can be adjusted so that the axis of its
field coincides with that of the electron beam, then the focus field will
cause no deflection of the electron beam, and the beam will still be
approximately in coincidence with the tube axis when it enters the deflection coil. If the deflection coil is centered on the tube, as it easily can be,
the deflecting field nonuniformities are symmetrical about the beam, and
pattern corrections may then be applied to optimum advantage.
Another significant advantage that arises from the use of precentering
is the possibility of employing longer deflection coils. It was shown in
Sec. 8.2 that the axial length of a deflection coil is limited by “neck
shadow, ” which occurs because the electrons are deflected too soon by a
long coil, and they therefore cannot be deflected to the edge of the screen
without hitting the tube neck. If the electron beam entering the deflecting field is displaced from the tube axis, then, when the beam is deflected
in the same direction as this displacement, neck shadow occurs earlier
than it would if the beam were coincident with, the tube axis. However,
if the beam is precentered so as to enter the deflecting field along the
tube axis, neck shadow occurs symmetrically and a longer coil can be
The energy saving resulting from the
used before the shadow appears.
use of the longer coil may amount to Xl per cent.
9.3. Pattern Rotation Due to Focus-deflection
Interaction.-A
rotation of the whole pattern on the screen can arise from an interaction
of the focus and deflecting fields. The deflection of the electron beam
then starts before the focusing is complete, and the electrons are given
The axial component of the focus field
a radial component of velocity.
then causes the electrons to spiral through a small angle around the axis.
Fortunately this angle is very nearly independent of the deflection distance—that is, a straight sweep remains a straight sweep, and the pattern
as a whole is merely rotated through an angle without much distortion.
The deflection coil is mounted in such a way that it may be rotated
through the same angle but in the reverse direction to bring the pattern
The amount of rotation varies with the
back to its original position.
focus-field strength; hence it varies by a small amount as the focus field
is adjusted.
Therefore, the position of the deflection coil should be
determined after the focus has been attained.
The magnitude of the pattern rotation depends on the distributions
of the focus and deflecting fields and also on the amount by which the two
overlap.
If a focus coil such as that shown in Fig. A. 1 and a square ironcore deflection coil are used in their customary positions (Fig. 16.3) on a
tube such as the type 7BP7, the pattern rotation is about 12°. Because
the coils are usually mounted considerably further apart on the type
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12DP7 tube, the rotation with this tube is considerably smaller.
The
rotation is also somewhat smaller with an air-core deflection coil because
If a focus magnet such as that shown in
of its clifferent field distribution.
Fig. 3.17 is used, the rotation is approximately equal to that produced by
a coil; whereas, if a shielded magnet (Fig. 3.20) is used, the rotation is
only approximately one degree. Because the rotation reverses when the
focus field is reversed, a simple method of determining the angle of
rotation is to measure the change in the direction of the sweep (twice the
rotation angle) when the current through the fecus coil is reversed.
Determination of this angle with a focus magnet is much more difficult
because the field cannot be reversed. The magnet must be removed
from the tube without disturbing the deflection-coil alignment.
The
angular position of the unfocused sweep can then be roughly measured
and compared with the position of the focused sweep.
The pattern rotation is not in itself a pattern distortion because it can
be compensated by adjusting the deflection coil. However, if the rotation
is affected by the magnitude of the deflection, by the sweep speed, or by
the direction of the sweep, definite pattern distortions arise, which can
frequently be traced to this focus-deflection interaction.
The effects are
complicated and not too well understood, and similar effects can be
produced by distortions of the deflecting field itself. In the next sections
two of these effects, “jump”
and “line splitting,” will be discussed as
they both arise from focus-deflection interactions and deflecting-field
distortions.
Variations in the rotation with the magnitude of the deflection would cause the sweep to be curved rather than straight. 1
9.4. Jump.—Jump is measured by the change in sweep direction with
sweep speed. Factors causing jump are of universal occurrence but
fortunately they frequently cause no trouble because they tend to cancel.
The residual amount of jump can be as much as 5°, although this value is
exceptional.
The jump must be very nearly eliminated if the bearing
readings on a PPI pattern are to be accurate to 1° or even less. The
toroidal PPI coil described in Sec. 8.18 has caused a great deal of trouble
because of the difficulty of reducing the jump below 1°.
Both types of jump frequently exist simultaneously, but they can
easily be distinguished because reversing the focus field reverses the focusdeflection interaction but does not affect the deflecting-field distortions.
From the change in magnitude and sign of the jump when the focus field
is reversed, the relative magnitude of the two general types of jump can be
roughly determined.
The simplest type of jump arises from the use between the deflection
and focus coils of a shield made of nonmagnetic material such as copper.
1This is probably a contributingfactor to the errorsin the off-centerPPI patter]]
discussedunderSec. 12.5.
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The effectiveness of this shield increases withfrequency
and, therefore,
the faster the sweep the more effective is this shield in preventing the
deflecting field from penetrating the focus field. Asitisthis
intervenetration that causes the pattern rotation, faster sweeps are rotated through
a smaller angle than are slow ones. If the nonmagnetic shield is replaced
by iron, the jump is in the opposite direction—that is, slower sweeps are
rotated through the smaller angle. This effect is probably produced by a
combination of magnetic and eddy-current shielding with hysteresis
effects playing an important role. If both iron and copper shleldhg are
placed between the coils, the two shields produce jumps in opposite directions which tend to counteract each other. In practice, iron-core deflection coils are enclosed in cases of copper or aluminum, whereas the focus
coils are enclosed in iron. Therefore, both types of shielding are present
between the coils. The magnitude of the resultant jump depends on the
position of the shielding—that is, the separation of the two coils. Experiments show that if the cases are of the types shown in Fig. 16.3 the two
effects balance and there is no jump when the two coils are about 0.3
in. apart.
Although the shielded focus magnet of Fig. 3.20 causes a pattern
rotation of only about 1°, a jump of over 2° is often produced; whereas
the unshielded magnet of Fig. 3‘ 17, which causes about 12° of pattern
rotation, produces only a few tenths of a degree of jump.
This clifference is due to the characteristic field distribution (Fig. 3.21) of the focus
magnet.
This field has three sections.
It is positive in one of these
sections and negative in the other two. The net rotation of the pattern
is the algebraic sum of the three rotations in the individual sections.
The region of deflection is toward the left in Fig. 3.21. Because the
deflecting field is cut off rather sharply at the front of the focus magnet
(indicated by the tick-mark) by the shielding action of the iron, the focus
field to the right of the tick-mark has little effect on the pattern rotation.
The positive and negative contributions of the focus field to the left of the
tick-mark are essentially balanced in the case of the shielded magnet .4,
and therefore a very small pattern rotation results. Since they are
unequal in the case of the unshielded magnet B, the pattern rotation will
be considerably greater. Jump occurs as a result of changes in the distribution of the deflecting field with change in sweep speed. These
changes are due to the shielding action of the front face of the focus
magnet, which alters the field distribution in its vicinity.
In this
region the average field strength of the magnet’s field is considerably less
when the shield is not used, and consequently the jump observed will be
less in this case.
Jump arising in the deflecting field itself is probably due entirely to
asymmetrical shielding shout the coil. A toroidal coil, for instance. is
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customarily mounted in a cylindric:d copper or aluminum case. If the
coil is not accurately centered in this rasc, the shicltling \villbe asymmetrical. The effective imhlctancc of tlm sert ion of the coil more tight Iy
coupled to the case will be lmrcr than that of otbcr sections.
Current
will therefore tend to build UP faster in th:~t scrtion, and a change in
sweep direction will result. IIcc:ulsc this shiel(ling effect vnries ~vith
frequency, the change in s]vcep direction depends cm sweep speed, i.e.,
the sweep jumps.
Asymmetrical shielding whether d(le to copper or iron is likely to cause
other undesirable effects such as crooked slvceps and distortion of the
rectangular scan. Hence it is important to reduce asymmetries to a
minimum.
9.5. Line Splitting.-If
an alternating current is passed through a
deflection coil thereslllting sweep shouldbc
astraight line, the forwar(l
Normal
rotation

s
/

1~~1
N
ok

(b)

(c)

Unrotated
sweep
direction

Fm. 9.6.—Line splitting as caused by b~steresi. effects in the focus-coil case.

sweep being accurately superimposed on the return s\\-eep. Frequently
these two traces are separated so that the straight line is distorted into an
approximately elliptical figure. Even if tlleret[lrn s\\-eepis bl:tlllieli out,
theremaining sweep appears asan elliptical arc. Under normalcircumstances the minor axis of this ellipse is not more than about 3 per cent of
the major axis, but it is easily possible to produce ellipses that are nearly
circles. Line splitting is caused by a number of factors including unbalance in the windings of the deflection coils, asymmetrical shielding around
the deflection coil, and hysteresis and eddy-current effects in the focuscoil case. Afewofthe
factors ofthiscomplicated
problem \vhich can be
isolated are presented here.
The pattern rotation due to the overlapping of the focus and deflectingfields istheunderlying
cause of line splitting.
Figure 9.6a shows the
general contours of the field set up in the front face of the focus-coil case
bythe deflection coil. The field remaining after thedeflecting field has
been removed is shown in Fig. 9.6b. This residual field is in the direction
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opposite to that of the field that caused it. Consequently, as the deflecting field decreases from its maximum value, it is further weakened in
the vicinity of the focus coil by the residual field of the case, and the
rotation of the sweep is therefore reduced.
As the deflecting field reaches
zero and increases in the opposite direction, the residual field aids the
deflecting field so that the rotation is no-iv larger than normal.
In a
complete cycle the pattern shown in Fig. 9 .6c is obtained.
Because
hysteresis is independent of frequency, at least for reasonably low frequencies, this splitting also should be independent of frequency.
If the iron of the focus-coil case is replaced by a piece of copper or other
nonmagnetic material, line splitting occurs in almost the same manner,

Looo

10,OW

Frequencyin cycles per ~ond

Fm. 9.7.—Line splitting vs. frequency, for uncased focus and deflection coils separated by
0.15 in., with a copper shield between coils.

but is due to eddy currents that act to maintain the existing flux within
the metal. If the sweep frequency is low the eddy currents are too small
If the frequency is high the shielding
to cause an appreciable splitting.
action of the metal is so complete that only a small amount of the deflecting field gets beyond the metal to interact with the focus field, and once
again the line splitting is small. At intermediate frequencies of the same
order of magnitude as the reciprocal of the time constant of the metal,
however, the eddy currents lag about 90° behind the impressed field and
cause a maximum amount of splitting.
Measurements of line splitting due to a ~in.-thick
copper washer
between the deflection and focus coils follow the general behavior shown
in Fig. 9.7. The splitting measured in this figure was the maximum
separation of the two sides of the ellipse, i.e., its minor axis. The deflection coil used was a square iron-core coil with windings on only two of the
legs. No cases were used on the coils nor was there any other shielding in
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coil was driven by a variable-fre-

quency oscillator whose output voltage was adjusted to maintain a
3+in. sweep on a 5FP7 tube. The maximum splitting occurs at about
zOO cps. It is interesting to note that copper deflection-coil shield
E 3.0
E
“: 2.5
%
$ 2.0
=,.
1%1.5
(u
E 1.0
~
~ 0.5
$
~20

lo

l,OQO

100
Frequency

10,000

in cycles per second

Fm. 9.8.—L,ne splitting vs. frequency with an iron case around the focus coil, and 0.15
in. between coils.

cases have a time constant for the decay of eddy currents of about
*
sec.
A similar curve illustrating the line splitting obtained with an iron
case around the focus coil instead of the copper washer between the coils
is shown in Fig. 98, the splitting being due to a combination of eddy
At 10W
25
currents and hysteresis.
frequencies the amount of line
splitting is about 0.75 mm. This
Z.O-i
amount of splitting is caused by
\
~ 1.5hysteresis, upon which is superimposed the line splitting caused by
.=
eddy currents. The frequency of
~1”0 “
maximum splitting is higher for
~~
\
iron than for copper by a factor of
“
\
about 4, which is roughly the ratio
0’
1.0
2.0
3.0
o
of the resistivities of iron and
Oistance between
focusand
deflection coils,in inches
copper.
llti. 9.9.—Line splitting for various focusThe magnitude of the splitting
cod positions.
also falls off as the distance between
the coils is increased as shown in Fig. 9“9 in which the splitting at 1000
cps is plotted for various positions of an iron-cased focus coil. If the

I

splitting were plotted against the distance between the centers of the
gap and the deflection coil, the curve would very nearly follow an inverse
square law.
A second simple type of line splitting arises from cross coupling
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between the horizontal and vertical windings on the deflection coil. If
this coupling is not balanced out, a net voltage is induced in one set of
windings from the current in the other. If a reasonably low impedance
path exists for current flow, this voltage causes a current that has in-phase
and out-of-phase components to flow in the winding.
The in-phase .
component causes a rotation of the sweep lin~i. e., the sweep jumps
—whereas the out-of-phase component causes a splitting of the sweep
line into an ellipse. These effects are shown in Fig. 9.10 for a badly
misaligned deflection coil. Measured values of line splitting are shown
as triangles near the calculated curve A. The circles are measured values
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FIG. 9. 10.—Line splitting and rotation due to coupling between the two sets of windings
on a square iron-core deflection coil plotted against frequency.
Curve A, line splitting.
Curve B, sweep-line rotation.

of the rotation of the sweep line whose calculated values are shown in
curve B. A voltage applied to one pair of windings from a variablefrequency oscillator was adjusted as before to maintain a 3~in. sweep on
a type 5FP7 tube. The other pair of windings was short-circuited.
Splitting due to the focus coil was eliminated by removing its case. In
the calculation it was assumed that the distributed capacity in the shortcircuited winding had a negligible effect. Both calculated curves were
adjusted in amplitude to match the experimental curves. The frequency
for maximum splitting in the calculated curves was set at 60 cps to
coincide with the measured peak. This is also the frequency for a rotaThe calculated curves depart from
tion of half the maximum amount.
the measured points at the higher frequencies, at which the distributed
capacity becomes important.
Since the misalignment of the windings of the deflection coil used in
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these measurements was much more severe than that normally encountered, the splitting and rotation are larger than might be expected
from this cause alone. However, coils can be unbalanced by other
factors as well. Onesuch factor isthejoints
inthecore when L-shaped
laminations are used. The fields produced by the two sets of windings
are not perpendicular to each other because of the air gaps introduced
in the magnetic circuit by the joints; hence, coupling between the windOther effects of these joints
ings can cause a certain amount of splitting.
are discussed in more detail in the next section.
Unsymmetrical shielding
can also produce a large amount of splitting.
A piece of iron, for instance,
if properly placed along one corner of the core, can produce a splitting so
severe that the ellipse approaches a circle. A similarly placed piece of
copper also produces a splitting but of considerably smaller magnitude.
Line splitting in itself is not often a serious distortion.
However,
the unbalance that causes the worst splitting is also an important cause
of other more serious types of distortion.
9s6. Other Distortions Due to Asymmetries in Iron-core Coils. -In
addition to the line splitting and jump described in the previous sections,
other distortions due to asymmetries in the deflection coil take on two
general aspects: (1) that in which a square pattern or” raster” is distorted
into a figure resembling a rhombus, trapezoid, or some other sort of
irregular quadrilateral, and (2) that in which the sweep lines are crooked.
If the sweeps are very S!OW,the line will usually be straight, ex(cpt perhaps for a gentle bowing such as might be due to the flat-faced tube, but
the raster as a whole may be badly distorted.
As the sweep speed is
increased, the raster distortion is usually not much affected, kut the sweep
lines themselves develop irregularities, known colloquially as “wiggle,”
“hook,” or “dog leg,” which are caused by oscillations in the individual
The raster distortion is usually
windings or cross-talk between windings.
relatively simple to understand, although it is not always easy to rectify,
whereas the oscillations that can occur in a deflection coil are often complex, and they become more and more difficult to deal with as the sweep
speed increases.
One of the more troublesome asymmetries to correct is that caused by
the method of stacking square iron cores. These cores are customarily
stacked of L-shaped laminations in such a way that lap joints are formed
at two diagonally opposite corners and the iron pieces at the ot I~m two
corners are continuous.
At each of these joints there is inherently a gap
in the magnetic laminations whereas there is no such gap at the other
two corners. The effect of this asymmetrical reluctance is to rotate the
deflecting field through an angle of-about one degree toward the diagonal
joining the two joints.
Because both the horizontal and vertical fields
are rotated in this manner, they are no longer perpendicular

but are
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approximately 88° apart. A square raster is distorted into a rhombus
by this rotation.
The rhombus diagonal that is parallel to the line join.
ing the joints in the core is about 2 per cent shorter than the other
diagonal.
Although the core would be symmetrical if l-shaped laminations
stacked to give a lap joint at each corner were used, it would not then be
mechanically rigid because there would be four joints instead of two, and
it could itself be squeezed into a rhombus.
It is so difficult to maintain
the squareness of the core when it is made of l-shaped laminations that it
is not feasible to construct cores in this manner.
A second schemel for eliminating this distortion consists of stacking
the L-shaped laminations in such a way as to distribute the joints, “half”
a joint occurring at each corner. In order to do thk, the laminations are
assembled within two windings that are to be opposite each other in the
finished coil. Into each of these windings short legs of the laminations
are pushed alternately from the opposite sides of the winding so that each
section when completed is U-shaped.
The other two windings are next
placed over the two bare legs on one of the u‘s and the two U‘s are then
pushed together to complete the assembly.
In this final operation it is
necessary that the laminations of the two U‘s be interleaved simultaneously on both sides. Because the loose ends of these laminations do not
interleave easily, and because the laminations on one (J are nearly covered
by windings, this final assembly is extremely tedious.
A third method of correcting this distortion consists of punchhg the
L-shaped laminations with the two legs at an angle somewhat. greater
than 90”. The square core itself then becomes rhombic by a small,
This shaped coil causes distortion of the
accurately controlled amount.
fields in a direction opposite to that produced by the joints, and the joint
distortion can therefore be balanced out by properly designing the lamin~
tion. The angle between the legs is determined by the effective air gap
at the joints—that is, by the amount of insulating material on the
laminations.
Because the positions of the windings on the legs of the core have an
analogous effect on the pattern, the distortion introduced by the joints in
the core could be corrected by off-centering the windings by the proper
amount.
Unfortunately the required displacement is larger than is
acceptable as the windings interfere with each other in the corners; hence
this simple correction method is ruled out.
Accurate winding alignment is important in maintaining pattern
In order to illustrate the effects of misalignments in the
precision.
windings, the windings on a coil were purposely displaced, and the
resulting distortions were photographed.
In Fig. 9.11 the displacements
] R. B. Gethman,GE, private communication.
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of the windings together with the resultant field distributions are indicated in the sketches (1) at the left. In the first set of photographs (2),
distortion produced in a rectangular scan is shown.
To obtain these
patterns, a 60-cps current was passed through one set of windings on the
coil while a 400-cps current was passed through the other. The second
set of photographs (3) shows, by the amount of line splitting present the
relative amounts of coupling between the windings in each case. A 60-

cps current was passed through one winding while the other winding
was short-circuited.
The third set of photographs (4) was obtained with
a fast sweep (30 psec) applied to one winding while the other winding
was either open-circuited (a), or short-circuited (b). The crookedness of
these sweeps is accentuated, but they are typical examples of sweeps
frequently produced by inaccurately wound coils.
The coil used to obtain the pictures shown in Fig. 9.11 had a single
winding on each of the four legs of the core. When two windings are
used on each leg, another type of distortion sometimes occurs (Fig. 9.12a)
in which the sweep oscillates and the peak of each oscillation is out of
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focus.
This distortion iscaused byoscillations insegments of the second
set of windings.
This type of oscillation canoftenb ereducedhyc
hanging the interconnections between windings within the coil, the best connections being found by experiment.
A somewhat similar oscillation (Fig. 9.12b) frequently occurs in the
sweep produced by a toroidal coil (see Sec. 8.18).
In this case the defocusing does not occur.
The remedy again is accurate winding.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 9.12.—Typical sweep distortions. (a) Defocusing and curvature due to sectional
oscillation of the deflection coil. [L) Curvature produced hy oscillations in a toroidal
deflection coil.

(c) Sweeps showing effect of insufficient recovery time.

9.7. Distortions in the Start of the Sweep.—The s~veep should start
smoothly from a given starting position—that is, from a given base line
in a rectangular scan, or from the center of the tube in a PPI.
Sufficient time must be allo~~-edfor the recovery of the deflection coil.
To minimize the recovery time the coil is usually critically damped (see
Sec. 88) so that the current in the coil dies down exponentially after
the s~veep is terminated.
No matter how accurately the coil is constructed, oscillations in the windings or segments of the windings cause
a ‘( hook” in the start of the sweep if the allowed recovery time is too
short. Then the current has not decayed to zero by the start of the next
These
sweep and the sweep does not start from the designated point.
effects are illustrated in Fig. 9. 12c, which sho~vs photographs of the
sweep at a series of different repetition rates. If, now, the repetition
rate is unstable, as it might well be if a blocking oscillator or a free-running
mult ivibrator were used to trigger the sweep, the time between sweeps
Therefore, the starting
is not fixed, but varies in a random manner.
position of the sweep also jumps around at random—that is, the sweep
This jitter and the hook previously mentioned are the two
“jitters.”
most serious difficulties encountered in attempting to increase the repetition rate or the sweep duration to the limit.
In a rectangular scan, if the sweep current does not get back to zero,
this shift in the start of the sweep can be corrected with the “centering”
adjustment if the shift in center does not vary.
In a PPI it cannot be
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corrected so easily because it causes a “hole” in the center of the pattern
which cannot be removed by shifting the whole pattern.
Factors other than the sweep shift resulting from insufficient recovery
time for the coil may cause the hole in the PPI pattern.
One of these
factors is traceable to the fact that a rotating coil must be supported on
bearings that, if made of magnetic materials, can become magnetized
by the stray field of the deflection coil itself or by other stray fields. It
is not easy to substitute nonmagnetic bearings because the latter are
difficult to make, are expensive, and are not nearly so good mechanically
as steel bearings. 1 If the inner race of a bearing is magnetized, it deflects
the electron beam in the same manner as does the coil itself. The bearing rotates with the coil, and the start of the sweep therefore traces out a
circle that is perhaps a half-inch in diameter on a 5-in. tube. Since this
magnetization may be in any direction relative to the sweep field, the
sweep may start out tangent to this small circle. As the outer race does
not rotate, any field it produces displaces the pattern as a whole, but this
The balls in the bearing are small and,
displacement can be corrected.
therefore, they cannot produce a large deflection.
However, the field
they produce is very unsatisfactory because the balls rotate much faster
than the coil, with the result that little irregular waves are superimposed
on the markers on the sweep.
An effect similar to that due to the magnetization of the inner race
is produced if the core of the deflection coil becomes magnetized.
To
minimize this, any iron used in the core (or in the return path if an aircore coil is used) should be well annealed to produce minimum retentivity.
A similar effect is produced if the deflection coil is mounted off-center so
The iron of its core alters the field distrithat it rotates eccentrically.
bution of the focus coil in such manner as to cause a small deflection of
the beam. This deflection rotates with the coil and causes, in the center
of the pattern, a hole that will probably never exceed +-in. in diameter.
Because of persistent eddy currents or of magnetization, metallic
parts near the deflection coil may also cause a hole in the PPI pattern.
These effects can be minimized by careful placement of parts. Iron
and copper shielding sometimes act in opposite directions, copper producing an open center and iron producing a hole that is inverted—i.e., a
hole with a ‘(negative” radius; therefore if iron and copper are properly
placed together their effects can be balanced.
1 For available

nomn+gnctic

bearings,

see Sec. 16.3.
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10.1. Deflection Coils.-In
display circuits the reactive load most
commonly encountered is the deflection coil of a magnetically deflected
cathode-ray tube.
The coil is employed to create across the tube neck a
magnetic field that varies with time in some stipulated way, and that,
in turn, produces a proportional deflection of the electron beam.
The
complete equivalent circuit of the coil (see Fig. 8’20) contains elements
that represent leakage flux, iron losses, coil resistance, stray capacitance,
If the values of these elements
eddy-current losses, and self-inductance.
are known, it is possible to calculate the
e
voltage waveform that must be applied across
the deflection coil in order to produce a given
z
R~
current waveform.
If a voltage waveform of
this shape can be generated, it may be used
R
c
aa the input wave for a voltage-feedback
ic
ir
~. ~L
circuit that drives the coil.
ii
I
The accuracy with which the assumed
a
Fxa.10.1.—Slmplified
e@vcurrent wave is duplicated depends upon (1)
alent circuit of a deflection
the correctness of the equivalent circuit used
coil.
in the calculation, (2) the precision with
which the waveform generator duplicates the calculated wave, and (3)
the distortion introduced by the feedback amplifier.
This method can
be made very accurate.
Usually extreme accuracy is not required and the problem may be
simplified by deleting from the equivalent circuit al! elements that contribute only second-order effects. The circuit that remains is shown in
Fig. 10.1. An external damping resistance, not part of the coil, is represented by R.
For a linear sweep, it is required in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 10.1
that
i= = h!.
(1)
Then e, the voltage across the deflection coil, must be
~=

Ld&+Ri
dt

_Lk+R~kt
‘L–
356

(2)
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which is a step-plus-sawtooth
woveform.
in to flow in the shlmting resistor R,
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This voltage muses a current

I.Ic i- Rr.M
ix = ——J
R

(3)

and a current ic in the condenser C,

+ lcR~C,
ic = LkC’[J(t)]

(4)

where d(t) is a delta or impulse function of infinite amplitude and infinitesimal duration.
This function can only be approximated in practice
since all practical sources of the required voltage waveform c have a
limited current cipacit y. The total input current to the deflection coil
is, from Eqs. (l), (3), :md (4),

Equations (2) and (5) give the input voltage c and the input currcllt
i necessary to cause a line:u’ sawtooth current iL = kt to flow in the
inductance of the equivalent circuit.
Because the impulse function is difficult to simulate in practice it
may be useful to determine what iL will be with this impulse terru missing.
It is then required that the current i have the form

‘=’[i+RLc+(’+m
From this equation i. can be calculated.
that the following equations are true:
i=

’iC+iZ+iL
de

(6)

From Fig. 10.1 it is evident,
(7)
(8)

‘C=ca

The
All currents and voltages are required to be zero when t <0.
solution of these equations involves a third-order clifferential equation t
in ~. and t. Oscillatory terms in the solution are small and are critically
1For methods of solving such equations see Philip, Franklin,DiflerentiatEquations &r Electrical Er@nser8, TWey, New York,

1933.
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damped under certain conditions that can be approximated by putting
R = ~ flC.
They will be neglected.
The remaining terms give
iL = M(I

– e ‘At).

(11)

i. = let,
and consequently
For large values of t compared with @,
there is no extrapolated delay in the start of the sweep. At t = tiL-C
there is a maximum deviation of 0.7k ~LC between the actual value of
i~ and the ideal value M. Equation (11) is plotted in Fig. 10.2, which
illustrates the general shape of the current waveform in the inductance.
If a short pulse of current charging G’ occurs at the start of the sweep,
it can greatly aid in reducing the temporary lag in i~. This short pulse
may be either artificially generated or automatically obtained by driving
the deflection coil from a lowimpedance generator that has its
t
source voltage given by Eq. (2).
‘L
Deflection coils should be designed with as short leads and as
low distributed capacity as practicable to make the resonant frequency as high as possible at the
/
required
deflection
sensitivity.
A
The resonant frequency can be
/
made high by reducing the number
t—
tl-m
of turns, but the deflection sensiFIG.10.2.—Current in a deflection coil.
tivityy is thereby reduced.
This
solution to the resonant-frequency problem requires large deflection currents that cannot be cheaply obtained directly from vacuum tubes.
Transformers may, of course, be used, but they have limitations at both
high and low frequencies.
Because sensitive coils can be used for very
slow sweeps, the driving power can also be kept low in this case. How=
ever, many displays will involve a wide range of sweep speeds and duty
ratios. It is in such cases that driving the sweep becomes expensive.
The supply voltage and coil inductance are determined by the fast sweeps,
the peak current by the maximum displacement, and the average current
by the long-duty-ratio sweeps. Thus a driving stage consisting of several
807 tubes in parallel is not uncommon.
Table B. 1, Appendix B, lists the principal operating characteristics of
some typical deflection coils used in radar applications.
The sweep
speeds obtainable with these coils range from about 20 to 50 psec/diameter to several seconds per diameter of the cathode-ray-tube
screen.
Faster sweeps can be’ obtained by reducing the number of turns on the
coils and increasing the current.
In obtaining fast-starting linear sweeps
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free from wiggles, raising theapplied voltage isnotso effective asreducing the number of turns and increasing the current.
10.2. Amplifiers for Applying a Given Voltage Waveform to a Deflection Coil.-One
of the simplest ways of driving a linear sawtooth current
through a deflection coil is to connect it to a low-impedance generator
that produces the step-plus-sawtooth input voltage required by Eq. (2).
Several amplifiers of this type will be described in this section.
The Cathode Follower. —Figure 10.3 shows a cathode follower driving
an inductive load. The output impedance of a cathode follower is
approximately I/g_.
The condenser current flows through the cathodefollower output impedance, but this current is unimportant in practice
‘bb

.----—
FIG. 10.3.—Cathode

follower driving an inductiw

_
load.

except during the “step”
part of the voltage.
The step across the
inductance is really a fast-rising exponential of time constant approximately equal to ( l/gn)C.
This time constant is very short compared with
L
the time constant of the inductance and its series.resistance,
(l/gm) +R.;
therefore, the current in the inductance is only a small fraction of its
final value at the time (1/g~)C.
Thus almost all the voltage drop in
the cathode-follower output impedance during and shortly following the
step is due to the condenser alone. This time constant ( l/g~)C is
approximately equal to the delay in getting a linear sawtooth current
started in the inductance.
In computing the sawtooth part of the generator source voltage, Eq.
(2), it is necessary to add l/g~ in series with R..
The condenser current
through l/g~ is unimportant after the step is completed, and there is no
damping-resistor current.
The “overshoot”
of the voltage across the inductance following time
t2 is necessary since the average voltage across an inductance with series
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resistance
RL must be RL(i~),,.. The voltage RL(;Lj,, is small compared
with the size of the applied voltage waveform in most practical cases.
The overshoot actually causes the cathode follower to continue to
conduct during the time following h, and the current in the inductance
L
‘his
‘low ‘ecovery
‘akes
a
‘ecays ‘ith a ‘ime constant ‘f (l/g~) + RL-

circuit of this type useful only for those cases where adequate recovery
time is available.
Because of the damping action of the continuously
conducting cathode follower, no extra damping resistor is needed.
If the step-plus-sawtooth waveform on the grid of the cathode follower
in Fig. 10.3 is followed b.y a large negabive signal, the cathode follower
will cut off after time t~. If the
B+
inductance
is almost critically
damped, a fairly rapid recovery of
the inductance to the quiescent
current point (zero, in this case)
will be possible.
A rather large
R
+E
negative signal is needed, howevel,
to do much good.
Rz
The simple circuit in Fig. 103
is very useful for fast-starting lowduty-ratio sweeps. It is capable
of good linearity provide{ i that the
input waveform is accurately generated and the cathode follower is
- Egg
=
not too heavily loaded.
An addiFIG. 10,4.—Voltage
feedback for driving a
tional cathode follower inserted in
deflection coil.
the grid of the deflection-coil
driver permits it to produce higher peak currents in the condenser at
time tl and thus aids in speeding up the start.
Amplifirs Using a Series R-C Circuit in tkz Feedback Loop.—Anothcr
simple circuit that applies a predetermined voltage waveform to a deflection coil is shown in Fig. 10.4. If the amplifier V, is assumed to have
an infinitely large g- so that the output voltage eP across any finite load
can be obtained by an infinitesimal grid signal e~, the operation of the
circuit is as follows.
At time t, a constant current, iO = (E + E,,)/R2,
starts to flow into C I and RI because the clamping circuit is opened at
this instant.
The negative feedback from plate to grid of Vj keeps the
grid at an essentially constant voltage level. The output voltage eP
must therefore be the voltage across R 1 and Cl,

‘p=

-(it+R1iJ
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which is a step voltage Rlio plus a sawtooth voltage (iO/Cl) t. The overshoot following h is as shown”if R is set for critical damping.
It is now
required that the current ~L in the deflection coil be equal to M. Equation (2) gives the step-plus-sawtooth voltage waveform,
e = – [Llc + RJct],
The voltage
needed across the deflection coil to produce thk current.
waveforms in Eqs. (2) and (12) must be identical for all values of t.
A combination of these expressions
Then Lk = Rlio and io/Cl = R.k.
gives the condition for operation of this type:

“c’

L
= E“

(13)

‘rhus if Eq. (13) is satisfied and an infinite g- is assumed for the amplifier
tube V2, a constant input current io will cause a current iL = let to flow
in the inductance L, where
(14)
iTl
Because of the finite g~ and.limited maximum output current from V,,
the step voltage is not perfect but rises as rapidly as the circuit can
deliver charge to the distributed capacity that is always present across
a practical coil.
To make the best possible use of the limited output current capabilities of Va, an inductance L., shunted with a resistance R,, may be
inserted in series with RI and Cl. The resistance R. has such a value
that, at time tl when the sweep starts, the grid of Vz goes to zero bias
rather than only part way.
The voltage across L. and R, starts out
with the value iOR. and exponentially approaches zero with a time constant L,/R,.
The value of the inductance should be experimentally
adjusted for the best-appearing start as seen on the cathode-ray-tube
display.
Very large values of effective g~ can be readily obtained by using
several tubes in parallel, or better, by interposing a voltage amplifier in
the grid lead to VZ. However, a single tube is often used in the circuit
shown in Fig. 10.4 and the effective g~ is not very great. It is therefore
of interest to determine the conditions that must be satisfied if g~ is not
infinite. The effect of capacity across the deflection coil can be neglected
because the current to the capacity is small after the initial step is completed. A damped inductance in series with Rl and Cl may be added to
aid in speeding up the start of the sweep.
An analysis, similar to that given for the ideal case, gives to a good
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approximation the following values of the feedback elements Cl and R 1
which cause ‘iL to be a sawtooth wave:

‘=%(1+*)++’
)1
[(

c,

io

=

k +

where, as before,

iO

=

(~ + ‘m?)
Rz

transconductance of Vz
approaches infinity, Eqs.
given by Eqs. (13) and
smaller than R, Eq. (16)
k =

RL
1+7T+E2
and

,Vhere

R,

‘

(15)
(16)

‘R’

~;

=

‘m
the effective
1 + gnRk’

with the cathode resistor Rk in place. As g~
(15) and (16) approach the values of RI and Cl
(14). Since in all practical cases R’ is much
becomes, solving for k,
io

9&
R,

c’ () l+Z,

“ l+g~

R’

“

(17)

R,
() 1+Z2

Thus the slope k of the current in the inductance is independent of g; only
if ~~R~/(1 + R,/R,) >>1.
If g~ = 6 X lb’
mhos, R1/Rz = 0.3, and
R’ = 650 ohms, a 20 per cent change in & will cause a 5 per cent change
in the slope k. It is important always to have RL and R2 as large as is
practicable in order to get the greatest possible independence of k from
Usually a resistance is added in series
the effective g~ of the amplifier.
Besides the
with the inductance to make the value of RL larze enough.
desired effect, this resistance causes some additi&al delay in the start of
the sweep because the distributed capacity of the coil is charged through
this extra resistance.
A deflection amplifier of the type shown in Fig. 10.4 is very useful.
The circuit is simple and fairly independent of the driver-tube characteristics if the tube does not operate too close to cutoff.
The cathode
resistor Rk is added to stabilize the quiescent current level with respect
It has the advantage, over the cathodeto changes in heater voltage.
follower driver shown in Fig. 10.3, that at the termination of the sweep
the deflection coil is free to execute a damped oscillation and to recover
rapidly.
One disadvantage of this circuit is the fact that any ripple or
other disturbance on EM is coupled to the grid of Vt through RI and Cl
during the time the clamp is open and causes a noticeable fluctuation of
the dkplay.
10.3. AmplMers for Applying a Given Current Waveform to a Deflection Coil. -In order to cause a sawtooth current waveform to flow through

I

I

6EC.
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the inductive part of the deflection-coil equivalent circuit, the total input
current must be as specified by Eq. (5). A voltage waveform that
approximates the shape of this current waveform can be generated
(by a circuit such as the one shown in Fig. 10.5), and an amplifier using
feedback may then be used to convert this voltage into a similar current
waveform.
It is convenient to distinguish between two types of feedback amplifier, the distinction depending upon
+E
whether the deflection coil is in the
cathode or the plate circuit of the
output tube. In both amplifiers
the feedback signal is obtained
n
from a current-sampling resistor Ro.
--The output tube has transconducq
tance gfi, plate resistance r,, and
amplification factor p. The generl\
alized formula for the gain of a feedback amplifier is S = @./(l –~~),
where s is voltage gain with feedba~k, @ is voltage gain without feed—
back, and ~ is the fraction of the
FIQ. 10,5.—Circuit for generating a
output voltage fed back into the
waveform eo which has the approximate
shape required to produce a Iinear current
circuit.
When the deflection coil is in the
‘n ‘n ‘nductiv’ load.
cathode circuit, as in the circuit shown in Fig. 10.11,
R,

a~
~+l*+zL+Ro
~ _

id?,

Ci

—
—

l–pa+

R,

#+1

*+

‘

(18)

ZL+RO

in expression which can be solved for io (using p = rPgJ as follows:
1

(lg.

20= ‘i “ 1

– fl(igmRO“

l+gmy

~+1

(19)
zL+~O”

I – @(igmRO

If i, is to be independent of gm and ~, it is required that l@6g~R01>>1
mhos, RO = 100 ohms,
(In a typical case ~ = 200, g~ = 5 X lb3
I~= – +; hence l@g&Ol

= 50. )

Then using the approximation
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Since Z, varies with frequency,

(20)

>> Z..

(In the example above OC%RO
= – 104 ohms.)
When the deflection coil is in the plate circuit,
@p
#fo,

R,
TP+ZL+RO

1 + pap

R,
rp+Zz+Ro

(21)

‘

and
iO = —ei

(tgm

1 + ~~gmRo ~ +

1
ZL+RO

“

(22)

rp(l + B@g~RO)
As for Eq. (19), it is required that @g~ROl >>1.
independent of ZL only if
Irpd@g?&l)l>> z,.

The last term is
(23)

This requirement is much less stringent than Eq. (20), and indicates that
a plate-driven coil will give results more independent of amplifier changes
than those obtained with a cathode-driven coil. The cathode drive is
preferable, however, in those cases in which the capacity of the line to
the coil is large, or in which ripple in the plate supply voltage becomes
noticeable with plate drive.
Both Eq. (19) and Eq. (22) reduce to the simple form

‘0=–%0

(24)

when the condition l~~gfiol >>1 and the restrictions of Eqs. (20) and
(23) are satisfied. The usual stability requirements (see Vol. 18) for
feedback amplifiers must be met so that oscillations will not occur.
Generation of Sweep Waveform as a Voltage .-Figure
10.5 shows a
typical circuit useful for generating a waveform that has a “spike”An essentially constant current io is
plus-step-plus-sawtooth
voltage.
obtained from the large voltage +E.
(The end of RI connected to E
may be “ bootstrapped”
to maintain io almost exactly constant.
See,
for example, Fig. 10.7.) The cathode-f ollowerdlode
switch circuit
(V1 and Va) opens at time tl. A rectangular wave, clifferentiated by Cz
and Rd and applied through diode Vi to Rz, produces a “spike” at the
start of the sweep. The step-plus-sawtooth
part of the waveform is

sm.
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formed by R, and Cl. At time t,, the cathode follower cuts off and
thereby allows a very smooth return of eo to its quiescent level since Cl
discharges principally through R2, R,, and the diode resistance, all in
series. The negative “spike” at tz is prevented from getting through
to R2 by the diode V,.
It is often very important that there be no overshoot or “spike” at
time tz since in some circuits the feedback in the amplifier disappears
after time tz(because of the cutting off of the output tube VT in Fig.
10.7). The overshoot or “spike” is then greatly amplified and charges
the coupling condensers; this situation is very undesirable.
The cathode-

Fm. 10.6.—The

simple tetrode deflection coil driver with cathode

follower-diode switch is ideal for use in generating wnveforrns of the
There
required type since the closed impedance is low and constant.
is no overshoot whatever.
A simple triode or pentode switch has some
overshoot at time k and this condition causes serious difficulty in many
cases.
The operation of several types of amplifier, which force a given current through a deflection coil, will now be examined.
The Simple Pentode or Tetrode Ampli@.-A
simple one-tube amplifier
that has been widely used in radar applications is shown in Fig. 10.6. AS
long as the plate of the tetrode (or pentode) stays above the “knee” in
the plate-characteristic curve (i.e., above 50 to 80 volts), the screen takes
For this
approximately a constant fraction of the cathode current.
condition, the circuit operates in accordance with the following equation:

i. = e<

9m

1 +

%&’

(25)

where g~ is the transconductance of Vz and the capacity Cz is neglected.
The grid voltage ei is generated to have the step-plus-sawtooth form
of Eq. (2), and it will cause a linear sawtooth current to flow in L after a
time large compared with the resonant period of the deflection coil.
Faster starting sweeps may be produced by adding a condenser C’,
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across RO. l’he time constant ROCZshould have a value that is of the
order of magnitude of <L—C, but it will usually have to be adjusted for
best results.
If RO is made larger, the effective transconductance
[(9m)c = fL?l/(1 + GXo)l
becomes smaller and larger grid signals are needed to produce the required
output current i~. Large signals on the cathode of V, also reduce the
plate-to-cathode
voltage.
Therefore, IIM must be higher than would
otherwise be necessary.
If RO = 500 ohms, and when V, is a 6L6, good
linearity results. This linearity is further improved by operating in

::

,
Feedback
FIG. 10.7.—Three-stage

=

feedback amplifier.

push-pull two amplifiers like the one shown in Fig. 10”6. A deflection
coil that has a separate winding for each of the amplifiers is then required,
The second-harmonic distortion
and push-pull grid signals are needed.
in the amplifier tubes is canceled by this process.
Three-st~e Feedback Amp@m
with the Deflection Coil in the Plak
Circuit of tiw Output Tube.—A widely used sweep amplifier circuit is
shown in Fig. 10,7. The clamp circuit consisting of VI and VZ is opened
bv a rectangular voltage waveform on the grid of V, at time il. The
step-plus-sawtooth voltage is generated at the grid of V1. The amplifier
causes this sweep signal to appear across the sampling resistor R1 in the
cathode circuit of the output tube. The sampled voltage is fed back to
the cathode of V1 and there it is compared with the input signal. The
feedback operates to make the generated waveform and the sampled
A compensation netwaveform across Rd as nearly identical as possible.
work in the amplifier loop may be necessary to stabilize the circuit.
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If the plate of V7 stays at least 50 to 80 volts above the cathode, the
screen current is essentially a constant fraction of the cathode current.
For higher accuracy, however, the effect of changes in screen current
should be compensated.
(See Fig. 10.8 for one method of doing this.)
The value of E,a is set for cutoff of VT. The ability of this circuit to
operate with VT conducting only during sweeps is one of its chief advantages. Diode VS causes the grid waveform always to start from the
fixed level of – E~~ for sweeps of any duty ratio. The voltage E~ must
be large enough to supply the required s~ep voltage, Lk, as ‘well as the
sawtooth voltage, RLkt.
The feedback to the diode V, serves to “bootstrap”
the positive end
of the sweep-generating resistor R ~, and thus to keep the voltage across
R, constant during the entire sweep (if condenser C, is sufficiently large).
An alternate method for bootstrapping the sweep generator is to omit Vt
entirely, and to connect the positive end of R 1 to a selected point on Rt
which has a sawtooth voltage of approximately the correct amplitude.
This method is not so flexible or so accurate as the one shown, but it is
cheap, and is good enough for many applications.
The effective transconductance of VT is approximately

‘“’ =

(9?J7
1 +

(26)

(g~),R4’

where (g~) Tis the transconductance of VT with no cathode resistor. Thus
if c%is the voltage gain without feedback from the grid of V1 to the grid
of VT, the effective transconductance of the amplifier in Fig. 10.7 is
(27)

(9m). = ~9m.

To determine the value of p, the feedback-network transfer characteristic, it is necessary to take into account the difference in the gain of
the first tube VA with a signal ei on the grid as compared with the gain
With the feedwith a signal ek inserted in series with the cathode circuit.
back loop broken by connecting the lower end of Rt to ground rather than
to the cathode of VT, ei and e~ produce identical currents in VA only if
ei=-~,Y~l —~

where p is the amplification

factor

of Vt.

Thus the

feedback signal from the cathode of VT can be considered to be added to
the input signal on the grid of V, only when multiplied by –
Thus,

~=–fi+.
()

()

/.4+1
—
P“

(28)
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When the values of g~ and P are substituted from Eqs. (26) and (28) in
Eq. (22), the output current ;O into resister R, is

The dependence of Eq. (29) on (g-). [Eq. (27)] and on p can be calculated.

For —
This
Y + 1 R4(gm)e>> 1, i 0 is directly proportional to ~.
/.l+l
P
dependence is not a serious defect of the amplifier since p is very nearly
constant and is large. For the circuit shown in Fig. 10-7, ~ = – 60,

+ Ebb

+ 300v

L
R5
Ik
Twmstage
amplifier
same as

T

R6

30 k
~

,I

R,

Feedback

h c,

3k

Rz
Q{

~ Clamp
10.8.—Method

Re
-Ekk
of compensating

=
the feedback signal for screen current.

g~ of VT(6L6) varies from O up to 5 X 10-3 during the sawtooth wave (for
computation a value of 4 X 10–3 is taken), R4 = 100 ohms, p = 20; and

~+

R4(9.).

= – 16 = loop gain.

A 17 per cent change in the loop

gain will change io by only 1 per cent.
Only a fraction of the cathode current i, goes through the deflection
coil because part of the current is screen current in VT. This effect is
usually not serious because the screen current is a small and essentially
constant fraction of the plate current as long as the plate voltage is high
enough.
However it is possible to cancel the effect of changes in screen
current by use of the circuit shown in Fig. 10.8. A resistance R~ is
inserted in the screen circuit so that the signal that appears at the screen
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and is due to screen current is — 10 times that part of the signal that
appears at the cathode and is due to screen current. The divider consisting of Re and RT samples both signals in such a manner that the net
contribution of the screen current is zero, and a signal proportional only
The d-c level of the cathode
to the plate current is used for feedback.
of Vi is set at the correct operating point by means of Rs, a large resistor
(compared with R,) returned to a negative d-c source.
In the circuit of Fig. 107 or Fig. 10”8, the current to the plate-circuit
output capacity (which may include the capacity of a cable and be rather
large) goes through Rd and must be compensated for by an extra “spike”
just as must the distributed capacity C of the deflection coil.
Another modification of the amplifier shown in Fig. 10.7 is shown in
Fig. 109.
For an amplifier having a very large effective transconductance, the input voltage e; to the amplifier is very small compared
+E
L

damp
—
Fm. 10.9.—Three-stage

feedback amplifier.

with the signal across Ro. The constant current io, starting at time t,,
causes a step-plus-sawtooth voltage to appear across RO because of the
action of the feedback.
The step voltage is approximately equal to ioRz
and the sawtooth voltage is approximately equal to iOt/C. Because of
the large voltage gain of the two-stage amplifier, the effective g~ is large
enough to make these simple calculations accurate.
Allowance for finite
amplifier transconductance can be made by using an analysis similar to
that applied to the circuit of Fig. 10.4 (which resembles that of Fig. 10.9
except that a current sample rather than a voltage sample is used for
feedback purposes).
This circuit has the advantage that the current to C3 does not appear
in Ro and thus the feedback amplifier automatically corrects for the presence of ct.
Also the screen current does not flow through the sampling
resistor R 0.
Figure 10.10 shows another circuit of the same general type as Fig.
107. The pentodes may be 6AC7’S or 6SJ7’S. The current
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ei

io =

()

2~
where

(30j

1 – ?9a:

P+l

8=1,
(9WJ 3
““

=

a

(31)

1 + Ro(gm);

a = voltage gain from the grid of l’? to the grid of VS with the grid
of VI fixed, and
p = grid-screen amplification factor of Vz.
Since there is only one RC-coupling in the feedback loop, the circuit is
particularly easy to stabilize against oscillations due to feedback.
Three-stage Ampli$ers with the
E PP
Deflection Coil in the Cathode Cir—
cuit of the Output Tube.—A currentsampling feedback amplifier with
a cathode follower in the final
stage is shown in Fig. 10.11. The
operation of this circuit is described
/.l+l
by Eq. (19) where~ = – ~
as
in Eq.

(28).

The

voltage

gain

(with thelowerend of Regrounded)
from the grid of VI to the grid of
Vi is given by & Resistor RI is
made equal to l/(g~)s where (g~) t
is the transconductance of Vs.
When the clamp opens, the
Fm. 10.10.—Another variety of feedfeedback forces a sawtooth current
back amplifier that causes a current waveform of the same shape as e; to flow through
to flow in L, and the necessary
the deflection coil.
voltage across the deflection coil is
thus generated.
At time tz, when the clamp closes, the inductance overshoots but the rapidly decreasing input signal on the grid of VI causes a
This signal turns oil VSand allows the
signal to go through the amplifier.
current in the coil to recover at a rate governed by its L/R time constant.
The current feedback thus removes one of the difficulties associated with
the simple voltage-feedback cathode-follower circuit of Fig. 10.3. The
current to C3 does not go through RO, and both the screen and plate
Tube Vt operates from
currents contribute to the deflection current.
cutoff .
10.4. Direct-coupled
Amplifiers for Producing a Given Current
Waveform in a Deflection Coil.—0ften
it is desirable for amplifiers

DIRECT-COUPLED
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driving deflection coils to pass direct current. 1 The coil acts like a
resistor for very slow sweeps since the induced voltage in the inductance
is negligible. The distinction between amplifiers that apply given volt+E

o

1

+ 300 v

r
Grid.

=

Fesdback

Cl:p

Fm. 10.1 1.—Feedback

=
amplifier with deflection coil as cathode load.

ages and those that apply given currents to the deflection coil disappears.

In these circuits the feedback network must operate at zero frequency.
Although the simple output
+ 300v
+
amplifier shown in Fig. 10”6 has
almost constant feedback for all
frequencies to zero, it may not be
linear enough or have constant
-LV
enough effective g~ to be satisVI
2
R
factory. An improved amplifier e,
----------is shown in Fig. 10.12, where an ez
R
extra tube with feedback is added
R
=
to increase both the eflective g~
and the linearity.
A siveep voltage may be inserted at one input
terminal and a d-c off-centering
R.
voltage at the other. By means
—
of a switching circuit, the sweep
-300V
wave-forms can be forced to have
FXQ.10.12.—Direct-coupled
feedback c;rcuit for producing an output current io proa fixed d-c level during the” wait”
portional to ., + e,. R >> Ro.
time. They can then be directly
added to the off-centering voltages atthe input terminal of the amplifier.

h-s

*P+

w

1i.

The following equations can be derived:
io =
I The

(e, + e,)
@,
1–8
Ro

circuits discussed

in

io

‘r

el + e2
‘=——

la
R,l–(z

Sec. 11.3 and Sm. 13.7 exemplifyth]gneed.

(32)
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I

and
~=gl

g~Ro
3 1 + Rog~-

(33)

Here, ~ is the loop gain of the amplifier, g~ is the transconductance of V2,
and S1 is the voltage gain from the grid of VI to the grid of V2. The
quantity (1 – ~) is the factor by which nonlinearities or spurious signals
introduced inside the feedback loop are reduced. 1 An example of this
type of circuit is the case where V1 is a 6AC7, SI = – 50, Vz is a 6L6 with
+ 300 v

4

I

,

t
+ 300v
FIG.

10.1 3.—Direct-coupled
feedback circuit to produce an output
(i, – id proportional to (e, + e,).
R<< Ro.

current

clifference

g. = 5 x 10–3 mhos, and RO = 200 ohms. Equation (33) gives ~ = –8,
The effective g~ = 4.5 X 10–3 mhos, and depends very little on & To
maintain high-frequency
response, small condensers may be added
between the plate of VI and the grid of Vz, and also, if necessary, across
the mixing resistors R.
Figure 1013 shows an extension of the circuit shown in Fig. 10.12, in
which a push-pull output signal can be obtained with a single combined
input signal. The deflection is proportional to il – iz, and
~*.

i2=—

e1+e2
RO

1Feedback A mphjten, Vol. 18 of the Series.

—

(t

1–U

I

!

(34)

I
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where

~=~

I

(%)2.RO +
El
3 [ 2 1 + (gm)zlto

21+ 1

~Z

(gin) 4R0

(g-),Ro

‘

(35)

in which equation
% = voltage gain from grid of V, to grid of V, with the cathode
of VI fixed in potential;

b

,,
!
i

% = voltage gain from grid of V, to grid of V, with the cath@e
of Va fixed in potential;
(g~)z = tranwonductance of V,; and
(g~), = transconductance of V,.
If, for example, S1 = S2 = –50, (g~)? = (g~)d = 5 x 10-3 mhos, and
RO = 200 ohms, the value of @ is – 8 and the effective gn = 4.5 x 10-’
mhos as in the case of the example for Fig. 10.12. There is one important
difference between the two circuits,
however. In the first the effect on
the operating point of Vz of drift in
the values of the resistors at the plate
of VI and the grid of Vz is reduced
by the factor (1 – (i). In the pushpull circuit, however, the feedback
does not act to stabilize the operating
points of V2 and V1 although it does
act to stabilize the effective g- of
the circuit.
As a result, it is
*
*
necessary to adjust RI carefully so
l?l~. 10 14.—Cat}l{Jrlc-r,0upled deflectiOnthat Vz and V, operate at the desired
coil-driver circuit.
quiescent level.
The push-pull circuit does have an advantage that is apparent from
Eq. (35). If (9n)2 or (g~)l should go to zero, the value of @ changes by
only a factor of 2 and the change in il — iz [Eq. (34)] is small if ~ is large.
Thus there is no discontinuity of operation when one of the output tubes.
cuts OH but only a relatively small change in the effective g~ of the
amplifier.
Cathode-coupled Push-pull A mpli&r.—A simple but not very accurate
direct-coupled amplifier is shown in Fig. 10.14. The relation between
the input signal ei and the difference of the cathode currents (which is
proportional to the deflecting magnetic field except for small screencurrent corrections) is
i + 21ik ‘+

(q.),

il — i~ = C;(gm), —

1+R,(,.),
+‘+ 1
[

—

(9m)2 “

(36)
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where
(g~)l = transconductance of Vl,
(g~)z = transconductance of V,,
# = grid-to-screen amplification factor of Va, and
Rk = common cathode resistance.
When R~ is large compared with I/(g-) 1 and l/(g~)z, and when AI>> 1,
Eq. (36) reduces to
il—i2=ei

2(91J 1(9m)2.
(9J1

+

(37)

(9J2

Therefore, there is a strong dependence of the effective transconductance

[

(97Je =

2(g?J,(gJ2

1

(9mt)1 + (9?IJ2

on both (g~) 1 and (gn) z. There is no effective feedback, and the nonlinearityy of both V1 and Vz causes important errors. For example, if
either (g~) ~ or (gn) z approaches zero, (g-). approaches zero. Making

‘~’=

FIG. 10.15.—Equivalent circuit for a synchro.

R~ large does not appreciably affect the accuracy, but merely causes the
two currents il and L to have more nearly the same magnitude:
Another disadvantage of the circuit of Fig. 10.14 is the power lost
by dissipation in Rk. Resistors inserted in the cathode leads to each of
the tubes will improve the linearity of each at the expense of a lowef
value of (g*). and the necessity of a larger value of Rk if the same ratio
of ii/i, is required.
10.5. Transient Response of a Synchro.—An equivalent circuit’ for
a synchro, simplified to include but one stator winding, is shown in Fig.
10.15. Other stator windings would be represented by adding identical
circuits, with all the circuits connected in parallel at their input terminals
and ground. A linear sawtooth voltage waveform E applied to the
rotor would produce at the stator output terminal a waveform distorted,
i This is a circuit synthesizedfor transformerswith constant components and
sinusoidalvoltages. The equivalenceis not exact, especiallyat high frcquencics,but
it will serve in calculating first-order correction terms for the input and output
voltagesof a synchro.
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as shown in Fig. 10.16, and having an amplitude depending on the sine
of the shaft angle. Although
This “droop” is
due to loss of
the delay varies as a function of
low frequencies
the shaft position, and hence
/
cannot be corrected uniformly for
all angles, it is not an important
factor except for a very-fast-rising
Damped
sawtooth waveform.
oscillation
I
of stator
I
Low-frequency Response.—If
the distributed capacity
C is
“&
neglected, the input voltage E
Delay
in start
required to produce a linear sawFIG.10.16.—Distortion of sawtooth volttooth output voltage e = kt is age waveform when transmitted through a
synchro.
readily calculated.
All voltages
and currents are zero up to t = O. The voltage across M in Fig. 10.15 is

M$(il–

i,) = (L, – M) ~

+ R2i2 + kt.

(38)

Since
iz=:=—)
RR

kt

(39)

then
~&=&k
dt
b

R

+&kt+kt
R

(40)

‘

and

‘=H%+
G+XI:
E=

Rli, +(L,

–M)~+M:(il

(41)
–iZ).

(42)

In practice, R is usually very much larger than R, or R2; hence Eq.
(42) reduces to
L,L, – M’
k R,t2
(43)
R
“
[

‘=~~+L’t+ 1

The rotor-stator coupling coefficient is ko = M/~z.
It varies with
angle from O to a maximum of about 0.9 for the types of synchro suitable
for resolving sawtooth waveforms.
Putting this term in Eq. (43) gives
(44)
The first term, in tz, is required to prevent the “droop” in the response at
large valuea oft.
For a sawtooth voltage of short time duration, or for a
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synchro with extremely low rotor resistance, it can be omitted.
The
last term is a step voltage that is required to reduce the delay.
For a
sawtooth wave of long duration and for large R, it can be omitted.
A
large value of R, however, may reduce the permissible duty ratio because
of the time required for oscillations set up by the termination of the sawtooth wave to die away. The expression Lz(l – I@ is the stator leakage
inductance.
It varies from Lz for the rotor position of zero coupling to
approximately 0.2LZ for the position of maximum coupling.
High-jrequency Response.—At high frequencies the effect of the distributed capacity is appreciable, and it must be left in the equivalent
circuit.
As shown by Eq. (44), R, may be omitted.
For an output
voltage e = kt, the stator current is then
(45)

i2=iu+ic=$+Ck.
Since L = O for t <0,

its derivative involves the impulse function 6 (t),
di,
—.
dt

k
~ + Cka(t).

(46)

‘l’he voltage across M is
M -$ (z, – 2,) = (L, – M) $: + R,iz + kt.

(47)

From Eqs. (45), (46), and (47)
dil
dt
“MR

k

!?+

R,C+

[

E=(L1–

t+IJx/’6(t)
1.

:+1

(48)

()
M)d~+M~(i,

–iz).

(49)

From Eqs. (46), (48), and (49), with L2( 1 – k:) set equal to L,

‘=

L1:[:+R2C+(%+’)

’+

LC’(’)I

‘w)

This equation is the same as Eq. (5) derived for the current through
a deflection coil, except that it is for a voltage rather than a current
waveform, and that L is not constant.
If the impulse function is omitted
from the input voltage, the output voltage will be of the same form as the
current in Eq. (11) plotted in Fig. 10.2:

-—

e = kt (1 — e ~LT).

(51)

The damping resistor and the step voltage are usually chosen to
match the condition of maximum coupling.
As the coupling is reduced,
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the value of L increases and the point h moves to the right. Finally, for
the condition of zero coupling, tl reaches a value equal to a little more
than twice its original value. Since the change in delay is different for
the resolved phase components from the synchro, it leads, for a short
time after the start of the sawtooth wave, to angular distortion of the
vector sum of the components, as well as to waveform distortion.
After
a time long enough for the exponential term to vanish, there is no longer
any distortion.
1006. Circuits for Driving Sweep Waveforms through a Synchro.—
Some of the circuits used for deflection coils are suitable, with short- and
medium-length sawtooth wave+ E.
forms, for
applying
voltage
waveforms to a synchro.
precaution must be observed
The rotor-winding insulation “n’in
~.
~~
many synchros is not sufficient to
withstand the plate supply voltage; hence condenser or trans~.
u
former coupling must be used if
Ep
the load is in the plate circuit of
--the amplifier. There will then be
a loss in frequency
response.
~
‘-- ~
Slight modifications make possible
the addition of the t2term of Eq.
HClamp
=
(44) required for a long sawtooth
\ -Egg
waveform.
Fm. 10.17.—Miller-rundown
sawtooth-voltReasonably linear output voltage driving circuit for a synchro.
ages may be obtained with the
circuit shown in Fig. 10.17. The slope of the sawtooth voltage on the
plate depends primarily on EO,R, and C, and is largely independent of the
voltage gain of VI and therefore of the plate load impedance. 1
After every sweep, the energy is dissipated in the damping resistors
across the synchro windings.
A clamp circuit (such as the one shown in
Fig. 4.35) must hold the grid of VI to the bias voltage –E,a after the
sweep is completed, even though the plate is executing a damped oscillation. The bias is so chosen that the tube passes a small quiescent
current. Since the series resistance of L1 is small, the average voltage
across L1 must be very nearly equal to zero. Therefore, the positive
overshoot must have an amplitude that is large enough and a duration
long enough to ensure that the area of the waveform above E,, is the
same as the area below EPP. This characteristic of an inductance is
used in generating balanced waveforms (see See. 13.10).
If the stator
1See Sweep Generafars, Vol. 19 of the Radiation Laboratory Series.
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leads of the synchro in Fig. 10”17 are applied directly to the plates of an
electrostatic cathode-ray tube and if there is time enough between
sweeps for the damped oscillation to reach a negligible amplitude, the
sweep on the cathode-ray tube will rotate about the point corresponding
to T,. The time required for damping can be estimated by the rate at
which a transient is damped out in a circuit where Ll, R ~, and C are in
parallel. If RI a ~ ~L1/C, the value for critical damping, the ampli——
tude of the oscillation decreases with e z~lc. Thus at a time large
compared with 2RlC, the voltage at the plate equals EPP. In practice,
a value of R 1 slightly greater than the value for critical damping returns
the synchro rotor to its quiescent state in the shortest time. The amplitude of the overshoot may be very great if C is small and if the period of

T -!E(l-;

E

)

I
“’=’”:
is ‘z--‘----+T-----ET
$
4C ‘-- Im~x,
_------__”-’—
B

rz

Sawtooth
voltage
in

iL

R

L:

1

k

=
E09

I 0 *,

l~,m

E—
C Zero

5
v

B

———————-——-

—---

A
-,
!~

‘
ttf
;2

FIG. 10. 18.—Voltage

——

and current in an inductance

t, t2
driven by an ideal cathode

3
follower.

oscillation is short. In fact this reverse overshoot voltage may reach
an amplitude greater than the plate supply voltage and may need to be
If extra capacity is
reduced in order to prevent insulation breakdown.
added across Ll to reduce this amplitude, the period of the damped
oscillation is increased.
Another simple circuit for applying a sweep voltage to a synchro is a
cathode follower shown in Fig. 10”18 with voltage and current waveforms.
In this circuit the energy is not extracted from the synchro rotor after
each sweep as in the circuit of Fig. 10.17. Because of the low resistance
of the inductance L, the average value of the voltage waveform applied
to the synchro rotor is about equal to ground potential.
The current
through the synchro has a constant average value 10 for all sweeps no
matter what fraction of the recurrence period is used for the actual sweep.
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Thus there is actually a small average voltage
across L.
The voltage across L is e = L ~
therefore L ~

EO

=

Io~L,

(neglecting E,).

= O, and ‘i. is a minimum.

379

which appears
At t~, e = O and

The areas B and A of the

current waveform must be equal. Since the cathode follower must
always have some current flowing through it in order to maintain damping action across L, it is necessary to draw an average current 10 large
T

:
A

b

c
Omh synchro
SN7
y,

V3 =+.6H6
~ = 6L6G

FIG. 10.19.—Typical circuit for applying a voltage waveform such as that of Fig. 10.5,
across a synchro.
The output tetrode can handle peak currents of about 150 ma at
maximum waveform voltages of about 150 volts.
R, and C, are chosen to give re?pectlvely
the step and slope desired for the sweep waveform.
R, also adjusts the sweep slope. R,
controls the correction for low-frequency losses in the synchro.

enough to keep 1~,. always positive.
In order to design the amplifier
output circuit so that it has adequate quiescent current Zoand incapable
of delivering 1~.. without drawing grid current, it is useful to know the
values of 10 and 1~.,. The following symbols will be used:
1“= period of repetition,
r = fraction of total time during which sawtoothis
E = amplitude of sawtooth voltage across L.

rising,

The average current is
‘O=%
The maximum current is
I-

ltimaybe

-i+i)+’-

‘%(%-’+’)+’setequal tozero.
‘

(52)

(53)
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A circuit that provides low output impedance with the aid of voltage
feedback is shown in Fig. 10.19.
The midfrequency loop gain of this amplifier is about 10, and the
normal output impedance of the 6L6G (about 200 ohms) is therefore
reduced to less than 20 ohms. Nevertheless, there are appreciable lowfrequency losses due to the finite resistance of the rotor. Therefore the
circuit using the bootstrap principle has been designed to generate a sawtooth voltage of constantly increasing slope (i.e., with a tzcorrection term)
by causing the voltage of the positive end of R, to increase faster than
that of the negative end. It may be shown by calculating the value of
e., the voltage across Cl, as a function of time that this inserts the tz
term necessary for a linear output voltage.
If the step resistor Rt is zero
and the current through RI is iR,,
1’

ec=r,

/

~

ia, dt.

(54)

But
i R,

=

EO + se. – e.
R,
‘

(55)

where S, the voltage gain of the amplified signal being applied to the
positive end of the resistance Rl, is greater than one. When Eq. (.55) is
substituted in Eq. (54) and the resulting equation is solved for e,, under
the conditions that e. = O when t = O,

_!k

(e%%

_

1)

‘c=$–l

(56)

When the exponential is expanded to a power series,
E,
—t+
‘c = R,C,

EO(S–l)

t,+...

2R~C:

(57)

Thus, to a first approximation, the correction term added by the extra
gain in the feedback signal to the positive end of RI produces the required
V term. For any given R,, C,, and EO, S can be adjusted by means of
potentiometer RS to produce the desired magnitude of the tzcoefficient.
The resistor R, forms a step of amplitude

A

EO, which can be

adjusted to form correctly the constant term in Eq. (44).
The switch circuit, which uses a diode and a cathode follower, has an
advantage over the simple triode or pentode switch; namely, that there
is no negative ‘‘ spike” following the sawtooth waveform.
When condenser coupling is used, this “ spike” may otherwise be caused by the
exceptionally low triode or pentode switch impedance at the time when
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the grid waveform ends and large grid current is flowing.
Furthermore,
the capacity “ feedthrough” of the switching rectangular wave through VZ
is in the right direction to aid the start of the s\veep waveform.
Another circuit capable of performing the same function is shown in
Fig. 10.20. Here all the low-frequency correction and some of the highfrequency correction to the sweep waveform is introduced directly’ by
the feedback circuit. An extra winding on the rotor samples the flux in
very nearly the same manner as the stator windings sample it. The
feedback circuit causes the voltage on this extra winding—to be a step-.
This method
plus-sawtooth voltage identical with the input voltage.
<c

I

e)

0.1

T

T

J--L
5k

used only for
feedback

~

LL---------J
- ~ S,:chro
wlh two
i rotor
windings

FIG. 10.20.—Method of correcting output-voltage waveform for low-frequency 10sses
due to the finite output impedance of the amplifier and the resistance of the rotor.

corrects almost exactly for low-frequency losses, but corrects for only
part of the high-frequency losses because the coupling coefficient of the
two rotor windings is higher than that from the rotor to stator, and the
The voltage on the stator winding
distributed capacities are different.
haa the same appearance as was shown in Fig. 10.19. Some compensation for the frequency response between the two windings on the synchro
The RG, C~ network in
rotor is usually necessary to prevent instability.
the plate circuit of Vb (see Fig. 10-19) performs this function.
A third method of correcting for low-frequency loss in the synchro is
shown in Fig. 13.10. Here an R(7-network is inserted in the feedback
lead from the synchro rotor. This network peaks the low-frequency gain
of the amplifier by reducing the negative feedback at low frequencies.
10.7. Synchro Driving a Deflection Coil.-In
some applications,
deflection-coil currents are obtained dhectly from a synchro.
The input
I Personal correspondence from General Electric C!ompany, Receiver Division.
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\\
’:~vefurm to the synchro is of the same form as that used \vlwn :t voltage
output waveform is desired, but the coefficients of the various terms are
ditferent. Figure 10.21 sho\vs the eq[[ivalcnt circuit for a synchro and
deflection coil with the distributed capacity transformed to the rotor
winding.
In order to prodllce a linear deflection current i, = M, the
voltage across If must bc similtir to Eq. (38):
M ~ (i, –

i,)

= (1,2 –

;lf+ l.,)
~

+ (l?2 + R3)i2.

(58)

Neglecting the effect of C, the rotor current i, calc(dfited from 13q. (58) is
(59)
under the conditions that i, = O }vhen t = O.

‘~L3

FIG. 10.21.—Equivalent

v
circuit of a synchro driviug a deflection coil Ls, R:.

The input current, therefore, must be a sawtooth waveform plus a P
term. The t2 term is small compared \vith the t term only when
(L
t ‘<2

+

L3)

(R, + R,)

With the types of synchros and deflection coils available, this condition
is not fulfilled for sweeps of more than 500 to 1000 ~sec in length. The
circuit shown in Fig. 10.19 is an example of a circuit providing correction
of this type.
In general, the same types of sawtooth amplifier circuits
already discussed are applicable here.
Since there is some capacity, often as much as about 0.001 pf, across
the synchro rotor and stator, there will be a delay in the start of the output waveform and it is usually necessary to damp out transient oscillations initiated by changes in input current. In practice, damping
resistors must be added acrosa only the rotor of the synchro.
An approximate value of the rotor damping resistor may be determined by assuming
the synchro to be an ideal transformer.
Then the stator capacity may
be transformed to the rotor. If L is the total deflection-system inductance aa meaaured at the rotor, and C’ is the total equivalent capacity at
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the rotor, the value of damping resistor needed for critical damping may
be calculated from
(6(?)
If L, = Lz = 13 m~, and L, = 5 mh, then L = 5 mh. If there is a
capacity of 0,001 pf on both rotor and stator, liht~~ = MM ohms,
This
value is approximately what is required in an actua[ circuit (far DiehI
synchTo type I?P). These damping resistors are so~etimes added not
across the rotor itself, but on the primary of the transformer driving the
rotor (see Fig. 13.22).
It is not desirable to have the damping resistors
across the deflection coils because, in that case, their current would have
to be supplied through the leakage inductance of the synchro, and an
additional delay in the start of the sweeps would resu[t.

CHAPTER
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RECTANGULAR-COORDINATE
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DISPLAYS

ELLSWORTH

Rectangular-coordinate
displays include three general types: the
B-scan, the C-scan, andthe television scan. The B-scan is characterized
by a plot of the time interval against an independent variable; the C-scan
gives a plot of two independently controlled variables, and the television
scan presents two synchronized time-base sweeps. Signals are presented
For reference and
on the display by means of intensity modulation.
increased accuracy in readhg the graph, electronic markers may be used.
The same results may be achieved by means of an overlay on the tube
face, but care must then be taken to keep a fixed dimensional relationship between the electronic presentation and the overlay.
In order to obtain a display that has both low power consumption and
a small number of circuit elements, an electrostatically focused, electrostatically deflected cathode-ray tube may be used. A tube of this
type may also be employed wherever an extremely fast sweep, such as a
fast-time-base sweep, is desired. If, however, better contrast, greater
luminescence, and more nearly orthogonal traces are required, electromagnetically deflected tubes are superior.
THE B-SCAN
11.1. General Characteristics. -The
B-scan display is a plot of time
interval against an independent variable.
Basically, a B-scan unit
consists of a cathode-ray tube and of some associated circuits having, in
all, three input terminals.
One input signal, a synchronizing trigger,
which usually occurs at regular time intervals, initiates the time-base
sweep. This sweep is generally oriented vertically on the tube face
(display units made with the time-base sweep horizontal have been
designated as E-scans).
Another input signal is a voltage proportional
to a function j(z) of an independent variable x. It controls the horizontal sweep, and hence the lateral position of the vertical sweep. In order
to obtain a recurring pattern, f(z) must be periodic.
The period of the
function of the independent variable is, in general, much greater than the
time interval between synchronizing triggers. In fact, the vertical sweep
is obtained from a-c–coupled circuits whereas the horizontal sweep,
because of its relatively low periodicity and because of the possibility
384
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.

that it may assume a stationary value, is obtained from direct-coupled
circuits. Under these circumstances, the vertical traces are straight
lines and are sufficiently close together to give an essentially solid picture
(Fig. 6.1). The signals and reference marks that intensity-modulate
the scan are applied to the third input terminal.
The independent variable z may be any physical quantity, such as
In radar displays the quantity z is
an angle, a distance, or a voltage.
an angle, and j(z) is equal either to x or to sin z. The resultant display
of angle against time maps in rectangular coordinates an area that has
been scanned in polar coordinates as shown in Fig. 11.1 (see Chap. 13).
Here dktortion is introduced as shown in Fig. 11.2, and vectors between
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FIG, 11.1.—Distortion

(b)
of a sector when presented in a B-scan.
on a true sector and (b) on a B-scan.

Equal areas present (a)

points are changed both in magnitude and in direction; nevertheless,
signal position may be determined by interpolation between angle and
time indices such as those shown in Fig. 11.1. The simplest B-scope
unit has the following features: (1) The time-base sweep begins at zero
time (time is measured from the synchronizing trigger); (2) the speed of
the vertical sweep may be fixed or variable; (3) the value of j(z) at the
center of the tube, j(a), is arbitrarilyy chosen and fixed; (4) the horizontal
sweep represents a fixed or a variable range of f(x) centered about f(a).
A more flexible unit may be designed by adding to these features a
circuit to delay the start of the time-base sweep, which then includes the
time interval between tl and h, where O s tl < tz and h is the maximum
value of time to be plotted.
As tl becomes greater, the distortion of a
B-scan that represents a polar-coordinate sector decreases (Fig. 11.3).
Additional versatility is obtained from a movable display in which
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any value of j(z) may be centered on the tube. This feature is particularly useful if successively different intervals of the complete cycle of
j(z) are to be plotted.

(b)
(a)
FIO. 11,2.—Distortions
produced by a B-scan used as a map sector: (a) shows grid
squares which maybe superimposedon
a true map; (b) shows the corresponding squares as
distorted by a B-man.

(a)
FIG. 11.3.—Pattern

(b)

of a B-scan with no range normalization.
(a) 50-mile B-scan,
delay.
(b) 50-mile B-scan, 4-unit delay.

zero

11.2. Methods of Producing aB-scan.-A
block diagram ofatv~ical
B-scope is shown in Fig. 11.4. - In the time-base-sweep-block,
a t~{gger
is applied to a selective buffer amplifier that is intended to prevent any
other information that may be present on the same transmission line
from also acting as a trigger signal. The output signal of the buffer

J
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trig, in

Trigger ~
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1
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~me.
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delay
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multivi. ~
brator
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FIG. 11.4.—Block diagram of typical B-scan unit.
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amplifier triggers a time-delay circuit, which furnishes a delayed trigger
tothemaster multivibrator.
This circuit produces positive and negative
The positive square
square waves having the desired time duration.
wave, applied to the first anode of the cathode-ray tube, brightens the
trace during the time of the sweep. The negative square wave opens
the electronic switch associated with a voltage-sawtooth-waveform
generator. By means of the amplifier and sweep driver, a similar current
waveform is driven through one of the vertical deflection windings.
Vertical positioning of the trace is controlled by the direct current through
a second vertical deflection winding.
The horizontal-sweep block contains a source of voltage proportional
to the value of the function of the independent variable f(z), and sweep
drivers that produce currents through the horizontal deflection windings
proportional to this voltage.
The voltage source may be any of those
mentioned in Chap. 5. A movable display maybe made if some mechanical or electrical means of orienting the voltage source with respect to the
input shaft is available.
This orientation may be done mechanically
either by rotation of the potentiometer, condenser, or synchro-stator
frame, or by the insertion of a mechanical differential between the driving
shaft and the voltage source; or it may be done electrically by the use
of a differential synchro.
The choice as to whether potentiometer, synchro-carrier, or condensercarrier methods of obtaining voltage information should be used depends
upon the desired horizontal-sweep speed, the permissible phase lag in
j(x) (especially important when scanning back and forth over an interval
of j(x) or when scanning at variable rates), the required filtering of ripple
For high scanning
voltage, and the expected life of the equipment.
speeds (about 10 cps) the condenser-carrier method is most suitable
because (1) the condenser can be operated at higher rotational speeds
than the potentiometers and synchros now available, (2) the carrier
frequency may be relatively high (1 Me/see or more) requiring little
filtering of the detected output and hence small phase lag, and (3) the
life is quite long. Synchros may be operated at slower speeds (up to
about 1 cps) and lower values of carrier frequency (maximum of 25
kc/see).
Advantages of thk method are that the data are free from noise,
and the life is long. On the other hand, the potentiometer method is
certainly the easiest and cheapest, and recently developed potentiometers
have long lives (10 million revolutions).
However, the data tend to be
noisy; sufficient filtering minimizes this effect but phase lags may then
become excessive.
The signal and marker amplifiers included in the complete circuit are
usually fairly wide bamlpass circuits ( 1 to 10 Me/see) in which the
selection of the pass band depends upon several factors (such as resolu-
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tion, sweep speed, and tube spot size) discussed in Sec. 4.8; and in which
the gain depends upon the voltage level of the input signals.
It is
desirable to apply signals of at least 35 to 40 volts to the cathode-ray
tube. Sometimes the markers are mixed with the signals, but often it
is found much easier to insert them on different elements of the tube.
If more than one type of electronic marker is to be shown on the tube
face, they are mixed first.
The cathode-ray-tube block includes the tube itself, deflection and
focus coils, and intensity and focus controls.
If the scanner rotates continuously in one direction, the horizontal
sweep must be blanked out during its return time or the return time must

(a)
(b)
of B-scan with range normalization.
(a) 50-mile
(b) 50-mile B-scan, 3-unit delay, range normalization.

FIG. 11.5.—Pattern

B-scan,

O delay.

be so short as to leave no visible trace on the tube. Otherwise two sets
of data will be presented for two different values of j(x).
For an oscillating scanner it is necessary only to insure that j(z) is a single-valued
function of the scanner angle.
One variation of a B-scan should be considered in connection with
the reproduction of a sector of a polar-coordinate sweep with a radial
time base (in radar, a map sector).
If the vertical sweep is delayed in
time so that later time intervals may be presented, the conventional
B-display preserves nearly constant spacing between angle indices with
increasing delay. This effect increases the lateral-distance scale factor
with increasing time as is evident in Fig, 11.3 where the lateral spacing of
angle marks is much less in b than in a. At times it is desirable to preserve
the lateral scale factor.
This can be done if the horizontal sweep speed
is increased in proportion to the time delay of the start of the sweep, a
process known as “ range normalization. ” The vertical time sweep must
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be fairly short because only an average normalization can be introduced.
In Fig. 11.5 the average distance between angle marks with range
normalization is more nearly the same for a and b than is the case without normalization shown in Fig. 11“3a and b. With a range-normalized
scan, an overlay using a fixed scale factor may be placed over the display
to determine distance between points with a reasonable degree of
accuracy.
11.3. Examples of B-scopes.—A typical B-scope is described in block
form in Fig. 11.6, and the corresponding circuit diagram is shown in
Fig. 11.7.
The independent variable controlling the horizontal sweep is the
angular position of a scanner; the voltage supplied to the sweep drivers
is proportional to the sine of the scanner angle, as measured from a fixed
reference point.
This particular B-scope includes a movable sector
obtained by employing two synchros so that, by adjustment of the rotor
of the type 1CT synchro (Fig. 11.7), any angle may be set at the center
of the cathode-ray tube.
A 1500-cps carrier of 200 volts peak-to-peak amplitude is generated
by the oscillator circuit, consisting of V, and the tank circuit, a 0.05-pf
condenser Cl in parallel with the rotor of a size-5G synchro that rotates
synchronously with the scanner. If the size-5G synchro is rotating at
constant angular velocity, and if the shaft of th’e type 1CT synchro is
stationary, the rotor output from the lCT synchro is a modulated
carrier such that the modulation envelope consists of two symmetrical
sine waves, 180° out of phase, in which the period T is the same as that
of the variation of angle (2 to 10 rpm), (refer to waveforms on block
diagram, Fig. 11 .6). The output waveform of the lCT synchro, after
passing through a cathode follower V2, is demodulated by a phasesensitive rectifier Vj in such a way as to obtain only one of the sine waves
making up the envelope.
This rectified voltage, applied to the cathodecoupled horizontal-sweep drivers V4 and Vs, controls the current through
the horizontal deflection coils.
Except for the known voltage change in the cathode follower, the d-c
voltage level placed on the modulated carrier by the potentiometer RI
(which is also the voltage at points A and B on the waveform shown in
Fig. 11.6) is maintained through the following circuits and applied to
the input grid of one of the horizontal drivers.
The voltage of the other
driver grid is adjusted by potentiometer R~ so that the two drivers are
drawing equal currents at angles corresponding to the null points A and
B of the modulated carrier. Because the deflection coils are connected
in push-pull, the trace is then centered horizontally.
The null points are determined by the orientations of the rotors of
the 5G and lCT synchros relative to their respective stators. By turning
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the lCT rotor, the null positions are changed, and accordingly the
azimuthal angles appearing at the center of the tube are changed.
It
must be noted that the null points are located at two azimuthal positions,
180° apart. Furthermore, the slope of the voltage curve at one null is
positive, whereas that at the other is negative and gives rise to sweeps
in clifferent directions at each 180°. Since the scanner rotates continuously in one direction, it is desirable to blank out one of the two sweeps,
the “reverse azimuth sweep,” to avoid presenting two sets of information
on the scope.
Period
of rotation
During the time of the reverse
ofantenna
azimuth sweep, the “flop-over”
~
I
I
Vs provides positive
blanking
I
I
pulses on the cathode of the
cathode-ray tube.
The output
“~ .,~-’’’’)-,t+.,t+
~
voltage of the phase-sensitive rec, , (a)” I
I
I
tifier is applied to one grid of Va,
I
I
I
I
II
1
with the result that only one secI
1
tion conducts at a given time.
(b) I
The section that conducts is deter- V& ~
I
I
mined partly by the value of the Non-conducting ~
I
input grid voltage, but mostly by VI
u
the sign of the slope of the voltage ‘ndting
‘a
Conduti”ng
curve at that point.
Figure 11.8
..
VW
makes this clear.
Non~nd@ing
The vertical sweep, or range
FIG. 11.S.—Method of blanking return
sweep, uses no feedback to line(a) Azimuth
azimuth sweep in a B-scan.
voltage sine wave applied to grid of azimuth
arize
the current through the
sweep-blanking
tube V~a. (b) Square-wave
vertical deflection coil; the simblankinz Duke on date of Vs., which is used
to blan~ “the cat~ode-ray tube during the
plicity is permitted by the relapositive interval, EF, corresponding to the
tively S1OW time sweeps (250 to time of tbe reverse sweep control about B.
Dashwl portion of (a) represents reverse
1000 psec) that were needed and
azimuthsweep,
by the low requirements
on
l~nearity. A m~re complicated
circuit, using current feedback for
increased linearity, could be used for the range sweep (see Chap. 10).
The synchronizing trigger, about 40 volts positive, is buffered by a
trigger discriminator tube V,l, which is so biased that only the inverted
trigger will appear on the output terminal.
A time-delay “ flipflop”
V, z
is used to delay the time of the start of the sweep by an arbitrary amount.
The positive rectangular wave from the delay circuit is differentiated,
and the resulting positive and negative pulses are applied to the master
fiip-flop, which is fired only by negative triggers.
Hence, the sweep
flip-flop is triggered only by the falling edge of the delay gate. To
eiiminate jitter of the time-base sweep, it is important that the delayed
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trigger represent a stable time delay, with a minimum of pickup.
For
this reason the VR-150 voltage-regulator tube ~13 k used to supply d-c
voltage with very low ripple to the cathode-coupled delay flip-flop.
The
master flip-flop, producing negative and positive rectangular waves of
the desired time duration, supplies the positive rectangular wave to the
first anode of the cathode-ray tube to brighten the trace during the time
of the sweep. The negative rectangular wave operates the switch tube
V,s~ to provide in the plate circuit a voltage sawtooth waveform.
The
positive sawtooth voltage is a-c coupled, and d-c restored to the proper
bias level, to the grid of the single-ended vertical sweep driver ~16 to
give an approximately linear current through one vertical deflection
winding. Direct current through the other vertical deflection winding,
controlled by Rs, determines vertical positioning of the trace. The sweep
driver Vlc is biased nearly to cutoff between sweeps so that, without
centering current, the vertical sweep will begin at about the center of
the tube.
Video signals, 6 to 10 volts in amplitude, are amplified in one stage,
Vc, and a-c coupled to the cathode of the cathode-ray tube. The cathode
is d-c restored to a selected bias controlling the brightness of the trace.
Angle and time indices are mixed nonaddltively in a cathode-follower
and inserted on the grid of the cathode-ray tube.
The focus is controlled
by R,.
An extremely simple B-scope may be designed by combining the
vertical sweep circuit in the preceding unit with the horizontal sweep
circuit used in the example of a C-scan (Sec. 11.5).
A block diagram of another typical B-scope is given in Fig. 11”9 and
a circuit diagram in Fig. 11.10. Particular features of this instrument
include: (1) a very fast time-base sweep, 15 psec in duration, which may
start at zero time or at any accurately controlled delayed time; (2) a fast
azimuth sweep (16 sweeps per second), which is greatly expanded (covering about 5° in azimuth) and in addition is range-normalized so that
distances on the scope will be preserved regardless of the time delay; (3)
TAZLE 11l.-A~DITIOXAL

●

INFORMATION
RECABDINGPARTS IXCLI-DEDIN FIG. 11.10

Part no.
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Tapped
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Form, in.
2

:
+
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three accurate 1° electronic angle markers centered in the display; and
(4) blanking of the cathode-ray tube by means of a photoelectric-cell
switch at all azimuth angles except those to be presented on the tube.
Voltage for driving the horizontal sweep is obtained by the condenser
method of data transmission.
The sweep condenser is effectively geared
to the scanner so that 320° rotation of the condenser corresponds to 10°
variation in azimuth.
During the remaining 40° rotation of the condenser, the azimuth sweep is restored to its initial position (see Fig. 11.1 1),
The output from a l-Me/see oscillator V, (Fig. 11.10) is applied to a
voltage divider, consisting of Cl in series with the sweep capacitor CZ
The values of
whose capacity varies linearly wit h the angle of rotation.
the two capacities at all angles are such that the fraction of the carrier
voltage that appears across the
sweep condenser is proportional to
the angle of rotation of the condenser rotor.
This modulated
carrier voltage is then detected by
Vz~, and the demodulated carrier
is filtered and inserted into a
cathode-follower stage V*6to lower
the driving impedance.
Because
the azimuth sweep is relatively
0
320 3ELl
640720
fast compared with the one used
Degrees rotation of condenser
in the B-scope previously
deFIG. 11.1 I.—Relation between rotation
of the azimuth sweep condenser and azimuth
scribed, the azimuth voltage from
position.
the cathode follower is a-c coupled
to the driving stage. Potentiometer li~, the scale-factor control, connected across the azimuth voltage, determines the amount of that
voltage to be supplied to the driving circuits and therefore determines
the azimuth scale. To compensate for the change of lateral scale
factor with time delay of the vertical sweep, the range-normalization
potentiometer li~ is added.
This potentiometer is mechanically connected to the manual control that determines the time of delay of the
start of the vertical sweep, so that, as the time delay is increased, the
amount of available azimuth voltage at the brush of Rq to be supplied
to the sweep drivers is proportionally increased.
The range-normalized
azimuth voltage is split into two phases, 180° apart, by the phase inverter
Va, to provide push-pull voltages to the two horizontal sweep drivers V,
and vs. The horizontal deflection coils are driven in push-pull from the
plates of these tubes. By proper adjustment of the tapped resistor

(m-

(potentiometer R J between the two cat bodes of the drivers, the tubes
are made to draw equal currents when their grids are at the same potential, thereby centering the horizontal sweep.
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The “stabilization
sawtooth”
voltage, which is coupled into the
azimuth sweep voltage at the junction of CsandRl, is added tothehorizontal sweep voltage only at the three positions where angle indices are
to appear on the tube. 1 At these positions, this superimposed waveform
stops the horizontal sweep always at the same voltage for a given mark
just long enough to ensure that
Time for slotted disk to
rotate through 32° corthe angle marks will be located at
responding to actual
-i
the same positions for successive
t1° azimuth rotation.
~
scans.
1
II
The azimuth-mark circuit per)
(b)
~
!
forms two functions: (1) It pro-v1
1;
vides the three azimuth marks to
Azimuth mark
(c) I
I
intensity-modulate the tube; and
*~16/.Jsec
P“II
(2) it supplies the stabilization
I
(d)J+
A disk,
sawtooth waveform.
1~
I
rotating synchronously at 16 cps,
intercepts the light to a photocell
VT except when one of the three
-1
slots that are effective y 10 apart
in azimuth is passing through the
t Time of first delayed
time sweep trigger
beam. Positive impulses generafter photocell pip
1ated at these three points are
I
Time of initial pip
from
photocell
cwcuit
applied to a cathode follower Vg
and are then inverted and ampliIncreasing time
The negative output
fied in V,.
FIG,11 .12. —Production of azimuth mark
and stabilization of ammuth sweeps at the
signal from the amplifier is clipped
time of the mark.
Shaded area in (e)
by VI,. and used to trigger the fliprepresents time interval of azimuth mark
flop multivibrator, V, I and Vlot,. during which the azimuth sweep voltage
is practically
constant.
The
horizontal
To the other input terminal of the scale is greatly compressed as compared with
the vertical scale.
(a) Positive square wave
flipflop is applied a negative range
on screen of Vi,.
(b) Waveform (a) differgate 4000 times a second (since the entiated. (c) Inversion and amplification
repetition rate of the trigger is 4 of (b). The positive square wave M the
angle mark that coincides with a range
kc/see).
This gate coincides with
sweep. (d) Stabilization sawtooth voltage
generated on plate of V,,. (e) Stabilized
the time interval of the vertical
azimuth voltage.
sweep. The flip-flop is insensitive
to these negative pulses except for the first one that occurs immediately
The net result is
after an angle pip has ‘‘ triggered” the flip-flop.
that there appears on the screen of the V,l section of the flip-flop
a positive square wave, which begins with the azimuth-mark pulse and
ends at the beginning of the range sweep (see Fig. 11.12).
This positive
square wave is differentiated, inverted, and clipped to produce a leading
negative pip and a lagging positive pip that occurs at the time of start

k

1See Sec.

6.2,

Fig. 6.8, sweep-stopping circuit.
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of the vertical sweep and that is about i6psec wide. The information is
applied to a mixer stage Vzn, which is sensitive only to the positive pip,
and there it is mixed with time indices and ultimately with the video
signals to intensity-modulate the cathode beam of the cathode-ray tube.
The stabilization sawtooth waveform is produced on the plate of the
v,, section of the flip-flop.
Actually it ends right at the time of the start
of the intensified vertical sweep corresponding to the angle mark, but
the azimuth sweep voltage returns to its normal level so slowly in comparison with the lfi-,usec time duration of the sweep that the shift is not
noticeable.
The RC sawtooth circuit consists of R7 and Cd; the amplitude
of the stabilization sawtooth waveform is controlled by potentiometer R ~.
A cathode-follower driver V,ti is used to mix the sawtooth waveform with
the normal azimuth sweep voltage.
The azimuth blanking circuit prevents a positive gate, coincident
in time with the vertical sweep, from raising the grid of the cathoderay tube to conduction level during the time of the reverse azimuth sweep.
Whether or not the positive brightening pulse is transmitted to the tube
through the part of the blanking circuit consisting of the coincidence
tube VIS and the amplifier V,T depends upon the voltage on the supDuring the 320° when the associated blanking disk
pressor grid of V,,.
is interrupting the light to the photocell Vls, thk grid is at ground level,
the brightening pulse is transmitted, and a sweep is visible on the tube.
This 320° is the angle through which the sweep condenser rotates to
produce the normal 10° azimuth sweep. During the remaining 40°
rotation, the suppressor grid of the coincidence tube is sufficiently negative (because of the impulse received from the photocell) to cut off V16.
Therefore, the reverse sweep is blanked.
In the vertical sweep circuit, the time-sweep multivibrator Vlg is
triggered by the delayed trigger from a timing unit. A positive time
gate from the plate of Visa is coupled to the coincidence tube V16. A
negative time gate from VI S5is amplified and inverted by V19 to supply a
positive pulse to the two grids of the vertical sweep drivers VZO and VZI
operating in parallel.
It is necessary to apply a large rectangular wave
of voltage across the deflection coil to produce the fast vertical sweep.
Voltage feedback from the deflection coil to the grids of the sweep drivers
acts to start the vertical sweep faster, and to make it more linear. 1
The vertical position is determined by the direct current through the
other vertical deflection coil; rheostat Rs is used to control this current.
The focus-coil current is adjusted by rheostat RG. The first anode of
the cathode-ray tube is tied to a fixed potential.
Another part of the complete circuit includes marker and video
the cathode-ray tube.
mixers and amplifiers to intensity-modulate
I For a more completediscussionof thk type of feedback, see Sec. 10.2.
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Time and angle indices and video signals are mixed in the two halves of
V*2, and in ~23, respectively, since these three SeCtiOIM contain a Cornrnon
plate load.
THE C-SCOPE
11.4.
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In radar, the C-scope is used to present azimuth vs. elevation angle
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of a radar beam that is sweeping systematically (in azimuth and elevation) through a given sector of space. At certain combinations of the
two variables, targets are located and appear on the screen as intensitymodulated echoes.
If this were the whole story, designing a C-scan would involve only
altering the vertical sweep of a B-scan so that it, like the horizontal
sweep, would be controlled by an independent variable.
But a complicating factor is added in pulsed systems, including radar, because of the
time factor that must be considered.
The time-base sweep, which normally resolves signals and noise, tends to add a third dimension to the
two-dimensional display of azimuth vs. elevation angle. To be consistEp

+ 301

o

ED

+ 30(

‘\\

- 3(
(a)

(b)

FIG. 11 .14. —Effect of increasing vertical sweep ~pced relative to horizontal sweep
speed.
(a) Horizontal SWCCPspeed ahout ~ vertical sweep speed.
The vertical sweep
is shown at 1 ; the illtensit.v modulated signal at 2. (b) Horizontal hweeD
. verv. slow con,pared with vertical swecp.-

ent with the constraints imposed by the two dimensions, the time-base
line must be compressed to a dot, and all the information appearing along
that time-base line integrated to make up the total intensity of the dot.
However, if the information of interest occupies but a small time interval
of the total time-base line, as is usually the case in pulsed systems, its
signal contributes but a small incremental effect to the integrated
intensity.
Physically this mums that it \vould be very difficult to
differentiate between a spot in ~vhich the signal occurs and one in which
only noise occurs.
The only effective way to gain the needed contrast between a position
in azimuth and elevation containing a signal and one without a signal is
to locate in range a small pedestal on the target, and to bias the cathoderay tube so that only during the short time interval represented by the
width of the pedestal is the scrccn of the cathode-ray tube brightened,
regardless of the azimuth-elevation position of the antenna.
The noise
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and signal are integrated only over the brief time corresponding to the
pedestal
This, then, is a condition for satisfactory operation of a
C-scope in pulsed systems to distinguish signals from noise. To fulfill
the condition, it is almost a necessity to operate simultaneously another
type of display, such as an A-scope, in which the time base is resolved
This
into a line on which the pedestal may be located over the target.
range pedestal restricts the space area that can be presented on the display; therefore the C-scope is a plot of azimuth and elevation only over
a small interval of range. The size of this range interval must be kept
small if weak signals are to be recognized in the midst of noise.
CRT
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FIG, 11. 15.—Simplified

block diagram of C-scope.

A simplified block diagram of a C-scope is shown in Figure 11.15.
The horizontal and vertical sweep circuits are similar to those used for
the horizontal sweep of aB-scope; in fact, they maybe identical.
The
signal-amplifier
and marker-mixer block and the cathode-ray-tube
block also resemble corresponding parts in a B-scope.
The only addition
in the case of the C-scope is a time-selection circuit, which provides for a
time pedestal to brighten the cathode-ray tube only during the time
interval occupied by the signal of interest. This time-pedestal feature
is necessary only for pulsed systems.
For a simple system, in which one
is interested in plotting only the variation of a phenomenon with respect
to two independent variables regardless of a time consideration, a C-scope
may be extremely simple and may involve no electronic components
except for signal amplifiers and the cathode-ray tube.
The time-selector circuit consists fundamentally
of a time-delay
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elevation

circuit

sweep

diagram

rircuits

of atypical

are idcmtical,

( ‘-scope

and

of the

type that could equally well be used to provide the horizontal
sweep of a
simplified
D-scope.
IIjach circuit consists only of a deflection
coil cunnected

directly

potentiometer

across

two

(see (‘hap.

5).

contact
The

arms

(1 80°

potentiometer

apart)

of a full-circled

is connected

from

the

+24-volt d-c source to ground as sho\vn. J1’hen the contart arms are
each at the half-~~ay voltage point bct~veen 24 volts and ground, no
Rotation of
current flows through the coil, and the trace is centered.
the contact arms in one direction or the other from the central position
deflects the beam in the corresponding direction from the center of the
tube.
There are some objections to this method.
If the winding of the
potentiometer is linear, then the current dralvn by the potentiometer
from the po\ver source must be large compared \vith the current through
the deflection coil. f~ther~vise, the deflections ~~ould not be linear. To
obtain a low-resistance potentiometer, the wire used must be rather
large, and, consequently, poor continuity of data transmission or large
potentiometer noise will result. Although the linearity may be improved
by properly tapering the winding, the current taken from the potentiometer by the deflection coil will usually still be sufficient to require wire
size large enough to cause considerable noise and short life. These
factors must be balanced against the accompanying circuit simplicity to
determine whether the potentiometer method, as used in this circuit, is
suitable for a particular case.
Control of the horizontal and vertical positioning is obtained by two
air-core coils on the same form, placed inside of the f ecus coil. Dual
potentiometer RS determines the vertical centering and dual potentiometer Rd determines the horizontal centering.
The current through the
focus coil is controlled by Rs. 1
1Altematilvely,the centering coil may be a square coil similar to the deflection coil,
but with a stack height of only ~ in., interposed between the focus and deflection coils.
Neither of these methods of centering is so satisfactory from the standpoint of performance as that of centering by means of extra windings on the deflection coil itself.
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The circuit used to obtain the delayed time-selector gate could be
simplified for some applications by omitting some of the clipper and
buffer stages. In this circuit, apositive trigger isamplified and inverted
by VI., and the negative output pulse is used to trigger the time-delay
flip-flop consisting of V, and Vs. The amount of delay is controlled by
the value of the variable condenser Cl. The positive rectangular wave
from this flip-flop is buffered from the gate circuit and amplified by V,b.
The output of the buffer is a positive pulse at the delayed time (end of
flip-flop waveform).
This pulse is differentiated and applied to a clipper
tube Vi, which is so biased as to transmit only the positi~re differentiated
pip. By transformer coupling to the plate of the buffer tube, the delayed
positive trigger is applied to a cathode-coupled multivibrator, the timeselector gate generator Vs. Part (RJ of the plate resistance of the section that gives a positive gate is common with the limiter section V, of
the video-amplifier circuit; thus a video signal that occurs during the
time interval of the time-selector gate is placed on top of that pedestal.
The mixed output of the time-selector gate and the video signal is then
applied through cathode followers V ~ and V9 to drive a low-impedance
cable. Before this information is applied to the grid of the cathode-ray
tube, it is connected through C2 to a d-c restorer that restores the voltage
level to a value set by R, so that only the video information will intensify
the tube.
The cathode of the cathode-ray tube is held at ground potential
during the normal sweep intervals because S, is closed.
At the time of
the return sweep, ho\vever, SI is opened to put the cathode at a positive
level and, therefore, to blank the tube.
The first anode is held at a fixed.
positive potential. ‘
TELEVISION DISPLAYS
11.6. General Principles.-The
third type included under rectangular-coordinate displays is the television scan. Here the two sweeps are
functions of time, and both are synchronized to give a stable and recurring pattern.
The sweeps are usually linear ~vith time. The horizontal
sweep, the fast sweep, is kit, and the vertical sweep kjt, \vhere kl/kz is
a constant.
If kl/kZ is an integer, the pattern is exactly duplicated for
each complete vertical scan. If kJk, is a half integer, the pattern
requires two vertical scans to give a complete picture.
In television,
this latter case is known as “ interlacing. ”
The use of the television display in radar has been limited to that of
producing rasters on cathode-ray tubes for testing ~.nd checking such
characteristics of the tubes as light output from the screen, decay time
of the phosphors, buildup factor of the phosphor, and spot size. 1
the triggers to the
Except for the need of a unit that synchronizes
1These factors are discussed in detail in Chap. 18.
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vertical and horizontal sweep channels, the problems in designing a
television scope are similar to those encountered in designing the time
sweep in a B-scope.
Since, in both cases, it is very desirable to produce
sweeps that are linear, the same types of coils and driving circuits are
applicable.
There is one important feature of the fast horizontal sweep
of a television scan, however, that requires more attention, and that is
the very short recovery time between the end of one horizontal sweep
and the start of the next. In B-scans, and in fact in all time-base sweeps
used in radar, it has been customary to let the deflection coils fully
12 kc/aec
*
~
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Fua. 11.17.—Block

diagram of the sweep circuits used in television display.

recover between sweeps. In this way, it has been possible to avoid the
sweep “jitter” that would be present with any variation in the timing of
the trigger if successive sweeps started at varying initial flux conditions
in the deflection coils. This practice has meant that, for the types of
deflection coils commonly used, at least 200 psec is allotted for coil
recovery, and that the time between synchronizing triggers must be
enough greater than the longest time sweep desired to give the 200-psec
difference.
By contrast, the 525 horizontal sweeps per scan, occurring 30 times a
second according to present television standards, require a time interval
between horizontal triggers of 65 psec. Of this time, +, or about 10 ysec,
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is allotted to the return time. It is necessary, therefore, to resort to
special methods of damping the oscillations that tend to occur in the
deflection coil after the horizontal sweep is terminated.
Furthermore,
the sweep coil does not completely recover to its initial flux conditiun.
instead, since the triggers occur at exactly spaced time intervals, the
horizontal sweep is always started at the same flux intensity of the coil.
11.7. Methods of Obtaining a Television Display.—A typical circuit,
used in cathode-ray-tube test equipment, is shown in Figs. 11.17 and
Retrace time
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11.19.—Waveform of horizontal television sweep circuit. (a) Switching square
wave to input (grid Vz) of horizontal sweep generator. (b) Voltage input to grid of hori.
zontal sweep driver V,. (c) Voltage waveform on plate of sweep driver. (d) Current
FIG.

through

deflecting

coil.

11.18. A positive 12-kc/sec horizontal synchronization pulse is put
through two stages of amplification V, and differentiated by RI and C,
to give a switching waveform to the horizontal sweep generator Vz.
The sawtooth voltage from the plate of V, is applied to the grid of the
horizontal sweep driver Vi.
In the plate circuit are connected three
units in parallel: (1) a large choke of low distributed capacity, (2) VA,
and (3) the deflection coil. The combined action of the sawtooth
voltage waveform on the grid of Vo, acting through the tube, and of VA,
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with the special network connected between the grid and cathode, is to
provide a fairly linear sweep through the deflection coil. Tube V, also
serves to damp the free oscillations initiated in the inductances and
associated distributed capacities, as showm in Fig. 11.19. After the
horizontal sweep driver is turned off at the end of the input sawtooth
voltage, the voltage on the plate returns quickly to B + and overshoots
above B+; Vi acts as an open circuit and thus does not tend to decrease
the Q value. When the voltage on the plate returns to a value just below
B+ (because of the II? drop in the pltite circuit), V4 becomes conducting
and damps out the oscillation.
In this case, horizontal positioning of the trace is accomplished by a
method not previously discussccl. A simplified, but not complete,
explanation of this method is thot the dcfirction coil is effectively a-c
coupled to the driving circuit so that the sawtooth waveform of current
passing through it is centered about zero average current in the coil.
Accordingly the current is negative at the start of the sweep and the
beginning of the horizontal tra~e is shifted about as far to the left of the
center as the end of the sweep is to the right.
Actually, some direct current flows through the deflection coil, but
it is only a small amount because of the relatively low resistance of LI
and VAin parallel with the deflection coil. The value of this small direct
current may be controlled by rheostat L?2which, therefore, is the horizontal centering control.
The vertical sweep is so slow that the load of the plate circuit of the
drivers VS looks almost like a resistance load. In this case, the vertical
deflection coil is transformer-coupled to the sweep driver tubes so that
negative centering currents may be supplied, as shown by Fig. 11.18.
The centering is controlled by the rheostat B3.
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Frequently, it is desirable to locate the origin of a display at some
definite position with respect to the center of the cathode-ray-tube
screen. The process of setti~g the origin accurately at the center of the
screen is called “centering”;
whereas the process of locating the origin
of the display at some position other than the center is termed “ offcentering. ” Usually, centering involves only the small deflections
necessary to correct inaccuracies in the electron-gun alignment, but offcentering requires large deflections since the origin may be off-centered
by one or more radii. The usual methods for centering cannot, as a rule,
be used for off-centering because of this difference in the magnitude of
deflection.
The large deflections for off-centering may be achieved by a separate
deflection coil, permanent magnets, special driving-circuit design, or a
special winding on the deflection coil itself. The particular method
chosen will depend upon the requirements and limitations of the system
in which it is to be used.
12.1. Centering Systems Using Separate Coils Displaced Axially
from the Sweep Coil.—One of the simplest arrangements for centering
consists of a thin, square, iron-core coil inserted between the standard
focus and deflection coils. The focus coil must be pushed back from its
optimum position to make room for this coil, and therefore an increase
in spot size, which can be estimated from the curves of Fig. 3.6, results.
The core-lamination stack thickness of the centering coil should be less
than + in. to minimize the focus-coil displacement.
Defocusing can be reduced if the centering coil is mounted inside the
focus coil. An air-core centering coil should be used and the inside diameter of the focus coil must be enlarged to accommodate it. This change
considerably increases the power required for focusing; however, such a
centering system operates satisfactorily with the additional advantage
that it requires very little room.
A separate centering coil can be placed between the screen and the
sweep coil on tubes such as types 7B1’7 or 12DP7.
The glass envelope
of these tubes is so shaped that there is room for a large centering coil
in this position.
Such an arrangement may also be used for off-centering
411
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by a limited amount, the limit being approximately one-quarter radius
of the tube screen. If the dkplay is off-centered a distance greater than
one-quarter radius, the electron beam will be intercepted by the tube neck
in the course of its complicated deflection, and a portion of the screen
will be left in shadow.
The magnetic-field distribution of this coil
to preclude pattern distortion. 1 A
should be strongly “pincushion”
large toroidal deflection coil having two sets of windings for both horiTo produce
zontal and vertical deflection works well in this application.
the necessary pincushion field each winding should cover an arc of only
80° on the toroidal core. Within their limits of deflection, these coils
give satisfactory performance and require very little current.
12.2. Off-centering Field Provided by a Separate Winding on the
Deflection Coil.-The
field for off-centering a dk.play may be generated
by a separate set of windings on the core of the deflection coil. These
additional windings are similar to the push-pull windings described in
Sec. 8.13, and, in fact, a push-pull coil may be used for this purpose.
However, the presence of the extra winding significantly affects the performance of the windings used for deflection.
The two sets of windings are tightly coupled magnetically since they
are wound one over the other on the same core. As a result, the distributed capacitance of the off-centering winding, multiplied by the
square cf the ratio of the off-centering to deflection turns, is reflected
into the deflection winding.
Since the distributed capacitance of a
layer-wound solenoid is large, the off-centering winding should have
fewer turns than the deflection winding to avoid enormous values of
shunt capacitance.
Another reason for keeping the turns ratio at unity
or less is to prevent large induced voltages in the off-centering windings.
These limits on the number of turns make it necessary to have an offcentering current rather large compared to the average deflection current.
In addition, the windings are sensitive to oscillations, the effects of which
appear as crooked sweeps. For these reasons, an off-centering system
of this type should be used only for slow sweeps where the effects of distributed capacitance and oscillation are small.
12.3. Permanent-magnet Off-centering with an External Magnet.—
One arrangement’ for permanent-magnet
off-centering consists of an
air-core sweep coil surrounded by a square yoke, two legs of which are
permanent magnets.
The other two legs are of soft iron or some highpermeability alloy, as shown in Fig. 12.1. The field of this magnet is
almost equivalent to that of a square iron-core deflection coil and is
essentially uniform if the magnets extend the full length of one side of
the square. Shortening the length of the magnets and replacing the
1See Chap. 9.
r A. M. Skellett,Bell TelephoneLaboratories,personalcommunication.
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sections removed with soft iron causes the field to become pincushion in
the same manner that the field in a square iron-core coil becomes pincushion if the winding length is decreased.
The amount of off-centering
can be adjusted by changing the
degree of magnetization of the bar
magnets, or by the use of adjustable soft-iron shunts placed parallel to the magnets along their
outer surfaces. These shunts can
be mounted to swing back from
the magnets to vary the field
strength.
In this manner, a variation in the off-centering by a
factor of about 3 can be achieved.
The deflection coil used with
this off-centering yoke is neces—
The Magnet
sarily of the air-core type.
Magnet
only iron return path permissible
Air-core coil
around this coil is that provided
FIG. 12, 1.—Permanent-magnet
off -centering
with external magnet.
by the permanent-magnet
-“ yoke,.
which adds very little to the efficiency of the deflection coil. It does,
however, tend to distort the field of the coil if the coil is not accurately
aligned in the yoke.
Because of the poor return path, the deflection coil
requires nearly twice as much driving
power as it would if there were a
close-fitting
soft-iron return path
around it.
The permanent magnet provides
an off-centering field in only one
direction.
Off-centering in any other
direction must be provided by passing a current through the deflection
coils.
One of the disadvantages of this
type of off-centering is the pattern
distortion
produced.
Iron-filing
patterns of the fields produced by
~
permanent magnets nearly always
FIG.12.2.—Typical field distortion in perindicate a nonuniform magnetizamanent-magnet off-centering yoke.
tion. In particular, if two magnets
are placed so that their fields oppose as is the case of the magnet yoke
considered here, one magnet seems always to be sufficiently stronger than
the other to reduce the uniformity of magnetization of the weaker magnet.
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One typical
field distortion isshown in Fig. 12.2. Theresulting pattern
distortion is small, but it is large enough to betroublesome imprecision
systems.
The distortion varies in a random manner from unit to unit,
The field distortion is usually
and hence it cannot be easily corrected.
not abrupt enough to cause noticeable defocusing.
A better off-centering yoke could probably be made if the magnets
were used only to produce a magnetomotive force in such a way that
they ‘did not determine the field distribution.
Soft-iron pole pieces
could be used to shape the- field.
One possible arrangement of permanent magnets is shown in Fig.
12.3. It has the fundamental
advantage that the two magnets
furnish fields that aid instead of
oppose each other. Slight unbalances in the strengths of the
two
magnets
have negligible
effects on the field. Because the
magnets are small, they must have
a large coercive force. Alnico II is
one of the best materials now
The
available for this purpose.
obvious dkadvantage of an offFm. 12,3.—Improved permanent-magnet offcentering yoke of this type is its
centering yoke.
large physical
size, but this
difficulty may well be offset by its improved performance.
12.4. Permanent-magnet
Off-centering with Internal Magnets.-A
permanent-magnet off-centering field can be produced by small magnets
inserted in the core of a square iron-core deflection coil. As shown in
Fig. 12.4, two small magnets are required in each of two opposite legs of
the core to produce the off-centering field. The windings are placed
over these legs covering the magnets as well. An additional set of windings may be placed on the remaining two legs of the core.
The field produced by the magnets, also shown in Fig. 12.4, is similar
to that produced by a coil. However, fringing fields around the short
magnets distort the field somewhat, so that it is not uniform, and cause
In order to prevent
a small amount of pattern and focus distortion.
extremely nonuniform fields the magnets need not be uniformly magnetized but the effective strength of the four magnets must be
equal.
The field distribution is controlled by the separation A between the
magnets.
By adjustment of A, the field can be made very pincushionor slightly barrel-shaped.
This distance plays the same role as the wind-
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ing length on a square coil. The field distribution required for minimum
pattern distortion will depend on the type of cathode-ray tube used.
The field produced by the windings over the magnets should be carefully matched to that of the magnets since the net deflecting field is the

FIG. 12.4.—Core

of deflection

coil with permanent~magnet
field of the magnets.

off-centering,

showing

the
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FIG. 12.5.—Deflection versus deflection current for deflection coils with permanentmagnet off-centering.
Curve A, slow sweep; Curve B, 20&psec sweep; Curve C, 50-psec
sweep; Curve D, 12-Ksec sweep.

vector difference between these two fields. If the two fields have different distributions, the net field will be distorted, particularly when
the two fields are near]y equal. Serious irregular pattern distortions
result, accompanied by a deterioration of focus.
The winding distribution needed to match the fields is best found by trial. Pie windkg (see
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Sec. 8.14) should be used for this winding because of the ease and accuracy
with which the Winding distribution can be controlled.
Adequate control
of the magnetic field is not possible with simple layer windings.
The core of a deflection coil using internal magnets is cut into four
pieces, two I-sections and two U-sections, and the magnets are inserted
at the cuts. A ribbon-wound core (see Sec. 8.13) is satisfactory, but Uand I-shaped lamination punchings may be stacked to form a core. The
windings cannot be separately
wound and slipped onto the core
because of the shape of the U
pieces; instead they must be
wound directly upon the core section held in a winding machine.
The magnets themselves support stronger eddy currents than
does the ribbon-wound
core.
These eddy currents act to slow
the start of the sweep and to prolong the recovery time when the
sweep has been completed.
The
series of graphs in Fig. 12.5 shows
the effect of these eddy currents
upon the input current to the coil.
The voltage waveforms in Fig.
12.6 illustrate how the magnets
retard by approximately 30 ~sec
the recovery time of the coil at the
30
90
60
end of a sweep. The magnets
Time m microseconds
also reduce the peak of the oscillaFIG.
126.-Recovery
of permanentmagnet off-centering deflection coils.
Time
tion by a factor of 2.
measured from end of sweep—Curve A, no
Since the current in the coils
magnets in core; Curve B, with magnets,
tends to demagnetize these small
magnets, they must be made of a material having a high coercive force if
they are to produce a sufficient and steady off-centering field. There
are a number of suitable mametic materials that have a coercive force
high enough to withstand t~is demagnetizing action if it is limited to
that produced by the sweep current. However, if the plate end of the
coil should be accidentally short-circuited to ground, as might frequently
occur during testing, thus connecting the whole power supply directly
across the coil, a much larger current will pass through the coils. No
known magnetic material will withstand this current surge, but the best
available is the type 426 alloy. 1 Alnico V has a very much higher energy
1Type 426 alloy magnets are manufactured by the General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y.
G.E. Drawing No. K-71 D730.
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content but is less satisfactory, as shown in the curves of Fig. 12.7.
The operating point is at such a low flux density that the demagnetizing
force for the 426 alloy is considerably larger than that for the Alnico V.
After the fields HI or Hz of Fig. 12.7 have been applied, any weaker
field will not disturb the magnetization, but a stronger field will further
reduce it. The current that can safely be passed through the coil is
therefore limited.
The current can be limited to this value in case the
plate side of the coil is short-circuited to ground by inserting a small
resistance in series with the coil on its positive side. Because the 426alloy magnets can stand about ten times the demagnetizing field pro10
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FIG. 12.7.—Demagnetization
curves ‘of Alnico V and 426 alloy.
Demagnetization
fields needed to attain desired operating point are shown as H, (Alnico V) and H, (426
alloy).
(These curves are not quantitatively to scale.)
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duced by the sweep current, the current-limiting resistor may be small
so that the voltage drop across it during the sweep may not be serious.
The magnetization of the magnets must be done in such a manner
as to attain the maximum possible stability.
First, they must be
thoroughly saturated in the direction in which the field is desired. The
magnetization must then be reduced to the desired operating point by
passing current through the windings themselves.
The saturating
operation can be satisfactorily accomplished with the field of a strong
electromagnet.
The “knockdown”
or partial demagnetization cannot,
however, be so accomplished.
Because it is usually most convenient to
do both operations with one setup, an electromagnet need not be used
at all. Frequently magnets are magnetized by discharging a condenser
through a coil, but this method is not advisable in this case because the
voltage rises so rapidly when the condenser is connected across the coils
that the distributed capacity shunts out most of the winding at the start
of the pulse. The first few turns then take all the load for an instant ancl
burn out.
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The circuit shown in Fig. 12”8 will force the necessary current through
the coil without allowing such a steep wavefront as to damage the
The inductance of the Variac and transformer in series with
winding.
the coil prevent this steepness. The current through the coil consists
of a pulse of rectified half cycles of the @-cps voltage, and the length of
this pulse is determined by the length of time the push button is held
down.
Since a very few half cycles are adequate, the push button should
be given only a short tap. The amplitude of the current is set to the
Approximately 5,000 ampere-turns through
desired value by the Variac.
each leg of the coil are required for saturating the magnets.
For reducing
the magnetization to the operating point, approximately a third of the
above field is required in the reverse direction.
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The thyratron must be capable of standing surge currents of about
25 amp (for a ZOO-turn coil) and a voltage of about 1500 volts (for coils
with about 1000 turns).
A GE Type 3C45 tube was found to operate
very well for coils within this range. The required grid voltage for this
tube is supplied by the 45-volt battery shown.
The voltage required acrosa the coil is essentially equal to the If?-drop,
which is proportional to the number of turns. A stepup transformer is
needed for coils with more than about 200 turns. Thk transformer
need be rated for only a fraction of the peak current required, but its
resistance should be small compared with that of the coil being magnetized. It should have adequate insulation to allow for surges that may
occur when the thyratron circuit opens. For coils with 200 turns or
less, the transformer should be omitted.
A permanent-magnet off-centering deflection coil of this type is
useful principally for the production of a rectangular scan, one sweep of
which is fast (10 to 50 psec) and the other slow. The obvious advantage
is the large saving in off-centering power, which might amount to more
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than 100 watts in coils wound for fast sweeps. The dkadvantages
include somewhat poorer focus and a small amount of pattern distortion.
Eddy currents inthemagnets
cause a small amount of sweep distortion,
but the over-all performance at higher sweep speeds is probably at least
as good as that of the conventional square iron-core coil although not as
good as that of an air-core coil. It is much cheaper to operate than
the air-core type of coil.
12.5. Off -centering for a Radial-time-base
Display.—Two deflection
coils combined as in Fig. 12”9 may be used to off-center a radial–tirne-base
display.
The larger of these two, a square iron-core deflection coil,
generates a fixed magnetic field that serves to set the origin of the display
at any desired position, whereas
the inner air-core coil carries the
sweep currents and is rotated
ml,
mechanically to provide the radial
display.
Sweep power may be
-;
applied to the rotating coil through
a pair of slip rings.
If the magnetic fields of the
two coils were identical, it would ~>
f
@.L.
be possible to move the sweep
—..origin any number of radii from
the center of the tube screen.
\~f
However, it is impossible to build
two coils so widely different in
shape and achieve identical field FIG. 12.9.—Off-centering cod and air-core deflection coil in combination.
dktributions.
For this reason,
the origin may be off-centered a maximum distance of about three radii
by this scheme before the focus deteriorates and the pattern distortion
becomes unacceptable.
Axial field distributions of the sweep coil and off-centering coil,
together with the resultant field distribution when these two are superimposed, are shown in Fig. 12”10. Because of its large size, the field
from the off-centering coil is broad, whereas that of the sweep coil is
comparatively narrow.
Consequently, the resultant field of these coils
in combination is complicated, having two reversals along the coil axis.
An electron in passing through such a field is deflected first in one direction and then in another, following the peculiar serpentine path illustrated
in Fig. 12.11. An idea of how scanning occurs maybe gained by examining the three electron paths shown. When the off-centering system is
in operation, the field generated by the off-centering coil is fixed while
that of the sweep coil (here assumed to be stationary) increases linearly
with time from zero to its maximum value. In Fig. 12.11, the field due
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to the sweep coil is in a direction opposite to that of the off-centering
coil. Accordingly, the resultant field
distribution passes through all values
between the limits marked a and c in
the diagram.
Deflection paths for
three particular values illustrate the
progressive
deflection
of single
electrons.
A beam of electrons is deflected in
A
~
a similar fashion, but because of the
Oistance along coil axis
complex field distribution with its at(a)
tendant nonlmiformities,
the beam
becomes defocused,
The defocusing
acti(m of the deflecting field increases
more and more rapidly as the sweep
origin is carried off the screen, three
radii off-center representing a practia
1

-10

,

0

I

+10

Distance along coil axis

‘1

(b)

.

-10

1
+10

-.
(c)
FIG. 12.10.
FIG. 1211.
Fm. 12 .10. —Axial field distribution of coils used in off-centered display. (o) Field of
sweep coil.
(b) Field of off-centering coil.
(c) Resultant field when sweep and off-centering
fields are m opposition: (1) no off-centering, (2) l-radius off-centering, (3) 2-radii offcentering.
Fm. 12.11 .—Electron paths (A, B, a through field distribution (a, b, c), showing how
scanning takes place.

cal limit. Not only does the illuminated spot on the screen become
defocused, but it also is dktorted in shape as shown in Fig. 12.12.
These distortions are characteristic of the field distribution because
they do not occur if the fields of the two coils are identical.
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The deflection pattern also is distorted in the manner illust~ated in
Fig. 12.13. This diagram shows four views of a cathode-ray tube in
which the sweep origin is off-centered O, 1, 2, and 3 radii. These four
views are joined together so that the whole length of the sweep may be
seen as one continuous line. Solid lines indicate the actual sweep, and
the dotted lines indicate the position that the sweep would have had if

FIG.12.

12.—Distortion

of spots and sweep with off-centering

of O, 1, 2, and 3 radii

it were straight.
A distortion as great as this may be serious if accurate
measurements are to be taken directly from the tube face, but the
pattern in any one of the off-centered positions is not objectionably
distorted in appearance.
A better idea of the appearance of such a
display may be obtained from the series of photographs in Fig. 12.14.
Since the magnetic field generated by the sweep coil in this deflection
system is four times as great as that generated in ordinary deflection,
eddy currents induced in surrounding metal parts can become much more
troublesome.
These currents continue to circulate for 2000 to 5000
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in metal parts close to the tube
beam.
Consequently, the time
in the tube mount may limit the
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Moreover, they have sufficient strength
neck to cause a small deflection of the
required for the decay of eddy currents
sweep repetition frequency in a manner

----’
3

FIG. 12,13.—Composite

2

1

showing traces for four conditions

0
of off-centered

radial sweep.

similar to the limitations imposed by the recovery time of the deflection
coil. The only remedy is to replace the offending parts with nonmetallic
material.
Strong magnetic fields that tend to magnetize permanently any iron
parts of the mount are set up by the off-centering coil. This permanent
magnetism is particularly undesirable when the radial display is shifted

FIG. 12.14.—Radlal-time-base display in various off-centered positions.

various off-center positions because it may cause an error of as much
as 1 in. in the location of the origin. The cure for this condition is again
to remove the iron parts. In addition, the iron core of the coil itself
tends to become permanently magnetized, and care should therefore be
exercised to select a core iron having low retentivity.

to
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The physical construction of the air-core coil is discussed in Appendix
B. A semidistributed coil with bent-up ends (as illustrated in Fig.
8.26e) fits this application better than any other air-core coil because of
its comparatively broad axial field distribution, its uniform field, and
its reduced fringing fields.
The problem of construction of the large off-centering coil, however, is
unique because of the requirements of the coil. Since thk coil is external
to and encloses the sweep coil, its aperture is much larger than that of
the sweep coil. Thus, the number of ampere-turns required to produce
a given deflecting field is higher. Further, since the currents that must
be maintained in the off-centering coil are essentially constant, the power

FIG. 12.15, —llotor-stator

type of off-centering

coil.

required to hold the origin of the trace several tube radii off-center may
be high. LTsually, then, in order to reduce the current required, one
would like to use as many turns of wire as possible on this coil. Unfortunately, this method increases the magnetic coupling between the fixed
and rotating coils, and causes difficulties to be described later. The
stack height of the core should be short in order to keep the axial field
distribution as narrow as possible, but here again a short stack height
requires a large driving power. About one inch is a good compromise
height.’
Even if the off-centering coil carries only direct current, the
iron core should be laminated because of its proximity to the sweep coil.
Windings may be center-tapped and placed on four legs to give both
horizontal and vertical deflection.
With this type of winding the origin
of the radial display may be located in any of the four quadrants.
An
alternative design is to build a mount rotatable through 360° and capabie
1For constructionaldetailssee Fig. B.4.
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of holding the large, square coil. A mount of this type is illustrated and
discussed in Sec. 16.3. Single-ended windings may beplacedon
all four
legs and connected in series to give a magnetic field directed across one
diagonal of the coil. In this case the origin may be located in polar
coordinates.’
An off-centering coil may also follow the motor-stator type of design
illustrated in Fig. 12.15. Such acoilis
twice as efficient as the squarecore coil and otherwise equals its performance in every respect.
However, the windings require considerably more wire than the square-core
type, and thus weight andsize are significantly increased.
Two-coil deflection systems are limited in compactness by the magnetic coupling between the two coils. If the coupling coefficient is
greater than 0.2, the off-centering coil will absorb enough power to reduce
the sensitivity of the sweep coil by a significant amount.
Since the
coupling between the coils varies as the sweep coil rotates, the sensitivity
As a result, circles in the sweep pattern
of the sweep coil will also vary.
are distorted into ellipses, the major axes of which lie along the direction
corresponding to minimum coupling and the minor axes of which correspond to maximum coupling.
The best remedy for such coupling
is a larger separation between the two coils.
Because of this same magnetic coupling, the rapid decay of the deflecting field at the end of a sweep induces a high voltage in the off-centering
coil, which then oscillates until its energy has been dissipated.
Consequently the sweep-repetition rate in a two-c~il system is usually limited
by the recovery time of the off-centering coil. Even with the relatively
efficient (40 ma/radius per leg) bulky coil illustrated in Fig. 12.15, the
recover y time is approximate y 800 ysec. The recovery time may be
reduced by one or all of three different methods.
First, the efficiency
of the off-centering coil may be increased.
This method ;s not always
practicable in view of the restrictions upon inductive coupling and upon
the physical length of the coil. Second, the coil may be critically
damped.
This method is a simple and effective improvement;
in
some cases, however, it may be necessary to resort to sectional damping. Thkd, if a coil is already critically damped, the time constant will
be proportional to ~L—C, consequently, its recovery time maybe reduced
by decreasing the number of turns, or the distributed capacitance, or both.
1Sec. 13.2.
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An accurate plan view of signals, showing them in their proper spatial
relation throughout 360° of azimuth, may be generated by presenting
intensity-modulated signals in polar coordinates.
At each trigger pulse
a linear time-base sweep is started, and moves the cathode-ray beam
from the center of the tube to the edge in a direction corresponding to
the direction assumed by the scanning device.
The radius vector to any
given signal will depend upon the disttince of the target and the speed
of the sweep. As the scanning device rotates in azimuth, various targets
will come into view. Their corresponding signals will be “ painted” on
the display tube at properly scaled distances from the center of the tube
at the time when the line of sight passes over each target.
In order to avoid a spoked xppcarance in the display, the rate of
change of the azimuth angle must be slow compared to the repetition
time. For radar displays the time required for a complete revolution is
a number of seconds; hence, if the whole picture is to be preserved, a
long-persistence screen must be used in the cathode-ray tube.
Figure
1.3 shows the appearance of such a display, often called a PPI display
(plan-position indicator), or RTB display (radial time-base).
The straightforward method of developing a radial–time-base display
is by the use of a single deflection coil that can be rotated about the neck
of the cathode-ray tube in synchronism with the scanner. The amplifier
circuit must include clamps or some other provision to insure that the
current in the deflection coil is zero at the start of each sweep.
It is also possible to develop a radial–time-base dkplay using a fixed
deflection coil with two or more deflection axes if the magnetic sweep
field is made to rotate in harmony with the desired display angle. There
are two methods of rotating the sweep field. In one method, a time
base or sweep waveform is first generated and then resolved into components according to the deflection-coil axes and the angle. The components are individually amplified, if amplification is necessary, and
recombined in the deflection coil to reproduce the original waveform at
the angle set into the resolving device.
In the other method a carrier
voltage is passed through a resolving device and the several component
voltages used to control the amplitudes of as many identical waveform
425
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may then be

treated as in the previolis case.
ROTATING-COIL METHOD
In a display of this type the radial deflection is dependent only on a
single current through the deflection coil, and. the azimuth position of
the trace is dependent solely on the mechanical orientation of the coil.
The sweep circuits are therefore simplified at the expense of the additional
mechanical complexity required to rotate the deflection coil. Considerably less power is required for this method than for the fixed-coil method
of producing a radial–time-base display.
The rotating-coil method of generating a polar display can be studied
most conveniently by considering separately the tube mount ~vith its
In general, any of the
coil-rotating features and the display circuit.
rotating-coil tube mounts (see Sees. 16.3 and 5.1) can be used in col,junction with any of the display circuits to be described.
To maintain angular correspondence between the trace on the display
and the signal source, the deflection coil must rotate in synchronism with
the signal source.
The coil is, therefore, mounted in a rotatable housing
that has two slip rings and brushes for electrical connection and a gear
that can be driven to give the correct mechanical rotation.
In addition to errors that affect the mechanical position of the coil
(see Sec. 5.5), this method may produce a very small electrical error in
the coil, evidenced by a change in angular position of the trace when the
sweep speed is varied, and caused by magnetic interaction between the
coil and other parts of the mount (see Sec. 9.4).
Some error ~vill also be
introduced in visual estimation of azimuth position because of the reference markers used. Although mechanical markers can be inscribed on
an overlay or directly on the tube face, this method can neither compensate for all errors nor be used convenient] y in off-centering operation;
therefore, electronic azimuth markers are often used. In cases where
the accuracy of reading angle is limited by interpolation between fixed
reference markers, a single, phasable, precision marker may be used.
When it is required that the azimuth position locate an expanded display
on a signal area, it is convenient to move a radial mechanical strobe
over the signal and have this motion geared to the phasing device on a
display indicator.
By using the proper data-transmission system, tube mount, and
marker technique, a rotating-coil
radial–time-base
display can be
designed to have an azimuth accuracy that is limited only by the resolution of the cathode-ray tube.
13.1. General
Circuit Considerations.—The
rotating-coil
radialtime-base display requires comparatively
simple circuits since only
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unidirectional current, independent of azimuth position, is needed for
the deflection coil.
A block diagram of the essential electrical circuits is shown in Fig.
13. la. A trigger pulse from the signal source synchronizes the start of
each cycle.
This pulse fires a rectangular-wave
generator.
The
rectangular waveform from this generator is used to activate the sweep
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generator and to intensify the cathode-ray tube. The sweep generator
produces a sweep voltage that is converted by the driver to a sweep
current through the deflection coil.
In addition to these essential circuits there are often some useful
associated circuits, as illustrated by Fig. 13.1 b. To synchronize the
start of each cycle of the display circuit with that of the source, a common
trigger pulse is used for both units. When this pulse is available from

.
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the source, it is put through an kolating buffer stage, which may also
be used as an inverter.
If, however, a trigger pulse is needed jor the
source, a trigger generator may be incorporated in the display circuits.
The input terminal of the trigger buffer may be switched to either the
The output signal from this
internal or the external trigger generator.
stage is usually a negative trigger pulse whose exact requirements depend
The
on the rectangular-wave generator whose action it is to initiate.
trigger pulse may then be used db-ectly or it may be delayed by a variable
time-delay circuit.
Usually, this delay circuit need only satisfy a maximum jitter specification and its accuracy, linearity, and constancy with
time are of only secondary importance.
In some cases, however, it may
also serve as an accurate timing circuit, its output pulse being used as a
precision time marker on the display; it must then, of course, be carefully
designed.
The rectangular-wave
generator must be stable and capable of
recovering rapidly enough to respond to each input trigger pulse. Since
its output voltage is used for gating the sweep generator and for intensifying the cathode-ray tube, if rapid time bases are used, the rise time
of the rectangular output wave must be short, particularly if a large
intensifying waveform is necessary for the cathode-ray tube.
If the
rectangular waveform is also used to gate the time-marker circuit (which
may be done only if no delay is used), it must be particularly large and
fast, and usually must be from a low-impedance source. The time
duration” of the rectangular wave is usually made a little longer than
the time interval that is being displayed.
If the display is not going to
be off-centered it is most convenient to have the rectangular-wave generator shut off automatically when the trace reaches the edge of the tube
(see Sec. 4.7).
The automatic gate turnoff obviates the necessity of
changing the length of the rectangular wave manually for each change
in sweep speed. Since the back edge of the rectangular waveform is
beyond the time interval being displayed, jitter or long-time drifts in
this back edge are not usually critical.
Hence, most types of rectangularwave generators discussed in Sec. 4-4 may be used.
The sweep generator usually forms a linear sawtooth voltage, but for
special applications hyperbolic, square-law, or other waveforms may be
desired (refer to Vol. 19, Chap. 8). The voltage waveform is generated
by using a gated switch tube across an RC-network.
This waveform
must be such as to put the desired current w-aveform through the deflection coil. Therefore, its exact shape depends on the deflection coil and
the deflection-coil driver as well as on the required sweep characteristics.
The driver stage converts the voltage waveform of the sweep generator
into the properly varying current through the deflection coil. To overcome the nonlinearity inherent in power tubes, inverse feedback is used
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to insure the proper current waveform through the deflection coil. The
complexity of the resultant feedback-amplifier circuit depends on the
Because of the interdependence of
accuracy desired in the display.
the various parts of the sweep channel (sweep generator, sweep driver
amplifler, and deflection coil) its design must be accomplished as a whole
rather than as three individual circuits.
The factors contributing to time errors are of two different types—
“ jitte;” and distortion.
A jittering pattern is caused by relative motion
between the sweep trace and the fixed signal, caused either by jitter of
the trigger pulses, the delay circuit, or the sweep generator, or by ripple
in the sweep channel.
Excessive high-voltage ripple will cause variation
in the deflection sensitivity, and this variation will also result in pattern
jitter. On the other hand, distortion in the pattern may be caused by
the sweep amplifier or by the inherent dktortion of cathode-ray tubes
(see Sec. 9.1).
When extreme accuracy is necessary, the sweep amplifier
may be designed to compensate for tube distortion.
The display circuits have several functions in addition to the generation of the proper deflection current. An intensifying pulse obtained
from the rectangular-wave generator is used to insure the appearance of
signals only during the time intervals being studied.
In addition, a
video amplifier might be required for the amplification of input signals
to the levels necessary for the cathode-ray tubes.
Often there are other
circuits, such as marker generators or mixer, which are incorporated in
this unit.
13.2. Expanded Displays.—There
are two common methods of
increasing the resolving power of a rotating-coil polar dkplay at long
range. The simpler method introduces a time delay between the tnggel
pulse and the start of the radial sweep, so that a fast sweep will include
the area of interest. Angles and distances are badly distorted in the
dkplay.
The other method requires a second coil (see Sec. 12.4) for
producing an off-centering magnetic field and a fast sweep that begins
with the trigger pulse. Although there is theoretically no geometrical
dktortion in off-centering, some distortion due to the large magnetic
fields required is found in practice.
Figure 13.2 shows several photographs of an off-centered and of a delayed-sweep polar display illustrating
the distortion due to delays and off-centering.
A discussion of off-centering coils will be found in Chap. 12. Off-centering a rotating-coil
polar display is more expensive than off-centering other sector displays
(see Chap. 14) since, mechanically, it entails two deflection coils and,
electrically, two large magnetic fields.
The off-centering can be accomplished radially, with the angular
position of the off-centering coil determining the direction, or it may be
accomplished using x and y off-centering controls and a fixed coil. Figure
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I
(b) R off center.

(e) 20-mileCldayin startd ltill-milesweep.

I
(c) 2R off center
(-f) 40-mile delay in start of 150-mile sweep.
FIG. 13.2.–Distortions
produced in off-centered display and in delayed-sweep RTB
The circles are 10-mile range marks.
The grid lines are produced hy the method
display.
of video mapping explained in Chap. 16. Dashed lines in the off-centered display show
the amount of distortion.

13.3 shows these two methods for obtaining the off-centering magnetic
fields.
The radial off-centering coil connection, with all four legs in series,
gives a resultant field proportional to i, W.
In the z- and y-deflection
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system, the off-centering in the x- and y-directions is proportional to i,
and i. respectively.
Hence, to insure with the x, y system an amount
of off-centering in any direction equivalent to that available with i, in
the radial system, each current must be variable from O to i, fi.
The
total current necessary for maximum deflection would vary from i, ~
to 2i,, dependent on the direction of off-centering.
Since G is approxi-
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Fm. 13.3.—Off-centering
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(a)

The current i is variable and it flows through all
four legs of the coil; the deflection is proportional to i ~2–and
is perpendicular to the
magnetic field vector; the coil is rotated to change the direction o! off-centering.
(b) The
currents i= and iv are independently variable and reversible; the magnetic fields in the Zand v-directions are proportional to the currents that generate them.

mately 100 ma, the current control is usually put in the grid circuit of
a power tube, rather than in series with the coil. Thus, the z, y system
uses one extra power tube.
On the other hand, the radial off-centering
method requires a rotatable off-centering coil.
COMPLETEDISPLAY CIRCUITS
Three circuits will be used as illustrations of this method of generating
a radial time base. The first of these is a very simple, inexpensive circuit
in which linearity and versatility have been sacrificed for economy.
The
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second is a much more reliable and versatile circuit, which employs many
of the latest techniques.
The third is also a reliable circuit, which uses
regulated power throughout because it was designed for use where power
and size were not limited.
This model contains the off-centering feature.
All these display circuits have been built in production, and hence the
circuits have been engineered to operate satisfactorily with any components that are within standard tolerance ratings. The various components have been consxmvatively rated, with a safety factor of about 2.5
over the rated dissipation values for resistors.
It should be noted that any of these indicator circuits can be used with
any rotating-coil tube mount (see Chap. 16). The only two interconnecting links that may vary for different systems are the off-centering
feature and the data-transmission
circuit.
Either of the two basic
off-centering circuits (shown in Fig. 13.3) may be added~to any of the
displays and any desired datxtransmission
circuit (see Chap. 5) may
be used. The only data-transmission system of which the circuits are
at all complicated is the servo system.
13.3. A Simple Rotating-coil System.—This display circuit, shown
schematically in Fig. 13.4, is a very economical one. It has five sweep
speeds with four markers per sweep.
Sweep-speedfactor, psec/radius
50
125
250
1250
2500

Time-markerinterval, psec.
12.5
31.25
62.5
312.5
625

Trigger Inverter.—Although this tube, VI., is normally biased below
cutoff, the positive input trigger drives the grid to zero bias. A gridlimiting resistor R, is used to limit the grid current. This resistor is
bypassed by a small condenser C, to prevent slowing down of the trigger
rise because of the distributed capacity to ground.
The positive input
trigger is inverted, appearing on the plate as a negative trigger. The
plate of the inverter is connected directly to the plate of the “off” tube
of the rectangular-wave generator, thereby eliminating the necessity of a
separate plate resistor and coupling condenser.
Rectangular-wave Generator and Cathode Follower.—Tubes Vlb and V2.
are used as a cathode-biased d-c coupled ‘‘ flip-flop” circuit (see Chap. 4).
In the absence of a trigger, this circuit is in a stable condition and VZCis
at zero bias, thus drawing enough current to keep the cathode at about
+55 volts.
The grid of Vlb, which is d-c–connected to the plate of V2~,
is below cutoff and rests at about +35 volts (or 20 volts below the cathHowever, if the resistors in the circuit had values outside
ode potential).
the specified tolerance limits, or if the tubes used varied by amounts
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greater than those prescribed’in the JAN tube specifications, the flipflop
The insertion of a
might begin to act as a free-running multivibrator.
potentiometer control in the cathode circuit (for example, a 4700-ohm
resistor in series with a 2000-ohm potentiometer instead of the 5600-ohm
resistor) would make the tolerance on the components less critical in so
far as stability is concerned.
The time constant of the grid return circuit of V,. is so chosen that
the minimum time duration of the rectangular voltage wave is the time
of the sweep. If there is no time-duration control, the circuit constants
and their tolerances must be such as to insure this minimum time under
all possible combinations of component values that are within the specified tolerances.
Thus, the normal time duration will be longer than the
desired sweep length, and the maximum value may be about 20 per cent
larger than thk sweep length. Because the trace is not on the cathoderay-tube screen during the extra time period, the increased time of the
gate does not become important unless a repetition rate that is high
enough to require rapid recovery of the sweep circuit after every sweep is
to be used. If adjustable time duration were required, a potentiometer
and a smaller resistor could be inserted in place of Rd, the grid-return
resistor. This control would vary the time duration for all the ranges.
If separate controls for each range were desirable, it would be best to use
a single condenser for all ranges and to switch resistor-potentiometer
series combinations as is done in the circuits shown in Figs. 13.5 and 13.6.
The output signal from the rectangular-wave generator has three
The positive output signal (from the plate of Vti) is connected
functions.
directly to the second grid of the cathode-ray tube, and acts as an intensifying pulse for the duration of the sweep. After the sweep is over, the
second grid of the cathode-ray tube is kept at +140 volts.
This voltage
is not low enough to insure adequate blanking for all signals unless the
However, when the cathode is
cathode is biased above this point.
biased that high, the first accelerating voltage (for example, the voltage
between the second grid and the cathode) is too low. The accelerating
voltage as it exists in this indicator is much lower than it should be for
optimum operation.
Thus, the spot size could be reduced by a factor of
2 if the second grid were biased higher. The second grid could remain
at a fixed potential, which could be obtained from a point on the highvoltage bleeder resistor, if blanking were done on the cathode or first
grid of the cathode-ray tube and the video and the range marks were
mixed.
The negative output of the rectangular-wave generator is used to
gate both the sweep generator and the marker circuit.
Since these
circuits would excessively load the gate generator, a cathode follower Vn
is used to couple the waveforms to them. The negative output is
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Since the cathode
obtained from a tap in the plate load resistor of ~lb.
follower is at zero bias and it rests at + 160 volts, the negative gating
pulse will not cut it off.
sweep
generator uses a triode clamp V3~
Sweep Generator.-The
When the negawhich keeps the grid of the driver at about — 22 volts.
tive gating pulse is applied, this clamping action ceases and the potential of the grid rises. The rise is exponential, with the time constant
determined by Re and the condenser that is selected by the switch SIB.
Because this sawtooth voltage is not amplified, a large one must be
generated so that degeneration can be used in the driver cathode.
The
sawtooth waveform that is generated is 100 volts in amplitude, more than
30 per cent of the amplitude of the exponential.
The linearity of the
sawtooth voltage is therefore distorted because the voltage increase
during the final 25 per cent of time is only 70 per cent of the increase
during the first 25 per cent of time. However, the final distortion on the
dkplay is less than that which would result if a smaller, more linear
sawtooth waveform were used, and the degeneration were decreased.
The ripple filter network Rs, C~ tends to improve this linearity slightly
for the slower sweeps. On the faster sweeps, part of a positive rectangular wave is coupled into the sweep generator (through R,, C, and R,, C’,)
to give a rapid start (see Sec. 10.1).
Driver.—The driver stage consists of an 807 tube Vi with the deflecThe coil used in this case requires 110 ma
tion coil in the plate circuit.
for a deflection of one radius.
Degeneration is used in the 807 cathode
circuit to compensate for the nonlinearity of the 807 characteristics.
The potentiometer in the cathode circuit acts as an amplitude adjustment
Even with the
of the sweep by changing the amount of degeneration.
degeneration, it is necessary to operate the 807 at a quiescent current
that is removed from the very nonlinear low-current region near cutoff.
If this quiescent current were to flow through the deflection coil the
trace would be deflected before the start of the sweep and the display
would show a circle rather than a spot at zero time. To compensate for
this quiescent current, the deflection coil is returned to +280 volts
rather than to +3OO volts.
Then, the quiescent current can be supplied
through L 1 and Rg rather than through the deflection coil. However,
this necessary compensation setting on R~ varies as the range is changed,
since the change in range changes the voltage levels of B+ and plate of
the clamp. Hence, as the range is shifted, there is some change in the
position of the start of the sweep. This difficulty is not present in the
circuits shown in Figs. 13.5 and 13.6 because both of these have no
quiescent current in the driver stage.
Marker Generator.—The marker generator is a simple shock-excited
sine-wave oscillator V,. The tank circuit connected to the cathode of
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V,a begins to oscillate when the tube is cut off by the gat,ing pulse; V,~
acts as the oscillator and sustains the oscillations.
The resistor in the
cathode of this tube limits the amplitude of the oscillation to that of the
natural amplitude of the first half cycle.
Cathode-coupled J’lip-jlop.-In
the stable position of this flip-flop,
Vca conducts enough current to keep the cathode of V,b above its cutotf
voltage.
When the grid of VGa goes negative, its plate goes positive and
regeneration turns V~ on and Vhc off. During the positive half cycle
of the input sine wave the grid of VGareturns to its conducting position,
V6b is cut off, and the flip-flop is ready for the next negative-going
half
cycle.
Since the return of the flip-flop to its stable position is determined
by a change of input voltage, rather than the time constant, the circuit
If the input voltage to the flopover
is actually being used as a flopover.
is not high enough for proper operation, the cathode of VW may be
returned to a tap on the cathode resistor of the flopover.
Video Amplijier.-The
video amplifier V? has a maximum gain of
about 23, a bandwidth of about 1 Me/see, and a 20-volt maximum
output signal. The positive video signal is inverted twice through two
shunt-peaked stages and reappears amplified on the grid of the cathoderay tube. The first stage V70 has a variable cathode resistor that is used
as a gain control.
The negative output signal of this stage is d-c–
restored by the grid current of the second stage. The output of the
second stage is directly coupled to the grid of the cathode-ray tube,
thereby eliminating the need for a coupling condenser, biasing resistors,
and a d-c restorer. However, this coupling results in the detrimental
CRT biasing conditions described in the early part of this section.
13.4. A Display Circuit Incorporating
Current Feedback.—The
performance of this display circuit is relatively independent of line voltage
and duty ratio, and its sweeps are linear (Fig. 13.5).
The expense of the
circuit in terms of both component parts and power is justified by the
sweep speeds attainable, the accuracy of the display, and the relative
freedom from restrictive tolerances.
The circuit has 5 sweep speeds with 4 markers per sweep.
Sweep-speed factor, psec/radius
25
50
250
1000
2500

Time-marker interval, paec.
6.25
12.5
62.5
250
625

Trigger Inverter.-The
input trigger is a +7.5-volt pulse transmitted
on a 72-ohm cable.
The trigger inverter VI uses two halves of a 6SN7
in parallel to insure enough gain to fire the following rectangular-wave
generator.
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Rectangular-wave Generator (Flip-jlop) .—The flip-flop (V,,VS=) is
actually used as a flopover because the automatic turnoff rather than the
time constant determines the length of the gating pulse. In the stable
A
condition Vz is conducting and the grid of Va. is held below cutoff.
rapidly rising gate is insured by keeping the resistance in the plate circuit
of Vz low. The 100-~pf condenser Cl across RI is put thereto compensate
for the distributed capacity of R,, and its exact value will depend on the
particular brand of wire-wound resistor used. The regenerative action
of the gate generator, which is initiated by the negative trigger, is speeded
by the coupling condenser Cz from the screen grid of V2 to the grid of Vs..
The negative gating pulse for the sweep generator is taken directly
from the plate of VS.. Part of the rapidly rising positive rectangular
wave of Va is coupled to the cathode-follower stage V1.
Cathode Follower with Plate Load.—The positive rectangular-wave
input to the cathode follower Vi is d-c–restored to ground by Va, thereby
making the d-c level of the grid of the cathode follower independent of
duty ratio. The positive output pulse of the cathode follower is connected directly to the first grid of the cathode-ray tube and acts as the
intensifying pulse. The positive wave is also coupled, through CS, to
the sweep-generator circuit in order to start the sweep quickly.
The
negative rectangular wave from the plate of the cathode follower is used
as a gating pulse. It cuts off both the current balancing tube V6 and
the clamp in the range-mark circuit.
Current-balance Tube.—This 807, Vs, is added to equalize the current
drawn during the sweep and the current drawn between sweeps, in order
to make the operation of the unit independent of duty ratio.
When these
currents are different, the voltage from the unregulated power supply
will vary in so far as changes in duty ratio change the average current.
If the voltage did change with duty ratio, then for a given sweep length,
changes in repetition rate would change the intensity, the sweep sensitivityy, the focus adjustment, and the length of the gating pulse. In this
case, the currentibalance tube must draw 75 ma during the off time of
the sweep, in order to equalize the current drains. If an electronically
regulated power supply were used this compensation would not be
necessary.
Voltuge-regulator Tube.—The voltage-regulator tube V7 is used to
compensate for any changes in line voltage.
If no precautions were
taken, then when the line voltage changed, the deflection current, the
focus current, and the high voltage would all change proportionally.
However, in order to stabilize the display, it is necessary for the deflection
current and the focus current to change as the square root of the high
voltage.
When the voltage change is small, it is a close approximation
to use one-half the change rather than the square root. A voltage of
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+195 volts on the bleeder from +275 volts to the plate of the VR 150
was found to give the best compensation.
Sweep Generator.—On all ranges a sawtooth voltage of approximately
30 volts. is generated.
This sawtooth represents the first 15 per cent of
an exponential voltage rise and is thus fairly linear; the voltage increase
in the last 25 per cent of the sweep time is 95 per cent of the increase
in the first 25 per cent. The voltage is generated from the + 199volt
line-voltage-compensated
point by using an RC-network and a clamp
V%. The 25-psec sweep is peaked with a portion of the positive pulse
that is coupled through C’~ from the cathode follower V4. The step
resistors (R3 and R~) in both the 25-Psec and the 50-psec sweep-generating
networks
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that affect the sweep speed.
The 2200-ohm
resistor Rs in
the plate circuit of the clamp increases the impedance of the clamp.
If
this resistor were not present, the sawtooth voltage would be brought
down very quickly at the end of the sweep and there would be some
negative overshoot.
Feedback Amplifier and Drivers.—The
feedback-amplifier-driver
combination (V%, Vg, VlO,VII, and Vlza) is in principle the same as the one
described in Sec. 10.3. The driver stage is held below cutoff before the
sweep begins. When the driver stage is cut off, the gain through the
first two stages is approximately 800. The actual gain with feedback is
only about one.
To increase the rapidity of response of the amplifier the second stage
consists of a 6AG7 with the relatively low plate load of 6800 ohms (~6).
Because the peak current necessary for generating the deflection field is
220 ma, two 807’s in parallel are used as the driver stage. The grids of
these tubes are held at —55 volts between sweeps by a d-c restorer VM.
Since the d-c restorer keeps the most negative point of the voltage
waveform at —55 volts, negative overshoot will shift the actual bias level
of the grid at the start of the sawtooth waveform.
Since a very small
negative overshoot at the end of the input sawtooth waveform would be
amplified without degeneration, it is important to prevent overshoot of
this input wave. There is a tendency for the amplifier and the driver
stages to oscillate; in order to prevent these high-frequency oscillations,
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small resistors are put in series with the control and screen grids of the
drivers.
Gate Turnofl.-The
gate-turnoff tube V6 is biased below cutoff.
The
grid is connected directly to the cathode of the driver stage and when
the driver current reaches the value necessary for a deflection of one
radius, the current through the turnoff tube turns the rectangular-wave
generator off. This turnoff point is adjusted by the potentiometer control in the cathode circuit of the turnoff tube. To keep this cutoff point
constant with changes in line voltage, it is necessary to obtain the biasing
voltage from the same +195-volt point that is used for generating the
sweep voltage.
When this is done, it is necessary to keep the screen
grid at the constant +150 volts available at the VR tube V7.
Range-mark Generator.-The range-mark circuit is not shown since it
can be identical with that described in Sec. 13.3.
Focus-compensating Petiode.-Thk
6AG7, VIS, with the variablecathode-resistor focus adjustment, automaticallyy adjusts the f ecus curThis compensation is
rent to compensate for changes in line voltage.
accomplished by biasing the grid from the +195-volt compensated point
in the VR-150 circuit.
Cathode-ray Tube.—The cathode-ray tube operates with the anode
at 5 kv. The intensifying pulse of 50 volts is applied to the grid. The
control grid is biased by the cathode of Vi whereas the cathode bias is
variable from 50 to 200 volts in order to accommodate the wide CRT
The video signals are applied to the cathode.
The second
tolerances.
grid is at a potential of 600 volts (obtained from the high-voltage bleeder).
Setting this voltage at 600 volts rather than at 275 volts decreases the
spot size by a factor of 0.6.
13.6. Rotating-coil Radial-time-base
Display with Off-centering.—
Because size and economy of power were not primary considerations in
the design, this unit (Fig. 13.6) uses electronically regulated power.
There are three adjustable sweep ranges; in each case the beam can be
deflected at least four radii.
The sweepspeed
factors (~sec/radius)
are: 2880 + 2440 psec.,
1280 + 1000 psec., and 760 ~ 620 ,usec.
The limiting duty ratio is usually determined by the time required for
recovery of the off-centering coil, and this time is at least 700 psec.
The signal amplifier accepts two separate +1 volt [ + ~ volt) video
~gnals and mixes them. It has a maximum gain of about 40, a pass band
s” 2 Me/see, and a low output impedance.
There is a nonadditive marker mixer with a gain of 1, which accepts
external positive angle and time markers and applies them to the grid of
the cathoderay tube. There is also an off-centering circuit, capable of
off-centering the sweep trace up to a distance of three radii.
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Trigger Buffer. -This
tube, V,, is cut off until the positive input
trigger is applied.
The trigger is amplified, inverted, and applied directly
to the off tube of the delay circuit by using a common plate resistor for
VI and V,..
Voltage ReguZator.—A very well regulated voltage is necessary for the
delay circuit in order to keep the jitter in the delay at a minimum.
To
obtain this voltage, the regulated +300 volts is filtered and further
regulated by the VR tube Vs. The RC-network (Rl and C,) helps in
the filtering and prevents the VR tube from oscillating as it would if
the condenser were placed directly across it.
Delay Circuit.—The delay circuit is a conventional cathode-coupled
Special precautions are necessary to minimize the jitter
flip-flop V,.
for long delays.
One of these is the special + 150-volt power obtained
from V~. Another is a separate filament transformer for VI and Vj
exclusively.
This is a simple l-to-l transformer TL whose primary is
connected to the regular filament supply.
In addition, it is necessary to
take special care in wiring the delay circuit, particularly near the “ on”
grid of the flip-flop.
The duration of the delay is determined by the
potentiometer R,.
The maximum-delay control R2 is used to set the
delay rate so that the delay can be normalized to coincide with a directreading dial on the delay-length control.
The resistor RS in series with
the delay control prevents the delay circuit from loading the trigger
excessively when the delay control is set at a minimum.
This resistor
prevents the delay from going to zero, but thk difficulty is not at all
important with the long sweep lengths involved.
The switch SI connects
either the negative trigger or the positive rectangular wave (whose back
edge is shaped into a trigger) to the input of the trigger sharpener.
clipper
and
Sharpener. —When the delay is not being used this circuit
acts as a two-stage amplifier, both amplifying and sharpening the negative
input trigger. When the delay circuit is being used, the positive rectangular pulse is differentiated at the input terminal.
The positive
pulse resulting from the front edge is sharply attenuated by Vk which is
at zero bias. The small portion of the front edge which is present at
the plate of V~ appears there as a negative pulse. Since VU is cut off,
this negative pulse has no effect on it. On the other hand, the negative
pulse that results from the back edge of the input rectangular wave is
amplified and inverted by V,..
It then appears on the grid of Va as a
positive pulse and drives this tube into the conducting region. A positive
delayed trigger for external use may be obtained from the cathode
resistor of Va.
The plate of V%, at which the negative trigger appears, is
connected directly to the plate of the “ ofi” tube of the following flip-flop.
Rectangular-wave Generator.—The rectangular wave is generated by a
combination cathode-coupled, d-c–coupled flip-flop Vs. Since the dura-
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tion of the gating pulse is kept the same for all three sweep ranges,
unnecessary power dissipation results when the faster sweeps are being
used. It is therefore suggested that a second gang be added to the rapge
switch to provide independent adjustment of the gate length.
For each
range, the gate length should be adjusted so that the sweep has time to
deflect the beam over four radii. The negative rectangular output wave
from the plate of the ofl tube VS” is used to cut off the switch tube and
the intensifier tube.
Sweep Generator.-The
switch tube Vg is a pentode clamp that operates across the RC-network chosen by the range switch S2. Rather
than accept the distortion due to the exponential rise of the voltage on
the condenser, an inexpensive feedback system is used to linearize the
sawtooth waveform.
A voltage waveform that is approximately the
same as the waveform at the charging condenser (C.J is applied to the top
This feedback voltage is obtained from the
of the charging resistor R,.
second stage of the following amplifier, and therefore tends to keep the
voltage across the charging resistor constant, and hence maintains a
constant charging current.
Amplifier and Driver.—The amplifier-driver system ( Vg, Vlo, VII,
and VIZ) is similar to the one described in Sec. 13.4. Between sweeps
the two drivers (Vll and Viz) are cut off because their grids are d-c–
restored to – 60 volts.
The gain of the amplifier up to the driver grids
is 100. When the drivers begin to conduct, the degenerative feedback
reduces this gain so that the over-all gain from the input grid to the
cathode of the drivers is about one.
The sensitivity of the deflection coil is approximately 55 ma per radius.
During off-center operation, a deflection of between three and four radii
might be desirable.
To supply the necessary current at the voltage
available, two 807’s are used. Even with the two drivers the deflection
available is a function of the sweep speed. As faster sweeps are used,
the voltage across the coil [L (di/dt) + iR] becomes greater and hence
the voltage across the driver decreases. This decrease in tube voltage
results in a decrease in the current available from the tube at zero bias.
From the constants of the coil used in thk circuit (L = 335 mh, R = 610
ohms), it can be determined that the fastest sweep that can be driven
four radii is one whose sweep-speed factor is 400 ~sec/radius.
If it is
not necessary to off-center the sweep by as much as three radii, a faster
sweep can be used.
Sweep Intensifier.-To
obtain proper blanking of the cathode-ray
tube using the first anode, it is necessary to keep the anode potential
below that of the cathode.
To insure this, an 807 (1’,), whose plate is
connected directly to the first anode, is used for blanking.
Between
sweeps the plate of the 807 rests at about —10 volts.
Its cathode is
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held at about – 40 volts by the unregulated negative output of the power
supply.
When the tube is cut off the plate rises to +300 volts, thereby
intensifying the cathode-ray tube.
Of-centering Control Tube.—A tube rather than a rheostat is used to
control off-centering because of the large amount of current that is
required.
For a maximum off-centering of three radii a current variable
from O to 100 ma is necessary.
Thk control is made fairly linear by
putting it in the grid circuit of an 807, VT, and using cathode degeneration.
The direction of the off-centering is controlled by the position of
the off-centering coil in its rotatable housing. Although this coil need
only pass direct current, it should not have too long a time constant,
for there are transients that exist in it. These transients occur because
of the overshoot that is inductively coupled from the deflection coil at
the end of each sweep. Even with critical damping, the off-centering
coil requires an appreciable time to recover from the transients.
When
this unit was run at a repetition frequency of about 350 cps, the maximum
duty ratio that could be obtained without the center’s moving was about
70 per cent. This is equivalent to the recovery time of 700 ~sec required
by the off-centering coil.
Marker Mize~.—Time and angle markers are mixed nonadditively in
the double cathode follower Vie. The marker-intensity controls shift
the bias of the grids of the cathode follower so as to cut off the lower
portion of the input waveform.
This type of intensity control will
Hence, when the
change the relative amplitude of the input markers.
input marks are not of uniform size (for example, if every fifth time
marker is of increased amplitude), an attenuator is more desirable than
the bias-changing intensity control.
The angle markers consist of a
gated pulse of high-frequency oscillation; therefore a relatively low time
constant can be used in applying them to the grid of the cathode-ray tube.
Video Anzplijier.-Tubes
V,, and VI1 are two identical video amplifiers whose output signals are additively mixed in the plate circuit.
They each have an independent gain control and an independent off-on
switch.
The low-frequency response is improved by the screen bypass
condensers (C~,C~) and the large condenser (CJ in the plate circuit; the
high-frequency response is improved by conventional shunt peaking.
The positive input signal to either of these tubes is amplified and inverted.
The negative output is then applied to the cathode-ray tube through a
cathode follower VIE. The cathode follower decreases the capacitive
load on the video amplifier, thereby improving the high-frequency
response.
It also drives directly the low impedance (100,000 ohms) of
the cathode-ray tube, eliminating the large condenser that would be
required if the low-frequency response were to be preserved while using
a-c coupling.
The negative-going cathode follower at zero bias, or +80
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volts with a 5000-ohm load (RJ in the cathode circuit, is fast enough to
It
respond to the video signals from the amplifier stage (2 Me/see).
also acts at its own d-c restorer.
Focus.—The focus coil used in this instrument is of the low-voltage
type and hence it requires special power at 30 volts d-c. The current
through this coil can be reversed so that the focus coil maybe positioned
properly.
RESOLVED-TIME-BASE METHOD
If a radar antenna is pointed at an angle 0 (with respect to a reference
angle @ = O) and the distance to a signal is a function of time ~(t), Fig.
13.7 shows that the signal can be displayed in proper orientation if
z = j(t) sin 0

(1)

is plotted horizontally, and
~ = j(t) Cos e
(2)
is plotted vertically.
Devices using resistance (sine-cosine potentiometers),
capacitance
(sine-cosine condensers), and inductance
(synchros) have all been
employed to resolve the constant-amplitude sweep
waveform j(t) into sine and cosine components
.f(~)sin 0
according to the angle information put into the
device (see Chap. 5). As resolvers for sweep waveJ(f) Cose:e-;(t)
/
forms, the principal limitations of the sine-cosine
potentiometers are roughness of output data, and
limited life. The limitations of the condenser are
poor low-frequency response and errors in the ou~
o
put data caused by unbalance in the capacity
FIG. 13.7.—Sine and
loading. The limitation of the synchro is its poor
cosine components of
low- and high-frequency response. Nevertheless,
‘(~)”
because of its mechanical dependability, its ability to operate at low
impedance levels, its ability to transmit power directly to deflection coils,
and because of the smoothness of its output data, the synchro has proved
to be the most useful resolver.
13.6. Zero Reference Level.
—Usuallythe sweep wave, represented
remains at zero during the “wait”
interval between sweeps;
by j(t),
during the remainder of the sweep cycle, it varies linearly to some
maximum value. Since a purely reactive device such as an inductive or
capacitive resolver cannot transmit the d-c component of the waveform
required to make it zero during the wait interval, the output wave of
such a device will be as represented in Fig. 13.8a. The d-c reference
level is therefore lost and the resolver output wave is not represented
by Eqs. (1) and (2). The only points on the sweep waveform which
do not change level with rotation of the resolver are points, such as P in
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Fig. 13.8a, which lie on the average-level line. In a fixed-deflection-coil
system, however, 1 the sweep rotates about that point on the display
which corresponds to the zero level of the a-c components of the current
through the deflection coil. In a radial–time-base display it is necessary
to have the central fixed point of the pattern occur at zero time. Thus,
at zero time it is necessary for the >C current through the deflection
coil to be at zero level. If the current waveform through the coil correspofrds to the waveform shown in Fig. 13.8a, the sweep would rotate
about P, rather than about S, which is the start of the sweep waveform.
An
Thus, only that part of the “sweep from P to F would be ‘useful.
additional disadvantage that is evident from Fig. 13.8a is the fact that

+&LW+d
,,,.
Average
level

(b)

(a)

Fm. 13.8.—Output waveforms from inductive-coupled or capacitive-coupled
Area A = area B in each case. (a) Sweep waveform with no correction.

resolver.

(b) Area-

balanced waveform.

the time delay between S and P depends on the shape of the sweep waveforms [that is, on j(t)].
This dependence of the time delay on f(t) prevents the use of simple time-delay circuits to generate a zero-time
trigger at P from the master trigger at S.
There are several methods of compensating for the loss of d-c level.
One is to balance the input sweep waveform with a “balancing wavemay
form” of equal area as in Fig. 13 .8b. This balancing waveform
convenient

y follow

nate shortly
the balancing

no matter

is adjusted

waveform,

waveform

sweep

so that the ‘‘ wait”

will then
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S, Fig.
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corresponding process for clamping current waveforms is discussed in
Sec. 13”12.
The third method of coping with the loss of d-c level is to make no
effort to overcome the effect directly, but to design the timing circuits
to accommodate the situation.
This method may be used most easily
when it is possible for the display circuits to control the basic timing of
the system associated with the display.
For example, if a trigger pulse
at the time corresponding to S in Fig. 13.8a is allowed to be the fundz+
mental timer for the complete system, it is then possible to generate a
trigger pulse at P by a delay circuit of some sort. An example of this is
shown in Fig. 13.21 where the sweep waveform itself is used to generate
a trigger pulse at the point at which it crosses the average level.
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13.7. Complete RTB Displays in which the Sweep Waveform Is
Transmitted through a Synchro.-Display
circuits, employing synchros
through which voltage waveforms are transmitted, vary from simple
units, in which the synchro drives the plates of an electrostatic cathoderay tube directly, to complex units that operate magnetic-deflection
These circuits all allow offcathode-ray tubes through amplifiers.
centering of the pattern a distance of several radii from the normal
centered position by shifting the d-c levels of the ‘(wait” time from zero.
RTB
Display
in Which a Synchro Drives an Electrostatic CRT.—
Probably the simplest display using a synchro can be made with the
circuit of Fig. 10.16 to supply the sawtooth voltages to the deflection
plates. The “overshoot”
following the sweep waveform does not have
to go through an amplifier and can therefore be large compared with the
The area-balanced waveformamplitude of the sawtooth waveform.
generator circuit shown in Fig. 13.15,1 where the inductance L in this
Figure
case is the rotor of a synchro, can also be used for this purpose.
13.9 shows the next stage of complexity of this type of display.
In this
circuit switch tubes are used to restore the d-c level of the sweep waveform. Therefore, a high-duty-ratio sweep, in which the sweep waveform
can occupy 80 to 90 per cent of the total time between sweeps, may be
used. The transformers have different ratios of primary to secondary
turns, or have attenuation on the output voltage to correct for the
difference in deflection-plate characteristics.
They can be eliminated
1 Much of the initial work in using inductances to generate area-balanced waveforms was done at Telecommunications Research Establishment, Malvern, Eng. See
F. C, Williams, TRE report, “ hfagslip PPI Time base for Magnetic Tubes;” and F. C.
Williams and B. H. Briggs, “ Magnetic PPI Circuit,” submitted at 1. E. E. convention,
Mar, 1346.
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if the synchro output voltage is high enough.
If vacuum-tube voltage
amplifiers were used between the synchro stators and the deflection
plates, a low-inductance synchro with good high-frequency response
could be used, and the necessity of having either amplifying transformers
or high-inductance stator windings would be avoided.
The Use of Synchro-derived Voltage Waveforms to Opera#e a Magneticde$ection Cathode-ray Tube.—If simple amplifiers are inserted between
Canterlngvoltages
may be applied here
Voftage across
synchro rotor >
Rectangularwaveform
generator

Sweep
+

waveform
generator -

Power
amplifier

adjustment for difference in deflection

~

1r

Rectangularwaveopensswitshes(and intensifiesCRT) a
duringthe sweep.Thusall four deflesfionplates
assumea fixed potential in Mween sweeps,but are
hea to followthe awwp waveformduringtfw sweep.
FIG. 13.9.—Block diagram of RTB display in which a synchro drives an electrostatic
cathode-ray tube directly.
Typical sweep generators and power amplifiers are shown in
Chap. 10. Typical switch circuits are shown in Chap. 4.

the synchro stators and the deflection coil, as in Fig. 13.10, the voltage
waveform through the synchro appears as a nearly identical current
waveform in the deflection coil. With these simple amplifiers, accuracies
of t 1 degree and ~ 2 per cent in range are obtainable.
The principle
of operation of the deflection-coil driver-amplifier (Via through Vlg)
has been described in Chap. 10. The current through the tube is determined almost exclusively by the grid voltage and is almost independent
of the plate voltage.
This operation is greatly aided by the 500-ohm
cathode resistors. The fraction of the cathode current taken by the
screen is nearly constant as long as the plate voltage is greater than about
80 volts.
The free-running period of the multivibrator (V2, Vs) is large com-
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pared with the period of the input trigger and with the sweep duration.
The voltage at wbfich the generated sweeps are automatically turned off
is se$ by R 1, and Rz and R3 control the slope (and therefore the duration
of the sweeps).
Thus the rectangular waveform is started by the input
trigger and stopped by the sweep, which causes VI, the turnoff tube, to
conduct.
The feedback amplifier (Vs, V6, VT) contains the high-frequency stabilizing network Cl and R~. The low-frequency peaking
networks in the feedback lead from the synchro rotor increase the amplifier gain at low frequencies and thus approximately correct for lowfrequency Iossee in the synchro.
It is necessary to amplify the cathode
waveform that controls the switches, since it is impractical to use the
large waveform on the plate of the multivibrator tube VS because of the
heavy load pwsented by the grids of the switch tubes. In order to control
the centering of the RTB display from Klgh-impedance potentiometers,
it is necessary to add the cathode followers V21 through V24. These
tubes provide low-impedance points to shift the d-c level of the switch
tubes.
With the off-centering distances possible with the circuit of
Fig. Is. 10, the grids of the output tubes do not draw current during the
time between sweeps. This circuit can off-center the pattern by two
radii and can therefore put on the cathode-ray tube a 50-mile-per-radius
sweep covering an area within a 150-mile radius. If larger off-center
dktances are desired, it is necessary to insert cathode followers between
the switch tubes and the driver grid resistors, and at the same time to
increase these resistors from 220 ohms to some larger value such as
50,000 ohms. This change in the circuit will prevent output-amplifier
grid current from charging condensers C2.
An intensifying waveform, which coincides with the time that the
spot is visible on the tube face, is sometimes required.
A simple circuit
This circuit includes four diodes,
performing this function can be added.
each of which has its plate connected to the cathode of one of the output
tubes (VIGthrough Vlg). The four diode cathodes are connected together
and through a resistor to a fixed d-c level that is just equal to the level
reached by any one of the power-tube cathodes when the cathode-raytube spot is at the edge of the screen. Thus if any one of the output
amplifiers exceeds the specified deflection current, a signal appears across
This signal may be
the common cathode resistor of the four diodes.
amplified and used to blank the tube whenever the spot leaves a square
region that must be centered about the center of the screen. This signal
can also be used to identify the location of the particular sector under
observation on another display connected to the same timing and angle
data.
13.8. RTB Display Using a Sine-cosine
Potentiometer.—Figure
13-11 is a diagram of a resolved–time-base display circuit using a sine-
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cosine potentiometer.
The plates of the electrostatic-deflection cathoderay tubes are directly connected to the brushes of the potentiometer.
Because the two sweep generators are also directly coupled to the potentiometer, there is no loss of d-c level in this system.
Therefore, the
sweep on the tubes rotates about the point corresponding to the start
of the sweep waveform.
This circuit can produce RTB sweeps of 50
or more psec per tube radius.
The two 400-volt power supplies are off-set with respect to ground so
that the voltage across the sine-cosine potentiometer is zero during the
wait time. The quiescent currents that flow in Vi and V, during the
wait time go through resistors RI and Rz. Because there is no current
flowing through the sine-cosine potentiometer during the wait time,
rotation of the potentiometer causes no deflection of the cathode-ray-tube
beam during this time. Thus the starting point of the sweep is fixed on
the screen of the cathode-ray tube. Adjustment of Rt can, however,
cause a current to flow in the sine-cosine potentiometer during the time
between sweeps, and thus cause the locus of the sweep-starting points to
lie on a circle, whose center is the previous starting point, producing an
“ open center” display.
The attenuators in the leads between the brushes of the sine-cosine
potentiometer and the deflecting plates correct for the difference in
deflection sensitivity of the two sets of plates, and also permit the insertion of d-c voltages for centering the pattern on the tube face. Brush
noise, much of which is due to contact potentials and is essentially
independent of the voltage on the potentiometer, causes small irregularities in the pattern.
The amplitude of this noise is small compared
to the relatively large (200-volt) sweep waveforms.
Because the resistance from each brush to ground is fairly high, the
leads from the sine-cosine potentiometer must be shielded and limited
in length if high sweep speeds are required.
The effect of the capacity
loading on the brushes is most noticeable near the 45° point where both
brushes are loading the same point on the potentiometer card. When 5
ft of shielded low-capacity cable is employed it is possible to transmit
sweep waveforms as fast as 50 psec per tube radius without appreciable
distortion.
13.9. RTB Displays with Sweep Waveforms Transmitted through a
Sine-cosine Condenser.—A
sine-cosine condenser has the advantage,
compared to a synchro, of good h]gh-frequency response. A circuit for
an RTB display using a condenser of this type (Cardwell, Type KS8534)
is shown in Fig. 13.12. The capacities from one rotor to each of its two
stators have the form CO+ Cmsin d and CO – C- sin 0. The capacities
from the other rotor to its two stators have the form CO + Cmcos 0 ahd
CO – Cmcos O (Co > Cm). If the amplitude C’~ of the sinusoidal varia-
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tions is small compared with (CO + C), the difference in the voltages
occurring on a pair of stators is proportional to sin e. This difference
signal is amplified by a difference amplifier, and the output is in push-pull
form, ready for direct application either to the plates of a cathode-ray
tube or to an amplifier capable of driving a deflection coil. It is necessary
to d-c–restore the sweep levels by switch tubes if the sweep is to rotate
about the point corresponding to T, Fig. 13.12.
+
+
T
J
A

+-II

i
c:
Recta ngu’ -wavefori
generator

U

&l

L

Sweeo
ampnrler

-T
A
JL

‘

Sine.cosine
condenser
Crotor.stator =
CotCm Sin O
‘

m’”-”

Differencevamplifiers
FIG. 13. 12.—RTB
display using a sine-cosine condenser.
C? + Co must be large compared
to Cn if the capacity from a rotor to a stator has the form C, + Cn sin 8. (Cn < C,).

To compute the deviation from a sine curve of the voltage difference
on a pair of stators, consider the circuit of Fig. 13.13. The source of ei
has negligible impedance and the resistors R (Fig. 13.12), which affect
only the low-frequency response, are neglected.

“-e’=e’(i%-)
‘3)

et —

2C’C. sin 0
‘1 = “ (C + Co)’ – C: sin’ ?3’

where Cl = CO — Cmsin 0 and Cz = CO + Cmsin 8.

(4)

Examination of Eq.
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(4) indicates that the unwanted sin’ 0 term in the denominator is negligible only if Cm < C + CO. The output signals will then be much
smaller than the input signals.
A further limitation of the circuit of Fig. 13.13 is that the condensers
C must be exactl y equal.
If they are not, additional errors are introduced
into Eq. (4). Long leads on the stators can be used only if they have
exactly equal capacities to ground.
Since the output voltage is approximately inversely proportional to
C, a change in length of cable will
also affect the amplitude.
The problem of low-frequency
losses due to the presence of the
resistors R shunted across the conp
densers C can be solved for sweep
lengths appreciably less than the
the input
time RC by distorting

qc

I=

Ft~.

I=

13.1 3.—Sine-cosine
condenser
a voltage divider.

used in

waveform
term

with the addition

as in Fig.

of a ~a

10.18.

The difference amplifiers are not perfect and t~ey produce signals
that are not exactly equal in magnitude.
Therefore it is necessary to
depend on the linearity of the following push-pull amplifier to equalize
the sweep waveforms.
In spite of the good high-frequency response, the limitations of this
type of sine-cosine condenser have caused it to be used very seldom.
RTB

DISPLAYS tJSING CURRENT WAVEFOIWS THROUGHA SYNCHRO

A motor-stator deflection coil may be driven directly by a synchro
The synchro acts like
through which a sawtooth waveform is resolved.
a set of variable transformers, and the current waveforms in the coil will
center about an average value of zero, with a portion of the sawtooth
current going in the negative direction (see Fig. 13.8a).
The current
during the “wait”
time can be
made equal to zero by the use of
the proper area-balanced waveA4-0-’
form or by means of switching
(a)
(b)
(c)
and clamping circuits.
Since the
FIG.
13 14.—Three types of area-balanced
clamp must pass a high peak curwaveforms.
rent (as much as 0.9 amp) as well
as have a very low forward resistance, selenium rectifiers are more suitable
than vacuum tubes for this use.
13.10. Methods of Generating Area-balanced
Waveforms. -Three
types of area-balanced waveforms are shown in Fig. 13”14. In each case
the waveform is generated as a voltage and then transformed into a
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current waveform by a feedback amplifier.
In practice, each of the types
of waveform shown in Fig. 13.14 limit the useful sweeps to about 50 per
cent of the total
The

“ step

recurrence

plus

sawtooth”

period.
wave

in Fig.

13.14a

is generated

by

an

RC sawtooth-voltage generator that has a resistor in series with
the condenser being charged.
A trigger may be generated at the instant
the rising sawtooth part of the waveform crosses the zero line. (Figure
13.21 shows a circuit using this method of area-balancing and outputtrigger generation.)
+300V
An ordinary RC-generator produces the sawtooth waveform of
Fig. 13#14b, and the rectangular
balancing waveform is produced
V3
by a resistor and a switch tube.
The duration of the balancing
+ 2COV
waveform is usually fixed (for any
LL
“~
=
given recurrence period) and its
amplitude is automatically varied
+ output
c,
in proportion to the area of the
Waveform
v,
--sweep waveform.
A voltage pro--c~
; : C3
--portional to the area of the sawtooth waveform is derived by
using an RC integration filter, and
FIG. 13.1 5.—Balanced
waveform generator
is used to set the amplitude of the
using an inductance.
balancing waveform.
(This type
of generator is used in the circuit of Fig. 13.22.)
The generation of the balanced waveform shown in Figs. 13. 14c and
13.16 is accomplished by the action of the inductance L shown in Fig.
13~15. Because the inductance contains only a very small amount of
series resistance, the average voltage across it must be very nearly zero
no matter what the shape of the waveform.
The “Miller run-down”
sawtooth generator is essentially independent of the impedance of the
plate load. Therefore, when the switch tube is opened at time tl (see
Fig. 13.16), the voltage on the grid of VI starts to rise, and the plate
The nonlinear current in L and the
voltage drops in the usual manner.
extra current in Rz do not appreciably affect the waveform.
After the
sawtooth waveform has reached the required amplitude El at time t2,
the switch is closed and the current through VI is stopped.
The inductance and the two shunting capacities Cl and Cz are completely free to
follow the sinusoidd oscillation that is necessary in a free LC-circuit in
which energy has been stored.
After the first positive half cycle, the
plate of VI tries to go below the 200-volt point and continue its oscillation.
It is interrupted,
however,
at time ts by the diodes V2 and VS, which
ordinary
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long as the inductance
R~ (that is, as long as

as

through

they both conduct).
from the energy ~CE~
The current i(t,) can be readily determined
Equating this
stored in the condenser at the peak of the oscillation.
energy

to ~Li~t5) the value

of i(~,) is

+
W
E

(5)

where Ez = the amplitude of the sinusoidal oscillation and C = c1 + CZ
The inductance will be unable to
swing below the 200-volt level
through
only if the current
I
IE2
R, [i., = (300 – 200)/R,] exceeds
T,
TO $
+200
i~ and the diodes both remain con....
“

E,

4

.-c

Plates

of lJ2 and

F3

“lp’atelof “

‘,) =i([a)

i(,,,=~

‘L

Gnd

-Euj

FKG. 13.16.—Waveforms

in Fig. 13.15.
of the current in the

The positive direction
inductance iL is shown in Fig. 13.15.
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ance R associated with the inductor L is so small that the voltage
drop across it is negligible compared with the total voltage across
L. This relationship will always
hold if the inductance time con-
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the amplitude

is that involving

the energy.

in L, and El the voltage across L at time

waveform.
and phase

of

If i(,,) is the

t2,then

~Li~[,,+ ~CE~ = CE~,

(6)

where Ez is the amplitude of a sinusoid with the same energy as the total
energy stored in L and C at time tl. Thus, if i{,,) and El are known, it
is possible h compute the maximum amplitude
of the sinusoidal segment
of period T = % -C,
which begins at tzand terminates at ts. If TO
is equal to the time interval between tzand tt then
sin

It is thus possible
the

termination

to

2uT0 = ~.
T
E,

compute the phase of the

of the sweep

waveform.

(7)
sine

wave

with respect
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The conclusion
that the sweep
and balancing
waveforms are equal
follows from the general argument that the average voltage across the
inductance, which has very small series resistance, must be very nearly
zero;

that

volts

no matter

is, the average

the inductance
therefore

what

voltage

of the plate

the waveform

of ~1 (Fig.

In the circuit

shape.

is clamped

at the 200-volt point during
during the ‘‘ wait” time coincides

the voltage

13-16)

is 200

of Fig.

13.15

the “wait”
time;
with the average

value of the waveform.
Actually,
waveform

it is usually
because

second-order
time-base

effects
display.

produce

below

level A~

The appearance

LS,causes
flowing

below
respect

center

the

circle

generated
These

coil.

on the radlal–

of ~3 is set at a voltage

the ZOO-volt level;

that

the average

A~

can then start at a
is, the sweep

voltage

must

starts

be zero.

AV across the inductance, following time

iL. to build up in L (opposite

at time tb) according

correct

part of the waveform

to which

of this voltage

a current

to

in the deflection

the cathode

The sweep

volts

tbe level with

slightly
effects

an overlapping

Therefore,

less than !20cI volts.
voltage

necessary

of second-order

to ~061,which

is already

to the law

~ di..
—
dt

(8)

= AV,

or
(iLL)~

AV.

= ~,

t

(9)

of AV to the induct ante,
where t = time elapsed since the application
that is, the time measured from ts. When iLL gets large enough to equal
it,,) the current in L is zero. At this instant the diode V, opens and the
inductance is free to oscillate sinusoidally with an amplitude AV about
the ZOO-volt level. If, however, the product AV - t is small enough, Vz
does not open and the inductance remains at a voltage AV below the ‘Xl@
This action tends to produce
volt average level during the “wait” time.
the open circle

necessary

for compensation

in the RTB

display.

The balancing characteristic of the circuit of Fig. 13.15 does not
depend on the amplitude Ee of the balancing sinusoid if there is adequate
time for the sinusoid to complete the positive half cycle.
If this voltage
waveform goes directly through a synchro to the deflecting plates of an
electrostatic-deflection CRT, a high amplitude of the balancing wave is
not an important limitation.
However, in driving magnetic-deflection
cathode-ray tubes it is necessary to pass this voltage waveform through
an amplifier and finally to cause it to appear as a current waveform in
the inductance of a synchro rotor (for example, Fig. 13020).
An alternative method of using an inductance to generate an areabalanced waveform is shown in Fig. 13.17. The sweep part of the wave-
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form starting att, isgen{:r:Ltccl i~ltll{: s:~mcm:~nner as in Fig. 13.15, but
the type of balancing waveform is different.
The inductance L is shunted
by a damping resistor R whose value is slightly less than that needed
for critical damping, that is, + {L/C.
Consequently, at time h, when
the current in the pentode tube VI is cut off, the plate executes a critically
damped overshoot that has the initial energy W{!,).
(lo)

w(h) = zw.i:,:) + +CI?!.

The value of i(,,~ is readily determined by integrating the sweep-voltage
waveform E(t) from i!l to t,. Because all the energy Wf,,) is completely
extracted from the circuit, mainly through the action of the damping
E

+200V

200 v +E2

-igg
FIG 13.17.—Circuit

I

Ill

t,

t2tq t,

for generating an area-balanced

waveform.

resistor R, before the next sweep starts, the initial current in the inductance is zero. Therefore:
t,
1
E(f) dt.
i(t,, = –
(11)
L / ~,
Following time tz, the LC-circuit is continually losing the energy being
dissipated in the damping resistor.
From t, to t, the diode holds the inductance at the (200-volt + E,)
level, and the total energy lost during this time is T (E~/R) where T is
equal to t4 — t3.
At time tl&he current in the inductance has been reduced until the
diode no longer conducts and the circuit has the energy
(12)
Following time t4,the voltage and current decay exponentially with a
time constant L/R until both reach negligible values and all the energy
stored in the circuit at time tzhas been dissipated.
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Inorder todetermine the approximate duration Tof the flat part of
the voltage waveform, the energy lost during the short time t~ to t~ is
assumed to be small compared to the total energy.
Tbe energy at time
h, lt’t~,), then approximately equals that at time h. Therefore:
2’ g

= W(,,) – w{,,).

(13)

Since W(,,) and W(i,) are known from Eqs. (10) and (12), T can be
calculated.
The current waveform in Fig. 13.17 shows how the current in the
inductance varies with time.
When the voltage waveform in Fig. 13.17 is changed into a current
waveform in the inductance of a synchro rotor, somewhat higher voltages
are needed in the plate supply of
the final amplifiers than in the
case of the waveform of the circuit
in Fig. 13.15. Push-pull output
amplifiers operate
successfully
with this type of waveform,
however.
Figure 13.18’ shows the output
amplifier with the reflected deflection-system inductance LI in the ~
t,
t~ tj tq t~
plate circuit.
The grid of this $?
I’IG. 13.18.—Current and voltage waveamplifier goes negative during the
forms for the rotor of the synchro in am RTf3
sweep part of the waveform, and
display.
L, is the total inductance of the
deflection system as measured at the synchro
the decreasing current in L I causes
rotor or at the primary of a transformer
to
a positive voltage L, I1/Tl
driving the rotor.
appear on the plate. This voltage
may be very great if i~ is reduced

rapidly

and

sweeps

supply

voltage.

Fig.
have

is not

13.18,

limited

feeclback

the shape

‘The quiescent

that

current

by

the

(not

plate

shown)

is needed

is used

to produce

to

cause

the

10 must be large enough

thus

the speed

of the

In the circuit
the

required

grid

signal

current

so that the tube

of
to

in i~.

does not

The voltage E,,
the peak of the sawtooth,
i.e., 10 > Il.
must be larger than L II* (27r/T) so that the maximum rate of change of
The power in the output stage must
current at time ts can be attained.
be at least as great as L, I11~(2m/T).
For fixed L,, II, and T this power
is directly proportional to 12. In practice, sweep duty ratios above
50 per cent are uneconomical.
If a condenser C is placed in series with 1., (between E,p and L,,
cut off near
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Fig. 13.18) the voltage needed at E,, can be appreciably reduced with a
consequent reduction in power. The condenser C must be shunted by
a large inductance Lt to provide a d-c path for the current 11, as in Fig.
13.19. The saving effected in the EPP voltage may be qualitatively seen
by noting that during the time from tl to G (Fig. 13.19) the decreasing
current in LI causes the voltage across C to rise (proportionally to tz if
t = O at tJ. The current causing the increase in voltage across C comes
from the large, and therefore essentially constant-current, inductance

r&

c=:,

—

(:)2

Fm. 13. 19.—Operation of the driving circuit of an area-balanced current waveform
in an inductance L,. The inductance Lz is much larger than L, and therefore maintains a
The condenser C aids the plate supply EW by providing
extra voltage
constant current.
at time

tt.

shunting C. The current in C is actually increasing when the current
in L is decreasing because the net current to point A must be constant.
As a consequence, the effective plate voltage for the tube continues to
increase during the entire time that the current in L is decreasing.
If a sinusoidal current i. = – Iz sin ~
(
I

is forced through C (t = O

at the time ts, Fig. 13. 17), then the voltage e, across C is

!ht

CosT + constant”

(14)

If it is required that ec = O when t = T/2 (at time t,,Fig. 13. 19) and
if C is given the particular value

—

$EC.
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(15)
then
eC.

.

UICL1
—
Cos ~
T (

+

(16)

1.
)

This curve isplotted in Fig. 13.19 from t, tot,.
Thevoltage across the
condenser must have the same value at time tb as it had at time tl since
the current waveform i,has a net value of zero from t,tofb.
Thus the
P rise in e. from tl to tz is just the right value to join the sinusoidal part
of e, at time tz.
Since the voltage across the condenser and the voltage across the
inductance are known, they may be added to obtain the total voltage
on the plate of the driver tube (voltage curve for point B, Fig. 13.19).
The relation of this voltage curve for point B to the plate supply voltage
Em depends on the duty ratio of the complete waveform.
Because there
is negligible resistance between B and E==, the average voltage for any
long period at point B must always be E,p. The case requiring the
greatest value of E,, occurs when a new waveform starts just after the
previous one has finished.
In this case, inspection of the voltage waveform at B shows that E=, is somewhere near the inflection point of the
sinusoid (dashed line in waveform 1?, Fig. 13.19).
This value is about
half that required if only LI is in the plate circuit of the power output
tube. In equipment where light weight is important, this saving is
appreciable.
13.11. Practical Circuits for RTB Displays Using Area-balanced
Current Waveforms.-The
simplest dkplay of this type is the one using
the sinusoidal area-balancing waveform generated with the aid of an
inductance. Figure 13.20 shows such a circuit. 1
The rectangular-waveform
generator is a stable cathode-coupled
tlipflop; VZ conducts in the absence of trigger pulses. In the initial stable
condition, the sweepgenerating tube Vb is not conducting because its
grid is held just below cutoff through V1. The trigger pulse causes V,
to conduct, and the flip-flop regenerates as the plate voltage of Vz rises.
The rising plate voltage of V, also causes diode V4 to open, allowing
the grid of the sweepgenerator tube Vb to charge in a positive direction.
I This is a modificationof a circuit
Bsse for Magnetic

Tubes.”

Different

given in the TRE
types of vacuum

report,

‘‘ Magslip

PPI Time

tubes were used in the original

British circuit.
A “flashback
control”
circuit that limits the maximum speed with
which the waveform shifts from the sweep to the area-balancing
part has been omitted
This control circuit permits a further
in Fig. 13,20 in the interest of simplicity.
reduction in the power in the output tube V,, by reducing the necessary plate SUPPIY
voltage.
Consequently
form shown.

the circuit

of Fig. 13.20 has not been operated

in the exact
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Thlsgenerates thenegative sa]vtooth s\\reep~vaveform attheplnteof
V6
inthemanner describedin Fig. 13.15. When the plate of Vsgocs below
100 volts, diode V.g conducts, returning the flip-flop to its stable initial
condition.
Then the diode switch in the grid circuit of VS closes, and
the current in V5 ceases. The plate of V5 goes through one positive
half cycle of sinusoidal oscillation and is then stopped by the diode switch
V6 and V, at a point near the 200-volt level, controlled by R,.
The
complete waveform is picked up on the secondary of Tl and transmitted
through the compensated feedback amplifier consisting of Vg, V,O,
If Cl = (2/L) (T/2T) 2, the voltage for the plate supply of V,,
and V,,.
can be reduced to approximately one-half the value that would be
required if L, and Cl were not used. T is the period of the sinusoidal
balancing waveform and L is the inductance of the deflection system
as measured at the plate of VI 1. Fast-starting sweep waveforms (as in
ground-range sweeps) require high voltage across the primary of T2.
In the circuit as shown, these sweep voltages are generated by simply
cutting off the current in VII at the required rate. The feedback loop
The extra
of the output amplifier includes the output transformer.
attenuation introduced by the transformer at both low and high frequencies requires additional compensation in the amplifier in order to
maintain stability.
For good performance the transformer must be
made with very-thin–lamination
iron and be designed for the closest
possible coupling between primary and secondary.
Another type of circuit employing area-balanced waveforms is shown
in Fig. 13.21. The waveform used is of the type shown in Fig. 13.14a.
The rectangular-waveform
generator is started by a trigger pulse from
the constant-frequency
trigger generator that sets the period of the
sweeps. The sweep generator then generates a sawtooth waveform,
which must have a shorter duration than the time between the basic
triggers. This voltage waveform is transformed by the feedback amplifier into a current waveform in the synchro rotor.
In this case a highinductance rotor (about 275 mh) is used so that waveforms of about 40
to 1000 psec may be applied directly to the rotor by a vacuum tube.
In order to obtain an output trigger at the time that the current waveform in the deflection coil is passing through zero, it is necessary first to
distort the waveform appearing in the cathode of the synchr-driving
tube to approximate the distortion caused by the synchro and deflection
coils. This distorted, and thereby corrected, waveform is inserted into
an amplifier that amplifies only above a fixed d-c level (in this case,
ground).
A rectangular intensification waveform and an output trigger
are produced by this amplifier.
Changes in the slope or period of the
initial sawtooth (or “step plus sawtooth”) waveform do not affect the
operation of this circuit, provided that the sawtooth is always completed
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FIG. 13.21 .—FLTB display circuit using area-balanced sweep waveiorms.
A trigger is automatically y sent out from this circuit at the time the
spot on the CRT passes through the point of rotation.
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before the next trigger occurs.
The trigger and intensification pulse
always start at the instant the spot on the cathode-ray tube is crossing
through the point of rotation.
The operation of the circuit of Fig. 13.21 may be summarized as
follows.
The LC-oscillator V, Zrunsat 800cps.
‘It controls ablockingoscillator, V13, which operates either at800cps
oppositions
1 and 2of S,.,
or at 400 cps on Position 3. The trigger from this blocking oscillator
starts the cathode-coupled flip-flop circuit.
The presence of the cathode follower Vs, which charges condensers
C, and C, rapidly at the end of the sweep (tiie 7’,), enables the flip-flop
circuit consisting of VI through Vd to operate in a stable manner at very
high duty ratios. The diode VI is used in place of the large resistor that
would normally be present in the grid circuit of V4. This diode causes
the grid of Vd to assume, very accurately, the voltage level EOfrom time
Tz to the start of the next sweep. This voltage is higher than that of
the grid of VZ, and therefore Vz is cut off during this time. The automatic-turnoff cathode follower V5 causes the flip-flop to return to its
initial condition at time Tz because of the presence of the corrected
sweep waveform a-c coupled to its grid. Since the corrected waveform
is a-c–coupled to the grid of VS, the amplitude of the useful sweep on the
cathode-ray tube is constant.
The sawtooth generator is of the conventional type.
On Position 1 of S,, a sweep adjustable by potentiometer RI from 35 psec/radius to about 200 psec/radius is generated.
On
Position 2 of S,. a sweep of about 54o psec out of a recurrence period of
1200 psec is generated.
The step resistor Rz aids in making this sweep
duty ratio easier to obtain.
Switch Position 3 gives a 1100 ysec sweep
at a recurrence period of 2400 psec. Low-frequency correction is provided by using the plate of VB as a source of a large feedback voltage to
RS causing a time-squared term to appear in the sweep waveform.
The feedback amplifier allows the output tubes V,. and V,, to operate
from cutoff.
Their average current in the rotor of the synchro is not
zero and therefore there is a slight open circle in the pattern when the
synchro is rapidly rotated, because of the generator action of the synchro.
This effect limits the rotation speed possible without interposing a transformer between the output amplifiers and the synchro to cause the
average current in the synchro rotor to be zero. A speed of 30 rpm is
feasible without a transformer.
The deflection coil is the slightly modified stator of a 3-phase size-1
synchro (see Appendix B, Table B. 1).
The corrert,ion network cmlses the voltage on the grid of Vz, to be
very similtir to the current waveform in the deflection coil. The cathode
follower V*Oprevents any charge from being stored on the coupling con-
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denser L’s. This charge would upset the d-c level of the input to the
trigger-generating amplifier.
At time T2 a clamp tube V,g causes the
grid of Vln to be pulled in the negative direction faster than the corrected
sweep waveform itself. The intensification waveform is therefore terminated a little sooner than the actual sweep waveform in the deflection
coils and the backtrace is thus prevented from being visible.
The rest
of the amplifier for the output gate and trigger is of conventional design.
A circuit using the type of are~balanced waveform of Fig. 13. 14b is
outlined in Fig. 13.22. The sawtooth and balancing rectangular wave
are generated separately and after going through two essentially identical
amplifiers are applied to the primary of the output transformer.
At
time 2’1 the diode clamping tube VI is opened “and the sweep appears on
its plate. The sweep is overcompensated because the large signal is
applied to the positive end of the sweep-generating resistor Rl through
amplifier VIT. The feedback amplifier is conventional except for the
cathode follower VC which allows the grids of the output tubes VT and V~
to be driven positive, producing high peak currents.
The voltage waveform on the cathodes of the sweep driver tubes V,
and Vg is averaged by the RC-filter Rz and Cl. This voltage determines
the amplitude of the rectangular balancing waveform that appears on the
A capacity of 240 ypf on the grid of V,, slows up the start
grid of V,,.
of the balancing waveform to reduce the size of the voltage peak occurring
across the output transformer at time Tz. The 740-volt plate supply
for the output tubes is necessary for 60 psec/diameter sweeps.
‘l’he 2-phase deflection coils are slightly modified stators of 2-phase
synchros (Diehl Type PD).
For off-centering the pattern, they have
extra windings, with twice as many turns as the sweep windings.
This
circuit will operate two cathode-ray tubes that are off-centered one
radius and have a radial time base one diameter in amplitude.
For recurrence frequencies of 200 to 800 cps, sweeps having a 50 per
cent duty ratio are possible with this circuit.
13.12. The Use of Selenium Rectifiers for Maintaining Unidirectional
Currents in Deflection Coils.-It
is apparent from the foregoing discussion that the area-balanced waveform scheme has numerous disadvantages, not the least of \rhich is the limitation of the useful sweep
to about 50 per cent of the total recurrence period.
If rectifiers of
suitable characteristics, such as selenium units, are inserted in series with
the deflection coils, essentially unidkectional current will flow in the
deflection coil even though the source of current is a synchro stator
winding.
Figure 13.23 shows the equivalent circuit for this case where
RI and Rb are the forward and back resistance of the rectifier, respecti\-ely.
The imaginary switch S must be considered to be in the appropriate
position corresponding to the instantaneous direction of the current.
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When a synchro is driving the deflection coil, it is necessary to reverse
the polarity of the rectifier at every null point of the stator used because
the current waveform reverses sign at the null. Such reversal may be
obtained by means of cams and switches or a commutator attached to
the synchro shaft. There should be a short interval, corresponding to
no more than +.Oof rotation, during which the switch short-circuits the
rectifier before effecting the reversal. This switch action makes a
smoother transition, which is almost unnoticeable on a cathode-ray
screen using a magnetic-deflection
tube with normal resolution.
A
R,
M
LI

R3

‘2

s

L2

L3

‘b

>Synchro
i,

_

Deflection coil
iz

FIG. 13.23.-Equivalent
circuit forasynchro
driving adeflection
coil through a rectifier
unit. R, = forward resistance and Rb = back resistance of the rectifier.
The switch AS
is thrown at the in~tant the current reverses.

resistor whose value is several times that of the back resistance of the
rectifier at low currents should be used across the reversing switch.
This resistor reduces the effect of transients due to the action of the
reversing switch.
It is of interest to determine the manner in which the rectifier causes
theunidirectional
current to flow inthestator
circuit (Fig. 13.23).
The
actual forward and back resistances of the selenium rectifier are not
constant but vary rapidly with current (see Table 13.1, also Fig. 4.72).
The analysis of the rectifier operation is, however, greatly simplified by
assuming constant resistances, and an allowance for their variation
TABLE13.1.—RESISTANCE
OFSINGLE
SELENIUM-RECTIFIER
DISK(1~” OD)
Forwarddirection
I, ma
2
4
10
ZXJ
40
80
100
300
500

R, ohms
140
80
44
25
14
7
5.7
2.5
1.7

Reverseddirection
I, ma

R, ohms

0.6
1.8
6.6
12.2
56.0
. ...
. ...
....
....

3)500
2,200
1,200
820
270
.....
.....
.....
.....
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can be made after the operation with constant values of Rf and Rb is
approximated.
To produce a linear current sweep in the stator circuit of Fig. 13.23
it is necessary to cause a current made up of a sawtooth waveform plus
a tz correction term to flow in the rotor (see Sec. 10.7). The rotor current
il necessary to produce a sawtooth stator current iz = klt in the stator

.s
E
g
~
$

z

a

o

.s
E
g
~

s
g

o

L

T,

T~ - q
t* t3t4

t,

Fm. 13.24.—Current waveforms in the rotor and stator of the synchro in Fig. 1323.
The “overshoot”
in the stator current, caused by low-frequency losses, recovers rapidly
because of the high back resistance of the rectifier.

circuit is (from Eq. 10.59; it is required that both L and iz are zero at
t=o)

~,=~(L,
M

+L3)t+~,

R,+
M

R.+
2“

Ritz

(17)

The rectifier reversing switch (not shown in Fig. 13.23) is always
thrown so that the forward resistance is used during the sweep. Figure
13.24 shows the current waveforms in the rotor and stator circuits of
Fig. 13.23 where both i, and i, are assumed to be zero at time tl. To
simplify the writing of the equations, the following substitutions will be
made.
(18)
L, = Lz + L~.
R;= RZ+R3+Rf.
(19)
(20)
R:= Rz+Rs+Rb.
B ~ $

(R’ + R3 + R/)T:
2’

(21)

where Z’1 is the duration of the sweep sawtooth waveform in Fig. 13.24,
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and where B is the time-squared term in the rotor current waveform in
Eq. (17).
The magnitude of overshoot of the stator current i, is readily determined if the first part of the return time T2 required to reduce the stator
current to zero (Fig. 13.24) is small compared to L,/R~ and if the
If these two
remainder of the return time Ts is small compared to L./R~.
conditions are met (the y are readily met in pm ct ice) then the tz correction
term can be completely neglected for the case of the return-time waveform
itself. If the return-time waveform in the stator is required to be a sawtooth waveform of slope kz, then the rotor current necessary to produce
this has a slope (L,/m)kg, as may be seen from Eq. (17).
Since the
amplitude of the rotor return waveform is (L,klT1/M) + B, the amplitude of the stator return-time waveform is very nearly IcIZ’, + (3!fB/L,).
At time Id the rotor current is
Thus, the stator overshoot is MB/L..
forced to be zero by the rotor-driving circuit, and the stator current is
allowed to decay toward zero with a time constant of L,/R~, according to
the equation
,,=y

R’d
—

(1 – e~),

a

(22)

where t = O at time tl in Fig. 13.24. If adequate time is not allowed for
i~ to get back to zero, the sweep will not rotate exactly about one end
because it will still be negative at the start of the next sweep. Note
that the rate of recovery is essentially constant for a given synchro
deflection coil and selenium rectifier. The amount of recovery necessary
correction
is directly proportional to the magnitude B of the time-squared
term in the rotor.

For sweeps

short

compared

to the forward-resistance

L,/R; the amount of overshoot is small.
An example will illustrate the time required for recovery of a typical
system.
Let LI = L, = 10 mh, L, = 5 mh, k, = 0.92 (k, = M/<L,LJ,
R, + Ri = 15 ohms.
For the selenium rectifier USC(I,R, = 5 ohms at
125 ma, which is the current needed for about half a radius deflection.
For an approximate calculation this value may be taken as the average
forward resistance.
Then, from Eq. (21) the ratio of B to the amplitude
of the sawtooth part of the input current waveform (L./if) kl T’l (see
Fig. 13.24), may be obtained.
stator

time

constant

B

(R,

—.
L.
~ lclTl

+ R, +
2L.

R,) T,.

(23)

Using the constants given above and a sweep of duration TI = 1000 ~sec,
—

B

L,
~ klT,

—---

= 0.66,

-———
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which shows that the value of the tz term B in the input waveform is
nearly as large as the sawtooth part. Therefore, the overshoot is large
and the time for complete recovery is longer. The time constant of the
recovery waveform (following L, Fig. 13.24) is L,/R~, according to Eq.
(22). If the input waveform has a peak value of 166 ma, then the overThe
shoot will be MlI/L., or 40 ma in the case of the above example.
selenium rectifier has about 400 ohms back resistance at a current of
40 ma. With this value of Rb, the overshoot will decay to 36 per cent of
its original amplitude in 36 vsec. In practice, the deflection coils
described here can recover from a one-radius 1000-psec sweep in about
200 gsec and have no noticeable defect in the centering of the RTB
pattern. A much higher useful sweep duty ratio thus is possible than
The sweep-driving circuit
could be used with area-balancing displays.
of Fig. 13.22 is useful for exciting the rotor of a synchro with selenium
rectifiers in series with the stator. Because the stator current, for all
practical purposes, recovers to zero current after each individual sweep,
any rate of change of sweep amplitude is permissible.
Rapid rotation
rates of the synchro therefore have no deleterious effect on the RTB
pattern.
The major limitations of this type of RTB display are:
1. Poor performance on long sweeps because of the distortions caused
by the nonlinear resistance of the rectifiers (particularly noticeable
near a null point where the small-amplitude sweep component has
an appreciably different shape from the large-amplitude one).
In
this respect a 3-phase system should give better results than a
2-phase system.
2. The necessity of a long-life low-resistance rectifier-reversing switch
that will tbrow rapidly and accurately in a small angle. With
further development of rectifiers and switches, this method should
be useful in many applications of RTB displays.
RESOLUTION BEFORE TIME-BASE GENERATION
This method of producing a radial–time-base display uses a resolving
device to operate on a carrier voltage (sometimes a d-c voltage and
sometimes a sinusoidal voltage) other than the sweep waveform itself.
This carrier voltage is then resolved into components whose amplitudes
are respectively proportional to the sine and cosine of the angle of rotation
of the rotor of the resolving device.
Sweep waveforms proportional in
amplitude to these voltages are then generated.
The primary advantage
of this method is that it eliminates the necessity either of passing the
sweep waveform through the resolving device or of transmitting it over
long distances.
The high-frequency-transmission
characteristics of the
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resolving device, of transmission lines, and of their associated driving
circuits are therefore not required to be of such a degree of excellence as
in the previously described schemes.
13.13. General Description.—The
general nature of a resolutionbefore-time-base generation system depends somewhat on the type of
resolving de-vice used. The simplest device is a sinusoidal potentiometer
to which are applied d-c voltages.
Another system applies an a-c carrier to the resolving device, which
is usually a synchro but is sometimes a sinusoidal condenser or potentiom-

so~A sin @

ez=(.E5in

-ez=-(~
eO=E sin IOT
Sinewave
oscillator

Resolving
device

/’

,//.

e~=A~~inf?

>{&

A sin 0

sin W)

DemoduIator

- e;=

- AEsin e

z-sweep
generator

,

*%’

DemoduIator
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ey=(,Esin
-(~sin

—

IA!T)A cos @
@~A COSe

—
FIG. 13.25.—Elements

of a radki-time-base

display using pre-time-base

resolution.

eter. A block diagram of this system is shown in Fig. 1325.
The
frequency of the sinusoidal carrier wave used depends on the speed of
rotation of the resolving device, the sweep repetition rate, and the ease
with which that frequency may be sent over the available transmission
lines. For most practical systems this frequency is between 400 and 5000
cps for synchro resolvers and may be as great as 1 Me/see for sinusoidalcondenaer resolvers.
The output voltage of the sine-wave oscillator may be written as
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This voltage is applied to the resolving device and the following two components are obtained:
e= = (L’ sin ut)zi sin 0,
and
e~ = (E sin at)A cos 0,
where 0 is the angle of rotation of the resolver.
removes the a-c carrier frequency leaving

The demodulator

c; = i AE sin 0
and

,
!
$

I – ~ AE cos 0.
% —

Generally, as indicated in Fig. 13.25, both ‘positive and negative
voltages are generated because it is advantageous to use push-pull drive. I
There are two methods of obtaining push-pull drive for the driver stage.
One of these is to generate push-pull voltage sawtooth waveforms directly
from the resolver output voltages.
This method requires a two-way
clamp and voltages on the resolver which are both positive and negative
These positive and negative output
with respect to the clamping point.
voltages are available from synchros and from some potentiometers, but
The other method of genare usually not available from condensers.
crating push-pull voltages is to use a difference amplifier.
In the electrostatic case, when the current requirements on the driver are not high,
it is usually possible to develop the push-pull voltages in the driver stage
itself. However, in the magnetic sweep generators, the drivers cannot
serve as good differential amplifiers.
Thus, unidirectional sawtooth
waves can be used only if an intermediate difference-amplifier stage is
inserted. The signals from this amplifier will then have to be d-c-coupled
to the driver grids. If a-c coupling were used, tw~way clamps would be
necessary on the driver grids.
Because of the lack of stability of d-c amplifiers it is generally more
desirable to generate push-pull sawtooth waves from the resolver itself.
This is most satisfactorily done using double-diode clamps and voltage
feedback (Fig. 13.30).
If insufficient input voltage is available to the
driver grid from this type of clamp circuit, one-way clamps followed by
differential amplification should be used.
13.14. Time-base Generators.
One-way Clamp Combined with Differential Amplijier.-In
this case, only positive sawtooth waveforms are
generated and these are then combined in a differential amplifier to
1Push-pull drive has very definite advantages in both magnetic and electrostatic
deflection systems. In tbe magnetic case, the grid swing on the drivers is usuaUy so
large that the output wave is nonlinear, but push-pull drive will compensate for this
nonlinearity of the tubes. In the electrostatic case, anything but push-pull drive will
badly defocus the spot,

I
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A circuit diagram for such a system is
obtain the desired deflection.
shown in Fig. 13.26.
Asinusoidal potentiometer (see l’ol. 17, Chap. 8)isused asaresolving
device.
Ifasingle positi}'e voltage liisimpresseIl cJrl:~sinllsoidal potentiometer that has four rotating brushes 90° apart, from one brush is

+
+

Potential of

T1

T2

Potential
varies with
+sin 6
T
@l=$+#sin

e
_l-

Potential varies
with + C05 O

*
I.IG, 13.26 .—Pre-time-bas&

resolution

obtained a d-c potential

system using
amplifier.

one-w:i~

clamps

with

differential

‘
el=~+~sind,

and from the one 180° away is obtained
ez=—

E
E.
——smfl.
22

Since both of these voltages are positive, a one-way clamp can be used
together with an RC charging circuit to generate positive s\veep waveforms.
If only a small portion of the charging curve is used, these sweep
waveforms will be nearly linear and of amplitudes equal to kel and kez
respectively.
The differential amplifier combines them in such a way
that the peak voltage k (e, – e,) = SkE sin f? (where S is the gain of the
amplifier) appears between deflecting plates. A vertical linear sweep
whose maximum amplitude is proportional to sin 0 can thereby be
obtained on an electrostatic cathode-ray tube.
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The output voltage from the other pair of brushes of the sinusoidal
potentiometer can be treated in a similar manner and a deflection of
amplitude $j’kE cos e can be obtained on the horizontal plates of the
cathode-ray tube.
Two-way Clamp.—-A system such as the one illustrated in Fig. 13.25
has sweep waveforms that go both positive and negative.
The most
common type of two-way clamp used for generation of these waveforms
is shown in Fig. 13.27.
A complete PPI of this type requires four such clamps, one for each
sweep component generated.
There are four sweep components gen-

+

‘AE-’’-rt
-=-X-J.5=3SR

-

sit-Ie

FIG. 13.27.—Sawtooth

generator with two-way

two-t.riode clamp.

erated since both horizontal and vertical deflection coils are driven in
push-pull; therefore t\vo sweep generators of opposite phase are needed
for both horizontal and vertical channels.
The double-triode two-way clamp is subject to the trouble of “gate
feedthrough”; that is, a small negative pip appears at the beginning of
the sweep because of the capacity between the grids of the clamp tube
and the point A at which the sweep waveform is generated.
This
voltage is always of the same sign and in a push-pull system tends to
balance out; however, this balancing action is not complete.
In order to reduce such capacity effects, the diode-bridge type of
clamp may be used. There are several variations of this but the one
shown in Fig. 13.28 is most common.
If the diode capacities are equal,
there will be no voltage developed at the junction of R and C due to the
gates, provided that the gates are of the same size and have equal rise
times. The two gates must therefore be balanced and be obtained from
very low or equaf impedance sources. A clamp of this t,vpe appears at
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first to be costly in comparison with the double-triode clamp.
However,
the two grounded diodes (Vl and V,) of Fig. 13.28 can be common to all
four sweep generators and therefore ten diodes are required for a complete system as compared to eight triodes with the double-triode-clamp
system.
In either type, the “gate feedthrough” may be reduced by slowing
the rise of the gate and by making the gate as small as possible.
In a
clamp of the diode-bridge type, it may be completely balanced out by
adding a small variable capa~itance across the diodes, thereby equalizing
+

kAE sin t
+

F

To SWeep

sin O

amplifier
&c

{
Fm. 13.28.—Four-diode

clamp

for generation of either positive
waveforms.

or negative

sawtooth

the total capacitances.
Actually it is sufficient to equalize the capacitances across Vz and Vd.
Sweep-amplitude Adjustment.—The over-all sweep amplitude can be
adjusted by variation of the carrier-voltage amplitude, but this adjustment affects both the sine and cosine components of the sweep. Therefore, other means must be provided for controlling the relative
amplitudes of the x- and y-sweeps to insure circularity of constant-time
indices.
Variation of the time constant in one of the sweep-generator
circuits is one possible method.
Another possible method of sweep-amplitude adjustment is the variation of all the time constants in the sweep-generator circuits, generally
by means of variable resistors. If simultaneous adjustment is desired,
However, if independent adjustthese resistors can be ganged together.

{
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ment of all the time constants is made, the circularity of the pattern
may be controlled at the same time.
Centering.—Centering of the trace on the cathode-ray tube may be
accomplished by returning the clamps in the sweep generators to some
d-c level other than ground.
By this means the amount of current
which the sweep-driver tubes pass at the start of the sweep can be varied,
and this variation, in turn, changes the position of the origin of the trace
on the cathode-ray tube. The same idea may be extended to off-center
displays, as illustrated in Fig. 13.10.
13.15. A Practical System.-A
circuit for a complete pre-tim&baseresolution indicator, using as a resolving device a sinusoidal potentiomSeam.pwer.hhe

Sinusoidalpott
resistance:
,..

ch%yg’”e

‘;A

‘mm
roils

*
,

ms u

L

L.
Fm. 13.29.—Simplified

schematic of sweep circuit for radial-timebaee
dieplay ueing
potentiometer as resolving device.
Electronic switches open at time tl close at time tz.
Condenser C charges to 10 or 15 per cent of the brush potential, thus generating sawtooth
waveforms.

1
t

i

eter with d-c–impressed voltages, is shown in Fig. 13-29. The system
using thk indicator has a pulse repetition rate of 2000 cps and the indicator tube provides radial rotating sweeps of 7.5, 15, and 30 miles.
The four output voltages from the brushes of the sine potentiometer
shown in Fig. 13.29 are passed through high-frequency filters to remove
noise generated as the brushes move from wire to wire on the potentiometer. The output waveforms from the brushes of the potentiometer are
low-frequency a-c voltages whose frequencies are equal to the speed
of rotation of the potentiometer shaft. The filter time constants must
therefore be small enough to prevent phase shift at this frequency and
the resultant angular errors.
As indicated in Fig. 13.29, the output voltages from the filters are
used to control the slopes of four independent sawtooth generators com-
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posed of the RC-circuits together with the clamps that are indicated as
switches.
These clamps are of the two-way variety illustrated in Fig.
13.27. They perform the function of starting and stopping the sweeps
at the proper time; and also of starting the sweep at the proper d-c level.
This level is maintained regardless of the amplitudes of the sweeps,
which vary in synchronism with the rotation of the potentiometer shaft.
The two push-pull sweep voltages whose amplitudes are controlled by the
cos o voltages are applied to a push-pull amplifier that drives the vertical
sweep coil. In a similar manner, the sine components are used to drive
the horizontal sweep coil.
In Fig. 13.30, V, and Vz comprise the trigger generator circuit, with
V,c being a blocking oscillator whose repetition rate is controlled by R,.
The generated trigger pulse is then applied to V,t, which supplies the
It is also applied through Vj and transtrigger to the radar modulator.
former Tj to the flip-flop V, and to the delay circuit Vs. From the plate
of VS. is taken a negative rectangular wave that is applied to the grid of
generator which
VG=. Tubes V, and V, comprise the fixed range-mark
is discussed

in Chap.

6.

pulse is supplied
to Vw which with Vj. is a
flipfiop that generates a variable-width rectangular wave. The end of
the positive wave from l’s~ is developed by the blocking oscillator l’da
into a movable marker pip whose position is controlled by RZ.
This marker and the range marks from V7 are mixed in Vs and applied
to the cathode of the cathode-ray tube. A positive pulse from the plate
of V w is applied to the first anode of the cathode-ray tube for intensification of the sweep. Positive video signals are applied to the grid of the
cathode-ray tube.
The clamp circuits, comprising V,, V,o, V,,, and V,,, form the sweepThe tubes VIS, V14, V15, and ~16 are
wavef orm–generating circuits.
the sweep drivers.
The gang switch selects one of three positions for ranges of 7.5, 15,
and 30 miles. Sections D, E, F, and G are used to switch condensers
The resistors in series with the chargin the sweep-generating circuits.
ing condensers cause a trapezoidal rather than a sawtooth waveform to
be generated; this waveform is necessary to force a sawtooth waveform
of current through the deflection coils. Section C is used to switch one
Cirof three variable charging resistors into one of the four channels.
cularity correction for the pattern is thus provided by making up for
variability of resistors and condensers and for variation in gain of different driver tubes.
Section .4 is used to switch from 2-mile marks on the
7.5-mile sweep to 5-mile marks on the 15- and 30-mile sweeps. Section
B is used to change the length of the gating pulse from the main flipflop
for the variolw ranges.
The

negative

trigger

i

h

<

\
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In the sweep driving circuits, Ra and Ra are controls for properly
centering the pattern on the cathode-ray tube. These are merely bias
controls for the clamps on the driver grids which allow the sweep to start
with either more or less initial current in the deflection coils.
The sweep driving tubes are of the beam-tetrode type 6V6. Separate
cathode degeneration is used for each one to improve linearity and stability. The condensers at the cathodes of the driver tubes V13 to VIG are
peaking condensers that are just large enough to present low impedance
for the higher-frequency components associated with the start of the
sweep. The sweep can therefore start with less delay than it otherwise
would.
The main advantage of a display of this type over other pre-timebme-resolution circuits, such as that using an a-c carrier passed through
a resolving device and then demodulated, is its simplicity.
However, it
has some limitations that are due almost entirely to the potentiometer
itself. One of these is the limited potentiometer life, which is dependent
upon the speed of rotation of the shaft. Another is a spoking effect in
the display due to the irregular angular information as the brushes move
from one wire to the next.

CHAPTER
SECTOR-DISPLAY

14
INDICATORS

BY R. W. LEE
14.1. Introduction.-The
sector display is a magnified section of a
radial–time-base display in which the center of rotation may or may
not be at the center of the cathode-ray tube. .Figure 14.la shows a

(a)

(c)
FIG. 14.1.—Sector displays.

(b)

(d)
Examples(b), (c), and (d) arethevarious
in (a) enlarged eight times.

sections indicated

Figures 14.14
radial–time-base display with time and angle indices.
c, and d show magnified regions of this display as they would appear
Resolution in the picture is determined
on a sector-display indicator.
by the trace speed and the size of the spot of light on the cathode-raytube screen. Since, ideally, thespot size remains constant as the pattern
482
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is expanded to obtain a sector display, the resolution of the display
increases linearly with the magnification until it is limited by the signal
pulse length or the repetition rate.
The sector display is free from the inherent distortion of the expanded
B-scope; in addition, the proper orientation of the picture is maintained.
North is always a definite direction on the tube face regardless of the
manipulations that result in the display of the sector. Thus, relative
ranges and vectors may be read directly from the tube by means of overlays and other plotting aids (see Chap. 16).
The information required for the generation of such a dkplay is the
same as for most other types.
It includes (1) a voltage pulse to synchronize the sweeps in time; (2) polar-angle information, preferably in
the form of a shaft rotation provided by a servomechanism, for synchronization of the polar coordinates; (3) signals to be displayed,
usually voltage pulses involving
video frequencies.
In principle, the simplest method
of deriving a sector display is to
generate a highly expanded radial- -.
of sector display.
FIQ.14.2.—Generation
time-base trace, which may be of
either the fixed or rotating-coil variety.
By means of constant currents
in an external coil, or in the sweep coil itself, if it is of the sta ~ionary type,
a deflecting field that can move the origin of the trace off-center may be
created. If the off-centering coil system is orthogonal, the trace may be
A rotatable off-centering
moved independently in x- and y-coordinates.
coil lends itself naturally to r and 0 coordinate selection.
It is also feasible to simulate the sector without actually generating
the complete picture.
To clarify this statement, consider Fig. 14.2.
The cathode-ray-tube face is defined by the circle passing through points
B and C. If the trace is off-centered to point A, the time-base deflection
The appearance of the
brings it back to the tube along the line ABC.
sector display can also be obtained by holdlng the trace just off the edge
of the tube and then causing deflection along the line BC at the appropriate time. However, the synchronization must be perfect; that is, the
spot must appear at B at exactly the same time after the trigger pulse
that it would have appeared there if it had been pulled off to A and then
driven back.
In this way the deflection produced need never be much in
excess of one diameter of the tube face.
SECTOR DISPLAYS DERIVED FROM WDIAL-TIME-BASE DISPLAYS
14.2. Rotating-coil
Methods.-The
inherent limitations
of this
methodl lie in the deflection system, which has been treated in Chap. 12.
1This subject has alreadybeen dkcussedin Chapter 13.

I
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Creating a sector display with a rotating-coil radial–time-base sweep and
an off-centering coil requires the least complicated circuits of any offcentering method.
If not extended beyond two radii off-center, it is
possibly the most feasible and practical method.
For greater displacements, however, fundamental limitations in the coil system impose difficulties with spot size, pattern distortion, and retrace time, which are
not economically overcome.
14.3. Fixed-cofi Metiods.-It
impossible togenerate a sector display
with a two-coil system, whether the sweep coil is fixed or rotatable.

1+(

I
___—---

—
B+

En%
J

/1

E2

u

FIG, 14,3.—Typical

sweep-amplifier

circuit.

However, the limitations of the field-addition method are just as applicable in the case where the inner coil is fixed as in that where it is rotatable (see Chap. 12).
In anothe~ method both sweep and off-centering fields are generated
in the same coil. A sweep-amplifier circuit, similar to some of those
discussed in Chap. 13, is shown in Fig. 14.3 for one coordinate only.
Resolved linear sweep voltages are applied to the grids of the amplifiers
The position of the origin of the trace is
that drive the deflection coil.
determined

by the direct

grid biases E, and Ea.

currents

in the output

stages,

and thus by their

If these bias levels are variable, the trace maybe
If the gain of
off-centered in an orthogonal x- and y-coordinate system.
the amplifier is sufficiently high, and the output stage does not limit, it
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is possible by this means to generate a radial–time-base display that is
highly expanded and that may be off-centered many radii.
The limitations of field addition in a two-coil system are circumvented
by this method.
However, the coil requirements are still stringent.
The large magnetic fields that must be generated, and the large amount
of energy stored in the field which must be dissipated between cycles,
require that a large amount of copper be used to reduce the power and
prevent overheating, and to provide a sufficiently low retrace time.
On the other hand, spot size on the cathode-r~y tube does not suffer
because the off-centering and sweep fields are exactly superimposed.
Inherent pattern distortions due to asymmetries in the deflection system
will be magnified in the same ratio as the picture magnification.
Actually, in any fixed-coil system, it is not necessary to generate
large off-centering fields to pull the origin of the trace many radii off
the center of the tube face and then to drive the sweep all the way back
again. Voltage addition on the grids of the amplifiers may replace the
field addition of other methods because the sweep amplifiers are essentially null instruments.
In the diagram of Fig. 14.4 illustrating the waveform in the sweep-amplifier grid circuit, time is plotted horizontally.
If
the grid sawtooth waveform is made to shift vertically with respect to the
cutoff level, the sweep may be made to start at an earlier or later time
The spot is
according to the range to the sector area to be displayed.
held off the edge of the tube face by clamping the driver-tube grids to
the necessary voltages, and the sweep is made to start at the proper
time by adding an appropriate d-c voltage to the grid sawtooth waveform.
As soon as the spot has reached the opposite side of the tube, the amplifier
may be allowed to ‘reach saturation.
If it is assumed that the current
gain of the amplifier remains constant for all grid voltages, the cutoff
level may be moved up or down at will, and (when the amplifier is conducting) the current through the amplifier remains the same for any
given grid bias. Hence the sweep speed is controlled only by the sawtooth waveform and not by the grid bias. In other words, field addition
of the two-coil method has been replaced by voltage addition on the input
grid of an amplifier.
If the amplifier were linear from cutoff to zero bias,
it would never be necessary to drive the spot off-center farther than the
edge of the tube, where it would wait until the proper time to start
moving.
The simple case discussed, however, has several practical difficulties.
Mixing of a centering voltage and the sweep voltage waveform on the
grid of the output amplifier is not advisable.
The sawtooth waveform
is usually condenser-coupled into this grid, and d-c restored by a clamp
tube. This restoration is not practical unless the baseline of the sweep
is below zero bias, for at zero bias the output-tube grid current makes
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that stage look like a diode, and it will pull against whatever d-c restorer
is used. A better method of mixing is a directicoupled scheme using
resistor networks.
The off-center display described in Sec. 14.4 (Fig.
I4.1o) uses this method.
Between the mixing point and the output
amplifier, there is a degenerative feedback amplifier.
It should be pointed out that this amplifier is critical to the accurate
The linearity must be good, both for a-c
generation of a sector display.
and d-c signals.
In other words, it is essential that this direct-coupled
amplifier have an almost flat frequency response over the region O to
100,000 cps because it is necessary to generate sector displays with high
expansions, where no more than the first microsecond of the trace should
be lost because of poor high-frequency response. Further, since
this is a high-gain amplifier, the
___,~520!,
necessary peaking to obtain the
required frequency response must
FIG, 14.4.—Waveformin sweep-amplifier
be done carefully because of the
gridcircuit.
danger of regeneration at high
frequencies.
The operating level of the push-pull amplifier is sensitive to
the value of the plate resistors and voltage dividers.
Careful normalization of the gains of the two pairs of amplifiers is necessary to insure
pattern circularity.
Although the circuits associated with this scheme are more complicated than several others, it is definitely more practical than the
“brute-force”
schemes if an off-centering of more than three radii is
desired. The fundamental limitations, those imposed by the deflection
system, are no longer present.
These voltage-addition
methods are most applicable to fixed-coil
displays, and therefore lend themselves naturally to z- and y-coordinate
off-centering.
One advantage of centering in these coordinates is the
ease with which this system is adapted to component addition.
In
many cases, it is convenient to have the total displacement of the trace
represent the sum of several separate displacements.
All such displacements are vectors, and their components in a rectangular-coordinate
system add as scalars, This is a real advantage, for voltage addition of
several quantities that are slowly varying is easy in resistor networks.
If the off-centering system worked in polar coordinates, there would be
no simple way of adding in the external centering voltages.
SECTOR DISPLAYS THAT ARE NOT DERIVED FROM RADIAL-TIME-BASE
DISPLAYS
Thus far, the problem of generating a sector display has been solved
by magnetic field addition or by voltage addition on the grids of sweep
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amplifiers.
Both of these methods represent modifications of existing
However, if the
radial–time-base displays and are geometrically exact.
sector dkplay does not have to be able to generate a complete centered
radial-time-base display, there are simpler circuits that can be used to
give expansion of sectors.
These sectors can be generated by using
delayed sweeps. Figure 14.5 shows a radial vector on a radial-time-base
display.
The circled sector could be synthesized by resolving the sweeps into
two components, one parallel to the vector R, and the other perpendicular
to it. Any vector R’ then has a vertical component R’ cos O and a horizontal component
R’ sin 0. The vertical component R’ cos e
could further be divided into a delay R: cos o
and a sweep (R’ — R() cos 8.
For many applications, approximations to
these components can be made on the sector
display.
The B-scan represents an inexact
expanded sector in which R’ is used for R’
cos 0 and 9 is used for R’ sin 0. The following
sections will deal with the geometry of other
approximate sector displays and the circuits
R\cos o
necessary for generating them. As the approximations become more exact, the circuits
become more complex.
14.4. Micro-B Scope with Range Normafi___
zation.-The
simplest of these approximate
FIG.
14.5.—Off-centered
sector dk,plays, for which the approximation
display; R‘ can be synthesized
by two vectors: one parallel
is fair, especially at long range, is an adaptato R and equal to R’, cos @ +
tion of the B-scope discussed in Chap. 11. The
(R’ –R’,)cos
O, and
one
Micro-B scope is a display that combines a perpendicular to R and equal
to
R’
sin
6’;R’~cos
6
is a time
delayed time-base of arbitrary duration with
delay.
a controlled sweep of very low freauencv,. .
in which the contr~l coordinate usually is an angle, perhaps the azimuth
position of an antenna.
The ordinary Micro-B scope suffers from
a huge distortion of the scale factor.
In the direction of the trace,
the scale factor may b~ 10 miles in 5 inches; but perpendicular to this
direction it is a function of range, since a constant number of degrees of
angle is presented on the tube face regardless of the range delay of the
display.
Since the width of the sector displayed is constant in angle,
the width of the sector in miles is directly proportional to range, as may
be seen from Fig. 14.6. To minimize the distortion, the scale of the display in miles per inch must be the same in all directions on the tube face.
Therefore, the number of degrees displayed in a given number of inches
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on the tube face must be inversely proportional to range, or the deflection
of the controlled sweep must be made directly proportional to the product
of the delay range and the angle. This deduction is borne out by the
geometry of Fig. 14.6. Here, the rectangle is matched to the sector
ABCD at the points EF, and the half-width is
EF
— = RO tan ~.
2
If it is desired to present a sector of length r in range, then to minimize
the distortions it is necessary to set r = EF.

Therefore, r = 2R0 tan ~,

and 9 = 2 tan–’ (r/2Ro) will be the width of the required sector in angle.

FIG. 14.6.—Geometry of range-normalized Micro-B sector.

The sector ABCD is approximated by the rectangle A ‘B’C’D’.
The
resulting distortion is not great, except at very close range. For example,
if ROis greater than 2T, @will be less than about 30°. For such an approximation, tan o and sin 0 may be replaced by o itself. Then,

To obtain the maximum position error, its maximum
substituted for 0, and the following quantity obtained:

value e is
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The vector error between any two points in the display will be equal
to the deviation between the direction line joining them in the true
sector and the direction line that joins them in the normalized Micro-B
scope.
This error is a maximum for the case of the points C and D, or A
and B. The vector error is just the angle between CD and C’D’, or

~=–. e
2

The second case of interest occurs when one of the points is at the
center of the tube, and the other at one of the corners. Since
OB = <,

Inspection of the figure shows that other cases are even less important.
Note that AD and A’D’, BD and B’D’, etc., are all nearly parallel, with
the result that the vector error is nearly
zero.
RI
If it is assumed that a 10-mile sector is
to be displayed, then 0 is al out 6° at 100
@&sin@
miles and the maximum vector error is
4
, kRosin O
only 3°. At 50 miles, this maximum error
R,
@
is about 6°, and it becomes correspondn
.
ingly larger as the delay is decreased.
=
Since the controlled sweep is varying
‘G”
14”7”—n~~~rymaliz*tiOn
slowly in the case of the Micro-B scope,
the method of getting a deflection proportional to RO is simple.
In
Fig. 14.7, R, is a linear potentiometer ganged with the delay knob.
As the range increases, the fraction of signal picked off by the divider
increases linearly with RO. If the input voltage is proportional to sin 0,
the voltage out of the divider is proportional to RO sin 0. (The use of
sin 0 instead of tan 0 is justified since it has already been assumed that
the angles dealt with are small.)
It is, furthermore, convenient because
most resolver devices put out sin 6 rather than tan 0. In the figure, R,
is simply a slope adjustment to provide the proper normalization.
The second serious defect of the Micro-B scope is that it does not
present the proper orientation of the pattern; the sector presented is
centered in azimuth about any arbitrarily preselected angle. A differential gear in the drive of the reference generator producing the sin o
reference voltage serves to select the angle at which this reference voltage
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theazimuth-selection

crank

can be

used to rotate the deflection coil so that the orientation of the pattern
will be correct.
Since sin 0 has two zeros in every complete cycle, it is necessary to
prevent
Differential

the pattern

from appear-

ing on the t~lbe every
that

is,

occurring
the

the
180°

desired

“blanked

other

unwanted
out

of phase

pattern
out. ”

time;

pattern
with

must

When

be

a differ-

ential gear is used to drive the data
generator,

Y!EmEl

cam

a simple

actuating

F1o. 14,8.—Mechanical

schematic
diagram for Micro-B scope.
Hand crank turm
deflection coil directly and phases data from
data synchro.
Servomechanism
gives out
control-data information of shaft motion.

device

like a

on the clata-generator

used

shaft,

a Microswitch,

to get

can

be

rid of the un}vanted

null point.
In

this

fashion,

a~~roximation
..

to

a very
a true

fair
sector

may be displayed at a minimum of cost electrically.
Mechanically, the
scheme is somewhat more complicated than fixed-coil methods, but the
coil does not have to be rotated with the antenna; it is rotated only by
hand power in the process of sector selection.
~
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Range-normalization
of a B-scope has been mentioned briefly in
Chap. 11. Figure 14.9 is the complete block diagram of an experimental
sector display of this type, and Fig. 14.10 is the schematic diagram.
The tubes Vz and V8 form a linear sawtooth-waveform
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diode pickoff circuit similar to that used in many time-delay circuits.
However, instead of developing a delayed pulse to trigger a multivibrator
gating circuit for the range sweep, the picked-off sawtooth waveform
is condenser-coupled into the sweep amplifier and used directly for the
time-base waveform.
The main rectangular waveform generator is of
the “flip-flop”
variety with a long time constant, and is turned off at the
end of the sweep by the action of a pentode ( V8) that conducts only when
the current through the output stage” of the sweep amplifier reaches a
certain predetermined level. It
D
should also be pointed out that
this circuit, instead of using a
differential gear for phasing the
angle reference voltage, utilizes
two synchros.
One synchro, the
rotor of which is turned by hand,
rep 1ac es the clifferential gear.
The second synchro is turned by
the servomechanism,
and the
stators of the two synchros are
Under these contied together.
ditions, it is not possible to use a
cam and Microswitch for angle
intensification of the display, and
a “ flop-over” circuit (V19), acting
on the d-c reference voltage, is
necessary for this purpose.
14.5.
Range-normalized
FIG. 14.11 .—Geometry
of rotating-coil
Micro-B Scope of the RotatingABEF is
range-normalized Micro-B mope.
coil Type.-The
approximation
the sector to be displayed with O at the
R,
is the
center of the cathode-ray tube.
treated in the previous section is
range to the sector center, and r the sweep
good at long range (that is, for
length on the tube.
values of Ro greater than 2r).
The chief cause of error is the fact that the trace does not rotate with the
antenna and therefore does not point in the direction of the beam at every
However, it is possible to preserve orientation approximately
instant.
because the trace is lined up with the beam when it is at the center of
the tube.
If, however, the coil is rotated with the antenna and the sweeps
applied are the same as those used in the range-normalized B-scope, an
interesting type of display results. The range sweep, the starting time
of which may be delayed by an adjustable amount, is a synchronized
time-base of duration r, of constant amplitude about equal to the tube
diameter.
The trace is off-centered by means of direct current until the
origin is about at the edge of the tube face. The controlled sweep,
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applied at right angles to the range sweep, is a d-c voltage proportional
to the sine of the control coordinate (usually an azimuth angle).
Its
amplitude is further modulated by means of resistor networks to be
proportional to the range delay. The geometry resulting from this
arrangement is shown in Fig. 14.11. The mechanical schematic diagram
of Fig. 14.12 shows the arrangement of the mechanical components
required to drive the deflection coil and generate the data for the azimuth
sweep. .As can be seen from the figure, the setting of the hand crank
will determine the position of the coil at which the data voltage will go
to zero. The trac~ will then be at the center of the tube face~pointi~g
in a direction determined solelv
by the position of the antenna, as
transmitted by the servomechacontrolcoordinate
nism. As the coil rotates through
an angle 0/2, the range trace will
rotate also about a center that
coincides with the center of the
Deflection
tube face. Simultaneous
with
Hand crank
~+1coil
this
rotation
there is a dkplacephases voltage
from
resolver
ment of the trace .DerDendicular
to
.
FIG. 14.12,—Mechanicalschematicdiagram
itself due to the controlled sweep.
for rotating-coilMicro-Bscope.
From the figure, the displacement
must be equal to the length OG, if the position of the trace is to coincide
as nearly as possible with the desired position BA.
But

“-

I

L

which is exactly equal to the output voltage of the range-normalized
azimuth sweep.
Figure 14.11 illustrates the errors involved.
The extreme position
A signal that should appear at
errors occur at the corners of the pattern.
point A, for example, will appear at A‘ in this picture.
Now, since A ~ = A ‘B’; and DA, OH, CB are arcs of concentric
circles,
AA’ = BB’ = GH = JG – JH.
But

(
)
‘++- ‘)
‘0(’
-Coso

JG = I?.
JH =
.“. GH =

sec~–cos~,

—.-———————

I
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To find the angular widthe
it is necessary to equate

of the pattern presented on the tube face,

Therefore, themaximum
the”tube face) is

possible error (which occursat

the edge of

which is about half the error encountered with the ordinary rangenormalized Micro-B scope. Vector errors between two points in the
display aresimilarly decreased.
Forexample, the angle
R,(I –cos O/2)
Ro sin 0/2
02/8
6
—=—,
= e/2
4

~ = tan-l

and

Thus, in presenting a delayed l@mile sector, the center of which is
at 50 miles, the number of degrees presented is

e = 11O.
The maximum position error is then

and the maximum vector error is
Q&x

= 3°.

One disadvantage of this scheme lies in the extreme distortions that
are produced when the delay is small; that is, when T/2 < Rz < T.
As the angle presented becomes larger, the motion of the trace becomes
very complicated.
The trace displacement is the sum of a rotation about
the center of the tube and a sidewise motion proportional to Ro sin 0/2.
Therefore, for short delays and when large angles are presented, the position of the trace is not a single-valued function of the control coordinate.
The block diagram for a model of this type of sector display is given
in Fig. 14.13 and the corresponding circuit diagram in Fig. 14.14. The
circuit is essential y the same as that given in Sec. 14.4, but there are

.
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dhlerences in detail.
For example, tubes VI through t’s form a conventional linear sawtooth delay network that generates a trigger pulse
at any arbitrary delay up to about 1000 psec. This delayed pulse

—

initiates a time-base of a speed equal to about 100 psec per tube diameter.
Another important difference is that, in this case, only one resolver, a
Because this resolver is driven by a differential
ICT synchro, is used.
gear, the angle-blanking of the picture is done by a cam and Microswitch
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arrangement rather than by a flop-over circuit as in the previous example.
This method is possible because the use of the clifferential gear preserves,
on a shaft, a motion that always represents the difference between the
position of the hand crank and the position of the synchro shaft. A cam
on this shaft can be positioned so that it will intensify only the desired
sector symmetrical about the center of the tube, and reject all other
sectors, including the second null 180° away.
Since both the signals to be displayed and the time markers are
inserted into this system at a low level (about two volts peak, positive
polarity), a video amplifier is needed for both sets of signals. The
signal amplifier ( V1~, V14) has a maximum voltage gain of about 40, and
(This corresponds to a rise
a pass band approximately 3 Me/see wide.
tinw of about 0.1 psec.)
14.6. Approach to True Sector.—The sector displays discussed in the
two previous sections have consisted of one unmodulated time base and
a controlled sweep similar to that used in the Micro-B scope.
The
displacement of the trace from the center of the tube has been made proportional to RO sin 0, where Ro is the range to the center of the delayed
sect or. Thus, in the method of Sec. 14.4, the displacement from the
zero position is the same for all points on the trace at any given value
of RO. By rotating the coil, as in the method of Sec. 14.5, the trace can
be kept pointing in the proper direction, but the picture is overcorrected;
lines of constant range, for example, trace out paths that have too much
curvature.
If, instead of either of these methods, a time base, the
amplitude of which is modulated by sin 9, is used for the x-deflection, the
display is improved in several respects.
The dkplacement due to such
a sweep is everywhere proportional to t sin 0, where t is time measured
from the pulse that starts the sweep. Since, in the geometry of a radar
display, range and time are equivalent, the displacement due to a sinemodulated time base is R sin 0 (not Ro sin @).
One point that should be emphasized is that the displacement i,n one
coordinate of an orthogonal coil system is completely independent of
the deflection, or lack of it, in the other. Figure 14.15 illustrates how
thk fact applies to the method of this section.
By means of direct
current in one of the windings of the deflection system, the spot is offcentered to position A. At the time of the trigger pulse, the sine-modulated time base starts deflection of the spot along the line AB.
At the
end of the delay time, the range sweep is started, and the spot moves
along the line BC. Thk range sweep is linear in time and unmodulated.
The trace is intensified only during the range sweep; thus BC is the only
portion that is visible.
The sweep therefore appears to originate at the
point O. The “important point is that the sine-modulated time base
continues deflection in the same direction at the iame rate after the
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Hence,
AB =OBsin
O,
DC = OC sin 9, etc.

(

Therefore, the displacement of the sweep at every point is proportional
to the nznge at that point, rather
than to the average range of the
sector, Ro.
In Chap. 13, methods of deriving angle-modulated time bases o
have been discussed.
Here, only
the most-used alternatives will be
mentioned.

FIG. 14.15.—Sector
display generation:
two time bases.
For any angle 0, the sweep
moves along AB in the time corresponding
to the rangeOA; thenIt movesalong BC at
the end of the time delay that gives OA.
Tbe line BC is the resultant of two motions,
one In tbe direction AB, the other in the
direction AD.

r

1. Resolution of a linear time
base into sine and cosine
components by transmission
of a linear-sweep waveform
through a synchro.
2. Direct use of d-c voltages proportional to sine and cosine of the
reference angle to generate the necessary modulated time bases.
This d-c voltage may be availa1?’
ble from a sine potentiometer, or
.— -- -—. ______
an a-c carrier voltage may be
transmitted through a synchro
--------resolver, the modulated carrier
detected, and the detected waveform used in the same fashion.

In the approximations to be treated,
it is assumed that the angles involved
are so small that cos 0 is essentially
equal to one, and therefore only the
sine voltage is used. When R is of the
same order of magnitude as r, the duration of the “range” sweep, this approximation is very
poor because the
Fro. 14.16.~Geometry of timenumber of degrees displayed on the
base modulation.
ABCD is the true
sector represented on the tube face by
tube face is then large.
A’B’C’’D’.
lZI is the range to the
The geometry of thk approximation
near edge of the sector and r is the
sweep length on the tube.
is shown in Fig. 14.16. The sector
ABCD is represented by A ‘B’C’D’.
The error AA’ is

‘A’=R(l
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at any range R, is again
e=;.

,,
The maximum displacement

error (at the edge of the tube) is therefore
~1
c==’

I

and the maximum vector error a = ~.
4R
Errors in the display can be reduced somewhat by proper normalization. The deflection HA’ is smaller than it need be to produce closest
possible superposition of AB and A ‘B’ because HA’ is proportional to R
sin 0, rather than R tan 0. It is
Differential
possible to reduce the error by
correcting this
relationship at
some particular angle. However,
the equalization holds at only this
one value of Obecause this process
amounts to setting kl sin 0 = kz
tan e, and this equation can be
true only at a particular value of 0.
The block diagram and the
+
corresponding circuit diagram are
Hand crank
given in Figs. 14.17 and 14-18,
FIG. 14.19.—Mechanical
schematic dia.
respectively.
A
mechanical
gram for display of double-tim~base sector.
Servomechamsm puts out a shaft motion
schematic
diagram,
Fig.
14.19, is
duplicating antenna rotation.
also included.
It should be
noticed that in thk system it is again necessary, in order to preserve uroper orientation of the pattern, to ~otate the d~~ection coil ~th the hand
crank that selects the sector. Thk requirement is always present in
methods in which the coil does not rotate with the radar antenna, or in
which time bases are resolved in a coordinate system that is rotated by a
differential mechanism.
The delay circuit, which includes tubes Vz, l’s, Vi, and Vsa, is somewhat different from those considered heretofore.
A stepped delay is
provided, instend of a continuously variable delay.
These steps are
made to coincide with the time markers applied to the circuit (from an
external source, in this case).
The input trigger pulse initiates a delay
gate (Vz), the length of which is just slightly shorter than the required
time. From the trailing edge of this delay gate is generated a pedestal
gate, which serves to pick out the desired range marker in a coincidence
circuit.
This range mark, thus selected, is inverted and used for the
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trigger pulse that initiates the range sweep. The sine-modulated azimuth
sweep is derived from a sine potentiometer, which furnishes d-c voltages
proportional to the sine of the azimuth angle. The d-c voltages are used
as sources for the generation of modulated sawtooth time bases in tubes
VIZ and V,S. These waveforms are applied to the push-pull amplifier
circuit of Vli and V15.
14.7. A Better Approximation.—An important defect common to all
the approximate methods discussed thus far lies in the extreme distortion
near zero delay. The elimination of this distortion from the display of
Sec. 14.6, for example, would be a
very desirable improvement.
G
B’
It must be remembered that
the generation of any true radialtime base sweep requires resolution
into two orthogonal components
—one of which is modulated by
the cosine of a direction angle, and
the other by the sine of the same
angle. Angle modulation of the
R
“range” sweep is the factor that
has been lacklng in the methods
described.
Section 14.3 discusses
the case where the rectangular
coordinate axes along which resolution takes place are fixed in
>
space, usually N-S, EW axes.
Fm.
14.20.—Geometry
of range-norSuch a method leads to z, y sectormalized double-time-base
sector. A ‘B’C’D’
is the approximation
of the true sector
selection
methods.
In subABCD.
RI is the range to tbe start
of the
sequently discussed methods, a sweepr.
diiTerential gear or differential
synchro has been used to rotate the coordinate axes by allowing an
arbitrary fixed angle to be inserted in the data by means of a hand crank.
These methods lead to r, 0 selection of the sector display.
In all of the systems it has been assumed that the angles in question
are small, and therefore that cos Ois approximately equal to one. However, in the case of a sector display of the type shown in Fig. 14.20, it
is possible to generate a pattern that is reasonably accurate even when
the angle presented is large. Although it is neceseary for perfect reproduction of the true geometry to modulate both the range delay and the
“ range” sweep, the modulation of the delay is unimportant, if the delay
is zero.
When the delay is not zero, there is some distortion, but it will
always be smaller than that of the method presented in Sec. 14.6.
of the magnitude
of the errors involved may be gained
An estimate

I

,
,
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from an inspection of the geometry of Fig. 14f20. It differs from the
case of Sec. 14.6 only in that therange sweep is cosine-modulated.
The
sector ABCD is approximated by the figure A ‘B’C’D’.
If Rl is the range
to the start of the sweep, or the delay, and if R2 = l?~ + r, the range to
the end of the sweep, then

I

‘A’=‘J= ‘(’-cos~)’
BE

= EF = G’F – GE.

But

Therefore,

and

‘F=‘(1-’Os$
‘E=‘(’- CoS:)
‘F=‘R-”’(’
-+)7

.4s before, the total number of degrees displayed on the tube face is

Therefore, the maximum error is
●

~ R,r2
~’

which approaches zero as RI approaches zero.
Likewise, the maximum vector error at any range R is
R, r’

which also goes to zero as R 1 approaches zero.
One curious feature is that, although the error is zero when RI is zero,
it becomes finite when R 1is not zero, and then eventually becomes smaller
It would be interesting to find out
again as RI continues to increase.
where the maximum value as a function of R, occurs.
If R is assumed to
be equal to RI + ~, the maximum error at any range becomes
R,rz
c = 8(R1 + r/2)z”
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Differentiating this equation with respect to RI, and setting the
result equal to zero, the range at which the error is a maximum is
R,=z
The method of deriving the cosine-modulated sweep is shown in
Fig. 14.21. The waveform that is available orl the second winding of
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FIG. 14.21 .—Method

of deriving cosin~modulated

sweep.
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the sweep amplifier.
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This
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the value of the voltage is

E, = Kt, cos 0.

i

!

timeh,

INDICATORS

When it closes at a time t2,
Ez = Kt,

cos e.

Therefore,
E9 – El = K(t, – t,)
= Kr COS 6,

COS 0

which is the value that is required.
This approximation, which neglects only the cosine modulation of
the time delay, has been used with considerable success because it
possesses the accuracy of other methods when the delay is large, and in
addition is distortion-free when the delay is zero. The block diagram of
a typical circuit is given in Fig. 14.22, and the corresponding schematic
diagram in Fig. 14.23. The mechanical schematic diagram is the same
as that of Fig. 14.19 except that a synchro is substituted for the sine
potentiometer, and a cam is attached to the synchro shaft for turning off
the sweep gate generator during all angles of rotation except those
included in the desired sector.
The sweep-generation method illustrated in Fig. 14.23 is different
from those discussed heretofore in that angular resolution takes place
after the time base has been generated.
The circuit for accomplishing
time-base generation is composed of tubes V9b, VIZ, and VR, a feedback
amplifier that compares the voltage across the rotor of the synchro with
the input linear time base. The modulated-time-base output signals of
the 2-phase synchro resolver are used to drive the sweeps. From one of
the resolver stators, signals of opposite polarity are applied to a pushpull amplifier pair, each half utilizing one stage of degenerative feedback.
Thk set of amplifiers is called the “sine-sweep amplifier” (tubes Vlb, Vlb,
VIT, Vl~, and VIJ.
From the other stator, a cosine-modulated time
base is applied to the delayed clamping circuit V3, which samples thk
signal in the manner illustrated in Fig. 14.21. The output signal is used
as the input voltage waveform for the cosine-sweep amplifier, V1 and Vs,
which will be recognized as of the conventional two-stage current-feedback variety.
A notable feature of this circuit is the number of automatic-shutoff
devices.
These are used to prevent overdrive of the amplifiers that
drive the deflection coil. There is one diode on each grid of the output
amplifiers Vl~ and Vlg; therefore, the effect is to cut off the sweep at
each edge of the tube. The signal picked off by either diode is amplified
by V1o, and used to shut off the main gate generator V1l. However,
since the cosine-sweep gate generator is used to intensify the trace, it is
necessary to see that this gate generator is shut off when the trace is
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stopped.
This shutoff is accomplished by the coincidence tube V~,
which prevents triggering of the delayed gate if the main-sweep gate
generator has been turned off. Moreover, toinsure that the sine sweep
never lasts longer than the cosine sweep, the trailing edge of the cosinesweep gate is differentiated and used as a trigger to turn off the main
sweep gate simultaneously.
14.8. True Sector.—It has been stated in Sec. 14.7 that in order to
obtain. a true sector it is necessary to cosine-modulate both the time
delay and the “range”
sweep. This has been done in the method
illustrated in Fig. 14”24.
E

A
F
14.24.—Geometry
of “true sector. ” The sweep moves along AB, then is intensified while it moves along BE.
In the direction .4B, the sweep speed is proportional to the
range from O multiplied by sin e, In the direction BD the sweep is modulated by the

Fm.

factor

Cos e.

If R is the range delay when 6 is zero,
s

OA

.

= kR.

Then, for some other value of 0, the delay will not be R, but will have
a new value R’, where
R~ = ~.
At the time of the input trigger pulse, the deflection starts out along
the line A B. Since the time base is
sine-modulated, the deflection will be
d = lcR’ sin O.

:~’
II

But

~~1–oA–~R,
Cos

e

Cos e

and therefore
d=lcRtan
or
d = AB.

Sweep
amplifier

,?
~

8=

OAtan9,

;4
1
FIC. 14.25.—Diode

pickoff circuit,

If it is assumed that the trace will be of duration r, the vertical deflection will be kr = AF when 8 is zero. When 0 is not zero, the deflection
vertically, starting at a time R’ from the point B, must be equal to BD.
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But
BD = BE COB6
= kr cos 0.

!

Therefore, the requirements for a true sector are that (1) one time
base shall be sine-modulated; (2) the delay in starting the orthogonal
time base shall be R’ = R/cos 0, where R is the time delay when 0 is
zero; (3) amplitude of the second time base shall be cosine-modulated.
Conditions 2 and 3 are easily realized by using a diode pickoff circuit
similar to those used in ordinary delay circuits (see Fig. 14-25). If the
input sawtooth voltage is of the form
E = kt cos d,
and the pickoff voltage is set at a value VI, then the time t1required for
this voltage to reach the value VI is
VI

“ = k Cos e“
The amplitude of the signal picked off, at any time
Vz –

#

*

.
1

$

V, = k(t~ –

t, after h, will be

t,) COS 8.

Therefore, the delay time and time-base amplitude behave exactly
as required.
From another viewpoint, this behavior is exactly what
should be expected, because the same principles of voltage addition that
were discussed in Sec. 14.3 for another type of fixed-coil sector display
have been applied here. The diode used here is not strictly necessary;
the effect could as well be simulated with resistor-mixing on the grid of
an amplifier.
Diode cutoff gives the same effect as one cutoff limit of an
amplifier.
Figure 14.26 gives the block diagram for such a display, which is
actually very similar to the circuit of Fig. 14”22. The corresponding
circuit diagram is given in Fig. 14.27. The mechanical schematic
diagram is again like that of Sees. 14.6 and 14.7, with the substitution
of a 2-phase synchro resolver for the potentiometer shown in Fig. 14.19.
It has probably been noted that as the approximations used come
closer to the true sector, the circuits become more complicated.
The
true sector itself, however, is essentially no more complicated than the
.
.
The same circuit as in Fig.
approximation discussed in the last section.
14.23, but involving tubes Vs, V4, and Vs in thk case, is used for driving
The diode pickoff
a linear time-base voltage into the 2-phase synchro.
method of deriving the cosine-modulated delay and time base is essentially that demonstrated in Fig. 14.23. However, in this case, instead of
having the diode returned to a variable bias, the diode is returned to a
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fixed bias. The time base, condenser-coupled out of the synchro, is
d-c restored by diode clamps Vg, V,O to a bi~ that may be varied.
Thus,
instead of moving the diode up and down with respect to the sawtooth
waveform, the time base is moved up and down relative to the diode
bias. The same general types of sweep turnoff are applied as before in
order to limit the possibilityy of overdriving the amplifiers.
In this
circuit, however, there is no delayed trigger pulse, and hence no delayed
gate generator.
It is therefore necessary to use the deflection-coil wave-

i

(d)

(c)

FICA 14.2S.—Comparison of approximations to true sector as obtained by the four
A ‘B’ C’D’ is the appearance
on the cathode-ray
tube
of the sector
ABCD.
methods.
(a) Rectangular B-scan.
(b) Rotating-coil
with range-normalized
sweep.
(c) ‘Doubletime-base B-ecan.
(d) Double-time-base
range-normalized B-ecan.
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of the small figures there is drawn in such a way that the delay time is
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Rotating-coil “brute force” off-centering systems are generally free
of distortions.
Although more complex mechanically, they are generally the simplest systems electronicallyy. ‘l’hey can be made exceedingly
There is also the feeling that “in
reliable and free of servicing troubles.
a mechanically rotated PF’I the range marks are always circles. ” On the
other hand, such a scheme is, in general, limited to three radii off-center.
However, if the maximum amount of off-centering desired is two radii,
this is probably the most feasible method of obtaining a sector display.
Fixed-coil schemes are better adapted to very large expansions, and
the simplest of these is the range-normalized Micro-B scope.
In this
display, only one (unmodulated) time base is used, and the inductance
of the deflection coil is the only practical limit on the expansion that
may be obtained.
The really serious defect of this sector display is the
extreme distortion that is present when the delay time is small.
Fixed-coil methods having a higher inherent accuracy than the
range-normalized
Micro-B scope involve more complicated
circuits.
Usually they have been generated by using a 2-phase synchro as a timebase resolver.
This synchro is probably the limiting factor for the
expansions that may be attained.
Fixed-coil systems can be divided into two classes: (1) those in which
resolution of the time base is performed in a coordinate system that is
fixed in space; (2) those in which resolution of the time base is performed
in a rectangular coordinate system, the axes of which are rotated in the
act of selecting the sector to be displayed.
Class 1 lends itself to x, y
sector selection.
Class 2 is adapted to r, d sector selection.
If it is
necessary that the total off-centering be the sum of several displacements,
as is often the case, then a sector of Class 1 is necessary, for z, y components of vector displacements add directly, whereas r, 0 components
do not. If such addition is not required, a sector display of Class 2 is
probably preferable.
Although sectors of this type are mechanically
more complex (they require a differential mechanism and a means of
rotating the deflection coil) they do not have the difficulties with d-c
amplifiers which are inherent in Class 1 sector displays.
Synchro
problems are equally important to both types.

CHAPTER
RANGE-HEIGHT

15
DISPLAYS

BY I’. AX~L
15.1. Introduction.—A display in which one dimension of a rectangular portion of a polar dkplay is expanded is illustrated in Fig. 15.1.
The area in Fig, 15.1 b is an expanded dkplay of the shaded area in
I

z

(a)
Y,,,-

1-

(b)

–––––--––--––-—––––

––-–--–1
1

I
I
I
I
R

x

x
(c)

Xm

(a) The rectangular area to be investigated is
Fm. 15.1.—RadiaI-time-baae
display.
shown.
Circles are constant time loci.
Angles of 15° and 30° are drawn in. (b) The
vertical component of the rectangle of (a) is shown expanded by a factor of 5. The conThe 15” and 30” angles are reproduced.
stant time loci are distorted to the ellipses shown.
Note that line Z’ is the reproduction on the new scale of line Z.
(c) Rectangular area
lxmnded by Umand z~. The vector of magnitude t and angle a positions any point in this
area. The components of S are given by z = t cos a, u = t sin a.
Fig.
15.la.
The expansion results in geometrical distortion as is evidenced bv the ellimes shown in Fig. 15”lb which correspond to the
However, a
normally circular contours of constant time or distance.
straight line parallel to the horizontal radial reference line remains
parallel (Z’ of Fig. 151b corresponds to Z of Fig. 15”la).
Therefore, a
516
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display of this type is particularly useful for displaying a rectangular
region if the information required is the vertical distance from a target
to a horizontal reference line.
Figure 15.lc shows a rectangular area bounded by the coordinates
y~ and zm, where y~ is considerably smaller than z~. Because of the
relation between these two boundary values, it is desirable to expand the
y-direction with respect to the z-direction to make more efficient use of
the cathode-ray-tube
screen. It is obvious from Fig. 15. lC that the
vertical distance (y) of any signal (S) from the reference line (z) can be
A display of this
obtained if the vector from the origin to S is known.
type was used in radar for height measurements, where the expected
height of the target was restricted to values considerably less than the
expected range. There are many other display problems that have
similar geometry and which can be treated in the same way.
Generation oj the Display .—There are several methods of producing a
vertically expanded display.
Since the signal-position data is in the
form of polar coordinates, one obvious method is to modify a rotatingcoil polar-coordinate display.
By rotating the coil at a speed faster than
the signal source, and by incorporating a permanent-magnet off-centering system, an acceptable presentation can be developed.
However,
This presentation would be an
thk method has many disadvantages.
angular expansion and the geometry of it would be rather involved.
It
also is mechanically difficult to apply this technique to rapidly scanning
systems.
The angular stepup in gearing would be a source of error
and impair the accuracy of the display.
Since it was required that the
height displays that were developed be accurate and have rapid scan
rates, this method was not deemed feasible.
A better way to generate a height display is to resolve the polar
information into x- and y-components and to use these with a fixeddeflection-coil system.
From Fig. 15 lC it is seen that to reproduce the
geometry accurately would require plotting t cos a horizontally and tsin a
vertically.
To obtain the desired vertical expansion, the t sin a term
can then simply be multiplied by a constant.
The methods of obtaining
a voltage proportional to an angle or a function of that angle are discussed in Chap. 5, and it will be assumed here that a d-c voltage that is
a function of the angle is available.
Geometry oj the Display .—The angular occurrence of signals is such
that only a small angle need be displayed to cover most of the rectangular
area. Therefore sufficient accuracy may often be obtained by using t as
the horizontal coordinate (setting cos a = 1) and b as the vertical
coordinate (setting sin a = a). The dktortion caused by these approximations is shown in Fig. 15.2. In radar experience the substitution of
tfor t cos a has always been made. The reading of time data is thereby
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simplified by maintaining the constant-time contours as vertical lines,
However, the
and this advantage outweighs the resultant distortion.
choice of ta or t sin a for the vertical component would give a less distorted pattern.
As shown in Fig. 15.2b, the geometrical difference
between these two vertical components is rather small. From the
point of view of the sweep circuits it is immaterial which information is
used. 1 Therefore, the choice is usually made on the basis of the data
generation and transmission system.
10
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Fm 15.2a. —Distortion

due to approximationscosa = 1 andsina = a. —w=
tsin a. z = tcm a;lines of constant tand
constant a are shown; lines of constant
height are horizontal.
––- L! = h, z = t:
lines of constant h and constant a are shown;
lines of constant t are verticzl.

20304050

t
FIG. 15.2 b.—Comparison of sin a and a
.~=
as elevation input information.
ta, z = 1; lines of constant h and a are
shown. —
!/ =t sina, z =!;
lines of
constant a are shown; lines of constant h
are horizontal; the height of a 2° signal is
shown at various values of t.

Evaluation of Display Geometry.—Although this section is primarily
concerned with the circuits necessary to generate a range-height display,
the study of another display method of presenting the same area will
help emphasize the advantages and limitations of the RHI (range-height
indicator).
This other display, called the E-scope, plots elevation
angle vertically and time horizontally as shown in Fig. 15.3. The
Escope maintains the horizontal linearity of lines of constant angle,
The RHI, howwhereas a constant-height line becomes a hyperbola.
ever, maintains the horizontal linearity of constant-height lines, and it is
therefore more convenient for use in height determination (just as the
E-scope would be more convenient for angular determination).
However, considerations of the resolution and accuracy limitations may
outweigh these conveniences.
I If it werenecezsaryto use t cos a ratherthan t as the horizontalcomponent,the
sweepcircuitswould have to be changedto provide for the inclusionof this angular
date,
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Because the signal size is determined by the beamwidth of the source,
it covers a constant angle on either display.
Therefore, the size of the
signal on the display is proportional to t on the RHI, whereas it is constant on the E-scope.
For very small values oft on the RHI the signals
are compressed to a point where spot size begins to limit resolution.
At large values of t, the increased signal size does not seriously limit the
precision because large signals can be bisected accurately.
The change
of signal size with t does have one slight advantage in that the signal
size is proportional to the possible
0.6
35”
I
I
I
I
I
I
[
I
[
error in height. I
---—_
_
In the E-scope, on the other
~: 30”
0.5 7 –,
hand, the signals maintain a con25°
stant size over the entire display
0,4
and are, therefore, easily resolved
Y
20”
at either small or large values oft.
0.3
2“
The constant signal size also helps
15°
to reduce the minimum discernible
0.2
signal at large values of t by
100
concentrating
the light on the
0.1
cathode-ray-tube
screen. How50
ever, the E-scope has the disadvantage that the height lines are
0
10
20
30
40
50
crowded at large values of t, and
t in miles
FIG. 15.3,—E-scope.
––- u = a, z = t;
the precision of the height reading
the height of the 2° signals remain constant.
is thereby limited.
—
I/ = sin a, z = #; fines of constant angle
are horizontal; lines of constant height are
Another factor that enters into
shown.
the evaluation of a display is the
efficiency with which the screen area is used. After an upper limit has
been set on the height coverage desired, and the angular coverage is
known, height and angle contours may be sketched on the two types of
displays.
After various different scale factors have been used and
signal sizes sketched in, the decision as to which display to use can be
made. It will be noted that, for large angles, neither display is very
satisfactory.
The RHI crowds the area above 30°, very seriously
limiting the precision and resolution of the unit. The E-scope, operating
over large angles, will also excessively crowd the signals as t is increased.
Therefore, the circuits that were designed and will be dkcussed as
height indicators give limited angular coverage.
In this chapter two
examples of the RHI and one of the hybrid RHI–E-scope, illustrated in
I Thigadvantageholds only if the limitingfactor in the heightdeterminationis the
accuracy of the angular data (as is usually the case). Since this accuracy is independentof time,and the height H equalst sin a, the errorin height for a given error in
angle is proportional to L
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Fig. 15.4, will be described in detail.
The E-scopes represent, as far
as circuits are concerned, a very simple modification of the B-scopes
described in Chap. 11.
Height Determination. —When the signals are displayed, either an
overlay with height lines, a series of electronic height lines, or a single
precision electronic height marker can be used for actual height deterA precision electronic marker is capable of being set to t 2
mination.
per cent on a l-in. signal, and this accuracy is much better than that
obtained with either of the other two methods.
Fixed electronic height
lines are limited in precision ‘by
1.2
the interpolation that is necessary
I I I ,1
in reading height.
When an over4
lay can be used, it is usually
simpler to normalize the sweeps to
that overlay, thereby avoiding the
electronic complication
inherent
in the generation of height marks.
+
If the area covered by the display
u
is to be varied, however, it is
!4 ‘4 l\ll/
necessary to use electronic marks.
The precision marker is illustrated
in the second of the following examples, whereas the first and third
o
0
10
20
30
40
50
examples use overlays.
t in miles
15.2. Circuits.-A
block diaFm. 15.4.—Hybrid
RHI-E-scoPe;
u =
la
gram of the RHI is shown in Fig.
a+m,
z=t;
li nes of constant a and h are
15.5. The input trigger pulse is
~hown.
put through a buffer stage, the
negative output of which is used for both the range and the height channels. The trigger into the range channel may then be delayed.
If no
delay is used, the range and height rectangular-wave generators may be
combined.
If a delay is necessary, a simple delay circuit that is relatively
free from jitter may be used. The main rectangular-wave generator is
then triggered by the output of the delay circuit, and its output, in turn, is
used both for sweep generation and blankhg.
The gate waveform is
thus critical only in so far as short rise time and short recovery time
The time sweep generator is turned on
are required by the duty ratio.
by the main gate and generates a unidirectional linearly increasing sawtooth waveform.
When a distortionless picture is required, this sawtooth wave is modulated by cos a, in the same manner as the height
modulation.
The output voltage from the sawtooth generator is then
converted by the amplifier and driver stages into a current through the
deflection coil. Associated with the horizontal sweep circuit is the
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the display.
The height circuit is essentially the same as the time circuit.
The
height rectangular-wave
generator may have an automatic-turnoff
feature to prevent excessive vertical deflection current at large angles.
The height sweep generator is controlled by the height gate, and it
generates a linear sawtooth wave, whose maximum amplitude is determined by the angle input data. The resultant waveform, which is pro-
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165.-RHI

block diagram.

portional to ta (or possibly t sin a), is put through the amplifier-driver
stage and the proper current is then sent through the vertical deflection
coil. The vertical centering circuit is the same as the one used for
horizontal centering.
A mixer is necessary for time and height marks if both types of
electronic markers are being used. The time markers may be of the
conventional type and may very well be derived from an external source
that is synchronized by the timing trigger. The height markers, however, represent a more complicated problem because they must be generated from a varying control voltage.
The height markers are generated
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by using a variation of the sawtooth delay circuit, in which the sawtooth wave is modulated by the angle. The complete discussion of the
generation of these markers can be found in Chap. 6. If the signal
source is designed to give information only when the angle is increasing,
it is necessary to provide a circuit to blank out the signals while the
angle is i-eturning to zero after having reached its maximum value.
16.3. RHI, First Example.-This
circuit (Fig. 15.6) is a relatively
inexpensive one whose design characteristics
were predominantly
dictated by power and size limitations.
The displayed area goes from
– 2° to +23°, and out to 67 miles in range, withy = tsin a and x = t.
The angle information is obtained by passing the sweep sawtooth voltage
through a synchro whose rotor moves with the elevation angle. The
height determination is made by using a horizontal cursor that is geared
to a direct-reading height dial.
In addition to the sweep channel, the video channel, and the marker
circuit, this unit contains the master multivibrator that determines the
repetition rate of the entire system, as well as circuits for generating a
delayed trigger for the signal source. The nature of the sweep circuits
makes it convenient to delay the source trigger. The repetition rate of
the system is 1000 cps; its over-all absolute accuracy is about +0.3 mile
and its relative accuracy is about ~ 0.1 mile. The video circuit accepts
negative video signals of about 1 volt and amplifiers them to +40 volts
for application to the grid of the cathode-ray tube, and has a highfrequency response of 1.6 Me/see.
Master Mzdtidmztor.-This
free-running multivibrator
VI has a
natural repetition rate of 1000 cps. Tube V,~ is on for three-quarters of
the recurrence period, and it is during this 750-psec period that the
sweep is generated.
The output of the multivibrator is taken from the
plate circuit of VW The large output signal taken directly from the plate
is used to gate both sets of vertical clamps (V6 and VT). The smaller
output signal obtained from part of the load resistor (RJ is used to
gate the delay circuit and the “bootstrap”
sawtooth generator.
Bootstrap Sawtooth Generator.—The clamp (V,J conducts until the
negative gating pulse cuts it off. In order to obtain the proper bias for
the cathode follower, the sawtooth waveform for the cathode follower is
taken from a tap on the charging resistor.
The cathode-follower bootstrap action is made less effective by this method of obtaining bias (by
the ratio of R~ to Rz plus R$) but the final sawtooth linearity is acceptable for this application.
The output waveform of the sawtooth generator is then used in both the horizontal and vertical channels.
Elevation Synchro Driver.—The vertical sweep must be modulated
To accomplish this, the sawtooth
by the sine of the angle of elevation.
voltage is applied to the rotor of a 2-phase synchro that is moving in
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synchronism with the elevation data (1 CPS). The output of the Diehl
type FJE41-5 synchro is taken from the sine winding and applied in
The synchro rotor resistance is
push-pull to the following amplifier.
100 ohms and its inductance is 500 mh. The inductance of the secondary
is 2 henrys and hence there is a voltage stepup of 2. The synchro rotor
is driven by the cathode of Va. The tube attains self-bias by drawing
grid current at the positive peak of the input sawtooth waveform.
This biasing method is acceptable only when the sawtooth amplitude
requires driving the tube from near cutoff to zero bias. This method
would be very undesirable if the sawtooth waveform to the grid were
interrupted because the tube would then continually operate at zero
bias.
Vertical-sweep Amplitis.-The
sine output voltage of the synchro
appears across the damping resistors (Rd and Rb), and is biased to about
+50 volts.
It is then applied push-pull to V4, which is connected as a
degenerative amplifier,
The potentiometer
between the cathodes
decreases the degeneration and thereby acts as a gain control.
The
push-pull output signal from the plates is a-c coupled to the two sweep
drivers.
Vertical Clamps.—The clamps (V5, V7) return the grids of the drivers
to a fixed voltage between sweeps. Since the displayed angle is sometimes negative, both positive and negative sawtooth voltages appear on
the grid of each driver.
Hence, it is necessary to use a two-way clamp
for proper biasing with either sign of the input voltage.
One of the
clamps is returned to ground whereas the other is returned to a positive
potential that controls the vertical centering of the trace.
Vertical-sweep
Drivers.—The quiescent current through the drivers
(V,, Vs) is such as to produce a field between sweeps which keeps the
vertical position well below the center of the cathode-ray tube. This vertical deflection is set by the potentiometer R6 in the clamp circuit that
clamps the grid of V8. The coil is so connected that quiescent current
through it will deflect the trace below the center of the tube. Even with
thk quiescent current and the push-pull drive, the start of the sweep is
very nonlinear.
To eliminate this nonlinear region, the trigger pulse
starting the source (and therefore representing zero time) is delayed, so
that the sweeps will be linear by the time the intensifying pulse is
applied and signals appear.
At large angles, the grid voltage of the vertical driver Vc is limited
by grid current while the negative-going wave for Vs goes below cutoff.
Turning off the gate to prevent excessive power dissipation is unnecessary
because the normal operation is such as to drive the grids to zero bias
without harmful results. The current difference required to deflect the
trace across the diameter of the tube is about 100 ma.
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Horizontal-sweep
Driver. -An
adjustable fraction of the original
sawtooth voltage is coupled from the potentiometer in the cathodefollower circuit V% to the grid of the horizontal driver Viz. This driver
is biased by the combination of a bypass cathode resistor and a degenerative cathode resistor. The input sawtooth voltage is nominally
variable from 85 to 140 volts, and therefore the 100 ma necessary for
deflection is insured regardless of the variations within specified tolerance
of the circuit parameters.
The horizontal-positioning
control, which
determines the horizontal-deflecting field between sweeps, consists of a
variable resistor R1O, which is in series with a 10-henry choke, a fixed
resistor R g, and the deflection coil. Since the resistance of the deflection coil is about 300 ohms, and the current required is about 60 ma,
this control has enough range to compensate for variations within the
prescribed tolerances.
Delay Sawtooth Generator.—The delay is set so that the spacing from
the time origin (which occurs before the intensifying pulse) and the first
Thus,
marker is the same as the spacing between subsequent markers.
at the start, the sweep travels the distance corresponding to the normal
distance between 100-psec markers, in the delay time (from 10 to 50
ysec) plus 100 psec. After this period, the sweeps are essentially linear;
hence the only serious distortion in the display occurs within the first
10 miles.
The delay sawtooth generator V% is a simple triode clamp operating
across an RC-network (R I,C1). This clamp is gated by the master
multivibrator.
Since the time constant of the exponential generated is
100 psec and the delay required is from 10 to 50 psec, as much as 0.4
of the total height of the exponential may be used.
Delayed-rectangular-wave Generator.—This circuit is a “ flopover”
that is triggered by the delay sawtooth waveform.
When Vloa draws
grid current, the rapid rise of the plate of Vg~ is stopped and the time
constant of 100 psec is changed to 10,000 ~secj because Cz now limits the
rise. The duration of the delay is determined by the bias on the off
grid (V,O.J of the flopover.
Since the upper limit of the grid waveform
is determined by the zero-bias condition, the determining factor in the
delay becomes the voltage change on the coupling condenser (C,)
between sweep cycles.
This voltage change is determined by the setting
of Ra.
When the master-multivibrator
gating pulse drives the clamp V%
into conduction, ending the sawtooth waveform, the grid of VIO~is pulled
It is
down and the regenerative action causes VIOb to conduct again.
to be noted that the time constant in the grid circuit of Vm k much too
large to enable it to operate as a “ flip-flop” at the 1000-cps repetition
frequency of the master multivibrator.
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Zntensijer Circuit.—The negative output of the delayed rectangular
wave is used to gate the intensifier tube VW, and it permits the plate of
this tube (and therefore the second grid of the cathode-ray tube) to rise
This variation of second-grid
from about +85 volts to +300 volts.
voltage is not enough to insure proper blanking at all times, when the
cathode and first-grid bias are as shown.
Blocking Oscillator.—The front edge of the delayed rectangular wave
fires the cathode-biased blocking oscillator VI,.,
A positive output
trigger is obtained from the third winding of the blocking-oscillator
transformer.
Cathode Follower.-The
positive trigger is transmitted to the signal
source and any other external circuits at a low impedance level through
the cathode follower Vllb.
Video Ampli@rs.-The
input signal is at a – l-volt level and must
be amplified to a +40-volt
level. To obtain this amplification and
maintain the bandwidth required (1.6 Me/see) two 6AC7’S (Vls, V14)
are used. The positive output voltage of the video amplifier is a-c
coupled to the grid of the cathode-ray tube, which is d-c restored to
ground by V,sa. The large bypass condenser C, in the plate circuit
improves the low-frequency response of the amplifier.
Range-maTk Circuit.—The oscillator Vlti is overdamped by V,ti
between sweeps. The delayed rectangular wave is used to start the
time-marker generation at the same time that the delayed trigger starts
the source.
The sine-wave output of the oscillator c~ntrols ~~e action
of the flop over (VI T), which in turn fires the blocking oscillator Vim.
Negative time markers are coupled from the plate of the blocking oscillator to an output terminal and to the cathode of the cathode-ray tube.
The cathode of the CRT may be biased from about +15 volts to +90
volts with respect to the grid.
16.4. RHI, Second Example.-This
circuit is a precise RHI that uses
an electronic marker to determine height.
It has been designed to
display heights up to 8 miles with an accuracy of +0.02 mile. The
elevation angle varies from O to 12°, and height data is generated as a
d-c voltage, 4 volts per degree. The elevation angle increases linearly
from O to 12° and then quickly drops to zero again. This cycle is repeated
10 times per second.
On the 20- and 50-mile ranges, a system repetition
frequency of 1170 cps is used. For the 100-mile range ibis repetition
rate is changed to 585 cps.
The schematic diagram (Fig. 15.7) contains only the range circuit,
the height circuit, the precision-height-marker
circuit and the heightblanking circuit.
The video amplifier, range-mark generator. and ‘the
trigger buffers are not included b~cause the; have been illustrated elsewhere in this volume.
There are three range sweep lengths available:
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20, 50, and 100 miles. The 20-mile range can be delayed so that it covers
any 20 of the first 50 miles.
A deflection coil of 1320 turns on a 2+in. window is used. This
coil has an approximate sensitivity of 70 ma per radius when the potential of the CRT anode is 7 kv.
Range “Flig@op. “-This
is a direct-coupled, electron-coupled circuit
(V,, V,.) that receives a negative trigger that may be delayed.
It is
thk delay feature that necessitates a separate rectangular-wave generator
for each of the two sweep channels.
On the 20- and 100-mile ranges, the
duration of the rectangular wave maybe determined by the time constant
of the flip-flop.
On the 50-mile range, and sometimes on the other two,
the end of the height rectangular pulse operates the range turnoff VT,
thereby causing the range flip-flop to return to its stable position.
This
interacting turnoff is necessary because the range flip-flop supplies the
intensifying pulse for the cathode-ray tube.
The intensifying pulse is
obtained from the plate of the “on” tube (V 1) of the flip-flop, which
normally rests at +15 volts and rises to +300 volts with the input trigger.
The negative gating pulse for the sweep-generator clamp is obtained
directly from the grid of this “on” tube.
Range Sweep-generator Clamp.—A standard pentode clamp V~ is
switched across the proper RC-network for any of the three sweep speeds.
An 80-volt sawtooth wave, which is about 0.25 of the exponential amplitude, is generated.
The dktortion caused by generating this large
sawtooth voltage is not serious (the voltage increase in the last 25 per
cent of time is 82 per cent of the rise in the first 25 per cent).
Cathode Follower.—The cathode follower V% is used as a buffer and
also provides proper bias for the following driver stage.
Range Driwer.—A sawtooth wave of about 50 volts is applied to the
This bias
grid of the driver V,, which is biased at about – 25 volts.
provides enough quiescent current to insure fairly linear operation of the
807. A peak of 100 ma of deflection current is necessary to generate
the sweep for the coil that has been used.
Horizontal
CenteTing.—Tube
V5 provides the steady-state
current
(70 ma) required to keep the spot deflected at the left side of the cathoderay tube between sweeps (despite the quiescent current in the driver).
Height Flip-$op.—The
height flipflop Ve is a d-c–coupled circuit
that generates the negative rectangular gating pulse for the height
channel.
On both the 20- and 50-mile ranges, the duration of the pulse
must be 50 miles because a delayed 20-mile range sweep must be accommodated.
The flip-flop is turned off automatically when the height is
above the 8-mile coverage desired, in order to limit the power that must
be dissipated in the height circuit and to make a neater presentation.
The negative rectangular wave from the plate of the “ off” tube (Vu)
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is condenser-coupled to the earth’s-curvature and intensity-compensaThis same wave is transformer-coupled
to the heighttion circuits.
sawtooth triode clamp and the height-marker clamp.
A negative gating
pulse is also obtained directly from the “on” grid, for both the rangeturnoff tube and the height-sawtooth pentode clamp.
Range Turnoff.-A
pentode clamp V7, turns off the range flip-flop
whenever the height flip-flop is turned off. This action is necessary in
order to blank the height-sweep retrace, since the height sweep collapses
when the height flp-flop is turned off. A turnoff function of this type
can often be accomplished more cheaply by deriving a negative trigger
from the back edge of the height rectangular wave and applying it to
the grid of Vz., which is conducting when the range sweep is on.
Height-gate Turno~.—A portion of the height sawtooth wave is fed
back to the grid of the normally nonconducting tube V,,.
When this
tube conducts, it lowers the plate potential of the “ on” tube (Vti) of
the height flip-flop, thereby ending the rectangular wave.
The potentiometer control R2, which determines the amplitude and bias of the
feedback sawtooth wave, sets the maximum height coverage of the
display.
Height-sawtooth Pentode Clamp. —This tube (Vg) clamps the condenser
(Cl) until the negative height gating pulse on the grid permits the condenser to charge exponentially toward the value of the height input data.
Since the height input data is at a very low level at low angles, precautions must be taken to insure proper clamping and freedom from ripple
at the plate of the clamp.
Bootstrap Diode.-The
height information is in the form of a d-c
potential that increases 4 volts per degree increase in elevation angle.
Between sweeps the diode V,~ supplies current for the charging resistor
R, and the bootstrap condenser Cz. While the height sweep is being
generated, the bootstrap condenser cuts the diode off.
Triode C’lamp.-When
the height data has passed its maximum and
returns to its minimum value, the cathode of the diode remains more
positive than the plate until the charge on the bootstrap condenser can
change. To produce a low-impedance path that will enable the charge
on this condenser to change rapidly, a triode clamp V9C is necessary.
This clamp functions only when the height input potential decreases
more than the bootstrap condenser potential during the sweep time.
The level of thk clamp shifts with the height data and hence a transformer-coupled gating pulse is used.
Bootstrap Cathode Follower.—The cathode follower V,,. takes part in
the bootstrap action of the sa\vtooth generator.
It also distributes the
height sawtooth wave to three different circuits.
The entire sawtooth
Thus,
wave from the cathode is coupled to the height-marker circuit.
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any display
distortion
that
occurs past this point (in the driver or in
the deflection coil) will not impair the accuracy of the height determination. If the accuracy attainable with this circuit requires improvement, the height sawtooth wave should be linearized by using feedback
integration. L
A variable portion of the height sawtooth wave is applied to the
grid of the height turnoff tube. The third output signal, which is
coupled directly to the grid of the height driver, is variable so that the
vertical expansion can be controlled.
Changing the expansion results
in a slight change of the quiescent current in the driver, and hence there
is a shift in the vertical centering.
Height Drioer.—This tube (V I,) draws a small amount of quiescent
current and thereby operates in a fairly linear region of its characteristic.
A maximum deflection current of approximately 100 ma is supplied by a
50-volt input sawtooth wave on the grid.
Vertical Cenkring.-l’he
vertical centering tube V,, draws about 70
ma and thereby keeps the spot below the center of the tube between
sweeps.
Height-blanking Cathode Follower.—The height input data is derived
from a unidirectional source. Some provision is therefore necessary for
blanking the display when the input is returning to zero after having
reached its maximum value. A positive pulse (going from O to 100 volts)
This pulse is applied
is made available from the source for this purpose.
to the grid of a cathode follower V 13., whose cathode is part of the
cathode-ray-tube
biasing arrangement.
Hence, the blanking pulse
raises the voltage of the cathode of the cathode-ray tube, thereby blanking it, and VIW is used to d-c restore the negative video signals applied
to the cathode of the cathode-ray tube.
Marker
Clamp.—The height sawtooth wave is condenser-coupled
from the cathode of the bootstrap cathode follower Vloa to the grid of
the marker cathode follower Vl,5a. This grid is biased at the potential
This potential must control the d-c
set by the height-marker control.
level of the base of the sawtooth waveform.
The combination triode
clamp and d-c restorer Vls fixes this level independent of the sawtooth
waveform.
Since the level varies with the height-marker control, the
triode clamp must shift its level and is therefore gated through the
transformer.
The height rate control Ra fixes the potential gradient
across the marker-control potentiometer and thereby permits calibration
of this control to coincide with an external direct-reading height dial.
Marker Flopouer.—The resistor coupling (R,) to the grid of the flopover VIT liiits the grid current, whereas the condenser (Ca) across it
prevents integration due to distributed capacity from the grid to ground.
1Suchintegrationiz usedin the sweepcircuitincludedin Fig. 7.17 (A/R scope).
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Normally, V17bis conducting while VIT. is cut off. As the grid of VITa
rises because of the impressed height sawtooth wave, it reaches the
conduction point and the regenerative action of the flopover turns VIT~
on, and V,7~ off. The potential at which the flopover regenerates is
determined by the potential of the “on” grid V17b. For a given value
of this grid potential the time between the start of the sweep and the
flopover point depends on the time it takes the height sawtooth wave to
The height marker is derived by
reach this regeneration potential.
differentiating the front edge of the rectangular wave formed by the
Because of the curvature of the
regenerative action of the flopover.
earth, height above the earth is given by h = r sin a + krz, where r =
range, a = elevation angle, k = a constant.
To correct for this curvature,
the regeneration potential of the flopover must decrease as the range
increases. To decrease this potential, a negative correction waveform is
applied to the “on” grid of the flopover.
Ea7th’s-vurvafure
Correction. -To
obtain the square-law curve necessary for the earth’s-curvature correction, two clamps, V18a and Vlw, are
used. When these clamps are released, an approximate sawtooth waveform is generated at the plate of V1~. This waveform is used for the
charging voltage of VI% and an approximate square-law curve is then
generated at the plate of V,$a. This waveform is inverted by the amplifier VIM and direct-coupled to the grid of the flopover.
The small condenser C,, across the coupling resistor Rb, prevents integration by
distributed capacity, which would result in a cubic rather than a squarelaw correction.
Heigh.t-maTker-intensity Compensation.-Since
the sweep traces are
diverging from the origin, there are less sweeps per unit display area at
the longer ranges. The light output of the tube is a function of the
number of times the electron beam impinges on a spot as well as on the
number of electrons in the beam and their energy. To compensate
for the reduction in the number of sweeps per unit area, the intensity of
the height marker is increased at longer ranges by adding the height
marker to a sawtooth waveform generated by the triode clamp Vloc.
A portion of this sawtooth wave is coupled to the marker mixer by
means of a cat bode follower VI%, and the sawtooth voltage becomes
part of the bias of the marker-mixer grid.
Nanudditive MarkeT Mixer.-The
bias of ihe grid of Vzoa, which is
normally cut off, determines the intensity of the height marker and can
be controlled by the setting of Rs. The marker is coupled to the grid
of V20@from the height flopover through (75.
The other half of the mixer VZM is used for positive range marks.
The intensity control is in the form of a bias adjustment rather than an
attenuatm.
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Cathode-ray Tube.—The cathode-ray-tube anode is operated at 7 liv.
The second-grid voltage is only 300 volts and this voltage should be
A higher second-grid
increased if the resolution needs improvement.
voltage could be obtained from the high-voltage bleeder, provided that
the blanking was done on another electrode.
15.6. Hybrid RHI–E-Scope.—In
this indicator the height determination is accomplished by using a set of height lines inscribed on an
overlay.
The pattern formed by this type of presentation is shown in
Fig. 15.4.
This indicator gives a pattern of 50° at 10 miles and 20° at 140 miles,
and increases the precision attainable at 140 miles by a factor of 2,5 as
The height information
is
compared to an E-scope presentation.
derived from a precision potentiometer and varies from X3 to 140 volts
as the elevation angle goes from O to 60°.
The presentation is set to cover a range of 140 miles in two 70-mile
steps: (1) from 10 to 80 miles, (2) from 70 to 140 miles. The use of
these two ranges increases the range resolution but also necessitates the
use of two different height scales. 1
To obtain maximum height accuracy and precision from a system
using a mechanical-height scale, the normal distortion of a fixed-deflecTo minimize the standard “ barrel”
tion-coil pattern must be reduced.
dktortion that exists on a 12-in. cathode-ray tube, a special deflection
yoke is used. The coil used in this indicator is illustrated in Fig. B .3. ~
Another method of improving the pattern is the accurate mechanical
adjustment of the focus coil, as described in Sec. 3.6. The low-voltage
focus coil and the switch shown in the schematic diagram make possible
the use of alternating current for lineup.
Another factor that contributes to the accuracy of the displayed
pattern is the absence of the first ten miles. This allows 100 ~sec in
which to obtain linear sweeps. It is particularly difficult to start the
fast vertical sweep quickly and linearly when the elevation angle is
small. To insure the stability of the pattern,. all bleeder resistors and
driver-degenerating resistors are wire-wound.
With the indicator as
shown, the limiting factor in reading height accurately is interpolation of
the midpoint of a signal between the height lines.
The range-sweep circuit, the video amplifier, and the marker mixer
are shown as blocks in the schematic diagram (Fig. 15.8) and require 15
18ee Sec. 16.7, Fig. 16.19,
zThe sectionalwindingof this coil permitsthe use of many dampingresistorsper
coil, providedthat they are mounted on the coil. If these damping resistors areused,
it is necessaryto omit the damping resistorsthat are shown in Fig. 15.8 connected
M,weerrB+ and the platesof the sweep-currenttubes.
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tubes. The circuits are the same as those shown in Fig. 13.6, except for
the following necessary modifications:
1. The delay switch must switch the scale lights on the overlay.
2. Only one driver is required.
3. The off-centering current tube must be connected to the deflection
coil to be used for horizontal centering.
4. Only one sweep (of 80 miles) need be generated.
This sweep is
then either undelayed or delayed by 60 miles.
5. A negative trigger must be provided to the height flip-flop from
the screen of the trigger buffer.
6. The trigger buffer is biased so that a blanking voltage will prevent
the trigger from reaching the circuits.
This blanking voltage is
supplied from the elevation data-take-off system by using a cam
and Microswitch arrangement.
Elevation-data Cathode Follower.—The height-input data is used to
generate a “slow” vertical sweep, that is, a sweep proportional to the
vertical sweep, proportional to ta.
elevation angle a, and a “fast”
Because the slowly varying component must be directicoupled to the
driver V,, the d-c level of the input data determines the operating region
of the driver.
Hence, the inputidata level must be chosen high enough
to insure operation in a satisfactory region of the tube characteristic.
This unit uses an input voltage that varies from +50 volts to +140
volts.
This input data must be available at a low-impedance level for the
generation of the fast vertical sweep. Hence, the cathode follower V~
is used. To compensate for the +50-volt level at 0°, it is necessary to
have a fixed reference voltage of approximately +50 volts.
This lowimpedance point ( V4b) is used as the clamp-biasing voltage and insures
a zero-voltage sawtooth waveform at U“. The voltage of this reference
point is set by a potentiometer Ra.
As the current through the data-transmission
cathode follower
increases, the p of the tube changes so as to increase the gain of the
To compensate for this source of error in the data
cathode follower.
transmission, negative feedback is used. Feedback is accomplished by
obtaining the potential for the data potentiometer from the plate of the
cathode follower.
Thus when the cathode-follower gain increases, this
potential decreases. The compensation linearizes the cathode-follower
output voltage with respect to changes in angle so that it produces
negligible error.
The phase shift introduced by the filter network connected to the
arm of the potentiometer is negligible at the slow elevation-scanning
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rate used. To increase the precision of the electrical input data the
potentiometer is run at 3-speed with respect to the actual elevation
To prevent signals from appearing when the source is not in
motion.
the proper 50° angular interval, a cam and Microswitch on the l-speed
shaft are used to render the trigger buffer inoperative.
The output signal from the cathode follower for the slow vertical
sweep k obtained from a potentiometer R 1. Since this potentiometer is
connected between the two cathode followers, the vertical-centering
zero adj ustrnent is independent of the amplitude of the slow vertical
sweep. The output signal for the fast vertical sweep is obtained through
the bootstrap diode Vsa.
small angles, the sawtooth voltage
Bootstrap Sawtooth Generator.—At
that is generated by VG and VS. is very small, and negative-gate feedthrough in the clamp would be very objectionable.
To minimize this
feedthrough, only a small portion of the rectangular wave is used
as the gating pulse. If the first 10 miles were to be used, further feedthrough precautions (in the form of an integrating network for the
gating pulse) would be necessary. I
Sweep Amplijier, D-c Restorer and Sweep Driver.—The 807 driver V,
is cut off between sweeps (its waveform is d-c restored to the —60-volt
The gain ~\-ithoutfeedback is
bias point available at the range driver).
about 1000 whereas the over-all gain with feedback from input grid to
driver cathode is 1. In order to have the driver start conducting quickly
it is necessary to use cathode bias in the second stage (Vs) of the amplifier,
Without this bias, the grid of this stage ~vould be conducting and hence
present a low impedance to the first stage. This impedance would
decrease the gain of the amplifier (from 1000 to 50) and excessively
delay the start of the small-amplitude vertical sweeps. The fast-sweep
current and the slow-sweep current are added by connecting the plates
of the corresponding drivers.
Slow VeTtical DmieT and VeTtical CenteTing.—The slow vertical sweep
is applied to the grid of the driver Vz. The 1000-ohm degenerating
resistor RI increases the linearity of this stage. The common 100-ohm
resistor Rz is a form of cathode coupling which gives some push-pull
action, further aiding the linearity and decreasing the necessary driving
voltage.
Both these resistors serve to bias the 807’s ( Vz, VJ properly
and at the same time to supply degeneration.
Hence these resistors are
wire-wound to give patterfi stability.
1It is difficultto use a pentode clamp because the screen-gridcurrent that
have to come from the reference
sweepa.

cathode

would change the reference

voltage

would
between
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Cathode-ray-tube
mounts consist basically of a support for the
cathode-ray tube, the driving coils, and other control elements, plus a
support for the entire assembly mounted independently or in combination with related components.
The electrostatic type of cathode-ray tube is usually shielded by its
This assembly is most often
support from outside magnetic interference.
mounted in the same box with other apparatus.
The magnetic tube, used more extensively as a radar indicator, is
mounted in a tube mount containing a deflection coil, which may be
fixed or rotatable depending upon the application, a focus coil or magnet,
The tube must be accurately
and other necessary control elements.
positioned with respect to the external coils, and this position, once
However, the position of the
obtained, should be rigid and lasting.
coils with respect to various tubes differs, and, since the cathode-ray
tube is a fragile unit that must be replaced, the position of the coils in
their housing must be adjusted to get the most efficient performance from
any one tube. These adjustments must be made for any new tube or
for the original tube when the output characteristics vary because of
They must be accomplished simply
changing electrical characteristics.
and easily whether the tube mount is a separate mount that can be
reached from all sides, or whether it is mounted in a console and can be
reached only from the front.
Tube mounts have been designed for three basic uses: airborne,
shipborne, and stationary installations.
The airborne mounts are designed to have minimum size and weight
and yet be rigid enough to withstand the applied vibrations.
A supporting frame, containing vibration-isolation
mounts, is then added when
the mount is supported independently in the plane. A mount of this
type can also be used in a panel installation.
However, if the installation
is close to the magnetic compass, magnetic shielding is necessary in order
to eliminate the effect on the compass of the magnetic fields of the
various coils.
1The assistanceof N. C. Zatsky in writing Sees.16.1–16.3is gratefullyacknowl.
edged.
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Shipborne mounts are the same in principle but are constructed to
withstand the great shock to which they may be subjected during gunfire. A more rigid andweighty structure is therefore necessary.
Indicator tube mounts used in shipborne work are almost always built into
the indicator-circuit
consoles, which are properly shock-mounted.
Thus the tube mount itself does not need a separate shock-mounting
frame.
In stationary work the shock and vibration problem is not a primary
consideration and no special mountings are necessary. ,, However, the
mounts must be capable of withstanding rough treatment m shipment.
They must also be compact since they are built intwthe indicatorcircuit consoles, which must be easily transportable.
16.1. Tube Mounts for Electrostatic Cathode-ray Tubes.—A mount
to support an electrostatic cathode-ray tube is generally a relatively
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L.—A--FIG. 16.1.—Support and magnetic shield for 5-in. electrostatic tube.

simple device.
These tubes are almost always located in a box containing
the driving circuits and various controls.
The mount usually consists
of a conical or cylindrical part and a front cover.
The conical or cylindrical part extends over the entire length of the cathode-ray tube and is
The front
mounted behind a hole in the front panel of the instrument.
cover accommodates a ruled scale, either on a clear plastic or on one that
is a color filter, and it usually has provision for attaching a viewing hood.
Figure 16.1 illustrates a typical support for a 5-in. tube.
The c ylindrical front part is made of well-annealed soft iron, and the conical part
of a high-permeability alloy that extends over the entire region occupied
by the electron gun and the deflection plates. Such a magnetic shield
is almost always required, especially if transformers, etc. are located in
the vicinity of the cathode-ray tube. The shape of such magnetic
shielding should be kept as simple as possible because the high-permeability alloys are not easily fabricated into complicated shapes. The tube
socket (not shown in Fig. 16.1), is usually mounted on a separate bracket.
Figure 16.2 ;llustratcs a tube mount for a 3-in. cathode-ray tube that
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FIG, 16.2,—Tube

mount and shield for 3-in. electrostatic

tube.

When the focus coil is used it is necessary to have a method of tilting
and clamping the coil in order to align the electron beam.
When the
focus magnet is used, a method of externally adjusting the focus shunt
to get the proper magnetic field strength for focusing, and a method of
moving a centering plate in the z- and y-axis to align the electron beam
properly are necessary.
In front of the cathode-ray tube is placed a
reference scale marked on a transparent overlay.
This scale is either
edge-illuminated or darkened so as to be in contrast with the tube face.
The scale is designed to be either fixed or rotated in azimuth depending
upon the application.
A typical example of a simple fixed-coil mount is shown in Fig. 16.3.
This mount consists of a case spinning that houses the deflection coil D,
the focus coil F, a rear terminal strip T, and the rubber supports for the
tube, which consist of the front sponge-rubber support R, and the back
tube grommet G. The high voltage for the cathode-ray tube is brought
in on a high-voltage cable that passes through the fitting H. The extrusion E on the spinning allows the leads from the front edge-illuminating
bulb socket L and leads from the deflection coil to pass over the focus
coil and be connected to the terminal strip without interfering with the
motion of the focus coil. The leads from the focus coil are also connected
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to the back
terminal
strip.
llxternal
power is brought in on a cable,
passes through the fitting C, and is termirmted on the back terminal
strip. The tube socket is also wired to this back terminal strip. An
The front section of
end cap is used to close up the back of the mount.
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R
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FIG.163.-Cathode-ray

1
!
i
I

tube mount (exploded

view).

the mount consists of a transparent overlay S set in a supporting ring A.
This assembly is then covered by a ring-spinning B forming the necessary
light box to house the edge-illuminating bulbs J, and to shield the light
from the operator.
The deflection coil is positioned in azimuth by
loosening the screws M, rotating the coil in the slots, and then fastening
the screws. The focus-coil position is adjusted by loosening the screws

FIG, 16.4.—Fixed-coil
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focusing

pushed back until the reference line of the tube is in line with the front
edge of the deflection coil and the glass is brought into contact with the
flat sponge-rubber ring mounted on the front of the deflection coil.
Since, in normal tubes, there is a variation of about a quarter of an inch
in the length from the reference line to the front face of the tube, the
front assembly is telescoped into the mount to compensate for this
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variation and to put axial pressure on the tube face through the front
rubber cushion.
Figure 16.4 shows a photograph of such a mount for
a 7-in. cathode-ray tube.
Another example of a fixed-coil mount is the mount shown in Fig.
16.5. Thk mount varies from the spinning type in that it is made up
This
of mounting plates and spacers instead of a spun container.

F]G.16

-1:oil

method of construction is especially suited to this application because
the apparatus contains a focus-magnet assembly that acts as a part of
the structural section of the mount because it may be kept fixed in position and does not have to be tilted.
Separate vibration mounts are
incorporated in the framework because this mount is a separately installed
unit. Aside from these changes the mount does not differ greatly from
the simple spinning type.
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In Fig. 16”6 is a third example of a fixed-coil magnetic-tube mount
designed to house a 12-in. cathode-ray tube. To allow for the variation
in critical dimensions from tube to tube, the section that contains the
deflection and focus coils is arranged to slide forward or backward on
the base plate. However, the greatest difference in this particular mount
is the use of a focusing-coil arrangement that allows the coil both to be
adjusted accurately in the x- and y-axes and to be tilted about these
axes. This motion is necessary in order to get the proper adjustment of
the coil and to get the best performance from the 12-in. cathode-ray
tubes. The uses of this type of focus-coil mount are discussed in detail
in Sec. 3.6.
16.3. Rotating-coil
Mounts for Magnetic Cathode-ray Tubes.—A
rotating-coil magnetic cathode-ray-tube mount is one designed to cause
the sweep on the face of the cathode-ray tube to rotate by mechanically
rotating the deflection coil, in synchronization with the scanner unit,
about the center line of the tube neck. A mount of this type finds
greatest application when used as a plan position indicator.
This mount presents a more complex mechanical-design
problem
than the fixed-coil magnetic cathode-ray-tube
mount because a rigid
frame must be built up to support a ball-bearing–mounted coil housing,
a gearing arrangement, and a driving unit. The design of the rotating
mechanism must be governed by the following mechanical and electrical
considerations.
1. The deflection coil must be freely rotating because of the limited
torque available in the smaller-sized positioning devices and the
increasing errors of positioning with increased loads of many of
these devices such as synchros and flexible shafts.
It is also
necessary, therefore, to have the torque as constant as possible
in order to eliminate any variations in pattern during rotation.
2. The deflection-coil assembly must be compact in order that there
may be sufficient room along the tube neck for the proper location
of the focusing coil or magnet.
3. Except for properly designed coil housings, as much of the materials
used around the deflection coil and focus coil as possible should be
nonmagnetic in order to eliminate stray permanent magnetic
fields which affect the performance of the cathode-ray tube.
4. The slip-ring contacts should be designed to give a minimum of
electrical resistance and long operational life. The brush contacts
must also be constructed to give minimum electrical resistance
plus proper contact at any speed of rotation of the deflection coil.
Proper surface-leakage paths and insulation for the peak voltages
encountered must also be provided between individual slip rings
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and ground as well as between individual brush arms and ground.
However, all this must be accomplished with the lightest brush
pressure possible in order not to increase materially the torque
necessary to drive the deflection-coil assembly.
5. A precision or other compensating gear train is needed between
the positioning unit and the deflection coil to decrease the error
introduced by backlash or looseness in the gear train, and in order
to eliminate as much as possible any variations in torque caused
by the local binding of eccentric or improperly mounted gears.
drive
6. Magnetic shielding is required for the electromechanical
units, when they are mounted close to the tube neck, to diminish
the effect of magnetic pickup from these units by the electron
beam.
However, an effort is made to have the drive unit mounted
as far from the tube neck as possible and as far in back of the gun
structure in the tube as possible.’
7, The rotating-coil mount must be structurally ritid and compact,
and have provision for supporting the focusing coil or magnet as
well as a means of centering and rigidly supporting the cathoderay tube.
Bearings.—One of the major dMiculties encountered in the design of
a rotating-coil mount is the proper choice of bearing arrangement for the
rotating deflection coil. The conventional use of a precision steel ball
bearing of the aircraft type has been most common.
Although this type
of ball bearing, if properly mounted, is capable of doing a splendid job
as far as torque and rotation is concerned, it can easily be magnetized
either by passing a d-c field through the deflection coil or before assembly
by coming in contact with a magnet or magnetized instrument.
Therefore, in production, a careful check is made of each ball bearing before
installation.
To eliminate the difficulty of magnetization of the bearings that
surmort
the deflection coil, a means of suworting the coil with non..
magnetic materials has been used. The var~~us me~hods include the use
of V-shaped roller disks running in a groove cut in the deflection-coil
housing, the use of large-diameter V-grooved raceways attached to the
deflection-coil case with monel-metal balls, or a conventional bearing
The use of the V-shaped roller and
made of nonmagnetic materials.
the large V-grooved ball bearings requires a large-size servomechanism
to supply sufficient torque for rotation.
In most cases, however, a lowpower servomechanism or a low-po\ver synchro follow-up system is used
to rotate the deflection coil. Therefore, it has been necessary to develop

‘I
i

1 A further discussion of magnetic shielding of magnetic cathode-ray tubes from
driving units can be found in Sec 815.
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a low-torque nonmagnetic ball bearing.
Such bearings have been
designed and built using bronze or other composition raceways, and
stainless-steel or monel-metal balls. The design of these bearings
follows conventional bearing designs as far as shape and size of raceways
and balls ia concerned.
Because high load capacities are not needed in
a ball bearing used to support a rotating deflection coil, it is possible to
use softer raceways and balls than those found in the conventional
hardened-kteel precision ball bearings.
Materials such as tobin bronze,
“Ampco-21, ”1 stainless steel (18-8), and beryllium copper, which are
nonmagnetic, have been used for raceways.
Materials such as K monel
metal, monel metal, stainless steel, and even glass have been used for
the ball materials.
The most satisfactory bearings to date have been
those in which the raceway material has been made of “ Ampco-21”
and the balls of K monel metal.
The ‘‘ Ampco-21” has a Brinell hardness
of 285-311 and a Rockwell hardness of 3G33C.
The K-monel-metal
balls have a Brinell hardness of 29&300.
These materials have been
made into ball bearings of conventional form in sizes similar to the
Fafnir or Norma-Hoffmann A545 and A544, and similar to the Marlin
Rockwell 0015.2 When mounted these bearings have given torque
measurements equivalent to the standard steel ball bearings, and have
been capable of withstanding the shock and vibration encountered in
aircraft, ship, and stationary installations for rotating-coil work.
Synchrodtiven Mount.-The
mount3 shown in Fig. 16”7 is a typical
Two sizes are
rotating-coil mount designed for general application.
available, one to house a 5-in. cathode-ray tube and another to house a
7-in. cathode-ray tube.
However, the mount has been designed in such
a way that sections can be removed and separately mounted to take
care of larger sizes of cathode-ray tubes. This mount is designed to be
driven by a 10-speed synchro follower; that is, the gear ratio between the
deflection-coil gear and the drive pinion is 1 to 10. The deflection coil
ia mounted in a housing that is in turn supported by two ball bearings
similar to Norma-Hoffmann bearing No. A545.
The deflection-coil gear
is fastened to this housing.
On the outside surface of the deflectionThis assembly consists of
coil housing is mounted a slip-ring assembly.
an insulated tube of paper phenolic on which two coin-silver slip rings
are fastened and insulated from the case and from each other by about
This
~ in. of surface path and ~ in. of solid insulating material.
insulation is sufficient to withstand 500 volts of constantly applied
The deflection coil, however,
voltage under high-humidity conditions.
I ~fAmpco_21”

;

MOUNTS

Co., Cambridge,

Mass.

Metal

Howe

Inc. Milwaukee,

Wis.

Engr. Co., 1503 E. Michigan

St., Indian-
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has peak voltages of about 700-800 volts, but these are of extremely
short duration and have not caused “arc-over”
under usual operating
conditions.
This assembly is housed in the deflection-coil outside casting and
end plate.
The casting supports the brush blocks and the pinion-gear
ball-bearing assembly.
The pinion-gear assembly consists of the pinion
and shaft set into two ball bearings and supported by the outside pinion
sleeve. The sleeve is turned so that the outside diameter is O.OO5in.
eccentric with the bore. The eccentricity allows for variation in the
Fush rod clamp
‘i

r.

Upper spring-loaded
ball sOcketWJDOrt

..

Lower ball socket support

FIG 167.-Rotatipg-coil

cathode-ray-tube

mount.

gear-center distance between the pinion and drive gear and forms a
means of adjusting the pinion with respect to the deflection-coil gear to
get minimum backlash with free rotation.
The gears themselves are
precision gears cut to a tolerance of +0.0003 in. They are helical
gears of 48 normal diamentral pitch with a helix angle of 17°51’ and a
20° normal pressure angle.
Attached to the plate supporting the deflection-coil housing is the
focus-coil assembly.
This assembly is fixed to the main plate by three
The lower support is fixed in
spring-loaded ball-socket supports.
position, and tilting is accomplished by the adjustment of the two
Tilt in all directions can be
upper push-rod and socket supports.
obtained by moving each push rod independently

or both simultaneously.
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A clamp arrangement, mounted on the front panel, is tightened to keep
the coil fixed in position.
A tube shield is then mounted on the second mounting plate to minimize the effect of the magnetic field of the driving synchro.
The driving synchro is a Size 5F, supported by the second and third
mounting plates and surrounded with a magnetic shield. The Size 5F
when energized will supply 0.402 oz-in. of torque per degree of lag.
The absolute accuracy of the synchro, however, is no better than +0
because thk value represents the accuracy of the windings in the synchro
itself. The tube is supported by the front rubber-cushion assembly and
the back spring-loaded socket assembly.
The socket plate is mounted on
vibration-absorbing rubber bushings.
The specifications on the mount require that a maximum of 12 oz-in.
of torque, applied at the l-speed or deflection-coil axis, will rotate the
deflection-coil gear, meshed with the pinion-drive gear and the driving
synchro, which is attached but not energized.
From this torque figure
the accuracy of rotational following which may be expected can be
calculated.
With 12 oz-in. of torque at the l-speed shaft, 1.2 oz-in. of
torque is required at the 10-speed or pinion shaft if the gear efficiency is
assumed to be 100 per cent. This assumption is approximately true for
a precision spur or a helical gear, for which the efficiency of transmission
is about 98 to 99 per cent in a single mesh. Since the synchro motor
supplies 0.4 oz-in. of torque per degree of lag, the synchro will lag approximately 3°. However, 3° of lag at the 10-speed shaft reflects only 0.3° at
the l-speed shaft. But, 3° at the driving synchro should be considered
4° absolute accuracy since the synchro windings are no more accurate
than +“. Nowj if about 1° of inaccuracy, which may be attributed to
backlash between the meshing gears, is included, there is a total of 5° of
inaccuracy at the pinion shaft. Then 0.5° will be reflected at the deflection coil. Thus the mount can be said to be accurate to within 0.5° in
following.
Similar considerations can be used to evaluate the accuracy
of follow-up for similar type mounts with synchro-drive followers.
Since the mount is driven with’ a 10-speed synchro, there are 10
stable positions in which the mount may be driven by the driving 10To eliminspeed synchro generator mounted on the rotating antenna.
ate this uncertainty of azimuth positioning a phasing scheme that
incorporates two cams, two switches, and a relay is used (see Fig. 16.8).
One cam and one switch are mounted on the coil mount, whereas the
other cam and switch are mounted on the antenna base. The cams
rotate at one speed and are so designed that the tube mount and antenna,
once aligned, will always operate from the same azimuth reference.
The cam on the indicator is 25° in width acting on a normally open
switch, and the cam on the antenna is about 30° in width with a normally
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closed switch.
If both units are operating in synchronism the antenna
switch will open and remain open whale the indicator switch is closed.
Since these switches are in series, there will be no voltage applied to the
relay. If the two units get out of synchronism the indicator switch will
close the relay, thus short-circuiting two legs of the stator of the driven
5F synchro and causing the coil to stop with the switch closed. The coil
will remain in this position until the antenna switch is opened by the cam
At this point, the indicator unit
and the relay circuit is again broken.
will again start rotation and will rotate in synchronism with the antenna.
This scheme requires that the driven and the driver synchros be properly

.,
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Generator
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>:

I

I
nn

FIG. 16. S.—Microswitch

Mlcroswitch

phasing circuit.

‘‘ zeroed” or phased so that the indicator synchro will not again jump out
of phase.
Another important consideration in keeping the torque small is the
proper choice of brush-contact and slip-ring material.
In the mounts
described a ~ln.-wide,
coin-silver slip ring is used. The surface is
turned and polished with as few ripples as possible.
The brush contact is
of silver graphite material containing about 45 per cent graphite.
By
using these materials it is possible to get sufficiently low electrical resistance and long operational life with a brush pressure of about 10 oz per
square inch of contact area.
Servomechanismdriven Mount.—In Fig. 16.9 is shown a rotating-coil
magnetic-tube mount designed to be driven by a servomechanism, 1 and
to house a 7-in. cathode ray tube.
The deflection-coil assembly A is similar to that used in the mount
previously described except that it is designed to be somewhat more
1Sanbom Company, Cambridge,Mass.
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rugged. !ll& deflection-coil assembly is supported by two ball bearings,
Marlin Rockwell No. 0015.
The deflection-coil gear is meshed in a train with a 5CT synchro.
This synchro is the positioning-control
device but not the drive unit.
Meshed by gears to the synchro and deflection-coil gear is a drive motor
B, which supplies the drive power to the train but is controlled by information from the 5CT synchro fed through an amplifier back to the drive
motor.
This drive motor is a low-inertia Diehl FJ?E 25-11. The overall accuracy of the mount is controlled by the amount of backlash between
the 5CT synchro C and the deflection-coil gear, the accuracy of the control transformer, the regulation of the drive motor, and the proper design
of the servomechanism amplifier.
In this mount a l-speed servomechanism system is used, that is, the
control element, the 5CT synchro in thk case, is geared 1-to-1 with the
deflection-coil gear. Other systems may use one or more control synchros
running at the same or higher speeds. Typical ratios between deflectioncoil gears and control synchros consist of a l-speed deflection coil coupled
with the single l-speed control synchro, or a l-speed deflection coil
coupled with two synchros, one running at unit speed and the other
running at 36speed, where the 1-speed synchro is used for synchronism
and the 36-speed synchro for greater azimuth accuracy.
The gear train in the mount is precision-cut and precision-mounted
to get minimum torque and minimum backlash.
Although minimum
backlash between the drive motor and the rest of the gear train does not
influence the accuracy of follow-up, it does materially account for the
amount of oscillation or “hunt effect” appearing in the drive motor.
Therefore, the amount of backlash between the drive-motor pinion and
the first driven gear should be kept small. The couplings between the
drive motor and its gear shaft, and the control transformer and its gear
shaft, are of an antibacklash type to eliminate added errors.
The r-of
the mount consists of a focus-coil assembly D mounted on
the back of the main casting, a tube support E, and a spring-loaded tube
socket F.
A spring-loaded tube-support cradle G is mounted in front of the main
casting and exerts axial support pressure on the bulb of the cathode-ray
tube.
RaMtw-coil
Mount with Provision jor Off-centering. -In
Figs. 16”10
and 16.11 are shown an off-center PPI rotating-coil mechanism mounted
on a chassis A, which contains the indicator circuits, and a front panel B
on which are built front tube supports C. The overlay assembly D
attaches to the front panel and puts axial pressure on the tube face by
means of a sponge-rubber ring. The tube bulb is in turn forced forward
by the spring cradle E. Thk cradle exerts axial pressure but does little
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in the way of centering the bulb.
The tube is centered by means of the
back grommet F, and the adjustable front tube clamps C. These front
tube clamps allow for variations in perpendicularity between the front
tube face and center axis of the tube neck.

FIcJ,161

l—Detail

of rotating-coil

mount for 12-in. magnetic tube showing slip rings and
focus-coil adjustment.

The rotating deflection coil G is an air-core coil supported by a single
nonmagnetic ball bearing similar in size to a Marlin Rockwell 0015.
The rotating-coil gear H is similar to the gear in the mount previously
described and meshes with a similar pinion-gear assembly (1, Fig. 16.1 1).
Included in this mount is an off-centering coil assembly that is
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mounted on roller disks J attached to the main front casting K. The
off-centering assembly includes an off-centering coil in an outside case
L, two insulated dip rings M, and an off-centering gear N. This gear is
positioned by a knob and shaft assembly O from the front panel. Two
insulated brush blocks P are mounted from the main front casting and
contain brush contact arms for the two outside slip rings.
The internal rotating deflection coil leads are brought out to two
coin-silver slip rings Q and through two brush contacts R (Fig. 16.11).
Attached to the back of the front casting is a focus-coil assembly S.
Thk assembly allows the focusing coil to be tilted as well as to be moved
in the z- and y-axes to get best performance from the cathode-ray tube.
The back casting T contains a rear tube-support grommet F and a
inethod of supporting the 5F driving synchro U. A servomechanism
has been designed to drive thk mount and has been made to fit into the
Thk servomechanism unit uses a
space allotted to the 5F synchro.
FPE2$11
Diehl motor and a size-lCT control-transformer synchro.
To compensate for variation in the length of the cathode-ray tube,
the front and back casting assemblies, which are tied together by the
support rods V, can be adjusted forward and backward on the supporting
chassis by means of slots in the casting base W.
16.4. Magnetic
Shielding of Cathode-ray
Tubes.—The
electron
beam in both electrostatic and magnetic cathode-ray tubes is subject
to unwanted deflection by stray magnetic fields. One of these, the earth’s
magnetic field, produces a steady deflection, the magnitude of which
depends upon the geographical location.
In the case of magnetic tubes
with an applied accelerating potential of 5 kv, this deflection may amount
to one-tenth the screen radius. Power transformers, motors, and other
similar equipment constitute a second source of stray fields, which are
particularly annoying because the deflections they produce are not steady.
Field intensities as high as 0.1 gauss are frequently encountered and these
are capable of introducing into the deflection pattern a ripple whose
amplitude is approximately one per cent of the screen radius.
Not only do magnetic fields from surrounding apparatus cause
spurious deflections of the electron beam, but the fields generated by the
coils on a magnetic tube, particularly the deflection coil, nay similarly
affect other coils and instruments in their vicinity.
If the deflection
coil is of the square iron-core type, its magnetic field decreases with the
cube of the distance from the coil center; nevertheless, its field is strong
enough so that the maximum intensity 8 in. away is about one gauss.
Ordinary eddy-current shielding will adequately stop the deflecting field
if the swee~ duration is less than 500 tisec, but it is not effective for a
sweep whose duration is 1000 psec or longer. A suitable magnetic shield
solves both the problem of shielding a ~athode-ray tube fr~m external
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superposed on the display.
The cathode-ray tube must be tilted downward if theplotting surface is to beat a convenient angle for viewing and
plotting.
In order to keep the apparent brightness of the signals on
the cathode-ray-tube screen as high as possible, the mirror M has an
almost totally reflecting upper surface that allows the transmission of
only about 10 to 20 per cent of the light coming from the plotting surface
P, which consequently must be brightly illuminated.
The cathode-raytube pattern as viewed from A is reversed because of the single reflection.
This difficulty is readily overcome by connecting the circuits so that the
sense is correct when viewed with one reflection.
16.8. Double-mirror
Device.—An
arrangement that allows direct
viewing of the cathoderay tube and the superposition of a map or plot

FIG. 1621.. -Crossectionon
of double-mirror unit illustrated in Fig. 1622.
HH’, light
shield; L, lamp; T, cathode-ray tube; CC’, chart table; M, mirror; G, partiaUy reflecting
glass; E, eye of operator; P, chart point; P’, virtual image of P; II’, virtual image of
chart CC’.

without reversal is shown in Fig. 16.21. The operator views the cathoderay-tube screen through a sheet of glass G, whose front surface is partially
reflecting (10 to 20 per cent) and whose back surface (toward the cathoderay-tube screen) is nonreflecting.
Plotting is done on surface C’ C,
which is viewed by reflection from G and from the mirror M.
Because
the observer views the plotting surface CC’ after it h~ been reflected
twice, it appears in the correct right-left sense. A map or other pattern
may be placed on the plotting surface CC’ and illuminated by an ordinary
lamp L, so that its virtual image is visible on the cathode-ray-tube screen
at II’.
Excessive background light obscures the cathode-ray-tube
pattern, particularly if the signals are weak. It is important for best
performance, therefore, that the lines of the map be white and the paper
on which they are drawn be black.
Illumination of the map will then
make the lines visible but not cause appreciable background light from
the paper on which the map is drawn,
Figure 16.22 shows a unit of
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sometimes with the addition of a
small amount of copper.
The
greater effectiveness of the highnickel-content alloys for shielding
in the region of low magnetic fields
is apparent from Fig.’ 16.12.
Joints and holes used in the
construction of a shield seriously
affect its shielding
efficiency.
Joints parallel to the flux direction
in the shield decrease somewhat
the efficiency at low field intensities but have little effect at high
intensities.
There is apparently
no gain in increasing the number
of spot welds along the j oint. On
the other hand, joints normal to
the direction of flux cause an
Magne!!z!ng
force in oersteds
16.12 .—.Nfagnetizati0n
curves
for magenormous drop in shielding effinetic metals buitahlc for shields,
ciency, the decrease being continAny necessary holes should be as
gent upon the shield dimensions.
small as possible.
For the shielding of electrostatic cathode-ray tubes, a cylindrical or
conical form of shield is usually
empl eyed, as illustrated in Figs.
140
16.1 and 16.2. The shield should
% 120
fit the tube as closely as is practic
“; 100
cable. Shielding
of magnetic
sG 80
tubes is less frequently required.
5
W 60
In some cases, when alternating
2
5 40
fields in the vicinity of the gun of
~
5 20
a magnetic cathode-ray tube cause
0
trouble, a small cylindrical shield
1.20
1.34
1.281.32
1.36
(de 1)
MOI.M 1.08 1,121.16
1.301.501.701.902.102.302.502.702.903.!0 (wale2) may be placed closely around the
tube neck in the region covering
%W1
FIG. 16.13 .—Shieldlng efficiency of one,
the gun. If large fields extend
two, and three concentric cylinders (for zero
throughout the volume occupied
frequency).
Shielding efficiency = 20 log,o
H,/Hi, where H. = field intensity without
by the tube, a cylindrical shield
shield, and Hi = field intensity with shield.
extending over the entire tube
P = 5000, Rdn = rz/R~ = Rz/rz = rs/12z =
R~/rs. Curve
A—one
cylinder
R_/rL =
length may be required.
Ra/n: Curve B—two cylinders RJn =Rz/Ri;
If the disturbance of the cathCurve
C—three
cylinders
R~/T, = R, /rL
Cylinders considered infinitely long.
Direcode-ray-tube trace is due to the
tion of flux perpendicular to axis of cylinders.
field of a transformer in the
(CourtesU of Bdl S@.m Technical.lournal.)
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vicinity, the addition of a shield around the transformer may be advisable,
provided that the transformer is appreciably smaller in size than the
cathode-ray tube.
Single shields of the type discussed above are usually adequate
in shielding efficiency.
In cases
where the best single shield is
inadequate, a more complicated
form may be required.
Except
for very thin shields, the effectiveness of a magnetic shield can be
FXCI. 16. 14.—Shielding efficiency of two
concentric cylinders vs. the sir gap between
considerably improved by building
them.
Thicknesc of the wall of each cylinder
it of several concentric layers of
kept constant.
Zero frequency.
(Courtc.su
of Brll S@em TechnicatJournal.)
magnetic material separated by
air or copper. 1 The shielding eficiency of one, two, and three concentric
cylinders is shown in Fig. 16.13. When a shield of this type is fixed in
size, that is, when the inside and outside radii are specified, it will be most
efficient when the radii of the successive surfaces follow a geometrical
progression,
100

R,
r,
R,
—-——.
— .—.
rl
R,
T,

r,
R,
—
R, = ~“

90
.s0
‘0

,E 70

Spacing and thicknew, however,
of consecutive layers is not Very .-:~60
50
critical as shown in Figs. 16.14 and &
z
16.15. The broad, flat maxima of ~ 40
~
these curves indicate that there is .9 30
5
considerable latitude in the shield
20
dimensions.
10
In general, then, the shielding
0
010203040506070
s0901cij
efficiency of a multiple-layer shield
Separationin per cent (#x 1001
increases with the initial perFIO. 16.15.—Shielding
efficiency of two
meability of the metal, with the concentric cylinders vs. the air gap hctween
them.
The total thickness of the shield P
thickness of the shield, and with
is kept constant.
(Courtesy of BrU IS@tm
the number of separate layers. In
TechnicalJournaL.)
addition, there is an optimum
although not very critical spacing between layers.
16.5. Simple Overlays and Filters for Cathode-ray Tubes.—A transparent or selectively transparent overlay is generally placed over the face
of the cathode-ray tube to perform any or all of the following functions.
1W. G. Gustafson,“ Magnetic Shieldingof Transformersat Audio Frequencies,”
Bell SW. Tech. J., 1’7, 416 (1938).
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1. Protection

of the observer from flying glass in case of breakage of
the cathode-ray tube.
2. Provision of coordinate or other reference scales for interpretation
of signals appearing on the cathode-ray-tube screen.
3. Elimination of pattern distortion on screen due to electrostatic
effects.
4. Control, by means of a filter, of the wavelength dktribution of the
light leaving the cathode-ray-tube face.
against the results of cathodeoverlays joT Protection.—protection
ray-tube breakage or implosion, which sometimes results in the gun’s
forward propulsion through the glass tube face, is usually obtained by
covering the face of the tube with a circular transparent plastic or safetyghss overlay attached to the tube mount.
Such overlays are usually
curved to conform to the radius of curvature of the tube face in order to
reduce the magnitude of parallax errors when the overlay contains
reference scales. When laminated glass is used, the thickness is usually
~ in., whereas plastic overlaysl vary between ~ and ~ in. in thickness,
with ~ in. as the usual thickness.
ScaZes.—Coordinate or other reference scales are almost always
For those applications
required for oscillographs or radar indicators.
in which the accuracy called for will tolerate a reasonable amount of
parallax, these scales are either engraved in the plastic overlay, or are
applied to the surface of the glass overlay by a photolithographic or other
transfer procees. Scales having circular symmetry may be engraved on
plaetics while they are flat, and the overlay subsequently molded to
conform to the shape of the tube face, thus reducing the parallax in the
outer region of the pattern.
Scales involving rectangular coordinates
are usually placed only on flat overlay~, for obvious reasons. For use with
5-in. and smaller electrostatic tubes that are to be used as oscillographs,
it is usually satisfactory to place in contact with the tube face a thin flat
overlay with the scale engraved on the side away from the obseryer
because the thickness of the blown face of this type of tube is less than
& in., and the curvature not too great.
Magnetic tubes of 5-in. and larger diameter have pressed glass faces
whose curvature is much less than could be attained with blown bulbs.
Their thickness is about 0.2 in. for the 5- and 7-in. sizes, and 0.25 in.
for the 9- and 12-in. sizes. Hence the distance between engraved scale
and the cathode-ray-tube screen is greater than ~ in.; even if the overlay
is curved to match the tube face. Parallax therefore is serious if the
scale is placed immediately in front of the tube.
I Usually made of Plexiglas:
Rohm and Haas, Philadelphia, Pa., Lucite: E. I.
du Pent de Nemours and Co., Plaatics Division, Arlington, N.J.
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In order to eliminate this parallax, an image of the reference scale
may be superposed optically upon the cathode-ray tube screen, ] or a
system of reference marks may be applied directly to the screen by suitable modulation of the cathode-ray beam. 2
The scales engraved on plastics may conveniently be made selfluminous by what is known as edge lighting.
One or several small
lamps are placed as near the edge of the plastic as possible, preferably
with their filaments between the planes of the plastic surfaces.
Light
from these lamps passes through the overlay readily, and escapes only
by scattering from engraved lines or other scattering areas, such as crayon
The brightness of such lines
marks, in optical contact with the surface.
is greatest when the lines are on the side of the plastic away from the
observer.
Color contrast between scale and signals from the tube face
may be obtained by covering the lamps with filters transmitting any
desired color.
trace on the
Overlays jor Electrostatic Shtilding oj Tube Screens.—The
screen

of a cathode-ray

tube

may

be objectionably

distorted,

especial] y

when the screen is not at ground potential, by contact of the observer’s
hand with the glass, by capacity effects due to the motion of the observer’s
hand in plotting, or by the similar effect produced when a reference scale
is moved in front of the face. In such cases it is necessary to provide
electrostatic shielding for the cathode-ray-tube screen. One method of
accomplishing this shielding is to coat the surface of the glass or plastic
overlay nearest the tube face with an evaporated metal film. Chromium
is a very good metal to use for this purpose because it forms a very hard,
tenacious film. Adequate conductivity for the purpose of electrostatic
shielding is provided by a film that reduces the transmission of the overlay by only 10 to 20 per cent in the visible region. 3 A transparent
plastic material that will not maintain an electrostatic charge is also
available. 4 A third material that is applied to the surface to reduce
reflection is a special film that also possesses antielectrostatic properties.b
16.6. Filters.—The use of a filter of appropriate transmission characteristics is generally recommended because, by such a device, it is
possible to increase the contrast when the intensity of the ambient light
is high, or to improve the performance by elimination of unwanted light
from the signal, for either visual observation or photographic recording.
The most practical color filters for use with cathode-ray tubes are
plastics that embody a dye. A wide variety of dyed plastics is available
1 See Sees. 16.7, 16.8.
2 See Sec. 16.12 and Chap. 6.
3 Evaporated Metal Films, Inc., Ithaca, N.Y. are equipped to perform this process.

4 Material BT-48-306, The Bakelite Corp., 300 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
~The American Optical Co., Sauthbridge, MMS.
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from several manufacturers. 1 For some applications,
a selectively
reflecting film on glass has been used.
Filter for Improvement of Contrast.—A filter may be used with a
cathode-ray tube to improve the ease of seeing a pattern by increasing
the contrast, when the tube must be used in the presence of high ambient
illumination.
The case of a green filter placed before the face of a
cathode-ray tube having a P 1 (green) screen is a practical illustration
of the use of such a filter. The distribution in wavelength of the emission
lm
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Fm. 16. 16.—Transmission

of green filter for use with PI screen.
Curve 1, emission from
P1 screen (relative).
Curve 2, Plexiglas filter No. 26o.

I

I

of the excited PI phosphor is illustrated in Curve 1 of Fig. 16.16, and
that of the transmission of a specific filter commercially available in
Curve 2 of the same figure. The light from the trace is selectively
absorbed by thk filter, and calculations combining the data of these two
curves with that of the photopic eye lead to the result that the visual
brightness of the PI trace when viewed through the filter is 36 Der cent
Si~ilarly, calculatio~s show
of its brightness when viewed directly.
that the brightness of the screen surrounding the trace, due to light
incident upon it from the room, will be reduced to 6 per cent of its original
value by the interposition of this filter. This result is caused by a tww
fold absorption of the filter, for light traveling toward the screen and for
that scattered by the screen.
The net result of the use of this filter therefore is a reduction in trace
brightness by approximately a factor of 3, but coupled with a sixfold
increase in ratio of trace to surrounding brightness.
The quantitative
1 Rohm and Haas, Philadelphia, Pa.
E. I. du Pent de Nemours Co., Plastics Div., Arlington, N.J.
Monsanto Chemical Co., Plastics Div., Springfield, Mass.
~Plexiglas No. 260.
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evaluation of the degree of improvement in ease of seeing and recognizing
the features of a given trace, due to this change in objective conditions,
is difficult.
If a constant trace brightness is assumed, the improvement
depends upon sharpness of the trace, the amount of detail requiring
recognition, the magnitude of the surrounding illumination, and the
exact characteristics of the filter. Relatively meager experimental data
at hand indicate that the maximum amount of improvement is obtained
at the higher levels of illumination (i.e., over 50 foot-candles), and may
amount to a change from a condition of being visible but with difficulty
to one of being visible with ease, or to making visible a trace that previously was unrecognizable.
A filter having a higher maximum transmission, with a steeper attenuation on both sides of the maximum,
would seem to result in further improvement in visibility.
The possibilities of improvement by the use of such filters obviously need further
investigation.
Filters foT Use with p7 &?’eens.-Mosh
screens for intensity-modulated radar displays are of the two-layer or cascade type.
The principal
one is the P7 screen that is described in detail in Chap. 18. It has a blue
excitation layer of very short persistence, and next to the glass is an
excited phosphor layer of long persistence, which appears
yellow.
It is
..
the radiation from ~his yello~ iayer which is of primary importance to
the radar observer.
The distributions in wavelength of the blue and
yellow components of the P7 screen are indicated in the dashed curves
of Fig. 16.17. Absolute intensity levels are not given, but the curves
are normalized to 100 per cent at the wavelength of peak excitation.
Figures for the relative visual brightness due to the blue and to the yellow
and longer wavelengths are not available.
In the photography of P7
screens, where a panchromatic emulsionl and an exposure time of about
three seconds has been used, it has been found that the yellow persistent
image contributed about one third of the total exposure.
Filters for use with the P7 screen are of two general classes; those
that eliminate one of the components more or less completely without
serious change in the wavelength distribution of the other component;
and those that shift the distribution of the long-persistent component
significantly toward the red end of the spectrum.
Removal of Blue-component Radiation.-The
radiation from the blue
layer is very intense at the instant of excitation.
For long-time observation, this intensity undoubtedly contributes appreciably to the fatigue
of the operator.
Filters that reduce the contribution of the blue component to practical insignificance without reducing appreciably the
brightness of the yellow are those whose transmission curves are given
in Curves 1, 2, and 3 of Fig. 16.17. It should be pointed out, however,
i Eastman Super XX.
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that the matter of fatigue varies from operator to operator, and for the
detection of very weak signals, which are often detectable only in the
“flash,” no filter should be used.
For the motion-picture photography of radar displays involving the
use of the P7 screen, the most satisfactory filter to date is that given in
Curve 1 of Fig. 16.17.
Component.-For
visual
observation of rapid
Removal of Yellow
fluctuations in the intensity of signals, as for example in the observation
of pulsed-doppler effects, the long-persistence radiation is detrimental,
and hence a blue-transmitting
filter is desirable.
Unfortunately, no
100 I
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FIG. 16, 17.—Transmission
of various plastic filters. Curve 1, Plexiglas No. 106;
Curve 2, Lucite No. H-1 OO16; Curve 3, Plexiglas No. 121; Curve 4, Plexiglas\ No. 10S;
Curve 5, Plexiglas No. 159; Curve 6, Polaroid XDA8FAP;
Curve 7, Polaroid XS15 (0.003
in.); Curve 8, Monsanto A74592TVA (0.125 in.)

dyed filter is available which has a high percentage transmission in the
blue with a relatively sharp cutoff at longer wavelengths.
A good dyed
filter is that given in Curve 8, of Fig. 16”17, but this filter is available
onlv. in thin acetate films.
When laminated between clear sheets of
acetate, the transmission is reduced still further.
A somewhat lighter
filter is that indicated in Curve 7. Other filters, particularly useful for
photographic work, in sizes to fit over camera lenses, are Corning No.
5543 and Wratten No. 39. Another application that calls for the elirnL
nation of the long-persistent component is the stop frame photography
of a single scan of the tube face, in which the fainter image remaining
from the previous scan is to be removed.
A blue-sensitive emulsion,
together with a blue filter similar to that of Curve 7 over the camera
lens, is satisfactory for this purpose.
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A further similar use of a blue filter is in the process of video mapping’
where such a filter placed in front of the phototube picking up signals
from the P7 screen is helpful.
Filters for Darlc-adaptation Use.-When
the P7 screen is to be used
for nighttime observation, and the operator is required to preserve his
dark adaptation for other ohscrvation as \vell, it is imperative that the
energy received from the cathmlc-ray tube be predominantly in the region
of long wavelengths.
It is not ~rithin the scope of this volume to discuss
adequately the factors that influcmcr dark adaptation, or the performance
of the scotopic eye. z For use \vith 1’7 screens, as deep a red filter should
be used as can be tolerated ]vl~ilc still preserving a brightness of the information on the tube face adeq~latc for recognition by the scotopic observer.
The filter represented by Curve 4 of Fig. 16.17 is l~seful for this purpose.
Curves 5 and 6 represent t\\-o}-ersions of “dark adaptation”
filters,
which, however, are probably not too useful for use over cathode-ray
tubes with P7 screens.
OPTICAL-SUPERPOSITION DEVICES
The simplest means for superimposing a reference scale upon the
cathode-rav-tllhe screen, in order to reduce errors of parallax, utilizes
a plane partially reflecting mirror.
19 !0 20% reflection
Double-mirror devices are generally
Non-rcilecting
surface
used when the orientation of the
pattern is important.
Since the
elimination
of
parallax
is
resorted
Observer
to only to obtain increased accuracy
k
of measurement, good stability of
the display pattern, which often
I
Lamp
4/+
\
requires extra care in the regulation of supply voltages, is also
necessary to obtain the desired
scale
FIG.
16,1 S.—Method
of superposing
an
accuracy.
edge-lighted scale on a CRT pattern.
16.7. Single-mirror
Devices.
One form ofsuperposition device isillustrated in Fig. 16.18. Inthis, the
observer views the tube face normally.
Interposed between the observer
and the screen is a partially reflecting glass plate placed at an angle of 45°
to the tube axis. The reference scale is usually engraved on an edgelighted transparent plastic plate orthogonal to the tube face, located at
such a distance from the 45° mirror that its virtual image, as seen by the

‘e

1 See Sec. 16.12.
9 For a discussionof

this subject, see: ChariesSheard, ‘Dark Adaptation: Some
Physical,Physiological,Chemicaland AeromedicalConsiderations,” J. Opt.Sot. .4rn.,
94, 464 (1944). See also Sec. 1810.
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observer, is at the surface of the phosphor.
Since most cathod~ray-tube
faces have some curvature, complete elimination of parallax is not possible over the entire face of the tube, and the usual adjustment is to mw-

:,
FIG. 161 !3.-Height-indicator

scale box, cut-away view.

duce exact sllperpmition on a centered circle ~rhose diameter is one-third
to one-half tfmt of the t~~l>eface.
Figure 1{~.19 sho\vs a cut-a\\-:iy vie\r of this type of optical superpositi~n device used for height determination. 1 T w o edge-illuminated
scales are so arranged that their
images may be vie~~ed vertically on
the face of the cathode-ray tube.
/ ‘1{ to 20% trans.
Separate lights are used to illuminate
mission mirror
/
the two scales,
and these are
\/
/
switched by the same knob that con&
trols the range-switching.
‘l’he t\vo
“4P
M
pieces of Plexiglas on }vhich the scales
are engraved are separated by ~’g in.,
\
and the scales are located on the
lI(;.lli.20-.lfethod
of superposillg
map.
adj scent surfaces, in order to minior plots
on a CltT.
mize ~arallax. When unilluminated,
the scale net in use is almost
invisible.

b

A slightly
showm

in Fig.

different
16.20.

1 See Sec. 15.5.

arrangement
‘~his

device

using
is lweful

a p:wtially
]vhen

,/” /;
.,/
/

reflecting

a map

mirror,

or a plot

is

is to be
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superposed on the display.
The cathode-ray tube must be tilted downward if theplotting surface is to beat a convenient angle for viewing and
plotting.
In order to keep the apparent brightness of the signals on
the cathode-ray-tube screen as high as possible, the mirror lf has an
almost totally reflecting upper surface that allows the transmission of
only about 10 to 20 per cent of the light coming from the plotting surface
P, which consequently must be brightly illuminated.
The cathode-raytube pattern as viewed from A is reversed because of the single reflection.
This difficulty is readily overcome by connecting the circuits so that the
sense is correct when viewed with one reflection.
16.8. Double-mirror
Device.—An
arrangement that allows direct
viewing of the cathoderay tube and the superposition of a map or plot

FIG. 1621.. -Crossectionon
of double-mirror unit illustrated in Fig. 1622.
HH’, light
shield; L, lamp; T, cathode-ray tube; CC’, chart table; M, mirror; G, partially reflecting
glass; E, eye of operator; P, chart point; P’, virtual image of P; II’, virtual image of
chart CC’.

without reversal is shown in Fig. 16.21. The operator views the cathoderay-tube screen through a sheet of glass G, whose front surface is partially
reflecting (10 to 20 per cent) and whose back surface (toward the cathoderay-tube screen) is nonreflecting.
Plotting is done on surface C’ C,
which is viewed by reflection from G and from the mirror M.
Because
the observer views the plotting surface CC” after it h~ been reflected
twice, it appears in the correct right-left sense. A map or other pattern
may be placed on the plotting surface CC’ and illuminated by an ordinary
lamp L, so that its virtual image is visible on the cathode-ray-tube screen
at II’.
Excessive background light obscures the cathode-ray-tube
pattern, particularly if the signals are weak. It is important for best
performance, therefore, that the lines of the map be white and the paper
on which they are drawn be black.
Illumination of the map will then
make the lines visible but not cause appreciable background light from
the paper on which the map is drawn,
Figure 16.22 shows a unit of
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thk type attached to a 5-in. cathode-ray tube. Maps can be placed
on the adjustable table and moved by the screw mechanism until they
In one important shipborne radar
match the cathode-ray-tube pattern.
application, the PPI pattern visible in coastal waters is matched to a
printed chart. The center of the PPI display can then be exactly located
on the chart to give the position of the ship. The ship can determine its
position with high accuracy because the best match between the map
and the PPI pattern effectively averages the contributions of many
different signa~ in determining the position.

FIG. 16.22.—A double-mirror unit for superposing a map or plot on a 5-in, CRT.
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some method of easily plotting the shape of a transient waveform or the
location of a signal on a radar display is of great practical value. Slow
changes in the display pattern are often best folknred by plotting.
One important requirement for any plotting operation is that the
display pattern be stable over the entire time required for plotting.
Therefore, carefully designed s\veep circuits and amplifiers, and regulated
high-voltage and focus supplies for the CRT me often necessary.
16.9. Direct Plotting. -Making
marks directly onacathode-ray
tube
(or on a thin shield over the cathode-ray tube) \vith glass-marking pencils
or with a pen is the simplest ~vay of plotting,
There are several disadvantages to this method, ho\vever.
1. There is parallax bet~veen the plotting surface and the actual
screen; this parallax is accentuated if a protective shield must be
interposed bet\veen the plotter and the cathode-ray tube.
2. There is generally a distortion of the pattern because of local
changes in the high screen potential caused by contact of the
plotter’s hand with the glass. This distortion can be greatly
reduced by operating the cathode-ray-tube
screen at ground
potential, or by interposing bet\veen the plotter and the screen a
transparent sheet of material ~vith the surface on the side of the
cathode-ray tube thinly covered ~vith conducting material.1
3. The bluntness of the pencil point makes accurate plotting difficult.
Transparent overlays, \\-hich are inscribed \vith fixed lines on the
side next to the cathode-ray tube and are illuminated by edge lighting,
preferably ofadifferent
color than the light from the cathode-ray tube,
are found most desirable.
They are, however, limited to fixed patterns
since they are not easily altered.
16.10. Plotting by Optical Superposition. -hlost
of the disadvantages
of direct plotting are overcome by the optical superposition method
illustrated by Fig. 16.23. A mirror, whose upper s(u-face is partially
reflecting (10 to 20 per cent) and whose lo\rer surface is nonreflecting,
is interposed between an edge-lighted plotting surface and the cathoderay-tube screen. The position of the mirror (or plotting surface) is
adjusted so that the optical distances A and B are equal. The virtual
image of the mark is made to appear on a plane that best approximates
the curved cathode-ray-tube
screen surface.
The lighting makes the
marks of the plotting pencil much brighter when viewed from the bottom
side of the plotting surface than when viewed from the top side, thereby
making a mirror of low reflection coefficient practical.
The plotting points can be viewed either directly or in the mirror,
and the actual point of contact of the pencil is visible as soon as it touches
1See Section 16.5.
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the plotting surface.
The illuminated plot is in a readily available
There is much less parallax than
position for study and measurement.
in the direct-plotting method, and there is no electrostatic interference
with the cathode-ray-tube pattern.
There are some disadvantages to thk method of plotting also.
1. There is a limit to the density of plots that can be “looked through.”
Since every line of the plot is visible in two places~irectly,
and
through the mirror-there
are twice as many obscuring marks as
in the case of direct plotting.
If the distances A and B (Fig. 16.23)
are each about one inch, the 2 in. between the direct and reflected
plots makes it easy to distinguish these plots, however.
Even
with the edge lighting turned off and the eyes focused on the
10to 20%
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Non-reflection
surface
FIG.

16. 23.—Method

\\\

Virtual image
of plotting using optical superposition.

cathode-ray-tube
screen rather than on the plotting surface, a
point is reached where the plots seriously interfere with the display.
2. All plots and maps must be drawn on transparent material and be
capable of being edge-lighted.
This limitation does not exist in
the devices illustrated in Figs. 16”20 and 1621.
3. With complete absence of ambient light it is sometimes difficult
to get the pencil to the right region for plotting before it actually
touches the plotting surface and thereby becomes visible.
A series
of quick touches, without bearing down on the point so as to
make a permanent mark, greatly aids in the location of the exact
plotting point.
!

16.11. Remote Plotting.—In radar-systems operation, central plotting boards are often used to collect the information from several differ-
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ent displays that may be remotely located.
The transfer to a plotting
board of data from a remote display is a difficult problem.
The
simplest solution is to have the display operator call out the coordinates
of each point that should be plotted.
A plotter then records these
A good plotter can plot ten points
points on the central plotting board.
per minute in R and 0 coordinates, but at best this is a slow and clumsy
process.
A second method of remote plotting uses a servomechanism.
The
servomechanism is controlled by an operator who moves a marker
(for example, with the aid of one of the virtual-image plotting aids
discussed in the previous section) to the point to be dotted.
The
operator pushes a ‘switch and a solenoid-ope~ated plunger makes a plot
on the large board.
This method has not been used much because of the
complexity and limited transient response of the servomechanism and
the fact that the servomechanism can take orders from only one cathoderay-tube operator at a time.
A third method of plotting on a large surface some distance from
an indicator is to use photographic projection of a PPI. 1 This method
has the advantage, over plotting on a persistent cathode-ray-tube
screen, that all the echoes are constantly present and are not continually
fading out during the time that one frame is being projected.
It has
the disadvantage that there is a delay between the actual appearance
of an echo and the time it is visible for plotting.
It is thus primarily
useful on displays where the changes of a moving signal from one complete frame to the next are not very large (1 or 2 per cent of the pattern
diameter, for example) and where the developing time (10 to 20 see)
does not cause a serious delay,
VIDEO MAPPING
16.12. General Principles of Video Mapping.—A
method called
“video mapping ‘‘ is a very useful means of displaying on an ordinary
indicator cathode-ray tube pertinent information such as maps or fiducial
marks mixed with the regular video signals. With simple precaution,
the plotting of moving points is also possible.
The transmitting unit of the video mapper consists of a modified
indicator, such as a PPI.
In order to secure proper register of the information to be transmitted, the transmitting unit is first used as an ordinary
indicator on which ordinary video signals are visible.
Plots, maps, or
other marks may be drawn during this time on a transparent surface
that is located as close to the cathode-ray-tube screen as possible.
The
indicator unit is then used to scan the map with a constant-intensity
moving spot using exactly the same scanning pattern employed in locat1See Sec. 16.17.
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ingordrawing
themap or plot. The modulated light from this scan is
picked up photoelectrically (see Fig. 16.26) and transmitted to remote
indicators as video signals that are there presented along with ordinary

,

(a)

(b)

video signals. Circuits designed for video-mapping transmission are
described in Sec. 1613.
One of the advantages of this system is the ability of the receiving
display to receive video map signals from a large number of different
transmitter units. Since the video map signals from a stable transmitter
unit are locked to the regular synchronizing pulses, they remain fixed in
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time with respect to any ordinary video signals present. Thus, another
advantage is that the map is always correctly located with respect to
the ordinary video presentation on the receiver display no matter how it
is off-centered or distorted.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(0
FIG. 16,25.—Photographs
of a video-map transmitter CRT with a PPI scan (linear
radial trace, 1800 psec /radius) and of several receiving displays with the same type of
scan. The transmitting tube transmits map video only al, ever.v fourth radial sweep,

Figure 16.24 shows photographs of the operation of a video-mapping
unit connected to a PPI.
Figure 16.24a 8ho\vs the appearance of the
screen of the transmitting cathode-ray tube during one complete rotation
of the radial sweep as viewed from a point close to the phototube (Aperture B, Fig. 16.26).
The map is clearly visible as dark lines against the
constant-intensity cathode-ray-tube
s~veeps. Figures 16.24b, c, and d
show the receiving PPI with various degrees of magnification.
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The appearance of the received display is very similar if the map
being transmitted is drawn with transparent lines on opaque material
(lines scratched in a thin coat of Aquadag, for example), provided that
the sign of the map video is such that the map lines appear bright on the
receiving cathode-ray tube. Because of the opaque material, it is difficult to use the same transmitter cathode-ray tube for essentially simultaneous reception of ordinary video signals and transmission of map video
signals. A method of using alternate time-base sweeps for the two different functions has had limited trial. Figure 16.25 shows operation of
this sort where three consecutive sweeps are used for receiving ordinary
video signals (in this case the video signals consist of marks spaced 120
usec apart), and one sweep is used to transmit map video signals. The
receiving displays present only the map video. Since the map video
signals appear on only every fourth sweep, the map lines appear coarser
than usual, although they are still legible.
The light from the constantintensity mapping sweeps excites the persistent screen of the transmitter
tube somewhat.
Extra background light is therefore added to that
already present due to the noise on the regular video sweeps. As long
as the individual making the plots does not get his hand between the
scanning spot and the phototube he does not interfere with the transmission of the map video.
Figure 16.26 shows the geometrical arrangeThe aperture A may be
ment of a typical video-mapping transmitter.
about ~ in. square and still pass enough light to actuate a type 931A or
1P21 photomultiplier tube located about 15 in. from the cathode-ray-tube
screen, For high accuracy and sharp signals the cathode-ray tube must
have good focus; and an accelerating voltage of 5 to 7 kv is recommended.
The decay time of the blue light from the screen should be short compared
to the time for the spot to move one spot diameter.
The intensity of the
light from the blue layer of the P7 screen under short pulse excitation
decays to half intensit y within less than 10 psec. This decay time allows
good mapping with 1000 ~sec/diameter sweeps. A curved plotting surface decreases parallax but is less convenient for holding prepared maps.
The error between a map drawn on the cathode-ray-tube screen itself
and a map on the flat plotting surface is not very great if the phototube
is far enough from the cathode-ray tube. For example, in the case of a
typical 12-in. cathode-ray tube, the useful screen surface is inside a circle
5 in. in radius. The radius of curvature of the cathode-ray-tube screen
surface is 20 in. and the shortest distance from the screen itself to the
plotting surface is about # in. If the cathode-ray-tube pattern is normalized to a prepared, undistorted map at about 4 in. from the center
of the cathode-ray tube, and the phototube is 15 in. from the plotting
surface, a maximum error of about 1.5 per cent in the radial location of
auy point will occur.
If the cathode-ray tube has a radial–time-base
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display centered at the center of the cathode-ray-tube screen, the sweep
waveform may be readily distorted to remove all the geometrical error.
If plots are made (by an operator looking through the viewing aperture,
Fig. 1626) with respect to real video signals on the display, then the
plots will have an exact relation to the location of the real video signals
no matter what the distortion of the display may be, because the phototube views the plots from essentially the same aspect and with identical
display sweeps as does the operator.
In addition to the simple geometrical arrangement of Fig. 16”26,
another scheme, in which a real image of the scanning spot is focused on
the map, has been successfully
Photo multiplier tube
used. 1 The principal objection to
\
this system is the size and necesLight shield
sary high quality of the optical
\
\
system.
Since the image of the
\
spot and the map are in the same
‘\
plane there is no parallax to cause
Viewing
errors. In this case a condensing
apetiure ~
lens, which picks up a large fracI\
tion of the light from the image of
the spot, can precede the photoI Transparency to
tube unit. The over-all optical
ba reproduced
efficiency can be made about the
FIG. 16.26.—Geometrical
arrangement of
same as in the system of Fig.
a video-mapping
transmitter.
The aperture
A is small enough so that the parallax
16.26.
between the spot on the CRT screen and the
16.13. Circuits for a Videomarks on the plotting
surface is small.
mapping
Transmitter.-F
ig u re
16.27 shows a complete circuit for a video-mapping transmitter.
The
phototube is followed by a cathode follower V, so that the phototube
pickup unit may be remote from. the rest of the circuit.
The negative 600volt supply for the phototube should be regulated (four VR 150 tubes in
series are good enough) to maintain constant gain in the phototube
itself. This unit is required to transmit signals obtained from either
opaque lines on a transparent sheet of material (” positive” map data)
or transparent lines on an opaque sheet of material (’{negative”
map
data).
In the former case, care must be taken that both the cathode-raytube face and the plotting surface be clean to prevent “noise” or interference. The switch SI is used to allow for the reversal of sign of the
input video mapping signals so that signals on the plate of V~ will always
have the same sign. The signals on the plate of Vs are always negative
because it is required that the final output signals be positive, and 5 to
10 volts in magnitude, across a 75-ohm line. Peaking of high frequencies
I See Vol. 2, Sec. 7.12.
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is introduced by the It-C network in the cathode or grid circuit of V8,
and low-frequency compensation in the plate circuit.
The signals on the plate of V,, an inverter tube, should be about 3
volts in amplitude so that the “clipper” tube VT can operate from slightly
below cutoff (set by potentiometer R,).
Diode V~ sets the base of the
signals at the voltage ~1. Diode V6 prevents the long positive signal
occurring between sweeps from causing VT to draw grid current. The
flip-flop circuit, composed of VM and V,S and triggered through amplifier
V14, gateS the suppressor of amplifier VT so that map video signals may
pass through only during the time starting with the input trigger (which
also starts the cathode-ray-tube sweeps) and ending with termination of
the flip-flop (set by lib). Other gating signals, such as the gating signals
that identify the location of the fixed-deflection-coil off-center PPI in
Sec. 13.7, may be applied to the suppressor of V,.
Thk gating is usually
map, to remove the long positive
needed, in the case of a “positive”
output signal corresponding to the time the spot is off the cathode-raytube screen. Since the grid of V, operates from cutoff the gating of the
suppressor produces no pedestal in the plate signal.
Amplifier V, limits the signals at a level controlled by Rs, which also
acts as a gain control.
The output cathode followers operate from below
cutoff and remove the signal base line.

,

PROJECTION SYSTEMS
Large images are desirable in television and in radar in order to permit
greater comfort in viewing and to permit several observers to see or
work at a single display.
In radar, a large display on a flat surface is
often desirable for quick and accurate plotting.
16.14. Direct Projection of Bright-trace ‘Cathode-ray Tubes.—The
optical system used to form the enlarged image may be either a projection
lens or a reflective optical system.
The optical quality of the projection
systems must be high, in order not to sacrifice resolution.
Glass projection lenses having an aperature of f/2 to f/1.5 have been designed for
this purpose, but they are relatively expensive.
A reflective optical
system currently being used has an effective aperture of approximately
f/1.O or better, and is an adaptation of the Schmidt camera developed
for astronomical use. It employs a spherical concave mirror, in conjunction with a correction plate or lens designed to reduce to a negligible
amount the spherical aberration introduced by the use of the spherical
mirror. Suitable processes have been developed for the mass production
of the correction plates, which must have an aspherical surface, and these
are now producible in the form of either a clear plastic or a glass plate. 1
1For a discussion of the use of reflective optics in projection television,
Maloff and D, W. Epstein, k’kchonics,
17, No, 12, page 98 (Dec. 1944).
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In addition to the use of a high-aperture optical system, it is necessary
that the intrinsic brilliance of the cathode-ray-tube screen be made as
high as possible in order to achieve image brightnesses that will be satisfactory when used under conditions of appreciable ambient illumination.
To this end, the accelerating voltages used on projection tubes range
from 25 to 50 kv, necessitating the use of considerable power in the
deflection circuits.
At low accelerating voltages, the luminosity of a spot on a cathoderay-tube screen increases roughly as the square of the accelerating voltage; but, as the potential is increased, a condition is approached where
there is little additional gain in luminosity because the screen reaches a
limiting potential, known as its “sticking” potential.
The recent introduction’ of a thin reflecting aluminum backing on the screen serves both
to eliminate the restriction caused by this sticking potential, and to
increase by a factor of approximately 2 the amount of light proceeding
in the forward direction from the tube face.
The combination of the use of reflective optics and of a projection
tube employing a metal-backed screen results in television images of
Because the entire television
high brightness and adequate resolution.
pattern is scanned at a frequency higher than the critical flicker frequency
of the eye, the screen does not have to have any appreciable persistence
since the integration into a continuous picture is performed by the eye.
In attempting to project the image of a radar display, a very serious
difficulty arises because of the very long time that elapses bet\\reen
successive excitations of a given area. This time may amount to as
much as 15 to 30 sec; therefore, if a continuous presentation of the entire
field is desired, the screen of the cathode-ray tube must perform the
function of integration which the eye accomplishes in the television case.
A long-persistence screen is therefore a necessity.
Two attempts have been made to use a bright-trace projection tube
employing the cascade type of long persistent screen described in detail
in Chap. 18. The first involved the use of the two-layer screen in the
projection tube itself. The second method, which from theoretical considerations should be more efficient than the first, used only the blue
component in the cathode-ray tube, and placed the long-persistent yellow
component on the projection screen. Even this second method failed to
yield an adequate persistent image brightness.
16.15. Projection of Televised Long-persistent Display .—The sensitivity of some pickup tubes, such as the RCA Image Orthicon, is such
that even the very low luminosity of the P7 radar screen 10 to 15 sec
after excitation may be sufficient to yield a usable signal from the Orthicon. This idea was tried as a joint project by the Watson Laboratories
1See Ssc. 2.6. -
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of the Army Ah Forces and the Radio Corporation of America, and
The face of a normal
involved the use of the techniques of television.
P7 long-persistent cathode-ray tube, on which the radar signal appeared,
was scanned by means of a camera employing an Image Orthicon as the
pickup tube. T~e scanning was done at a rate of 40 frames per second,
and the signals from this unit were applied directly to a television receiver
and projected by means of a reflective-optical system originally designed
for theater projection of television images. Thus adequate brightness of
the projected image, even up to a 12-ft diameter, was available.
The tests showed that although the sensitivity of the pickup unit
was sufficient to yield a signal from the PPI traces many seconds after
their excitation, the extreme range in signal brightness, from the initial
flash to that of the persistent image 10 to 15 sec after excitation, was so
great that the Image ‘Orthicon and the associated equipment could not
accommodate the entire range of signals at a single setting of the controls.
When adjusted to give satisfactory reproduction of the low-brightness
signal, the peak light of the PPI “spoke” overloaded and paralyzed the
device; conversely, if the device was adjusted so that it was not overloaded at the peak, the signal level of the persistent image was insufficient to show.
The obvious advantages of this system are that standard television
equipment may be used, and that the desired information may be
transmitted over great distances if desired. However, considerable
research and development of the pickup tube, or other means of obtaining
signal storage, will be necessary before the method becomes feasible
for use.
16.16. Direct Projection of Dark-trace Cathode-ray Tube.—The
characteristics of the so-called dark-trace cathode-ray tube adapt it
especially to the projection of radar images. The screen of the darktrace tube is composed of an alkali halide, usually KC1, evaporated
onto the face plate of the tube from an evaporator cup inside the tube..1
When illuminated by white light, the unexcited screen appears white,
whereas the regions struck by the electron beam are caused by this beam
to develop an absorption band extending throughout the visible portion
of the spectrum, with its peak at approximately 5600 ~. As a result
of this, the signals appear on the tubes as a magenta-colored darkening.
In order to project an image of the face of a cathode-ray tube of this
type, it is only necessary to illuminate the tube by means of an external
light source to a level sufficiently high to yield the desired image brightness of the projection screen. This level will depend upon the type of
optical system used for projection.
1For a more complete description of this type of screen and its properties, see
Chain 18.
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The idea of using the darli-trace tube in a projection indicator for
displaying radar echoes apparently came from England, and an early
development
of the method occurred there. The device as there
developed employed a lens system for projection, and used a number of
high-pressure mercury lamps to illuminate the face of the tube.
In the United States, the development of this form of projection
indicator has centered around the use of a reflective-optical system.
A photograph of an experimental model of such a rotating-coil projection-PPI indicator is shown in Fig. 16.28. The plotting and projection surface is 25 in. in diameter, and the optical system is folded in
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order to conserve space. This unit serves as a remote indicator, requiring
a 2-volt video input signal, a 20-volt trigger pulse, and information as
to the instantaneous direction of the radar antenna, in the form of
synchro voltages.
The principal circuits and controls of this indicator are located in a
shallow end box, which permits ready “access to the various components
for test and adjustment.
This feature is illustrated in Fig. 16”29.

FIG. l&29. -Encl

view of rontrol hex.

vkw
:LIS(J sh(J\vs
the po!wcr-supply chassis, ]vhich furnishes 9 kv for
tU])(!,
US \\’Cl]
W
+q~()-VOlt
and biaS SuP@t?S.
~&leS
t]l(! (Mtho(h-t’:ly
the rid(v) wr?plificr , range-mark generator, and sweep amplifiers, the
circultjs employed in this indicator cuntain t\vo additional features
necessitated Ijy the usc of the dark-trace type of cathode-ray tube.
Thrse arc
‘1’hk

1. An automatic video-gain control, energized by a tachometer
g{:ll(.r:Ltor ~(lll.(yl to t}l(> sh:ift th:~t rotates the deflection coil.
This control }:wi~,~ tllo ~ain 01’ tllr !ideo amplifier from O at zero
rfjt:dion:d SINL(X1
to (;[11S:;ill :it a s~x,rd d 4 rpm in orclcr to prevent
ihc ~,xussi V( l,)ll~g-lxrsisirn(( (I:wkening of the trace ~)hich \vould
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other\vise occur in case the antenna stopped rotating.
Therefore
thk type of indicator can be used only for continuous scanning.
2. A modulation of video gain with range, so that points near the
periphery of the tube face receive a higher signal level than those

I

arc lamp

—

Field

lens

I

—
FIG. 16.31.—Side

——
—._
view of illumination

—
and projection

system.

near the center of the tube, in order to compensate for the geometry of the PPI display.

i

The projection and illumination optics employed in this indicator are
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 16.30. A side view of the illuminating
and projection system is shown in Fig. 16.31, Although the illuminating
system illustrated in Figs. 16.30 and 16.31 employs a high-pressure
mercury lamp whose light is projected vertically downward to the plane
mirror near the field lens, a l-kw tungsten lamp has been used to advan-

I
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tage in other models of this equipment.
In this case, the light path
from the source to the mirror is made horizontal instead of vertical.
The projection system is designed for a magnification of ap rox”mately 6.5, producing a 25-in .-diameter image from the typ 4AP1o
a--cathode-ray tube, whose face has a nominal diameter of 4 in. With
either of these illuminatiurmystems, the illumination level of the cathoderay- tube face should be approximately 8,000 to 10,000 foot-candles in
order to yield an image brightness suficient to be used m an ambient
illumination on the projection surface of 1 to 2 foot-candles.
Fig. 16.32 illustrates the method of supporting the cathode-ray tube
and associated equipment in the optical system.
Since all of the light

FIQ. 16.32.—Detail

of tube mount and drive.

that reaches the p~jection screen must pass through the correction plate
that encircles the deflection coil, it is important that the support for the
tube, as well as the deflection and focus coils, be designed so as to intercept
the minimum possible amount of light. Figure 1632 also indicates the
methods of adjustment of the correction plate to secure its accurate
location on the optic axis, and of the positioning of the cathode-ray tube.
The adjusting screws provide independent lateral adjustments for both
the correction plate and for the spider that supports the tube and associated equipment.
The axial position of the cathode-ray tube is controlled by the knurled ring near the tube clamp.
The adjustment of
both the correction plate and the tube face itself must be carefully done
because the high-aperture optical system has only a small depth of focus.
Figure 16.32 shows one method of driving the deflection coil, using a
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10-to-l
worm gear driven by a lo-speed size-5 synchro located in the
compartment above.
In this case, a microswitch (not shown) is used
to secure proper phasing of the deflection coil. A more satisfactory
although more complex method of drive uses a l-speed servo system.
In this system, it is still desirable to use a worm gear to drive the coil,
because this type of drive intercepts a minimum of light. The driving
shaft in this case has the geared-up driving motor at one end, and the
geared-down l-speed comparison synchro at the other, both being outside the optical path.
Although this type of projection indicator, as developed, is far from,,
being completely satisfactory, it is the only method that at the present
time permits the instantaneous projection of large radar images.
The
shortcomings of the device as described are a low contrast of relatively
weak echoes, and an excessive persistence of strong or often repeated
signals, which leave a 717ir~rad behind slowly moving strong targets,
or tend to smudge up the entire picture when a change of sweep range is
made.
These persistent signals may be removed by the application of heat
-.. —
or of a diffuse electron beam.
LTsed together, th= “Go methods are
capable of removing badly burned-in signals within a few minutes, but
this process makes the unit inoperative for the reception of information
*during this clean-up period.
If a mercury arc lamp is used as the source
“of illumination, the controlled radiation from one or more infra-red
sources such as cone heaters directed obliquely toward the tube face may
be used to raise the temperature of the screen to such a point as to secure
satisfactory decay time. If a l-kw tungsten lamp is used, the large
amount of inf ra-red energy in such a source will raise the temperature
of the tube face well over 100DC, unless hea~absorbing filters are interposed in the illuminating path.
By this means, plus the use of a hot or
cold air blast on the tube face, a wide range in the operating temperature
of the screen is possible.
The use of 15 kv instead of 9 kv as the accelerating voltage on the
wthode-ray tube would increase the image contrast and the resolution,
but at the expense of an aggravation of the difficulty caused by the
burning-in of ofkepeated
signals. Although raising the temperature
of the tube face to l-will
eliminate this burning-in, this high tern- ‘—
perature will also cause weak signals to disappear very rapidly.
It is
advisable to have a wide range of control on the screen temperature, so
that the decay rate may be adjusted to meet the needa of any given
situation.
Another approach to the solution of the problem of burn-in and decay
rate necessitates the development of a cathode-ray-tube gun and associated focusing and deflecting equipment to create a considerably higher
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contrast gradient in the excited area of the screen than is possible with
the present equipment.
If this can be achieved, a lower peak contrast
may suffice to make the presence of a signal detectable for an entire
scanning period.
If a satisfactory reduction of the burn-in problem is
to result,’ the beam-modulating circuits must be so designed that the
peak scree~ excitation is properly limited to allow no more than a safe
upper limit to this excitation.
It should also be noted that the adoption
of this method would necessitate a reeducat~n of operators to th=
acceptance of a low-cont~ast di~p”lW as opposed to the higher-contr~st
but otherwise unsatisfactory presentation now available.
16.17. Photographic Projection.—Another
method for obtaining a
large image of the display of radar echoes on a cathode-ray tube, which
does not suffer from the decay of signal strength with time but presents
a picture of an entire scan at a constant brightness, involves the proj ection of the developed photographic image of an indicator cathode-ray
tube.
This method obviously does not permit the instant availability
of the information on the projection screen since there is a maximum
delay in presentation of information of the time required for one whole
frame or scan plus that required for developing the image.
Since it is
important that this time interval be as small as possible. a reduction of
the processing time to a minimum is desirable.
An automatic photographic projection equipment of this sort was
designed and built by the Eastman Kodak Company in cooperation with
the Radiation Laboratory.
This equipment contains a camera for
photographing the screen of a cathode-ray tube, means for rapid processing of the photographic film, and an optical system for projecting the
processed image.
In addition, there is provision for the repetition of the
entire process in synchronism with the antenna rotation.
The use of special film, developer, and a high processing temperature
(170°F) produces an image of high contrast but low fog and graininess
which is ready for projection 10 sec after the development process
begins. The diameter of the image is 0.285 in. on 16-mm film. The
resolution and contrast of the projected image, which may be 6 or 8 ft.
in diameter, are remarkably good, considering the high magnification
involved.
A photograph of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1633.
The various
steps of the complete cycle are controlled by a series of cams that operate
microswitches, which in turn control the various functions by operating
solenoids or clutches.
The cam timing chart illustrated in Fig. 16.34
The
indicates the sequence of the various steps and their duration.
apparatus also includes a vacuum line that serves to remove the developer
and fixer from the film after use, and compressed air for cooling the film
1See Sec. 18.14d seq.
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during projection.
~he processingof the film takes placcina
small cup
just large enough in diameter to include the area of the film on which the
A detail of this processing cup, as
cathode-ray-tube image is formed.
well as a diagrammatic sketch in elevation of the processing system, is
shown in Fig. 16.35. The film passes horizontally under the processing
cup with the emulsion side up. It is held stationary during the time of
one complete scan of the radar antenna, during ~vhich time the camera
lens and prism system located below the film project a greatly reduced
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FIG. 16.33.—Photographic processing and projection equipment.
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Upon the completion of one rotationof the PPI, the processing cycle of
Fig. 1634 commences with the energizing of a solenoid controlling a
cam-shaft clutch, and a continuously running motor engages the cam
shaft for one revolution.
Developer is poured into the cup, and after
2.7 sec is removed by suction applied to the annular space in the cup.
At 3.1 see, fixer is poured into the cup and continues in action until
6.6 see, whereupon it in turn is removed from the cup. A short rinse
of developer follows in order to eliminate the corrosive action of the acid
emulsion.

This

image

is

centered

on

the

axis

of

the

processing
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fixer on parts of the projection apparatus.
This developer is then
removed and suction applied in order to dry the film from 7.5 sec until
9 sec. At this time a solenoid lifts the cup from contact with the film
and shortly thereafter the film is quickly advanced by a pull-down
sprocket to the projection position, which is 1.5 in. (5 sprocket holes)
from the taking and developing position, and the next exposure may
begin.
It is not necessary to close the camera shutter during the development
process because the desensitizing action of the developer prevents the
recording of additional data once the development cycle has begun.

FIG.16.34.—Cam

timing chart; 10-sec cam-shaft

cycle.

If the apparatus is adjusted to project a new picture once every
30 sec (for example when photographing alternate scans of 15-sec period),
24 hr of operation will result in approximately 2900 pictures, and will
require 360 ft of film. Only one fifth of this film will contain data, but
the space between taking and projection cannot be reduced much beyond
the 1.5 in. used in this equipment.
The amount of developing and
fixing solutions required is moderate since only the area actually receiving
A little over one-half gallon of
photographic exposure is developed.
devel~per and half this amount of fixer will process 3000 pictures.
The accuracy of both the pulldown sprocket and of the perforation
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in the film must be of a high order if the wandering of supposedly “fixed”
In the apparatus
spots in the projected image is not to be excessive.
here described, such fixed spots will lie within a circle of bin. d~ameter
on the projection screen, when the projected image is 8 ft in diameter.
The screen used in photographing the cathoderay-tube
traces may
be either the double-layer P7 screen or the blue PI 1 screen. The latter
is preferable since the thinner screen layer results in somewhat greater
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resolution.
Although
thk equipment
emboched an f/1.&aperture
l-in .–focal-length camera lens, an opening of f/4 waa found sufficient
for good exposure for normal tube operation.
In projecting the image, an f/2 projection lens is used in conjunction
with a 300-watt lamp.
The light is directed vertically through the
horizontal film, and a prism is used to project the beam horizontally onto a vertical plotting surface.
To make use of this device as a means for plotting on a large scale,
two methods of plotting may be used. One of these employs front
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projection with plotting from the rear of the screen, and the other uses
front projection as well as plotting from the front of the screen.
For front projection and rear plotting, the projected photographic
image is formed on a diffusing, partially transparent sheet in close but
not optical contact with the front face of a clear plastic or glass plate.
The projected image is visible from both sides of the screen. The plots
are made 011the back surface of the clear plate by plotters who record
the position of signals by using china-marking pencils of various colors.
These marks are made visible by edge illumination of the plate by a series
of enclosed lamps along its vertical edges.
The thin screen receiving the projected image must be such that it
will scatter the light from the projector enough so that observers viewing
the screen from the front will not see the projection source reflected in
the screen; on the other hand the degree of diffusion cannot be so great
To minimize this
as to blur the plots located behind this surface.
effect, the thickness of the edge-illuminated plate should be kept as
small as possible (~ to $ in.), and the separation between screen and
plate should be negligible.
To achieve the latter requirement, it is
advantageous to curve the plotting plate to form a section of a cylinder
of large radius of curvature.
A 2- or 3-in. bow in the 8-ft width is
sufficient to provide mechanical contact between plate and screen over
the entire area by applying tensile stress to the screen along its vertical
edges. Although the mechanical contact so achieved is good, the
natural roughness of the screen material provides only a very small
Such optical contact is undesirable
number of points of optical contact.
because the light flux in the dear plate would be transmitted at these
contact points, and would make the projection screen self-luminous if
extensive optical contact took place. It is for this reason that the
projection screen is not made an integral part of the plotting plate.
To date, no completely satisfactory material has been found for the
diffusing projection screen.
The problem of the previous paragraph can be overcome and the
space behind the projection surf ace for the plot ters can be saved if
projection and plotting are both done from the frent of the screen.
Then a conventional type of beaded motion-picture
screen may be
employed.
This method involves the use. of separate projectors at the
front for adding auxiliary grid squares and other markings, as well as
In principle, this method is not
an opaque projector for each plotter.
difficult, but the details of this apparatus have not been carried to
completion.
Tests have been made to determine what percentage of the signals
appearing on the original PPI will be recorded by this photographicprojection plotting method.
A separate camera photographed a PPI
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continuously
for 10 min. During this time plotters behind the screen
recorded what they saw. At the end of the Io-min interval, the large
screen containing the plotters’ tracks was photographed, and this was
compared with the Io-min direct exposure of the PPI tube itself. This
comparison indicated that approximately 90 per cent of the signals
actually present were plotted on the screen.
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17

SPOT SIZE
BY R. D. RAWCLIFFE AND T. SOLLER
The size of the luminescent spot on an operating cathode-ray tube is
an important factor in determining the resolution, or fineness of detail,
which can be distinguished in a radar or television display, but it is by
no means the only factor.
In radar, the beam width and pulse length,
the i-f bandwidth of the receiver, the sweep speed, spot size, and luminance level of the cathode-ray tube, and the characteristics of the human
eye alf enter into the determination of the over-all resolution in any
given case. 1 The factors that affect the contrast and resolution in television are discussed by various authors. 2 It should be noted that, in
the cathode-ray tube itself, the contrast and resolution are affected by
factors other than the current distribution in the spot itself, such as
internal reflections in the glass face plate and the use of metal-backed
screens. Internal reflections may be significantly altered by varying the
thickness of the face plate, and by the application of a nonreflecting film
to the outer face.
The present chapter is limited to a discussion of various methods
that have been devised to measure spot size, and to the conditions of
operation which produce a minimum spot size in a given cathode-ray
tube.
17.1. Meaning of Spot Size.—One of the maj or difficulties in the measurement of spot size is due to the indefinite nature of the spot.
In the
ideal case in which there are no aberrations or defocusing of the beam
due to imperfect electron lenses and deflecting systems, the dktribution
of charge in the beam falls off exponentially with the square of the distance from the center of the beam.
If the response of the fluorescent
screen is assumed to be linear, the light in the spot falls off in the same
manner, and the spot then has no sharp boundary.
The decision as to
what constitutes the boundary of the spot must therefore be arbitrary.
The usual definition of the edge of the spot is that it is the contour for
which the brightness has fallen to some fraction K of that at the center
of the spot.
In most methods of measurement, K is so chosen that if the
] See Sees. 1.11, 1.12, 18.10, and 18.11 for a further discussionof these various
factors.
2V. K. Zworykinand G. .\. Morton, !I’eltw~,s@Wiley, New York, 1940.
C. H. Bachmm, GeneralElechzc~eview,48, 1~19, September,1945.
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centers of two spots are one spot “diameter”
apart, the two spots can
just be resolved.
In practical cathode-ray tubes, imperfections in the electron optics
cause spot deformations that considerably complicate spot-size measurements. The spot frequently is not round, especially near the edge of
the tube.
In the case of electrostatic focus and deflection cathode-ray
tubes, the asymmetry usually takes the form of an astigmatic spot, an
ellipse with a large ratio of major to minor axes, with the entire area
For magnetic focus and deflection
more or less uniformly bright.
cathode-ray tubes, the energy distribution in the distorted spot may be
much more complicated.
For example, the spot may have “tails,” such
as are illustrated in the first few photographs of Fig. 3“4. A measurement of spot size which has real significance is extremely difficult under
these circumstances.
It is usually true that the brightness of the tails is
enough less than that of the center of the spot so that the tails have
negligible effect on ordinary measurements of the minimum resolvable
separation of the two spots. The tails do not, however, have negligible

~
I

1

effect on the true resolution, particularly in the resolution of two spots of
unequal intensity, because the tail from the strong spot may be nearly
as bright as the weaker spot itself. Tails also degrade the over-all contrast in the screen. With spots that are not round, spot size cannot be
expressed by a single number, and resolution measurements become
more complicated.
The methods of spot-size measurement to be discussed in this chapter
However, the
are applicable to both electrostatic and magnetic tubes.
analysis of the performance of electrostatic tubes has been made almost
entirelv on the basis of the shrinking-raster method, 1 and the typical
values of line width for such tubes, which were mentioned in Sec. 2.8,
refer to this method.
The discussion of other methods mentioned refers
specifically to magnetic tubes.
17.2. Spot-size Measurements
with a Microscope.—The
simplest
and probably also the least accurate method of measuring spot size is
that of direct measurement with a microscope.
The best type of microscope for thk purpose is one that contains a reticule scale so that the
image of the spot maybe superposed on the reticule for measurement.
A
magnification of about ten is best for most measurements unless the spot
size is less than about 0.1 mm. For ease of measurement, a microscope
mount such as that shown in Fig. 17”1 is useful. With this mount, the
microscope can be moved independently in two coordinates, each motion
being measured by means of the vernier scales shown.
Thk “cross
motion” is also very convenient for many other types of measurement,
notably pattern dktortion and sweep linearity.
1Discussed in Sec. 17.4.
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In direct measurements with a microscope, the edge of the spot is
determined by the judgment of the observer.
The reproducibility is
fair, perhaps +10 per cent with a given observer under controlled condiions, but there is at least twice that variation from observer to observer.
/ The ambient light should be kept constant and should be noted, because
it seriously affects these spot-size measurements.
These measurements
do not agree with those made by other methods, but are larger by a
factor of about two than those made by methods in which spots or lines
are shrunk together until just resolved.
Although the latter measure-

ments correspond more nearly to actual operating conditions, the microscope measurements are useful for rapid comparisons of tubes and coils.
In addition to the speed with which the measurements can be made,
this method has the added advantage that the spot itself is seen. An
experienced observer can often infer from the spot distortion observed
the type of correction needed in the deflecting and focusing fields to
reduce the distortion.
The beam current and duty ratio at the time of spot-size measurement should reproduce actual operating conditions of the tube under
te$t if a satisfactory correlation of results is to be obtained.
The beam
should therefore be “pulsed” during the microscope observation.
17.3. Spot Measurements
by the Double-pulse
Method.-The
double-pulse method is particularly well-suited to the measurement of
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spot size on a rotating-coil PPI pattern, although it can be used with
other scans as well. A block diagram of the circuits required is shown in
Fig. 17.2. A synchronizer provides a trigger to start the sweep through
the deflection coil; a second trigger, delayed by a variable amount after
the sweep trigger, to start the double-pulse generator; and a linear sweep
for the A-scope, the start of which coincides with the second trigger.
The sweep driver provides a linear sweep current through the rotating
deflection coil as well as a suitable square-wave voltage for brightening
the trace on the cathode-ray tube. The double-pulse generator pro-

Waveform and
timing diagram

Double. pulse
generator
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17.2.—Block

:
diagram of apparatus

“<’”
c
for spot-size
method.

0
measurement

by the double-pulse

duces two square waves adjustable from about + to 10 ~sec in duration
whose rise and fall are as fast as possible (less than 0.1 psec).
These
pulses are delayed by times that are independently adjustable so that one
can be run through the other. They are mixed and applied to the
cathode-ray-tube grid in such a way that the grid is at ground potential
during either pulse and is biased negatively at other times. These
The sweeps on both cathode-ray
pulses may be observed on the A-scope.
tubes are so calibrated that the separation of the spots on the PPI tube
can be determined by measuring their separation on the A-scope.
The
operation, then, consists of varying the delay of one of the pulses until
the two spots on the PPI tube are just resolvable, and then calculating
their separation from the separation on the A-scope.
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The double-pulse method is especially useful for measurements on
tubes with long-persistence screens because the spot measurements can
be made in the persistence instead of the “flash” as must be done with
most other methods.
Since the flash is usually filtered out as well as
possible in the operation of long-persistence tubes, measurements in the
persistence involve one less step in the application of measured data to
practice.
In measurements on dark-trace tubes (P1O screen) the doublepulse method is one of the few permissible because other methods cause
too severe an excitation of relatively large areas of the screen. In the
double-pulse method, only a very small area need be darkened at a
time.
When a PPI type of scan is used, this method has the advantage that
a visual inspection of the appearance of the rotating pair of dots, wellSeparated, gives an indication of any asymmetry due to misalignment of
parts of the electron gun. It must be remembered that in order to isolate the effects due to the tube itself, adequate care must be exercised in
the alignment of the focus and deflection coils with respect to the tube.
Quantitative measurement of spot size as a function of angular position
may then be made.
17.4. Shrinking-raster Method of Measurement of Resolution (Line
Width) .—The method commonly used by manufacturers of cathode-ray
tubes to specify the performance of tubes with regard to spot size is the
method.
A television-scan pattern, known as a
“shrinking-raster”
raster and composed of a large number of equally spaced lines, is applied
to the tube under test. These lines are produced by sawtooth scanning
at a frequency of 60 cps along one axis and at 35 to 105 times this frequency along the perpendicular axis. Figure 17.3 is a simplified block
diagram of apparatus for this method of measurement, which uses frequencies that give a 100-line pattern.
The amplitude of the fast scan is first adjusted until the length of
the lines is approximately 90 per cent of the maximum screen diameter.
The low-frequency scanning amplitude is then expanded until the lines
are clearly separated.
After suitable adjustment of current and optimum
focus have been achieved, the pattern is slowly “shrunk” until the line
structure first disappears at the center of the screen. The width of the
pattern at this time, divided by the number of lines in the pattern, is
A single measurement does not suffice because
called the “line width.”
the resolution near the edge of the tube is usually inferior to that at the
center, and, furthermore, the astigmatic effects in electrostatic tubes may
make the relative line widths in perpendicular directions dependent on
the focus adjustment.
In measuring electrostatic tubes, two measurements are made as
follows :

I
SHRINKING-RASTER
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1. Adjust for best focus at thecentcr of the pattern and measure at
thk point, called Position “A.”
2. Without readjusting the focus, interchange the low- and highfrequency scans and make the measurement at a point that is a
distance of three-eighths of the maximum bulb diameter along the
direction of high-frequency scan. This point is known as Position
“B,” and the measurement is made at the less favorable of the two

I

alternative B positions.
1
‘This procedure isdesigned togivea
measure of the astigmatic effectsin
a given tube. If these effects are serious, the ratio of the two measureF—— ————. ——.—
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method of line-

ments will be large. For a good tube, the ratio will be near unity.
In
any case, in actual operation the focus adjustment will be so made as to
give the best average spot size and thks value will be between the values
found for Positions A and B.
In magnetic tubes, astigmatic effects are usually much smaller than
in electrostatic tubes.
Measurements are therefore made at Position A,
i.e., at the center of the high-frequency scanning line, and at Position
“C,” the less favorable of the two alternative positions three-eighths of
the maximum bulb diameter along this same line. These measurements
are markedly influenced by the quality, dimensions, and location of the
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focus anddeflection coils used, and therefore these conditions must also
be specified in order that the measurements may have significance.
A photometric investigation’ of the raster lines applied in the shrinking-raster method of measuring line width has been made for the case of
a magnetic type 5FP7 cathode-ray tube operated at Eb = 4 kv. Photographs of the raster, with the lines well separated, were taken at four
different beam currents and were analyzed by the use of a Moll microphotometer.
Contours were obtained for several values of the beam
current. These contours can be very closely represented by Gaussian
distributions.
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Line widths were determined visually for each beam current by
shrinking the raster until the lines were just unresolvable.
A comparison
of the line widths so obtained and the contours determined by the microphotometer reading shows that at each current the intensity at the edges
of a line defined by the shrinking-raster method is about 40 per cent of
the peak intensity.
A photometric analysis over the raster as shrunk
to measure line width shows that the minima are on] y 10 to 15 per cent
lower in intensity than the maxima, and that these maxima are at the
peaks of the individual lines.
By the use of the Gaussian curve best fitted to each line, the width
of the line at the iutensit y points that are I/e of the peak intensity was
calculated for each of the beam currents used. The graph and table
shown in Fig. 17.4 compares these line widths with those found by the
shrinking-raster method.
It is evident from this figure that there is a
I Measurementsby A. Cmmpton and B. Cherry at the Radiation Laboratory,
hLI.T.
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definite linear correlation between the two sets of results, so that the
shrinking-raster method yields line widths proportional to the actual
width of the lines reckoned at a definite percentage intensity.
17.6. Polka-dot-raster
Method.-In
order to avoid ‘some of the
objections to the shrinking-raster method, the” polka-dot raster” method
was devised.
The two methods are similar except that in the latter
spots instead of lines are measured, and complete measurements can be
made at any point on the tube face. A block diagram of the apparatus
is shown in Fig. 17.5. The synchronizer, which is similar to that shown
in Fig. 17.3, provides trigger pulses at 60, 300, and 4300 cps, all of which

Fm.

17.5.—Block

diagram

of apparatus for the polka-dot-raster
measurement.

method

of spot-size

are “locked in” with the 60-cps line frequency.
The 60- and 4800-cps
trigger pulses are used to initiate slow and fast sweeps that form a raster
on the cathode-ray-tube screen similar to the “shrinking’ ‘-raster except
that it appears in one quadrant only, and is considerably smaller. The
marker pulse generator provides fast, sharp, voltage pulses, which are
applied to the cathode-ray-tube grid in order to produce a row of spots
on the screen for each fast sweep. The pattern, then, consists of a
number of rows of these spots, as illustrated in Fig. 17”6. In order to
make the illustration clearer, the size of the spots in this photograph is
considerably larger than that occurring under most operating conditions.
The pulse generator must be extremely good in order to produce pulses
that are so short that the motion of the sweep during the pulse duration
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is negligible oompared with the spot size. The generator used in the
original equipment produced pulses resembling a half sine wave about
0.05-psec wide, of adjustable separation down to about 0.3 psec, and
variable in amplitude from O to 100 volts.
Both sweep circuits are also
One such
used to generate square waves to gate the cathode-ray tube.
wave from the fast sweep generator is applied to the second grid to blank
the tube between fast sweeps. A second such wave from the slow sweep
generator is applied to the cathode to suppress the return of the slow
sweep. Superimposed on this second square wave is an intensifying

FIG. 17.6.—Photograph
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of two

steps:

1. As in the shrinking-raster method the slow sweep is shrunk down
to the minimum resolvable separation of two spots at any given
point on the screen. The spot “diameter” in the direction of the
slow sweep is measured with the microscope (Fig. 17.1) as ~ of
the separation of two intensified lines.
2. The other dimension of the spot is measured along the fast sweep.
The spots themselves are shrunk together to minimum resolution,
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their separation is determined on the A-scope, and the spot
diameter is calculated from the known sweep speeds on the A-scope
and on the tube being tested.
Only a small raster is needed because measurements are made on a
The raster is moved
small area approximately a centimeter in diameter.
around to various positions on the screen by superimposing direct current
on the sweep current through the coil in the same direction as the sweep
current. Reversing switches are needed in the leads to the deflection
coils to allow measurements in all four quadrants of the screen.
An obvious modification of this method is the application of the
intensity-modulated
high-speed sweep to a rotating deflection coil,
This pattern is then contracted until
producing a PPI type of pattern.
the limit of resolution is reached, and the spot size is determined by
measuring the width of the pattern and dividing by the number of
This method is very similar to the double-dot method described
“dots.”
in Sec. 17.3, but avoids the necessity of measurement of sweep speed and
time separation of pulses.
17.6. Other Methods of Measurement of Line Width or Spot Size.—
This section briefly mentions several methods for the determination of
line width or spot size which have not been directly investigated, and for
which no quantitative data are on hand. The list is not complete, however, for the number of methods used for these determinations is almost
as great as the number of investigators in this field.
One method uses a double-image prism the thickness of which is
such as to give a separation a little greater than the widest line
that is to be measured.
A single line is scanned across the face of the
cathode-ray tube and examined by means of an instrument that contains
the prism and a lens giving suitable magnification.
The prism is rotated
until the two images just begin to merge. A calibrated scale on the
mount gives a direct reading of line width.
The results obtained with
this device should correlate closely with those obtained by the shrinkingraster method.
Another method involves covering a given line on the cathode-ray
tube with one of a series of fairly closely spaced opaque lines whose width
increases from line to line by an arbitrary ratio. The lines are formed on
The known width of the
a clear tilm base by a photographic process.
particular line that is judged to just cover the line on the cathode-ray
tube is taken as a measure of its width.
Obvious difficulties with this
method include the parallax between the line observed and the “covering” line, and the different intensity distributions of the lines produced
by various tubes.
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Other methods involve the direct measurement of the energy distribution in a single spot. One tectilque
is to produce, by means of a
high-quality lens, a greatly enlarged (20 to 40 times) image of the spot
to be measured and then to measure the energy distribution in this
enlarged image. 1 A box containing a high-sensitivity photo-multiplier,
e.g., a 931 tube, placed directly behind a small circular aperture, is made
to move across the image in such a manner that the aperture is exactly
in the image plane, and the motion is accurately controlled.
The size
of the aperture depends upon the degree of resolution desired and the
sensitivity and stability of the photo-multiplier circuit.
In general, an
aperture of dimensions between 2 per cent and 10 per cent of that of the
enlarged image may be used.
The entire contour of a spot can be obtained by a series of equally
spaced traversals across the spot image.
This method is slow, and
unless the spot shape is exceedingly irregular, two traversals at right
angles through the estimated center of the spot, along the major and
A direct
minor axes of symmetry, will yield equivalent information.
record of the distribution may be obtained by synchronizing the motion
of the aperture with that of a pen-and-ink recorder.
A simple apparatus
of this type has been built, and indicates that the method affords a rapid
quantitative assessment of energy distribution across a spot. A versatile
instrument, incorporating adjustments that make it possible to measure
a spot located at any position on the tube face, and with the direction of
travel of the pickup aperture variable at will, would be a very useful tool
for an investigation of this type.
17.7. Comparison of the Various Methods of Spot-size Measurement.
Because of the many uncertainties connected with spot measurements,
the conditions of measurement should duplicate operating conditions
as closely as possible.
No techniques of measuring spot size are completely satisfactory.
Gross defects in the focus are usually shown up reasonably well but small
Measurements of limiting resolution
variations are often not detected.
usually rate tubes producing diffuse spots as being equal to those producing clean, sharp spots. However, when the tubes are inserted in operati
ing equipment, there is usually unanimous agreement that the tubes
producing the sharp spots afford better resolution.
A particular case
in which this phenomenon occurred repeatedly was in the comparison
between magnetic tubes containing standard guns and some tubes that
had limiting-aperture guns. It is felt that hidden among the many
variables that affect spot size there must be some important ones that
are not being adequately measured or controlled in any of the existing
spot-measurement methods.
1R. B. Windsor, Radiation Laboratory, M.I.T.
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One variable that must be carefully controlled is the beam current,
since the spot size changes rapidly with this current. If the cathode-ray
tube is deflection-modulated
(A-scope), the beam current is steady and
may be read with an ordinary d-c meter. Measurements by the shrinking-raster method are then close to operating conditions.
If, however,
the cathode-ray tube is to be intensity-modulated (television scan; PPI),
the measurements should be made with a pulsed beam and with sweep
speeds approximately equal to those to be used under operating conditions. The polk~dohraster method is definitely better than the ordinary
shrinking-raster method for these measurements.
When the beam is pulsed, measurements of beam current are difficult
to make because of the high frequencies involved.
It is nearly impossible
to measure the beam current accurately by observing the voltage across
a known sampling resistor by means of an oscilloscope because the
distributed capacity in the oscilloscope and in the cathode-ray tube is
so large that a very small sampling resistor must be used. The voltage
drop across the resistor is then very small and the deflection on the oscilloscope is almost unreadable.
A video amplifier might be used, except
that the difficulties connected with calibrating and operating such an
amplifier would prevent accurate measurements.
The best method consists of measuring the instantaneous grid-tocathode voltage on the tube with an oscilloscope and then reading off
the instantaneous current from a grid-voltage-beam-current
characteristic curve previously measured with steady voltages on the tube.
It is
assumed that the high-frequency and low-frequency characteristics of
the tube are the same.
This scheme runs into trouble, as do all others, if limiting-aperture
guns are used. Because the limiting aperture is connected internally to
the anode, there is no method of separating current to the screen from that
masked off by the aperture. Spot-size measurements in terms of light
output would be more useful than those in terms of beam-current values.
These measurements could be made independently of the current masked
off by the aperture.
However, because the response of existing light
meters is given by the total light output of the screen, and because the
response of the screen is not linear with beam current, light measurements
are also difficult.
17.8. Effect of Various Parameters on Spot Size.—The performance
of a cathode-ray tube is the result of the interplay of a large number of
factors, most of which have already been discussed in earlier chapters.
The present section will point out the effects on the spot size of varying
(1) certain electrical parameters, such as the anode voltage E, and
the second-grid voltage E.z, (2) the beam current i,., and (3) the tube
size.
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Effect of Anode Voltage Eb on Spot Size.—Theoretical considerations
for an ideal gun involving simplifying assumptions have led Zworykin
and Mortonl to the conclusion that the spot size should be inversely
proportional to Eb and should be independent of the potential of the
crossover.
In their analysis, they assume a two-lens system, in which
the second lens forms an image of the crossover.
On the other hand,
Liebmann,’ assuming that three and not two lenses are actually involved
in the image formation, and that the cathode and not the crossover is
imaged on the screen, finds that the spot size should be practically indeLiebmann also gives experimental
pendent of the final-anode voltage.
data supporting this conclusion.
Figure 17.7 indicates the relation between spot size and Eb as determined by the polka-dot-raster method discussed in Sec. 17.5. This
curve indicates that within the
0.6
limits of experimental error the
~ 0.5
spot size is independent of Eb in
E 0.4
the
range between 3 to 10 kv.
.E
The measurement at 2 kv is not
.5~ 0.3
significant because the intensity
flo2
g“
of
the pulsed spot at this voltage
0.1
is too low to permit accurate
0
012345678910
measurement.
Anode voltage Eb in kv
Line-width-measurement
data
FIG. 17.7.—Relation
between spot size and
using
the
shrinking-raster
method
accelerating voltage.
for various values of Eb are not.
very extensive.
They indicate a slight improvement of line width with
increasing Eb, but not nearly great enough to satisfy the inverse fi
relation.
It is not true, however, that no gain in performance will accrue by
raising the value of Eb; later discussion will indicate the advantages of
making Eb as high as practicable.
Effect of Second-grid Voltage Ec, on Spot Size. —Figure 17.8 indicates
typical experimental data obtained on a 7BP7 tube in which both spot
size and EC, voltage are plotted logarithmically.
The polka-dot method
of measurement was used with a final anode voltage Eb = 5.5 kv, a beam
current, ion= 100 pa (peak of pulses), and the second-grid voltage EC,
variable.
The focus-coil gap was 22 in. from the reference line.
Similar curves for other tubes, having the same type of gun and varying in ,size from 5 in. to 12 in., indicate that neither the break at 500 volts
nor the exact slope of the curve illustrated are significant because some
other tubes measured show a break at various lower values of E.,, whereas
1V. K. Zworykinand G. A. Morton, Telwision, Wiley, New York, 1940, pp. 369 ff.
z G. Liebmann, Proc. I. R. E., 3S (1945), pp. 381–389.
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others have no break. Also, the slopes of the curves vary considerably,
and in general they are less steep than the curve illustrated.
From the
relatively meager data at hand, it appears that the spot size of tetrode
magnetic cathode-ray tubes operated at constant current and total
voltage varies with second-grid voltage in the range of useful operating
values according td the relation
S.S. = const. E;”,

9

?
!

where the value of n has been found to vary between 0.32 and 0.65 from
tube to tube. Since an average value of n = 0.5 is probably reasonable,
these measurements indicate in a general way that the spot size varie~
inversely as the square root of the
second-grid voltage.
Measurements
of this sort,
using the shrinking-raster method,
have not been very extensive or
too reliable. The variation found
is in the same direction, but much
smaller
in amount.
A great
number of additional data are
obviously need e d to establish
more quantitatively the relation
between spot size and second-grid
voltage.
Eflect of Beam Current on Spot
FIG. 17.S.—Spot size as a function of secondSize.-The
spot size for any given
grid voltage.
cathode-ray tube operated at a
constant accelerating voltage increases with increasing beam current.
This increase in spot size is primarily due to two factors: (1) The increase
in “object size” with increasing beam current, whether this “object”
be
considered as the emitting area of the cathode or as the size of the crossover; and (2) the increasing aberration due to the focusing lens since the”
diameter of the electron bundle also increases with increasing beam current (see Sec. 2.12).
Extensive experimental determinations of the relation between spot
size and beam current, under well-controlled conditions, are not available.
A great many measurements have been made by the various methods
previously described, but not under identical conditions of voltage and
coil position.
All of these results seem to indicate that, whatever method
of measurement is adopted, the experimentally determined points can be
associated with straight lines as indicated by sample plots shown in Fig.
17.9. These are not intended to represent average performance for the
tube sizes indicated as far as absolute value of spot size is concerned.
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They do, ho\vever, indicate the
general
relation between spot size
19
and beam current for any given
tube.
The fluctuations from tube
to tube
are considerable.
In
general
there is a somewhat
greater difference between 5 in.
and 7 in. tubes than Fig. 17.9
indicates.
Measurements
at
beam currents as low as 30 ya
indicate that the curves seem to
continue t o w a r d the axis of
ordinates’ along the line followed
at higher beam currents.
The
curves extend to values of beam
current far beyond what can be
considered to be the useful operating range. In the useful operating range of the cathode-ray tube,
603800
o
21M
400
namely between 50 and 300 pa, the
Beam current in pa
ratio of the spot size at 300 pa to
F1o. 17.9,—Typical plots of line width as
that at 50 pa varies with tube size,
a function
of beam current,
A, 5FP7,
shrinking-raster method; B, 713P7, douhleand has approximate values of 1.8,
p’ulse method;
C, 12DP7,
double-pulse
1.5, and 1.3 for 12DP7, 7BP7, and
method; D, 7f3P7, microscope method.
5FP7 tubes, respectively.
It
should
be noted
that
the spot
size as determined by the microscope
method is approximately t\vice that measured by th-e other methods.
Also, in making the measurements the procedure adopted was to adjust
0
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the focusing current so as to obtain the best focus at each value of beam
current. In practice the focus current would probably remain constant
and set at the best “average” value so that the spot size for currents other
than that corresponding to the “average” would be appreciably larger
than indicated by these curves.
Eflect of Tube Size on Spot Size. -JWth a given gun type and constant
operating conditions i~ tubes of various sizes, the relative spot sizes for
the various sizes of tubes should be calculable from the object-to-image
dktances and the location of the focusing lens, if aberrations are neglected.
F@re 17.10 indicates the object-image geometry; and Table 17.1 gives
TABLE 17.1.—GEOMETRICALMAGNIFICATION
OF FOCUSINGLENS FOR COMMONTUHE
TYPES

,
Tube
type

A

3HP7
5FP7
7BP7
12DP7

2.25
2.25
2.25
3.75

2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75

3.0

3.5
4.12

{ 2.38

Magnification
B+C
(—) A

c

B

2.20

2.20

3,45
5.50

2.75

!

3.67
3.47
4.58
6.03

10.25
10.25
10.25

numerical data for the common tube types used in radar. Table 17.2
indicates the ratios of spot size as calculated from the data given in
Table 17.1, and also presents some experimental values determined by
the various methods of spot-size measurement.
TABLE 17.2.—CALCULATZD

Tubes

-mm OBSERVED VALUES OF SPOT-SIZE RATIO, R, FOB THREE
COMMON TUBE SIZES

compared

7BP7

:

5FP7

12DP7

,

5FP7

1

Dimension

4

A, Fig. 17.10

2.25

2.25

3.75

3.0

2.38

CalculatedR from Fig. 17.10

1.33

1.26

1.67

2.19

Observedvalues of R:
Shrinking-rastermethod
Microscope method
Polka-dot method

1.25
1.36
1.50

1.5
2.4
2.2

2.4

2.7

2.25

The data indicate that the experimentally determined spobsize ratio
agrees fairly well with the calculated values for the 7BP7 and 5FP7
types, in which the object-lens geometry (Dimension A in Fig. 17”10) is

,/>
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identical for the two types, but that for the 12DP7 and 5FP7 comparison
the correlation is poor. The reason for this is that the aberrations
resulting from the larger beam across section at the focusing lens in the
case of the 12DP7 type make the experimentally determined spot size
larger than would be expected from the tube geometry.
The discrepancy
between experimental and calculated values decreases as the focus coil is
moved nearer the gun of the 12DP7 and the beam across section at the
focusing lens is thus reduced.
It is safe to assume that the ratio of the spot sizes is approximately
equal to the ratio of the screen diameters, i.e., 1.4 for the ratio of 7- to
5-in. tubes, and 2.4 for the ratio of 12- to 5-in. tubes.
In other words,
for a given type of gun and associated components, the resolution, as
determined by the maximum number of resolvable dots, is independent
of the size of tube used.
17.9. Conclusions Regarding the Attainment of Optimum Resolution
from Cathode-ray Tubes.
Magnetic Cathode-~ay Tube.—From the preceding discussions, it is evident that many factors must be considered to
achieve the best performance from a cathode-ray tube. Some of these
factors relate to the electrical conditions of operation, whereas others
pertain to the quality and adjustment of external parts, such as fecus and
deflection coils. Often the optimum adjustment of one of the components, for example the focus coil, must be a compromise between
geometrical magnification and lens aberrations.
In operating magnetic tubes it is desirable from the standpoint of
brightness and resolution to use as high an accelerating voltage, ~,, as
possible.
The light output as a function of Eb at constant current
density is of the form L.O. = KE~, in which the value of n varies with
In general, n decreases
screen material and conditions of excitation.
with increasing current density.
Typical values of n are n = 1.5 for
willemite (Pi) screens for values of Eb in the range of 4 to 10 kv, and
n = 2 for the long-persistence cascade (P7) screens in the range of 4 to
10 kv.
For radar work involving the use of long-persistence screens,
then, the light output goes up roughly as the square of the total applied
voltage. 1 If gain in brightness is primarily desired, a fourfold increase
is attainable by raising Eb from 4 to 8 kv, if it is assumed that beam current and spot size do not change (same current density as at 4 kv).
However, a significant reduction in beam current at the higher voltage
is possible and desirable, because improvement in both brightness and
spot size may still be attained at the higher voltage by this method.
For example, compared with a beam current of 200 pa at Eb = 4 kv, a
beam current of only 50 pa at Eb = 8 kv will result in a reduction in
1For a discussionof the behavior of screensundervariousconditionsof excitation,
see Chap. 18.
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spot size of roughly one-third (from Fig. 17.9), with a corresponding
spot area a little less than one-half as great as at 200 pa. The current
density j = i/A corresponding to the 50 pa condition will therefore be
approximately one-half that associated with a beam current of 200 pa at
4 kv. Hence, a twofold increase in brightness coupled with a 50 per
cent gain in the number of resolvable spots may be achieved by doubling
the accelerating voltage.
It must be remembered that additional power
will also be required to drive the deflection coil at the higher voltage.
Although the driving current increases only as the square root of the
accelerating voltage, the power goes up linearly.
It is also very advantageous from the standpoint of spot size to
operate the cathode-ray-tube with as high a voltage on the screen grid
(EC,) as possible, as indicated by the results shown in Fig. 178.
The
added increase in resolution so achieved is again coupled with an increase
in brightness just as in the discussion of the previous paragraph.
As
was discussed in Sec. 2.12, an inc~ease in E., not only changes the cutoff
bias of the tube, but also decreases the slope of the modulation characteristic so that a higher grid drive is necessary to achieve a given beam
current. The possibility of reducing the beam current necessary at the
higher accelerating voltage Eb is therefore advantageous in terms of
video output voltage required when E., is also raised in order to improve
spot size.
In addition to the electrical conditions of operation, the location of
the focus coil along the tube neck should be adjusted until the best
compromise between increasing magnification and increasing aberrations
is reached, as was discussed in Sec. 3.4. Also, it is important that the
mechanical adjustment of the focus coil to make its axis coincide with
that of the electron beam be properly made, as was discussed in Sec. 3.6.
The quality of the deflection coil also affects the tube performance,
particularly near the periphery of the screen. The factors involved in
deflection-coil performance are discussed in Sees. 8.9 and 810.
It is to
be noted that the deflection defocusing for any given deflection coil is
decreased as Eb is increased.
The curves of Fig. 2.32 indicate that, for a
given beam current, the cross section of the electron bundle is decreased
as Eb is increased.
This cross section, for a given nonuniformity of
field produced by the deflection coil, determines the amount of deflection
defocusing.
Electrostatic
Cathode-ray
Tube.—The factors that affect the performance of electrostatic cathode-ray tubes have already been discussed in
Chap. 2.
The same considerations that obtain for magnetic tubes in regard to
the use of as high an accelerating voltage as possible hold also for electrostatic tubes.
In tubes that have a postdeflection acceleration electrode,
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the ratio of total voltage to second-anode voltage must be kept below a
certain maximum, however.
The deflecting circuits for electrostatic tubes should provide pushpull voltages, rather than single-sided voltages; and an “astigmatismcontrol” adjustment should be available to adjust the mean potentials of
the two pairs of deflection plates to the optimum values with respect to
the second-anode potentials.
In addition, if the trace is intensitymodulated, pulsing of the focusing anode A 1 will also be advantageous
in order to adjust the focus at all values of beam current.
The elimination of stray electrostatic and magnetic fields,’ particularly
a-c fields, from the region occupied by the cathocbray
tube is very
necessary for best performance.
i Sec. 16.4.
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18s1. General Introduction.-All
the cathode-ray-tube screens to be
described in this chapter were designed for visual observation and are of
two types: (1) light-emitting screens and (2) light-absorbing screens.
These will be discussed in the order named.
Luminescence and Phosphorescence. -All
luminescent materials useful
as cathode-ray-tube phosphors emit light subsequent to the termination
of the actual electronic excitation, as illustrated by Fig. 18.1. It is
assumed that the electron excitag!
tion of the screen is constant over
the period of time from tlto tzand
:1
is off until time t3. Prior to h,
t3 t,
t] t* —
Time
Luminescence (or fluorescence)
there is no light output but,
the light
during the period t,to t,,
increases according to a curve that
is characteristic of the type of
—
Time
FIG, 18. 1.—The rise and fall of screen lumiphosphor used. As soon as the
nance under pulse excitation.
excitation is discontinued at time
t~, the light output starts to fall, and the light then emitted is called
“phosphorescent light.”
Screens are rated according to the persistence of phosphorescence as
In general, a short-persistence screen
“short,” “medium,” and “long.”
will have a period of phosphorescence comparable to the time required
to excite the screen to a reasonably constant luminance level. This
period may be as short as a few microseconds or as long as one millisecond.
If the period of useful phosphorescence is greater than about twenty
milliseconds and less than two seconds, the screen ia considered to have
medium or intermediate persistence.
Useful luminance may be obtained
from long-persistence screens for some minutes after excitation has ceased.
The precise nature of the rise of luminescence depends on the composition of the luminescent material, those details of manufacturing
procedure which influence crystal size, the impurity content, and the
method of excitation.
The excitation may be by direct electron impact
or by the absorption of light. Excitation of a phosphor by light in a
609
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cathode-ray
tube
is generally associated with a multiple-layer
screen,
in which the layer bombarded by the electrons emits radiant power that
is absorbed by the layer in contact with the inner surface of the tube
face. This layer emits the light seen by the observer.
Test Equipment. —Three major pieces of test equipment have been
used to study the screen properties described here. In the first 1 the
screen is excited by accurately controlled pulses of electron current
lasting from a few microseconds to 200 psec, and occurring in sequences
of 2 to 20 at 500 psec intervals.
An associated equipment was capable
of measuring the radiant power as a function of the time, both during
and after excitation.
The data were recorded photographically.
This equipment was later supplanted by one in which the cathoderay-tube screen was excited by a television-type raster generated by a
high-speed horizontal sweep and a low-speed vertical sweep. By means
of this pair of sweeps, a rectangular area of the cathode-ray-tube screen
was excited by electrons in ~ sec. Earlier investigation had shown that
luminance measurements made a few tenths of a second after the excitation just described could be interpreted without detailed attention to
the fact that one part of the screen had been excited 16 msec earlier than
another part.
The third piece of equipment employed the raster method of exciting
the screen but was very different in detail and was used to evaluate light
absorption on the “dark trace” screen. The measuring procedure
followed the plan of illuminating the tube face by suitably controlled
lamps and then measuring directly on a pen-and-ink recorderz the
decrease in reflectance that followed the electronic excitation of a small
rectangular area on the tube face.
18.2. Electronic Structure of Matter.-Screen
materials of particular
interest may be grouped into four categories: (1) the silicates, (2) the
sulfides, (3) the fluorides, and (4) the alkali halides, particularly potassium chloride.
The most important sulphides are those associated with
solid solutions of zinc sulfide and cadmium sulfide. A very brief and
qualitative discussion of the nature of the electronic structure3 of zinc
and sulfur atoms and some of the electronic properties of the zinc sulfide
crystals is given here.

1W. B. Nottingham, “Excitation and Decay of Luminescenceunder Electron
Bombardment,” RL Report No. &4S, Jan. 22, 1942.
2General Electric High-speed Photoelectric Recorder. Catalog No. 32C77,
nearestequivalentdescribedin GEA2394A as Model No. 8CEIGK27.
xG. Herzberg, A tomr’c Speetra and Atomic Structure, Prentice-Hall, New York,
1937.
N. F. Mott, and R. W. Gurney, Electronic Procesaeain Ionic C%@&, Clarendon
Presz, Oxford,

1940.

F. S&tzj The Modern 7’heow of Sol&is, McGraw-Hill, New York,

1940.
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Electronic Structure of Zirw Atoms.—Of the 30 electrons associated
with a normal zinc atom, 28 are in the K-, L-, and M-levels.
The two
remaining electrons are known as ‘f valence electrons” and are associated
with the N-level.
If zinc is vaporized and then excited by intense heat
or electron bombardment, radiant power that is largely concentrated
close to a specific set of wavelengths is emitted.
Some of these wavelengths are in the ultraviolet, others are in the
visible, and still others are in the infrared part of the spectrum. An analysis of these” spectrum lines” yields information concerning the electronic
levels associated with the zinc atom which normally are not occupied by
electrons, but which are available to hold electrons for very short periods
of time in case sufficient energy is given to an individual atom to cause
one of the valence electrons to make a transition from its normal state of
lowest total energy to one of the excited states. The emission of radiant
power is associated with the return of the atom as a whole to its normal
unexcited state. The sharpness of the energy levels into which the electrons are able to go is a direct indication of the fact that the valence
electrons cannot absorb energy of small and arbitrarily chosen amounts,
but can absorb only relatively large steps of energy equal to those required
to transfer the atom as a whole from one state of energy to another.
The Electronic Structure of the Stdjide.-The
sulfur atom has a nuclear
charge of 16 and is therefore surrounded by 16 electrons, of which two
are in the K-shell, eight are in the L-shell, and six are in the M-shell.
Thus, the valence of sulfur might be considered to be – 2 since the Mshell has a particularly symmetrical configuration when it is accommodating eight electrons.
Hence, in a crystal formed by a combination
of zinc and sulfur, each atom of the former tends to yield its two valence
electrons to ill the gap in the outer shell of sulfur. In the crystal there
are normally just as many zinc atoms as there are sulfur atoms, and the
crystal structure is such that each zinc atom is surrounded by four
sulfur atoms and each sulfur atom is surrounded by four zinc atoms.
The valence electrons are in a region of strong electric fields very different
Although some of the
from those associated with the isolated atoms.
character of the original occupied and unoccupied levels of the atoms is
still maintained, the fact that such a large number of electrons must be
accommodated in a geometrical space so small compared with that
available when the atoms were all separated gives rise to a new distribution of the occupied electronic energy levels which can be described
better as occupied bands.
It is one of the properties of a perfect crystal
of zinc sulfide that the energy levels associated with the filled band are
just sufficient to accommodate all the electrons and that there is a gap in
the energy level system between the uppermost level of the filled band
and the lowest level of the nearest unoccupied band.
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ElectTonic Band System.—Figure 18.2b illustrates this band system
in a very qualitative way.
In Fig. 18.2a the curved lines represent
Dotential enerzv
-- differences shown along the vertical scale as a function
of the radial distance out from an individual atom in free space, whereas
in Fig. 18”2ZIthey show the potential as a function of the distance through
a crystal with each atomic nucleus indicated by the plus sign. Note
that there are two classes of electronic levels, namely, filled levels and
unoccupied levels, and that there is a gap in the system of levels in which
there are no places available for electrons.
Insulating crystals are thus
differentiated from conducting crystals, which differ from the system
shown in Fig. 18”2b in that no gap exists between the occupied and the
unoccupied levels. Conductivity is associated with the ease with which
electrons can be given a very small amount of energy from the “external
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field and caused to migrate through the lattice of the solid with very
little resistance being offered by the presence of the atoms.
In the
idealized crystal shown, there can be no electron conductivity unless,
for some reason, electrons can be given suficient energy to lift them
from the filled band into the unoccupied or “conduction”
band.
If such
energy is given, then the crystal becomes electronically conducting.
No crystal is as perfect as the one illustrated in Fig. 18”2b because of
the presence of irregularities and impurities in the lattice.
Even a minute
excess of zinc atoms over the number required to be exactly equal to
the sulfur atoms present can be considered to be an impurity in the zinc
sulfide lattice.
The introduction of copper atoms or silver atoms may
also make important modifications in the system of energy levels and
thus alter the luminescent properties of the crystal.
ImpuTily Levels.—Three forms of irregularity are illustrated in Fig.
18.3 for nonionic crystals, such as the sulfide. The irregularities of the
first type, shown dark to indicate the presence of electrons in the “locaThe second
lized” stites, are thought to be due to metallic impurities.
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type, shown schematically with an open circle to indicate the presence of
vacant electronic levels, is associated with an excess of the nonmetallic
element. The third type of localized impurity level assumes that a
partially filled electronic level is available.
Consider now a few of the possible transitions that may be expected
to take place in a solid characterized by all the features illustrated in
Fig. 18.3. A convenient unit of energy is that associated with the displacement of an electron through a difference of potential of one volt.
That unit of energy is known as “one electron-volt.”
The average
kinetic energy associated with the motion of particles at room temperatureisabout
0.03 electron-volt (ev).
ThedHerencei nenergyb etweent hehighestlevel
of the filled band
and the lowest level of the conduction band is likely to be 2.5 to 4 ev.

F1o. 18.3.—Electronic structure of an insulator with three types of localized impurity
shown.
Type 1 ~
impurit y center with electronic states iilled; t ype 2 —O— impurit y
center with unoccupied electronic states; type 3 -—O— impurity center with both Iilled
and un611ed electronic energy level.

A

i

If high-energy electrons bombard a crystal, some of them deliver energy
to the electrons in the fdled band and excite them into the conduction
band.
Thus during the excitation and a short time thereafter, vacancies
will exist in the filled band and mobile electrons will be found in the
conduction band.
In order for the electrons of the conduction band to
return to the vacant levels, a sort of recombination process must take
place. Such recombination without the aid of the s-called “trapping”
states is, however, not particularly efficient.
Electron and Hole Traps.—The vacancies in the fled band have considerable mobility and are likely to be attracted to the impurity levels
shown schematically as being of the type 1 in Fig. 18”3. These impurity
levels yield electrons to fill the vacancies in the normally filled band
and thus trap the vacancy, giving rise to a process known aa the” trapping
of the electron holes.”
This trapping of the electron holes is likely to
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take place in a very short time and afterwards an electron from the conduction band can refill the hole by falling from the conduction band into
the trapped hole. Associated with this transition, light is very often
emitted.
Since an impurity atom in the presence of a lattice may be there in a
variety of different ways, the impurity levels that are capable of trapping
the holes, as just described, will probably not all be equally spaced with
respect to the lowest level of the conduction band.
As a consequence,
the light emitted will not be confined to a narrow range of wavelengths
but is likely to extend over a rather considerable range in wavelength
depending on the distribution of the relative levels that constitute the
hole traps.
It is also possible that in certain structures there may be localized
impurity levels like that shown schematically as type 3. The implication
here is that such an impurity level already has in it a hole capable of
receiving an electron from the conduction band, and it may also be partially occupied so that it is capable of receiving another hole by delivering
an electron from that localized state into the filled level whenever a
deficiency has been produced there following excitation.
It is impossible
to show all the “dynamic features” of these various possible impurity
systems since it is expected that, following each change in the population
of electrons in the neighborhood of an impurity level, the level itself
changes because of the local readjustment of the atoms in case the
changed condition lasts long enough for the neighboring atoms to take
up new equilibrium positions.
If the crystal contains impurity levels of the kind indicated as type 2,
these may serve as traps for the electrons that have been excited into
the conduction band.
They are called “traps” because once an electron
finds its way into such a localized level it is not easy for it to make a
direct transition to the normally filled band or into a hole trap.
During
the time that the electron is finding its way to the electron trap, most
of the holes of the filled band will have been occupied by transitions
from impurity levels of the types 1 and 3. Thus the holes as well as
the electrons will have been trapped.
Associated with the trapping process, energy may be stored within the crystal and held for hours if the
crystal is maintained at a very low temperature.
Once an electron is
trapped in a localized state of type 2, it is very improbable that it will
make a transition out of that state without first being reintroduced to the
conduction band.
If the trapping state lies only a few tenths of an
electron-volt below the lowest level of the conduction band, then even at
room temperature there will be a finite probability that the electron will
jump from the trapping level into the conduction band.
In case this
jump takes place, the electron is free to travel through the crystal until
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it is again trapped in another high-level trap or in a low-level trap.
There must be some tendency for the electrons to be attracted locally
toward the “holes”
because these are local centers of excess positive
charge. The second alternative corresponds to a transition from the
conduction band into one of the levels in which a hole is trapped and
energy is emitted in the form of light.
Excitation and Emission.-The
sequence of six sketches in Fig. 18.4
The normal state of the
may be used to summarize this discussion.
crystal is shown in block a. The excitation transition is shown in block
b. Here an electron is lifted from the filled band into the conduction
(c)

(b)

d

●-

c
-Q*

*Ener~

~
T

i~
Normal state

‘n ‘h”)’
Electron excitation: electron
bombardment or absorption
of radiant power (h Va )
(e)

?)

~

Electron transition to capture
hole at low impuri~ center.
(~

~r

+

~+
J

-o-

~

~
Trapping of electron at
upper impurity center

Fm. 18.4.—Block

illustration

Energy out
(h.2)

Temperature transition
conduction band

to

h~2 when electron falls to
low impurity center

of sequence of steps from excitation

to phosphorescence.

band by the absorption of energy from a bombarding electron or from
absorbed radiant energy.
Block c shows the capture of the hole in the
lower impurity center. Block d shows the capture of the electron in the
upper impurity center. Block e shows the transition of the electron from
the upper impurity center back to the conduction band as a result of a
statistical fluctuation in the temperature energy.
The absorption of
energy from an infrared source or even from further electron bombardment constitutes another means of inducing the transition of block e.
The final transition is that of block ~, in which the electron falls from the
conduction band into the lower impurity center with a consequent emission of light hvz. It is evident from these diagrams that hvz will always
be less than hv,, which is the limiting quantum energy required to excite
the phosphor.
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The sequence of excitation and emission shown by Fig. 18.4 represents
only one of the many possible sequences likely to be encountered in different luminescent materials.
Innumerable experiments may be performed
which will yield information concerning the electronic levels and the
transition probabilities that determine the behavior of screen materials.
Only a small fraction of these experiments has been performed and very
few of them have been coordinated in such a way as to yield the information that is required concerning a single phosphor.
The experimental
results to be reported in this chapter are therefore inconclusive although
they do contribute some new and useful information concerning the
phosphors investigated.
Surjace Traps.—It
is not certain that all the upper trapping centers
are confined to irregularities localized within the crystal at impurities of
the type 2 such as would be associated with the presence in the lattice of a
sulfur atom with only three zinc atoms in its immediate proximity instead
of four. It has been suggested’ that crystal surfaces are capable of trapping electrons.
It is assumed that surface-trapped electrons have surface
mobility so that they may interact on each other as would be the case for
a two-dimensional “electron gas. ” The quantum theory of such a gas
is analogous to the Fermi theory of electrons within a conductor.
If this
assumption is made and a calculation is carried through for the emission
of radiant power in phosphorescence, theory and experiment are in reasonably satisfactory agreement.
The agreement is not conclusive, however, for it is possible to postulate a suitable distribution of “volume”
traps in contrast to the “surface”
traps that would yield the same
luminance-decay curve. The important point is that the experimental
phenomena that have been observed demand that the trapping levels are
not all of equal depth as expressed in the energy units required to reexcite
an electron from a trapping center to the conduction band. Z
Nomenclature.-There
is general agreement concerning the use of the
word “phosphorescence”
to describe the luminance of the phosphor that
The
is observed a considerable time after the cessation of excitation.
word “fluorescence ‘‘ is likely -to mean either one of two phenomena.
The common use of the word is associated with the luminance of a phosA detailed consideration of the
phor during the period of excitation.
probable mechanism involved shows that internal electronic processes
associated with phosphorescence contribute to the luminance of a phosphor even during the period of excitation.
Therefore, it has been advo1Unpublished results of theoretical analysis by H. M. James of the M.I.T. Radiation Laboratory.
z J. T. Randall and M. H. F. Wilkins, “ Phosphorescence and Electron Traps,”
Proc. Ro~al Sot., 93, 50 (May 20, 1940) (RC(C)22); 168, 209 (March 30, 1941).

G, F, J. Garlickand M. H. F. Wilkins, “Short Period Phosphorescenceand Electron
Traps,” Proc. Royal Sot., 903, 328 (Feb. 29, 1944).
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cated by Leverenz and others that the term “luminescence”
be used to
identify the luminance associated with the excitation period of a phosphor
and that the word “fluorescence”
be used to identify those processes in
which the electron returns from the conduction band to a lower electronic
level without first having been held in any sort of localized trapping
center. It is evident that, as thus detied, fluorescence may extend a
short interval of time after the cessation of excitation, although the time
element may be a fraction of a microsecond.
A clear distinction between
fluorescence and luminescence is made so seldom that it may be necessary
to misuse the word fluorescence in this chapter on occasion, in order not
to confuse readers who have firmly associated with the word its more
general meaning rather than its specific meaning.
The word luminescence will be applied in the strict sense in which it is defined as being
associated with the emission of light during the actual period of excitation.
This use avoids the necessity of distinguishing between the fluorescent
process and the phosphorescent process as being responsible for the
luminance observed during the excitation period.
Spectral Absorption. —Investigation
of the spectral absorption and
emission characteristics of phosphors yields information important to
the understanding of the electronic processes involved in the excitation
of phosphors.
It is, however, difficult to perform experiments that give
good quantitative information.
Crystals of all phosphors show absorption in the violet and ultraThe absorption curves’ for
violet part of the wavelength spectrum.
three phosphors of interest are shown in Fig. 185a.
The curve for zinc
sulfide shows a maximum in the relative absorptance at approximate y
320 m~ and a long-wavelength threshold in the absorptance at approximately 440 mp. The location of the threshold has not been accurately
determined, but in terms of the models described in the previous section,
the threshold may be interpreted measuring the energy difference between
the highest occupied level of the electron band and the lowest unoccupied
This energy difference is approximately
level of the “conduction band.”
2.8 ev. It is possible that the 2.8 ev represents the difference in level
between an occupied impurity state and the conduction band.
An investigation of the details of the absorption characteristic in the neighborhood
The peak in the absorpof the threshold could answer such a question.
tion is a measure of the energy most likely to be absorbed and probably
gives the order of magnitude of the energy difference between the middle
of the normal occupied band and a part of the conduction band to which
In the case of zinc sulfide, this energy
transitions are most easily made.
difference is approximately 4.0 ev.
1H. W. Leverenz, ‘(Research and Development Leading to New and Improved
Radar Indicators,” NDRC 14-498,RCA, June30, 1945.
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Crystals of cadmium sulfide are very similar in structure to those of
zin,c sulfide, as would be expected since the cadmium atom bears a close
resemblance to the zinc atom with the exception that there are 48 electrons required to balance the nuclear charge on the cadium nucleus and
the two valence electrons are in the O-shell instead of the N-shell.
In
either zinc or cadmium, the electronic structure of the shell just inside
the valence shell is one that accommodates 18 electrons.
As a consequence of the need to accommodate more electrons, the interatomic
spacing in the cadmium sulfide crystal is 7 per cent greater than that of
the zinc sulfide crystal.
The energy levels of the zinc and cadmium atoms are very similar in
general structure, with the actual energy differences somewhat less
throughout for cadmium than for zinc. It is therefore to be expected
that a cadmium sulfide crystal would have energy bands, both occupied
and unoccupied, similar to those of zinc sulfide, and that the differences
in energy between corresponding bands would in all probability be less
for cadmium sulfide.
Since the structures of these sulfides are so nearly the same, it is
possible to have “solid solutions” of almost any proportions from 100
per cent zinc sulfide to 100 per cent cadmium sulfide. As the proportion
of cadmium sulfide increases, the lattice constants increase almost linearly in proportion to the atomic fractions of the two constituents, zinc
and cadmium.
The absorptance and the emission properties change in
the way that is qualitatively illustrated in Figs. 18.5a and 18.5b.
Glow Curve~ and Injrared Excitation.—Two types of experiment in
addition to those already mentioned yield information concerning the
electronic transitions after the phosphor has been excited (see footnote 1,
page 623).
The first shows that, at the temperature of liquid nitrogen
(78”K), there is almost no phosphorescence, but that, as the temperature
increases, the crystal becomes luminous.
At the present time such
experiments are only qualitative.
Quantitative observations of the
luminance as a function of the temperature and the time would yield
significant data that might be analyzed to give information concerning
the distribution of the electron-trapping levels in crystals prepared to
have specific structural properties and impurity content.
The second
class of experiment shows that the decay of luminance at a particular
temperature is accelerated if the crystal is irradiated by power associated
with wavelengths longer than the threshold for excitation.
For example,’
the luminance of a phosphor maybe observed quantitatively to be falling
with time along a certain reproducible line, as indicated in Fig. 18.6.
The line a-a’ represents the normal decay characteristic after a specific
1H. E. Ives, and M. Luckiesh,“The Effectsof Red and Infra-red on the Decay of
Phosphorescence in Zinc Sulfide,” Astroph~s. Jour., 34, 173 (1911).
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If the phosphor is irradiated by an
excitation at a specific temperature.
infrared source beginning at the time t1,then the luminance rises suddenly
to a sharp maximum indicated at b, after which it falls very rapidly to b’,
which may be only a very small fraction of the luminance that would
had the infrared exposure been absent.
have been present at the time tz,
The enhancement of phosphorescence in the presence of infrared has
been of much practical and theoretical interest.
It would be of interest
to try to observe an increase in the spectral absorptance factor in the
infrared as a function of the wavelength and the degree of excitation of
the phosphor crystal, but such experiments have not been performed in
detail.
In view of the general observation that the shorter the wavelength of the infrared used to
stimulate phosphorescence the more
effective it is, it might be assumed
that the increase in infrared absorpal
tance after excitation would follow
s
.-E
a curve like that of Fig. 18.5c. On
;E
the other hand, it would be worth
\
investigating in more detail with
the phosphor at a low temperature
because it might be possible to get
new information
on the energy
to
t, t*
Time—
levels into which the electrons have
Fxra. 18.6. —Intluence
of infrared energy
become trapped and the transition
appliedat il on phosphorescent decay.
probabilities

associated

with

the

removal of the electrons from the traps into the conduction band.
18.3. Screen Transmittance and Absorptance.-It
is evident from a
comparison of Figs. 18.5a and 18”5b that sulfide crystals are fairly transparent to their own emission spectra.
Practical cathode-ray-tube
screens are usually prepared by depositing millions of individual crystal
grains onto the glass face-plate surface by a suitable manufacturing procedure. The most commonly used method for the sulfides is that of
allowing the crystals of material to settle from a liquid suspension under
the influence of gravity.
This method produces a very uniform screen
with the larger crystals in direct contact with the glass and the smaller
ones, which settle somewhat later in time, filling in the interstices between
the larger crystals.
The excitation of a screen of this kind by the absorption of radiant power is a maximum at the surface that first receives the
incident irradiance.
Figure 18.7 shows qualitatively a much magnified
section of the coating of screen material on a glass surface as though the
coating were actually a two-layer system of crystals.
The irradiant flux
per unit area decreases as a function of the distance through the polycrystalline screen, as indicated in the sketch above the crystalline section
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shown. Thetwofactors
largely influential indetermining thedecreasein
radiant flux are (1) the multiple and diffuse scattering that takes place
at the crystal boundaries and results in a considerable back reflection of
the incident radiant flux and (2) the absorption of the radiant flux asit
is propagated through individual crystals and is absorbed in the excitation
process. The general shape of this curve indicates that the volume concentration of excitation will be more or less proportional to the radiant
flux present at each depth within
the screen structure.
Luminescence or phosphorescence, as the
case may be, will have a volume
distribution determined by the
exciting irradiant flux density, but
the observer who is interested in
the luminance of the surface as
seen through the glass must consider the attenuation of the light
as it is transmitted through the
screen material.
Luminance that
originates near the glass surface is
transmitted more efficiently than
that originating deeper in the
screen material as is shown by the
transmissivity
diagram in Fig.
EL
18.7.
d
The quantitative data shown
Fm. lS.7.—Magnified
sectional view of a
in Figs. 18.8 and 18.9 apply to luminescent screen on glass. Curves show
decrease in exciting irradiance with penephosphors of the zinc sulfidetration distance and change in transmissivity
cadmium sulfide family.
Screens
of emitted radiance at various distances from
gIass.
were prepared in the usual way
using “proportions of these phosphors in sufficient quantity to put 5, 10,
and IS mg/cm2 onto the different face plates, and the main body of the
blank was removed after the screens were completely processed so that
spectral transmission curves could be obtained.
Figure 188u shows the
three curves that apply for 7 per cent cadmium sulfide, and Fig. 18”8fI
shows the three curves that apply for 25 per cent cadmium sulfide. These
curves indicate that the threshold of the absorption band is close to 490
mp for Fig. 18.8a and 530 m~ for Fig. 18.8b.
Among the phenomena which influence the transmissions are the
reflections occurring at the two phosphor surfaces and the two glass surfaces, and the absorption in the glass. These effects are independent of
the thickness of screen material for the range of thicknesses included in
the experimental data. The transmission is also affected by the diffuse
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scattering at the crystal boundaries within the screen itself and by the
optical absorption within the individual crystals.
These effects depend
on thickness in such a way that there is a linear relationship between
the logarithin of the transmittance and the screen thickness as shown
for the selected wavelengths specified in Figs. 18.9a and 18”9b. The fact
that all three straight lines on each figure extrapolate back to a common
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transmissivities of
two phosphor types and three screen thicknesses. (a) (93)ZnS: (7)CdS: Cu. (b) (75)ZnS: (25)CdS: Cu.

FIC. 18.9. —P1ots to determine absorption coefficients at wavelengths shown for
two screen mater,als.
T is the transmission
in per cent.
(a) (93)ZnS: (7)CdS: Cu.
(b)
(75)ZnS: (25)CdS: Cu.

value of 71 per cent at zero thickness is of considerable interest.
If the
transmission of the glass is assumed to be 86 per cent when two reflection
surfaces and the absorption in the thick face plate are allowed for, then
a diffuse reflectance at each surface of the phosphor of approximately
8.5 per cent will account for the observed over-all transmissivit y.
For normal screen thicknesses of approximately 10 mg/cm2, the light
emitted from crystals farthest away from the observer will probably
suffer an attenuation of approximately 50 per cent in comparison with
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the light emitted from the crystals nearest the observer.
The nonuniformity of excitation must be considered since, if the excitation is by
means of absorbed radiant power (although the most effective radiant
power is no doubt in the ultraviolet range, not shown in Fig. 18.9), the
excitation density in the crystals farthest from the observer will be
greater, by a factor of 10 or more, than that of the crystals near the
observer.
Optimum Screen Thickness.—These considerations make it evident
that for any given case there must be an optimum thickness of screen
coating material for the production of cathode-ray tubes of maximum
luminance output per unit of excitation energy.
This optimum thickness
will depend on the duration of excitation, the time after excitation at
which observations are made, the details of the excitation cycle, and the
magnitude of the excitation.
If these factors can be specified, the screen
thickness for optimum performance can be easily determined.
If a tube
is to be designed to fit a very wide range of excitation conditions, however,
it is more difficult to choose the best screen thickness for optimum overall performance.
Since most instruments for measuring the luminance of a cathode-rav
tube do not differentiate between the contributions from the crystals
near the measuring equipment and those from the crystals that are more
highly excited but farther away, it is evident that a theoretical analysis
of decay of luminance, or radiance, with time, will not be easy. Over
certain ranges of excitation, a factor of 10 plays a very important part
in determining the precise nature of the decay characteristics.
18s4. Excitation by Pulsed Light.—In the double-layer cathode-raytube screen (see Sec. 18.9),,, the radiant excitation enters the screen
material from the side that is opposite to the one viewed.
Researches
may be made, however, on screens in such a manner as to minimize the
nonuniformity of the excitation by irradiating the crystals to be excited
from the same side as they are viewed.
Also, a iilter can be uqed to
confine the exciting radiation to wavelengths fairly near the threshold
wavelength and thus reduce the absorption.
Since it is by means of the
absorption that the crystals are excited, a practical balance must be
achieved between the intensity of the exciting radiation and the degree
to which the crystals are to be excited.
The two sets of data presented in Fig. 18.10 show the buildup of
radiancel of various cathode-ray-tube screens as a function of the number
] Throughout this chapter, radiance is expressed in logarithmic units, the unit
employed being the ‘‘ centibel” (abbreviated cb). This unit is defined by the equation
100 log,, (P,/P,) = A cb. The zero level of the centibel scale was arbitrarilyset at

10-16w X cm-~ X rep-l. For cathode-ray-tube screens having a wavelength distributionsimilarto that of H’ screens(seeFig. 18.32)the conversionbetweenradiance
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of repeated excitations by radiant energy.
The upper set of curves
applies to measurements of radiance taken 1 sec after each application
of the excitation,
whereas the
lower set of curves shows the
A7fl
radiance 10 sec after each application of excitation.
The time
06
interval between excitations was
-10 sec for both sets. For all the
I - H-_&7
data shown, the exciting irradiance per excitation was held constant. In the plots shown the
horizontal and vertical scales are
so proportioned that, if the radiance increases in direct proportion
to the number of pulses applied,
220
—1-aec observati~
the slope of the curve drawn
0 0.2-0.40.60.81.0 1.2 1.4 1.61.82.0 through the experimental points
Log,.number
of rasters
will be unity.
Thus the slopes
Fm. lS.lO.—Buildup under excitation by
greater than 45”, which are partiradiant energy of various relative levels.
cularly prominent in phosphor
Screen excited
at 10-sec intervals,
with
observations at 1 sec and 10 sec after each
2005 for the 10-sec observations,
excitation.
indicate that four times as much
radiance is observed after the second pulse as is observed after the first
pulse.
TABLE 18.1.—CHARACTERISTICS

Code
21
22
02
04
05
06
P7

EX

EX1921
EX1922
EX2002
EX2004
EX2005
EX2006
..... ...

Weight,
mg/cmZ
14.4
24.4
14.4
14.4
14.4
14.4

OF VARIOUS PHOSPHORS
Description
phosphor

Composition

(85)ZnS: (15)CdS: Cu
(86) ZnS:(15)CdS:Cu
(lCrO)ZnS:Ag
(77.5 )ZnS:(22.5)CdS:Cu
(75)ZnS: (25)CdS: Cu
(93)ZnS: (7)CdS: Cu
(88)ZnS: (12)CdS: Cu

of

P7 yellow component
P7 yellow component
P7 fluor
Orange phosphor
Deep orange phosphor
Blue-green phosphor
P7 screen

The increase in radiance after aDproximatelY twentY excitations is
very small, but it is measurable for p~actically all phosp-hors up to fifty
expressed in cent ibels and luminance expreeeed in foot-lamberts
candlsz (B) is

or equivalent foot-

B = 2.27 X 10-QX l@b/lOO.
For further details, ese W. B. Nottingham, ‘‘ Notee on Photometry, Calorimetry, snd
an Explanation of the Centibel Scale,” RL Report No. 804, Dec. 17, 1945.
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In some cases hundreds of excitations are required before
excitations.
the observed radiance no longer increases.
The copper-activated
zinc sulfide-cadmium
sulfide phosphor with
25 per cent cadmium sulfide (EX2005 in Table 18.1) was studied in
some detail, to determine the influence of the intensity of the irradiance on the buildup characteristic over a total range approximately 20
to 1. In order to establish the irradiance level used to excite this
screen, a freshly prepared magne480
sium oxide surface was substi460
tuted for the fluorescent screen,
.440
and measurements were made of
420
the integral of all the photoelectric
400
current produced at the cathode
~ 3s0
of a931 multiplier phototube asa
.=
result of its irradiation by the light g 360
*
from the magnesium block.
The
~ 340
~ 320
absolute intensity values associated with each curve have no par- g
: 300
ticular significance, although the n
~ 280
differences indicated are an accu- &
260
rate measure of the relative energies
240
associated with each excitation
220
represented.
Figure 18.11 shows
the buildup of radiance in the
200
2005 screen as a function of the
0 0.20,40,6 0,S 1.0 1.2 1,4 1.6 1.S2,0
number of excitations at the dMerLog,.number
of rasters
ent irradiation levels shown and
FIG. 1S.1 1.—Buildup under excitation by
radiant energy of various relative levels.
observed 1 sec after each excitaTube No. EX2005, Phosphor: (75) ZnS: (25)tion. The time interval between
CdS: CU. deep-orange emission.
Screen excited at 10-sec intervals, with ob~rvations
excitations is 10 sec. Measure1 wc after each excitation.
ments of the buildup observed
10 sec after excitation are shown in Fig. 18.12. Again the scales are so
chosen that linear increases in radiance with pulse number show as a
slope angle of 45°. The words “ superproportional”
and “ subproportional” are associated with slopes respectively above and below 45°.
At the lowest level of irradiance, shown in Fig. 18.11, superproportionality continues up to five excitations.
When the observations are made
10 sec after each excitation, superproportionality
continues up to nine
In both cases, the higher the excitation level, the quicker
excitations.
subproportionality sets in. Double-1ayer cathode-ray-tube screens that
are constructed according to procedures that give perfect separation of
the two layers of the phosphor are certain to exhibit characteristics
similar to those of Figs. 18.11 and 18.12.

I

I
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many types of
18.6. Persistent Screens in Radar Displays.—For
operation, particularly those in which long persistence is needed, screens
that are excited by radiant energy using the cascade principle have
The most satisadvantages over those excited directly by electrons.
factory long-persistence screens seem usually to exhibit at least some
superproportionality but this may be a related and not a causal phenomenon.
In any case the observational effects of superproportionality
are not well understood.
4W
Although the cascade screen
380
has found its greatest usefulness
360
in intensity-modulated
displays
requiring
long
persistence
it was
340
originally
applied
as
an
aid
in
320
detecting signals on an A-scope,
~ 300
particularly in the presence of
.: 280
man-made
z
& 260
ming).
Man~~~P~snc~f
$t~~
: 240
ference are met with but nearly
$ 220
all are characterized by the fact
:200
that the jamming signals are not
synchronized with the radar set
: 180
and therefore have no fixed pat160
tern on a dkplay involving range.
140
The benefit derived from the per120
sistent screen is, therefore, due to
100
the fact that through its integrating or averaging properties it
assists the operator in distinguish0 0.2 0.40.60.8
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.82.0
Log,. numbsr of rasters
ing a signal that appears at the
Fm. 18.12 .—Buildup under excitation by
same position on each sweep.
radiant energy of various relative levels.
Particularly in the presence of cerTube No. EX2005, Phosphor: (75) ZnS:(25)CdS:Cu. deewmanae emiss:on.
Screen extain forms of strong pulsed intercited at 10-see inte~vals, with obaervationa
ference the benefits derived are
10 sac after each excitation.
extremely great.
The use of a cascade screen in an A-8cope sometimes also results in
an enhancement of the signal-to-thermal-noise
discernibilityy. If the
signals dealt with are very weak, the receiver gain must be set so high that
random displacements of the electron beam occur at all points along the
range sweep. If averaged over a long time, these fluctuations will, in the
absence of a signal, give rise to a continuous band of luminance on which
is superposed the bright flash of the electron beam as it sweeps across the
tube face. If a moderately strong signal is present, the average vertical
position of the band will be appreciably higher at the range of the signal
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than at other points, a fact that is easy to recognize even without longtime averaging.
If, however, the signal is very weak, its principal effect
is an enhancement of the average luminance at the position of the signal.
As stated in Chap. 1, a practiced operator is able to perform visual and
mental averaging processes over periods of several seconds and thereby
detect very weak signals by virtue of this change in luminosity even when
It has been found, however, that in cerusing a short-persistence tube.
tain cases the ability to recognize such a weak signal is slightly enhanced
by the use of selected tubes having long-persistence cascade screens.
Only a small fraction of the cascade-screen cathode-ray tubes made
for use as A-scopes showed the enhancement of luminance at the
location of a weak signal to a sufficient degree to be particularly Noteworthy as a means of distinguishing between the signal and the noise
unless, shortly after the A-scope had been operating for a few seconds,
the electron beam were cut to zero and the observer made the evaluation
on the basis of phosphorescence only. Such tubes were described as
having a significant degree of “ smoothing, ” and experiments indicated
that, for these, an improvement in signal-to-noise discrimination of about
3 db was likely and, indeed, a maximum improvement of 6 db has been
reported.
The particular physical properties of the screen that exhibited
this improvement were never identified.
The indications were that the
phenomenon of superproportionality was necessary but not sufficient to
insure success.
In the United States, in the development of the cascade screen, the
emphasis was placed upon its use in intensity-modulated displays, rather
than in A-scopes, since the detection of weak signals on the latter is
relatively unimportant in modern equipments.
In intensity-modulated
dkplays, especially those associated with slow scanning rates, cascade
screens are superior to single-layer screens because of their reduced
initial flash and their increased luminance at relatively long times after
The assistance in detecting weak signals that can be derived
?xcit ation.
from the integrating properties has been discussed in Sec. 1.11. Direct
experiments have failed to show any benefits deriving directly from the
phenomenon of superproportionality,
but this phenomenon is without
doubt intimately associated with those properties that do make this type
of screen superior.
Operational and physiological investigations have
not been sufficiently well coordinated with the physical properties of the
cathode-ray-tube screens themselves to permit clear understanding of
the really significant features that should be developed to yield an
improvement in the performance of a specific radar indicator.
18.6. Some Electrical Properties of Screen Materials and Glass.-.
Cathode-ray-tube screen materials are generally very poor conductors
at the temperatures at which they normally operate.
To deliver an
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electron current to the cathode-ray-tube screen, an exactl~ equal number
of other electrons must be removed from the screen, in order that it not
charge up negatively and finally stop the continued arrival of electrons.
The fact that the secondary electrons leave with a very much lower
average kinetic energy than that of the primary ones means that the
difference in energy is supplied to the screen material and must be
dissipated as radiant power or conducted away as heat.
High-energy electrons that strike crystals of the phosphor penetrate
a considerable number of interatomic distances before they have lost all of
their kinetic energy.
If the electrons within the crystal are distributed as
shown in schematic form in Fig. 18.4a, the arrival of a high-speed electron
within the crystal can be expected to give rise to a large number of transitions comparable with that shown in Fig. 18.4b. Although the minimum
energy that is absorbed by one of the electrons in the normally filled band
is probably 2.5 to 3 ev, it is more probable that an energy of about 10 ev
will be absorbed and a great many electrons may absorb even as much
as 25 or 30 ev. Those with high energy which are excited within a few
atomic distances (10–7 cm) of the surface are likely to escape from the
crystal into the evacuated space. For Pyrex glass, two or three electrons
are ejected from the surface of the glassl for each bombarding electron
that arrives with an energy of 400 ev. Although measurements have not
been made on zinc sulfide or cadmium sulfide crystals, it is almost certain
that at least four or five electrons are ejected from the crystal for each
electron that bombards the screen. On the average, only one of the four
or five electrons ejected reaches the anode coating used to collect the
secondary electrons.
All the electrons that are excited are considered to be secondary
electrons.
Those that escape may be classified as external secondary
electrons and those that remain within the crystal are classified as internal
secondary electrons.
For each internal secondary electron, there is a
hole in the normally occupied band which will diffuse through the crystal
until it is captured, as was explained in connection with Fig. 18.4c.
Prior to the capture of either the hole or the secondary electron, they
diffuse through the crystal with equal average velocities.
Any tendency
for either the holes or the electrons to diffuse at different velocities is
counteracted by the electric forces of attraction that exist between them.
Penetration of High-energy Electrons. —Theoretical
considerations
lead to the conclusion that the electron penetration into a solid substance
is proportional to the square of the kinetic energy of the bombarding
electron.
For practical purposes, the khetic energy may be taken to
be directly proportional to the difference in potential between the anode
1C. W. Mueller,“Secondary ElectronEmissionof Pyrex Glass,” Jour. App. Phys.,
16, 453 (1945).
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and the cathode of a cathode-ray tube. Leverenz’ has computed the
proportionality constant that relates maximum range to the electron
energy. These constants of proportionality are lised in Table 18.2. The
maximum penetrations computed for 4000-volt electrons are shown in
TABI,E 18.2.—THEORETICALPENETRATIONOF 4000-voLT
PHOSPHORS
Phosphor

I

I

(1

Zn*SiOi
Be,SiO,

25.0 X 10-’
26.8

Cawo,

24.6

ZnS

28.3
32.4

CdS

I

ELECTRONSFOE VARIOUS

Zrm,
KC1

I
I

400
429
394
452
519
365
744

22.8

46.5

● Theoretical maximum penetration distances z expressed in mu by formula: z aVs where V k
electron emrgy in ev.
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Insulator and Screen Potentials.-For
all cathode-ray-tubes,
some
consideration must be given to the “sticking”
or “limiting”
potential
of all insulating surfaces that are likely to be bombarded by electrons.
In Fig. 18.13 the difference in potential between the phosphor and the
second anode is plotted as a function of the anode potential for a Zn~iOi
phosphor.
Above 0000 volts, a difference in potential between the screen
1H. W. Leverenz, “Problems Concerning the Production of Cathode-ray-tube
Screens, ” J. O.S.A., 27, 25 (1937); and H. W. Leverenz, “Final Report on Research
and Development Leading to New and Improved Radar Indicators,” NDRC 14-498,
p. 128, June 30, 1945.
ZW. B. Nottingham, “Electrical and LuminescentPropertiedof Willemiteunder
ElectronBombardment,” Jour. App. PIws., 8,762 (1937).
W. B. Nottingham, “Electrical and Luminescent Properties of Phosphors under
Electron Bombardment,” Jour. App. Phys., 10, 73 (1939).
S. T. Martin and L. B. Headrick, “Light Output and Secondary Erniazion Characteristics of Luminescent Materials,” Jour. App. Phys., 10, 116 (1939).
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and the anode develops and continues to rise in such a way as to indicate
that the screen potential is not changing, even though the anode potential
continues to increase.
This behavior arises from the fact that for the
particular phosphor studied 6400-volt electrons produce on the average
just one eaiernal secondary electron for each primary electron.
The maximum potential at which at least one external secondary is
produced per primary electron is dependent both upon the phosphor
It is possible to
material itself and upon the condition of its surface.
influence the secondary emission by covering the surface with a very thin
layer of electropositive material, such as barium “getter,” and in that
way to increase the sticking potential.
Calcium tungstate (Ca WOJ
has the lowest sticking potential (4000 volts) of all phosphors that have
The sticking potential of clean
been investigated
quantitatively.
~g
‘o!?
z“~

yg

~

1,000

2,000

potential in volts
Second-ancde
3,000 4,000 5,000 6,000

7,000

8,000

it
3 a I,ooo
3$
WC
g?
: g 2,000
S%
0FIG. 1S,13.—Screen-te-anode potentiaf us a function of the second-anode potential.
mita ZnSiO1:Mn. [Courtesuof J. APPZ.Phus., 8, 762 (1937).]

Wflr-

willemite (ZnJ3iOJ is approximately 6500 volts.
Although Martin and
Headrick~ have reported zinc sulfide sticking potentials as low as 7 kv,
no examples of sticking potentials below 10 kv were observed at the
Radiation Laboratory.
The sticking potential can be determined by
investigation of the dependence of the luminescence on anode voltage or
by an examination of the raster distortion or lack of raster compression
that is associated with the maintenance of constant sweep fields and the
increase in the anode voltage.
Both methods, although indirect and not
very accurate, seem to be sufficient for the discovery of any major
difficulty that may arise from an insufficiency in the yield of externai
aecondhry elecirons.
Mueller’sz measurements of the secondary emission from Pyrex glass
show that its potential rnwt be close to 2500 volts.
The sticking potentials for most glass surfaces likely to be used in cathode-ray tubes will
probably not exceed 3 or 4 kv. In some cathode-ray tubes a considerable length of uncoated glass is permitted between the anode coating
I S. T. Martin and L. B. Headrick, op. tit.
1 C. W. Mueller, op. cit.
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nearest the face plate and the screen itself. If the magnitude of the
electron sweep is suficient to drive the electron beam out to the glass
wafl, then it would seem that there would be a tendency for this surface
to become very negative with respect to the anode.
The fact that no
trouble from this source has ever been reported probably depends upon
two factors.
The first consideration is that the quoted sticking-. potentials apply to glass bombardment
410
with normal incidence, and the
~
390
secondary-emission yield resulting 5XJ
8,=
37~
from bombardment with grazing
incidence is higher than that ob- ~j 350
tained with n o rm a 1 incidence. z
:0
This effect would go far to mini0 0.20.40.60,8
1.0 121.4
1.6 1.82.0
Loglo numbar of raaten
mize the likelihood of finding the
FIW18.14.—BuiLdupunderrepsatedelecglass wall some thousands of volts
tron excitation. Screen excited at 1O-SSC
more negative than the anode
intervals, with observation1 wc after exwhen high-voltage operation is citation. Q = 20 m~c/cm’ per raster. See
Table 18.1 for r,crsen compoeitimm.
The second factor is
attempted.
the influence of the surface and volume conductivity of the glass, in the
sense that if the number of electrons that strike the glass per unit area is
small, the actual surface and volume conductivity may play a useful part
in the discharge of the uncoated area. There is also a possibility that
enough sulfide sticks to the uncoated glass to alter its secondary emission.
18.7. Single-layer
Sulfide
~ 320
Screen Excited by Electrons.—
.; 300
Extensive studies have been made
~ 280
of the luminescent and phospho; Za
rescent properties of single-layer
%
~ 240
zinc sulfide
and zinc sulfideg 220
cadnium
sulfide
screens during
*
# 200
and after excitation by electrons.
1s0
Figures 18.14 and 18.15 illustrate
O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0,8 1,0 1.2 1,4 1,6 1.8 2.0
the buildup of phosphorescence
Log,.number of rasters
FI~. lS.15.—Buildup under repeated electhat results from repeated applitron excitation.
Screen excited at 10-asc
cations
of raster excitation on six
intervals with observations 10 sec after each
different single-layer
screens.
excitation.
Q =20 m~c/cm’
per raster.
See Table 1S. 1 for screen compositions.
The curves of Figs. 18.14 and
18.15 for electron excitation are very similar in chara~ter to those
shown in Fig. 18.10 for excitation by light and apply to the same
phosphors.
Although there are small differences between the results
i The chargedensity per unit area per rasteror per excitation is the determining
factor that governsthe excitation if the time at which the observation of phosphorescence is made is long compared with the time used to excite the screen
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obtained on the different phosphors, all the former curves are uniformly
lees rnteepthan those of Fig. 18”10. Before the physical explanation for
these properties is discussed, it would be well to examine the decay that
follows electron excitation.
Phosphorescent Decag.-F@es
18.16 to 18”21, inclusive, show the
change in phosphorescence aa a function of the time following the last of
a series of either electronic or radiant excitations.
Observations apply
m
380

360
340 .::.

-s

\

\
>.
*..

\
.:0

\50

320

..

300
280

\
240

‘ -- ,

220

. .
.

\
i
‘•. ~

200

\

180
o

-

.

0.2 0.4

0.6

0.8

\\

1.0

\
1.2

Log lo t

FIG. 18. 16.—Phoaphorescent
decay after radiant---or electronimxcitation. Yellow
Time t
componentof P7 screen (S5)Znf+:(15) CdS: Cu. Screen thickness 14.4 mglcms.
in Mmonda.

to phosphorescence following 1, 11, or 50 excitations.
The time of
observation extends from 1 to 20 sec. In the first five figures, the data
for electronic excitation are shown as solid lines, and the dashed lines
show the results following excitation by radiant energy.
The coordinate
scales are so chosen that the slope of the curve at any time is the exponent
S of the inverse time decay law that maybe used to represent any small
segment of the actual decay curve.
Decay Laws.—The first type of decay is generally known as “monomolecular” decay and is associated with conditions in which the number
of transitions that take place per unit of time is directly proportional to
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Thus if n is the number of electrons in
the number of active particles.
a conduction level,
dn
—.
(1)
dt
– ‘“
The further assumption

is made that the phosphorescence

\

340

--- 60
* .iY -,

<

320
300

\

Ir
280 \

\

1

‘.
260

observed at

‘.

\

\
N

240

\

\

\
\

220

\
f> \

200

\
\

1800

0.2

0.4

0.6
0.8
Log ,01

1.0

1.2

FIG. 18. 17.—Phosphorescent
decay after radiant--or
electroni~xcitation.
component of P7 screen (S5)ZnS: (15)CdS: Cu. Screen thickness 24.4 mg/cmy.

YeUow
Time

t

in seconds,
any particular time is directly proportional to the time rate of change of
electron population in the conduction band:

~=

_C&n

dt”

(2)

The method of plotting experimental data is that in which a number
proportional to the logarithm of the phosphorescence P, which may be
denoted as (cb)p, is plotted as a function of the logarithm of the time. It
follows from Eq. (2) that the slope of such a logarithmic curve is given
by Eq. (3) or simply by Eq. (4).
d(log,, P) = d(log,, n) = ~ ~
n dt
d(log,, t)
d(log,o t)

(3)

d(loglo P) = _ ~t
d(log,o t)

(4)
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Eq. (5)asj.
(5)

The tangent to the curve plotted as described would have a slope of – 1
at the time ~.

‘Trnl—rn

!lBE133
o

0.2

0.4

0.6
Log ,0

0.8

1.0

1.2

t

Fm. 18.18.—Phosphorescent
decayafterradiant-- or electroni~xcitation.
Time
composition (77.5) ZnS: (22.5) CdS: Cu. Screen thickness 14.4 mg/cm2.

The average lifetime in the excited state is equal to ~.
from the equation
(cb),

= (cb)o – 43.43 ~,

Phosphor

tin 8econd8.

It maybe seen

(6)

that if, instead of plotting (cb)~ as a function of log t, (cb)~ were plotted
as a function of the time, then a phosphor that decays according to the
monomolecular law would have a characteristic decay curve that is a
The average value for ~for any part
straight line of the slope – 43.43/~.
of such a curve can be obtained by drawing the best straight line through
the experimental points and determining the increment of time required
for a change in the value of (cb)p of 43.43 cb.
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The second law of decay, commonly found in reactions that involve
the recombination of separated entities, is known as the bimolecular law.
It is evident that if there are no more electron holes at the lower electronic levels than there are electrons in the conduction level, the probability of an electron’s findhg a hole will be directly proportional to the
number of electrons that are in the conduction level. It follows that

320

\
\

300 -

1

a
\50
go 280
N+
z
\
~ 2W ‘x.: *-.
\
11
‘~\ .50’
g
,x,
\
\
x.
‘,
= 240
\
3
\ Ii ‘:\
1 \
\
\’ \
z 220
\
\
\
z Zw ~
$
\
\
\
180
\\
\
160
\\
\
140
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
o
Lwlo t
FIG. 18. 19.—Phosphorescent
decay
composition (75) ZnS: (25) CdS: Cu.

after radiant--or
Screen thickness

electronic-excitation.
Phosphor
Time tin seconds.
14.4 mg/cm~.

the time rate of change of electrons in the conduction level should be
proportional to the square of the number of electrons there:
dn
_
dt
I

=

_pn2.

(7)

The solution of this equation is
‘=l+

no
n@’

(8)

in which no represents the number of electrons in the conduction band
at the time t = O. Again, if the phosphorescence is proportional to the
time rate of change of electrons in the conduction band, Eq. (9) shows
the expected variation with the time.
I

p = CB (1 +’2W”

(9)

1,

I
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If the logarithm of the phosphorescence is plotted as a function of the
logarithm of the time, it is evident that the slope of such a curve will

\
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Fm. 18.20.—Phosphorescent
decay after radiant -- or electronitiexci tation.
Phosphor composition
(93) ZnS: (7) CdS: Cu. Screen thickness
14.4 mg/cm2.
Time t in
seconds.

not be constant, but will start out at zero, just as was the case for the
exponential decay:
d(loglo P)
d(log,o

=

_2

~

.

t)

(lo)

1++6

Again there is a time t,at which the slope of the curve is unity:
(11)
The time t,is dependent not only on the proportionality factor, P, but
also on the extent to which the excitation has taken place, that is, on the
value of nO.
It is also evident from Eq. (10) that for times large compared with tl,
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the slope of the curve approaches but does not exceed – 2.
tion relating (cb)p and time is
(cb)p = (cb), – 200 log,,

1
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The equa-

(12)

1 + ~ .

The observed decay in phosphorescence for the sulfide is not well
represented by either of the preceding two reaction formulas.
None of
360
340
320
300
280
260
240
220
200
180
160
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0.2

0.4

0.6
0.8
Log ,01

1.0

1.2

FIG. 18.21 .—Phosphorescent
decay after electronic
excitation.
Phosphor
(ZnS: Ag).
Screen thickness 14.4 mg/cm2.
Time t in seconds.

i

4

composition

the curves shown has an absolute value of slope as great as 2 and most of
them have slopes that range between about 0.7 and 1.4.
The fact that the observed decay characteristics differ so radically
from those expected on the basis of either of the two decay laws indicates
that the concentration of electrons in the conduction levels continues to
be replenished by the feeding of electrons up from the traps into the conduction level. The problem may be approached from either of two points
of view. One might start with the observed phosphorescence as a
function of the time and try to work back to find the corresponding
concentration of electrons in the conduction level, and then analyze the
distribution in trapping levels and the corresponding transition probabilThe
ity that would yield the required conduction-level concentration.
second approach might be to make a direct study of the dktribution

of
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trapping levels by observing the stimulated phosphorescence obtained
under the influence of infrared irradiation when the phosphor is held at
a very low temperature.
380
Deexcitation
of Screens.—
Almost all the experimental ob360
servations reported in this chapter
have followed the complete de340 ‘
\
\
excitation of the phosphor since
min.
320
\
experience shows this to be the
\
surest way of obtaining repro\
300
\ +4
ducible
results. The phosphor
~2
was deactivated by irradiating it
\
\
280
+1
with a strong beam of radiant
power
obtained from an incandes\
\
260
cent lamp and passed through a
~o.5
filter that absorbed all the radiant
\
240
0,25
power confined
to the wave
lengths shorter
than 59o mk.
220..4
0,6
1.2
1.4
1.6
1,0
0.8
The length of time required to
Log ,0 t
deactivate a screen in this way is
Fm. lS.22.—Phosphorescent
decay after
minute.
approximately
one
raster excitation at (cb)f = 500 for times
shown.
Time t in seconds.
Following such deactivation, the
phosphorescence observed subsequent to a definite excitation is always
accurately reproducible.
The curves of Figs. 18.22 and 1823 illustrate
how the screen properties change with time of excitation.
In Fig. 18”22,
320
there are seven curves showing the
decay in phosphorescence for the
period of time from 2.5 to 30 see,
following excitation lasting from
0.25 min to 16 min. The luminance observed at 30 sec after 16
min of excitation is 83 cb higher
than that observed at 30 sec after
0.25 min of excitation.
The slope
of the decay curve changes from
220
0.95 for the short excitation to
0.4- 10.8-1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
@,0 tr
0.50 for the long excitation.
It
FIG. 1823.-Change
in phosphorescent
follows from these observations
levels after varying periods of mater excitation at 500 cb, observed at times indicated.
that wide differences in the apparDuration of excitation tf in minutes.
ent properties of the screen will
be observed if the extent of excitation is not accurately known.
If the screen is ‘thoroughly deactivated by means if red light before
the application of the continuous raster, the results obtained will be
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reproducible but dependent upon the exact time that the continuous
raster is allowed to play upon the surface of the phosphor.
For the data
shown in Fig. 18“22, the luminance level during the excitation period was
These data are plotted in a different
constant at 500 cb for all the curves.
way in Fig. 18.23, in which the abscissa is the logarithm of the time of
excitation.
It will be noted that the rise in all curves is more or less
uniform with the logarithm of the time of excitation up to about 2 rein,
Even up to 16 rein, the observed
after which the rise is less rapid.

-..

FIG.

18.24,—

1.0
1.5 2.0 25
Loglot
-Phosphorescent
decay after 5 tin of raster excitation
0

0.5

Time

i
●

tin

at cb~ levels shown.

seconds.

phosphorescence level at any specified time is still increasing with the
time of excitation.
The curves shown in Fig. 1824 are of interest because they illustrate
the unexpected fact that the luminance 5 min after excitation to the very
high initial luminescence of 800 cb is less than that obtained when the
initial level of luminescence is only 600 cb or a factor of 100 less than in
the previous case. All the curves shown there follow an excitation period
of 5 min during which 18,000 rasters were applied to the phosphor.
Four General Conclusions. —Four general conclusions that may be
drawn from an inspection of Figs. 18.16 to 18.21 maybe listed as follows.
1. Slopes of all curves decrease as the number of the excitations used
is increased.
2. For repeated electronic excitation, the slope of the decay curve
may decrease to 50 per cent of its single excitation value, whereas,
for radiant excitation, it seldom falls to less than 75 per cent.
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3. The slopes of curves following extended electronic excitation
gradually approach those for radiant excitation if the levels of
radiance are comparable.
4. Many of the observed slopes over the entire range over which
they-have been investigated are less than 1. It is necessary to
conclude that outside the range of observation the slopes will ultimately exceed 1 since, if this were not true, the integral of all the
power radiated would not remain finite.
There is nothing fundamentally different about electronic excitation
compared with excitation by radiant power except for the excitation
density.
The absorption coefficient for electrons is so much greater than
that for radiant power that at 4 or 6 kv practically all the excitation is
confined to a depth of 500 to 1000
mv. Since the average thickness
of the usual single-layer sulfide
screen is between 20 and 30 p, all
the excitation that yields llght to
the observer is contained in a very
thin shell on the phosphor surface
which is probably not more than
5 per cent of the entire volume of
crystalline material.
For the experiments described
here, the
transmissivity of the screen as a
whole was so great that it is
reasonable to consider that the
Lw,o ~
irradiation e x cited
the entire
F1m 18.25.—Phosphorescent
decay following single pulee excitation and current
volume of the screen to a sufficient
density of j = 4 ma/cm~.
Time t in seconds.
level to have a comparable radiExcitation period 30 #see —; 50 psec –––:
200 ILeec —.
Screen type: (S8) ZnS: (12)ance when one considers a comCdS:Cu.
parison between theelectronic and
the radiant excitation shown. Thus the volume density of excitation for
electron bombardment was probably ’20 to 50 times as great as that
encountered for the radiant excitation.
Short-tinw Decay of Phosphorescerwe.-The data available on the decay
characteristic of sulfide phosphors less than 1 sec after excitation are
very incomplete.
The curves shown in Fig. 18.25 are typical of those
that are available.
These curves show the decay of phosphorescence
following excitation under electron bombardment with a voltage of 6 kv
The three curves
and an approximate current density of 4 ma/cm2.
show the decay in phosphorescence following excitation for three different
lengths of time30,
50, and 200 psec. In each case, a single puke of
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electrons at the specified current density and voltage was used to excite
a fully deexcited screen. The logarithm of the time of observation after
the termination of the excitation period is shown as the abscissa, and the
ordinate is the radiance expressed in centibels. 1
Much of the theoretical significance of the curves of Fig. 18.25 is
lost because of the fact that the pulse length used to excite the screen
was far too long. The observed variation in radiance covered a range of
4,000,000-fold in value and it is very likely that the actual variation for
a particular crystal was no less than 10,000,000- and probably no greater
than 50,000,000-fold.
All curves show a slope that is less than 1.0,
out to 10 msec, and greater than 1.0 beyond this time.
To show the
radiance per unit of charge, relative to the solid line, the dotted curve
should be displaced upward 82 cb and the dashed curve 40 cb. Such a
displacement would put the dotted curve above the solid line throughout
the entire range of observation whereas the dashed line would be higher
at some points than the dotted line and at other points would be lower
than the solid line. The accuracy of the measurements was such that
the width of the line used to represent the results in Fig. 18.25 is greater
than the uncertainty of the values obtained.
The small variations are
not an indication of experimental error, but are probably determined by
the statistical distribution in depths of the trapping levels.
Short-time Luminescence.-Additional
complexities concerning the
excitation of phosphors are illustrated in Fig. 18.26, which shows six
conditions of excitation involving the bombardment of a phosphor by a
These electrons were first distributed over
given number of electrons.
such a large area that the average current density was 1.0 ma/cm2, later
distributed over a smaller area to give a density of 4 ma/cm’, and finally
concentrated into such a sharply focused beam that the density was 30
ma/cmz.
Pulse lengths of 50 and 200 psec were used. The luminescence increases more rapidly for the high current density than it does
for the low current density.
At the end of 50 ~ec the total luminescence
produced by the electrons delivered at a low current density is higher
LIn orderto mafceintercompariaonof observeddata as valid as it can be underthe
circumstances,correctionshave been made, wheneverpossible,to indicate the results
that would have been obtained from a 50 cm~materor excited area even though the
actual area used may have been much less.
For pulse excitation, the number of pulses in a group is given by N; the length
of each current pulse is expressed in microseconds as L, and the current density in
milhampsres per square centimeter is j. The product N . L j = Q and the unit is
milliiicrocoulombs
per square centimeter.
With excitation by a raster of overlapping lines the value of Q is given in the same units as above by Q = (i7’)/A where
i is the electron beam current in microampere; 2’ is the time required to apply the
raster in milliseconds (16.7 msec for ~ see); and A is the raster area in square

ecntimetcre.
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than that produced with a higher current density.
There is very little
increase in luminescence for the ensuing 150 psec, in the case of the highest current density studied; whereas for the curve, j = 1, the luminescence is still increasing very noticeably at 200 psec. A very short
time decay after either the 50- or the 200-ysec excitation with j = 30 is
independent of the time of excitation between these limits.
Data not
shown here, however, indicate that after a long period of observation of
the phosphorescence the 200-psec excitation is measurably higher in
The curves for j = 4
radiance level than is the 50-Psec excitation.
ma/cm2 are also very similar although not identical, and represent the
phosphorescent decay curves already shown in Fig. 18.25.
_ 60
.=
3 50
?s
g 40
m
& 30
c
“; 20
.! 10
~n
150
200
250
100
Time in ~sec
FIG. 18.26.—Time curves of luminescence and phosphorescence for pulse lengths of 50 and
200 @cc. Three current densities shown. Phosphor: (S8)ZnS: (12)CdS: Cu.
“o

50

The inverse relations between the curves over the first 20 psec is an
exhibition of the phenomenon of superproportionalit y; whereas, at 25
psec, the superproportionality is followed by subproportionality
or saturation.
The curves of both Figs. 18.25 and 18.26 serve to illustrate the
extreme complexity of the detailed behavior of both the rise in luminescence and the fall in phosphorescence, during and subsequent to electron
excitation.
If the integral of the power radiated during the first tenth of a second
is very high, then the gcreen is said to exhibit high “flash.”
There are
two approaches to the problem of flash reduction.
One solution involves
the use of a cascade screen that functions first to convert the electronic
excitation to radiant power that in turn excites the layer next to the glass
to emit radiant power largely confined to wavelengths associated with
yellow or orange light. A filter may be used to absorb the blue light
transmitted through the “glass” layer. The second method used for
the reduction of flash depends upon the development of singldayer
phosphors that have very nearly exponential decay characteristics of
moderately long duration.
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18.8. Properties of Other Single-layer Light-ernMingScr
eens.-Two
classes of phosphors known as the “silicates” and the “fluorides”
were
investigated to some extent.
Themost commonly used silicate is known
(Zn,SiOA:Mn).
“willemite”
or “zinc silicate”
Willemite has an
as
approximately exponential type of decay with a time constant of approximately 14 msec. If the decay in
phosphorescence were accurately
represented by the exponential
law, then a plot of (cb)p as a function of the time would yield a
straight line of constant slope.
Actually the line is slightly convex
downward
and over different
small segments of the curves the
characteristic time j varies between
8 and 16 msec.
Time Constants for Silicaies
and Fluor-ides.-Magnesium
silicate (MgSiOa :Mn) and cadmium
FIG. 18.27.—Phosphorescence
of two silicates
silicate (CdSiOs :Mn) have also
as a function of time.
been found to yield quasi-expoTypical
results
for these
two phosnential decay of phosphorescence.
phors are shown in Fig. 18”27. An analysis of the curves gives a value
for i for the MgSiO, of approximately 80 msec; and for CdSiOg, i varies
from 25 to 35 msec, as the time at which the slope is measured is increased.
The investigation of the fluorides, namely, zinc fluoride (ZnF, :Mn)
and zinc magnesium
fluoride
~ 700
(ZnF,:MgF, :Mn), shows that the
0
~ 600
decay of phosphorescence follow*
ing
electronic excitation of these
g 500
phosphors is also essentially ex~ ~m
ponential.
Some typical results
g
are illustrated in Fig. 18.28. The
s 300
;
three curves shown are for dlffer2ca
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 ent proportions of MgFz and ZnFz.
Time in seconds
The proportions of ZnF* are 100,
FIG.lS.28.—Phosphorescence
of three fluo90, and 50 per cent. It is evident
ridesas a functionof time.
that there is a small tendency
toward higher time constants as the proportion of magnesium fluoride is
increased.
The total range of time constants is approximately 80 to 1000
msec.
The phosphorescent characteristics of the fluorides are subject to
alteration as a result of electron bombardment.
The changes are
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illustrated by Figs. 18.29 and 18”30. The abscissa scales of these figures
and also of Fig. 18.31 represent the logarithm of the total quantity of
charge used to bombard the screen in life-test experiments.
Since the
charge put into the screen by the application of a single raster was 20
0

20
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cb at .1 aac
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2
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so
100

I
cb at 0.5

120
2

3

I
4
Log,Oq

cb at 0.5 xec ~

\

80
1
5

100

5.5

Fm. lS.29.—Change
in radiance levels
of ZnF::Mn phosphor following excitations
repeated at the rate of 60 per second with
charge density per excitation of 20m~c/cnI;.
Total qin microcotdomba per aquare centimeter.

5
4
Log,Oq
FIG.18.30.—Change
in radiancelevelsof
(50)ZngFz:(50)MgF,:Mn phosphorfollowing excitationsrepeatedat a rate of 60 per
2.5

3

second, with charge denaity per excitation of
20mpc/cmj.
Total qinmicrocoulombs per
square centimeter.

millimicrocoulombs (m~c) per square centimeter per raster, and the total
extent of the aging summed to 0.2 coulomb per cm2, it is evident that
the aging shown is the equivalent of the application of ten million rasters.
The bombarding and measuring voltage was 4 kv. The luminescence
observed at the termination of an excitation is identified as the “peak”
value, and the phosphorescence
observed at the end of 0.1 sec and
0.5 sec is so indicated.
In all
cases, the phosphorescence
decreased in consequence of the
aging, and the amount of this
decrease (A cb) is shown as the
LOKIOq
ordinate in Figs. 1829 and 18”30.
F1~. 1S31 .—Ti me constants for phosFigure 1S.29 applies to a typical
phorescent
decay
(exponential)
for two
zinc fluoride (ZnFZ :Mn), and Fig.
phosphors shown as a function of total charge
q (#c/cmz) applied at a rate of 60 excitations
18.30 corresponds
to a zinc
per second at 20 m~c/cm~ per raster.
fluorid~magnesium fluoride [(50)ZnFz :(50) MgFz:Mn)].
The spreading of the curies of Figs. 18.fiarid
18.30 is a direct indication that the exponential time constant has
decreased.
The extent of this decrease in the time constant is illustrated
in the t wo curves of Fig. 18.31, in which the time constants in milliseconds
that apply from 0.1 to 0.3 sec are plotted as the ordinates.
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The fact that the changes in the properties of ZnF, are noticeably
greater than the changes for the ZnFZMgFZ phosphor is a point in favor
of the latter, and in addition its longer time constant is also an advantage
for some purposes.
This phosphor has been used for a small lot of production tubes and has received the RMA designation P12. An explanation of the phenomenon of phosphor aging under electron bombardment
has not been discovered.
18.9. Properties of Double-layer
Sulfide Screens.—The
principal
dktinguishing feature of the double-layer or cascade cathode-ray-tube
screen is well indicated by its name. The word “cascade” in thk particular application indicates that the electrons bombard the “electron
layer” to excite it to a high level of radiance, and that the radiant power
emitted by this layer is absorbed to a considerable extent in the neighboring layer (often identified as the “glass layer “), which becomes
excited throughout its volume and reemits radiant power in the form of
Although the time of excitation in
a time-delayed phosphorescence.
certain extreme cases may be as short as 1 psec, the time interval over
which the luminance may be observed may extend to some tens of
wconds.
It is not absolutely necessary to use a cascade screen to get this
extension in time of observation, but experience shows that if luminance
is required 10 sec after the excitation has taken place, it can be obtained
with less high-intensity flash with the cascade screen than with the singlelayer screen.
In order to construct a screen of the cascade type, a glass blank is
prepared by suitable cleaning processes for the deposition of the “glass
layer, ” which is usually a zinc sulfide--cadmium sulfide phosphor, copper-activated.
The most common method of applying this layer is by
gravitational settling from a water suspension of suitably prepared
crystals.
The weight of material deposited generally falls within the
limits of 8 to 15 mg/cm2.
There are other methods of applying the
phosphor layer to the cathode-ray-tube
blank, and there are many
technical details that influence to some extent the efficiency and other
properties of the phosphor screens. It is beyond the scope of thk pr~
sentation to discuss them. It has already been indicated that if the glass
layer is excited only by the absorption of radiant energy, then its buildup
properties are enhanced to the highest extent, and, associated with this
condition, the luminance produced by a single excitation is low. It is
possible to guarantee that almost no excitation of the glass layer is produced by the dh-ect electron bombardment by the introduction of an
optically transparent “barrier layer” that is sufficiently thick to absorb
any electrons that might possibly have found their way between the
individual crystals of the electron layer. Although many experimental
tubes have been produced with a barrier layer to separate the electron
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layer from the glass layer, it is not considered necessary in order to meet
the normal specifications associated with the P7 screen type.
Luminance Characteristics of P7 Components.—After the glass layer
has been applied, an electron layer of comparable thickness is applied to
the cathode-ray-tube
face plate. Zinc sulfide activated with silver is
generally used for the electron layer because. this phosphor is very
efficient in terms of the radiant power that it emits within the wavelength band that gives rise to excitation in the glass-layer phosphor.
The relative spectral power distribution associated with the radiant
emittance of the usual _electron layer is shown in Fig. 18.32, along with
the relative power distribution
associated with the radiance of a
typical glass-layer phosphor.
The electron layer just described is often known as the “blue
screen” and sometimes as the
“blue fluor. ” A color analysis of
the spectral power distribution
shown in Fig. 18.32 shows that
Wavelength
in m~
the dominant wavelength’ is 451
Fm. 18.32.—Relative
spectral power dismy and that the excitation purity
tributions of radiance from yellow and blue
phosphors of P7 screen.
is 98.4 per cent, when referred to
the equal-energy source as the achromatic spectrum.
Computation
shows that the glass-layer spectral power distribution of Fig. 18.32
yields a dominant wavelength of 563.2 m~ and an excitation purity
of 76.3 per cent. This component of the cascade screen is often called
the “yellow layer” since it is both yellow in color and yellow in its radiant
emittance.
For many applications, the P7 screen is viewed through a
filter that absorbs practically all the blue and blue-green light. The
transmission characteristic of this filter is very close to that of the
Wratten filter No. 15, which has a negligible transmission for wavelengths shorter than 500 m~ and is very transparent for wavelengths
longer than 550 m~. With this filter in place, almost all the blue light
that is not absorbed in the glass-layer phosphor is absorbed in the filter.
Therefore, the high-intensity flash associated with the electron bombardment of the electron layer is practically eliminated.
An analysis of the
1 W. B. Nottingham, “ Notes on Photometry, Calorimetry, and an Explanation of
the Centibel %ale,” RL Report No. 804, Dec. 17, 1945. The dominant wavelength
is obtained by the drawing of a straight line on a chromaticit y diagram (Fig. 1847)
from an achromatic point such as E through the samplepoint such as G to intersect
the spectrum locus.
The dominantwavelengthmay be readoff the wavelengthscale
indicated along the spectrum locus. The excitation purity measuresthe fractional
distancefrom the achromaticpoint to the samplepoint with the total distanceto the
boundaryof the domati of realizablecolorstakenas unit distance.
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spectral power distribution associated with the radiance as viewed
through the filter yields a new dominant wavelength of 571.2 m~ and a
purity of 99.8 per cent.
Limincd Contrast Determined by Luminance Le~!el and Object Size.—
Cathode-ray-tube screens to be used in intensity-modulated
indicators
must be evaluated with respect to two important properties, (1) signal
Both these properties depend
recognizability and (2) signal resolution.
on physical and electrical properties of the radar system, and also upon
the characteristics of the cathode-ray-tube screen itself. In addition
to the physical factors that must
2
be considered, there are also the
~ ~
physiological and the psychology~ ~
-g
cal limitations of the observer.
Figure 18.33 presents important
~ -I
physiological data obtained by an
=-2
N.DRC
project
operated
as g -~
‘6-5-4-3-2-10123
the “ Tiffany Foundation.”1
The
luminance
Log,0adaption
18.33
show
curves
of Fig.
FIG. lS.33.—Liminalcontrasts (50 par
the liminal contrast required for
cent certainty)for surfaces,withsubtending
angles shown, for observers adapted to
the observer to see various-sized
luminancelevels indicated. Adaptationluobjects as a function of the adaprninancein foot-lamberts. (Reprintedfrom
tion level of the observer ex- OSRD Report6401,TiffanyFoundation.)

I

pressed in foot-lamberts.
The liminal observational conditions are such
that the observer is 50 per cent certain of seeing the object that subtends
the angle indicated in minutes of arc.
Although these data do not bear dkectly on cathode-ray-tube screens
as such, they do yield quantitative information that is of very great
importance for the designer of cathode-ray tubes and cathode-ray-tube
equipment.
For most applications of the cascade screen, the adaption
level is between 10–4 and 10-2 foot-lamberts.
Small target patterns of
interest, as observed from the normal distance of approximately 30 cm,
subtend angles of about 20 min. Therefore the curve designated 18.2’
is of most interest. The adaption level of the observer is determined
partly by the light present in the observation room and partly by the
light given off by the cathode-ray tube. In the PPI display, the luminance of the cathode-ray tube is not constant but is likely to vary considerably, depending on the nature of the pattern of radar echoes being
displayed.
If the number of echoes present is negligible, then under
normal operating conditions the observer sees a faint luminance over the
entire face of the tube, and a rotating “ spoke” of luminance that indicates
the posi~ion of the range sweep. The luminance produced by this spoke
is largely due to signals created by receiver noise and such other disturbLOSRD, Report No. 6401, Fig. 37.
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The screen surface therefore exhibits a very
antes as may be present.
nonuniform appearance because of the statistical nature of the excitation
that it is receiving.
Ifthescreen
excitation were perfectly uniform, and
equal to that of the adaption level of the observer, then an increase in
luminance of 10 percent would berequired for an observer to be more
than 50 per cent certain that thesignal from aradarecho
were present.
The problem in practice is not so simple as this because of the random
nature of the noise (see Sec. 1.11).
Signal resolution also depends upon all these factors.
Although the
curves shown in Fig. 18”33 cannot be said to be directly applicable to a
quantitative analysis of the physiological and psychological problems of
resolution, it is easy to see from these curves that the lower the level of
luminance and the lower the level of retinal adaption, the poorer the
resolution sensibility of the observer.
Certain radar applications have no dearth of signal strength but do
depend upon the ability of the system to display small differences in
signal strength.
Again, the cathode-ray-tube screen plays a very important part in the determination of the ultimate resolution capability of a
system.
Uniformity of screen response is an obvious and very important
requirement.
The data shown in”the curves of Fig. 18”33 apply to regions
that have such sharp boundaries that any further increase in contrast
gradient cannot be detected by the observer.
Contrast Gradient.-It
is well known that if two regions differ in
luminance it will be difficult or impossible for an observer to recognize
this difference unless the luminance gradient or contrast gradient is
sufficiently great. Best results are obtained with sharp boundary lines.
It is easily demonstrated qualitatively, and experience with television
displays indicates, that picture quality depends more on contrast gradient
up to a certain limit than it does on contrast itself. Cathoderay tubes
that are viewed directly by the observer, and not indirectly by means of
an optical system, are subject to reduction in contrast gradient by the
scattering of light within the screen material.
The normal P7 screen is
probably one of the coarsest screens used commonly in cathode-ray-tube
displays.
The gross thickness of this screen may range from 50 to 150 p.
With moderately high accelerating voltages, useful electron beams may
be focused so sharply that the screen material and structure are limiting
factors in the control of resolution and contrast gradient.
It is therefore
to be expected that for applications where the signal strength is always
adequate some sacrifice in luminous efficiency would be justified if, in
return, a better screen were produced from the point of view of uniformity
and reduction in internal scattering of light, so as to increase resolution.
Short-time Luminescence of P7 Screens.—l’he rise in luminescence
under pulse excitation is illustrated in Fig. 18.34 in which the curves
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correspond to the excitation of a P7 screen with a single 200-psec pulse
applied at a charge density of 2 ma/cm2 for the solid curve and 11 ma/cmz
for the dashed curve.
The marked difference in shape of these curves
when they are compared with those of Fig.
— 18”26 is demonstrated by the
replotting of one of the curves
60
j=2 ma/cm2
from Fig. 18.26 on the graph of
50
----Fig.
18”34. This curve is shown .: ~ 40
dashed. Three points may be .5 ~ 30
““ ‘~ma’~
\
=11 ma/cm2
noted. (1) the initial luminance ~.$ 20
‘,, .
seems
to rise
very
fast;
(2) it is
~lo,
‘...m
followed by a very much slower
00
50
100 150 200 250
increase in luminance with someTime in Asec
what less tendency for the P7
Fm. 18.34.—Time
variation of rad~ance
from P7 screen, excited by 200-psec squarescreen, compared with the yellow
wave puke at two current densities indicated.
sulfide, to “saturate” when bom(Daahed curve is for single-layer screen,
barded by electrons; and (3) the from Fig. 18.26).
decay in phosphorescence immediately following the period of excitation
is distinctly slower for the P7 than for the single-layer screen. FOKthe
two P7 curves shown, the total amount of current used was the same, but
the area excited was ~ times larger fo the 2 ma/cm2 curve as compared
with the other. Over the first few microseconds of excitation, superproportionality
is very evident,
whereas over the greater portion
of the illustrated curves
the
luminance (per unit area) is subproportionally
r e 1a t e d to the
current density.
Short-time Phosphorescence oj
P7 Screens.—In Fig. 18.35 the
centibel value of the phosphorescence is plotted as a function of
the time following the terminaTime after excitation,in ~ sec
tion of the excitation period of z
FIG. 18.35.—Short-time
decay of phospsec.
phorescence following 2-psec pulse excitation
Equation 10 maybe rewritten
at current densities shown.
Curves computed by Eq. (14) with t, = 3.6 paec and
to make it more applicable to Fig.
2.1 paec.
18.35.
Slope = y

= -~.

t+tl

(13)

Although Eq. (13) shows that the magnitude of the slope can be expected
to decrease with the time, the observed decrease in slope is more rapid
than that computed by this ,equation.
It has already been stated that
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the slope of the long-time decay characteristic is much nearer to 1.0 than
it is to 2.0 and, therefore, it is worth while to see whether or not a modified form of Eq. (12) might come nearer to fitting the observed data of
Fig. 18.35. The equation chosen is the following:
(cb)~ = (cb), –loo

loglo

()

1+;

(14)

.

V41ues of t,have been chosen as 3.6 psec and 2.1 psec for the two
curves of Fig. 18.35. The experimental points are shown as the dots
I

I
800 >
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I
I
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FIG. 18.36.—Phosphorescent
decay of typical P7 screen following 12.5-psec pulse excitation
Time tin seconds.
with three current densities shown.
and

circles

respectively,

for

the

and

two
the

current

lines

shown

densities

of

were

computed

2 ma/cm2
by

and
means

11 ma/cm2,
of Eq.

(14).

Short- and Long-time Phosphorescence oj P7 Screens.—The long-time
decay curves of a typical P7 screen are shown in Fig. 1836.
Here again,
the observations are to be associated with a given amount of the exciting
current applied as a single pulse of 12.5-psec duration and focused to give
the three current densities of 2, 11, and 45 mc/cma as indicated.
It is
evident that the general trend of the curves corresponds to a decay that
is even slower than l/t.
On the average the decay is represented by
(l/t) 08. The actual luminance clifferences between the curves are greater
than might be thought at first glance, since there are so many orders of
magnitude of luminance represented in this plot. The greatest separa-
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tion between the curves is approximately 50 cb, which is a factor slightly
greater than 3. Since the details of the decay in phosphorescence during
short intervals of time are far leas important from the practical point of
view, more attention was given to the measurement of phosphorescent
decay within the range of time from 0.2 to 20 sec and very extensive
data have been taken at the l-see point.
Raster Excitation.—In order to establish a definite routine for screen
excitation, the tube-testing equipment was designed to apply a single
raster to a given part of the screen and to repeat its application at intervals of 1 see, for eleven consecutive applications.
F@re
11.37 is a
reproduction of a typical pen and ink pattern.
At the time t = O the
first raster was applied and the record shows that a very sudden increase
in luminance took place and was followed within a few tenths of a second
by the phosphorescent decay curve. At t = 1, 2, and 3, the second,
third, and fourth rasters were applied, as shown. Between the third and
the fourth seconds, the amplifier gain was reduced by 50 cb or 10°6. An
additional decrease in gain of 50 cb is shown to have taken place between
8 and 9 sec. The long-time decay of phosphorescence is shown with two
increases of amplifier gain, each of 50 cb, which occur between 11 and 12
sec and between 14 and 15 sec. For routine measurements, the luminance indicated at the three points a, b, and c, are of particular interest
and when these are converted to their corresponding centibel levels are
noted respectively as (cb) 1, (cb)s, and (cb) 10. These luminance levels
are those observed 1 sec after the first, fifth, and tenth rasters respectively.
For all measurements, the gain level was established prior to the measurement in terms of a suitably adjusted standard lamp.
It was an easy
matter of computation to take into account the gain used for a given
experiment and combine it with the observed deflection of a recording
instrument, as indicated at point b for example.
The property of superproportionality is clearly demonstrated by the record of Fig. 18.37. The
symbol Gs,1 is defined as the ratio of the luminance observed 1 sec after
the fifth raster to that 1 sec after the first raster and the symbol GI 0,1
is the ratio of the luminance 1 sec after the tenth raster to that observed
1 sec after the first raster.
is demonstrated
These

values

of 20 mWc/cm2
The
feature

are typical

of the cascade
cascade

superproportionality
no

direct

ratios

which

of P7 screens

the superproportionality

are Gs,l = 7.2 and Glo:l =

when

excited

by a charge

14.1.

density

in each raster.

phenomenon

distinguishing

In the case shown,

by the G values,

correlation

and operational

of superproportionality
screen

and serves

from

a single-layer

phenomenon
has

ever

superiority.

identifies
been

is the most

as a relatively
construction.
a cascade

established

characteristic

simple

means

Although

of
the

screen most clearly,

between

the

buildup
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In addition to the radiance levels, (cb)l, (cb)b, and (cb),o, routine
measurements generally include obsenations
of two other quantities,
(cb)/ and (cb),.
The radiance obtained during theperiod of excitation,
(cb),, is determined by measurements when rasters are repeated 60 times
per second.
Thequantity
(cb)iis much more involved andisanindication of the integrated radiant emittance observed over a specified time.
In the actual experiment the integral of all the photoelectric current
obtained over a total period of 1 sec is used, including the radiance emitted
during the single-raster excitation and the phosphorescence that followed.
It was customary to have the screen in the completely deexcited state

Time in sesonds
FIG. 18.37.—Reproduction
of pen and ink recording of P7 phosphorescence during and
after application of 11 singfe rasters applied at I-see intervals.
Readings a, b, and c
proportional to luminance after first, fifth, and tenth excitation.
Gain changes 50 cb at 3,
8, 11.5, and 14.5 sec.

before the application of the single raster. The computational procedure
that has been followed expresses (cb)i as the radiance level that, if maintained constant for a period of 0.1 see, would yield an integrated radiant
emittance exactly equal to the actual integrated emittance that was
observed over a period of 1 sec.
All the quantities just described and also the decay characteristics
depend on the charge density used for the excitation, the electron energy
expressed in terms of the anod+to-cathode
potential difference, the
physical and chemical structure of the phosphors, and the constructional
procedure used for the manufacture of the screen. In the paragraphs
that are to follow, a selection of the best-established phenomena will be
described and numerical data presented.
One-second Buildup Properties oj Six Cascade Screens.—The buildup
properties of six different cascade screens are illustrated by Fig. 18.38.
In all cases, the charge density per raster was 20 mpc/cm’ and the anode
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voltage was 4000 volts. The centibel levels indicated
are those observed
1 sec after the pulse number indicated along the abscissa.
The logarithm
of this pulse number is plotted on a scale such that if the slope of”the
line for a given tube exceeds unity then superproportionality is indicated,
but, if the slope is less than unity, subproportionality is indicated.
It is
evident that for all the tubes shown, with one exception, superproportionality is present for the first few applications of the raster. The three
curves identified by G correspond to the three proportions of zinc sulfide
to cadmium sulfide, where the symbol (80) :(23) gives the respective percentages.
These’ curves indicate a systematic trend related to composition, in that the buildup decreases
Wo
very markedly as the cadmium
480
content
increases.
This same ~460
trend is shown by the three curves
;440
that have the common letter R. g
?_i
420
The one designated (88) :(12) is the 5
gm
RCA version of the P7 screen.
2
~wo
Differences in manufacturing
technique are responsible for the ‘.~m
3
fact that the trend in the curves ~w.o
is not given strictly by the zinc320
to-cadmium proportions.
3Lll
O 0.2 0.4 0,6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1,41.6 1.8 2.0
Phosphorescent Decay for Six
Loglonumter of rasters
Cascade Screens. —The
decay
FIG. lS.38.—Bui1dup
properties of six
curves following selected numbers
different
cascade
screens.
Measurement
made
1
se.
after
excitation.
V. = 4000
of raster excitations are shown in
volts; Q = 20 mpc/cmz per raster.
Figs. 18.39a to~. In all cases, the
than
the
decay
Covering
decay following a single raster is faster
It is to be noted
the same period of time following 11 or 100 rasters.
singly
with
a l-see
interval
that the rasters referred to were applied
between rasters until the last one had been applied, and the decay ourve
corresponds to the change in phosphorescence with the time starting the
instant that the last of the series of rasters was applied.
The vertical separation between curves is a direct indication of the
magnitude of the buildup factor as determined at any arbitrarily chosen
time represented in Fig. 18.39. There seems to be a general trend toward
lower buildup values as the cadmium content of the phosphor is increased.
It is interesting to note that there is relatively little difference in the decay
characteristics as one screen is compared with another when all are
excited by a single application of the exciting raster. The fact that the
build~p of the (70) :(30) phosphor is so small, as compared with the P7
phosphor, is just another way of stating that the decay of phosphorescence
following repeated excitation is very nearly the same as the decay in
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phosphorescence after a single excitation.
Jn runtrast, for the 1’7 screen,
the decay in phosphorescence is extremely slow following extended
excitation in comparison with a single excitation.
It is evident from
these curves that if, for some particular application, the phosphorescence
following extensive excitation is required to fall off rapidly, then a high
concentration of cadmium content is called for.
are not available
Single-layer Compared to Cascade &reens.-Data
for satisfactory comparisons between the results obtained for singleIayer screens and the various cascade screens just described.
Such data
as can be offered are presented in
100
Fig. 18.40. In this figure, the
~.
\.
1~
solid lines are a reproduction of
Fig. 18.39j whereas the dotted
%
: 500
lines area reproduction of the data
$
of Fig. 18”16 and the dashed line
g ~w
shows data obtained on a single~
layer screen following an excita~
tion of 100 rasters. It would
~ 300
have made the comparison more ~
‘* ~
significant if complete data were
200
available for the decay after a
1?
-o
-3
-2
-1
single raster and after 11 rasters
Log lo t
for the same tube as the one for
which the 100-raster data are at
R(88):(12)single layer
hand.
It may be concluded from
=-T: D(85),(15)singlelaYer
—
G(70):(30)cascade
the comparison that the decay
figuresonCuwes indicate number
screen
characteristics
of a cascade
of rastersused to excite screen.

that has a (70): (3o) glass layer is
steeper
than

even
is the

after
decay

100

excitations

characteristic

of

FIG. lS.40.—Comparison
of phosphorescent decay from selected cascade and sincIe
layer screens.
Time t in seconds.

a single-layer P7 type of screen material when excited dh-ectly by electrons. The two single-layer screens represented in Fig. 18.40 involve two
The upper curve shows the decay
slightly different screen compositions.
of an RCA single-layer phosphor of composition (88) :(12) after excitation
by 100 rasters. The phosphor represented by the dashed curves was a
Du Mont singldayer screen of composition (85) :(15).
It follows from
the comparison of data, Figs. 18.39a to j, that cascade screens have a wide
range of decay characteristics which overlap satisfactorily with the characteristics of single-layer screens. Detailed analysis of application problems
combined with an investigation
of screen properties should yield
improvement of operating equipment designed to meet specific indicator
demands.
Operating conditions are not such that the charge density per excita-
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tion is constant.
It is likely tovaryover
twoorthree
orders of magnitude from about 1 to 1000 m~c/cmz per excitation.
This wide range
makes it exceedingly difficult to make any simple statements concerning
the performance characteristics of a given cascade screen.
Properties Dependent on Charge Densi@.-A
few of the properties of
a cascade screen of the P7 type have been studied overa wide range of
Figures 18.41
charge density per excitation (see footnote 1, page 631).
and 18.42 present some of these data. In Fig. 18.41, S, represents the
initial slope of a buildup curve such as that of Fig. 18.38, in which the
luminance is expressed as a function of the logarithm of the number
of repeated excitations,
andillo rep1.4
12

resents
tenth

1.0

the slope
excitation.

at the time
Within

of the

the range

of Q shown, which extends from 4
m~c to 6000 m~c, the slopes repre%
z 0.6
sented by Ill are greater than 1.0 up
a
0,4
to 300 mpc. The indication is that
02
the slope for charge densities less
than 4 mpc is definitely less than 1.
0
2 46 102t
4060113)~
E031w02CO06CO0
Thus the buildup curve for very low
Qifimw/cm2 perexctabm
Fm. 18,41.—Slopes of buildup curves
current densities is one that starts off
for typical P7 cascade screens, for excitaslowly
and finally gains in such a
tions repeated at l-secintervd% forthe Q
values shown, S, = initial slope; S,o =
manner that after 10 excitations at
slope at tenth excitation.
l-see intervals have been applied, the
observed phosphorescence increases superproportionally with the number
of excitations given. The slope S1Ofalls very rapidly as the Q is increasd
and has fallen to the very low value of 0.1 at approximately 1000 mpc.
The ratio of the phosphorescence indicated by G1o,, is very dependent
on the charge density per excitation and is indicated in Fig. 18.42. It
may be seen there that the phosphorescent output 1 sec after the tenth
excitation is barely more than 2 times the phosphorescent output 1 sec
after the first excitation, if the charge density is 1000 mpc/cm2 or more;
whereas, with a charge density of 10 m~c/cm2, the ratio of phosphorescence is approximately 19. The exact value of this ratio for a given
charge density is very dependent on the particular phosphor and the
production procedure by which the screen was created.
Maximum
values of G1O,I of over 30 have been observed whereas, in other cases, the
maximum value at the optimum Q does not exceed 12.
Properties Dependent on Anode Voltuge.-Experimental
determinations
have been made of the luminescence (during electron excitation) as a
function of the electron energy expressed in volts.
If the luminescence
in arbitrary units is L and the electron energy in volts is V., it has been
$. on
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equation represents the experimentally
L = K(V,

deter(15)

– VJ”.

In Eq. (15), K is a constant of proportionality, and V, is the so-called
For most cases observed, Vo = O and therefore may
“dead voltage.”
20
16
g
:12
z
~ri8
==
=4
‘2468204O1OO
Q in mAc/cm2
FIG. lS.42.—Buildup

be
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but,

m20m

6000

per excitation

ratio G,,:, for typical P7 screen as a function of charge density
excitation.
in a few

cases,

a better

fit

of the

experimental

data

per

at

value to VO. The exponent
n has been observed to vary from approximately 1.4 to 3.0 with many
cases on record of values that are approximately 2.
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I W. B. Nottingham,
“ Electrical and Luminescent
Properties of Willernite Under
Electron Bombardment,” J. App. Phys., 8, 762 (1937).
W, B. ?Vottingham,“Electrical and LuminescentPropertiesof PhosphorsUnder
Electron Bombardment,” J. App. Ph~s,, 10, 73 (1939)
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obtained with a charge density of 20 myc/cmn
per raster are shown in Figs. 18.43 to 18.45
inclusive.
The centibel level of “fluorescence, ” which measures the luminance level
attained by the screen area when bombarded
{ by applications of the raster repeated 60 times
per second, is designated by (cb)i.
Figure
18.43a shows that L~ is approximately proportional to the 1.7 power of the electron
energy.
The luminance level described as the
“integrated flash” has been defined above and
is represented by (cb)i.
The exponent n (Fig.
18.43b) for the dependence of (cb)~ on electron
energy is 1.8. The three lines of Fig. 18.44
show the phosphorescent levels, (cb) 1, (cb) 5,
390
and (cb) LO. They are measures of the phosphorescent luminance 1 sec after the first, the
(cb)l
330
fifth, and the tenth repeated raster with a
m
repetition period of 1 sec. The corresponding
370 ~
exponents n of Eq. (15) are 2.o, 1.7, and 1.2.
3.6
3.8
3.5
3.7
The fact that the increase in (cb),0 is very
~elo v=
definitely less rapid with voltage is further
FIG. 18.44.—Dependence
of phosphorescence levels on
illustrated by the lines of Fig. 18.45, in which
anode potential Va in volts.
the G ratios are plotted as a function of the
Slope (cb)~ =2. O;slope(cb)~=
1.7; slope (cb),, = 1.2.
logarithm of the electron ener~v
-. and show
that the buildup ratios decrease as the voltage increases. All the data of
Figs. 18.43 to 18.45 apply to a particular 5FP7 cathode-ray tube, and
therefore to a cascade screen that has a glass
layer composition represented approximately
by the formula (88)ZnS :(12) CdS :Cu. Insufficient data has been taken to insure that
these results are typical of the voltage charact eristics of P7 screens in general.
18.10. Properties
of Triple-component
and Other Special Screens.—A cathode-raytube screen was desired which would register
in one color if the tube area in question were
bombarded repeatedly and if the area received only a few bombardments would yield
luminance of a distinguishably different color.
Although none of the tubes produced was
Fm. 18.45.—Dependence
of
successful enough to be of any practical use
buildup ratio on anode potenin the particular application for which they
tial in volts.
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were designed, some discussion of the principles and difficulties involved
will be of value.
The psychological interpretation of the sensations created when the
retina of the eye is illuminated involves considerations that cannot be
In spite
clearly evaluated in terms of available published information.
of this lack of detailed quantitative information, some of the qualitative
aspects deserve discussion.
The International Commission on Illumination (I. C. I.) system of color specification offers an excellent means f or the
quantitative expression of color appearance of individual sources of
known relative spectral power distributions.
Furthermore, if two or
more sources are viewed simultaneously, it is possible to evaluate the
color appearance of the mixture in terms of the relative proportions of the
mixed components.
Some Properties of the Human Eye.—The sensation attributes of light
are brightness, hue, and hue saturation, and the corresponding quantitative attributes are luminance, dominant wavelength, and excitation
purity (see footnote 1, page 646). The human eye has two classes of lightAt the very low
sensitive receptors, known as “cones”
and “rods.”
levels of retinal illuminance, the rods gain in sensitivity as the eye becomes
dark-adapted and become so sensitive in comparison with the cones that
the psychological interpretation of the sensations produced is dominated
by their properties.
The rods are capable of delivering only the sensation
of brightness and do not yield any sensation of color. Thus jf the phosphor of the cathode-ray tube is excited to a high state of luminance, the
eye may identify the color as being yellow, but if a given area is allowed
to decay to a sufficient extent that the sensations produced are dominated
by the response of the rods, then even though the relative spectral power
distribution remains unaltered, the sense of the hue will be lost completely and the observer will only be able to state that he recognizes a
sensation of brightness.
When the eye is in the state of dark adaption and the levels of retinal
illuminance are very low, the response is said to be “ scotopic. ” This
implies a total lack of hue discrimination, a ccmsiderable reduction in
visual acuity, and a wavelength-sensitivity curve that is shifted toward
the shorter-wavelength part of the visible spectrum.
Curve A of Fig.
18.46 expresses the variation in the level of retinal irradiance as a function of the wavelength that is required to stimulate a constant sensation
of brightness.
This curve shows that a given amount of power concentrated near 510 m~ will be just as effective in the production of the
sensation of brightness as 10 times that amount of power concentrated
near the wavelength 580 mp. At high levels of retinal illumination, the
eye is said to be in a state of “ photopic vision. ” The photopic properties
include all the sensation attributes that involve hue and hue saturation in
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At high levels of retinal illuminaaddition
to the sensation
of brightness.
tion, a contrast of 0.5 per cent between adjacent fields of luminance can be
detected if the boundary line between them is sufficiently sharp. As the
level of retinal illumination falls, a greater contrast between the fields
must be present in order for the observer to recognize clifferences in
The power of the eye to discriminate between
luminance (see Fig. 18.33).
equally luminous surfaces that differ slightly in dominant wavelength or
excitation purity is also a function of the level of retinal illumination.
Thus hue or color discrimination
is dependent not only on the relative spectral power distribution
but also on the state of dark
adaption of the eye and the level
of retinal illumination used in the
observation.
In normal operation, cathode-ray
tubes
are
observed under conditions
for
which the eye is in an intermediate state of adaption,
called
‘‘ mesopic, ” between
that for
scotopic vision and that for photopic vision.
Curve B of Fig. 18”46 is a plot
of the “ standard
luminosity
curve” so placed with respect to
curve A as to locate the threshold
of cone response relative to the
FIG. 18.46.—Relative
spectral
power
levels for constant
brightness
sensation.
threshold of rod response.
If the
Curve A—scotopic
vision
(dark-adapted
radiance level required to stimueye);
Curve
B—photopic
vision
(1.C. I.
standard
luminosity
curve),
approximate
late the rods to yield a sensation of
threshold of cone vision.
brightness is exceeded
bv an
amount that is less than the vertical separation between curves A
and B of Fig. 18.46, the sensation stimulated will be devoid of any sensation of hue, and the level of retinal illumination is said to fall within the
“ photochromatic interval. ”
The conclusions that must be drawn from thk discussion are (1) that
the higher the level of retinal illuminance used, the smaller is the difference in dominant wavelength or excitation purity which can be detected,
the better is the sensitivity of the observer to small contrasts, and the
better is the observer’s ability to resolve small details in the presentation;
UG Suticesiw
LX
and (2) that for a color-discrimination tube ‘-w ‘---------f--’ Ul, “lb lUUSG
—---’ ‘operated under such conditions that a high retinal-illumination level is
used.
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Two-color Screens.-There
are very few examples of homogeneous
phosphors that undergo any change in their relative spectral power distribution with time during phosphorescence.
Also, there are no known
homogeneous phosphors that change their emitted spectral power distribution an appreciable amount with the number of repetitions of the
exciting pulse of electrons, where these excitations take place with a
repetition period of 0.1 sec or greater. If the Iurninances obtained from
sources of cliffering relative spectral power dktribution are superimposed,
the normal eye will not be able to identify the individual components of
the compound stimulus but will see the color as a stimulus having a hue
intermediate between the hues of the components that make up the
stimulus.
It follows, therefore, that if the relative proportions of
stimulus components vary with the time, the sensation of hue and possibly
the sensation of hue saturation will vary with the time or past history of
excitation only if the cathode-ray tube has been produced with a screen
that contains two or more components.
Assume that one component of the screen can be excited to a moderately high state of luminance as a result of a single application of the
electron beam, while the other component is excited very feebly by a single
pulse of electrons.
Suppose, furthermore, that the easily excited screen
component gives off a relative spectral power distribution with a dominant
wavelength of 600 mp and an excitation purity of 99 per cent. The
normal observer will identify the hue associated with such a stimulus as
light red. Suppose that the phosphor that has a comparatively
weak
luminance for a single pulse of electron excitation has a dominant wavelength of 510 mp and an excitation purity of 90 per cent. The hue
associated with this stimulus will generally be identified as green.
The representative points that identify these two stimuli are shown
as R and G in the I. C.I. chromaticit y diagram of Fig. 18.47. Let BE represent the luminance of the red phosphor at any instant of time at which the
corresponding luminance of the green phosphor is Ba. The location of
the representative point that is obtained as a result of the superposition
of these two luminance in the proportions defined can be computed as
the fractional distance along the straight line from R to G with the help
of the following equation:
RX
~=Bo

BG
G.

(16)

~+:

In this equation, the linear distance from R to G is represented by RG
and the distance from R to X is represented by RX.
The ordinates of
R and G respectively are y, = 0.372 and y. = 0.707.
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Consider the case in which the luminance excited in the green phosphor
by a single electronic pulse is one unit while, at the same time, a single
pulse excites ten units of luminance in the red phosphor.
From Eq. (16)
the representative point of the compound stimulus is Xl.
Suppose that
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FIG. 1S,47.—I.C. I. chromaticit y diagram and its use for’’the specification of phosphor
colors and color mixtures.
Component phosphors represented by points G and R. Specific
mixtures repreaanted by points X,, X, and Xm. E is representative point for equal energy
white.
Excitation purities calculated with respact to point E as achromatic point.

the buildup of the red phosphor following a large number of repeated
excitations results in a luminance of 14 units, whereas the buildup of the
green phosphor luminance may reach a value of 20 units.
Under these
circumstances, the representative point of the combined stimuli will fall
at XSO. The screen areas that receive repeated excitations are likely to
be represented on the chromaticity diagram by points on the straight
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line RGwhich areclose totheonemarked
X50. Thediagram shows that
the dominant wavelength for this stimulus is 544 mp and the excitation
purity is 58 per cent. Other areas of the screen which have received very
few repeated electronic excitations will be represented by points near Xl.
The dominant wavelength here is 596 mp and the excitation purity is
96 per cent.
If the luminance level is sufficiently high so that the observer’s vision
is photopic, then the difference in color sensation or hue associated with
the representative points Xl and X50 will be easily recognized.
If, on the
other hand, the luminance level is so low that the observer’s vision is
scotopic, then, in the extreme case, there will be no detectable difference
in hue. There will be some tendency for the red phosphor used in this
illustration to maintain its ability to stimulate the sensation of hue until
This
its luminance level is very nearly that of the threshold of visibility.
conclusion ie supported by the fact, as illustrated in Fig. 18.46, that the
photochromatic interval at 600 mp is only about 30 cb. In making this
statement, the problem is definitely oversimplified because phosphors
generally do not emit their radiance over such a small range in wavelength
$hat they can be considered to be monochromatic, even though at high
luminance levels they may be matched in color appearance perfectly by
monochromatic stimuli.
The need for high luminance in order to make the color discrimination
strong indicates that the exciting beam should deliver as much electronic
charge to the screen per excitation as is possible.
In conflict with this
desire is the need for high buildup of the luminance of one of the phosphors. This change in luminance with repeated excitation must be
depended upon to create a color discrimination that indicates a difference
between an area of repeated excitation and a nonrepeated one. Figure
18.42 illustrates the fact that the buildup produced by high Q excitation
is likely to be very small. It is therefore necessary to strike a balance
between high luminance and high buildup.
It is also necessary to select
phosphors that have a wide difference in color, and that have other
desirable characteristics including phosphorescence.
Although research was undertaken to create a suitable color-discrimination tube, the project was discontinued before a reasonably
complete understanding of the problem and its difficulties was available.
The more promising screens that were produced involved three components. The construction of a screen using the phosphors described above
would involve placing the green-emitting phosphor on the glass and
creating a layer to be bombarded by electrons that was composed of a
good red-emitting phosphor and one that had strong emission within the
The latter
optical absorption band of the green-emitting phosphor.
material would be used to excite the green by the absorption of radiant
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power from the electron-excited layer. It has been demonstrated that
it isprincipally bythis method of excitation that onecanhope to generate
a fairly high luminance and at the same time obtain a high buildup by
repeated excitations.
18.11. The Dark-trace Cathode-ray-tube
Screen and its Development.—Goldsteinl
is generally credited with the discovery that certain
crystals develop absorption bands for light within the visible range of
The phenomenon
wavelength subsequent to bombardment by electrons.
of induced absorption bands is invariably associated with ionic crystals,
The principal absorption center
of which potassium chloride is typical.
is associated with the occupancy by an electron of a vacant negative-ion
site. Throughout the interior of a potassium chloride crystal, for
example, it is to be expected that a finite number of crystallographic
faults will exist which correspond to the omission of the chlorine ion that
would normally be there. In spite of these faults in the crystal structure
of potassium chloride, it is very transparent to radiant power within the
band of visible wavelengths 380 mp to 750 m~. The maximum of the
induced absorption band, usually denoted by the letter “F” for” farben”
or “ Farbzentren, “ is close to 560 mp. Although the absorption is less
for the shorter and the longer wavelengths, it is appreciable throughout
the entire range of the visible spectrum.
A potassium ‘chloride surface
prior to excitation has such a uniform diffuse reflectance that it looks
very white when viewed with white light. After the absorption band has
been created, the enhanced absorption of green light causes the diffusely
reflected light to be rich in red and blue, and therefore to appear magenta.
Practical cathode-ray tubes produced by evaporating potassium
chloride onto the inside surface of a tube face plate are generally viewed
by white light and show the effect of electron bombardment as a darkening of the surface; hence the name “dark trace” or DT tube.
Other
names applied to this type of tube are “color trace tube” and “ Skiatron. ”
The possibility of using a dark-trace tube as a radar indicator was
demonstrated in England. 2 The developments that are reported in this
chapter are largely due to Radiation Laboratory activity and are directed
toward the solution of problems associated with the production of this
screen and the investigation of the properties of screens produced under
standardized conditions, so that suitable operational limitations could be
determined.
1E. Goldstein, Mon-ber.Berliner A k. S 225 (1891); “Action of Cathode-rayson
Salts,” Ann. d. Physik und Chernie, 64, 371 (1895); “ Coloration of Salts by Cathoderays,” Ann. d. Physik und Chemie,60, 491 (1897); “On Salts Colored by Cathoderays,” Nature,94, 494 (1914).
z Much work in the development of the tube was done under the direction of
R. W. Suttonat the Admiralty SignalEstablishmentExtension,Bristol, England.
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i%mitivity oj the Eye to Contrast and the Importance oj Contrast Gradient.
In the case of luminescent material, the light output of a screen must
exceed the threshold required for visual observation; or, for photographic
recording, the radiant energy must be sufficient to yield a detectable
contrast in the emulsion.
A similar limitation exists for the dark-trace
screen in that a sufficient number of electrons must be delivered to the
cathode-ray-tube
screen to develop a detectable contrast.
Figure
18.33 shows that the Iiminal contrast that can be detected when the eye
is adapted to a luminance of one foot-lambert is about 0.4 per cent for
relatively large surface areas if the gradient is very sharp. Since the
eye is able to resolve two point sources that are separated from each
other by slightly less than one minute of arc, it seems reasonable to
suppose that a step in contrast of 0.5 per cent in a linear distance of 0.1
mm would represent the required contrast gradient for viewing at 30-cm
distance.
Middleton’ has reported some experimental results that may
be interpreted to indicate that, for contrast in the range of 2 to 10 per
cent, the contrast gradient required is probably 0.3 per cent per minute
of arc. Thus, if the contrast difference is 10 per cent and the gradation
takes place over a distance of 2.6 mm the fact that a difference in contrast exists will be just detectable with reasonable certainty.
It follows
that, in order to detect a trace on a DT tube, it is not sufficient to have a
contrast difference of a few per cent but it is necessary that the boundary
have a contrast gradient of at least 0.3 per cent per minute of arc and
preferably 0.5 per cent per minute of arc.
A Comparison Between Certain Charoderistics oj DT and P7 Screens.
Dark-trace tubes that have been developed serve best in applications
where a moderately long persistent pattern is desired. It is therefore
appropriate to compare the properties of the DT tube with those of the
cascade screen type such as the P7. For the range of charge density per
excitation of most interest in connection with the use of the P7 tube, it
has been demonstrated above that high-intensity excitation tends to be
followed by a more rapid decay in luminance than does lower-intensity
In the case of the PPI, indicator the usual adjustment of the
excitation.
associated amplifiers results in a continuous excitation of the screen due
to tihe random noise impulses that are applied to the grid of the cathoderay tube. A weak signal applied to the grid in addition to the noise
modifies the distribution of noise and tends to increase the luminance
of the tube screen at the localized point of application.
Within a few
tenths of a second after the signal has been applied, the visual contrast
betweep the signal area and the surrounding region is higher than at any
other time until the next excitation takes place. Two factors enter here,
I W. E. K. Middleton, “ Photometric Discrimination with a Difiuse Boullciary, ”
J. O.S, A., 27, 112 (1937).
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both of which have been mentioned above: (1) the faster decay for
stronger signals, and (2) the loss in recognizability of a given contrast as
the level of luminance decreases. The performance of the DT screen
will be shown to differ from the P7 screen in that traces following weak
excitation disappear faster than those resulting from strong excitation.
Thk DT characteristic is both advantageous and disadvantageous.
Even though the contrast over a specific excitation area is decreasing
with. the time, the fact that the contrast in the unexcited area decreases
more rapidly makes the contrast gradient decrease more slowly than
would otherwise be the case. Since signal recognizability depends both
upon the contrast and the contrast gradient the differential decay in
contrast will tend to keep signal recognizability more constant.
The
dkadvantage associated with the slowness of the decay of contrast followIf a given area
ing strong excitation is the so-called “burn in” difficulty.
of the screen is bombarded so heavily that a contrast of 25 per cent or
more is developed, then it may be so difficult to remove the trace that
its presence on the tube will be detrimental to its further usefulness. ___
18.12. Test Methods and Terminology.-The
electron beam in-each
of the tuies investigated was magnetically focused and deflected.
A
rectangular raster was used. The high-speed sweep frequency was 12
kc/see and the low-speed sweep was 60 cps. Excitation was generally
by means of a single raster applied intermittently with a period between
rasters of 10 sec. The notations to be described identify the excitation
procedure.
Contrast measurements were made with the help of a 931 multiplier
phototube and a pen-and-ink recorder.
The circuits were arranged so
that a recorded deflection could be made directly proportional to the
light flux entering the phototube.
However, by means of suitable
switching the recorder could be made to indicate the decrease in light flux
entering the phototube.
The advantage of this arrangement is that a
direct measure of the diffusely scattered radiant power could be obtained
so as to determine the reflectivity of the coating in the absence of absorption bands.
With the circuit reconnected to measure changes in reflectivity, the recorded deflection was directly proportional to the induced
From these two data the contrast could be computed.
contrast.
Since the excited region of the screen was small compared with the
entire tube face it was necessary to use a lens to project an image of the
screen surface onto a slit behind which the phototube was located.
In
order to use the method described as a means of measuring contrast
three criteria must be satisfied: (1) the amount of light that enters the
slit as a result of scattering from parts of the screen other than the area
imaged by the lens must be negligible in comparison with the light being
measured; (2) the lamps used to illuminate the screen must yield a con-
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stant amount of light throughout the entire time over which a given
contrast measurement is made; and (3) the area outside the region of
measurement must be unexcited and must have the same diffuse reflect-
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ante as the area over which the induced absorptance is generated following electron bombardment.
If the phototube current is directly proportional to the instantaneous
luminance of thearea under investiga.tion, then
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= contrast expressed in per cent.
—
io

In the above equation B, is the diffuse luminance of the cathode-ray-tube
screen when it is free from induced absorption, and Bc is the luminance at
any chosen time at which knowledge of the induced contrast is desired.
The currents io and i, are the corresponding phototube currents that are
actually measured.
The production and decay of contrast are very complex functions of
the screen properties and of the controllable operating parameters.
The principal parameters are the following:

(

1. Charge density per excitation in terms of current density and
excitation time.
2. Sequence of excitation in terms of time intervals and the number
of excitations applied prior to observation.
3. Sequence and nature of weak beam bombardment sometimes used
to stimulate the decay of contrast.
4. Electron energy expressed in terms of cathode-to-anode voltage.
5. Temperature of the screen.
6. Relative spectral power distribution of the illuminant used for
viewing or measurement.
7. Intensity of illuminating radiation.
8. Time of observation subsequent to last previous excitation.

The block diagram of Fig. 1848 shows the general organization of the
equipment used to operate and test dark-trace cathode-ray tubes. The
two diagrams of Fig. 18.49 serve to define the symbols used for the identification of contrasts most likely to be of interest.
Figure 18.49a shows
the excitation and decay of contrast on a time scale that is fast enough
to show that the measured contrast rises during the ~ sec occupied by
the excitation.
The maximum contrast at the end of an excitation period
is designated by the letter M, preceded by a number telling the order
number of the excitation, and followed by a number describing the time
interval between excitations.
Thus the symbol 2M1O represents the
contrast at the end of the second excitation in a sequence of excitations
separated by 10 sec. For measurements of decay, the letter D is preceded
by the order number of the last excitation and followed by the decay time
since that excitation.
Thus the symbol 2D5 represents the contrast 5 sec
after the second excitation.
The contrast produced on the screen of a DT tube decreases with
time depending on the initial contrast, the means by which that initial
contrast was produced, the temperature of the screen, and the intensity
of the radiance used to illuminate the screen. No simple decay law has
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been discovered which represents the change in contrast with the time.
In studying the decay, the time most often chosen has been the 10-sec
point.
Data will be presented later giving the results of observations
made after a number of arbitrarily chosen periods of time. Although
the maximum. contrast M depends to some extent upon the number ctf
excitations that have been applied, it is’ most dependent upon the charge
density per excitation and is only slightly dependent upon the temperature and the illumination.
A single number, known as “the contrast ratio” indicates the bleaching rate under standardized operating conditions.
The contrast ratio is
the contrast (lM) divided by the contrast (1D1O) that ~i obse~er
excitation with a Q of 1.0 ~c/cm2.
The standardized final-anode potential was 9000 volts and the standard illumination on the face of the tube
was rated at 8000 foot-candles.
The illumination was derived from two
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(b) Multiple
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150-watt incandescent projector spot lamps operated from a regulated
d-c power line. The light from the lamps was passed through water
cells 3 in. in thickness in order to remove much of the heat radiation.
Automatically controlled air blasts kept the temperature of the screen at
35°C while under measurement.
Under these conditions pure potassium
chloride screens, when first produced, have a contrast ratio close to 12.
It maybe pointed out here that subsequent to extensive operation of pure
potassium chloride screens, the contrast ratio generally decreases and
approaches 6 or 7 after the total charge per square centimeter delivered
to the screen is approximately 1 coulomb.
Two methods were used for the determinati~n of the maximum contrast obtainable immediately after screen excitation.
The older of the
two methods involved the reading of the maximum swing of the pen-andink recorder and was subject to considerable inaccuracy.
All later
measurements of the maximum contrast depended on examination of
contrast as a function of the time by means of a cathode-ray oscilloscope
having a 1’7 long-persistence screen and a synchronized time sweep, so
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arranged that the observer could obtain an accurate determination of
the contrast immediately following excitation.
The Universal (lM) Curve and the iYcTeen-sensitivity Index.-Under
a given set of conditions the curves that represent the contrast (lM) as
a function of the excitation Q are all of very nearly the same general
shape when plotted on logarithmic scales. When the logarithm of the
contrast is plotted as the ordinate and the logarithm of the charge density
per excitation is plotted as the abscissa, and curves for various screens
compared, it is found that the points can be made to fall very closely on
a single “universal”
curve if each set of data is displaced by a proper
amount only along the Q axis (horizontal).
Thus the factor by which
it is necessary to change Q to change the contrast (lM) by a given factor
depends not upon the Q required to give the initial contrast but only upon
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universal curve compared with

the contrast itself. 1 Figure 18.50 shows (1) the “universal”
(lM)-Q
curve and (2) two theoretical curves that will be discussed in “more detail
in a later section.
The form of the universal curve shown in Fig. 1850
was established by a very careful investigation of 10 typical good-quality.
dark-trace screens made with pure potassium chloride.
The universal curve represents the data so faithfully that a nomographic chart was developed (Fig. 18.51) which provides an accurate
prediction of the contrast to be expected from any chosen value of Q if
the contrast at some other arbitrarily chosen Q is known.
In order to make use of the QM nomograph it is necessary to define a
number known as “the screen-sensitivity index.”
This index is equal
numerically to the reciprocal of the Q value required to generate a contrast (lM) equal to 10 per cent. In order to use the nomograph, it is not
1 R. B. Windsor, “ Production and Properties of Skiatron Dark-trace Cathode-ray
Tube with Microcrystalline Alkali Halide Screens, ” Thesis, Radiation Laboratory and
Dept. of Physics, M. I. T,, 1944.
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necessary to make the initial measurement with the exact value of Q that
generates a 10 per cent contrast, but any Q value may be used if the
contrast produced is within the range for which the accurate data may
be obtained.
Experience indicates this range to be between 5 and 25
~ 6.0
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(lM) extrapolatea to intersect the screen-sensitivity index line
at 3.4. This particular tube therefore is characterized by the index
number 3.4 and will yield a contrast of 10 per cent if a Q value equal to
contrast
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This reciprocal value in the case under
the reciprocal of 3.4 is applied.
discussion is 0.293 ~c/cm2 per raster. In the example cited a straight line
drawn from the index number 3.4 to the charge density scale at 1 pc
intersects the contrast scale at 24. This result shows that the expected
contrast for the tube in question will be 24 per cent for a Q value of 1
pc/cm2.
It is evident from Fig. 1850 that over the range of contrast from 1 per
cent to approximately 15 per cent the contrast is almost directly proportional to the first power, and between 20 per cent and 35 per cent to the
square root of the charge density per raster.
18.13. Dependence of Maximum Contrast on Anode Voltage, Temperature, and Illumination.-The
dependence of the maximum contrast
(lIM) on the electron energy has been investigated in the range from 1500
to 14,000 volts. Typical results are illustrated in Fig. 18.52 for “three
values of charge density (Q). It is evident from the plotted curves
that the lower the value of Q the greater the increase in contrast with
voltage.
The scales of the plot shown in Fig. 18.52 have been so chosen
that the slope of the curve is the exponent of the contrast dependence
on voltage.
For example, on the low-voltage range and for the 1ow-Q
value of 0.5 pc/cm2, the slope of the curve seems to be close to 2, and
therefore the contrast increases with the square of the voltage.
The
curve for highest value of Q has an increase in contrast with voltage that
is less than linear over the entire range. Very early in the development of
the dark-trace tube the normal operating voltage of the tubes was more
or less determined to lie within the range 8 to 10 kv, and this chosen
range seems to be reasonably well supported by the data of Fig. 18.52.
There are other considerations that make the determination of the
optimum operating voltage difficult to establish.
For the tubes to be
used in optical projection systems, it is desirable to have the best possible
focus of the electron beam and experience shows that the higher the voltage used the higher the current density obtainable and therefore the
higher the contrast gradient.
For tubes that are to be viewed directly,
the focus requirement would not demand potentials in excess of 8000 volts.
In all cases consideration should be given to the more complex details of the
voltage dependence of contrast decay under specified conditions of initial
contrast, operational temperatures, and light intensity used for viewing.
The data now available are insufficient for the establishment of the most
suitable operating voltage to suit the operational requirements likely to
be met.
An increase in light intensity or an increase in temperature of the
screen causes a dark-trace pattern to bleach more rapidly.
Up to a
temperature of 150°C and up to an illumination level of the order of
10,000 foot-candles there is very little decrease on the maximum contrast
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(lM).’
Whenthe screen isoperated athightemperature
andunderhigk
illumination the decay in contrast that takes place during ~secisappreciable and therefore the measured maximum (lM) is more and more in
error as an indication of the true physical phenomena being investigated
as the light and heat are increased.
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18-14. Persistence of Contrast.-The
changes of contrast with time
following excitation are of far more direct interest to the observer of the
dark-trace tube than isthe maximum contrast generated at the instant
of excitation, since the pattern (1) must last long enougb for the observer
to make use of it, and (2) must be capable of being erased or bleached
sufficiently quickly so that the old pattern does not interfere with the
new. These two requirements combined with the inherent physical
properties of dark-trace screens make it necessary for the user of this
cathode-ray tube to devise schemes for driving the control grid of the tube
sticiently
far to give the required minimum excitation current and yet
i

1H. F. Ivev. ‘‘ Outical and Electronic properties of PolYcr@alline Potassium
Chloride Spect& &-reens,” Theaia, Radiatio~ Laboratory and Dept. of Physics,
M.I.T., 1944.
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to avoid overdriving the grid and thus generating such a high contrast
in localized regions of the screen that it is difficult to remove the consequent trace.
All attempts that have been made to find a useful formula to describe
the decay in contrast as a function of time have failed.
It has therefore
been necessary to devise graphical methods for summarizing experimental
data that represent the decay properties of dark-trace screens. Figures
18.53 and 18.54 represent a method of presentation that has been found
to be useful although not sufficient for all purposes.
The curves shown
in Fig. 18.53 show the contrast as a function of the charge density per
raster, with each curve corresponding to the time in seconds after a single
The curve designated (lM)
is the maximum contrast
excitation.
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observed on the particular tube to which the data applies. The (lM)
characteristic for this tube is well represented by the universal curve,
the screen sensitivityy index being 3.1.
These decay curves are similar to although not identical with the
In the range of contrast from 5 per
universal curve described above.
cent to 1 per cent the slope of the 1D1O curve is greater than unity.
This
curve shows that if the charge density per excitation is 0.6 pc/cm2 the contrast will fall in the first 10 sec from approximately 17 per cent to 2 per
cent. If the contrast gradient is sufficiently high, then such a signal will
be visible for the entire period of 10 sec.
The data shown in Fig. 18.53 apply to observations made subsequent
to a single excitation.
In the practical application of dark-trace tubes,
it is often necessary to excite some localized region of the screen over and
over again, during which time the contrast increases as a result of this
repetition.
It was decided arbitrarily to investigate the decay in contrast
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following 360 excitations.
Typical results are shown on Fig. 1854.
For a Q of 0.6 pc/cm2, the maximum contrast observed at the end of the
360th excitation is approximately 21 per cent, and 10 sec later the contrast
is 8 per cent. After 300 sec of
bleaching the contrast is 3.6 per
cent and is therefore well above
the minimum required for a signal
to be observable if the contrast
gradient is adequate.
Decay in Contrast Rel.a@.d to
Maximum Contrast.—A
second
general method for the presentaxlY Aa
I
//l/l/l
tion of information concerning the
decay of contrast is that in which
the Q required to generate the
contrast is not expressed explicitly.
In Fig. 18”55 the maximum contrast (lM) is plotted along the
I
I I 1 I
I
I
I
abscissa of the coordinate system
10.1 0.2
0.4 0.60.81.0
2.0
4.0
and the decay contrast (ID-) is
Q in pc/cm2
plotted as the ordinate.
The
of contrast
after
FIG. lS.54.—Decay
eight curves shown in Fig. 18”55 360 pulses repeated at 10-sec intervals, as a
function of exciting charge density Q.
apply to observations taken at
different times following the excitation by a single raster.
Quantitative data on the decay of contrast after repeated excitations
are presented in Fig. 18”56, which is similar to Fig. 18.55 except that the
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In order to make the fullest use of
to 1000 sec after that excitation.
Figs. 18.55 and 18.56 the curve that relates the maximum contrast
(36OM1O) to the maximum contrast (lM) is needed. This curve is shown
in Fig. 18.57. The solid line gives the relation between (lM) and
(36OM1O) for the same tube and data as were used for Figs. 18”55 and
18.56. The screen-sensitivity index for that particular tube was 4.3.
In order to illustrate the use of these curves, an example will be discussed in which the requirement is made that the contrast developed
from a single excitation and observed 10 sec after this excitation shall be
equal to 1 per cent. This requirement is sufficient to establish the value
of (lM) as 12 per cent. The curve of Fig. 18.57 maybe used to determine
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10 sec between bombardments will exceed 1 per cent for a time of 500 sec
and will fall from 13 per cent at the maximum of each additional excitation down to 4.2 per cent between successive excitations.
One may conclude from these figures that if the grid drive is limited
so that 0.3 pc/cm2 is the maximum Q that can be delivered near the
periphery of a dark-trace tube that may be used in a PPI radar indicator, then signals will be visible and “burn-in” will not be serious.
In an ideal indicator the pulse repetition period and the minimum
spot diameter of the cathode-ray-tube beam are so related that adjacent
radial sweeps of the electron beam overlay at the periphery of the tube
face. If this condition is not satisfied, the effective contrast for signals
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at the periphery of the tube will be appreciably reduced because of the
intermixture throughout the signal area of excited and unexcited regions
of the screen. If this first criterion for good tube operation is satisfied,
then it is evident that the effective Q value used to excite other parts of
the tube will be inversely proportional to the radius. Compensation for
this undesirable increase in Q should lx possible, by synchronized elecThe maximum Q value at any part of the
tronic control of the limiting.
tube may be made to remain
practically constant when full consideration for the overlapping of
the excited regions is incorporated.
It may not be practical to bring
about perfect compensation
because of the nonlinear relation
between the electron beam current density and the grid drive,
If synchronized limiting and gain
control are not included in the
receiver used to operate a darktrace tube on a PPI indicator,
objectionable
burn-in is almost
certain to follow.
The decay in contrast that
follows many hours of bombardlM in per cent
FIG. lS.57.—Relation
between (1 M) and
ment is slower than that shown by
(36OM1O) for tube R-220.
the data of Fig. 18.56. No
quantitative data are available that can be used to predict the decay
after many hours of operation.
18.15. Dark-trace-tube
Operation at 100°C.-Extensive
researches
have been undertaken in order to make better use of dark-trace tubes$’~
1. The investigation of the properties of pure potassium chlori~
screens operated at relatively high temperatures.
2. The investigation of the properties of pure potassium chlorid
7
screens that had been produced by condensation of the potassium
chloride onto the inner surface of the tube while it was maintained
at a low temperature.
3. The investigation of the properties of screen into which impurities
were intentionally introduced.
The curves of Figs. 18.58 and 18.59 are typical of the response and
decay characteristics of pure potassium chloride screens operated at
100”C. The dotted lines on each of the figures indicated the decay
curves for an operating temperature of 35°C.
Figure 18”58 illustrates
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that
high-temperature
operation causes a marked increase in decay of
contrast for any given initial contrast (l M).
The contrast (lD) was
observed to fall in 10 see, when the tube was operated at 100”C, to about
the same value as that observed at 30 sec for the tube operated at 35”C.
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FIG. 185S.-Decay

of contrast (tube R-194) after single pulse in screen condensed at 35°C
and operated at 100”C.
Dotted curves represent operation at 35”C.
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The curve shown in Fig. 18”57 relates (36OM1O) to (lM) and the
universal curve and the nomographic chart of Figs. 18.50 and 18.51
relate (lM) to the Q value. This procedure is justified because the
maximum contrast is almost independent of the temperature of operation,
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The small decrease in contrast that may exist becomes important only
if one becomes interested in the detailed behavior of a particular tube.
An example was given above in which it was required that the tube
be operated in such a manner that (1D1O) should be 1 per cent.
If this
is repeated for high-temperature
operation the corresponding values
(lM) and (36OM1O) can be determined from the curves given and from
the knowledge that for the particular tube in question the screen-sensitivity index is 2.85. For the contrast (1D1O) of 1 per cent, the maximum
contrast (1 M) must be 16 per cent and will be obtained if the Q value is i‘
0.64 ~c/cm2. ” The corresponding value of (36OM1O) is 18 per cent. \
Under these conditions of operation, the value of contrast is at least 1 per
This
cent for approximate y 125 sec following the 360th excitation.
figure of 125 sec is to be compared with the figure of 500 sec found above
for operation at 35°C.
The particular tube investigated had a lower
screen-sensitivity index than the one used in the previous example, which
accounts for about 50 per cent of the increase in Q (above 0.3 pc/cm2)
for comparable operation.
On the average, tubes operated at 100”C
will require an increase of 50 to 75 per cent in charge density per excitation, as compared with operation at 35”C.
Thus, although operation at
high temperature minimizes the objectionable burn-up, it has the disadvantage that higher current densities are required to produce a given
It generally follows that the use of a. high current density
cent rast. ———
yields a lower contrast. @,d.ient and, unless the gradient is as much as
0.5 per cent per minute of arc, a lowering of the gradient will lower the
signal discernibility.
Although it is not difficult to obtain a gradient
slightly better than 0.5 per cent per minute of arc on the face of the tube,
a projection system with a magnification of 5 reduces the contrast
gradient by an amount at least equal to the magnification factor.
Thus
to attain a gradient of 0.5 per cent per minute of arc of the projected
image, a gradient on the tube face would have to be higher than 2.5 per
cent per minute of arc. Such a high gradient would be exceedingly
difficult to attain and improvements in gun design that would increase
current density at the expense of total current would be beneficial.
18.16. Influence of Screen-condensation
Temperature.-Investigations have been made of the properties of screens condensed at various ,
temperatures down to approximately – 170°C. Ralph Johnson of the
General Electric Company experimented in the development of the darktrace tube with the condensation of potassium chloride films on glass
surfaces held at temperatures both well above and well below room temperature.’
He did not investigate the properties of the films thus
produced except to describe their physical appearance.
The first experiI S. Dushman, “ Report on Progress of Work on Dark-trace Tubes,” NDRC
14-147, GE Co., hlarch 1, 1943. (See Figs. 4 and 5 therein.)
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ments undertaken at the Radiation Laboratom covered the range of
temperature down to – 50”C and yielded tubes for which the performance
curves indicate a reduction of the burn-in.
As the condensation temperature is lowered, the weight of potassium
chloride that must be deposited on the screen in order to create a diffuse
reflection factor sufficiently high for efficient tube operation increases
very noticeably.
A screen of “normal”
thickness (about 12 microns)
deposited at a temperature of – 100”C is so transparent that it is hardly
visible.
Over a range of temperature between – 115°C and – 135°C a
given weight of potassium chloride gives a screen with very noticeably
higher back reflectance than that found for tubes made at both higher
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FIG. 18.60,—Decay
of contrast (tube R-212) after single pulse in screen condensed
at —50°C and operatedat 35”C. Dotted curves apply to tube R-220, condensedat

35”C.

and lower temperatures.
The properties of tubes having screens condensed at approximately
– 125°C were found to be unfavorable since
the screen-sensitivity index was low and the burn-in more objectionable
than tubes made at somewhat higher temperature.
The best condensation temperature for creating a tube that is efficient and for minimizing
the burn-in is approximately – 70”C.
Over the range of temperature
from + 25°C to – 70”C it is more and more difficult to obtain a screen
Satisfactorily
of uniform back reflectance as the temperature is lowered.
uniform screens were produced in the laboratory down to – 50”C with
very little change in method except to use a larger weight of potassium
chloride in the evaporator cup. Little research has been undertaken to
develop satisfactory techniques for the mass production of uniform
screens at very low temperatures.
Comparison between Low- and High-temperature l%reens in Operation.—
The tube designated by the number R-212 was produced by the condensation of potassium chloride onto a face plate maintained at —50°C.
The screen-sensitivity index for this tube is 3.10. The curves presented
in Fig. 18.60 should be compared with those of Figs. 18.55 and 18.58.
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The close similarity between the curves of Figs. 18.60 and 18”55 show that
the decay characteristics of the low-temperature tube when excited by a
single raster are almost identical with those of the room-temperature
tube. It has already been demonstrated in connection with Fig. 18.58
that the systems operation of a tube at high temperature alters the decay
Figure 18.61 shows the decay
of contrast following a single excitation.
following 360 excitations repeated with a time interval of 10 sec. This
figure is ther~fore similar to Figs. 18.56 and 18.59 and should be compared
with them. The important fact to note is that the decay of contrast
following repeated excitation is very definitely faster for tube R-212 than
20
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32

Fm. 18.61 .—Decay of contrast (tube R-212) after repeated pulses in screen condensed
Dashed curves apply to tube R-220, condensed at
at —50”C and operated at 35”C.
35”C.

I

was the case for the tube R-22o when both tubes were operated at the
same temperatures.
The dashed curves show two selected decay characteristics that were observed at 3 sec and 1000 sec after the 360th excitation.
Note in particular that the 1000-sec decay curve of R-220 coincides
with the probable location of the 200-sec curve of the low-temperature
tube R-212.
The comparison of Figs. 18.59 and 18.61 shows that the
100-sec curve of Fig. 18.59 coincides reasonably well with the 300-sec
curve of Fig. 18.61. Thus it may be concluded that the operation of the
low-temperature tube at 35°C is comparable with the operation of the
other tube at 100”C, although its bleaching following repeated excitation
is not so fast. Although data are not at hand to establish curves for the
high-temperature
operation of tube R-212, enough experience was
obtained to establish the fact that a moderate increase in temperature
above 35”C, for the operating value, would give tube R-212 an increased
bleaching rate and make it equal to that exhibited in Fig. 18.59.
The numerical examples of tube operation given above required that
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thecontrast following asingle excitation remain above 1 percent for 10
sec. Fromthe curves of Fig. 18.60it isevident thatif thecontrast(lM)
is 11.5 percent, the contrast (1D1O) will be lper cent. Since the screensensitivity index is 3.1, Fig. 18.51 shows that the charge density per
single excitation must be 0.38 gc/cm2.
Figure 18.57 shows that the
corresponding value of (36 OM1O) will be 12.5 per cent. From Fig.
18.61 it is evident that with the excitation as described, the contrast of a
repeated signal will drop to 1 per cent in 125 sec. This final result is in
exact agreement with that obtained for the “normal”
tube operated
at 100”C, and was obtained with an excitation charge density of 0.38
At the relatively low charge
~c/cm2 excitation, which is advantageous.
density required for this tube, there is a better chance of realizing a high
contrast gradient than there is when the charge density has to be raised
to 0.64 ~c/cm2 as is necessary for high-temperature tube operation as
illustrated above.
A summary of the numerical examples that have been worked out
in the above discussion is incorporated in Table 18.3. It was arbitrarTABLE

18.3.—INFLUENCE

OF CONDENSATION AND OPERATING TEMPERATURES ON
SCREEN CHARACTERISTICS
Tube no.

Characteristic
R-220

Cond. temp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Oper. temp...,,
... . . . . . . . . .
Index . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(lM)for
lz(lDIO)
........
360Mlo, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tlmefor decay tol~O. . . . . . .

..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..

35°C
35°C
4.30
12‘%
.
.
13%
500 sec
0.29 c/cm’
.
.

c?.............................

I

R-196

R-212
–50.C

35°C

100”C

35°C
3.10
11.5%
12.5%
125 sec

2.85
16%
18%
125 sec
0.64

I

c/cm2

0,38

c/Cmz

ily decided in advance of the preparation of Table 18.3 that the contrast
following asingle excitation should hold above 1 percent for 10sec and
that the criterion for bleaching after 360 excitations should also be the
1 per cent contrast value. Although these are reasonable choices,
experience with a particular cathode-ray tube indicator might make a
If the
slightly different choice of limiting numbers more appropriate.
family of curves for typical tubes and for typical operating conditions is
available, the problem can be worked out for choices of the limits of
signal discernibility after a single excitation and of limiting contrast
following extended excitation.
Although the advantage of using dark-trace screens condensed at low
temperature is unmistakable, the use of such screens is not warranted
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unless electron guns capable of giving the highest contrast gradient
possible under operating conditions arealso obtained.
Incase the image
is projected, great care must beexercised intheelectron-beam
and optical
focusing and in the design and construction of the optical system so as
to minimize the loss in contrast gradient.
The final point to be emphasized is the need for synchronized limiting
and gain control if the dark-trace tube is to be used on a PPI radar
indicator.
It is important that the maximum charge density per unit area
be as uniform as possible and be held within the range that produces a
maximum contrast of not more than about 18 per cent.
If contrasts
exceed this value, more strenuous methods must be used to bleach such
areas after repeated excitations have been applied (see Sec. 16”16).
18.17. Influence of Metaflic Impurities.-The
introduction of metallic
aluminum into the evaporator cup along with the normal charge of potasTABLE18.4.—EFFEcTOF METALLIC
IMPURITIES
ONCERTAINDARK-mACESCREEN
CHARACTERISTICS

Metal*
Th
Mg
Al
Mn
Cu
Sb

%t
0,006
0.006
0.2
0.3
0.8
2.0

(%/.4)

lo’~
3
30
700
600
1200
1600

X

AH~

I

(lM)II

I

2
24
44
45
68
69

27
26
27
24
21
23

4.25
4.10
4.25
3.45
2.78
3,18

● Metals uned. generally in the form of fine powder of small particles.
t Per cent (by weight inserted in evaporator CUP)required to obtain screens with s contrast ratio
of 25. (The average ratio for pure potaaaium chloride is 12.)
$ A “mnher proportional to the number of metallic stoma used m the impurity. It is 108time8 the
percentage ~hown in Column 2 divided by tbe atomic weight of the metal.
I The quantity AH is the difference between the heat of formation of potassium chloride and the
beat of formation per chlorine ion of the metallic salt. The heat of formation of potamium chloride is
spproximatily 10Qkilocalories per mole.
IIThe symbol (lM) here indicates the contrast expressedin per cent produced by a single raster with
s charge density Q of 1 fit/cm.
I The mreen sensitivity index is represented by I. Figure 18,51 may he used for the computation
of contrast with any other Q value.

sium chloride results in the production of dark-trace screens that exhibit
a marked increase in the bleaching rate following nonrepeated excitation. 1 Very extended researches were undertaken with the hope that
screens with improved operating characteristics would be so created.
Since this effort failed in its objective, only a brief summary of results
and conclusions will be presented here.
Experiments soon showed that some metals were decidedly more
effective than others in altering the contrast ratio ( lM/1 D 10). The
1ASEE progressreports,Bristol, England.
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heat of reaction per chlorine atom when a salt is formed is a rough measure of the tenacity of one metal atom compared with another to take
or hold the chlorine.
The amount of heat evolved upon the formation
of potassium chloride, KC1, is larger than that evolved upon the formation of the chlorides of other common metals.
The difference between
the heat formation of thorium chloride, ThC1.j, and of KCI is small, and
thorium was found to be the most active of all the metals investigated.
Table 18.4 summarizes the results obtained on six of the metals studied.
It would be incorrect to interpret the results recorded in Columns
5 and 6 as an indication that there is a systematic trend in the maximum
contrast (1M) for standard excitation.
Relatively minor alterations
in production technique, including such factors as the exact amount of
potassium chloride used to produce a given screen, alter the contrast
(lM) as much as 4 or 5 per cent, and it is considered likely that more
efficient tubes than those used for the tabular data could be produced in
cases where the screen-sensitivity index is less than 4. Magnesium and
thorium are definitely more active than aluminum for the production of
screens with high contrast ratio. Strontium should be expected to be
comparable with thorium, but the results of an attempted test of this
point were not conclusive because the strontium used was very highly
oxidized and was considered very impure.
Just after the screen condensation the physical appearance of the
screens formed with added thorium yielded information that explains
the nature of the chemical reactions that take place when metallic impurities are used. Many years ago the researches on the coloration of alkali
halide crystals established the experimental fact that the presence of
excess potassium within a KC1 crystal produces coloration. 1
Znzlial Coloration of Screens Containing Metal Impurity .—The physical appearance of a pure potassium chloride screen immediately upon
evaporation, or during evaporation, is that of a very nonselective diffuse
reflector. A freshly produced screen, created by the evaporation of a
charge of potassium chloride into which thorium or magnesium metal
has been mixed, is generally not white as viewed with white light, but
has a distinct magenta appearance.
A spectral examination of the back
reflectance as a function of the wavelength shows that the absorption
is essentially identical with that induced by electron bombardment.
Although the screen appears colored when first produced, this absorption
band bleaches out under the action of light and heat so that the final
condition of the screen is more or less indistinguishable in physical
appearance from that of a pure potassium chloride deposit.
The explanation of the initial coloration of adulterated screens

I R. W. Pohl, ‘‘ Electron Conductivity
y and Photochemical Processesin Alkali
Halide Crystals,” F’roc.Phys. Sot., London, 49, 3 (1937). (A reviewarticle.)
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involves a consideration of the steps of screen production.
The material
from wMchthe screen iscondensed isnormally pressed in the form of a
pill and put in an evaporator cup. The cup is heated by a high-frequency
induction heater until the potassium chloride melts.
While at the melting point, or slightly, above, it is assumed that a chemical reaction takes
place in which some of the potassium chloride” is reduced by the presence
of the active metal impurity that has been incorporated in the pill for
the purpose.
In the case of thorium, a certain amount of thorium
chloride is produced and free potassium is liberated.
At the temperature
involved, potassium chloride, free potassium, and thorium chloride
evaporate and condense on the cathode-ray-tube
face plate. The
freshly produced screen, therefore, contains free potassium so located
in positions in the individual crystals of the condensed screen that the
absorption band characteristic of excess potassium is unmistakably
present. At a temperature of 100°C or less, and in the presence of strong
light (8000 foot-candles) from an incandescent source, the screen may be
bleached so that almost no traces of the original absorption band remain.
It is presumed that under these conditions the potassium combines with
the chlorine of the thorium chloride and leaves a crystal of potassium
chloride with almost no excess of free potassium but with a very definite
excess of free thorium.
It is possible that when aluminum metal is used for the impurity, a
similar reaction takes place.
Since aluminum is so much less active
than thorium, the amount of free potassium produced is probably insufficient to create noticeable coloring;
If the amount of aluminum put
in is less than 0.5 per cent by weight, the physical appearance of this
screen is almost indistinguishable from that of a pure potassium chloride
screen. As the proportion of aluminum is increased, the screen takes on
a “brown” appearance when viewed in white light. A brown screen of
this kind cannot be bleached by the application of moderate heat and
strong light. That this brown appearance is the result of light absorption
by particles of aluminum is suggested by an experiment in which pure
potassium chloride was deposited by evaporation from an evaporator
cup, while simultaneously pure aluminum was evaporated from the surface of a nearby tungsten filament.
The screen thus produced showed
the characteristic brown appearance associated with the excess use of
aluminum, and at the same time the decay in contrast following a single
excitation was almost identical with that usually obtained from pure
potassium chloride.
The conclusion from this experiment is that the
aluminum must be incorporated into the crystals of which the screen is
made by a process that segregates the aluminum atoms from each other
more effectively than can”be accomplished by the simultaneous condensation of aluminum atoms and potassium chloride molecules.
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18.18. Changes of Contrast Ratio with Use.—Even though high
contrast ratios can be produced by the introduction of metallic impurities,
some physical transformation of the screen takes place as a consequence
of electron bombardment during use. Figure 18.62 illustrates the extent
of the observed alteration in contrast ratio with electron bombardment
for pure potassium chloride and for this’ salt with three different metallic
impurities.
The impurity percentages indicated are the weight of metal
introduced into the evaporating cup and do not give an easily interpreted
measure of the actual amount of the impurity properly situated within
the cathode-ray-tube
screen investigated.
It is interesting to note
that following 1,000,000 applications of a raster having a charge
density of 1 pc/cm2, the contrast
ratios of all screens were essentially equal. Although the great
reduction in contrast ratio observed is the most evident effect
of extended electron bombardment, small changes in the screensensitivity index and in the diffuse
reflectance factor have been observed but not extensively
investigated.
For the radar application for
which these tubes were developed,
the alterations brought about by
Qr in pc/cm2
metallic impurity is exactly oppoFIG. 18.62.—Aging effect in screens adulterated with various metals.
site to that desired. Even though
the screens produced with metallic impurities have found no useful
application at present, research in thk field should not be terminated
before many of the unexplored phenomena have been investigated.
Thorium, strontium, and magnesium are probably the most active metals
and the influence of the condensation temperature on the performance
of the screens using various amounts of these impurities should be
investigated with the hope that screen properties useful in some application might be discovered.
18.19. Influence of Metallic Salts as Impurities.-The
main difficulty
in the tubes in which metallic salts have been added to potassium chloride
is that, if the screen is found to have modified characteristics, the thermionic cathode of the cathode-ray tube is invariably unsteady and poor
in its emission properties.
Certain salts and experimental procedures
have been used on occasion to produce screens in tubes that have had
good thermionic cathodes, but in these examples the screens themselves
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showed no characteristics different from those obtained with pure potassium chloride.
If modified screen properties do result from a given
procedure, the chemical reaction evolves chlorine as a result of the
decomposition of the metallic salt. The free metal then reacts to decompose potassium chloride to yield some free potassium that in turn evapoThe liberated chlorine reacts
rates over with the other molecules.
unfavorably with the cathode and yields an insensitive and unsteady
thermionic emitter.
Ifthisreaction doesnot takeplace, thenthe cathode
is not poisoned and the screen does not seem to be influenced by the
presence of the metallic salt introduced as an impurity.
18.20. Physical Structure of Dark-trace Screens.—The
physical
structure of the condensed film as a whole plays an important part in the
determination of the efficiency of a dark-trace cathode-ray-tube screen.
Before any potassium chloride is condensed, reflections of light from the
internal and external surfaces of the cathode-ray-tube
face plate are
almost equal in intensity.
After the evaporator cup has been maintained
hot enough for some evaporation to take place the first evidence of condensation is the gradual coloration of the light reflected from the inner
surface.
Later the film reaches a thickness for which practically no
visible light is reflected at that surface and, finally, the surface begins
to take on a “milky”
appearance and the diffuse reflectance factor
increases as the amount of potassium chloride deposited increases.
For
optimum screen efficiency it has been found that a diffuse reflectance
factor of about 23 per cent relative to that of a thick coating of freshly
prepared magnesium oxide is needed.
There are two broad overlapping classifications of diffuse reflectors,
These are
and, therefore, it is difficult to give precise definitions.
“volume reflect ors” and {‘surface reflectors. ” Light penetrates into the
interior of all crystalline solids. In the case of metals the absorption of
light is so great that the depth of penetration is generally negligible.
In the case of nonconductors, however, the light may penetrate ,with
almost undiminished intensity until an inhomogeneity in the structure
is encountered.
Imbedded particles within aglassor a surface boundary
across which there is change in the index of refraction would constitute
such an inhomogeneity. . Snow constitutes a diffuse reflector in which
reflections take place at the crystal boundaries throughout the volume
of the bulk material.
A similar situation is associated with the diffuse
reflection from a thick coating of magnesium oxide and from a thick
coating of potassium chloride.
For the want of a better name, diffuse
reflectance of this type is referred to as “volume”
reflectance; and, in
choosing this term, the bulk volume is referred to and not just the internal
structure of a single crystal.
A second form of diffuse reflectance is
illustrated by a sand-blasted or etched glass surface.
In this case, the
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reflected rays of light are returned to the observer as a result of one or
more reflections that have occurred at the interface between the solid
substance and the surrounding air or vacuum.
If the angle of incidence
between the light ray and the roughened surface of the glass is just right,
reflections” may take place and return the light ray in
then two “total
the general direction of the observer.
Experiment shows that with
suitable roughened surfaces as much as 20 per cent of the incident light
may be diffusely scattered back to the observer by this phenomenon.
There are a number of related experiments that indicate the importance of so making the surface of a dark-trace tube screen that the major
part of the diffusely scattered light comes to the observer as a result of
surface scattering.
Electron bombardment
of a potassium chloride
crystal gives rise to an induced absorption band that has a depth of penetration within the crystal of approximately three microns for a screen
From a considervoltage relative to the cat bode of 9 kv (see Table 18.2).
ation of these phenomena it would seem that the efficiency of a dark-trace
screen in terms of contrast per unit of anode current would be strongly
influenced by the physical structure, and high efficiency would be associated with a surface structure in which most of the light rays returned to
the observer would have passed through as much of the absorption
Diffuse reflection offers the best means of using the
region as possible.
induced absorption because the light rays as they pass into the thin film
of potassium chloride become totally reflected at the crystal-to-vacuum
interface.
After the first reflections the light travels some distance more
or less parallel to the crystal surface, through a region of high concentration of absorption centers, and finally after a secon’d reflection is received
by the observer.
There are at least five factors that influence the character of the vacuum-to-screen
interface: ( 1) ‘the amount of material
(weight) deposited per unit area; (2) the temperature of the surface
upon which the potassium chloride is condensed; (3) the angle of incidence
between the molecular beam of potassium chloride issuing from the
evaporator cup and the surface of the cathode ray tube face plate; (4)
the rate of evaporation; and (5) the mean free path of the potassium
chloride atoms during evaporation.
These five factors are evidently
not independent variables.
Experience has shown that “ volume scattering”
of the diffusely
reflected light is less prevalent if a single evaporator cup is used as the
source of potassium chloride.
It therefore follows that the angle of
incidence of the potassium chloride molecular beam varies over the surface of the face plate. As a result of this variation in the angle of incidence, it is found that different amounts of potassium chloride are
required in each locality for the completed screen to have a reasonably
Although consideruniform distribution of diffusely reflecting surfaces,
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able research has been devoted to the design of an evaporator cup capable
of delivering a nonuniform thickness of screen material to compensate
for the systematic variation in the average angle of incidence, it is thought
that the one described later in this chapter is best only for the production
of screens in the 4AP1O cathode-ray-tube blank and for screens condensed
at temperatures within the range O°C to 35”C. Larger tube-face sur-
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screen structure.
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faces and lower condensation temperatures would make it desirable to
study means of improving the evaporator cup design.
Although the photomicrograph shown in Fig. 18.63 was not taken
with a screen produced by condensation from an evaporator cup of the
design finally adopted for 4AP1O production, it shows very clearly the
physical structure of the screen-to-vacuum
interface found with a
condensed potassium chloride surface. Note that the crystalline plates
have linear dimensions of approximately 2 to 4 microns.
The fact that
there is such a systematic orientation of these crystals leads to the con-
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elusion that there are surface structures that have developed on a more
orlessamorphous
film indirect contact with the glass. As the light used
forviewing a dark-trace screen is transmitted first through the glass of
the face plate and into the screen, it suffers almost no reflection at the
interface between the glass and the transparent amorphous layer of
potassium chloride.
Since the film wasconstructed by the condensation
of potassium chloride molecules, crystalline structure develops and
becomes evident during condensation by the fact that increased diffuse
If too much potassium chloride is used
reflectance gradually develops.
or if the conditions of condensation are not suitably adjusted, the diffuse
reflectance factor can be increased well above the optimum of approximately 23 per cent. Such increases in the diffuse reflectance factor are
diffuse reflection because material so
associated with the “volume”
deposited creates “layers” of small crystals and light may be scattered
at interfaces that receive very little electron bombardment.
One of the qualitative methods of judging a potassium chloride
screen after it has been formed is to illuminate the cathode-ray-tube gun
with a strong light and try to recognize the parts as they are viewed
through the screen. A good screen, in terms of contrast efficiency, is
sufficiently transparent so that theelectron gun parts can be seen clearly
but very faintly.
Experiments undertaken to evaluate the transmissivity of a typical potassium chloride screen at first yielded inconsistent
results. The potassium chloride screen is such a very efficient diffuse
transmitter that it is difficult to construct an optical system with sufficiently narrow slits to obtain a direct measure of theimage-forming rays.
The best results so farobtained indicate that the transmission factor of
a normal potassium chloride screen is approximately 0.02 per cent.
Approximately 23 per cent of the light that falls upon a potassium chloride
It is diffusely transmitted to the extent
screen is diffusely back-reflected.
of approximately 70 per cent and “regular” transmittance is approximately 0.02 per cent. The fact that the crystals that are responsible
for the efficient diffuse scattering have dimensions of the order of magnitude of the wavelength of light is further substantiated by the fact that
“ regularly” transmitted light (image-forming) is selectively transmitted,
with red light being more efficiently transmitted than blue light. For
screens in which the induced color absorbing centers are absent, both the
diffuse reflectance and the diffuse transmittance are very nearly perfectly
nonselective.
18.21. Construction and Mounting of Evaporator Cup.—Figure 18”64
illustrates the construction of the evaporator cup which has been found
to give the most uniform screens of all of those tested. The assembled
cup and all of the individual parts are shown. The evaporating cup e
structure
b were pressed in the same die. The covet
and the aperture
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plate c Ivith its gauze of fine mesh nickel Ivirc 112s the same diameter

(+T in.) astbcflangcof
thecupand
the aperture structure.
cedure for the assembly of the unit involves first spot-welding

The prothe baffle

Fm. 18@.-Assembly and partsof evaporatorCUP

I

(

FIG. 18.65 —Evaporator

mounting.

to the aperture structure.
The support wire is welded to the cup flange
and then the cup cover and aperture structure are fastened together with
a few welds along the flanges of the cup and the aperture structure.
It was standard practice to heat this assembly in an atmosphere of pure
hydrogen for 10 min at a temperature of 11OO”C by induced high-fre-
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d was inserted into the cup by springing it
Great care was exercised to
open just sufficiently to insert the pellet.
see that the flanges of the cup and the aperture structure were spotwelded perfectly.
It was necessary to confine the pellet to a cup enclosed
by a ~ne mesh screen in order to eliminate the possibility of having
loose potassium chloride in the cathode-ray tube. The aperture structure
and the baffle a were designed from experience gained iq the construction
of many tubes. The mounting of the evaporator cup is illustrated by
Fig. 18.65.
18.22. Some Theoretical
Aspects of Dark-trace
Screens.—The
electronic structure of the solids used as fluorescent screens was discussed
briefly in Sec. 18.2. Figures 18.2 and 18.3 illustrate the fact that the
assembly of such a large number of atoms in a given volume, as is required
to form a solid, distorts the normal electron energy states associated with
the individual atoms and creates in a perfect crystal a situation that is
reasonably well approximated by the band structure of Fig. 18.2b. Any
inhomogeneity in the arrangement of the atoms of a single crystal causes
a localized disturbance in the system of occupied and unoccupied electron
levels.
At the temperature at which the potassium chloride is evaporated,
decomposition of the pure salt is negligible.
The first molecules to arrive
at the face plate become attached to the glass surface by strong adhesive
forces. As more and more molecules arrive, the influence of the glass
becomes vanishingly small. The molecules tend to orient themselves
with respect to those already condensed, and in so doing naturally start
Some of the crystals tend to absorb
the formation of small crystals.
their more minute neighbors to form larger and larger crystals.
At the
temperature involved the extent of this absorption of one crystal by
another is limited and comes to an abrupt stop when the crystal boundaries of two relatively large (l-micron linear dimension) crystals meet.
It is thought that at this stage the crystals grow only by the absorption
of the additional molecules condensed on the screen. The plate-like
structure of Fig. 18.63 clearly shows the nature of the crystals that form
a normal potassium chloride screen.
Two Types of Ci@ul Fault. —Figure 18.66 illustrates by means of a
two-dimensional approximation the way in which a faulty crystalline
into ‘the individual crystals of potassium
structure becomes “frozen”
chloride.
This diagram shows that there are two types of structural
faults that can occur. Each negative sign in the diagram represents a
chlorine ion ionically bonded to a potassium ion in the original molecule.
The assumed pairing of the atoms is shown by the lines around them.
pellet

of potassium

chloride
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The grouping that is indicated there is intended only to show the orientation of the molecules as they condense onto the crystal lattice that
already existed before the arrival of the additional potassium chloride
molecules.
Itisevident that afaultin thecrystal structure, represented
by an open circle, is a region in which
the chlorine atom is missing, and a fault
represented by an open square is a region
in which a potassium atom is missing.
In the absence of metallic impurities it is
to be expected that throughout a given
crystal there will be exactly as many
open-circle faults as there are opensquare faults and that these will be
randomly and more or less uniformly
distributed throughout the volume of a GGGG
given crystal.
Experiment has established that potassium ions are more
mobile than chlorine ions. It is therefore to be expected that with some
stimulation due to electronic excitation,
heat, or electrical fields, a potassium ion
such as the one shown at A may move
I
(U--T) (7(+=)
+
into the ion vacancy B. The appearance

Ofi;oo=
Opofio
+‘0(5’

o

o

of the diagram will remain much as it
FIG. 18.66.—Illustration
of two
types of crystal faults.
O-chlorine
was except for the fact that the open
vacancy; ❑ -potassium vacancy.
square at B will have moved to position
A: It must be assumed that th~ open-square faults have some degree of
mobility and may tend to take up positions near the surface of the individual crystal or, in some cases, become grouped in some other manner that
disturbs the original randomness of their distribution.
The experimental
support for this supposition will become more evident later.

}“B
p-I5

-o-m

-mOB

FIG. lS.67.—Energy-level
system with localized chlorine vacancy at —0—
and potassium
vacancy at ~.
Occupied band (OB); unoccupied band (UB).

The energy level diagram of Fig. 1S.67 is very similar to the diagrams
of Figs. 18.3 and 18.4 except that in Fig. 18.67 the chlorine vacancies are
identified by open circles. The potassium vacancies are represented in

(
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The difference in the representation
the diagram by filled-in squares.
is associated with the fact that a crystal fault in which there is a chlorine
vacancy is one that has an electron affinity and is therefore a localized
Associated with a potassium
region capable of trapping an electron.
vacancy there is an excess electron and therefore this may be considered
to bea localized region capable of trapping an electron “hole.”
Trapping of Electrons and Holes.—The early experiments on the
coloration of potassium chloride crystals established the fact that the
trapping of an electron in a chlorine vacancy is the mechanism by which
induced light absorption is developed within the crystal.
The trapped
electron becomes identified as the F-center since this electron is capable
of absorbing light. The center of the absorption band lies at 560 mp.
If Fig. 1867 represents the distribution of the electrons in the occupied
band and in the various localized levels, then Fig. 1868 may be taken to
represent the situation following the electron excitation of the crystal.
The bombardment of a crystal by high-energy electrons excites many
internal secondary electrons from the occupied band (OB) into the
This latter band is often known as the “conunoccupied band (UB).
After an electron is excited in an ionic crystal it has a
duction band.”
considerable degree of mobility in the conduction band but it cannot
move entirely independently of the
]“B “hole” that is created in the occu~+pied band.
The electron is a
+F
negatively charged body and the
I
hole is effectively a region in which
there is an aveiage positive charge
~o’
density equal in magnitude to
FIG. lS.68.—Energy-1evel
system with
electron trapped at F and hole trapmd at
that of the electron.
Strong elec-9-.
tric fields would be set up in the
crystal
if the electrons
did not flow
more or less simultaneously with
the holes. After an electron is excited it is possible for it to ~ecombine with its hole before the ions in the lattice have had an opportunity
to readjust themselves to the altered condition of the electric field.
If instantaneous recombination does not take place then it seems likely
that the’hole in the occupied band will be filled by an electron associated
with one of the localized potassium vacancies.
Thus, in effect, the hole
is trapped at a potassium-ion site and this trapping is illustrated in Fig.
18.68 by the open square.
Ai soon as the hole is trapped, an electron in
the conduction band finds itself held’ to that neighborhood by the moderately long-range forces of the trapped hole. The electron may become
trapped in a chlorine-ion vacancy as shown by the letter F in Fig. 18.68
or it may recombine with a trapped hole. In the absence of strong light,
heat, or additiona! electron excitation, the new distribution of electrons
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If a weak light is used to view the excited
and holes becomes ‘{ frozen.”
screen, the presence of the induced absorption in all regions that have
been bombarded sufficiently by high-energy electrons is very evident,
and if a tube is kept in the dark even at room temperature, the number of
transitions from the F-centers that take place spontaneously is so small
that almost no reduction in the absorbance takes place in weeks.
If the essential features of the structural aspects of a pure potassium
chloride dark-trace screen are simplified just as far as possible, the complexities will be greater rather than less than those associated with the
simplified models described above.
For example the F absorption band
is not the only induced band associated with the coloration and bleaching
of pure potassium chloride screens. There are others, sometimes known
as the R bands and the M bands, which in all probability correspond to
electron traps of a much more complex nature than that just described
as a “chlorine vacancy. ” 1
18.23. Qualitative Explanation of Universal Curve for (lM).—Many
of the experimental results already described can be explained qualitatively in terms of a simplified model.
It is of interest to give consideration to the factors that determine the universal curve shown in Fig.
18.57 that relates contrast (lM) to the charge density for a single excitation. If it were true that each light ray reaching the observer had passed
through a definite thickness (1) of the absorption region, then the amount
of light that reached the observer is given by the following equation:
I

I = Ioe–””L

(17)

The symbol 1 represents the light received by the observer when the
density of F-centers is constant, and equal ton per unit volume, and the
letter 10 represents the light received by the observer when the density
of absorbing centers is zero. The constant a measures the probability
that a light quantum will be absorbed as it passes a unit distance through
a unit concentration of F-centers.
If this formula were valid then the
contrast would be given as a function of n as follows:
C = (1 – e-~’).

(18)

In order to compare Eq. (18) with experiment, the assumption is made
that n is proportional to the charge density Q. Since Eq. (18) yields a
contrast that is directly proportional to n (or, after substitution has been
made, to Q) when the value of (nal) is small compared to unity, Eq. (18)
agrees with experiment over the range of small Q values, that is, for

I

LF. Seitz, O. Stem, I. Estermann, R. J. Maurer, S. Laeof, and G. I. Kirkland,
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As the value (nal) becomes greater
contrast values less than 10 percent.
than 0.2, the equation predicts a more rapid increase in contrast than
experiment shows.
The assumptions upon which this equation was based
are likely to be invalid for three reasons: (1) the path length for those
rays that pass through the region of induced absorption and arrive at
the observing phototube are not all equal to a constant value (1); (2) the
concentration of absorption centers may not be constant all along the
length of the path; (3) the concentration of absorption centers is very
likely not proportional to Q over the entire range of observation because
electrons are capable not only of creating the absorption centers but also
of destroying them.
Therefore, although for small Q values the number
of absorption centers generated is likely to be proportional to Q, there
will certainly be a tendency for the number (n) to increase less rapidly
as Q increases.
Although it is impossible to give precise formulation to correct for
the objections raised, there are two formulas that might be of interest
because they are based on simple assumptions that attempt to take into
account a distribution in possible path lengths.
The first of these is
based on the assumption that the rays received by the observer may be
thought of as being subdivided among travel distances from zero to a
certain maximum distance lm. It is further assumed that the amount of
light associated with a unit range in 1shall be constant.
On this assumption the contrast is given by
~=l_l
—e–MC.
(19)
naln

“

If it is assumed that n is proportional to Q, then the form of the curve
given by Eq. (19) is more nearly that observed than that given by Eq.
(18).
There is still a third assumption that is easily worked out, for which
the distribution of light rays per unit range in length is given by the
following formula:
(20)

,

In this equation, k is a proportionality constant that does not come into
the calculation of the contrast, and L is a constant that determines the
distribution in possible path lengths.
If this form of the equation is
used, then the contrast is
c=l–(l–ld)’”

(21)

The curve obtained by using Eq. (21) is nearly the same as that given by
Eq. (19), and both agree very well with the universal curve up to a

,
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contrast of approximately 30 per cent; hence it cannot be mid that the
experimental results favor one assumption more than the other. In
addition to the fact that both curves have approximately the right shape,
the functions also indicate that if the Q required to produce any given
contrast is known, then to generate some new specified contrast the Q
will be obtained by multiplying the first one by a definite factor.
It was
the experimental support of this fact that made the universal curve and
the screen-sensitivity index useful as means of describing dark-tracescreen properties.
The Screen-eficiency Index Detmmined Largdy by the Mechanical
Structure of the Screen.—The physical structure of the bulk screen material, and especially of the interface between the screen and the vacuum of’
the cathode ray tube, has more influence than any other known factor on
the screen efficiency as measured by the contrast (l M).
This fact
supports the simplified picture of a potassium chloride screen developed
in the preceding paragraphs.
The cent rast (lM) is almost independent
of (1) the presence of a sma!l amount of impurity in the screen, (2) the
actual thickness of the screen as long as the interface structure is “normal,” (3) the temperature at which the screen is operated, (4) the light
intensity used to bleach the screen, and (5) the precise details of excitation so long as the total charge is introduced into the screen in a time
shorter than a few milliseconds.
The meaning of Statement 2 is that the
actual screen coating in terms of milligrams per square centimeter is
dependent on the angle of incidence and upon the temperature at which
the screen is condensed.
Low-temperature screens require as much as
twice the weight of potassium chloride per unit area as is demanded for
screens condensed at room temperature.
18.24. Factors That Influence Contrast Decay.—It is impossible to
formulate a satisfactory and yet reasonably simple theory to explain the
phenomena associated with the decay in contrast.
Known factors that
influence the decay in contrast are the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Impurities contained in the potassium chloride screens.
The condensation temperature used for the screen production.
The operating temperature of the screen.
The spectral power distribution and the magnitude of the illuminance used for observing the screen.
The sequence of excitations used to produce a given contrast.
The magnitude of the charge per unit area used to create the
contrast.
The electron energy.
The age of the tube in terms of previous excitation and orxxatiruz
conditions, particularly as regards the effect of the operating
temperature and total electronic charge put into the screen.
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If a given contrast is excited on a completely bleached screen by a
single raster, the decay in contrast is very much more rapid than the
decay that follows the generation of the same initial contrast as a result
of repeated excitations that are individually smaller but sufficient to
It is assumed that a potassium
excite the specified contrast value.
chloride screen that has not been used extensively will have a random’
distribution of chlorine and potassium vacanciesj and that these will be
equal in number.
Immediately after the screen is excited the chlorine
vacancies that are filled by internal secondary electrons become F centers
and the electron holes become trapped at the potassium-ion vacancies.
The trapping of the electrons and the hole occurs in a very short time
after the excitation; and, in the absence of additional excitation either
from electrons, light, or heat, the population of F centers remain almost
In the presence of light the electrons that absorb the light in
constant.
the F-centers are excited to higher electronic energy states and become
mobile to a limited extent. Electrons in the excited state are likely to
combine with the trapped electron holes since these trapped holes are
electrostatically attractive to the free electrons as a result of coulomb
forces.
Unoccupied chlorine vacancies also attract electrons and the
mobile electrons may become retrapped in a chlorine vacancy and thereby
return to recreate an F-center.
Although the absorption of light within
the F-band always involves the excitation of an electron in an F-center,
it does not necessarily follow that the F-center has been annihilated.
Removal of F-center electrons is associated only with the return of the
electron to a captured electron hole. The complete bleaching of the
screen is identified with the return of almost all the electrons to captured
electron holes.
In all practical cases the number of chlorine vacancies generally far
exceeds the number of trapped holes. Therefore, although the force of
attraction between the mobile electron and trapped hole is greater than
that between an electron and a chlorine vacancy, many of the electrons
will go to chlorine vacancies.
It seems certain that those F-centers
nearest electron hole traps will yield their electrons to recombine with
the holes and that after the initial fairly rapid decay in the concentration
of F-centers, the decay will become progressively slower and slower.
This decrease in the probability of recombination accounts for the fact
that the accumulated concentration of F-centers after repeated excitation
becomes progressively harder and harder to bleach.
Movement
of Ions under Electron Bombardment and Heat.—The electron bombardment of the potassium chloride screen increases the likelihood that a potassium-ion vacancy will move through the crystal by
the displacement of individual potassium atoms to fill the vacancy.
Throughout the crystal there must be sites created by the surface strut-
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ture, crystalline faults, or random assemblies of ion vacancies that
correspond to conditions of lower vacancy mobility.
If the original
distribution of chlorine and potassium vacancies was random and reasonably uniform, the final distribution is presumably less uniform, and
although there still is a sum total of potassium vacancies equal to the sum
“’ total of chlorine vacancies, the capturing of the potassium vacancies at
localized regions results in a small increase in the average shortirange distance between the potassium and the chlorine vacancies.
Thus if the
holes are always trapped at potassium vacancies a definite decrease in the
bleaching rate for a given excitation should be expected and, in fact, is
observed.
The application of heat to an unused screen also reduces the
bleaching rate although the effect of heat is not identical in every respect
to the effect of electron bombardment.
The presence of metallic impurities within the lattice increases the
number of electron hole traps without increasing the number of chlorine
vacancies.
Thus although the contrast (lM) is independent of the
impurity content over the practical range, the decay contrast (1D1O),
and therefore also the contrast ratio (lM) / (1D1O), are strongly influenced
by the presence of metallic impurities because they increase the density
Figure 18.62
of hole traps above the density of chlorine ion vacancies.
shows that extended use of a dark-trace screen finally results in a rearrangement of the distribution of the impurities in the crystalline material
such that the contrast ratio after many hours of service is approximately
An adulterated screen changes
the same as for pure potassium chloride.
contrast ratio by heat alone and again the effect is not exactly the same
as that produced by high-energy electrons.
18.25. Standardized Test Equipment.—The test equipment used for
the investigation and quality control of luminescent and dark-trace
cathode-ray tubes can be represented by the similar block diagrams of
Fig. 18.48 and 18.69. There are many detailed differences between the
two pieces of equipment which do not show up in block diagrams because
in the ‘‘ P7 test equipment” the anode voltage generally used was much
lower and therefore the sweep circuits differed considerably in their
details. The “ DT test equipment”
was arranged to make a direct
measurement of luminance and also of contrast.
The cathode-ray-tube
mounts were very different because all the DT tubes ranged in face-plate
size from 3 to 4 in., and provision was made for the application of heat
so that the face plate could be raised to a temperature as high as 200”C.
For the luminescent tubes provision was made for the operation of tubes
of many varieties that included both electrostatically deflected and
magnetically deflected electron beams and a range in face-plate diameter
from 2 to 12 in. In the “ P7 equipment” it was necessary to have a
strong source of infrared and red light to assist in the deexcitation of
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long-persistence screens. The high-speed sweep ran at 12 kc/see and
was accurately synchronized to the 60-cps 115-volt a-c line used to
The 60-cps sweep was synchronized
furnish power to the entire system.
directly to the 60-cps line. In the dark-trace-tube equipment provision
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was made only for magnetic deflection of the electron beam.
Focusing
currents or voltages were furnished by regulated supplies.
The current
in the electron beam was measured either directly on a suitably constructed and shielded microammeter or on a vacuum-tube microammeter.
In the dark-trace test equipment a current limiter was needed in order to
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FIG. 1870.-General

+

view of dark-trace

test equipment.

protect the measuring instruments against the flow of excess currents in
cases in which tubes sparked over unexpectedly.
The photometric measurements were made by the use of selected
type 931 multiplier phototubes.
It was necessary to select these tubes in
order to obtain the ones suitable for photometric work, which demanded
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(1) sensitivity, (2) long-time stability, and (3) freedom from short-time
instability or noise. Power was supplied to the phototube from a very
carefully regulated powerunit that served also as a means of establishing
definite and preassigned amplification values.
For both the P7 and the
DT test equipment, provision was made for recording the variation in
photocurrent either by means of a pen-and-ink recorder or by means of
a cathode-ray oscilloscope in which a long-persistence cathode-ray tube
was installed.
The two methods of recording permitted the range in

FIG. 18.71.—Detailed

view of tube mount, lamp housing, and 931-phototube

mount

time investigated to extend from 1 msec to many minutes or even hours
when necessary.
An important part of the test equipment for DT tubes
was the lamp assembly that furnished a constant source of illumination
on the face of the cathode-ray tube under test. The intensity of the
illumination on the face was thought to be approximately 8000 footcandles.
The 115-volt lamps were run from a 220-volt d-c line and were
very accurately regulated.
In order to maintain the temperature of the screen at a preassigned
value, an automatic regulator controlled the heating of an air blast.
For the measurement of contrast it was necessary to deal with a very
definite area on the tube face and therefore a lens was used to project
that area onto a slit directly in front of the cathode of the multiplier
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FIG. 18,72.—General

view of P7 test equipment.
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FIG. 18.73.—Detailed

FIG. 1874. -Detaileclv

iewo flight-tight

view of tube mount and cover.
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phototube.
A filter, the equivalent of a Wratten No. 15 filter, was used
to reduce the sensitivity of the receiver as a whole in the short-wavelength
range of the spectrum and thus make it more responsive to changes in
luminance associated with the center of the F absorption band near
560 mp. For the P7 test equipment it was not necessary to use a lens
since the luminance calibrations were worked out in terms of a standard
distance of 30 cm from the multiplier phototube to the screen under test. I
The photographs shown in Figs. 18.70 and 1871 illustrate the arrangeIn Fig. 18.70 the relay rack to the
ment of the dark-trace equipment.
right is largely associated with the sweep circuit and the controls for
focusing the electron beam.
On the table above the sweep panel maybe
seen the 931 multipler phototube mount and the lamp housing.
In the
center the pen-and-ink recorder and the cathode-ray-tube recorder are
evident.
The tall left-hand rack of panels are power supplies and stanFigure 18.71 shows a more detailed
dardization control equipment.
view of the lamp housing and the water cells used to remove a large
proportion of the heat rays normally emitted by the lamp.
Part of the
cathode-ray-tube mount is also shown.
Figures 18.72, 18.73, and 18.74 show the P7 test equipment.
The
arrangement of panels and standardizing equipment is very similar to
that just described in connection with the DT equipment.
Figure 18.73
shows the details of the cathode-ray-tube mount and Fig. 18.74 shows
the housing in which the phototube is located.
1All the details that had to be worked out in order to maintain standards of
photometry have been explained in “ Notes on Photometry, Calorimetry,and an
Explanationof the CentibelScale,” RL Report No. 804, Dec. 17, 1945.
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CONSTRUCTION
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A

OF FOCUSING

DEVICES

BY R. D. RAWCLIFFE
A-l. Focus Coil.—A method of construction of a simple focus coil of
the type illustrated in Fig. 3. lC is shown in Fig. A. 1. This coil was
designed specifically to fit the tube mount illustrated in Fig. 16.3. The
dimensions and shape may be altered, and it may be desirable to attach to
the case other means for adjusting the position of the coil with respect
to the cathode-ray tube.
For optimum performance, it is necessary that

gg@-

‘======9
FICA A. 1.—Condruction
of simple focus coil. Focus coil and case. A, front half
shell (0.062”); B, rear half shell (0.062”); C, center tubhg, 1 ~ in. ID, l; in. OD, with
turned shoulder, to be peened into B; D, coil, 1~ in. ID, 3+ in. OD, 1+ in. long.

high-quality, well-annealed iron be used, that the parts be accurately
The specifications for the coil
aligned, and that the air gap be uniform.
illustrated are as follows:
Case
SAE 1015 soft steel, to be annealed after fabrication
to eliminate all strains.
2. Dimensions.
Shell, No. 16 U.S.S. gauge; flat out to a diameter of
3* in., and beyond this spun so that outer surface of the completed
shell will form a spherical section of 2+ in. radius of curvature.
After spinning, corresponding shoulders are turned in the adjacent
edges of parts A and B so that they will be accurately centered.
Completed housing: inside diameter, l+ in.; maximum outside
diameter, 4* in.; axial length, 1* in.; air gap, + in.
1. ~ater~al.
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3. Annealing.
one hour;
oxidation
magnetic
4. Plating.
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After fabrication is completed, heat to 1700”F for
cool not faster than 200 °F/hr to 400”F; protect from
during annealing.
(Annealing is recommended to avoid
nonuniformities due to fabrication.)
Cadmium-plate after annealing.

coil
1. Dimensions.
After impregnation, dimensions should be: minimum
ID, l? in.; nominal OD, 3* in.; maximum length, 1+ in. Wire is
usually wound on a spool of thin fiber or Kraft paper. After
winding, the coil is wrapped with linen or fiberglas tape, and
impregnated.
2. Turns data. Wire size to be chosen to fit application.
With no
allowance for impregnation, approximately 40,000 turns of No.
38 enameled wire, having a resistance of 18,000 ohms, can be wound
on a spool to fit the enclosure.
If impregnation is required, 80
to 90 per cent of the above number will be possible.
See Fig. 38
for current and voltage required to focus, for this and other wire
sizes, for the condition that the wire used will always fill the same
volume.
3. Impregnation.
The impregnation
required depends
on the
-.
severity
of the atmosphe~ic conditions that the coil will encounter.
For ordinary use, a single vacuum impregnation, following the
technique of Appendix C, will be sufficient.
The complete treatment will be necessary for protection under severe atmospheric
conditions.
In this case it may be more satisfactory to use a
hermetically sealed type of construction, in which the gap in the
magnetic circuit is filled by a ring of cadmium-plated brass, and
the ring and other joints are soldered to make an airtight enclosure.
The leads are brought through the case through Kovar glass seals.
A*2. Focus Magnet.-The
construction of one type of focus magnet
is illustrated in Fig. A.2.
Because some redesign work will be necessary
to adapt this magnet to particular circumstances, the information given
is of a general nature.
Dimensions are given to serve as a guide for the
redesign work. Letters refer to parts so designated on the drawing.
The magnetic parts of the unit (except for the magnet itself) are best
made of soft steel (SAE 1010 or 1015) and should be well annealed after
machining to reduce residual magnetization.
If the shunt B has (magnetic) hard spots it becomes magnetized and distorts the field so that the
focus deteriorates.
The magnetization of the shunt has a deflecting
action.
The direction of the magnetization tends to be aligned with the
asymmetry introduced in the field by the centering ring. If the hys-

.
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teresisof theiron islarge because of poor annealing, however, the shunt
can be turned through a rather large angle with no readjustment of the
magnetization.
The pattern on the screen of the cathode-ray tube,
then, does not drift appreciably as the focus is adjusted in one direction.
If the direction of focusing is reversed, however, the position of the pattern suddenly jumps by perhaps an inch. Magnetization of the shunt
causes the most trouble; magnetization in other parts has a smaller effect.

I

‘1

A, Alnico magnet; B, magnetic
FIQ. A. Z.—Details of focus-magnet
construction.
shunt—soft steel; C, brass pins; D, steel insert for E, threaded to accommodate B; E,
rear platebraas;
F, aluminum gear for turning B; G, brass pinion gear; If, knurled thumb
knob; J, steel front plate; K, brass cam for adjusting centering ring N; L, br~ss adj uating
screw for driving cam—head of screw is cup-shaped for holdhg screw driver; M, spring for
holding cam in groove; N, steel centering ring; 0, spring for centering ring; P, suppert for
spring O; R, aluminum plate to hold centering ringin place; AS,front end cover--aluminum;
T, aluminum spacing pillar; U, rubber grommet; V, back end cover; 7’, s;:xing waahers. .

Soft steel rusts badly, and it should, therefore, be given some sort of
protection.
It is difficult to protect the shunt and rear ring D because
of the threading.
A plating of nonmagnetic material a few thousandths
of an inch thick will not interfere appreciably with the field dktribution.
The fit of the threaded joint should be good.
The shunt should turn
freely, but the amount of wobble should be kept to a minimum.
The
range of motion of the shunt should be about half an inch, closing to a
mi~mum gap of about + in. The gap should not be allowed to close
The four brass pins,
completely because this disturbs the magnetization.
C, press-fitted into the end of the shunt, prevent complete closure of the
gap. The threadhg should not extend to the front end of the shunt
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because the threaded ends will produce an asymmetry in the field that
rotates with the shunt.
An effort should be made to preserve axial symmetry of all magnetic
parts. The rear plate (D,E) is dhided into two parts, the inner one of
steel, the outer one of brass so that the protruding-ear support for the
pinion gear will not be magnetic.
If economy is required, the whole rear
plate can be made of steel, provided that the ear is kept small and that
no other magnetic material is near it. The front plate J and the centering ring N are symmetrical.
The spring O and spring supports P are
of steel. They are small enough, however, to cause no appreciable
distortion.
Considerable care is needed in preparing the. magnet, which is made
of Alnico V. Appropriate dimensions are ~ in. OD, and 2 in. ID by ~ in.
length.
The ends should be ground smooth and parallel.
This grinding
should preferably be done by the manufacturer of the magnets because
Alnico is extremely brittle and, if
it requires a special technique.
improperly ground, chips and breaks.
The magnet should be free of
chipped edges, cracks, and blow holes.
The magnet should be annealed for a field parallel to the axis. Considerable care is required in the annealing.
A number of magnets have
had small sectors that have been considerably weaker than the remainder
of the magnet, probably because of nonuniform cooling in the annealing
process.
With use, the magnetization of the weak sector has become
reversed and the field has been badly distorted.
A more careful annealing
corrected this.
The rubber grommetz U is a convenient support for the rear of the
cathode-ray tube. All machine screws should be of brass, plated to
The remaining parts, including the
avoid corrosion with the aluminum.
end covers S and V, the large gear F, and the miscellaneous spacers R,
T, and W are all made of aluminum.
Magnetization of the focus magnets requires a very strong field.
It should be done after the assembly of all magnetic parts is completed,
but preferably before the end cover V, the pinion gear G, and knurled
screw H have been added.
The centering ring should be centered by
eye by means of the adjusting screws L. The gap should then be opened
as far as it will go, and the unit placed between the pole pieces of a
magnetizing magnet.
The focus magnet should be saturated.
The
field of the magnetizer should then be reversed and the magnetization
reduced to the desired operating point.
If it is not reduced far enough
at the first trial, it can be reduced further a second time. However, if

1Obtainable from. General Electric Company, Schenectady
y, hT.Y.;Indiana Steel
Company, Valparaiso,Ind.
2 Rt

NO, MD3368, Can field Rubber Corn pan y, Bridgeport, Corm,
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the second

trial.

Otherwise

will not be stable.

A convenient instrument for testing the field strength of a focus
magnet is a fluxmeter with a special pickup coil. The fluxmeter reading
depends on the exact position of the coil in the magnet.
Therefore, a
standard position must be defined.
The particular fluxmeter-coil
combination must be calibrated against a standard focus, magnet, that
is, a magnet that has been tested in the mount in which it is to be used.
The standard should be adjusted so that the anode voltages for focus
with maximum and minimum gap widths should center (geometrically)
about the anode voltage at which the cathode-ray tube is to operate.
There is sufficient range of control of the field so that a tolerance of
+10 per cent in the fluxmeter reading will be satisfactory for production
magnets.
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CONSTRUCTION
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OF DEFLECTION COILS
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DRESSEL

AND

T.

SOLLER

This appendix contains a compilation of information concerning the
mechanical and electrical characteristics of the various types of deflection
More
coils discussed in this volume, in tabular and diagrammatic form.
specific information pertaining to the actual technique of construction
of air-core coils with distributed windings is also included.
B*1 Mechanical and Electrical Characteristics of Various Types of
Deflection Coils.
These are given in Figs. B 1 through B.5, ‘~nd in
Table Bo1.

i

M
FIG. B. 1,—ToroidaI deflection coil.

Core; Ribbon-wound silicon steel, annealed,
Coils;
Cl, C,, C~ and C~—layer-wound without paper insulation between layers.
For wire size
and electrical characteristics see Table B. 1.

B*2. Construction of Air-core Coils With Distributed Windings.—
A slotted form such as is illustrated in Fig. B.5 serves to support the
windings and at the same time fixes the geometrical properties of the
coil. The slots are radial and are equally spaced around the circumBecause of this equal spacing, the numference of the cylindrical form.
ber of wires in each slot must be proportional to the sine of the vertical
The
angle of the slot if the coil is to be wound with a sine distribution.
illustrated forms have two slots missing on top, and two slots missing on
the bottom.
Since the number of wires which ordinarily would fit into
these slots is very small compared with the number of wires in the other
712
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slots, they may be neglected without serious resultant distortion of the
magnetic field. The form dimensions are governed by the diameter of
the cathode-ray-tube neck over which the coil must fit and by the maxiThe maximum angle, in turn, is
mum angle of deflection required.
determined by the relationships between form dimensions and coil performance discussed in Chap. 8.

+–
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B.2.—Two ekes of square iron-core deflection coils. Core: Interleaved 0.014-in. or
0.007-in. eilicon steel L punchinga armecled.
CoiZa: Cl and Ca form one pair for vertical
deflection.
Cz and C4 form one pnir for horizontal deflection. Coile layer-wound, with
paper insulation between Iayerc. For wire size and electrical characterictice we Table B. 1.

Windings to fit the slots on the form are made between two flat disks
(Fig. B“6b and c). These disks are drilled so that wire pina can be pushed
easily through the holes in one disk, across the space between the disks,
and out the corresponding holes in the other disk. For winding, the
diska are mounted on a shaft held in a winding machine so that they may
be rotated.
Four pins, forming a small rectangle, are pushed into the
set of holes nearest the shaft. The proper number of turns of insulated

1
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FIG, B.3.—Square iron-core deflection coil designed to present a square deflection
pattern on a 12DP7 tube. Core: Laminated silicon steel. Coda; Cl and C’s form a pair
for vertical deflection.
Cl and C4 form a pair for horizontal defection.
Wound and
Two separate windings of 1500 turns each are placed
connected for push-pull operation.
on each coil, one over the other.
Winding distribution: 264, 213, 162, 111, 111, 162, 213,
264 turus.
For wire size and electrical characteristics see Table B.1.
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FIQ. B.4.4quare
irun-core off-centering coil. Core: Laminated sihcon steel. Coiln:
Layer-wouud, No. 28 enameled wire. Paper ium.dation between layers. First ten layers:
220 T/layer, 3-in. winding length; second ten layers: 200 !?’/layer, 2.9-h.
last layer: 180 T/layer, 2.3-in. winding length.
Total turns = 4380.

winding length;
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Fm. B.7.—Steps in building an air-core coil with bent-up en&.

copper wire may be wound over these pins to form the first hank; then
without breaking the wire, the winding machine is stopped, four more
pins are pushed into the second set of holes and the winding is continued
until the proper number of turns have been wound on the second hank.
The third, fourth, and fifth hanks are wound in the same manner.
Every size of coil form must have its own whdng disks because the
holes are drilled so that the finished winding just fits on the slotted form.
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Inorder that thewindings may fit into the radial slots of the coil form,
slanting holes are used so that the finished winding will have one long
side and one short side, corresponding to the different arc lengths.
Winding should start at the bottom of the pin and then gradually work up the
side until the required number of turns have been wound (Fig. B.6d),
in order to prevent slippage.
After winding, the disks may be slid off the shaft and the pins pulled
out of the holes. The winding is thus freed and it should then be tied
with thread or fine string as shown (Fig. B.6e).
The completely tied coil
may then be bent with the fingers into a cylindrical shape (Fig. B-6f) and
fitted onto the slotted form (Fig. B.6g).
An adhesive tape may be used
to keep it in place.
Another winding, identical in every respect to the first, is placed on
the bottom half of the form to complete the coil. These halves are
connected in series so that they will aid each other in generating the
magnetic field.
The construction of a deflection coil with bent-up ends requires a
somewhat different technique, as shown in Fig. B-7. The same type of
slotted coil form is used but the holes in the winding disks are spaced
dtierently to allow for bent-up ends. These holes are not slanted because
the manner in which the ends are formed allows the windings to fit into
radial slots. The same steps as those described for the coil in Fig. B.6
are followed in winding the coil; but, after the hanks are tied to prevent
their being tangled, the winding is placed in a bending block so that the
ends may be bent up at right angles. When this step is finished, the
winding may be placed on the slotted form and secured as before.
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Electronic equipment used under adverse climatic conditions frequently fails because of moisture penetration, fungus growth, corrosion,
etc. More or less satisfactory
techniques of protecting apparatus
against the weather have been worked out. The protection of deflection
and focus coils is a difficult problem because, unlike transformers, they
cannot be hermetically sealed in a can. However, a number of techniques
The following
and materials have been developed for this purpose.
treatment, although long and tedious, has been found to be one of the
best. The extra trouble is worth while, however, if the coils must stand
up under tropical conditions.
C*1. Material Used. Impregnation Compound.-The
impregnation
compound consists of Irvington Varnish and Insulator Company’s
“ Harvel 612C” varnish, or its equivalent, thinned approximately 10 per
cent by volume with V.M. and P. naphtha, having a distillation range
from 104° to 160°C.
The consistency of the impregnate should be 50
+ 5 sec when measured with a 0.10 in. ASTM cup (ASTM-D333-40).
Coating Compound.-One
gallon of Irvington Varnish and Insulator
Company “ Harvel 612C” Varnish, or the equivalent, is mixed with 3* lb
of Whittaker, Clark, and Daniels No. 492 talc, or the equivalent, by adding small quantities of talc to the varnish and agitating thoroughly.
The mixture is allowed to stand for 2 to 3 hr until all bubbling and foaming has ceased, and then it is stirred again to ensure that the talc has not
settled.
The talc should have a maximum water extract conductivity
of 1.5 (10–5) ~ohms/gram.
The consistencey of the mixture when measured at any temperature between 21.1° and 37.8°C should be adjusted to
49 ~ 4 sec in a 0.20 in. cup (similar to standard ASTM cups) by evaporating thinner from the mixture if the consistency is too low or adding
thinner if the consistency is too Klgh. The V,M. and P. naphtha as
required for the impregnation compound is the only acceptable thinner.
C-2. Condition of Coils.-Before
impregnation, the coils should be in
the following condition:
1. Not treated with wax.
2. In assembled condition with the leads firmly fastened.
719
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3. Assembly

cleaned.
4. Assembly holes plugged.
C*3. Method of Impregnation.

First Impregnation.—

1. Vacuum Dr&g.
The assembly is placed in a vacuum tank and
the pressure reduced until a vacuum of not less than 29 in. of mercury is obtained.
Drying is accomplished in 4 hr + 15 min at a
temperature between 104° and 116°C.
2. Vacuum Cooling. The assembly is then immediately placed in a
second unheated vacuum tank and the pressure reduced until a
vacuum of not less than 29 in. of mercury is obtained.
The
assembly is allowed to remain under this vacuum and cool for 1
hr + 10 min.
The vacuum pump is then shut off and an amount
3. Impregnating.
of impregnating compound sufficient to completely cover the
assembly is drawn into the tank so that the previously established
vacuum is not reduced to less than 28 in. of mercury.
The vacuum is broken after 15 min and the assembly allowed to remain
immersed in the varnish for a period of 45 ~ 10 min.
4. Air Drying and D7aining.
The assembly is then air dried and
drained for 1 hr + 10 min. During this draining period the
assembly should be suspended in a vertical position.
5. Bakina. The assembly is then baked at a tem~erature of 130°
to 135;C, with the coil windings maintained at the baking temperature, for a period of 8 to 10 hr. During this baking period the
assembly should be suspended from metal hooks with the winding
assembly in the same vertical position as it was during the draining
process.
Second Impregnation.-The
process used for the first impregnation,
starting with (2) vacuum cooling, is then repeated.
In suspending the
coil by hooks during draining and baking, the position should be opposite
to that used in first impregnation.
C*4. Coating.-All
coatings and air drying should be done at an
ambient temperature between 21 and 38”C.
1-. First Coating.
Immediately after baking, the assembly is allowed
to cool to a temperature of not over 9°C above room temperature.
The assembly is then completely immersed in the coating compound, and allowed to remain in the solution for a minimum of 10
min.
2. Air D7ying and Draining.
The assembly is withdrawn’ from the
compound and allowed to air dry and drain with the mounting
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surface at the bottom for a period of 5 to 6 hr. Approximately
2hrafter
the start of the air-drying period, excessive lumps and
streamers of the coating material should be removed from the
assembly and spots smoothed over.
The assembly is baked for a period of 5 hr f 30 min at
3. Baking.
a temperature of 93 ~ 6“C.
4. Cooling. The assembly is removed from the baking oven and
‘allowed to cool for a period of 3 to 4 hr.
5. Second Coating. The process used to apply the first coating is
repeated except that the baking time is extended to 11 to 12 hr
instead of 5 hr, as previously.
C*5. Final Preparation.-At
the conclusion of the second baking and
cooling the assembly is examined for pin holes, bubbles, or other signs of
defective coating.
If defects in the coating are found, the assembly
should be recoated.
When the final coating is completed, the terminals
and mounting surfaces should be scraped clean of all impregnating and
coating materials.
Solvents should not be used in the cleaning procedure,
and care should be taken in handling the assembly to assure that the
coating is not damaged.

APPENDIX
CATHODE-RAY-TUBE

D

CHJIIUCTERISTICS

BY T. SOLLER AND A. Y. BENTLEY
The following tables of data covering cathode-ray-tube characteristics
have been compiled partially from the “Joint Army-Navy Specification
JAN-1A for Electron Tubes,” and descriptive material covering ratings
is largely paraphrased from this specification.
See Chap. 2 for a further
discussion of electrical characteristics of tubes, and Chap. 18 for screens.
Note L-The
tubes listed may be obtained from the tube manufacturers with screen materials other than those indicated.
Operating
conditions for screen materials are listed in Table D .4.
In Table D. 1 there are numerous “A” tube types.
Mechanically
the “A” type and the “non-A” type are interchangeable but electrically
it will be noted that maximum Anode No. 1 current (or focus current)
is negligible for the “A”
types.
Thus if the power supply for the
cathode-ray-tube is designed for negligible focus current it will be overloaded when a “non-A”
type is used. Wherever the two types differ,
the values for the “A” type follow the shilling bar.
Note 2.—Grid No. 1 cutoff voltage is the voltage applied to that
electrode to extinguish, visually, the unreflected, focused spot.
Grid
No. 1 cutoff ratings are subject to +50 per cent variation, and are valid
only when the other electrode voltages are as indicated.
Noi!s 3.—Grid No. 2 voltage is the normal operating voltage applied
to that electrode.
Ratings for Grid No. 1 cutoff voltage, Anode No. 1
or focus voltage, or focus ampere-turns apply when Grid NTO.2 voltage
is as indicated.
Maximum Grid No. 2 voltage is +220 volts for the
3HP type, +33o volts for the 7CP1 type, and +750 volts for all other
types.
Grid No. 2 can be used for blanking of the return trace because a
change in Grid No. 2 voltage changes the Grid No. 1 cutoff voltage.
In general, an improvement in spot size can be obtained if EC2is made
more positive than the nominal value of +250 volts.
Increasing E.z
results in an increase in E,o also. The value of E.. for a voltage on
the second grid, designated as (E.0).z, is given approximately by the
expression
(ZLo)c2

=

(~cO)

250
“?Q75).
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Increasing EC*also increases the amount of grid drive (AE.,) required to
produce a given beam current.
Nofe 4.—When the Grid No. 1 voltage is adjusted to 75 per cent of
the cutoff rating and all other voltages are as indicated, the Anode No. 1
voltage is that which must be applied to the first anode in order to bring
the electron beam to focus on the luminescent screen. Anode No. 1
voltage or focus voltage ratings are subject to f 20 per cent variation.
Nof-e 5.—Anode voltages (other than Anode No. 1 voltages) are
nominal values and may be increased or decreased as indicated by the
tube manufacturer.
Higher voltages produce smaller spot size, higher
light output, and decreased deflection sensitivity.
For a minimum
amount of aberration in the spot in the case of electrostatic-deflection
types, a maximum ratio between Anode No. 2 voltage and Anode No. 3
voltage should not be exceeded.
For electrostatic-deflection
types,
Anode No. 2 is the final anode when there is no Anode No. 3.
Note 6.—Modulation
characteristic is the maximum Grid No. 1
drive (or change in Grid No. 1 voltage from the cutoff value) necessary
to produce the indicated light output or anode current.
Note 7.—Deflection factor is the reciprocal of deflection sensitivity
and is the ratio of the instantaneous voltage applied to the deflection
plates to the corresponding deflection on the indicated deflection axis.
Deflection factor ratings are subject to +20 per cent variation, and apply
only when the other electrode voltages are as indicated.
Note 8.—Deflection angle is twice the angle of deflection from the
axis.
Note 9.—Focus-coil position is the distance from the center of the
focus-coil gap to the reference line. See Note 16.
Note 10.—Focus-coil ampere-turns ratings are nominal values for a
focus coil enclosed in a soft iron shell of l+ in. axial length, l% in. inside
diameter, and an air-gap width of ~ in.
Note 11.—The test pattern used for light-output and shrinking-raster
line-width determinations is a 35-to 105-line pattern provided by 60-cps
sawtooth scanning on one axis and 2100- to 6300-cps sawtooth scanning
on the other axis. In the case of electrostatic-deflection
types, the
mean potential of free deflecting plates should be that of Anode No. 2.
For light-output measurements, the pattern size should be adjusted
to 2 in. by 2 in.
For line-width or spot-size measurements (see also Chap. 17) the
pattern should first be adjusted to the size used in the measurement of
light output, and the light output or anode current set to the indicated
value by adjusting the Grid No. 1 voltage.
After this adjustment, the
high-frequency scanning amplitude (applied to the deflecting plates
nearest the screen for electrostatic types) should be adjusted to give a

--J
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TABLE D.1.—ELECTRICAL

AND MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTROSTATIC CRT
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Tube type (see also Note 1)
Electrical chamcteristic~:
Henter voltage
Max. EM
hlax, Eb,
M,nx. EM/Eb~
“%$R-””’
Eb,-Vd-c
Eb*-Vd.c
~b,-vd..

:
5

Max. electrode current, ~a,+c
mm.

~ POWn

2AP1
2AP1A

2BP1

3API
3AP1A

aBPl
3BP1A

6,3
1100

6.3
2750

2.5
1650

6.a
2200

6a
2200

0.3
:20C

– 45
215
1000

–50
430
1500

-45
430
15wl

– 45
4ao
1500

-4:
430
.50(

;a;

::4
109
1000
460/10
0.45
0.65

—

—

i.3
iOQ

6.3
600

-32

–60

;;.O

:%

loon

3DP1
3DPIA

EP

5

condi’i”m’

{:%dko

,

,

A
R

K:o .s11
a, to all
D, to D,
Da to D,

Intmrelectrodec,apmi.D, tc,811
tance, p~f.
D, toall
D, ~~a!; e~pept D,
D,
D, “
D, “
D,

“
“

‘a
“

i toanode #2
Mechanical characteristics:
Min. unefulscreen di~m., inchen
Nom. screen rad. curvature, in.
Bulb diameter, mchea
Tolerance, *
Over-all length, inches
Tolerance, *
Bwing and bane type

so
UN

:

ModuL charact. ti%’o%~uto ft. 1.
{ A .,-Vd.c from E.,
Deflection factor, JLin. {~~~

Spot ,ize,
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113 I02A

D,
;:

11
6
7
!40
7
,76

;;
11
11
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,,
,.
,.
,,
,,
,!
,.
,.
,,
,,

8
3
3

1

1
::9
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30 1(
D. ( 5
1.0
:
3
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9

1
:

s
;
7
s
6
5

i
7
7
7
5
6
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1.:5

1.75

1.75

2.75

2675

,31

16

.75

18

3
—

3.0
).06
7.44
).19
3

2*O
0.06
7.44
0619

2!0
0.06
7.62
0.19
14

3s0
0.06
11.5
0.37
2

a.o
0,06
10.0
oi;5

.,, .,,..,,,

GP 1

906
KPl 905A

6,a
2200
4406
2.3

6.a
1650

6.3
2750

2.5
2200

;;:

-50
350
I500

– 60
460
woo

-26
a78
1500

1%
105
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).35
).45

11s
90

H
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7
2

9
2

;
7
7
7

;3

7
2
a
s

2000
4cKlo
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;6%J 2%
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1s0
!Wo( 1500
300 100 10
D.7
0. 45
1.0
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2

9
7

9
s
5
s
4

5
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~
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IFP7A
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10,44
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2
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9
2
1

;
s

:

&
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6
7
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7
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1
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l’ABLE D.2.—ELECTRICAL
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see

Tube type (see SISONote 1)

HP7 API(

—

.

—

6.3
5500

6.3
?900

– 27

– 45
– 45
250
300
9000 4000
200
25
38
55
40

Electrical chmrscteriatice:
Heater wltage
M,aximumE!
“$?$:Ft’n’
:,:.;:;O

c“nti’iom:

Mad.,. chmmct.{i>!:&:

from

Deflection sncle, degreen
Em- ~d.,

Focuo coil p.mitim, inches
Focua ampere-twrw
spot size, ~m.{;q&
g
k to all
Intemlec. csprm., Fwf. O, to all
{ 0, to all
Ion trap in gun
Metal-backed mreen

Mechanicrd cbaracteristica:
Mm. umf”1 screen dimn.,inches
Nom. screen rad. curvatwe, in.
Bulb diameter, inchen
Tolerance, +
Over-all length, incbe~
Tolerance, t
Reference hne to face, in+
Tolerance, ~
Neck diameter, i“che~
Tolerance, +
Basing and base type
Anode

termmal

type

Em

—

mote

2
3
5
6
1, 11
8
t, 12
9
10
H
13

4%1
200
%
;;:
0,5
0.6
9

2,76
450
0.28
0.28

!;

iFP7

—

rcPl

DP4

6.3
),OW

6.3
7700

6,3
7700

6.3
6.3
ISCKJ ?700

– 70

– 45
250
;-

-45
250
4000

-45
250
woo

%

180

2.5

1:

3!0
D,06
0.81
0.25
2.28
D,09
1.37
0.06

16
16
6, 1’
18
19

i

6.3
7700

2.75
398
0.5
0.6
6.5
8
9

353:

4.25
24
4.94
4.0
0.12 0.09
14.7: 1.12
0,37 0.37
4.25 3.62
0.19 0.12
1.37 1.37
04j6 0.06
c

IGP7 ILP7

10BP4
IoEP4

-t

1DP7 12JP4

.5AP4

!OBP4

6,3
3,2oO

6.3
3,200

6.3
.6,500

– 45
;:.5
250
O,OIM .O,ooo
244

.5?,%0
Zg

—

?,%(

iwo
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3.9
55
2.75
398
D.75
D.85
6.5
8
9

0.5
0.65

#
14

—

‘BP?

,TP4

i

4.25
’51P
D.12
1.75
D.37
4.81
0.09
1.44
0.06
11
B

-45
%%
200
38
55
4.:;
1.0
1.2

6,3
7700
–m
250
4000
28
55

6.3
10,000
– 45
s
50

2,75
398
1.3
1.5

655

655

<

d

– 45

50.5

52.5

50.5

2.75
650

2.75
625

2,75
550
6a5
9

6.0

6.5

6,0

7,62

785

9.0

l].O

1:.5

1:.O

;40
0,12
:,.;;

:.:
0.12
13.4<
: ,;7

7?9
D.12
4.06
D.37
5.94
D.19
1.44
D,06
11
B

&
0.12
17,0
1,0
7.37
;:;;

9.0
0,12
14.%
; ,3;

1;25
0,12
17.62
0.37
9.44
0.19
1.44
Oiy

12 0
0.19
17.5
0.6
10.5
;::;

1:,.;;

20.0
0.37
28,75
0.75
20,0
0.50
1.37
0.06
~3

5.75
:::;
0 ~06

0.25
1.37
0.06

A

i

0.00
6

0.25
1.37
0.06
;

—

1oB-” B“
1OE-”A “

0.06
12
A

2:,.;;
;3,.;:
1.44
Oip
A

“..

TABLE D.3.—BAsE
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“
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I(
‘,
t,
‘,
Duodical 12-pin
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(<
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‘,
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OF CRT IN TABLESD-1
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Magnal n-pin
‘8
,,
‘1
,’
61
1(

heater; k - cathode; q, o, - control
u

BASING

Base type

Medium 5-pin
Medium 7-pin
octal spin
61
‘1
‘1
(t

1

AND

Pin numbers

Basing, No.
(seanote 18)

2
3
4
4a
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

TYPES

1

2
—

h
h
o,, D,, D,
NC
iC to 6
NC
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
m
h
h
h

PI
h:l
h
h
PI
k
m
nc
NC
g,
91
91
91
9
9
k
k
k
—

3
—
:,
p,
92
g,
m
D,
D,
D,
nc
k

k
~,k

4
—

5
—
h,A

g,
D,
p,
D,
91
m
gl
NC g,
92
91
m
p,
ic
p,
NC
PI

u,

Da,

p,

h
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u
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—

;,
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nc

D4

D,
nc
l%to 1
k
D,
D,
D,

PI
p]

7

6

?,
PI
nc
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D,
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h
k
k
h
P2
P2

Pz
P2
92Pg2
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— —

—

8
—

9
—

10
—
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D,
D,
D,
W
D,

9
9
9
9

h
h, k
h, k
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h
k
k
k

B,
PI
9
ru
m
9
h
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9
—
—
grid; US- accelerator grid (grid No. 2); p, = focusing electrode (anode

—

12
—

13
—

nc
h
h
h
D,
D,
D,
:2
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92
g,

NC
ic
D,

—

92

p,
D,
D,
m
h
—
No.

D,
D,
p,
m
k
—

D,
p,
D,
w
9
—

1); p, = anode

;,
D,
?cc
m
—
No.

h
h
h
h
Da
m
nc
PI
—

—

2; pa = intensifier
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line length of approximately 90 per cent of the maximum tube diameter.
The low-frequency scanning amplitude should be increased to make the
line structure clearly visible and adjustment should be made for best
The pattern should then be comfocus at the center of the pattern.
pressed until the line structure first disappears or begins to overlap
at the center of the screen. The line width at Position A is then given
by the quotient of the width of the compressed pattern transverse to the
line structure divided by the number of scanning lines.
For Position B (for electrostatic-deflection types) the connection of
deflection elements to the low- and high-frequency scanning supplies
should be interchanged from that of Position A and the determination

,

TAZLED.4.—CATHODE-RAY-TUBE
SCREEN
CHARACTERISTICS
Screen

Charsateristic

%
I nota

Number of IaYem
Luminescence
Main peak A
j
Phosphorescence
~ Main peak A
Tenebresmnce
1 Msin peak A
Pemk9t8nce,sec. (to 1% of
psak)
Decay type
Rel. lure. efficiency (P1 =
lCQ%)
Minimum anode V.
Prkmipaf w

II

PI

I

.—
21
22

P2
—

II

P3

—

1
1
1
G LBG 1C%
5250 5140 5500

23

G LBG IGY

P4
—

P5
—

P6
—

P7

26

27

2s

Plo

—

1
1
2
1
w
LV w BW
4500 !300 44C044C0
w
LV w LY
5600

P1l P12 P13 P14
—

1

—

—

—

1
1
1
2
LB LO LR Pw
4580 5870 6740 4400
LB LO LR LO
6090

M
5570

24

25

+

designation (see Note 20)

.05 0.5
~-l ~-“

,06
.06
~-i ~-l, ~-.

100 135 84
500 1000 500
0, R L, R O, T

so
500
T

10-6 .005 3.0
~–t ~-. ~-.

1O-10* .005 0.4
~-., ~-,, @

6 150
500 500 4000 9000
P C, T R, L R, L

,.,

0.1 1.0
~-t ~-.

72 90
5
500 4000 40Q04000
R D ,R D,
P
R, L

,,,

In this case the lineof line width repeated without adjustment of focus.
structure disappearance or overlap should be determined at the less
favorable of the two alternative B positions (the points along the direction
of high-frequency scanning, distant from the center of the screen by
three-eighths of the maximum bulb diameter).
For Position C (for magneticdeflection
types) there is no interchange
of comections to the deflecting elements and line-width determination
is made at the less favorable of the two alternative C positions (same point
location as B position) without adjustment of focus.
The values for shrinking-raster line width or spot size are maximum
values and for average tubes are about 50 per cent of this value. The
actual “spot size” is approximately twice this value.
Nok 12.—Maximum electrode currents are given for electrostatic
types only for power-supply-design
considerations.
In magnetic types

;
u
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no appreciable portion of the cathode current is collected by electrodes
other than the final anode in the types where magnetic focusing is used;
for the three electrostatic focus types listed, the focus electrode currents
are as follows: 5TP4, 75 pa max. for 200 pa to A z; 7CP1, 200 pa max.;
7DP4, between – 15 and +10 ~a.
Note 13.—The capacitance between the designated combinations of
elements should be measured by any of the methods described in the 1938
Report of the Standards Committee of the Institute of Radio Engineers
or by an equivalent method as exemplified by the direct-capacitance
highhigh-frequency
bridge-type
circuit, or the direct-capacitance
frequency transmission-type
circuit as shown by RMA Standards
Proposal No. 140 dated 27 April 1943.
Average values of capacitance are given, where figures are available.
In some cases the minimum to maximum range is given.
Nok 14.—Minimum useful screen diameter is indicative of the extent
of uniformly coated screen. It is possible to use a small portion of the
screen outside of the screen size indicated but the uniformity of screen is
not guaranteed by tube manufacturers.
Note 15.—Nominal screen radius of curvature is indicative of the
“flatness” of the face plate.
Note 16.—Mechanical dimensions are for mounting design considerations.
The reference line is determined by the position at which a
2 in. long cylinder will rest on the bulb cone. For tubes having a neck
diameter of 1.37 in., this cylinder has an ID of 1.430 in. + 0.003 in.,
–0.000 in.; for 1.44 in. tubes, the ID is 1.500 in., +0.003 in., –0.000 in.
Note 17.—Focus and deflection elements must be so designed that
their inside diameters will adequately clear the maximum-size tube neck.
Note 18.—Basing and base types are shown in Table D-3.
Note 19.—Various shapes and sizes of anode terminals are used.
Type A: Recessed button.
Type B: Recessed small cavity.
Type C: Medium cap (~ln. diam, ~ in. high cylinder).
Nofe 20. —Cathod*ray-tube
screen properties.
“ P‘’ numbers (PI,
P2, P7, etc.) are RMA assigned numbers and are reasonably uniform
among manufacturers.
This table is of necessity brief and incomplete
and is intended to convey only partially the diRerences between the
various screen materials and the requirements for satisfactory operation.
Note 21.—Two-layer
screens are referred to as “cascade”
types.
These have two adjacent layers of different phosphors.
The P1O is an evaporated screen and is not used as a phosphor.
See
also Note 24.
Nok 22.—Luminescent color is the color of the light emitted by the
V = violet,
screen material during excitation by the electron beam.

i
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B, = blue, G = green, Y = yellow, R = red, P = purple, W = white,
and L = light, or pale.
Nob 23.—Phosphorescent
color is the color of light emitted by the
screen material after cessation of electron excitation.
Note 24.—Tenebrescent
color is the color of the darkening of the
Cathode-ray
screen material due to excitation by the electron beam.
tubes having tenebrescent screens are intended to be vievwd by reflected
light. The color of a fresh trace is magenta (M).
Note 25.—The approximate time in seconds to decay to 1 per cent
of the peak excitation value is given. Values may vary considerably
from those given, since they depend upon current density used, especially
in the case of phosphors that have t–ntype of decay.
Note 26.—Screens are listed as following an exponential (e–’) or powerlaw (P)
decay if the approximate behavior over the interval of time
usually associated with the use of the screen is either exponential or power
law in form.
No simple statement will adequately describe the complete decay
characteristics of the screen.
Note 27.—Minimum
anode voltage is the minimum recommended
anode voltage at which reasonably satisfactory performance will be
attained.
Note 28.—There are obviously other uses than the customary ones
indicated by the following symbols: C, color television; D, dark adaptation retention; L, transient oscillograph; O, oscillograph or generai
purpose; P, photographic oscillograph and high-speed scanning; R,
radar; T, television.

APPENDIX
VIDEO
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AMPLIFIERS

BY P. AXEL
OF VIDEO AMPLIFIERS ILLUSTRATED IN FIGS.* E.1
Tmm E.1.—CHARACTERISTICS
THROUGH
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Fig.
no.

,

Input
signal,
volts

E.1
E.2
E.3
E.4
E.5
E.6

+1
+1
+1
–0.9

– 50
–35
– 40
–40

–0.9
+1.3

–36
– 40

E.7

+1

– 40

E.8

50.5

*50

●

Power supply

output
signal,
volts

Rke time,

Time for

landwidth

psec,

O % droop
psec

= 0.35/7,
Me/see

volts

ma

7

120
150

75
22
12
30
43
85
40
16
50
70

0.06
0.06
0.07
0.09
0.043
0,03
1.6

150
150
250

300
{w150
300
{ 150

1000

6
6
5

470
2:0
500
1ooo
2500

4
8.3
12

470

2,s

1.3

2.3

See S1.SO
Figs. 7.5, 7.6a, and 7.12 for other video amplifiers.
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Fm. E.1.—Simple video amplifier with fesdbsck.
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A

I

I

A-scope, 17
A-scope display, 26
A-sweep, 17
A/R scope, 17, 275-288
Accelerating electrode G,, 47
Acceleration, postdeflection, 65
Accelerator electron gun, 60
Air-core deflection coils, 330, 712–718
with distributed windings, 333
with iron return path, 334
with lumped windings, 330
two-axis, 334
Amplidyne, 189
Amplifier gain control, 157
Amplifiers, for current waveform, 362–
370
direct-coupled, 37&374
feedback (see Feedback amplifiers)
overdriven, 120
video (see Video amplifiers)
for voltage waveform, 359362
Angle index, photoelectric, 230
Angle markers, electronic, 398
Angular resolution, 35
Anode, third, 65
Atomic nucleus, 612
Automatic shutcff circuit, 13%144, 440,
450, 462
Autosyn, 185
Azimuth, 12
Azimuth sweep, reverse, 393
B
B-scan, 384
B-scope, 227
typical, 386
B-scope display, 26
Bachman, C. H., 90
Bales, P., 286
737

Barrel field, 313
Beam convergence,
Beam current, 48

53

Beam divergence,
Bearings, 546

52, 83

Bendix condenser,
Bias, cutoff, 82
grid, 48

215

positive, 117
Blanking, 82, 159
Blanking
Blocking

voltage, 92
oscillator, 120, 465

Blocking-oscillator’ pulse, 121
Blooming, 35
Briggs, B. H., 447
Brightness, 659

c.
C-scan, 384, 401
C-scope, 401406
Carrier

demodulation,

Cascade, 645
Cathode, 44, 58
Cathode emitting

128

area, 51

Cathode-follower-diode
switch, 365
Cathode followers, 114–118, 359

operating conditions of, 118
Cathode-lens system, 44
Cathode loading, 51
mean, 51
peak, 51
Cathode-ray tubes, 2–6
basing of, 727
central-electrode, 70
characteristics of, 722-730
dark-trace, projection of, 578
electrostatic, 4, 57–77
tube mounts for, 54o
filters for, 560-564
flat-faced, pattern distortions due to,
338-342
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Cathode-ray tubes, high-intensity, 72
magnetic, 77
fixed<oil mounts for, 541-545
operating conditions for, 91
mounts for, 539
multigun, 71
overlays for, 55S560
phosphors for, 609
projection, 89
radial-deflection, 70
screen test equipment, 699-705
screens for, 4
characteristics

of, 728

ultrahigh-frequency,
73
Centering, 411, 477
Centibel, 623
Circuit
,constants
of deflection
measurement
of, 325-329
Circuit techniques,

coils,

111-183

Clamp, 128
fourdiode, 476
one-way, 128
triode, 129
two-diode, 131
two-triode, 131
two-way, 131, 475
two-way four-diode, 131
Clamp resistance, 129
Clamping circuits, 128-132
Coil, fixed, for sector display, 484486
of relay, 126
rotating, 426445, 484, 492
Condenser, coupling, 112
reacdved-time-base applications using,
217
resolved-time-base PPI using, 218
sine-cosine, 452
sinusoidal, 218, 472
variable, used as electromechanical
modulators, 212
as position-data-transmission device,
213
Condenser method of data transmission,
398
Conduction band, 612
Contract, 35
lirninal, 647
contrast filter, 561
Contrast gradient, 35, 648
Control grid G,, 47
Control transformer, 187

TUBE
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Crossover, 46
Current-balance tube, 438
Current density, 55
image, 53
Current feedback, 363, 436440
Current waveform, amplifiers for, 362370
area-balanced, 461-466
in inductance, 358
cutoff, 49
extrapolated, 50
visual, 49
Cutoff bias, 82
Cutoff voltage, 722
CV-11 sweep condenser, Rauland, 216
D
Damping resistance, 356
Damping resistors, 382
Dark trace. screen, 6M-699
Data transmission, condenser method of,
398
photoelectric-mechanical, 221
position-, lM–226
D-c rmtoration, 112, 113
Decay, phosphorescent, 632
Decay laws, 632
Deflecting fields, magnetic, defects in,
312-314
methods of producing, 314-316
of square iron-core coil, 316
Deflection, electrostatic, 3
magnetic, 3
push-pull, 76
theory of, 303-306
in electrostatic field, 62–65
Defleci.ion angle, 723
Deflection characteristic, 66
Deflection coils, 3, 343Wi37, 356359,712718
air-core (see Air-core deflection coils)
balanced winding, 320
characteristics of, 713
circuit constants of, measurement of,
325-329
construction of, 712
core materials for, 317
dkrtributed capacity of, 358
eddy currents in, 317
energy stored in, 307

INDEX
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Deflection coils, impregnation of, 719- Distortion, in B-scan, 335
721
due to asymmetries in iron-core
inductanceof, 310
deflection coils, 351-354
iron-core (seeIron-coredeflectioncoils)
geometrical, 429
maximum lengthof, 306
in start of sweep, 354
motor stator, 336
Drive, mechanical, 184
power 10ssin, 310
Droop, 149
push-pull-operation,319
Du Itlont Laboratories, 74
recoverytime of, 311
Dushman, S., 679
resistanceof, 309
Duty ratio, 113
seleniumrectifierswith, 466
shieldsfor, 321–324
E
simplifiedequivalentcircuit of, 356
single-ended-operation,319
E-scope, 250, 518
and synchro,equivalentcircuitfor, 382
hybrid RHI, 534-538
synchro driving, 381
Earth’s-curvature correction, 533
voltage drive for, 310
Eastman Kodak Company, 584
windingsof, 31S320
Electrical differential, 187, 231
Deflectiondefocusing,54, 102, 312
Electromechanical modulators, variable
Deflectionefficiency,30G308
condensers used as, 212
Deflectionfactor, 64, 309, 723
Electron beam, precentering of, 342-344
Deflectionmodulation, 6, 17
Electron gun, 2, 46-56, 57–62, 7%89
Deflectionsensitivity,64, 308, 723
accelerator, 60
Delay circuits,264, 272, 279282
electrostatic focus, 86
Detector, boxcar, 198
ion-trap, 87
keyed, 197
tetrode, 7985
peak, 196,231
modified, 85
phaae-sensitive,196
triode, 59, 78
r-f, 259
zero-first-anode-current, 61
Diode, 113, 128
Electron lens, 2, 40
Dispersion,35
(See also Focusing lens)
Display, A-scope,26
thin, 93
B-scope,26
Electron optics, 3943
double-dot, 22
Electronic angle markers, 230, 398
expanded,429-432, 516
Electronic markers, 16
micro-B, 21
Electronic switches, 128
polar, 426
Electrons, trapping of, 694
sector (seeSectordisplay)
Electrostatic cathode-ray tubes, 4, 57–
televised,projectionof, 577
77
television,406
Electrostatic deflection, 3
threetone, 38
Electrostatic field, theory of deflection
type A, 14
in, 62–65
type B, 15, 21
Electrostatic focusing, 44
type C, 15
Elevation, 12
type E, 15, 21
Ellwood, W. B., 556
type F, 15
Epstein, D. W., 39, 90
type J, 14
Error indicators, 23
type K, 15
Excitation, 609
type L, 15
V-beam, 15
raster, 651
vertically expanded,517
Excitation purity, 659
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Feedback, negative, 535
Feedback amplifiers, 363
gain of, 363
Feedback signal, compensation of, for
screen current, 368
Feldt, R., 288
Filters for cathode-ray tubes, 560-564
contrast, 561
for dark adaptation, 564
for P7 screens, 562
Fixed-coil mounts for magnetic cathodcray tubes, 54–545
Flexible-shaft coupling, 184
Flip-flop, 125, 127, 128, 142, 239, 243
Floating-paraphase circuit, 139
FlopOver, 126, 234, 249
Fluorescence, 616, 617
Flyback, 133
Focus COilS,9*105
construction of, 707
current control in, 9=102
impregnation of, 719–72 1
mechanical adjustment of, 10>105
performance of, 96-98
theory of, 93–95
types of, 95
Focus compensation, 102, 440
Focus magnets, 105-110
construction of, 708
magnetization of, 710
operation of, 105
shunt of, 708
theory of, 105
Focus voltage, 723
Focus-voltage characteristic, 68
Focusing lens, 48
magnetic, 43
magnetostatic, 43
Focusing-1ens systems, 43-46
Frame, 6
Frequency divider, 122
Frequency source, 120
Frequency stability, 121
G
g-, large effective, 361
G,, control grid, 47
G,, accelerating electrode, 47

GairI control, 158
Garlick, G. F. J., 616
Gate feedthrough, 476
Gating, 223
Gating signal, 123
General Electric Company, 381, 679,
689
Generator, delayed-trigger, 281
marker, 283
rectangular-wave
(se. Rectangularwave generator)
sawtooth-wave, 132–139
sweep (see Sweep generator)
synchro, 185
as tachometer, 21II
time-base, 258
trigger (see Trigger generator)
tube-oscillator high-voltage, 173
Gethman, R. B., 343, 352
Ghost, 59
Glass layer, 645
Goldstein, E,, 664
Goldstein, H., 288
Grid bias, 48
Grid control, modulating, 59
Grid drive, 49
Grid-drive factor, 49
Grid skirt, 59
Gurney, R. W., 610
Gustafson, W. G., 558
H
Hazeltine Corporation, 178
Headrick, L. B., 45, 629
Height-indicator ecale, 565
Height markers, 521
Height measurement, 517
Herzberg, G., 610
High-frequency response, 151
High-voltage supply for CRT, 163-183
Hue, 659
Hue saturation, 659
I
Image current density, 53
Immersion-lens system, 44
Impedance changer, 114-116
Impregnation, of deflection coils, 719721
of focus coils, 719–721

I

INDEX
Impregnation compound, 719
Impulse function, 357
Indication, azimuth-elevation, 22
type C, 22
Indicator, projection, 579-584
remote, 191
Indices, 15
derived, 249
flashing, 229
slow-scan, 229-238
substitution, 229, 236
timing, 238-247
(See also Tme indices)

Indu~tance,currentwaveformin, 358
of deflectioncoils, 310
iron-core,323
Input capacity, 116
Input resistance,116
Intensifier,65
Intensitymodulation,6, 246, 384
Ion spot, 44, 94
Ions, focusingof, 44
Iron-coredeflection-coilinductance,323
Iron-core deflection coils, distortion due
to asymmetriesin, 351-354
equivalentcircuit of, 324
square,deflectingfield of, 316
toroidal,329
Ives, H. E., 619
J
J-scope, 10, 17, 70, 296-301
Jacob, L., 55
Jitter, 429
Joubert,J., 333
Jump, 345-347
K
Klemperer, O., 39

L
Langmuir, D. B., 53
Law, R. R., 90, 95
Lee, G. M., 73
Lens, focusing (see Focusing lens)
Level stabilization, 113
Leverenz, W. H,, 617, 629
Liebman, G., 48
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Light output, 723
Liminal contrast, 647
Limiting apertures, 86
Wlting potential, 629
Line splitting, 347-351
Line-width characteristic, 69
Line-width measurement, 723
Loop gain, 124, 367
Imw-frequency response, 150
Luckiesh, M., 619
Luminance, 659
Luminance characteristics of P7 components, 646
Luminance level, 609
Luminescence, 609, 617
short-time, 648
M
Magnet, permanent, demagnetization,
417
focusing by (see Focus magnets)
off-centering by, 412419
Magnetic deflecting fields, defects in,
312-314
Magnetic deflection, 3
Magnetic materials, 556
Magnetron, 11
Maloff, I. G., 39
Map superposition and plotting, 566
Marker, angle, 230-238
height, 249
muhiple, 246
range, 25, 238
See also Indices
Marker generator, 283
Martin, S. T., 629
Mascart, E., 333
Mean cathode loading, 51
Mean potential adjustment, 75
Micro-B scope with range normalization,
487492
Middleton, W. E. K., 665
Miller-rundown sawtooth voltage, 135,
377
Mixer, nonadditive, 533
Model 5 synchroscope, 261-270
Model G synchronizer, 271-275
Modulating grid control, 59
Modulation characteristic, 723
Modulator, 23
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Morton, G. A., 39
Moee, H., 39
Mott, N. F., 610
Mount for off-centering, 552
rotating-coil, 545-555
servomechanism-driven, 550
synchrodriven, 547
MueUer, C. W., 628
Multivibrator, 125
output coupling for, 123
Multivibrator circuit, 122
Myers, L. M., 39
N
National Union, 171
0
Off-centering, 103, 429, 466, 483
mount for, 552
permanent-magnet, 412-419
radial-time-base display with, 440-445
for radial-time-base display, 419-424
OIT-centering coil, 429-431, 484
CM-centering contrul, 444
l-Me/see oscillator, 398
Operating voltage, 77
Optical-superposition devices, 564-567
Optical system, reflective, 579-583
Optimum resolution, attainment of, 606
Oscillator, blocking, 120, 465
l-Mc/scc, 398
X) kc/see, 24)8
Oscilloscope, high-speed, 288-296
Output voltage, proportional to shaft
rotation, 212, 217
proportional to tangent of shaft rotation, 212
Overlays
for cathode-ray tubes, 558560
Overshod,

P
P-4 aynchrmcope,

252-261
luminance

components,

Pattern distortions due to flat-faced
cathode-ray tubes, 338-342
Pattern rotation, 94, 344, 345
Peak cathode loading, 51
Peaking, low-frequency, 450
Pensack, L., 90
Pentode for electron coupling, 127
Persistence, intermediate, 609, 653
Philip, F., 357
Phosphorescence, 609, 616
short-time, 649
Phosphorescent decay, 632, 653
Phosphorescent light, 609
Photoelectric angle index, 230
Photoelectric-cell switch, 398
Photoelectric-mechanical data transmis.
aion, 221
Photographic projection, 584-589
Photopic vision, 659
Pickup of hum, 266
Pie windings, 320
Pincushion field, 313
Plan-position indicator (see PPI and
Radial-time-base)
Plotting, 567-570, 579
map superposition and, 566
Plotting screen, 588
Pohl, R. W., 684
Polar coordinates,

425

Polar display, 426
Polkadot
raster, 597
Positiondata
transmission,
Positio~data-transmission

184-226
device,

var-

iable condenser as, 213
Position error, 488, 493, 502, 504
Positive bias, 117
Postdeflection
acceleration,
65
Potentiometers,
linear, 20Q-202
nonlinear, 20+207
sine-cosine,

450

sinusoidal, 202–204, 472
Power supplies, high-voltage,
163-183
Power supply, 161-163
regulated (see Voltage regulator)
PPI, 15, 19, 26, 425

120, 149, 359
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delayed,

character-

ietics of, 646
P7 screens, fdtere for, 562

Parameters, various, spot size affected
by, 601-606

15, 20, 429

elect ronic, 27
off-center, 19
open-center, 15, 19
resolved-time-base,
218, 452454

using

condenser,

INDEX

PPI, resolved-time-base,usingsinusoidal
potentiometer,450452
rotating coil, 26, 426-445
stretched,15, 20
with sweepthroughsynchro, 447450
three-tone,38
Pratt, W. H., 320
Precenteringof electronbeam, 342-344
Pretrigger,26
Projectioncathode-raytubes, 89
Projection of dark-trace cathode-ray
tubes, 578
photographic,5W–589
of televiseddisplay, 577
Projectionindicator, 579-584
Projection systems, 576-589
Pulse, 11
delayed, 10
synchronizing,125
trigger,9, 120
Pulsenetwork,291
Pulse traneformers,120
Push-pullcentering,77
Push-pull condensernetworks,214
Push-pulldeflection,76
R
R-sweep, 17
Radar, pulsed, 11
Radar displays, 11–16
Radial-time-base(RTB), 23, 425
expanded,483
(Seealso PPI)
Radial-time-basedisplay, 425481
off-centeringfor, 419424
with off-centering,44M45
Radio Corporation of .4merica, 45, 61,
578
Randall, J. T., 616
Range-heightdisplays, 516-538
Range-heightindication (se. RHI)
Range markers,25, 238
Range normalization,389, 487, 490
Range resolution,11, 35
Range scopes, 17
Range sweep, 8, 14, 29
linear, 9
Raster, polka-dot, 597
shrinking, 69, 594
Raster excitation, 651
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Rauland CV-11 sweepcondenser,216
Recovery time of deflectioncoils, 311
Rectangular-coordinatedisplays,384410
Rectangularwave, 123
Rectangular-wave generator, 123-1’28,
140,432
delayed, 526
Relay servo, 400-cps, 193
Relays, vibratingmercury, 193
Repetitionrate, 121
Resistance variation proportional to
squareof shaft rotation, 204
Resolution,34
before time-basegeneration,471-481
Resolved-time-base applications using
condensers,217
Resolved-time-basemethod, 445-471
Resolver,27
Resolvingdevice, 185, 186
R-f detector,259
RHI, 15, 20, 26, 518
precise,527
RH1-E-scope, hybrid, 534-538
Rise time, 149
Rotating-coil method for polar display,
42@145, 484
Rotating-coil mounts, 545-555

s
Sanborn Company, 547, 550
Sawtooth, horizontal, 12
vertical, 12
Sawtooth current, linear, 357
Sawtooth current waveform, 362
Sawtooth wave, 132
Sawtooth-wave generator, 132-139
bootstrap, 135-138
Scale-of-two, 126
Scan, conical, 23, 220
helical, 12
spiral, 12
television, 384
V-beam, 12

Seamer, 12
Scanning, 6, 12

Schade,O. H., 164, 173
Scotopic, definition of, 659
Screen abaorptance, 620
Screen “buildup,” 6, 32
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screen deeay, 32
&reen materials,610
Screenpereiztence,5
Screentransmittance,620-623
Screens,609
cascade, 5
dark trace, 6, 664499
deexcitationof, 638
long-persistence,609, 626
multiple-layer,610
persistent,626, 653
short-persistence,609, 643
single-layer,comparisonof, to cascade,
655
special, propertiesof, 658-664
sulfide (sss Sulfidescreens)
supemormafbuildup, 34
triple-component,propertiesof, 658
two-cnlor, 661
willemite,5
zinc-magneaiumfluoride,5
Searctdighting,12
&ctor, movable, 390
true, 509-514
sector display, 19, 482-515
Sector-selectingsymbro, 209
Seitz, F., 610
Selenium-rectifierdisk, single, resistance
of, 468
Seleniumrectifiers,166, 466-471
with deflectioncoils, 466
Self-synchronoussystem, 25
Sdsyn, 185
Servomechanizmdrivenmount, 55o
Servo system, 187-195
l-speed, 191
1- and 36-speed 60-cps, 189
4oo-ops, 191
relay, 193
Shaft rotation, output voltage proportional to, 212,-217
output voltage proportional to tangent
of, 212
resistance variation proportional to
square of, 204
voltage proportional to reciprocal of,205
voltage proportional to secant of, 205
Shafta, two, synchronizing rotation of,
222
Sheard, C., 564

Shielding, 77
magnetic, 555-558
Shrinking raster, 69, 594
Shunt, magnetic, 106
Shutoff, automatic, 508
Sickles, F. W., Company, 296
Signal, minimum detectable, 30
Signal discernibility, 2=38
Signal discrimination, 2*34
Signal mixing, 160
Signal-to-noise discrimination, 14
Signal-to-noise ratio, 28
Signal resolution, 28-38
Sine and cosine components, 445
Sine-wave carriers, 195
Sinusoidal carriers, 207-210
Sinuzeidal condensers, 218, 472
Sinusoidal potentiometers, 202-204, 472
Skellett, A. M., 105, 412
Skiatron, 6
Slant range, 13, 14
Space charge, 56
Spherical aberration, 44
Spot size, 34, 55, 97, 59W508
affected by various parameters, 601–
606
Spot-size measurement, 723
double-pulse method of, 592
microscope method of, 591
miscellaneous methods of, 599, 600
pofkadot-raster method of, 597
shrinking raster method of, 594
Stabilization sawtooth, 399
Step attenuator, 157
Step-plus-sawtooth waveform, 357
Sticking potential, 577, 629, 630
Strong, J., 221
Subproportional, de6nition of, 625
Sulfide screens, double-layer, 64$658
Superproportional, definition of, 625
Superproportionality, 626, 651
Sutton, R. W., 664
Sweep, 6
circular, 299
delayed, 487
linear, 356
range (see Range sweep)
start of, distortions in, 354
time-base, 8
Sweep amplifiers for reactive loads, 356383
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Sweep condemeer, 398
Sweep field, rotation of, 425
Sweep generator, 266, 274, 360,435
bootstrap, 367
(See d.scr Sawtioth wave generator)
Sweep length, 14
Sweep-stopping circuit, 234, 399
Switch circuit, 365, 380
(See also Clamp)
Switching, mechanical, 229
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., 254,
269
Synchro, 185, 472
angular accuracy of, 210
circuits for driving, 377–381
deflection coil driven by, 381-383
and deflection coil, equivalent circuit
for, 362
differential-generator, 187
equivalent circuit for, 374
sector-selecting, 209
stator leakage inductance for, 376
3-phase, 2-phase output from, X)8
transient response of, 374-377
Synchro-driven mount, 547
Synchro errors, 194
Synchro generator, 185
Synchro motor, 185

Synchro-nullindex, 231
Synchronization,23
of rotationof two shafts, 222
Synchronizer,model G, 271-275
Synchroscope,9
model 5, 261-270
P-4, 252-261
T

Tachometer,225
generatoras, 219
Tails, 108
Target, 11
Teletorque,185
Televisiondisplay, 406
Televisionscan, 384
Temperaturecompensation,281
Test pattern, 723
Test scope, simple, 251
Third anode, 65
llffany Foundation,647

Time-base generation, 508
resolution before, 471-481
(See al-soSweep generator)
Time-base generator, 258
Time comtant, 112
Time indices, movable, 239
periOdiC,243
Time-selector circuit, 403
Timer, 23
Tranaconductance, effective, 362
Transfer characteristic, 67, 80
Transformers, rotary, 135
Transmisaion, synchronized, of angular
data, 222
Trapping, 613
of electrons, 694
of holes, 694

Triggerdelay circuits,262, 272, 279, 2E2
Triggergenerator,118-123,255,262,272
Triggerinverter,432
Trigger pulse, 9, 120
positive, transmission of, 119
negative, 119
Trigger shaper, 284
Trigger source, 122
TriWer waveforms, 118
Triggered circuits, 223226
Triggering, 223
Triode clamp, 129
Tube mounts for electrostatic cathoderay tubes, 540

v
V-beam scan, 12
Vector error, 489, 494, 502, 504
Video-amplifier bandwidth, 30, 147
Video amplifiers, 145-159, 436,444, 731735
wideband, 268
Video mapping, 570-576
Video output amplifiers, 154
Video test probe, 270
Voltage, blanking, 92
CUtOff, 722
focus, 723
proportional to secant of shaft rotation, 205
proportional to reciprocal of shaft
displacement, 205
Voltage drive for deflection coils. 310
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Voltage feedback, 36o
Voltageregulator,116, 170-172, 180, 182,
263, 438
Voltage waveform, amplifier for, 359362

w
Watson Laboratories,577
Wave, noneymmetrical,113
rectangular,123
Waveforms,area-balanced,454461
balancing,446
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Wavelength, dominant, 659
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, 317
Wilkins, M. H. F., 616
Williams, F. C., 447, 459
Windings, pie, 320
Wings, 23

z
Zero reference level, 445
Zworykin, V. K., 39

